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The several Authors of the following Essays are

responsible only for the statements contained in their

own contributions.

The Essays have been written independently of one

another ; and, in the treatment of theu^ subjects, the

Writers have been left free to express their individual

convictions. This freedom from Editorial interfe-

rence, whilst it allows occasional variations to be

perceived on questions of opinion, brings into high

relief the evidence of essential harmony amongst the

Contributors in matters of Faith and Principle—such

substantial unity, with diversity in detail, marking

all the more plainly the pervading influence of a

common Creed.

Two of the Essays are anonymous. In the case of

one, the reason is obvious. In the case of the other, it

was decided that on the neutral ground between the

domains of " Revelation and Science," the position

assumed should be lost or won in virtue of the inherent

weakness or strength of the arguments employed, in-

dependently of any influence arising from the Author's

name.



VI PREFACE.

For the authenticity of the " Autobiography," the

Editor is, of course, responsible. The proper names

in it alone are fictitious. The paper may be viewed as

an Essay in the form of a narrative.

This Volume is put forth in the hope that it may

serve towards the solution of certain important

" Questions of the Day," upon wliich the Church

and the World come in contact.

ORBY SHIPLEY.
Easter, a.d. 1866.

Koff to tf)e Sfcontj (JJtiition.

The Second Edition of The Church and the World

is a reprint of the First, with verbal corrections only.

An Appendix is added, containing extracts from all the

Reviews of the First Edition which have hitherto been

published.

Michaelmas, a.d. 1866.

Note to ti)e Cijirti ©tiition.

The Essays in the Third Edition have been revised

by their Authors. Verbal corrections alone have been

made, with the exception of the case of the " Auto-

biography," in which paper a few explanatory sentences

have been added. Additions have also been made to

the Appendix.

Lent, A.D. 1867.
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ESSAYS ON QUESTIONS

OF THE DAY.

In discussing- the various projects which have been put forward

with the purpose of extending the University of Oxford^ so that

it may more fully aid the work and the wants of the English

Church, several positions must be taken for granted. It is better

to state these, not because they exhaust all the facts which could

be very properly alleged in explanation of the causes which have

brought about the dearth of graduate candidates for ordination,

but in order to save time and obviate some objections. The
writer, having by this time lived nearly a quarter of a century in

Oxford, and having seen many great and important changes in

the constitution and work of the University, is led to the con-

clusions which he entertains by the experience which his private

and public duties in Oxford have enabled him to acquire.

Tliere is one position in which, he apprehends, all are agreed.

It is, that it would be a mischievous change if the bulk of the

English clergy were hereafter destitute of academical training. It

may be that many of the clergy have but an imperfect acquaintance

with the real powers which they possess, and are scantily informed

of the best means by which these powers could be exercised. But
it is certain that, whatever be the deficiencies rightly or wrongly

VOL. I. B



2 UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

imputed to the policy of the clerg-y, these deficiencies would be

still more marked if the mass of this body was taken from what

is called the " literate " class. There has been, and perhaps

always will be, a strong- necessity for the existence of such

establishments as those of Lampeter, S. Aidants, and S. Bees.

It is very possible, that the deficiencies which have been com-

mented on, in the educational acquirements of candidates for

ordination trained at these seminaries, may have been exceptional

qv exag-g-erated. It is certain that many persons who have

received their training at these places have been exceedingly

useful and exemplary clergymen. But no one would ever believe

that the existence of these colleges has an}' defence beyond that

of necessity, or that, were it possible to supply a true academical

education at one of the old Universities to the persons who now
pass through a course of study in these subordinate establish-

ments, it would not be a great gain to the candidate for ordi-

nation, and to the Church in which he is commissioned to

labour.

Again—though here opinion is more divided—it may be allowed

that theological colleges, in the strict sense in which the words have

been used, are of gTeat benefit to the persons who study in them,

and to the Church which secures the service of such training".

It has been held, indeed, that the theological college tends to the

creation of a type of clergymen whose practice is apt to be narrow

and warped. The charge may not be true ; but it is certain that

it would be too trvie, if the greater part of those who issued from

these seminaries had no other collegiate training, than that which

they obtained within the walls of such colleges. As an addition

to a previous academical course, as a retreat at once for sober

thought upon the grave duties and responsibilities of the Chris-

tian ministry, and as a means for supplying theological learning,

in greater fulness than is, or perhaps could be, given in the older

Universities, these colleges have their value, and warrant the

affectionate memory with which most of those who have had

special instruction at them look back upon the sources of their

clerical education.

In the next place, it may be taken for granted that, exceptions

considered and accounted for, the majority of those who enter

into Holy Orders will expect that " they who preach the Gospel

should live of the Gospel.^'' There always are, and we may hope
always will be, a number of earnest men who are willing to throw
themselves into the Christian ministry without thought or anxiety

as to the material consequences to themselves. But, in the first

place, such men are comparatively rare, and would, we may be
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sure, demand; unconsciously, perhaps, but still certainly, a larger

measure of freedom in their acts and relations to the Established

Cliurch than the custom and rules of the Establishment allow.

A man may sacrifice his fortune, or his time, or his independence
;

but he will very rarely sacrifice all. And we may confidently

assert, that there is no Christian people which demands and exacts

so much from its clergy, and accords them so little by way of com-

pensation, as the English nation does. Within the last twenty

or thirty years, the social position of the clergy has certainly

been depreciated, and their material prospects have been con-

siderably lessened.

By far the largest part of those ecclesiastical revenues, the

amount of which has been so absurdly exaggerated, are private

property, bought and sold as freely as land or stocks. Much of

the pati-onag-e possessed fifty years ago by the great landowners,

and dispensed by them with more or less judgment, has been

sold. As part of a great man^s estate, to be used by himself,

it had little value; but its market price was considerable, and it

has been turned into cash. The law, too, has applied the same

rigorous protection to this kind of property which it gives to all

other kinds, despite its public and responsible character; and a

Bishop must be very bold, and very rich, who declines to induct

the nominee of any patron, however incompetent he may know

the person to be. But, on the other hand, while it fences the

beneficed clergyman and his patron by every kind of protection,

it leaves, perhaps necessarily, the unbeneficed elerg-yman entirely

at the mercy of the Bishop. How capricious and wayward that

personage may be, in the eyes of his unendowed clergy at least,

might be illustrated by many examples. And though a portion of

the religious public may sometimes applaud episcopal vigour, and

endorse episcopal censures—and the censure which can be exercised

is the more vigorous the more it is limited in other directions

—

yet, it must be remembered, that they who give all, may demand

some liberty of action in return ; and that they who have not as

yet pledged themselves, may be deterred from the oft'ering- by

seeing that, while the sacrifice is complete, the recompense is very

deficient, and that while there is great licence for the one class of

clergymen, there is no liberty for another. While the prospects

and profits of every other profession have improved, those of the

clerical office have been depreciated; and it is idle to imagine

that, however earnest and faithful a man may be in the discharge

of his public duties, he will be wholly uninfluenced by ordinary

human motives.

Again, there is an economical rule, to which there is indeed no

B 2
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exception, that the market value of any object is due to the cost

at which it is produced, be it labour or the products of labour.

The greater the charge at which a professional person is put, in

obtaining the power of exercising his calling, the higher is his

rate of remuneration. If agricultural labour were prohibited

by law or custom till the labourer were sixteen years old, the

wages of this labour would be increased proportionately. A
successful barrister is paid at a great rate because he must, as a

rule, reach middle life before he attains success at all ; and all the

charges to which he has been put, for subsistence and education,

to the time of his success in his profession, form, so to speak, the

capital stock on which he expects and procures professional pay-

ment. To be more accurate, the rate at which he is paid is

relative to all the charges and risks which attend on all who
embark in his profession, just as the value of a diamond is not

relative to the actual labour only of the person who finds it,

but of all the labour which must be expended before another

diamond of equal size can be procured. And if the rate of

remuneration for the service rendered falls below a fair compensa-

tion for the labour and work employed in providing the service,

the supply will inevitably diminish. In just the same manner
the suj^ply of candidates for Orders, on the presumption that these

persons are, as a rule, actuated in great degree by ordinary human
motives, will be relative to the material prospects actually before

them—that is, to the supply of such remuneration as they may
reasonably expect will fall to their share in the distribution of

ecclesiastical endowments or income. And, by way of ilkistration,

the great sale of the Chancellor's livings, capriciously as the

patronage had been ordinarily exercised, was, pro tanto, a dimi-

nution of the motives which might aid in inducing persons to

enter into Holy Orders, because it alienated another part of that

which previously lay within the reasonable prospect of an un-
beneficed clergyman. With less to hope for, and more work to

do, with the knowledge that other professional avocations are

better paid, and perhaps as much esteemed socially, and that the
clerical office is more scantily compensated and is gradually
occupying an inferior social status, it is no wonder that men
hesitate before they enter on Holy Orders. It is altogether
unreasonable to expect the devotion of an Apostle from an un-
beneficed clergyman, and to reward him with less wages and less

liberty than a domestic servant. And it will be remembered
that the deficiency in the supply of candidates for Holy Orders is

not a deficiency of persons ordained to hold family livings, who
are, of course, just as numerous as ever, or indeed more numerous,
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as more living's are appropriated to such ends ; but of persons

to work as curates^ with no other than ordinary professional

prospects.

As has been said, the supply of candidates for any occupation

is relative to the cost of producing- the labour, and the rate at

which the labour when produced is remunerated. But the cost

of producing most professional labour is diminished. The tax on

attorneys^ certificates has been reduced, and the time of appren-

ticeship shortened. The same facts apply to the profession of a

barrister. A general practitioner in medicine may, perhaps, be

subject to a more searching examination ; but the formal cur-

riculum is shortened. On the other hand, the cost of producing

clerical labour has increased, actually as Avell as relatively, for the

general charges of an academical education are higher, and the

endowments in aid of education have been transferred to the

general public, in place of being- limited, as they were in prac-

tice before the University Reform Acts, to the clerg-y and their

sons.

The real reason that the clergy are so poorly paid in most

European countries, says Adam Smith, lies in the fact that they

are entirely, or almost entirely, educated at the public charge out

of academical or ecclesiastical endowments. And, conversely,

the interpretation of the social phenomenon given by the great

economist, -u-ill explain why it is that, the remuneration of the

clergy remaining the same, the supply of candidates is deficient.

They are no longer educated at the public expense— that is, they

are no longer the sole recipients of academical endowments. This

change is so striking that it is important to comment on the

facts.

For some time before the Act of 1854, a practice had begun

of selecting candidates for junior academical endowments on

the sole ground of scholarship, without considering any superior

claim on the ground of poverty. It may be, that the change was

an unconscious one, or that it may have originated in the fact

that at one college, in which the custom seems to have commenced,

the reputation achieved by obtaining a scholarship was so con-

siderable as to make the possession of this distinction an object of

ambition to young men whose fortunes, or the fortunes of whose

parents, put them far above the necessity of any such aid. In

other words, a real revolution was taking place in the tenure of

these endowments ; and a college scholarship was being made an

honour, instead of being, as was always intended in its founda-

tion, an aid. The word " college- scholarship " is used advisedly,

for University scholarships and prizes, with one exception - the
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Craven— were all of modern foundation, and were always intended

to be honours.

The change preceded the writer^s experience. It is probable

that a colour was given to the innovation by the practice of

certain societies which had, in utter defiance of oaths and statutes,

elected wealthy persons, and the sons of wealthy persons, to fellow-

ships. This was particularly the ease with Merton and All Souls.

The senior fellow of Merton College for many years was a general

officer, and another of the fellows was reputed to be a partner in

a well-known firm engaged in the manufacture of gunpowder.

The senior fellow of All Souls was an eminent member of the

diplomatic corps, and other fellows were in analogous positions.

The irregularity of these proceedings is the more noteworthy

when we consider, so stringent was the condition of poverty

annexed to the All Souls' foundation, that Bishop Fleetwood

wrote his Chronicon Pretiosiim, the first work which was pub-

lished on mediaeval prices, in order to satisfy the conscience of a

fellow of All Souls, that five pounds a year, which the revised

statutes of the college allowed a fellow to hold in addition to his

college income, must be interpreted with some latitude three

hundred years after the foundation . An attempt indeed was made

to distinguish between personal and real estate, as a valid plea for

the unlimited possession of the former. Such reasoning would

be discreditable to the morality, and inconsistent with the in-

telligence of the typical Jesuit.

But though some innovation on the ancient practice had been

committed in the election to scholarships, and the wholesome

rule that a college endowment is no honour, but an aid, had been

broken through, the practice was far from general, because the

rule had not been formally repealed, and many colleges were at

once alive to the obligation imposed on them by their statutes,

and had no corporate ambition to consult in the election to those

endowments which were designed for the junior members of the

University. As a consequence, the scholars of the colleges were

the most orderly and economical of the students. Any extrava-

gance on the part of these eleemosynaries was looked on as an

offence, which the terms of the young men's academical position

did not warrant or justify. And as these scholars were, even

under such conditions, just as much the best men, intellectually,

in the University as they are now, they had their leg-itimate

influence on the tone and work of the place.

The Act of 1854 completely broke down this ancient regime.

The framers of the Act, despite strong remonstrance, determined

to ignnrr the condition of poverfy, at least in sclioliU'shijis, ;md to
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throw open the competition absolutely to the best acquirements in

such subjects as form the ordinaiy curriculum of school teaching

and scholarship examination. It is quite clear^ as from this time

forth a scholarship was to be regarded as an honour, that the

competition for such a position would be thrown far more into the

liands of those who could afford the best school teaching- for

their sons ; in other words, that they who could best do without

academical endowments would be most sure to get them.

This is not the place in which to discuss the expediency of this

measure, or the difficulty there was in dealing with the subject in

any other way, but only to advert to the effects which it produced

and is producing upon the resources available for the education of

the clergy, and on the expenditure of University undergraduates.

The great feeders of the Church were the clergy. Their sons

naturally followed their fathers^ occupation. The fathers were at

the University ; and being g-enerally acquainted with some of the

residents in the society to which they had belonged, had the best

opportunity of knowing the means which might be available for

the education of their children, and the aids which these ancient

foundations afforded to schools, localities, and families; for the right

of founders;' kin, however much it might have been abused, was

a solid and intelligible passport to the persons above mentioned.

All this, or nearly all this, is swept away, and Avith it a vast mass

of the resources which were provided for the training of the clergy.

Again, as the scholarships in the University have now been

left for competition to the rich, the motives to economy have

been very much weakened. It has been said that the possession

of academical income was generally understood to be a bar to

extravagant habits, because the recipient of a benefaction was not,

by the very terms of his position, justified in any considerable

outlay or show. But now, as the endowments of the colleges are

becoming increasingly the endowments of the rich, those persons

who were once the most economical are now, save some exceptions,

the most extravagant.

Much, no doubt, of this increased extravagance, affecting as

it does all classes by example, is due to the great decline of

academical discipline ; much more, the writer is persuaded, to the

pernicious folly of what has been called " muscular Christianity,"

or physical education. To hear some people talk, one would be

disposed to infer that, with them at least, the highest and holiest

duties of life consist in developing one^s muscles, improving one^s

wind, and perfecting oneself in all sorts of gymnastic exercise.

The boat, the cricket club, the foot-ball match, are not only the

place or sphere of action in which one is prepared to do the best
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one can as a matter of solid sport, but which are to be tlie passion,

the pursuit, the master science of the student. Schoohnasters

have been occupied by this absurd affectation; and one hears

on all sides that the victories which their pupils acquire in

these exercises, wholesome and needful when confined within

proper limits, are the true objects of youthful occupation, to

which learning and school diligence are, on the whole, subsidiary.

Delicate boys are to be provided, we are told, with certificates to

the efiect that they are not competent to share in these absorbing

struggles. At the University, the appliances for such exercises

are enormously in demand. Every college has its cricket-ground,

its boat-house, and, if things go on in the same course, will

possess its racket-court, perhaps its billiard-room. The summer

term was shortened, we were gravely informed, because it was

absolutely impossible to get any work out of men who were all

day long on the cricket-ground or the river.

Assuredly, twenty years ago, before we heard of this over-

powering duty to oner's physical organization, men were as active

and energetic as now. An undergraduate who moped and was

solitary in his ways, was looked on with suspicion ; and a man
who read hard, and exercised himself heartily and healthily, was

not only liked, but generally beat those who did not recognize

the \\'isdom of joining physical exertion to mental labour. We
have gone back to the Laconian exercises, and perhaps need the

same criticism on the practice of our youth which Aristotle uttered

on the Spartan institutions— wcrre to koXov aXX ov to drjpicoSe'i

Set irpcora'ycoviaTelp— It is the first duty of a teacher to train the

moral and intellectual, not the animal part of a youth.

The rise of these practices in the University, and the alteration

in its discipline and conduct, has not diminished the number of

undergraduates. On the contrary, more persons matriculate than

did twenty years ago, though the increase is by no means propor-

tionate to the growth of private wealth and the material pros-

perity of the nation. But though as many, or even more, enter

here, and go through, with more or less rapidity, the course of

their study, the classes who make use of the University do not

intend to enter the Priesthood, mainly, it may be concluded,

because they have not contemplated any such prospects, since

they are not derived from those sources which have hitherto

supplied candidates for Holy Orders.

Two other reasons are alleged for the diminution of these

numbers. One, which no doubt operates to some slight extent,

is the fact that, in one direction, a large number of offices is

opened to public competition which formerly were confined to
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private patronage. The Indian writersliips no doubt absorb a

certain number of persons who might otherwise have become

clergymen ; but it is certain that not more than twelve of these

are on an average of 3'ears elected from the Oxford under-

graduatesj and that not more than half of those twelve would

have entered upon Holy Orders. The loss of six persons a year,

from one of the great Universities, would not have produced a

perceptible deficiency.

Again it is said, with what accuracy the writer is unable to

decide, that the peculiar phase of modern religious controversy,

partaking, as it is avowed, of so much debate on the fundamental

facts of Christianity, has deterred many men from any active

co-operation in the work of the Church. But, as a . rule, it is

generally the case, that when morality is sound, and persons are

not disaifected, the very existence of a material for controversy

is highly provocative of combatants. Many, indeed, of the clergy

may be disaffected, and, considering their resources and their

prospects, it is not wonderful that they are so ; but to imagine

that they are indifferent to religious belief because that belief

has been assailed, is to contravene ordinaiy experience.

Taking into account, then, the facts which have been alleged,

that the material prospects of the clergy are relatively to the

general increase of wealth, and absolutely as contained in the

hopes they may entertain of a sufficient remuneration for their

labours, seriously diminished; that the opportunities for an

assisted education at the University are greatly lessened, if they

are not indeed all but reft from them ; and that the charges of an

ordinary imassisted education are largely increased; we have

sufficient causes, without taking into account the other incidents

which affect or may affect their calling, to account for the dimi-

nution in the number of graduate candidates who annually appear

before a Bishop that they may enter on the ministry of the Church.

It is to meet this avowed deficiency, that there is a generally

unanimous feeling in the University of Oxford. The persons

who met in the hall of Oriel College, and whose proceedings,

having been reported, are therefore fairly the objects of further

discussion, were thoroughly agreed as to the propriety of Uni-

versity extension, as to the duty incumbent on those, who were

conscious of the want and capable of suggesting remedies, of

doing their best to supply that which was needed, and of the

propriety of taking such means in order to add to the number of

students avowedly purposing to take Holy Orders, as would not

give the class of students either a special or distinct character, or

would seclude them from the general education of the place, or
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from association with those who would hereafter be occupied in

lay business. In a word, it was thought unadvisable, whatever

were the forms which the extension took, to establish a purely

clerical college. Here, however, the unanimity ended.

The plan which evidently found the greatest favour with the

promoters of the meeting, was that of establishing a new college,

which should contain at least a hundred rooms, and which, there-

fore, might be calculated to afford, supposing all the inmates were

intended for Holy Orders, about thirty candidates a year. Some
of the speakers wished that the funds needful for the purpose

should be collected by private subscription; others objected that,

as the University had annually a considerable surplus income,

and as the funds of the colleges would certainly be vastly in-

creased, beyond the power of distribution among the foundation,

in the course of a few years, that it was just and reasonable that

a portion of this wealth should be devoted to purely academical

uses. One of the speakers, a fellow of Oriel College, and one of

the members for the city of Oxford, startled his audience by
asserting that the annual sum which would shortly arise from

college estates, over and above that which may now or hereafter be

divided among the society, was so considerable as to enable these

societies collectively to build and endow a new college annually.

There is a means of verifying or rebutting this statement, that,

namely, of a parliamentary return of the present and prospective

income of the colleges, a return which, probably, would not be

refused if it were demanded, seeing that, at any rate, since

Parliament has virtually determined the amount of each fellow^s

income, the surjjlus is a fund over which the nation in Parliament

might, in accordance with its position as guardian of all charities,

consider itself competent to apj^ly so legitimate an application of

the cy pres doctrine, as to call for the devotion of a portion of these

funds to educational pui^^oses within the University. It may be

added that the University possesses considerable estates available

for public building within its precincts, and that it has lately

purchased a large site once occupied by the city workhouse, which

might easily be employed as a convenient locality for a new
college.

This plan contained provisoes that the education should be

very cheap, indeed almost gratuitous ; that the economy should

be rigid and precise ; and that, on the whole, the instruction of

the undergraduates should be specially committed to the care of

the Professors, who should thereupon have a considerable autho-

rity in the government of the society. And some of the speakers

with great reason alleged, that in all likelihood, provided, of
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course, the constitution of this establishment remained unaltered,

the discipline and efficiency of the new college would enable the

students to compete successfully in academic examinations with

the members of older but less perfectly disciplined societies.

At first sight, there are some notable exceptions to be taken

to this scheme. To begin, it is very like the act of those who,

having turned the rightful owners out of their home, conceive it

a duty to build them a new one. Every college, every endow-

ment, was founded on these conditions of discipline, poverty, and

economy. The whole machinery of collegiate instruction is

modern, the whole of its extravagance is more modern still.

And to revive in a single instance the common life of a past age

without enforcing the same conditions on all alike, is to commit

an anaclironism which is almost certain to be a failure. It may
be safely predicted, too, that in the course of time, wdien the

novelty of the college w^ears off, and the reins of discipline, in

the inevitable contrast with other establishments, are relaxed,

the new college will rapidly become the property of those social

classes who have already evicted the legitimate descendants of

former possessors from their inheritance. For it has been found

over and over again, that where no positive or social distinction

is put between the status of one set of men and another, the

stronger— in this case the richer—succeeds in occupying that

which was intended for other people. Nothing but the distinc-

tive dress has saved the endowment of Christ's Hospital from

being absorbed by the richer classes. If the garb were done away

with, very few years would elapse before the revenues of that

great charity would become the possession of those who never need

and, on the original basis of the charity, could not justly claim

them. And in just the same way, supposing the new college were

established, however stringent were the rules by which it might

be guarded, if it once became an object of convenience, of emula-

tion, of advantage, to get on the roll of such a society, the per-

sons for whom it was intended would have to seek some other

machinery, in order to procure their necessary education. The

Church, supposing the Establishment remains in its present state,

would have either to devise a fresh scheme for the academical

education of its candidates, or to accept such persons as now, in

increasing numbers, seek admission into its ministry.

No one, however, who advocated the scheme, suggested that

any mark or badge should, ah initio, beyond that of the know-

ledge that they were men of narrow means, be put on the

inmates of this new society. They did not, moreover, suggest

means by which the infection of emidation in the physical part
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of University education should be obviated. Are these members
of the new college to be deterred from the customary exercises

of the place ? Are they not to row in a boat, to join in athletic

sports, play cricket, like the rest ? Will it be possible, since no

police can be exercised upon them, apart from that which ensues

from the profession of narrow circumstances, to keep these men
at once economical and respected ? But supposing- the funds

were jDrovided, the college built, the education cheap and effec-

tive, the students diligent, the discipline permanent, and the

supply of candidates for Orders nearly equal to the number of

those who reside within the new college (for none of those who
advocated this measure were desirous that the tone of the society

should be wdiolly clerical, or the students merely theological),

what would be the nature and extent of the supply to the

wants of the Christian ministry? So trivial as to be almost

nothing. So slight as not to meet the demand in any aj)preciable

degree.

There are, it is said, about twenty-four thousand clergymen of

the Established Church. Of these, perhaps^ eight thousand are of

the class who, even if an academical education were more expensive

than it is, would graduate and take Holy Orders, either because

they are the sons of persons who are at once patrons and incum-

bents, or because, being younger sons, or having powerful family

connexions, they are tolerably sure of a sufficient provision in

Holy Orders. The remaining sixteen thousand come from that

kind of class in society which is powerfully affected by the

material considerations adverted to above. That is, they are men
who, however great their patience and self-denial, however ardent

and earnest, are nevertheless influenced, or indirectly influence

others in declining to enter on an occupation for which the pre-

paration is now so expensive, in which the blanks are out of all

proportion to the prizes, and in which the prizes seem to be given

by some inexplicable caprice.

Taking the average duration of human life, at twenty-four

years of age, to be twenty years (and this is a very liberal esti-

mate), and that eight hundred such persons must enter upon Holy
Orders annually, in order to maintain the number, how slight

an addition would be made by the operation of the new college,

even if all the students entered into Holy Orders. How unlikely

is it that the addition of these thirty would be tantamount to

the annual diminution in the number of academical candidates

which have till late years presented themselves. The changes in

the Universities have lost to the Church candidates by hun-
dreds ; the new college would replace them by tens ; and it
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would not be in operation for three years before the .claim for a

fresh supply would be equally urgent.

There are other points in connexion with such a scheme which

no doubt might present themselves^ when the question is viewed

practically. If Mr. Neate^s proposal, that the projected college

be endowed out of the surplus funds of the University and existing

colleges, were accepted, would a charter be granted to a society to

be created out of funds which other men—very wi'ong-headed

perhaps, but very positive and very powerful—conceive to be

secular in their character, and only religious by reason of the fact

that men educated by them voluntarily resolve on becoming

ecclesiastics? No objection, it is probable, would be made to con-

tributions for the sake of establishing a college for persons who,

as a rule, intended to take Orders ; but it may be doubted whether

there be not at present a growing conviction that lay persons are

as much interested in the distribution of academical revenues

as the clergy have been. It is certain, that the claims of the laity

to a permanent association in the benefit of academical endow-

ments have been successfully vindicated, and are likely to be in-

creasingly asserted. And if this temper grows, it may be, even

if the proposed society be created out of existing funds, that it

will not long retain its specific, its avowed, though not its sole

purpose.

Again, what guarantee will be found for the effectual working

of an establishment which must rely, as far as has hitherto been

stated, on the conscientious labour of its founders, and of those

who, for the Churches sake, will take a continuous and lasting

interest in its prosperity ? Let us attempt to answer the question

by an analogous case. There is a body of statutes which the

Vice-Chancellor is bound to administer, affecting the halls.

These statutes, probably a little antiquated—certainly needing,

on the most cursory inspection, reconsideration—are entirely fallen

into desuetude. A member myself of one of these halls, I have

never heard a single instance of any appeal to the Vice-Chan-

cellor; nor of any voluntary interference on his part with the

regimen of these establishments; nor of any inspection; nor indeed

of any act implying the least control over them—except when, for

legal purposes only, he, as the permanent trustee of such funds

as they possess, is asked to sanction the transfer of property,

or the alteration of trusts held for the benefit of such societies.

It would be ridiculous to imagine that no occasion has arisen on

which such an interference might not have been very properly

invoked. If with a body of statutes affecting existing academical

societies, no action is taken, what pledge will or can be given
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that, howeyer stringent be the conditions by which this new
arrangement is efFeeted, any of these conditions will be practically

operative ? There is very great reason to believe that only a

few years would elapse ;
(changes of thought and habit being

particularly rapid in a society which, like the University, is con-

tinually affected by the departure of the majority of its collegiate

staff, and which in course of time will be liable to more frequent

nautations >) and however strict have been the conditions under

which the new college will be constituted, inevitable laxity and

negligence will modify them.

It has been often urged, that a more conscientious economy
should be carried out in the existing colleges ; that the present

habit of expenditure should be arrested ; that, if need be, powers

should be obtained to fulfil certain manifest duties more rigidly

;

or even, distasteful as it may seem to some, that the income of

these endowments, entiaisted in the first instance to discover and
sustain natural ability and diligence in every condition of life,

but which are now in the course of being bestowed on the rich,

should be restored to the ancient possessors. It is indeed argued,

that to attempt a recovery of earlier discipline is impracticable

;

that the step once taken is irretrievable ; that to strive after the

restoration of academical endowments to those persons and those

objects for whom they were originally destined, is to revive the

Heptarchy; that the principles of the Act of 1854 cannot be

reconsidered; and that among these principles one of the most
obvious and absolute is that which declares that all academical

endowments are to be bestowed on scholastic acquirements, with-

out any condition whatever annexed to them. It may be that

an Act of Parliament is an act of irretrievable wisdom, and that

a public question once debated, must be taken as finally settled.

But such a rule will not encourage persons to subscribe volun-

tarily to a new college ; and, as has been stated before, the

application of existing or contingent funds from the superfluous

income of the present foundations, will be assuredly liable to the

control of another rule, not a whit less stringent than that which

regulates the condition on which endowments may be enjoyed,

that, namely, which considers all excess of corporate income as

liable to Parliamentary control and guidance.

It is sugg*ested again, that additions should be made to exist-

ing colleges. There is nothing to prevent such colleges as have

space available for the purpose from adopting the suggestion,

without the intervention of a committee, or the benefit of a

debate, unless, indeed, which can hardly be imagined, the col-

leges which desire to expand themselves have a design on the
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surplus income of the University^ or the other academical cor-

porations. Colleges have borrowing powers, could mortg-ag-e

estates, and can, to judge from ordinary experience, obtain such

a profit on rooms available for undergraduates, as would suffice

to meet the interest of loans, to form a fund for the gradual

1 {([nidation of debt, and to leave besides a handsome income for

those persons whom they may think proper to put into college

offices. It must be remembered, however, that only a few col-

leges have the power of expansion. Most of those which lie

within the compass of the old city walls, could not enlarge them-

selves, having already occupied all their available space.

But, in reality, an enlargement of existing colleges would not,

even in the most trivial degree, meet the difficulty of the present

crisis. It might, to be sure, augment the income of the head and

the fellows, in case they had not reached the maximum at which

their stipends are fixed ; and would, beyond question, enlarge the

resources of the college tutors. But it would not necessarily add

a single graduate candidate to the diminishing number of those

who now offer themselves for Holy Orders, because what is wanted

for these persons is a cheap and efl'ective education ; whereas that

now supplied by the colleges, however effective it may be, is

certainly dear.

A similar objection applies to the proposal made by one head

of a college, that residence within the walls should be dispensed

with after two years. This change would certainly allow existing

colleges to take an increased number of undergraduates, but it

would by no means guarantee a cheap education. Residence

in lodgings, after a young man has lived in college, is, on the

whole, dearer than residence in college. Every expense belonging

to his college life remains the same, with this addition—that

while he is generally exempt from paying rent (never exceedingly

high for unfurnished rooms), he has to take furnished lodgings

in some of the chief streets, w4th all the contingent costs of such

an arrangement, and all the risks, neither rare nor remote, of

being the victim of perpetual overcharges and pilferings. There

cannot, it seems, be a doubt, that if the present residence in rooms

costs him 200*^. to 250<?. a year, living in lodgings for the last

year would add another 50/. to the charges of education ; and

thus, although the plan might add to the number of undergra-

duates, and increase the income of college officers, it would not

be at all likely to meet the real question before the University

—

the propriety of taking such steps as would secure a cheap educa-

tion for those who purpose entering into Orders in the English

Church.
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None of those who spoke on the subject of University exten-

sion desired that the benefits which the adoption of any scheme

implied, should be confined to those students only who designed

to take Holy Orders. The evils of what we may call a sectional

colleo-e are so manifest and so considerable, that no one would

willingly, except under the purest necessity, accept or support

a scheme which should be founded upon an exclusively clerical

basis. And though the primary purpose of the action taken by

the University, and the formation of a Committee to consider and

report on the means for furthering this purpose, was immediately

relative to the supply of clergymen ; yet, there was nothing, it

appears, irregular in the suggestion of Dr. Acland, that the action

taken should include the question whether the contemplated

expansion of the University might not be rendered available for

the general education of medical men and attorneys.

This paper, relating as it does only to the question of Univer-

sity extension for the sake of the Church, would go rather out of

its course, if it contained any comment on the real or supposed

deficiencies of medical or legal education. But, that it would be

highly desirable on public grounds, that persons whose future

career is to be that which is popularly called professional, should

be, if possible, educated together, is, we may believe, in the fullest

degree admitted by all who have made even the most superficial

inquiry into the social relations of all such persons. Perhaps one

of the greatest among the difiiculties which lie in the way of

many a clergyman is that which arises from the fact of his educa-

tion having completely dissociated him from many among the

most intelligent of those with whom he comes in contact in the

course of his ministrations.

There are yet two other plans, both of which are supported by

very high authority, and both of which perhaps might be adopted

simultaneously ; nor is their adoption inconsistent with the foun-

dation of the new college. On the contrary, both are experiments

which might be made, without committing the University to more
than a trial ; and both, it may be believed, would operate as ener-

getic stimulants to the present and far from effective collegiate

system. These are, first, the scheme of suffering persons to reside

in the town, of course under certain restrictions and guarantees,

as members of the University, without belonging to any existing

college or hall ; secondly, that of affiliation, also under well-defined

and intelligible conditions.

The plea that the University might well be expanded by
suffering residence in Oxford under such conditions as might be

conceived sufficient for purposes of police and supervision, is no
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new one. It was, beyond doubt, the ancient habit of the Uni-

versity, and continued in vog-ue down to the Reformation, very

few of the colleg-es having- had any members within their walls,

other than such as were upon the foundation. So g-encral was

this rule, that even the Founder^s kin boys, as they were called,

at Merton Colleg-e, whom the society was bound to maintain and

educate, were lodg-ed without the walls of the colleg-e, in a sepa-

rate building ; and though, perhaps, on some occasions, the scion

of a royal or noble house was admitted into the college—as it

was said that Henry the Fifth was in his youth, at Queens's—the

practice was exceedingly rare, and is always mentioned as excep-

tional. The original buildings, indeed, of no college contem-

plated the admission of indej^endent students. These persons

always lodged in the town, generally in halls, which were hired

for their use, and the cost of which was guaranteed by the Prin-

cipal, whom the students invariably elected to govern the society.

It cannot be doubted, howevei*, that many lived in private lodg-

ings, subject to no other control than the general authority of

the University officials. And thovigh, since the Laudian statutes,

the rule has prevailed, that all members of the University should

also be found on the books of some college or hall, it is only,

as the writer has been informed by one of the oldest members of

the University, within the present century that the obligation of

three years^ residence within the walls of one of these establish-

ments has been exacted or enforced.

This plan has been advocated in later times. It is to be found

among the innumerable suggestions contained in the report of

the Oxford University Commission. It was recommended as

the only means by which the University could be expanded

within its own precincts so as to meet the wants of the time,

and in particular the needs of the Church, in a work written five

years ago by the author of this paper, and entitled, " Education

in Oxford.''-' [Smith and Elder.) It has been urged anew upon

the University by Dr. Temple, the present head master of Rugby,

who, twelve or thirteen years ago, took strong" objection to the

scheme, but has now signified his adherence to it.

The chief objections alleged against the plan, are the loss of

the social influences which the mutual intercourse of young men
supplies, and which are justly held to be among the most valu-

able among the results of academical training-; and the con-

tingency of a lax discipline and a lax morality, as consequent

upon the unrestrained residence of young men in a large town.

The first of these difficulties is undoubtedly the gravest. The

association of yoimg men with each other, is the cause of many
VOL. I. c
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among the benefits which are traceable to academical training-.

It is not, of course, peculiar to a University course. Shy and

timid children are turned, in a similar way, into modest and

courageous schoolboys. Rough and ill-mannered lads get a

lesson of the same character in the social discipline of the army,

when the tone of a regimental mess is healthy. To lose any

part of the benefit of the association with other men of one^s

own age, pursuits, habits, is a loss which nothing can counter-

vail. But in the present case, and till a considerable change

takes place in the ordinary life of the underg-raduate members of

the University, the question is not—what is the best way in which

this new element in the University can be trained, but—what is

best and cheaj)est. If it be not possible to avail oneself of the

fullest advantages of academical training, which is the best

means by which we can obtain the largest measure of advantage

to those whose circumstances absolutely debar the use of the

ordinary course of University life ?

Though, however, we may admit that the student who lives

in lodgings, disconnected from any regular society of other young

men, cannot but lose some social advantages, it may be doubted

whether we who live habitually in Oxford, do not underrate the

influence of local associations, and ignore the University in the

colleges. Till within the last ten or fifteen years, there were

very few persons who, being members of the colleges, resided in

the University precincts in private houses. Since, however, the

changes which have turned the professorial element in the Uni-

versity from a mere ornamental appendance into an increasing

reality, a great number of persons have taken up their resi-

dence in Oxford. As most of these persons have a permanent

interest and permanent duties in the place, it cannot fail but that

ultimately much of the conduct of the University will lie in

their hands. Year by year, the College Tutors are more rapidly

moving away. Younger men take college offices, younger men
take college livings, fewer fellows reside in the University. It

is unreasonable to suppose that in a few years^ time, all authoi'ity

and influence in the University will be occupied, as it hitherto

has been, by the tutorial stafi", composed as it will mainly be,

of the junior Masters of Arts. But every thing which gives

strength to the University, and enables its officers to fulfil

functions which lie without the action of the colleges, supplies

a fuller mechanism for instruction and discipline, and withal for

many among the advantages of an academical course in the case

of those who might be introduced to the University under the

scheme of Dr. Temple and others.
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The oolleg'es have, no doubt-, become the University. But it

now appears, that there are wants which the colleg-es cannot

supply; further needs, which the University can satisfy. To
provide the means for such a demand as is made upon the Uni-

versity, is in reality to revive its ancient character, and to make
it that which tradition stamps it to have been—one of the great

centres of national education. It is true that much of the mate-

rial which was once introduced into this place, is now instructed

elsewhere ; but, on the other hand, the professional classes are far

more numerous than ever, and as the active life of most persons

who are engaged in such occupations commences, as a rule, at

the same time as it does with those who enter into Holy Orders,

there seems no reason to doubt that, were the benefits of a Uni-
versity education at a cheap rate offered to such persons, there

would be an enormous influx of students to the Universit3^ The
colleges are, in short, the great and expensive public schools,

frequented more and more by the wealthier classes. But the

Universit}^ Ought to be, and might be, the centre to which a

great mass of other bodies mig'ht be annexed, and b}^ which the

benefits of the best teaching could be secured to the largest

n umber of persons.

The other objection to the scheme, is the risk that efficient

discipline will not be maintained over such students as live in

private houses ; that there are and will be serious temptations

thrown in the w^ay of personal morality ; and that the supervision

exercised over young men, now, it is presumed, exercised by col-

lege authorities, will be wholly lost. This last point, among
others, has been insisted on by Mr. Meja-ick, sometime tutor of

Trinity College. It cannot be discussed without offence ; and

thoug'h such a line of argument was no doubt far from being-

Mr. Meyrick's pui-pose, it is hardly fair to insist upon that in a

controversy, the denial of which might be felt to be almost

libellous. If college tutors do exercise this wholesome influence

over the young men committed to their charge, we may regret

the loss which would ensue to those who could not, on the accept-

ance of Dr. Templet's plan, avail themselves of such superintend-

ence ; and can only hope that the University may be able to

devise means, whereby some inquiry may be made into the pur-

suits and conduct of the persons who will live in the town, in

case the plan w^ere adopted. The objection is not fatal ; for it is

certain that by a judicious system of registration, carried out

under the management and control of some among the senior

residents, much, perhaps all, of the advantages claimed to follo%v

from the advice and exhortations of college tutors may be

c 2
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attained. Mr. Meyrick does not^ probably, recollect by how
much younger, as a rule, college tutors are, than they were in

his time.

Frirnd facie, the risk which such students would run from

personal immorality, is far more near. It is a subject which

must be adverted to, however unpleasant it be to treat of it.

It is supposed that gTeat danger would come from female ser-

vants in lodging houses. As most undergraduates, however,

reside for some time in lodgings at present, the evil, if it would

prevail, must to some extent prevail now. But there is little

doubt that the alarm is all but visionary ; and that the practical

experience of those who have an opportunity of knowing the

facts, is competent to outweigh a thousand surmises. The

writer of this paper had, for nearly seven years, the charge of

the largest rural parish in the neighbourhood of Oxford. There

is nothing of which a parish clergyman, among the scandals

which reach him, hears more early than he does of the misconduct

of any young woman in liis parish. The cases, however, which

came before the writer^s notice, in a parish which supplies more

female servants in Oxford than any three in the neighbourhood,

were very rare ; and in every case the seducer was either the

lodging-house keeper, or some person of no very much higher

social condition than the woman. Apart from higher motives,

which we may suppose are operative to some extent at least, the

risk, the degradation, and the scandal, if the offence be detected,

are powerful preservatives against incontinence of this kind

among undergraduates.

Beyond this, the University has considerable powers of police.

There cannot be, it may be safely presumed, when the matter is

one which aifects the general well-being of the community so

strongly, any reasonable doubt that Parliament would sanction

all possible means for the preservation of order and decorum.

It is equally certain, if powers, larger than those at present

existing, were needed, in order to secure the effectual supervision

of a greatly increased number of students, that the legislature

would accord those powers. But, in fact, it is all but certain,

that the machiner}' and the morale of the University would be

abundantly sufficient to obviate such risks as those which have
been, it seems, too confidently foretold; at any rate, to prevent

any increase in the risk.

That there are some real inconveniences in the plan, it ma}* be
repeated, is not denied. But the question is not, what is the
best plan, but which is the most available under the pressure
of a severe demand and a diminishing supply. The want is
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urgent^ immediate^ aud, hy the operation of pvirely economical

causes, will, in all likelihood, unless some speedy remedy be

applied, completely alter the character of the material which will

be forthcoming- for the offices of the Ang-liean Church.

There is a further plan, which also is deserving* of careful

attention. It has been suggested by many persons before, and

is now supported by an active and very earnest body of men

—

it is that of affiliation. It is proposed— since certain changes

liave been made in the course of studies carried out in Oxford,

and the necessary standard of classical education can now be

attained at an earlier ^leriod of a young man^s academical career,

after which he can devote himself to some special course of

study—that, under certain limitations, it should be allowed that

certain places of education be permitted to affiliate themselves on

the University; that certain parts of the examinations should

be passed without the benefit of residence; that, perhaps, the

deg-ree of Bachelor of Arts should be open to such students ; but

that residence in Oxford, equal in amount to that which is now
passed, should be exacted from all who are admitted to the

degree of Master. In this way a cheap education may be

attained; and a certificate of fitness, in the fact that such

persons had passed the ordinary examinations at Oxford, would

at least put an end to some of those scandals which, according"

to common report, attend the examination of literates before

Bishops.

This scheme is, plainly, even a wider departure from the ancient

conditions of academical study, than any plan which has been

elsewhere proposed. It sug-gests that persons might study, be

examined, and ultimately attain a particular status in the Uni-

versity, without ever having" been near it, except at the periodical

examinations* It would, indeed, affiliate only under conditions of

a very decided character. It might, for instance, be demanded by

the promoters of the scheme, that the affiliated college, or place

of education, should be sanctioned by a formal and sufficient

charter; that the University should be fully represented in the

governing body of the colleg"e, and should have an emphatic voice

in directing the studies carried on in such affiliated societies ;

and that the maintenance of the connexion between the Uni-

versity and the society should be always subject to the judgment

of the former. It w^ould leave the prospect of election to aca-

demical emoluments open to such students as were thus afliliated

;

but it would insist that, once such students elected to such

emoluments, they must forthwith reside in the University.

Such a plan would have these advantages. It would, in the
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first place, cany ovit that ancient purpose of the University, the

discovery, namely, of diligent capacity, from a wider field than

the machinery already existing is able to cover. It cannot be

doubted that many persons are now lost to services of great social

value, because no means exist by which they can be found and

employed. It would also do much to sustain institutions of great

significance, which, vigorous and useful already, might have a

power given to them for good of the largest and most effectual

kind.

Take, for instance, a place like King^s College, in London.

Originally instituted to act as a counterpoise to what was be-

lieved to be the purely secular system of University College, it

is at the present time really doing- the work of a University. Its

students are not much fewer in the aggregate than those who
receive instruction at Oxford. Apart from the education given,

which cannot of course, under the circumstances, be of the

highest order, the system of evening classes offers, to a number of

young men peculiarly open to risks and temptations, advantages

of the greatest moral value. The recognition of such a society

by the University, after the long and patient way in which it

has attained its present utility, would be at once a well-deserved

recompense, and an act, it may be said, of great forethought

and wise generosity, and withal, a real and effectual aid to some

of the best work of the Church. We should not, indeed, recom-

mend that the students of this, or any other place Avhieh might

be similarly affiliated, should be admitted by the mere fact of

examination to academical privileges; and the regulation that

residence should be insisted on before the degree of Master of

Arts is conferred, must be looked on as an ' inalienable con-

dition ; but it cannot be doubted, that the utility of the work
which has been hitherto effected by this institution wiU be

greatly enhanced, and the Church would share in the benefit

conferred on one of its most valuable seminaries.

But, whatever be the means adopted, all persons who have

given any thought to the subject, and feel any interest in the

maintenance of that learning which has hithei'to distinguished

the Anglican clergy, are agreed that, unless some speedy means
are adopted, the social and intellectual reputation of the Christian

ministry in England is likely to be seriously endangered.

Hitherto, the English clergy have been the most learned in the

world ; and even now, we may with just pride assert, that there

is no department of human knowledge or human thought to

which they are not, as heretofore, makirfg great contributions.

The peculiar political position occupied by the Establishment
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in this country, justifies at least the claim which its members,

lay as well as clerical, may make to some consideration from the

present administrators of academical education. Rightly or

wrongly, the State holds the Church in a tight grasp. It is not

the business of the writer to inquire whether on the whole the

bargain is to the advantage of either, or whether all the advan-

tages of the union do not lie on one side. But no one can

doubt that the liberty of the clergy, perhaps that of such lay

persons as really belong to the Anglican Communion, is seriously

impaired by the relations in which that Communion stands to the

State. To the Anglican hierarchy, and to those who are in

hereditary possession of the greater part of ecclesiastical property,

the convenience of the union is absolute and manifest. To the

unbeneficed clergy, and to those who have no ground for hoping

that they may achieve the independence of a fixed income, the

advantages, though more dubious, may still be real. But it would

be idle to doubt, that the security which is possessed by the higher

and the wealthier clergy, is for the most part bought by the ener-

getic devotion of those who are content to labour with little hope

and less encouragement. In an age like our own, which deals with

utilities, it cannot be questioned that while the grand height of

the ecclesiastical pyramid is respected, the real strength is under-

stood to lie in the solid work at the bottom. To be indifl^ereut to

the quality of that material which makes up the rank and file of

the clerical army, is to invite contempt and justify degradation.

If hereafter the mass of the clergy becomes illiterate and inca-

pable, the most valuable defences on which the hierarchy must

rely for its permanence will certainly fall. It may be doubted

whether the outworks have not already been weakened.

The time has passed away, perhaps never to be recalled, in which

the endowments given to the ancient Universities were the machi-

ninery for discovering and promoting' capacity. No body of College

electors is, or ever will be, able to discover, in the examination of

boys just fresh from school, whether what they know suggests

their future power for acquiring knowledge of a fuller and more

important kind. The material of the University is now in great

measure, so to speak, half manufactured : whereas, in old times,

it was often well-nigh raw. It cannot be doubted, that much
which might be of great service in Letters and to the Church is

lost to both, by the fact that, at present, the entrance to the

endowments of the University is open only to sixth-form boys

in good or actively managed grammar schools.

After the change which has affected her material interests, the

Church has a right to demand of the T^niversity, on the pica of the
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social importance contained in her ministrations—to assert no

higher ground^ as in the facts that the greater part of its endow-

ments come from the savings of ecclesiasties^ and that the most

distinguished men in its fasti have, \ni\\ few exceptions, been of

the same order—that in these later days her need for an increased

supply of educated clergy should be met by some relaxation in

the charge at present incurred in the process of graduation. All

the plans which have been suggested seem, to the writer, to have

their advantages, and to be capable of simultaneous adoption

;

though none seem so likely to fui'ther the end before us, as that

which would suffer, more antiquo, the residence of students in

lodgings, and apart from the expenses of collegiate life ; and that

which contemplates the affiliation of such societies as can convince

the University that they are, handfide, engaged in the w^ork of a

liberal education to adults. The best education which can be got

is the best course to adopt in order to retrieve ground that has

been lost, and to strengthen the future i)osition of the English

Church. This education cannot be obtained generally for clei'gy-

men in time to come if it is to cost a thousand pounds ; it can be
and will be got if it is to cost only two or three hundred. It

will be the business of those who are engaged in elaborating and
ventilating schemes of University extension to prove—first, that

the machinery for effecting such an economy is possible ; next,

that it will be jiermanent.

J. E. Thorold Rogers.
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The latest phase into wliich the remarkable religious movement

of 1S33 has entered, is one which has, from its nature, attracted

more general attention, and also, it may be added, more un-

sparing censure, than any of the previous ones. Not that the

leaders of the school commonly named Tractarian have ever,

save for a brief space about the years 1839—41, found much
favour in the eyes of the Fourth Estate; but that the condemna-

tion Avhich formerly came from only one, or at the most two, of

the sections %\dthin the Church of England, is now pronounced by

representative men amongst all save itself. At various times the

sympathies ofeminent Evangelicals, of the devouter and more hard-

working among Broad Churchmen, of the old-fashioned survivors

of the school of Lowth and Horsley, and, above all, of those High

Churchmen who most nearly approached to the standard of the

learned Anglicans of the Revolution era under William III. and

Amie, were partially accorded to the followers of the Oxford

movement. In fact, so far as the last-named section is concerned,

it may not be too much to assert that it gave in its adhesion so

far as to come, in the main, into agreement with a higher stan-

dard than that of even Bull and Beveridge, namely, the teaching

of Taylor and Pearson, Now, on the other hand, the cry of dis-

approbation is not, as in the earliest stages of the movement,

confined to the friends and followers of Whately and Arnold; nor

yet, as in the second period, to those of Simeon ; nor again, as

in the third, to the combination of both of these with the

section whose most conspicuous member was the late Bishop

Blomfield: but the note is swelled by the voices of that body

which claims to represent the eminent Churchmen of the seven-

teenth century.

It might naturally be supposed that such a storm of disappro-

bation could do no less than prove or effect the untenability of

the Tractarian position in the Anglican Communion, and that a

deservedly-earned unpopularity is, in the minds of the objectors,

a sure forerunner of the speedy extinction of the obnoxious school.

As yet, however, their tone is different. All agree that the

opinions and practices impugned are not only far from declining,
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but are spreading- with portentous vigour and ubiquity^ and that

the hostility manifested ag-ainst them scarcely ever comes from

those who mig-ht naturally be expected to complain of innova-

tions affecting their habits. In a word^ it is not the Church

parishioners of the ecclesiastics of the later Tractarian school

who ask to be protected from their pastors ; but the opposition

comes from clergymen of a former generation^ whose own popu-

larity is waning or has never existed; from Dissenters^ who find

that a dangerous leakage from them into the channels of the

Church has set in contemporaneously with the new movement

;

and finally^ from all that floating mass of irreligion which objects

most in every age to that form of Christianity which is most

active and aggressive, whether it be Methodist, Evangelical, or

Tractarian.

It would be unjust not to add, that amongst the chorus of

voices inflamed by polemical rancour or professional jealousy,

there are heard some protesting sincerely in the name of spiritual

religion against a school which is, in their apprehension, tending

to bring in a dead and material formalism ; but it is equally

true that such are an infinitesimal minority. It is, of course,

against that singularly rapid growth of ceremonial observances

within the Church of England which has marked the last seven

years, that the present outcry is mainly directed; and the form of

the objections raised varies according to the school of the objector.

The Low Churchman and the rigid Anglican agree in denounc-

ing Ritualism on the gTound that it is a deliberate approxima-

tion to the usages of the Roman Church, with the object of

ultimate union with that body. The Broad Churchmen are di-

vided. One portion of them, whose theological views are perhaps

most cleai'ly and consistently set forth in the learned and devout

columns of Punch, treats the ceremonial revival as the monkey
tricks of a few school-boy curates, and sillier, because less edu-

cated, choristers and young ladies. To this section it appears

that the attraction is exactly on a level with that of an amateur
pantomime or fancy ball, with the important exception that

instead of amusing the spectators it merely exasperates them.
Another section of the same school adopts a diflferent and more
scholarly, but not much sounder, view. It cannot be better

stated than in the following citation from the first number of

the new Contemporary Review, in dealing with the Primary
Charge of the Bishop of Ely. It may not be going too far to

suggest that the passage probably represents the convictions, if

it does not proceed from the pen, of Dean Alford :

—

"The bus^- looking up of mediaeval millinery which is now,
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with SO many of our clergy, usurping" the place of the cares and

studies to which they have devoted themselves, might be treated

as mere childish nonsense, were it not that it originates in and

proceeds upon hidden disloyalty to the Church of England, and

treachery to her principles. The legitimate scope of all sucli

ritualism is, the Bishop maintains, the recognition of the

material Sacrifice of the Mass : in it, in its glorification and

adoration, they all culminate, and from it they cannot be

logically disjoined. Many of those who have been drawn into

the present movement are weak men, unable to apprehend the

consequences of their actions; but the prime movers of it are

too learned and too able not to know very well what they are

about, and whither it is all tending."

This is pretty forcible denunciation, and it may not be a

superfluous digression to annotate it a little. The main charges

are three : [a] that ritualist clergymen neglect their proper cares

and studies for the sake of millinery
; (^) that they do so through

disloyalty and treachery to the Church of England; («?) that

Eucharistic Adoration is the form which their disloyalty takes,

and the goal to which they would fain urge all their flocks.

Now, the Ordinal may be accepted as supplying the list of the

cares and studies to which the clergy have devoted themselves,

and that list is :

—

1. To administer the doctrine and Sacraments, and the disci-

pline of Christ, as the Lord hath commanded, and as this

Church and realm hath received the same.

2. To banish and drive away all erroneous and strange doc-

trines.

3. To visit the sick and the whole.

4. To be diligent in prayers and in reading of the Holy

Scriptures, and such studies as help to the knowledge of the

same.

5. To make themselves and their families wholesome examples.

6. To promote unity amongst Christians.

As regards the first of these, the head and front of Tractarian

offending is the fact of complying, more nearly than any other

section within the Church of England, with this regulation.

Whether Tractarians are right or wrong in their practical deduc-

tions, it is manifest to any one who chooses to look into the matter,

that they are the only Anglicans who so much as profess to be

guided l)y primitive Christian precedent on the one hand, and by

English canon and rubrical law on the other. As regards the

second pledge, it is only natural that each section should allege

that its views are neither strange nor erroneous, and that these
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adjectives apply only to opinions which it rejects ; but here again

there is no tenet taught from Tractarian pulpits which is not

found forcibly maintained by divines whose genuine Anglicanism
has never been called in doubt^ such as Hooker, Andi-ewes,

Taylor, Cosin, Thorndike, and many others. On the other hand,

some of the sentiments advocated by Dean Alford and his school

in their various writings, whether erroneous or not, are certainly

new and strange to the current of Anglican tradition, which at

least implies their contradictories. Touching the visitation of

the sick and whole, the testimony of the Bishop of London is,

that the ritualist clergy of his diocese are, he believes, in many
instances, severely injuring their health by their sedulous minis-

trations amongst the poor, in some of the worst parts of London.
He has not hitherto expressed any similar opinion as to the

members of the other sections, nor is it metaj)hysically certain

that he would be justified in doing so.

In the matter of prayers and Scripture reading, it is at least

probable that men who lay stress on Daily Ser\dce will have
devoted as much time in any given year to such pursuits, as they
do who are content with weekly ministrations. And it may be
added, that all the living English liturgiologists, with one dis-

tinguished exception (and he precisely the one who is not a
Tractarian), have been even more active in the publication of

devotional works for private use and edification, than in putting
forth merely antiquarian and ritual treatises. The paucity of
such writings from clergymen of the Broad Church school is note-
worthy; and honour is due to Dr. Goulburn for endeavouring,
almost alone, to mpe away this blemish. The fifth duty of
clergymen, that of presenting a wholesome example to their
flocks, is, like the matter of doctrine, susceptible of varying inter-

pretation, according to individual theories ; but no exceptional
laxity, to say the least, has been laid to the charge of Tractarians
as a body. And as to the last pledge of all, the promise to pro-
mote quietness, peace, and love among all Christian people, it

may be observed that the eager desire of Tractarians to bring
about a reconciliation with the Churches of Rome and the East,
not to speak of their refusal to attempt the narrowing of the
Church of England in their own direction, is at least quite as
much in accordance with this undertaking, as any controversial
vituperation which proceeds from the other sections within the
Anglican pale.

There seems, then, a inimd facie case made out in fiivour of
the millinery-loving clergy against the unproved charge of ne-
glecting their specified duties. The accusation of dislovalty and
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treachery is heavier, but at the same time vaguer and less

tang-ible.

Disloyalty, however, etymologically and morally, means dis-

affection to the Law, Perhaps the writer in the Contemporary

Beview will be good enough to say who they are who want the

Law of the English Church changed, because it does not square

with their opinions and practices, and to whom alone, therefore,

this term can justly be applied. Treachery implies conscious

deceit, and also secret underhand working. As regards the

former, the count must be dismissed on account of the impossi-

bility of substantiating it, since nothing but an insight into the

mental secrets of each person inculpated could, in the absence of

documentary proof, establish the truth or falsehood of the charge.

But so far as treachery implies secrecy, the plea is in ludicrous

opposition to facts. A full-blown Tractarian, who preaches what

he believes to be the complete roimd of Christian doctrine, and

who displays the g-orgeousness of elaborate ritual in his church,

may be a rebel or an enemy, but, at any rate, not a secret plotter.

If a wolf, he certainly does not come in sheep^s clothing, but with

his lupine characteristics even ostentatiously displayed. The evi-

dence of treachery would have to be sought in open or suspected

collusion w4th the enemies of the Church of England. The

wildest opponent of Tractarians does not suspect them of alliance

\Adth the Liberation Society ; nor are they generally credited with

habitually seeking the society and joining in the worship of

Roman Catholic ecclesiastics in England ; while the language

commonly used of them by those that have left their ranks for

the Latin obedience is not, for the most part, affectionate or

encouraging. On the other hand, it is on record that the Dean

of Canterlniry openly joined, at Berlin, during the year 1857, in

a " Communion '^ wnth a mixed assembly of Lutherans, Cal-

vinists. Independents, Anabaptists, and Methodists, some of

them representing sects whose main tenet is hostility to the

Church of England, and all of them disowned by her and

rejected from ministering in her churches. Any one who chose

to apply the terms disloyalty and treachery to such a proceeding,

could find plausible support for his language in the expressions

of Ang-lican canons and rubrics,

"With the last and specific charge of the Contemporary Review,

limiting the accusation of disaffection on the part of Trac-

tarians to the maintenance of one particidar dogma, it is

enough, without entering into a theological defence, for which

this is not the occasion, to point out that nearly the latest

apology for Eucharistic Adoration is from the pen of the revered
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author of the Christian Year, whose loyalty to the English

Church was at least as unimpeachable as Dean Alford's, and

whose familiarity with her teaching was probably as great as

that of the Bishop of Ely.

This part of the subject would be incomplete without the cita-

tion of an unfriendly Roman Catholic opinion :

" The start which has been made during the last few years, in

the direction of ceremonial religion, apart from any correspond-

ing advance in sensitiveness to the necessity of an ordained pro-

vision for dogmatic teaching, appears to me to be, not only not a

gain, but a distinct and conspicuous evil. It can have no other

effect than to amuse with mere baubles a number of good men
who mistake the form for the substance I do not, indeed,

deny that their mimicries of Catholic ceremonial may do us a

service in familiarizing the minds of Englishmen with a type of

worship which had been totally obliterated ; but this is a very

different thing from saying that they represent a reality where

they are, or can be otherwise than most injurious to them, by
leading them to confound the outward show with the true spirit

of Catholicity'.^^

That is to say, in plainer language, the advocates of ritual within

the Church of England are not Roman Catholics, nor likely to

become so ; and their practices tend to keep a number of persons

wdthin the Anglican Communion, who would have otherwise

abandoned it for one which could supply their cravings after a

stately worship. Mr. Oakeley^s objection is, so far, not founded

on abstract speculation, but on statistical facts. The average

number of converts to the Roman Church" in England has con-

spicuously diminished, ever since the last phase of the Tractarian

movement began ; and the few who still drop away are of consi-

derably less mark and influence than at any former time.

Now that the ground has been to some extent cleared by
stating the opinions current outside the Tractarian ranks as to

the character and value of the ritual observance which prevails

within them, it is fitting to put forward the view which the

ritualists themselves hold, and the reasons which seem to them to

justify it. There are two factors which go to make up the sum
of their proceedings, to wit, dogma and practical expediency.

As this is not a theological treatise, it will suffice to say of the

former, that Ritual is in some sort the visible exponent of par-

ticular tenets, which are more or less prevalent iu the Church of

1 Til e Leading Topics of Dr. Pitseys recent Wo)'k.—A Letter to Arch-

bishop ^Manning, by the Rev. F. Oakeley. Longmans. 1866.
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England^ and which could not be dislodg-ed from their position

\\'ithout a schism in the present, and an irreparable breach with

the past. The contradictory of Mr. Oakele/s proposition is the

simple fact ; for it is only when the dogmatic system taug'ht by

the great Ti-actarian leaders has made itself realized as a living

ci-eed, that ceremonial worship has become practicable or intelli-

gible. It may not be forgotten that in a former day, and

notably about 1842, sporadic attempts to revive various external

rites were made, and that they fell through (just as two hundred

years before in the Laudian movement) , not so much because sup-

pressed, or even because ridiculed, as because they did not spring

naturally out of matured theological eon\'ictions. In Loss and

Gain some examples of this merely dilettante spirit are merci-

lessly derided. But the phenomenon which has to be dealt with

now, is that ceremonial observances, every wdiere in England

to-day, co-exist with active parochial and missionary work, and are

regarded by practical men, perfectly free from effeminate sentimen-

tality, as important adjuncts in their labours. In short. Ritualism

is not employed as a side-w^nd, by which to bring in certain tenets

surreptitiousl}^, but as the natural complement of those tenets

after they have been long and sedulously iucu,lcated. For this

reason, it is plain that the gentlemen who are agitating for legis-

lative changes in the anti-ritual direction, have adopted a policy

which is logically indefensible. They profess to regard cere-

monial observances as insignificant in themselves, and as dan-

gerous only because they tend to suggest and lead up to certain

controverted opinions. But they do not venture to meddle with

the avowed advocates of those very opinions, w^ho have been

stating the objectionable matter in the plainest words for the

last dozen years. If the views are in themselves unsound and

contrary to Anglican formularies, the natural weapon against

their maintainers is formal impeachment for heresy; and the

various ritual practices can be regarded only as subordinate

matter affording collateral proof of disaffection. If, on the other

hand, the Tractarians are in fair legal possession of their position

in the Church of England, even if they are not what they them-

selves (in common with a large body of intelligent outsiders)

believe, the onl^ persons with a full and incontrovertible moral

claim to represent that Church, it is mere factious spite to fasten

on a method of annoying them, without any reasonable prospect

of driving them from the main redoubt. And the counter-

efforts of their opponents are carried on with the same nice

adaptation of means to ends, as that of a cockney deer-stalker

firing at a stag with snipe-shot.
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Of course, if the anti-ritualists choose to shift their ground,

and to declare now that ceremonies are the matters of chief im-

portance, and doctrine a purely secondary thing, it is competent for

them to do so, as they have in fact done very lately in the columns

of the Tall Mall Gazette; but up to the present they had argued,

rightly enough, in a converse manner. It is just because ritual

is the fruit of dogma, and not its root, that those who dislike

ceremonial are safe from any attempt at compulsory uniformity

urged from the Tractarian school. An advanced High Church-

man would feel as much dislike to seeing rites employed without

any reference to their inner meaning, as he would to puttmg

manuals of prayer couched in exceptionally fervid language into

the hands of beginners in devotion. Formalism would be as cer-

tainly the result in the one case, as sentimental unreality in the

other ; and because this truth is thoroughly understood, no Puri-

tan or Broad Church clergyman runs the least risk of being

forced to adopt observances which he either actively dislikes or

passively misunderstands. If any compulsion be applied at all,

it is certain to come from a lay quarter, and not from a clerical

one. The real secret of the intense hostility which has been

manifested of late, is that the ritual movement is obviously a

successful missionary agency ; and those sections of the Church

which are either non-missionary in their essence, or which have

lost the missionary spirit, naturally object to a course of pro-

cedure which is not merely a tacit reproach to them, but which

visibly thins their following.

The causes of such a state of things are not far to seek, inas-

much as they spring out of ordinary human passions and motives.

The abstract examination of the whole question, supposing that

a theory of Divine worship, as generally suitable to the public

needs, were being for the first time thought out, before being put

into practice, is not favourable to what is commonly called Sim-

plicity. For the true idea of an effective Church, that idea

which is formulated in the word Catholic, is, that it should not

merely be fully capable of adaptation to the habits of all climates

and nations, but that in each nation it should meet the wants of

all classes of society and all types of mind. Human imper-

fection and error A\all always fall more or less short of realizing

such an ideal ; but in proportion as approximation is made to it,

will the vital power of the Church be. Tested by any such

standard, three of the great sections within the English Church

utterly fail, and are self-branded as class-religions, with no

faculty for general absorption.

The great Evangelical school (inclusive of what is called Ortho-
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dox Dissent), which possesses, or at any rate once did possess

conspicuous merits, has never approved itself, broadly speaking-,

to the liig-hest or the lowest strata of society. Its deficiency of

culture has alienated the former, its merely subjective character

has proved too intangible for the latter ; and thus, even if it did

not exhibit patent marks of irrecoverable decay, it could at best

rank only as a creed for the lower middle-class. Therefore it

never can be more than a mere subordinate section, wath no
message for two-thirds of those with whom it professes to deal.

If this be so of a school which at one time did really tiy to

become national, much more is it the case with that old-fashioned

section which has been aptly, if not very courteously, named High
and Dry. The notion of active propagandism never seems for a

moment to have suggested itself to men of this stamp, nor do

they appear to have ever been a real spiritual power in the country.

Many persons learned, amiable, charitable, and devout have un-

questiona1)ly adorned this section ; but, in its turn, it has failed

to reach the very class on which the Evangelicals seized ; while

any influence it may have had with the poor is due solely to the

natural weight of feodal pressure exerted by the squirearchy (its

main strength) in rural districts ; and in towns it has not had

even this to show.

Least missionary of all, and more emphatically a class- reli-

gionist than either of the former, the Broad Churchman errs

furthest from a Catholic aim. Xot only has he not reached, nor

tried to reach the poor, but even within his own sphere, his in-

fluence is of necessity limited by very narrow bounds. Appeal-

ing to books rather than to men, more familiar with the library

than with the parish, doing all with reference to intellect at the

price of neglecting the imagination and the aflections, he might
perhaps succeed in establishing a sect of cultivated Christian

philosophers, a Porch or an Academy of the learned, but he must
break down when trying to deal with those terrible forms of

moral and physical evil with which society is beset. The bland

tolerance of our New Academy, the graceful stoicism of our

modern Peripatetics, however well they may sit on a courteous

gentleman in the repose of his study, or in genial intercourse

with those of his own rank and cultivation, are but poor helps by
the dying bed of a cancer-patient, by the side of a betrayed and

deserted woman tempted to despair and suicide, by the remoi'se-

ful agonies of a sinner in his first thoughts of I'cpentance, by the

cloudy perplexities of one who begins to think that the universe

is without a God.

Nay, more, the infliience of Broad Churchmauship is praeti-

VOL. 1. D
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cally felt by one sex and ag-e alone. It is singularly ill-adapted

to women and children ; and the paucity of its devotional litera-

turCj to which reference has already been made^ indicates this

fact. It is not easy to conceive the idea of a Broad-Church lady,

without mentally dissociating from it that atmosphere of tender-

ness and prayer which one feels to be the natural element of a

religious woman, of an Elizabeth Fry and a Lucy Hutchinson,

not less than of a Jane Frances de Chantal, or a Eugenie de

Guerin. The thought of a strong-minded person with a critical

turn is instinctively suggested ; and, whether rightly or wrongly,

such a picture is by no means the feminine ideal most in favour

with either sex.

Much more is this true of a child. Literature is not without

attractive sketches of the tiny Puritan and the tiny Catholic,

marking their progress from infancy to the verge of adolescence
;

but the mind refuses to contemplate a Broad-Church boy or girl

except in the light of an intolerable prig. Why it should be so,

is not easy to say; but it is impossible to read the religious and

educational literature of the school without noticing that absence

of appeal to the higher faculties of a child^s nature, which is so

remarkable a peculiarity of Miss Edgeworth^s books for the

young. There is a very wide difference between unduly stimu-

lating a child^s sense of the unseen, so as to make it a premature

and self-conscious devotee or hypocrite, and starving its spiritual

faculty from sheer lack of food to give it ; and the latter charge

is one from which Broad Churchmen do not seem to be clear.

The very epithet " manl}^,^^ which they are fond of claiming as

especially their o-«ti, shows, by the restricted sense in which it is

employed, a neglect of the other aspects of Christianity; and

thus, even if every adult man were to join that particular school

(an event by no means impending), nearly four-fifths of the

population would still be unaccounted for and unimpressed.

It may be for this reason, that so little in the way of practical

Christian work has been effected, or even attempted, by this

section in its collective capacity ; and that the favourite attitude

of its hierophants seems to be that of the gods of Epicurus, seated

high above the warring factions of the world, and infinitely too

blest in self-contemplation to do more than cast an occasional

glance of pity, or of contempt, on mere mortal struggles.

Furthermore, there is one weighty fact which makes against

this school. It is, as all know, divided into two sections, which
the Fortnightli/ Review has distinguished as- the Broad-with-
unetion and the Broad-^\dthout-unction. The former of these is

in the main being absorbed into the moderate High Church
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ranks ; the latter is drifting daily further away from all sym-
pathy with Ang-lieanism, And though a school which has not
had a sense of honour sufficiently delicate to make it disown Mr.
Bristow Wilson, and some of whose leaders have had the incon-

ceivable bad taste, not to say indecency, to subsidize Bishop
Colenso, cannot claim to be transcendentally scrupulous in the
matter of signing formularies, yet it is clear that it lacks the

prospect of vitality. The young men who sit at the feet of its

teachers seldom or never take Holy Orders ; and therefore the
school, as a clerical power, carries within itself the germs of
speedy decay and extinction. As it thus practically breaks with
the Church of England by failing to provide her with recruits, it

must be held to have retired from active interest and share in the

war against heathenism at home or abroad.

All the sections of the English Church, save one, have stood

their trial, and have failed. The High and Dry from the begin-

ning of George III.^s reign, the Evangelicals from the French
Revolution, the Latitudinarians in their first period from William
III. to George II. inclusively, and in their second stage from the

accession of George IV. to the present day, have severally tried

to include all classes within their ranks, and have in no wise

succeeded.

The Tractarian now claims his turn. He too may fail as

others have done ; but he is at least entitled to the same clear

stage as they, and he can point to current events, which show that

he has a right to entertain hopes not entirely chimerical. In the

earlier phase of the Oxford movement, so soon, at any rate, as it

had passed out of common-rooms into parsonages, it was re-

marked that nearly the only people whom it seemed to influence,

outside the circle of clerics and their female adherents, were per-

sons of high rank and station. To them, and to their supposed

monopoly of sesthetic perceptions, Anglo-Catholicism, with, its

black-letter learning, its pretty asceticisms, and its religious dric-

a-hrac in the shape of antique calf-bindings, velvet faldstools and
prie-Biem, and engravings after Overbeck, seemed eminently

adapted, inasmuch as it was, as an indiscreet votary observed, a

" religion for gentlemen. ^^ After a little, it was discovered that a

good deal of kindly charity underlay the surface dilettantism, and

by it much was done towards conciliating the rural poor, who
found their bodies much better, and their souls not worse, looked

after, than had been the case under a former rule. Still, there was

a huge gap unfilled ; and while Traetarians seemed to have really

effected a lodgment in the two extremes of society, the great

centre remained entirely unaffected.

D 3
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So it continued so long" as the movement had not progressed

beyond what may perhaps he called, with no offensive intent, its

Tory stage, when it was thought to be true of the luxury or

splendour of religion, that

" It was not meant for village churls,

But for hig'h dames and mighty earls/'

Ritualism was then a thing of private oratories, and perhaps

thought of by a few as not inapposite in the splendid, but ne-

glected cathedrals. But its fitness and utility in the ordinary

parish church were not even suggested by the original leaders of

the Oxford movement, many of the survivors of whom are still

pei'sonally unaffected by the change in the posture of affairs,

though their sympathies are more or less heartily given to the

restorers of magnificeuce in worship). It is not conceivable that

it could have been otherwise. For the first authors of the Trac-

tarian movement had to begin at the very outset, to arouse the

clergy to a sense of their powers and responsibilities, to revive

forgotten verities, to train a body of teachers. Appealing, as

they did, to a highly educated class and to no other, their

weapons were solely literary ; and it would have been premature

to speculate or lay down rules concerning the practical appli-

cation of their principles, before those principles had emerged

from the cloistered shades of a small University city into the

busy haunts of more active but less intellectual life. But many
of the views which they advocated necessarily lead up to cere-

monial observance as one of their logical results. The constant

appeal to antiquity, the tenets of the dignity of the human body

and of the superiority of prayer over preaching, the appreciation

of symbolism, the magnifying the Sacraments as spiritual agents,

could no otherwise be practically brought mthin the observation

of the mass of Christians, which has neither taste nor leisure for

abstruse research. And this is one of the reasons why, as has

been said before in this paper, Simplicity, that is, bareness and

poverty in the externals of worship, is unsuited for a national,

much less for a universal religion.

One of the great practical strides made in the education of the

humbler classes of late years, has been the introduction of what
are called Object Lessons, wherein, instead of reading and com-
mitting to memory by rote an account, for example, of the

qualities of caoutchouc, a piece of india-rubl)er is shown to the

class, and subjected to various tests, by which its elastic, inflam-

mable, detergent, and other powers are clearly explained and
made part of the domain of the understanding, instead of being a
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move dead-\vei<4'lit in the memory ; and such lessons are among-st

the most popular in every national school.

Ritualism is the Object Lesson of religion ; and how popular it

is^ can be said bj those only who have seen its working- among-st

a poor ^wpulation in towns. It afibrds a common ground where

high and low can meet, for there are certain cravings for the

})cautiful common to both, which are certainly not gratified by
the ordinary Sunday routine. Its absence, and, above all, its

prohibition, are at once open to the objection that all persons of

refined, artistic, and imaginative tastes and faculties are put at

a disadvantage in the matter of religion, and are compelled to

seek a vent for these natural instincts either in secular pursuits

alone, or in another religious system. The same is true, and more

generally true, of women, and most true of all in the case of chil-

dren, to whom a church-going Sunday is too often a terrible

weariness of the flesh. A Church which refuses to provide for

such cases, and they count by hundreds of thousands, at once

stamps itself as a class-religion, and forfeits all claim to Catho-

licity of purpose.

It may be argued, that good and vigorous preaching will fill

the craving's of the imagination, and make the employment of

material stimuli superfluous, if not mischievous. But good

preaching is amongst the rarest of good things, much rarer in pro-

portion even than good acting, because it requires a wider range

of physical and mental gifts. If very good actors were common,
the adventitious aid of scenery and properties would be compara-

tively unimportant, because the harmonious action of all the

persons of the drama would be sufficient to create an illusion

able to rivet the attention of the spectators. But, as the great

majority of actors are mere sticks, and even the chief stars are not

always shining at their best, managers have constantly been

compelled to make gorgeous spectacle their main attraction, and

a splendid transformation scene, or a telling stage procession,

will draw crowds night alter night, even in the absence of any

'theatrical celebrity.

Hence a lesson may be learnt, by all who are not too proud to

learn from the stage. For it is an axiom in liturgiology, that no

public worship is really deserving of its name, unless it be his-

trionic. Histrionic for three reasons :—First, because it is an

attempt to imitate and represent on earth what Christians believe

to be going on in heaven. Secondly, because this representation

is partly effected by the employment of material symbols, to

shadow forth invisible powers. Thirdly, because personal action,

rather than passive receptivity, is the essence of its cluiracter.
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The whole histrionic principle is conceded and hallowed by the

two most sacred rites of the Christian religion_, Baptism, which

physically sugg-ests the idea of moral cleansing, and the Holy

Eucharist, which shows forth the broken Body and the outpoured

Blood, at the same time that it presents to the mind the notion

of sustenance.

To adopt another principle, whether it be that of sermon-

hearing or meditation, may be salutary enough in its proper

time and place, but it is not worship, with which alone ritual

has to do. As the employment of symbolical and objective

teaching by no means excludes, even indirectly, the fullest use of

oral instruction, it is clear that a ritual service satisfies a larger

number of conditions, and meets a greater number of cases, than

an inornate method of Divine Service can provide for. The

great practical defect of the English Prayer Book, next to its

want of plasticity, is its rigidly intellectual cast, which makes it

in some degree unsuited to all very ignorant persons and all

children. The sermons with which it is commonly supple-

mented, though they are by no means too intellectual as a rule,

are a great deal less comprehensible in diction than the prayers,

psalms, and lessons, and do not go for much as missionary agen-

cies. Hence the trite saying, that " the Church of England is

the Church of the poor,'^ is only very partially true, as that

Church is worked by anti-ritualists. It is true, in so far that

every man, however poor, has a right at common law to a place

in his parish church, and to free participation, unless canonically

disqualified, in all the ordinary means of grace. But it is not

true, that the poorer strata of society, counting from the lower

middle-class downwards, avail themselves to any important extent

of these privileges, nor, indeed, that any adequate inducement is

held out for them to do so.

Hasty generalization from a few exceptional country parishes,

thinly peopled, will not disprove this unhappy trvith. In a place

where every particular of a man^s life, habits, family, and earn-

ings are known to every one else, continual absence from church

means perpetual black marks against the offender in the parson's

book, and most probal:»ly in the squire's also, and is likely to

affect injuriously such contingent benefits as allotments, renewed
lease of cottages, Christmas doles, and the like. Even where
such direct and tangible inducements are not present, another

fact must be borne in mind. The intolerable dulness, the dreary

vacuity of rustic life, needs some change, some relaxation, how-
ever dun-coloured ; and going to church is, at any rate, an im-

provement on staying at home. How the bucolic mind in most
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cases is affected by the sermon, has never been better expressed

than by Mr. Tennyson^s Northern Farmer :

—

" An^ I haUus comed to 's choorch afoor moy Sally war dead,

An' 'eerd un a bummin' awaay like a buzzard-clock over my
yead.

An' I niver knaw'd whot a mean'd, but I thowt a 'ad summut
to saay,

An' I thowt a said whot a owt to 'a said, an' I comed awaay."

But in a great city, with its manifold attractions and tempta-

tions, tog-ether with the practical impossibility of noting- indi-

viduals precisely, the matter is very different, in that the Church

has abundant competitors for the company of the artisan and the

labourer.

And here again, a lesson may be learnt from one of the least

pleasant forms of ordinary life. There is no institution so widely

and universally popular amongst the London poor as the gin-

palace. Given the craving for drink, and it would seem that no

additional inducement would be needful to lure customers across

the threshold, and to retain them as long as possible on the pre-

mises. Yet it is not so. A gin-palace, whose entrance is up a

couple of steps from the footway, or whose doors do not swing

open readily at a touch, is at a commercial disadvantage when
compared with others on the street level and with patent hinges.

Nay, more, internal decoration, abundant polished metal and

vivid colour, with plenty of bright light, is found to pay, and to

induce people to stay on drinking, just because every thing is so

pretty and cheerful to the eye, and so unlike the squalid dis-

comfort of their own sordid homes. Many landlords have found

even all this insufficient, T\dthout the additional attraction of

music; and the low singing-hall is sure to indicate the most

thriving drinking-shops in the worst quarters of the metropolis.

If, then, painting, light, and music are found necessary adjuncts

to a trade which has already enlisted on its side one of the

strongest of human passions, it is the merest besotted folly to

reject their assistance, when endeavouring to persuade men to

accept and voluntarily seek an article for which they have never

learnt to care, even if they are not actively hostile to it—to wit.

Religion.

The fact is seized on by secular bodies whose aim is to gather

as many members as possible from the lower orders. Societies

like the Odd Fellows and the Foresters find the ordinary routine

of business meetings, even though directly beneficial to their

members, insufficient to insure cohesion ; and consequently elabo-
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rate processions^ with badges, music, and banners, are found

needful appliances for attracting- members, and keeping them

together, and it is said that their inner ritual at their private

meetings is attended with even more pomp than that which they

exhibit to the public gaze ; and there is reason to believe that the

abandonment of such usages worJd lead to the collapse of any-

such Society which should determine to go in for Simplicity.

The Tractarians alone, of all the schools in the Church of

England, have recognized this truth, and appraised it at its true

value ; and it is in their churches only, or in those of clergymen

who have been wise enough to copy their example, even when
differing from their principles, that the poor can really be found.

It is a matter of notoriety, so much so as to be no longer matter

of reproach, that Dissent does not deal with the very destitute and

needy. It is matter of reproach, though not of as much noto-

riety as it ought to be, that the High and Dry and the Puritan

ecclesiastics have no hold whatsoever on them. Partly from the

pew-system, to which men so unlike in other respects as Arch-

deacon Denison and Canon M'Neile equally cling (though, in

justice to the former it must be said, in a very different way, and

from very dissimilar notions), and partly from a refusal to face

the fact, that it is with beings with human wants and frailties,

and not with pure disembodied rationalities that the Church has

to deal, the shopkeepers and artisans have gone to Dissent, and

the labourers have gone to the Devil.

The immediate result, wherever ritualism has been given a fair

trial, is, that the proportion of men present in church is excep-

tionally large, and that all ranks of society are represented in the

congregations, instead of delegates from one or at most two sec-

tions being found. This might be plausibly accounted for in the

case of the very rich and the very poor, by causes which have been

already mentioned ; but the most remarkable fact, is the flocking-

in of Dissenters, and of the members of the small tradesman class

in general, from which the ranks of Dissent have been hitherto

recruited, and which is traditionally considered to be rootedly

hostile to ceremonial observances. It has not adopted them, no

doubt ; but the reason is just that which makes the peasants of

Ireland and Scotland live on potatoes and oatmeal, and those of

England drink a filthy and poisonous decoction misnamed beer,

not that meat and wine are disliked, but that the}" cannot be

come by. The only chance which a working man had, until

very lately, of seeing the least approach to ritual solemnity in

worship, was by attending a cathedral. And what between incon-

venient hours, close seats, elaborately florid and uncongregational
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sennces, general chilliness, and, above all, insolent verg-ers, the

impression likely to be made on his mind was not calculated to

excite much religious enthusiasm. But a certain hostility against

Anglicanism he did no doubt feel, and it was mainly political in

its nature, inasmuch as he was apt to consider parsons as the

most obnoxious members of a dominant and oppressive caste.

With the democratic aspect which the Church has practically

assumed in the hands of the Tractarian party, of which the

vigorous anti-pew movement is an exponent, this suspicious

temper has been gradually vanishing ; and as the artisan finds

more to attract him in a gorgeous worship, wherein he is

encouraged to take an active part, than in a bald office of which

he is only a bored, or at any rate an unimpressed spectator, he is

ready enough to give in his adhesion.

The difficulty in which the Anglican opponents of ritual are

placed, is this :—The very existence of the Book of Common
Prayer, taken at the very lowest standard of actual practice,

compels the adoption of the ceremonial principle ; and the rest is

simply a question of degree, to be settled by law and utility.

There can be great solemnity and impressiveness produced by

a perfectly unritual service. No man, with any imaginative

f^iculty, can fail to recognize the austere and savage grandeur of

a Covenanting or Huguenot gathering for worship on a moun-

tain-side in times of persecution, or to see the picturesque aspect

of even the far less interesting American camp-meetings.

But these are in their essence exceptional and spasmodic ; and

never have been treated as the normal type to be followed under

ordinary circumstances, even by those who most approve them.

The memories and associations which are grouped about the

English Prayer Book have endeared it so much to many thou-

sands, that they cannot understand how it should fail to attract

outsiders by its literary merits alone. But the way to test it,

is to bring a religious foreigner, or a comparatively uneducated

Dissenter, into a church where no variation from the average

parochial routine is to be found ; and the verdict will, in almost

every instance, be unfavourable. There is nothing to impress the

eye, nothing to quicken the attention, nothing to make the

breath come short, or the pidse beat quicker. There is not the

sense of awful, brooding calm, which those who know what a

Presbyterian Communion Day in Scotland is, when conducted by

ministers of a high stamp, will remember with respect. There is

not the swing and heartiness of a Wesleyan meeting. There

is not the mysterious and symbolical pomp of a Roman Catholic

Church. It is all very sedate, very decorous, very good, no doubt,
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for those who like it ; but it is not in the very least degree mis-

sionary. The Evangelical school has practically admitted this

truth by its adoption of theatre-preaching's, thereby confessing

on the one hand that it is hopeless of making the Church service

attractive to outsiders, and on the other that some fillip of ex-

citement in the way of novelty is needful as a lure. While the

Tractarian "compels men to come in" to the spiritual banquet,

the Puritan is content with distributing some broken fragments

of the repast to loiterers in the highways, and the Latitudinarian

neither feasts himself nor invites a guest, but tells the police to

make Lazarus move on.

And this practical failure of the Anglican service is just

because men have failed to observe that ritualism is the natural

complement of a written liturgy ; and that in giving the one

without the other they are deliberately sacrificing half the effect

intended. What an oratorio would be without instrumentation

;

what jewels uncut and unset are ; what a handsome house in

this country is without hangings, curtains, carpets, mirrors, or

pictures, that, and worse than that, is the Prayer Book without

ritual. To the assertion, only partially true, that the Prayer

Book has been without it for three hundred years, the obvious

reply is to ask—What has become, in consequence, of the millions

Avho ought to come to church, but who prefer to stay away ?

The musical illustration may thus be further drawn out. The
Prayer Book, with its somewhat antique phraseology and high

spiritual level, is to the mass of uneducated worshippers like the

score of a piece of music, simply unintelligible. Those of a some-

Avhat higher mental and religious grade will catch something of

its meaning, as a learner in music will partly apprehend the

written notes, while only a trained musician will appreciate the

full meaning of the piece. Put the score into the hands of

a band of musicians for execution, and all wdll benefit from the

harmony. So, too, let the dramatic aspect of Common Prayer

be manifested, and every one can join, however uninstructed.

A little knowledge of Ecclesiastical History would lead to very

different conclusions from those of the anti-ritualists ; for it may
be laid down as clearly established in the case of all missions,

ancient or modern, of which we have any tolerably complete

account, or regarding which we can foi-m any probable conjecture,

that the successful ones have invariably used the aid of cere-

monial observances (except in the two cases of Islam and Cal-

vinism, which used the sword alone, and which, when deprived

of power to persecute, have also lost the jiower of converting)
;

and that thoyc which have neglected them, liave either never
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siiccectled for a moment, or have pined away as soon as tlie

presence of some one person of exceptional genius (such as

Brainerd or Wesley), on whose single arm the whole strength of

the mission depended, was withdrawn by removal or death. A
few palmary examples from various epochs will be sufficient to esta-

blish the fact ; but it is necessary to preface them with some words

as to the state of the matter in the earliest ages of Christianity.

There is a notion, very widely held, and in part encouraged by
the error of the Authorized Version in 1 Coiinthians i. 26, that

the Christian religion, for some two centuries or more after its

foundation, spread only amongst the outcasts, the slaves, and the

neediest artisans of the Roman Empire; and, as a corollary from

this theory, that Christian worship must necessarily have been at

first the barest and simplest conceivable, because of the poverty

of the faithful, even if no other cause contributed to such a result.

This idea not only contradicts the plain language of S. Paul in

the Epistle to the Philippians, wherein he twice refers to the

spread of Christianity in the Imperial household, and the uniform

tradition which represents some of the earliest converts, such as

Pudens, as of senatorial rank, and others, like Flavia Domitilla,

as actually members of the reigning family ; but is also incon-

sistent with the later discoveries of archseologists, from which it

is manifest that there was no lack, from the very earliest time

which can be traced, of high-born and wealthy persons in the

infant community. Poverty, therefore, would not have com-
pelled simplicity ; and the lang-uage of the earliest Liturgies and

of the Apostolical Constitutions (which were certainly drawn iq),

in the main, long before persecution had ceased) forbids us to

conjecture that there ever was any theological bias against ritual.

We are not left without sufficient indications in the writings

of such early divines as S. Ignatius, S. Justin Martyr, Ter-

tullian, and S. Clement of Alexandria, that the Jewish idea of

typical worship was never laid aside ; but, not to dwell on this

somewhat recondite part of the subject, it will be sufficient to

remark two things in general disproof of the theory of primi-

tive bareness of worship. One is the list, given by Baluze, of

the church plate taken from the Christians of Cirta about the

year a.d. 303, the date of the great Tenth Persecution. It

includes eight chalices—two gold, and the rest silver—six silver

flagons, and a silver kettle (probably for the warm water used in

the Oriental liturgies), seven silver lamps, two standards for

lights, anfi about eighteen more lamps and candlesticks of bronze.

Now Ciit-a, though the strongest fortress of Numidia, had fallen

so much into decay, that it became necessary to rebuild it a few
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years after this date, and it took from its new founder the name
which it still bears—Constantina. Therefore, as a mere military

outpost, it was not at all likely to have had a wealthy resident

population ; and if so much plunder could be got from one church

there (a quantity which far exceeds the stock of plate in an

Ang-lican cathedral now), it may readily be conjectured what

wealth was heaped up in the shrines of cities like Antioch,

Corinth, or York. The other fact deserving- attention, is the

account given by Eusebius of the elaborate ceremonies observed

at the renovation, under Constantine, of the churches which had

been desecrated or overthrown during the rule of Diocletian and

Maximinian. It is not to be credited for a moment that the

Church was ready with an improvised ritual, and that she was not

merely exhibiting in the light of day those observances which had

been previously relegated to the catacombs and other secret places.

The first circumstance which meets the inquirer, is that all the

very ancient Churches, especially those of Apostolic or sub-Apos-

tolic origin, ascribed not only their conversion, but the settle-

ment of their liturgical forms to the earliest preachers of the

Faith amongst them. And the diversities of type which have

distinguished the five great families of liturgies from one another

for at least sixteen hundred years, prove their partially indepen-

dent origin : while their still more remarkable points of ag*reement

testify to the existence of a common norm, susceptible indeed of

minor variations, but in the main tolerably fixed, and the true

parent of all the others. The still extant offices which bear the

names of S. James, S. Mark, and S. Adseus, are all but un-

questionably coeval with their reputed authors ; and as much can

be said for the fragments of the original Ephesine Liturgy im-

bedded in Gallican and Spanish offices, and probably due to S.

John the Evangelist. The tradition is so uniform, so consistent,

so completely free from any early hint of doubt, so thoroughly in

accordance with the positive statements and the more convincing,

because more subtil and casual, allusions found in the very early

Christian writers, that an impartial student is compelled to admit

that careful leg-islation for the external solemnities of Divine

Service was amongst the earliest cares of the Apostles for their

newly-gathered flocks. And the unanimous agreement of litur-

gies used by nations most widely separated by race, dwelling, and
language, teaches us that amongst these solemnities were special

vestments (often very magnificent), lights, incense, processions,

genuflexions, and perhaps, but less certainly, the use of banners

and flowers for the purposes of decoration. That which is only

inferential, though closely, approaching demonstrable certainty.
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as reg-ards tlie Apostles, admits of no doubt in the ease of later,

yet still early, proijagators of Christianity. Especially is this

true of S. Greg-ory the Illuminator, Apostle of Armenia, and of

three of the most successful contenders with dying", but still mus-
cular and struggling" Paganism— S. Ambrose; S. Bazil the

Great, and S. Gregory Naziauzen. The two former not only

still hold their rank amongst the foremost of ancient divines

and preachers, but were actually the chief compilers of all the

elaborate rites (save a few minor interpolations) which still

perpetuate their names in Lombardy and Greece.

As we descend lower down the stream of history, details be-

come at once more precise and more abvmdant. Foremost stands

the powerful and mainly successful effort of S. John Chrysos-

tom to reclaim the populace of Constantinople from Arian dis-

sent. The means he employed, though based on that thorough

knowledge of human nature which he possessed, and eminently

productive of the effect he soug-ht to produce, were sing-ularly

unlike what an English Bishop at the present day would ever

think of using against a dangerous form of error popularly cur-

rent in his diocese. A good deal of the Arian success was due to

their processions and hymns. S. Chrysostom determined to

meet them on their own ground : and, by organizing far more

magnificent processions, with all the apparatus of crosses, ban-

ners, and incense, together with the aid of powerful and well-

trained choirs, chanting hymns more swinging and effective than

his rivals had used, succeeded in thinning the Arian congrega-

tions, and in filling his own churches with reverent attendants at

the gorgeous ritual which yet bears his name, and holds the first

rank still as the office of more than sixty millions of Christians.

And the most supercilious despiser of ceremonial in the present

day will hardly venture to sneer at the great Confessor Bishop,

scholar, orator, statesman, and Saint, as a mere lover of millinery

and neglecter of more solemn things.

Almost about the same time was made the triumphant attack

of S. Martin upon the idolatry of Gaul, the history of which may
be read in the pages of Sulpicius Severus. He too opposed the

attractions of Paganism with those of the stately ceremonial of the

Catholic Church, and thus provided a continuous bond to keep

together those converts who had been first collected around him

by the fame of his austerities, his miracles, and his eloquence.

That a similar policy was pursued by the great missionaries

who won the barljarian conquerors of Rome to the Cross, is

tolerably well known to persons of even ordinary cultivation

;

and the eventful era of the fifth and sixth centuries may there-
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fore be passed over ^vith this slight aUusion. Tlie thread is best

taken up again with the famous story of the landing of S,

Augustine in England. That great man knew that much of

his future prospect of success depended on the first impression

made on the Kentish monarch, and he was careful to take his

measures accordingly. The monastic company advanced in

solemn procession, headed by the bearer of a silver cross, after

whom came one who bore aloft a painting of the Redeemer,

glowing with gold and colour. As they passed on to the place

of meeting, they chanted the Litany ; and on their arrival,

Augustine took the picture as his text, and sj)oke to Ethel bert

of Him Whom it symbolized. When their audience was over,

they returaed, as they had come, in procession, again chanting

the Litanies which they had learnt in Rome. The striking

ceremony riveted attention and provoked inquiry ; and there is

no need to tell how the seed sown on that day shot up into one

of the stateliest trees of the forest. Such, too, was the method

of the great Celtic evangelizers of Germany—Columbanus, Gall,

and Kilian—and still more remarkably the policy of S. WilH-

brord, and S. Boniface, and the noble band of followers who
carried on their work, especially Sturmi of Fulda and Liudger of

Utrecht.

More dramatic, though not more in accordance with the prin-

ciple here advanced, is the story of the conversion of S. Vladi-

mir, Grand Prince of KiefF, and through him, of the whole

Russian nation—a greater missionary victory than had been won
since the time of the Apostles, and incomj^arably surpassing all

that has been done since by the combined efforts of all Christian

bodies. He is said to have been visited by emissaries from the

Jews, the Mohammedans, the Latins, and the Greeks. The
Byzantine envoy was the only one who made any way with him,

and that was achieved (like the conversion of Bogoris, King
of Bulgaria,) by the exhibition of a painting of the Last
Judgment, such as are common in Eastern monasteries to the

present day. Next year, Vladimir sent out messengers in his

turn, who were instructed to make inquiries concerning the

various religions, and to bring him back a faithful account of

what they saw. At that time Constantinople was the wealthiest

city of Europe, and S. Sophia the most gorgeous church in the

world. The elaborate and splendid ritual of the Chrysostomic
Liturgy, the vestments, the singing, the lights, incense, and pro-

cessions, astounded the Muscovite envoys, and on their return
they said as follows :

—" When we stood in the temple, we did
not know where we were, for there is nothing else like it upon
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earth : there, in truths God has His dwelling with men ; and we

can never forget the beauty we saw there. No one who has once

tasted sweets will afterwards take that which is bitter ; nor can

we now abide any longer in heathenism '"

.

"

There remains one other example from the Middle Ages which

deserves citation, because of the unusually full details which we
possess, thanks to the zeal of a mediaeval Boswell. It is the

conversion of Pomerania by S. Otto of Bamberg. Pomerania,

unlike most early mission-fields, was prosperous and wealthy, and

the rites of Slavonic heathenism wei-e celebrated in its temples

with much pomp by the members of a rich and respected priest-

hood. The first missionary who attempted the conversion of

the country, did so merely as a preacher, and that too in the garb

of a mendicant, without any ritualism to back his efforts. His

poverty was derided, and his sermons unheeded by the genial, but

Epicurean burghers of Julin, and he retired in despair. He had

tact enough, however, to recognize in Otto a man who could do

the work in which he had failed, and urged him on to make the

attempt. The sagacious German, exactly reversing the plan of

his Spanish predecessor Bernard, entered Pomerania with a gor-

geous retinue of priests and soldiers, and preached his first sermon

to the assembled multitudes, not in the garb of a beggar, but in

the splendid vestments of his episcopal rank. So too, when he

destroyed the great temple at Giitzkow, he replaced it by a

church far more magnificent ; and at a later period overawed an

infuriated heathen mob in Stettin, by boldly advancing in pro-

cession with his clergy, chanting psalms with the Cross borne

before them*. Exactly as S. Chrysostom had done more than

seven hundred years previously, Otto of Bamberg fought his

enemies with their own weapons, and triumphed over them.

We are thus brought down to the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury, without any perceptible variation in the mode of prosely-

tizing, or the degree of success attained. It is sufficient for

the remaining time to cite two cases : one, the substitution of

practical reform and vigorous spiritual life for an effete and cor-

rupted Christianity; the other, the spread of the Gospel amongst

savage tribes. And when the names of S. Charles Borromeo,

with his marvellous work of revival in Milan, and those of

Anchieta and Baraza, with their successes amongst the Indians

of Paraguay are mentioned, even detraction must be silent. In

each case, ceremonial observance was carefully insisted on :
on the

* Mouravieflf, History of the Russian Church, cli. i.

» Vit. B. Othonis, ap. Canis. Thes. Mon. 3. ii. 35—97.
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one liand^ to recall a careless, if not dissolute, clergy to a due sense

of the great solemnity of its functions; on the other, to impress

and teach a race of puny intellectual power.

This part of the subject may finally be closed by remarking,

that attachment to the ritual observances of their religion and

country (and that with scarcely any aid from books or preaching)

served to keep the fire of a national spirit alive in Russia, all

through the disastrous epochs of Tatar and Polish invasion and

tyranny, and had the same effect in preserving the Greek race

from being utterly crushed out or absorbed under Turkish do-

mination.

In turning the reverse of the medal, it is best to begin by

naming the most prominent examples of the evil of an nncere-

monial use of liturgical forms. The two cases which are closest

to our doors, and whose history can be most readily verified, are

those of the Established Church of Ireland and the dis-established

Church of Scotland. How completely the former, though called

by some of its panegyrists a Missionary Church, has broken

down in dealing with the Roman Catholic population, need not

be insisted on. It is enough to say, that even if the Reports of

the proselytizing Societies were as true as they are unscrupulously

mendacious, the results would be a very poor return for three

centuries of monopoly. But there is another aspect of the matter,

which is less understood in England. It is, that, bating a very

small number of zealots, the Irish Church has no hold, other than

political and hereditary, on the affections of the great body of

its own members. The Irish clergy, though recruited from the

same rank in society as their English brethren, and with a very

much smaller proportion of resident gentry to overshadow their

importance, do not enjoy, on professional grounds, any thing

like the same social consideration or respect from their co-

religionists. What is more. Dissent of the laxer, and also of

the more excitable, kind is spreading fast amongst the middle

classes throughout the country ; and, in particular, the Ana-
baptists and Plymouth Brethren make considerable way. Nor
is there any valid reason why they should not, since superior zeal

and eai-nestness, rather than any distinctive teaching, mark them
off" as different from the mass of their endowed competitors.

The Church of Scotland affords even more remarkable testi-

mony in the same direction. There seems no cause for contest-

ing the fact that at the time of the Revolution which changed

the Establishment of that country, a very larg-e proportion indeed,

if not a clear majority, of the middle and lower classes, save in

the West, was Episcopalian ; and there is no doubt at all, that
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Presbyterianism prevailed only among-st an infinitesimal minority

of the liig-lier ranks. After the political change came about, the

policy adopted by the Scottish Bishops and clerg-y was to do away,

so far as possible, with all external differences between them and
the ministers of the new Establishment, in the hope of allaying

dislike, and avoiding the heav}' pressure of the penal laws. Cere-

monies were pared away, to the extent of laying aside even the

surplice and the Common Prayer; and the result, as any intelli-

gent thinker mig-ht have forecasted, was that the main body of

Scottish Churchmen, seeing no plain marks of distinction be-

tween their own communion and the Establishment, fell away to

that which presented the greatest temporal advantages ; so that

the repeal of the penal laws, unlike the similar measure in

Ireland, found the oppressed body in a much weaker condition

than it had been in at the date of the enactment. Tlie same
short-sightedness still unhappily marks the spiritual riders of the

Scottish Church ; and at a time when Presbyterianism is evi-

dently breaking up from its old moorings, and drifting away into

unkno^vn seas, they stifle the natural expression of the devotional

life of their liturgical Church, and deter converts at the same
time that they lawlessly oppress their own flocks.

It is needless to dwell on the pitiful history of respectable

Anglican missions to the heathen, or on the more boastful, but

not more useful, efforts of the sects. The names of India and
New Zealand are enough to exhaust the one subject ; and that of

Jamaica will suffice for the other. In every case, a purely sub-

jective religion, fatally weighted with the most anti-missionary

and anti-Christian of dogmas—the Lutheran doctrine of Justifi-

cation—has been offered to men who needed to be taught by
externals to rise gradually into the conception of spiritual life

;

and with rejection of these externals came too often practical

disbelief in the verities they are meant to tj'pify.

It may, however, be urged against these examples, that they

do not afford exact parallels to the case now under consideration.

Perhaps a contrast still nearer home will satisfy objectors.

Several London clergymen have petitioned lately for the sup-

pression of Ritualism. How stands the matter in their parishes ?

He woidd be a bold adventurer in the field of hazardous conjec-

ture who should assert that the Church of England does more
than feebly hold her ground in S. Martinis in the Fields, in S.

Mary-le-bone, or in the Canonries of Westminster. He would
be a bolder contravener of established statistics who shoidd allege

that she is not rapidly giving way to Romanism and Dissent in

Kensington and Islington, under the system of spiritual starva-

VOL. I. E
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tion in those regions. And of S. George^s^ Hanover Square, it is

enough to remark that the Rector^s zeal against ceremonies has

taken the practical form of a prohibitoiy tax of five shillings on

registration of Baptisms, which are thus most successfully dis-

couraged amongst the poor, at the trifling cost of violating all

ecclesiastical law.

Any one who chooses to bring the whole Ritual question to a

simple test, may do so effectually thus :—Take two street-Arabs,

perfectly ignorant of Christianity. Read to one of them the

Gospel narrative of the Passion, and comment on it as fully

as may be. Show the other a crucifix, and tell him simply what
it means. Question each a week afterwards, and see which has

the clearer notions about the history of Calvary. And in the

matters of dealing with children, and %vith the ignorant, who
are children in mind, the whole subject may be fitly summed
up in the words of a popular writer who is no friend to Trac-

tarians. In Yeast we read :

—

" It is by pictures and music, by art and song, and symbolic

representations, that all nations have been educated in their ado-

lescence : and as the youth of the individual is exactly analogous

to the youth of the collective race, we should employ the same
means of instruction with our children which succeeded in the

early ages with the whole world.^^

Richard Frederick Littledale.
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Dr. Lankester has been sounding in the ears of the public, for

many years, his warning's on the terrible increase of child-murder.

And as in this country little notice is taken of evils previously

little remarked on, we are justified in expecting that now, at

length, something practical will be done, seeing that public

attention is fully awakened. It is not for me, as an essayist, to

say what that something ought to be. It is sufficient if I shall

be enabled to suggest a few lines of thought which may assist

in making that something less vague than would certainly be

the case if the legislature were called on to affix higher penalties

to certain accessories of the crime than the judges can now, or

at least do now, affix, or, if private remedies were to be sought to

be applied, which might only aggravate the disease which is the

most fruitful cause of this hideous sin.

Theologically considered, it is quite impossible to dissociate

cruelty, which is the immediate cause of this sj)ecies of murder,

from the vice which nurses it. There is a subtle connexion

between lust and cruelty which no metaphysical inquiry can

satisfactorily explain. Milton spoke as a theologian when he

placed the temple of Chemosh close to that of Moloch :
—

" Yet thence his lustful orgies he enlarged

Ev'n to that hill of scandal, by the grove

Of Moloch, homicide—lust hard by hate/'

How come the two passions to be so closely connected? The

theologian will tell you, that no passion indulged so effectually

shuts out the vision of God, as does lust. The moment man
sinned he became ashamed. The master passion immediately

declared its dominance. I cannot now pursue this subject, which

opens up a great many difficult problems. I may only remark,

before I proceed, that our Lord^s birth was the precise opposite

of this. His Mother, a pure Virgin, even in thought untainted

—

there was the most entire absence of that feeling which causes

the mournful complaint of the Psalmist, and which may be

repeated by every other child of man, " in sin hath my mother

conceived me." Unchecked lust, then, by hiding the vision of

God, gives us over, body and §oul, to the power of the devil—of

E 2
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him who " was a murderer from the beginning-.-" Hence the

crime of murder never fails to attend closely upon lust. A variety

of circumstances may, in our composite state of society, intervene

to stop the plague, and to prevent lust from going on to its

moral result, hatred and murder. But, morally, the two stand

to each other as cause and effect.

Socially we admit this, because we have experience of the fact.

But in estimating the power of the disease, we do not fairly con-

sider the cause of it, and hence our proposed remedies, in many

cases, fall far short of the evil they are designed to meet. Thus

men say, " We cannot attack directly the hideous vices which lie

at the root of these foul murders, but we can attempt to stop the

murders themselves, by removing the more powerful causes which

lead to their commission." But when it is inquired into, what

are these means ? It is replied :—" Foundling hospitals, where

mothers, v/ithout exposing themselves to the chance of recognition

and disgrace, may have their offspring religiously brought up and

well cared for.'^ But has experience confirmed this hope ? It is

indeed quite true that there may be, and possibly are, fewer cases

of strangulation where a Foundling Hospital exists in the next

street, in which such children are taken charge of. But in "what

condition are they put into the box, where such institutions are

found. Dr. T. K. Chambers has recently told us that at Genoa,

out of 669 so "exposed'' in a single year, 333 were either taken

out of the box dead, or in such a spent condition that they never

recovered, and died off within the first year. Ford, in his

" Gatherings in Spain,'' describes the Cuna in Seville as little

better than a charnel-house, though in his Guide Book he tells

us that, having been taken under the charge of the Smirs de

Charite, it is now very admirably managed. I think it is Kohl

who gives a very dreadful account of the mortality of children in

the similar hospital at St. Petersburg. While in Rome, where

as many as 3000 of these unfortunates are annually received, it

is reckoned that 73 per cent, die, greatly owing to bad treatment,

doubtless, superadded to the hardships they have had to endure

from their unnatural mothers. The deaths in Paris are said by
Galignani to amount to 18 per cent. But I am informed that

this is a clerical error, and that the figures ought to be reversed,

81.

It is, in fact, found that in providing for secrecy you have at

the same time tended to encourage the disposition to be secret,

with the certain consequence—additional risk to the child during
gestation and at the time of birth. I am not disposed to go into

the question of the amount of moral crime involved in conceal-
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ment such as I have spoken of, nor to contrast it with that of

which a mother is guilty who^ at the time of the birth, from

wilful neglect, causes the death of her child. God alone can affix

the amount of criminality. Our judges and juries evidently con-

sider it small, if we are to draw our conclusions from the lenient

verdicts and absurdly lenient sentences too frequently returned

.and affixed to this heinous offence.

Nor, again, can we any of us say what effect familiarity with

hospitals of this nature might have upon a population such as

ours. Visibly, religion has less hold upon the lower classes

among us than upon any lower class on the Continent, if we ex-

cept some parts of Germany, where the population is much less

dense, and the danger therefore not so great. There can, I think,

be no doubt that the idea of the possibility of concealment, with

which people are familiarized, must prove an incentive to vice.

I am well aware, at the same time, when temptation has been

allowed to get a certain hold on the will, that as nothing

deterrent will restrain the person, so neither will any thing in

the shape of a further incentive add any weight. But I am
speaking of the ordinary feelings and ways of looking at things

when temptation is not present. These ideas either aid morality,

or sap its foundations ; and I am strong'ly inclined to believe that

familiarity with the idea of Foundling Hospitals is not healthy,

They suggest concealment and impunity for grave moral sins
;

and this I cannot but think must be hurtful to morality. You
cannot associate the minds of people with that which is low or

mean without their being seriously injured thereby.

Nor, to look at the matter in the light of parental duty, can

their effect be good. One great reason with people for sending

their children to school, is to get them out of the way. This is

one great cause of the popularity of schools held on Sundays.

The people wish for ease and relaxation, and they gladly send

their children where they will be looked after without trouble or

expense to themselves. Dissenters have availed themselves of

this weakness, and have profited thereby. The clergy generally

have looked askance at these schools, and with reason. Any
thing that relaxes the parental sense of responsibility, is bad.

And what of these hospitals? They undertake to relieve the

parent of her natural and providential responsibilities altogether,

and they charge her— for it is the woman^s part I am speaking

of—nothing for their trouble. Thus the responsible j^eople are

encouraged to shuffle off their responsibilities in a way most pre-

judicial to all the parties concerned.

In treating the matter socially, I cannot enlarge as I should
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wish, on the spiritual effects of this course. Pardon is promised

to those who repent and confess their sin. It is needless to say-

that she who has been secret in all other parts of her conduct

will scarcely be open even in the confessional. She has concealed

the matter from her fellows, shall she be open with God ? The

class who can murder or expose their infants, I will not believe

to be very scrupulous in confession. For them there should be

every thing- to encourage openness. But I have said that these

houses encourage secresy, and thus have a bad religious effect

upon a half penitent.

I by no means go the length of asserting that there should

not be houses for the reception of these children \inder certain

conditions. Such as do not prominently imply either secresy or

the getting rid of parental responsibility, might be beneficially

established. As things are, a mother is sometimes driven, under

the pressure of our laws, to desperation. She is unable to work

whilst the child is to be nursed. She would willingly allow some-

thing- out of her wages to supjDort her child, if she could be left

free to seek employment. Again, I should be inclined to take a

child by force from a hopelessly vicious mother—her inability to

do justice to her child^'s education being first proved before an

ordinary justice of peace. And again, in cases of marriage with

one other than the father of the child, I should allow the mother,

after due application, to send her child to such an institution, on

engaging to do all she could for its support. In other words, I

should be inclined to assist and encourage parental feeling-, and

not to supersede it—to foster repentance, and not to quench it :

to shield her who has confessed her fault, and not to encourage

duplicity and deceit.

Publicly, as much care is taken in France to preserve the

parental feeling as any where. The abandonment of a child is,

in many places, a public act. The mother has to procure a cer-

tificate from a Commissary of Police, which he cannot refuse;

though he is bound to expostulate, and to endeavour to in-

duce her to abandon the intention, and to procure for her

assistance from the hospital, in case of his words being success-

ful. Upon production of this certificate the child must be re-

ceived into the hospital of Bnfants Assistes. At any time the

child may be reclaimed. In 1832 the tours, or turning-boxes by
which the child might he deposited in secret, were abolished.

After twenty j^ears' trial, however, the tours were restored in

Paris, and in some of the Departments. In 1832 there were in

France 296 such hospitals. The number now is only 152. In-

fanticide has increased, it is said, whilst other crimes have
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steadily declined ; hut it does not appear whetlier this increase is

to be attributed to the decrease of" hospitals, or to the abandon-

ment of secresy, nor has there been time yet to ascertain the

result in those localities where the use of the tour has been

resumed.

It is greatly to be feared that increase of wealth and luxury

in Fi'ance may have had as much to do with the additional pro-

fligacy as any greater stringency in regard to publicity has had

to do with child-murder or abortion. The number of the fallen

may be greater, and the proportion of child murders to the

number of the illegitimate may not have sensibly increased. At
any rate, a country which is altering its rules in this matter is not

to be compared with one where the system has never been tried on

any great scale. Any change will certainly be felt, though it

will be some time before the effect will be fully seen, because the

ideas of a people are only slowly changed. There can be no

doubt that a gradual increase of murders would be the result of

a sudden stoj^page put to the French system, up to a certain

point. After that they would probably decline, and would stand

at an average not perhaps very greatly different from what is

now the case. The number of such children maintained in the

Paris Hospital amounts to an average of between 4000 and 5000.

In England we never have had any great national hospitals

for this class of inmates. The Foundling Hospital in Guildford-

street was founded by the efforts of one man—Captain Thomas
Coram, master of an American merchantman. It is now a

wealthy charity, maintaining about as many hundreds as the

Paris Hospital does thousands. There is an air of respectability,

too, about it, which seems to me rather out of place in an insti-

tution of the kind. The committee sit upon each case that is

recommended. The child must be a first one, no second unfor-

tunate being admissable. Thus the hospital is limited to the

more respectable of those who have fallen, and does not profess

to step in to rescue those children who are more likely to be

murdered—the issue of the more abandoned. Nor does it seem

that any expostulation is made with the mother, as is done in

France, to induce her to nurse her own child, nor is any assistance

given her to enable her to do so.

In fact, there cannot be a doubt that English feeling is against

foundling hospitals, partly from the fear of seeming to connive

at, if not to give encoiu-agement to, crime
;
partly because of our

domesticity, which would much rather trust a child to the mercies

of a paid nurse and a private house than to a public charity.

Onlv, if hospitals are to be established here, it would be well to
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have them under the regulations I have described as existing-, at

one time universally, in those of France, and still extensively

prevailing. In fact, if France had had to begin instead of having

had to alter, I do not doubt some such regulations would have

still been universal there.

It is commonly held that the fear of shame and of loss of caste

is the usual cause which drives a mother to murder her illegiti-

mate offspring. Doubtless, to some extent, this is the case,

though not to the degree supposed. The woman suffers, the

man goes free ; her character is blasted, his is nearly untarnished.

The trouble and straitened means operate still more strongly. I

have no intention whatever of indulging in the somewhat romantic

enthusiasm of some persons who decry the man and bestow all

their pity upon the woman. There are two wills in the case, and

a virtuous woman^s is at least as strong as that of any ordinary

man. I am inclined to think, too, from many facts that have

come before me, that the temptation quite as frequently com-

mences with the woman as with the man. However, without

attempting nicely to balance the amount of blame, it is quite

certain that the degree of punishment is most unequally balanced.

It would certainly seem that the two persons are fairly, though

not equally, chargeable with concealment. If the man knows

that the woman is enceinte by him, and fails to provide accom-

modation for the lying-in, and for the prospective maintenance of

the child, he most assuredly fails in his duty, and his offence

ought to be punishable by the judge. Should the child be

injured in the birth for want of accommodation or necessary aid,

he is certainly passively culpable, and ought to be so treated.

Some such law would prove to be a wholesome restraint upon

many who now take advantage of their immunity from punish-

ment.

Again, a man should certainly know that he will be assessed

for maintenance, not according to the position of the mother,

but according to his own means. This is the Mahommedan law,

which is in this respect more just than the modern Christian

custom in this matter. The child ought certainly to take rank

from the father, not from the mother. This was the custom in

the Middle Ages. The illegitimate offspring appear on the

tombs ranked with those born in wedlock, according to seniority,

the only difference being that they are represented with their

backs towards the spectator. If it should be objected that many
women would be found to trade upon this provision to better

their temporal estate, I add that this would be more than counter-

balanced by the greater degree of prudence and self-restraint
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wliich such an enactment would generate amongst men in

g-eneral.

And again, why should the burden of proof of affiliation be

left to the woman? The trial to her feelings, thus roughly

harrowed by having to go before a body of men to prove her

own shame, causes many a woman to bear the burthen in secret,

or, as it too frequently happens, to put the child out of the way
altogether. Let the parish institute the inquiry, and have

power to iwnish the man, on proof, who would evade his re-

sponsibilities.

Do what we will, there must still remain the natural inequality

which God has Himself for wise purposes established between
the case of the woman and that of the man. Society will ever

make the woman the chief sufferer, that we need not fear, in

addition to the natural punishment inflicted upon her by Almighty
God Himself for the loss of a woman^s chief graces—virtue and
modesty.

To such an extent as this, both private benevolence and the

law may come in to prevent lust going on to its near neighbour
—murder. But until the crime of infanticide is punished as

rigorously as other kinds of murders, I see little hope of any
effectual stop being put to it. I feel convinced that the

horri])le scandal and sin of such places for wholesale murder as

has been recently exposed at Torquay, and which we are told exist

in many other towns, is chargeable, in great measui-e, to the

criminal laxity of the authorities in punishing ordinary cases

of infanticide. All sorts of trivial excuses are allowed to be

pleaded. Because some women are at such times incapable of

acting as responsible beings, therefore, without one tittle of evi-

dence to support such a plea in a sj^ecial case, a jury are easily

persuaded that it might be so in the instance before them, and

the woman is let go. Thus, bundles are left lying about the

streets, which people will not touch, lest the too familiar object

—

a chikFs body—should be revealed, perchance with a pitch-plaster

over its mouth, or a woman^s garter round its throat. Thus, too,

the metrojiolitan canal boats are impeded, as they are tracked

along, by the number of drowned infants with which they come
in contact, and the land is becoming defiled by the blood of her

innocents. We are told by Dr. Lankester that there are 12,000

women in London to whom the crime of child-murder may be
attributed. In other words, that one in every thirty women
(I presume between fifteen and forty-five) is a murderess.

It is not requisite, whatever may be said to the contrary, to

have recourse to legislation to meet such cases as these. But
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there must be some reason for the great unwilling'ness of juries to

convict for murder, indeed, for the judges charging them to convict

on the second plea of concealment. Why is it that feminine frailty

pleads so powerfully with men ? Why is it that they let go the

woman, when a man g'uilty of murdering his infant child

would possibly have to answer with his life ? There must be

some way of accounting for it ; and though I may not actually

state the right reason, I will venture to suggest a few reflections

which others may follow up.

I may say then—fully remembering how He, the only Man
Who was perfect in purity, dealt with the adulteress—that men
are conscious of their own infirmities. Their reluctance to punish

a crime which has its orig'in in what they consider feminine

weakness and pliability is too often a reflection on their own
experience. They do not know the strength of a virtuous woman
in the lower walks of life. Their views are perverted by their

own actions. They know that if they were to be rigorously

dealt with they could not escape ; and so, in j)lace of casting the

first stone, they one by one decline the duty altogether.

If a married woman murders her legitimate offspring, or if a

hardened and abandoned woman does the same, there is no

mercy. It is on the servant-girl class, or the poor sempstress,

that all this tender pity and misplaced indulgence are lavished.

With this is associated the further feeling of comparative dis-

regard for the child killed. There are a great many chances that

a child of such parentage will ultimately go to swell the dangerous

class of the population. The case is not one which appeals

strongly to their feelings.

Again, it is felt that the laws of the land bear harshly on

the female offender against purity. Therefore, however wrong
it may be, men seek in their verdicts to equalize matters, no

doubt quite unconsciously. The only remedy for this seems to

lie in punishing both persons, if it be shown that the man had

fair warning of the woman^s state, aided her in concealment,

and neglected to make provision for the expected infant.

Nor is it perhaps altogether wide of the mark to suggest

another cause, which however equally applies to men as to

women. The worship of intellectual ability and of physical

strength, have, among other causes, led us to rate a man^s life

above its real value. It is said to be the worst use you can put

a man to, to hang him. This platitude has its weight amongst
those who oppose capital punishments. But it is only " man "

of whom this is said, though " woman " is doubtless implied.

But every one feels if we substitute " child " the saying loses
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half its force. Out of a man we can get so much work, either

physical or mental; he is a unit in our social state. But we
never idolize a false maxim without necessarily degrading- some
nearly connected truth. There is no doubt that the sympathies

of the money-making" world are not with children— i. e. not with

other people's children. It is one symj^tom of our growing

hardness. Hence, the dreadful frequency of the crime of infanti-

cide is passed by with a hasty remark by those persons who
could not rest in their beds, if no attempt were made to discover

the murderer of a full-grown man.

The result of these things together is, that children are put

out of the way daily, without the circumstance causing us a

second thought; whilst the rapid decline of parental authority

leaves sons and daughters much more at liberty to follow their

unrestrained courses, which tend to swell the general mass of

immorality, out of which infant murder as surely crops as the

native rock from the rugged mountain-top. I have not alluded,

except incidentally, to the earlier stages of this crime—to those

dreadful places to be found in perhaps, I may say, all our large

towns, where means to procure abortion are had recourse to, down
to those easier means of destroying the embryo, in the earlier

stages of pregnancy, which unfortunately are so well kn,own, even

among very young women. These are all crimes of the same kind,

and only differ in degree from that of which I have mainly hither-

to spoken. There is destruction of the life of the germinating seed

of a living soul, and it is only the less cruel that the being has

not been seen, and therefore there has been no means of calling

forth that yearning towards their offspring which even the lower

animals share with human creatures. Medical men are well

aware of numerous cases of this kind ; only these are among pro-

fessional secrets which it might not be advisable to oblige them
to divulge. But certainly where a case does occur, and where the

evidence is sufficient to procure conviction, the offence ought to

be dealt with as amongst the most grave of those punishable by
the criminal law. The streams of infant blood now crying out

against this land will never be stanched, till the blood of those

by whom it has been shed has paid the penalty.

That these methods will cure the evil, no one can suppose.

We can only hope, through the help of the law, to bring the

public mind into a more healthy state in reference to the crime

of infanticide. But after all, repression, as we all know, is of

only temporary effect. Qiiid leges sine morihus vana proficiunt?

A people deeply sunk in sin will never endure the law's severity

;

and this, as we have alreadv said, is one, if not the main cause.
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of the disinclination to enforce the rigour of the law in the

instance of infanticide. To give such severity the slightest

chance of success, remedial measures must go hand in hand

with the inflexibility of the judicature.

It is an old observation, that the schoolmaster does more for

the morality of a bad district than the policeman ; though, to be

sure, the parliament does not seem to think so, who spend millions

on prisons and police, and grudge hundreds of thousands to school-

masters and schools. And if a school does much, a church must

do more. Here is not only the machinery for preventing sin,

but the means, too, of atoning for sin committed. Here con-

science is purified, and its dictates taught to be listened to as

the voice of God. And this, after all, must be our hope. With

lawless lust, relentless cruelty is always associated ; and the only

way to stop the one is to attack the other in its fastnesses. If

the garrison, however, is to be properly manned hereafter, we

must have soldiers ready to defend the walls. It is not enough

to cast out the foe, we must have a friend prepared for all emer-

gencies : and this all the prisons and jailors, all the police magis-

trates and home secretaries cannot do for us. It can be done by

the priest, and by none other. Hence the surest method to cure

infanticide lies in that which seems, at first sight, very remote

—

the planting of clergymen and the building of churches. You
may try all other schemes, this alone will in the end be really

efficacious.

And here the uncomfortable feeling will suggest itself

—

" why
nothing, as experience has proved, is so very liable to abuse as

religion ; the world is ever the worse for bad priests." To be

sure, bad priests are very bad; no others so degraded, so demo-

ralized, and in their influence so demoralizing. That is true ; and

yet, in the main, the world is assuredly very much the better for

the Christian clergy. In this country there ought to be no

question about this ; and the position of the priesthood all over

Christendom is a proof that, on the whole, such is the general

estimate of their value. If the world requires mending in its

morals, they are the accredited order to accomplish the work

;

and if they cannot do it,.we may be quite sure the work cannot

be done. Nothing, it is true, in this world is permanent; and

a reformation, by whomsoever organized, in the course of a gene-

ration or two, will certainly require again looking to. But
because human things are mutable, is that any reason why men
should do nothing? People do not cease washing themselves

because a day^s toil will make them require washing again. God
cares for men in proportion as they care for Him ; and if He has
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appointed a macliiueiy for the moral defects of the worlds we
shall never g-ain His blessing- by despising" it.

At any rate, the root of the common infanticide which we
dejilore is in the low moral condition of our people. That no
one who knows any thing" about it will deny. There are cases of

infanticide which do not come under this categ-ory—cases of

jealousy, of fear of starvation, of ten thousand other ills that flesh

is heir to. These, too, may be mitig-ated to a very considerable

deg-rce by the means I have spoken of. But what I contend is,

that the crime of infanticide is exceptionally hig-h, and that by a

strictly moral and relig-ious education it may be broug-ht very
much lower. I do not think much of averages, because nothing*

is so variable. As merely exhibiting- the actual state of thing's

at the time of the average being- struck for the period over which
it extends, of course these figures have their use. But when out

of these we try to extract an invariable law, the folly of the thing

is so obvious in the statement, that one is surprised that the

perverse ingenuity of men should have sought to construct an
argument in favour of Deism out of any thing so baseless.

But we have to deal with a very high average ; and the ques-

tion is. How is it to be dealt with ? As I have said, religious

education and religious practice are the only sure grounds of

virtue : and unfailing severity, where crime is proved, is the only

way of keeping the public mind right on the subject, and of

making men understand its enormity. But I have now to say

something of the curative process needful to be pursued, and
indeed already in action—to nothing like the extent necessary,

however,—for a disease so wide-spread and so dangerous. In
considering this question there are several points to be observed.

The descent into sin is gradual, and in most cases arises fron

the defects of family management. There are—1. Idle and
vagabond children, of whom we instinctively observe that they

are bringing up for a life of infamy. 2. Those whose parents

are not only idle and vicious, but who are being brought up
to a life of vice by their natural guardians, in order that they

may share in the profit resulting from it. 3. Those who, from

necessity or other cause, are obliged to abandon home before

virtuous habits are confirmed. 4. Others whose special business

throws them in the way of temptation. 5. Those betrayed

into sin by designing villains, or by those who, equally unsus-

pecting with themselves, are " overtaken " by powerful temptation

from unguardedness. 6. The openly vicious. Now for these

six classes it is apparent that different treatment is required, and,

in some cases at least, different institutions. For the first and
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second we require Orphanages and Juvenile Reformatories,

according' to the extent to which those classes have fallen into

actual crime. For the third, Religious Guilds. For the fourth,

lodgings presided over by Religious. For the fifth. Retreats;

and for the sixth. Penitentiaries.

I feel that, in most of these cases, there has been undue pre-

ference shown for one or other of the sexes. Thus Reformatories

are mostly for boys, Orphanages for girls. Religious Lodging-

houses for young women, and Retreats and Penitentiaries for

the same sex. Why should it be so ? We are stumbling gra-

dually into something like a systematic way of grappling with

vice, most of our ways, as was natural, having hitherto been

rather hap-hazard. But why should young women, who are

early called away from home, be supposed to be more exj)osed

to temptation than young men similarly circumstanced ? Why
should there be institutions for reclaiming young women, and none

for reclaiming the fallen shop-boy or apprentice ? Many a parent,

whose efforts to save a headstrong son from sin have proved

futile, would very gladly indeed send him to a Penitentiary, to

be placed under a regular course of discipline ; and many a

youth, disgusted with himself and his vicious companions, would

willingly take shelter in a Refuge, did one exist, to aid him in

conquering himself. Many a girl, too, who has incurred the re-

proach of lost virtue under palliating circumstances, would go into

a Retreat, who would yet shrink from the idea of a Penitentiary

where she would be herded with the sweepings of the pave.

After all, there will be many cases which we cannot reach—pro-

fligate men, who bring all their vile experience to entrap poor

unsuspecting girls, and blasees women who lay themselves out to

win the admiration of young men just appearing in the world,

and for whose special convenience those places for procuring

abortion seem to have been established. These people live in a

class of society which is not " dangerous ^^ in the sense of the

world ; but among them, I verily believe, there is more positive

cruelty, in proportion to their numbers—more fear of their dealing

foully by their offspring, than amongst any other class whatever.

It would be a real benefit to the world if some of these could be

brought under the operation of the law. A Newgate execution

done upon one of these odious wretches would effect more for the

cause of morality than twenty executions of wretched servant-

girls, who murder their children for fear of loss of character, and

consequent loss of place and means of livelihood.

I am glad to know that Guilds are now being established in

the manufacturing districts for the protection of female virtue.
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These are very simply worked by distribution into classes ; each

class-leader having- to report any instance of undue levity to the

head of the Guild, among" those of her class. The head of the

Guild is commonly a sister. The Guild medal is worn exposed,

and a short form of prayer daily is of oblig'ation among the

members.

And this leads me to say that one of the g-reatest difficulties is

with our country population. Farming" morality is very low ; and
efforts to raise the tone which are possible in towns, are clearly

beyond our reach in the country. More depends upon our being-

able to influence the farmers and their families here, than any
direct measures which we can bring- to bear. The farmer who
looks after his men, the good wife who looks after the women,
and the young ladies who will teach the agricultural labourers'

children their catechism, and see that they are sent to church and
school, will do more than a whole colony of sisters. One great

hindrance is the extremely vagabond character of the agricultural

labourer in many parts of the country ; another, which prevails

throughout the North of England and the whole of Scotland, are

the hirings or feeing-markets which occur half-yearly, and to

which the rural population look forward as the Saturnalia,

lightening the drudgery of their labour. It has become the

custom too only to hire for the year, and at the end of that time

whole families of the labouring population move to some other

neighbourhood. Thus the children grow up without local attach-

ment, and their education suffers by irregularity of school attend-

ance and change of master and of system. I am quite prepared

to say that sisterhoods would be well employed in offering a good
education, " with the accomplishments,''' to farmers' daughters in

central positions in the agricultural districts. Their efl'orts in this

way will be much more likely to affect the whole population

than if they attempted directly to bring their influence to bear

on the labouring population or domestic servants. Farmers'

daughters are looking up. Where this is the case, there is

ever a vast amount of pretentiousness. Let the sisters deepen

whilst they refine, which the boarding-schools of the day do not

attempt to do. If the daughters of the farmhouse can teach

their poorer sisters to be purer in their language when mixed
with the men, they will have effected unspeakable good. Any
thing more gross and filthy is not to be heard in the civilized

world. The habitual employment of such language breaks down
all notion of reserve or modesty, and the ideas it represents defile

the mind and ruin the virtue.

Perhaps there is no work in which a religious brotherhood
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mig-lit more profitably occupy its members than in itinerating

among the farms in any special district, giving short popular

services in any barn or granary which might be lent to them,

and thus getting at the people. This might be followed up with

night-schools during the winter, two or three times a week, and

in the summer in encouraging games and active sports. Your

agricultural labourer is as inactive in body as he is in mind ; and

prefers hanging about the haylofts and stables, getting into

mischief, to running after a cricket-ball, or handling a bat. No
people make so little of the resources of the country as those

of this class who constantly inhabit it. I have watched fre-

quently the vagaries of town boys turned out for a month into

the country to enjoy themselves. Within a week they have

become the leaders of country hoys in all country sports—fishing,

bathing, boating, bird-nesting, trapping, shooting, running, leap-

ing, hunting, cricketing, bowling, kite-flying. No one can

say what temptations such ways of employing themselves enable

boys to escape. And there is a class of women about farms

whom it is especially needful to keep boys away fi'om. These are

female servants approaching middle life, grown up in sin, whom
the men thoroughly know and avoid, and who therefore seek

their prey amongst herd-boys and plough-boys. I have indeed

heard from clergymen of younger women who speculate in this

disgraceful matter, and who will only engage themselves to large

farms where, by prostitution among the men, they may double

their ordinary wages. Good, manly, healthy habits, after reli-

gion, are the best security against such temptations as these.

As regards the farmers themselves, so far as they fall under

the class of gentlemen, they will have the education and will be

subjected to the influences of their class. The richer fai'mers

of a lower social grade are, in many respects, the most important

portion of the body. They are generally men of energy, and are

every where looked up to among the agricultural population.

I should like to see agricultural colleges multiplied for their

benefit. For the great mass of the smaller farmers, who now
send their sons to be taught arithmetic and grammar at some

cheap boarding-school in a neighbouring town, I should like

to see special schools more generally established. I feel assured

they would pay well. S. Johns's, Hurstpierpoint, proves what

I say, though what I should like are schools not aiming so high

as it does, but content to do better what the cheap boarding-

schools in towns now do badly. Farniers, are, as a body. Church-

men; but they have great faults which require careful eradica-

tion. When we consider what large numbers of people in the
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ng-grcgate depend upon them, we can scarcely exaggerate the

importance of having" them well and religiously taught.

But there are still two classes left, whom I must not omit,

whose temptations are peculiar, and who contribute a g-reater

quota to the vice of the population than any others ; these are

sailors and soldiers. Their lives are passed, for the most part, in

enforced celibacy. Among' soldiers a very small proportion indeed

can be married men ; and amongst sailors the much larger portion

of their time is spent at sea, and away from home. Now these

are dangerous positions for any considerable classes of men to

occupy. For those who have no special vocation, such trials

are fraught with danger the most imminent. The consequence

is, in both cases, temporary connexions formed in the towns they

arrive at in the fulfilment of their diities, and a great demorali-

zation. In some cases families result from these temporary

connexions, and their condition is pitiable indeed. So far as the

families themselves, and the mothers are concerned, they have

been treated under one or other of my former heads, but the

fathers require separate consideration.

So far as soldiers are concerned, the existing attempts to win
them to more virtuous ways have been strict canteen regulations,

and the endeavour to make their quarters more attractive.

Wherever these have been carried out systematically by right-

principled officers, the results have been most encouraging. The

defect seems to be that these matters are left too much to the

discretion of officers, a considerable proportion of whom, in place

of setting their men a good example, are the leaders in all sorts

of offences against the moral code. The difference of a regiment

under a good colonel and inferior officers, from one under a

graceless one, is so marked as to be apparent to the mere eye.

The Government might do more to equalize this difference than

is now done, and the garrison chaplains must do the rest.

These last should be encouraged to send annual reports of the

condition of the sevei'al regiments to the Chaplain-General, and

his reports to the Government ought to be received with the

most considerate attention. Neither officers nor men ought to

be spared upon a representation from the Chaplain-General.

INIeanwhile the chaplain ought to have more real power than he

possesses at present to check abuses, and to improve the morals

of the men. In his own place his power ought to be absolute, so

as to enable him to avail himself of those wills which have been,

by military discipline, brought into a favourable condition for

him to work on.

The present appliances for improving the morals of sailors are

VOL. I. E
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Homes and Ship-churches. Theirs is confessedly the most diffi-

cult case to meet^ in fact we can only hope to mitigate the evils

of their position. The sailor is naturally improvident, yet he is

naturally relig-ious too. He is a spendthrift, yet he is generous

and open-hearted. The unnatural confinement of a long voyage

naturally disposes him to excess en revanche. When he comes

ashore, he is waylaid hy panderers and loose women, who never

let him go till they have taken fcom him every halfpenny he

possesses. Sailors'* Homes have done something to protect him

against these harpies : but to meet the ease adequately, these

institutions would have to be multiplied by thousands. It is of

little use to protect the sailor in London, and to leave him a prey

to his natural enemies in Hamburg or in Lisbon. Measures

ought to be concerted with foreign merchants, or foreign Govern-

ments, for the erection of similar institutions in all their principal

ports.

These places ought to form the nuclei of all direct religious

attempts. A certain number of chaplains, according to the size

of the port, ought to be put in charge of the Homes. In addition

to their shore duties, there would be those of visiting* vessels in

harbour, and bringing this floating population, as near as may
be, into the condition of parishes on land. If the Homes were

managed with discretion, every sailor lodged in them would

become a valuable aid to the chap»lain amongst the rest of the

sailor world. When one thinks of Grotius wi'iting his Be
Veritate specially for sailors, one is driven to believe that Dutch
sailors are very diSerent from those of Great Britain, or that

there has been a sad deterioration since his day in the class. Our
efforts to reclaim them have been to the last degree fragmentary

and insufficient ; and till we can imjirove their condition, that

vile female population, which is the scandal of our civilization,

will abound in our ports, spreading the contagion of their horril^le

vices far and wide over the land.

I have not said any thing here of Governmental interference

to mitigate the scandals existing in our large towns. This

belongs to another branch of this wide subject. The persons who
constitute the class do not, as a rule, contribute greatly to swell

the population, except under the conditions of such a temporary

connexion as those to which I have just alluded. But their

existence, in the present unchecked condition under which they

ply their disgraceful trade, does undoubtedly ruin the morality of

many with whom they come in contact, and who do not follow

them in the same excess of riot. Thus, if they do not themselves

contribute largely to the class of child-murderers, they do tend
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to create such a class. I will here merely give the regula-

tions in this matter in Paris^ and which seem to me wise, and

capalde of being- adopted, in part at least, in this country. When
a girl is seen loitering about the streets, she is asked her name
and address by some one of a numerous society which exists for

the suppression of profligacy. She is reported to the police, and

at the same time the person is bound to wait upon the parents

and em])loyers, if any, to apprise them of the circumstance. A
lady, meantime, warns and persuades the girl. If she is still

seen to be unmoved, she is for the second offence taken by the

police before the neighbouring magistrate, and by him told what
awaits her. If she is still idle, and obviously going wrong,

though not yet fallen, she is asked the third time whether she is

willing to strive to live honestly, or to have her name inscribed

at once in the register of infamy. A fortnight is allowed for

consideration, during which time every effort is made to induce

her to abandon her dissolute courses. If, after that, she con-

tinues as befoi'c, her name is inscribed among the list of the

licentious, and she is thenceforth under police surveillance, and

is prevented walking abroad to solicit prostitution. The law of

France expressly prohibits the occupation of a house devoted to

this scandalous purpose within a certain distance of either a

school or church. Thus, though, as we all know, vice exists to a

fearful extent in Paris, people have to go in search of it. It does

not obtrude itself on the notice, and young men are not tempted,

as frequently in England, by the glittering exterior, the made-up

charms, and the forced gaiety of these miserable children of sin.

It is not, in Paris, thought manly for boys to accost these lost

creatures in the street. If vice exists, at any rate it hides its

shame.

The objection to some of these provisions wall of coiirse be that

they seem to protect vice by regulating it. But so far as they

are penal, this objection does not apply. We have made it a

matter of police regulation that these women shall not solicit
;

and it seems to me that no solid objection can be raised against

further legislation in the same line.

It has been my endeavour, to show that no partial legislation,

no desultory efforts, will avail to decrease this fearful crime of

infanticide, which is deluging our country with infant blood, and

calling dowm the wrath of Heaven upon it. Blood must be

washed out by blood, and the laws must be inflexibly adminis-

tered. But that, after all, this is but the symptom of a disease

much more wide-spread ; it is but the poisonous fruit of a tree

whose roots are buried deep in the rank, uncultured soil of the

F 2
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human heart. And as God gives the increase to all spiritual

graceS;, so the Evil One as certainly brings murders out of

impurit3\ If, therefore, we are to stop child-murder, we must

strive to check that which gives rise to it—unbridled lust.

These methods are threefold—Repression where possible. Cure,

Prevention. The first is obviously the duty of Government ; the

second and third may be undertaken by individuals or societies,

aided by Government.

It would appear that Foundling Hospitals, if they do not

exercise upon the population a bad effect—as leading people to

think it possible and advantageous to conceal the consequences of

immorality, thus inflicting an injury on the children of unlawful

intercourse, which is testified to by the comparatively large

mortality in these institutions, especially during the first year

after their entrance—still they must weaken the sense of parental

responsibility, unless placed under very careful regulation, as in

Prance. In this case, they cease to be Hospitals o^enfants trouves,

and become institutions of enfants assistes—no longer Foundling

Hospitals, but institutions giving aid to mothers to bring up

their children aright, and receiving the offspring of utterly de-

moralized parents, and giving them a better prospect than they

otherwise would have of entering on the duties of life respectably.

The partial return of France to the previous system of conceal-

ment, does not really affect this country, where Foundling

Hospitals in the proper sense do not, and have not, mthin the

memory of the present generation, existed.

There seems to be a degree of unfairness in the way in which

our laws and society at large treat the woman. Children ought

to take rank from the father, not from the mother, and conse-

quently ought to have assigned for their bringing up a sum
proportioned to the father^s station in the world. The father

ought to be held responsible for concealment, and to be punished

if he connives at it. The parish ought to institute the inquiry

into the paternity of a base-born child, and to have the power of

punishing the man who would evade his responsibilities.

In the way of Prevention and Cure, special appliances through

the efforts of the Religious and of Associated Societies have been

recommended. I have done little more than take for granted

throughout habitual resort to Confession. The high morality of

Ireland is owing in great part to this habit : and the low tone of

morals in Scotland is, I fear, to be greatly attributed to the

impossibility of having recourse to a sacramental ordinance so

specially adapted by our most loving Lord to strengthen those

who are secretly tempted to sin. It will rest with the clergy
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every where to recommend the practice, especially to those whom
they are preparing for Confirmation.

I do not pretend to have done more in the foregoing remarks

than to suggest in a sketchy way certain comprehensive measures

which appear adequate to meet a widely prevailing evil. Nor is

it conceived that such measures, if forthwith adopted, would
have any very immediate effect. Twenty years of steady perse-

verance might, and doubtless would, strongly affect the public

mind and conscience, and would certainly lower the average of a

class of offences which are no less awful in the sight of God than

they are scandalous to us as a nation in the sight of man.

Since the above Essay was written, the Report, as prepared

for presentation, of the Commission on Capital Punishment has

appeared. A distinction in degrees in murder is proposed to be

recognized by our Penal Code. Murders committed under the

influence of sudden rage, deep-seated revenge, or insensate

jealousy, are to be considered as murder only in secondary degree,

and are recommended to be punished by imprisonment. Among
the secondary degrees of culpability, rather curiously out of place,

we find child-murder reckoned, if the child should be under seven

days old ! That is to say, a mother who has had months to think

of it, who makes no provision for her coming child, and kills it

when born, is to be treated as though she had suddenly and for

the first time felt the horror of her situation ; and, unable to

calmly resolve on any thing, had, in a fit of madness, made away
vdih her offspring. What I complain of in this proposal is the

utter want of consideration of the moral obliquity that can over-

ride parental feeling, and the very softest and most natural of

human instincts. The fact of such a proposal being made is a

confession of our failure to get our judges and juries to protect,

with adequate verdicts and sentences, the most helpless of our

race. I trust this proposal will be well considered, and the

reasons on which it is founded sifted by Parliament.

Also, since the above Essay was in type, the first Annual

Report of the Home of Compassion, near Iffley, Oxford, has been

published. This institution bids fair to be successfvil, and de-

servedly so. The principles are the same as have been upheld

in the foregoing Essay. I am indeed glad that my suggestions

have been anticipated in practice, as the following extract ^dll

show :

—

" Children were at first admitted indiscriminately, but a very

short experience sufficed to show that this would never answer,

it being pi'actically little better than a premium to vice ; women,
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who it was afterwards found had ample means of support, pre-

sented their children for admittance to save themselves from the

expense of keeping them; while others came and left their

children, and then went directly and sinned again, thinking they

could do so wath impunity. To obviate these and like difficulties

the cradle was done away with, and it was resolved to admit of

three classes of children only, namely, those whose histories

showed them to be real objects of Christian charity, and whose

mothers seemed earnest in their desire of amendment; secondly,

those whose mothers were willing to enter into a Penitentiary

and undergo the necessary discipline of the same ; and thirdly,

such as had mothers who were either in or had the offi^r of re-

turning to respectable domestic or other service if lightened of

their burden. These latter were expected to pay so much a week

towards the maintenance of their children, according to their scale

of wages, and, in common with those first mentioned, to keep up,

as far as possible, a constant correspondence with the sisters ; so

that their perseverance in a return to a better life may be the one

great end kept in view."

The Report speaks of the great mortality, but no figures are

given by which to judge of the rate. This might be amended

in a future Report. The truth in this case will not permanently

injure the charity. Every one is prepared to expect it to be

large. At first these institutions in this country will only get

the most desperate cases. And the samples that are given show

that, but for this institution, many of those now Uving must, ere

this, have been numbered with the dead.

In the first edition of this volume nothing was said of the noble

labours of those connected with S. Saviour's Hospital, in West-

moreland Street, Portland Place, which has been recognized and

commended by Dr. Lankester. What I wrote then was too late

for insertion. This Hospital is one of the many charities in which

the Society of S. Joseph are so abundant. There is this advan-

tage in the connexion, that the information derived from the

members of the Society in their diverse works is available by the

directors of the Hospital, and thus an amount of knowledge of

the inmates is gained, of their previous history and general

character, which precludes the need of what is called " searching

inquiry,'' which in such cases too generally ends in more com-

plete deception. All are admitted who apply, and no concealment

is allowed or practised. There is a lying-in ward, where women

are received and nursed during their confinement, but those

among them who are single come under an obligation to enter a
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Penitentiary on their recovery. Thiis^ all that can he done is had

recourse to so as to give every chance of their being- thoroughly

reclaimed. The mothers are expected to contribute towards the

support of their offspring- when they have found the means of

gaining subsistence for themselves. Free admission is given to

foundlings. The Society proposes to open a Penitentiary of its

ovra as soon as the requisite funds can be obtained. I hope that

a charity so beneficent will not long have to complain of being

sadly crippled for want of funds.

H. Humble.
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" If a man/^ said Lord Bacon, " shall not by his industry, virtue,

and policy, as it were, with an oar row against the stream and

inclination of time, all institutions and ordinances, be they never

so pure, will corrupt and deg-enerate ;" and he replies to possible

objections against this assertion, " they may as well tell me that

churches and chapels need no reparations, though castles and

houses do, whereas, commonly to speak truth, dilapidations of

the inward and spiritual edifications of the Church of God are

in all times as great as the outward and material/'' " Laws not

refreshed with new laws, wax sour. Without change of ill, a

man cannot continue the good. To take away many abuses

supplanteth not good orders, but establisheth them. A con-

tentious retaining of custom is a turbulent thing, as well as

innovation. A good husband is ever priming in his vineyard or

his field, not unseasonably, not unskilfully, but lightly, he findeth

ever somewhat to do.-*^ Such are the arguments of this great

thinker for the necessity of a continuous reformation, and the

laws and conditions on which he recommends that it should pro-

ceed. No portion of our Church polity has been subject to such

constant change as our Cathedral system—by new statutes

during the media3val period, by the great changes effected at the

Reformation, and by more recent Parliamentary legislation. We
l^ropose briefly to survey its growth and decline, the successive

resuscitation and renewals, and the later measures of spoliation,

what has given it prosperity or inflicted injury; whilst with

an impartial hand, viewing it as part of the Church of England

under all its phases and conditions, we shall describe its varying

fortunes, its shortcomings, and its undoubted value.

The Cathedral system was founded on missionary considera-

tions ; it afibrded a central position for multiplying circuits and

establishing new centres for evangelizing whole districts. To

this day we have a trace of the fact in the existence of ' cursal
'

canonries in some Welsh cathedrals, which preserve the names

of the ' cylchs ' or courses, in which the incumbents circulated

through the circuits into which the parish of the cathedral was

partitioned. But when, in course of time, these circuits became
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distinct parishes^ with tlicir own chnrches and endowments, those

of the clergy wdio were retained as his council and fellow-labourers

in the mother church, became the chapter of the bishop. The
cathedral was thus the centre and heart of the diocese ; and in it

the canons, contrary to the custom of Lotharing'ia, of Rheims, and

of Metz, the nurseries of the system, occupied in England separate

houses, arranged as a close, and not, as in a modified monastery,

eating in a common refectory, and sharing a single dormitory. It

is an observable fact that the attempt at Exeter, York, and Wells

to introduce the Lotharingian system of a common refectory and

dormitory, which William of Malmesbury brands as un-English,

never did take root in this country. They were called secular

canons, in contradistinction to the regular canons, who were bound

to observe the monastic vow of poverty, and to live cloistered.

The Norman bishops introduced a complete and organized system

which had taken firm root in the twelfth century. Paris appears

to have been the model of S. PauFs, Amiens of Salisbury, and

Rouen of Lincoln. S. Patrick^s, at Dublin, Dunkeld, and

Glasgow, adopted the rule of Salisbury; Ross, in Scotland,

Dornoch, Elgin, and Aberdeen, that of Lincoln.

The arrangement was simple and exhaustive. There was the

bishop, the head of the cathedral; the dean, with the care of morals,

and cure of souls within the precinct ; the precentor, charged

with the ritual, and the service of sacred song; the chancellor,

at once secretary, theological reader, and lecturer in canon law ;

and the treasurer, whose time was devoted to the care of the

fabric, altars, furniture, lights, necessaries for divine offices, and

the servants. These principal persons or dignitaries were neces-

sarily to be perpetually resident. To these succeeded the arch-

deacons, who, in consideration of their diocesan duties, were

excused from this restriction. Besides these was a numerous

body of canons and prebendaries ; canons, as they were on the

church roll, and bound to observe the law of the cathedral, having

a stall in choir, and a voice in chapter; and prebendaries, as

they were maintained upon its revenues or commune. Towards

the close of the tenth, and in the eleventh and the twelfth cen-

turies, this commune was divided into separate prebends, rents

of lands, proceeds of churches, or a proportion of the offerings,

from which they took their title ; such as Greater or Lesser Part

of the Altar, Ten pounds. One hundred shillings. Sixty shillings,

the Little ISIead, Consumed by the Sea, &c. ; and in some cases

the name of the founder was adopted, as prebends were specially

founded by such benefactors. To all these the bishop collated,

but the dean was elected by the. chapter.
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It would seem that_, simultaneously with this new system, per-

mission of absence was granted to those who taught in schools,

to those who were in the service of the Crown, of an arch-

bishop, or of a bishop, to those who were sent upon missions for

the benefit of the Church, and to those who would reside on their

prebends, serving their churches and looking after the good
estate of the property. Such non-residence lasted during three

quarters of the year. The dignitaries were in priests^ orders ; but

the stalls of the canons were divided into three classes, priests,

deacons, and subdeacons, and a certain number were summoned
in four- regular courses as the satellites or assistants of the dig-

nitaries, to serve at the high altar for the remaining quarter of

the year. In consequence of these absences, the fact that many
canons were unable to sing, and to provide in case of illness and

decrepitude, but also from the natural tendency of persons in

high station to retain deputies, each had his vicar, who was

required to be in the game order as his master, and able to

chant. These representatives, in the case of the dignitaries, were

the sub-dean, succentor, scribe, or vice-chancellor, and sacrist or

sub-treasurer. The archdeacons and canons maintained their

several vicars at their own charges. As early as the twelfth cen-

tury, when distinct prebends were founded or constituted, the evil

of non-residence prevailed. Canons preferred to be hangers-on in

the house of some powerful patron, thus evading the duties and

attendance on divine service ; or to live at their o^vn will ujDon

the income of their prebend. If absent for only one-third of a

year, the canon was held to be a residentiary, and did not provide

a vicar. In order to secure a sufficient number of residentiaries,

the system of the commune was introduced; the whole surplus

revenue of the cathedral to which each non-residentiary con-

tributed, after making provision for the fabric and necessaries of

divine worshij), was divided among the residents, in proportion

to the number of their attendances, as the quotidian or daily pay

;

and again, the fines levied on their occasional remissness, called

the residue, were distributed to the more deserving and punctual.

But the evil was never entirely healed. In the fourteenth cen-

tury it was augmented by the growth of j)luralities, and the

collation of foreigners to stalls ; at the same time a tax so heavy

was laid upon the new residentiary as to amount to a prohi-

bition. In the first place he received no income during his first

year, and was bound to entertain a certain number of the inferior

ministers daily, some of whom rendered him domestic service

famiUare ohseciuium, and to show hospitality to members of the

chapter and strangers; whilst his first expenses on admission
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amounted to the gift, at least, of a cope or twenty marks, and a

palfrey or ten marks. In some cathedrals a sum varying from

fifty to one or two hundred marks was paid towards the fabric

;

at York one thousand marks; at S. Paul's between seven hun-

dred and a thoiisand; in others it was indispensable that he should

possess 40^. a year in clear income of personal property. It may
he observed that two hundred marks at S. PauFs had been pre-

scribed by Pope Martin. Even so late as the time of Elizabeth,

a new residentiary at Hereford had to pay 10^. and forty marks,

and provide a table during forty days, commuted in 163G to 50^.

At S. PauFs he, during one year, entertained two minor canons,

four vicars, two choristers, vergers, and bell-ringers, and every

morning two attendant canons ; besides giving a quarterly din-

ner to the canons, and two grand feasts to the bishop, canons,

lord mayor, and corporation, followed by an entertainment to the

whole choir. At Exeter he paid 40/.; at Lichfield one hundred

marks. At Salisbury he paid 40-5. to each canon, gave enter-

tainments to the bishop during forty, to the dean for thirty,

and to each canon twenty days ; m 1438 the fine was raised to

711. ISs. 4r/., and in case of dignitaries to 105/. At Chichester he

entertained, during a year, his vicar, two other vicars, the porter,

two sacrists and one chorister, besides entertainments to the dean

and chapter, and hospitality to strangers of Sussex visiting the

cathedral. When he became entitled to remuneration he received

a house usually belonging to the bishop, or in his gift ; 201., or

less, to 25/. as his share in the commune during the whole year in

quarterly dividends ; a quotidian, called sometimes mass pennies,

varying from 4^7. to 1*. a day as quotidian for attendance in choir;

an allowance of bread and ale or wine, or a payment in commu-

tation and a share in the distribution of fines, fees on festivals,

obits and offerings, perhaps about 20/. on an average. The dig-

nitaries, however, received additional rations and income.

The attendance in choir was usually, in later times, hmited to

presence at high mass or one hour daily ; in some cases to mass

and one of the hours. A prebendary merely gave notice to the

dean, or senior residentiary, that he would appear on a certain

day and protest residence, and was then admitted to be stagiarius,

stafwnarius, or residentiary for life ; or rather whilst he main-

tained canonical residence, taking the usual vacations,' going on

a pilgrimage, or living as a student in one of the Universities.

When the non-residents came up to take part in the duties of the

choir, they either were guests of their brethren, or were lodged

in houses {hosjjitia) deputed to that purpose either in the close or

liberty. Before the Reformation there were usually about seven
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or eight residentiaries at most^ possibly including- the dignitaries

;

but this number was dwindling down from time to time,, to a

state of positive inefficiency. At the close of the fourteenth cen-

tury^ Kichard II. at S. PauFs found only two residentiaries who

absorbed all the revenues. He was compelled to enforce the ob-

servance of the custom of Salisbury, with a threat of extorting

400/. from the chapter in case of neglect; that is, that one-fourth

of the whole number should be resident. But in consequence of

the " slender patrimony •'' of S. Paulas a centmy later, the number

of residentiaries was reduced by Wolsey to four, the dean being

counted as one, as also at Lincoln. At York, Henry VIII.

directed that three, or two at least, of the residentiaries should

always be resident, and the rest during half a year. Two canons

were always to be resident at S. Paulas and Exeter, In fact, the

expenses of admission, the claims of pluralities, natural indolence,

and the discouragement of residence by residentiaries in order to

secure larger incomes, had reduced attendance of prebendaries to

its lowest condition '.

' The rate of payment was as follows :

—

Wells, daily, the hishop 6d. and four white loaves ; dean, j)recentor, chan-

cellor, treasurer, and archdeacon, Gel., three black and two white loaves ; a

canon, dd., with one white and one black loaf. After 1342, these respective

payments were 8d. and M., with 5d. to the bishop, to each dignitaiy 4o?., and

to a canon 2d. in lieu of bread.

At Exeter canons received \2d. a day, on days when the choir was ruled

Ibd., on doubles Is. Qd., and three white loaves ; 20s. quarter!}', or six marks

yearly, 3Z. 12s. a year for bread and salt, and a share in the residue.

At S. Paul's the residentiary received out of the commune 2-4Z. 6s. 7^d.,

for the quarter Ql. Is. 7\d., and in addition, 9^. 8s. \0d., or 71. with a distri-

bution for residence in one quarter of IM. 6s. OjC?., for two quarters 11. 9s. Q^d.,

for three quartei's 21. 10s. 0%d., and for a year 21. 18s. 4|c?. ; he received 13c?.,

three loaves, and thirty gallons of ale daily. On S. Paul's day 51., and for

two months in the summer or winter bl. ; for a fortnight after S. John's day

bl. ; and for a week after Michaelmas bl.

At Lincoln, the residentiary had 8c?., raised by Bishop Sutton to Is. a day,

or stiU later, 95?. 17s. for the year.

At Salisbury, 6d. a day, 40s. for a quarter.

At Liclijield the canon received 12c?. quotidian, and 2s. on double feasts ;

by Hacket's statutes he had 8s. 4f?. a week, with a share in the dividend.

At CJiichester the canon had 12c?. a week ; on greater doubles, Gd., and on

the six principal feasts 12c?. in lieu of wine. In the thirteenth centuiy, the

quotidian was 3c?., and on great festivals an additional penuj' for wine.

At Hereford he received petty commons of wheat, mixtill, and oats, and

20s. ; the major commons, consisting of wheat and pennies, and a quotidian

for bread, if present at matins, grain for beer, and mass pennies.

At Yorh he had a quotidian of Gd., on feasts of nine lections Is., on doubles

2s. In all cases the dignitaries received nearly double, because they kept a

larger residence than canons.
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After the Reformation the number of residentiaries continued
to be restricted ; it was reduced to four at Lincoln, and at Chi-
chester in 1574, S. Paul's in 1518, and Hereford in the seven-
teenth century; to six at Hereford in 1583, confirmed in 16oG;
to nine at Exeter in 1500 j to five at York by William III.; and
at Lichfield by Bishop Overton, to eight by an Act of Queen
Anne, and to six by statute of Georg-e III. ; to not more than
eight, or less than six, at Wells, by Charter, 34 Elizabeth, and
to six at Salisbuiy by Bishop Jewel. But in addition to the

reduction in the number of residentiaries, followed a reduction, or

rather an evasion, of the ancient statutable residence. At York,
there was, at first, a residence of a whole half-year, and later, of

a major residence of twenty-six weeks, and a minor residence of

twenty-four weeks; by statute of George III. the entire term
was made three months. At Wells, in the thirteenth century,

residence was made to consist in attendance during six weeks and
four days in each quarter, instead of half a year in the whole.

At S. PauFs an absence of seventeen days in each quarter was
allowed. At Exeter the old residence of forty-six days in each
quarter was reduced to thirty-six in 1544, to thirty in 1560, and
in 1712 to twenty-three days or three months in the whole. At
Lincoln, the residence had been for thirty-four weeks and four

days continuously, or at intervals during the two halves of the

year; in 1596 an absence of two hundred and sixty-one days in

the year was allowed. At. Lichfield, an absence of thirty days in

a quarter (five canons residing together at a time) was i:)unislied

by forfeiture of any share in the commune. By Bishop Lloyd's

statute, a residence of ninety days in the year was required, under
pain of a penalty of 5^. to be paid for every day of absence. By
statute 1753, three members being added, one of the old founda-

tion was to reside during two months, and one of the new founda-

tion one month. In 1796, two calendar months constituted

residence. At Hereford, sixteen weeks' absence in the year was
allowed. By the Elizabethan statute, each of the six resi-

dentiaries was to reside half a year at least, and three months con-

tinuously (except the bishoj)'s prebendary, who was to be resident

during four months); but by the Caroline Statutes, thirteen weeks

constituted residence, two months being kept together. At
Salisbury, the law of obligatory residence was relaxed to one

quarter, with an absence of twelve days, thirteen canons residing

together at a time. In 1637 two canons at a time were requii-ed

to be resident during a quarter. In 1672 a residentiary was
allowed to compound for non-residence during thi-ee months in

the year by a payment of 15/.
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A different order of Cathedrals, called tliose of the new foun-

dation, was instituted at the Reformation. The conversion of

the monastic cathedrals into churches of secular canons in the

Eenedictine houses of Canterbury, Rochester, Durham, Ely, Nor-

wich, Worcester, and Winchester ; and the Austin canons'" house

of Carlisle, in which the abbot had been represented by the bishop,

whilst the duties of the internal president were discharged by a

prior. Henry VIII. proceeded further to reconstitute as cathe-

drals the Benedictine houses of Gloucester, Chester, Peterborough,

and Westminster (dissolved within ten years), and the Austin

canons' houses of Bristol, and Osney afterwards removed to

Oxford. Within the present centurj^ the collegiate churches of

Ripon and Manchester have been elevated into bishops' sees. It

is well known that Cranmer was averse to cathedral establish-

ments, but in 1539 he drev/ up a scheme for one at Canterbury,

which is, therefore, of considerable interest. He proposed that it

should embrace a provost at 150^. a year; twelve prebendaries,

each receiving 40/. a year; six preachers with 20/.; a reader of

the Humanities in Greek, with 30/. ; a Divinity reader in

Hebrew, with 30/. ; a reader in Latin Divinity and the

Humanities, with 40/. ; a reader in Civil Law, with 20/.

;

a reader in Physic, at 20/.; twenty students, each having 10/.;

sixty scholars, each receiving five marks to learn grammar,

logic, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin; a schoolmaster at 20/.;

an usher at 10/.; eight petty canons, each at 10/.; twelve

laymen, having each 61. 13s. 4^. ; ten choristers at five

marks each; a master of children with 10/.; a gospeller, at

6/. 13*. 4d.; an epistolar, at 5/. Gs. 8r/. ; two sacristans, with

6/. 13*. 4r/. each, and a numerous staff of servants and officials,

with a common table [Works, Parker Soe. Publ. II., 396

—

398].

In the constitutions for these cathedrals of the new foundation,

a fresh arrangement was made. The dean was retained; but

instead of the old dignitaries, the precentor, chancellor and trea-

surer, a system of annual elective officers was introduced, consist-

ing of a vice-dean, a treasurer, and receiver. The j:)recentor was
a minor canon, answering to the older succentor ; and the sacrist,

also a minor canon, discharged the duties of the sub-treasurer of

the older foundations. Instead of vicars choral were appointed

minor canons, deputies in priests' orders. The minor canons of

S. Paul's, four at Hereford, and four at Chichester, who were
entitled to serve vicariously at the high altar, being the only

similar persons in the old foundation. The principle adopted as

regards residence of canons was, that it should be continuous.
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with an absence of eighty days in the year; and the quotidian

was paid for attendance at matins, hig-h mass,, and vespers; it

was at Winchester, Gloucester, and Chester, 8d. ; 3^. 4<d. at

Ely; lOd. at Carlisle; 1*. ^^d. at Durham; one-third or one-

fourth of the number—that is, two at least—were to be always
resident; the prebend varied between 71. 16s. 8d. and SI. 4*. 9^d.

A statutable residence of twenty-one days continuously was
insisted upon ; a quarterly sermon was required, and canons
were bound to officiate on the great festivals, the dean and
sub-dean celebrating upon those of the first rank. Absence
of one day or two days was permitted for preaching within
a distance of fifteen or twenty-four miles of the city. But
changes were made in course of time. At Ely, by a statute of
Charles II., canons were allowed to commute their stated period
by a residence of fifty days continuously. At Gloucester, 1750—1785, a canon was permitted to keep a residence of only two
months, w4th a single attendance at the services. At Bristol,

with the permission of Queen Anne, the canons divided the terms
of residence at their own will. At Peterborough and Worcester,

two months became the customary residence. At Norwich, by
statute of James I., it was fixed at five months, but reduced by
Charles I. to one hundred and twenty days, and by Charles II.,

1674, fixed at two months^ attendance in the two daily services.

At Durham, each canon kept a statutable residence of three weeks,

and ordinary residence of seventy days.

As Whitgift had done before. Laud addressed himself to the

compilation of new statutes for the cathedrals ; but owing to a

strong oj^position on the part of the chapter of Rochester, he was
able to carry oiit his intention only at Canterbury and Hereford.

In the former he required ninety days of residence, twenty-one

to be kept continuously, and one-fourth of the canons to be per-

petually resident. At Hereford, he suj)pressed the customary
entertainments during forty days after admission, and enjoined

the provision of a simple table for the ministers of the church

;

and in lieu of a payment of a hundred marks, 40^. were to be

paid to the residentiaries and bl. to the fabric. Each canon was
to celebrate once in the year, and to say prayers twice. Thirteen

weeks constituted residence, two months -being kept together,

with a permissible absence of thirty days. Two canons were also

resident together. By the earlier statutes of Elizabeth, six

months' residence was required, and three residentiaries were

always to be in attendance. The dean, in the old foundations,

received an income usually double that of a canon ; at Durham,
40/. Is. 3(^A a year, with 12.?. 5d. quotidian; at Peterborough, 27/.
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a year; at Ely, 30/. 1*. 10|f/. quarterly; at Carlisle, 29/. 2s. 6d.

;

at Worcester, 33/. 19*. 2d., with 5*. 6d. quotidian ; at Gloucester,

271. a year, with 4*. quotidian. His statutable absence was one

hundred and forty days at Durham, eighty days at Peterborough,

a hundred days at Worcester, Gloucester, and Ely. At Canter-

bury, he was bound to reside ninety days, twenty-one of them
continuously. At Gloucester, 1750—1785, his residence was

increased, as at Rochester in 1785, to four months yearly. At
Norwich, the residence of five months, prescribed by James I.,

was reduced by Charles I. to one hundred and twenty-two

days. But he was permitted by all these statutes, to be absent

if engaged as chaplain-in-ordinary, as King^s almoner, or tutor

to the prince, or if detained by church business, imperative

necessity, sickness, or attendance at a provincial council or con-

vocation.

In the evil times of the last century and later, the cathedrals

shared in the general decadence of religious tone. Residence

was curtailed or evaded ; pluralities abounded ; nepotism did its

fatal work ; and in several cathedrals the miserable precedent was
introduced of having only one residentiary house maintained in

common. To eke out the slender incomes of impoverished sees,

bishops were permitted to hold deaneries. In 1829, the dean-

eries of S. PauFs, Durham, Wells, and Worcester were thus

occupied : one canonry residentiary at S. PauFs, two at Durham,
one at Christ Church, and one at Westminster. Bishops' sons,

and sons-in-law, and nephews, held too many stalls and capitular

livings not to attract well-deserved reprobation; and the low

condition to which the celebration of the divine offices had
declined, rendered an " Apology for the cathedral service " a book

necessary to be written.

In 1833 the first note of Reform was sounded in Parliament;

and in 1835 it was resolved to consider the state of the several

cathedral and collegiate churches, with a view to the suggestion

of such measures as might render them more conducive to the

efficiency of the Established Church. The Ecclesiastical Com-
mission followed upon this declaration. In 1838, it was pro-

vided by an enactment, most just so far as it went, that one

cathedral preferment only should be held with a living ; but in

1839 the grand mistake, culpable and short-sighted alike, was

made to distribute capitular revenues. The impulsive speech

of the late Bishop of London, contrasting, to its disadvantage,

the comparative wealth of S. PauFs with the indigence of the

east end of the City suburbs, as pourtrayed in vivid but ex-

aggerated colouring, precipitated matters. It was a period of
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pireat political excitement and violence of feeling" ag-ainst the

Church, and many ardent lovers of it believed unhappily, that

they could only preserve its existence as an establishment by a

costly sacrifice ; whilst others, led away by a hasty show of

argument, resolved on devoting* one portion of the ChurcVs
income to the relief of another part. The parochial system was
to be aggrandized at the cost of that of the cathedral. In vain

the majority of the parish clerg-y, twenty-two chapters, thirteen

visitors of cathedrals, and both the Universities protested. In
vain also a voluntary contriljution towards the augmentation of

poor livings on the part of the chapters was offered. The fiat of

spoliation went forth. The cruel and unstatesmanlike measure
of confiscation was perpetrated, and to all human sight and
reasoning will be perpetuated.

It was asserted, that in the face of the decadency of the whole
Cathedral system and its many abuses, it could be scarcely

held doubtful whether it would not be wise that it should be at

once and for ever abolished, being held up as no longer the orna-

ment of, but the g-reat blot upon the Establishment. But even
the keenest oj)ponents were compelled to admit that, if the whole
revenue of the cathedrals was evenly distributed among living's

under the value of 300^. a year, a paltry addition of ^11. to each

was all that could be made ; whilst the supporters of the ancient

system, with all the power of unanswerable argument, maintained
that in the state of general deficiency, the whole burden of its

relief should not be laid upon cathedrals exclusively. It was
well pointed out that poor incumbents, not poor livings, were to

be regarded, as many a small benefice stood in the midst of a
wealthy and increasing population, upon whom the duty of its

augmentation lay ; that many of them were in the gift of the

Crown and its ofiieers, rich corporations, private persons, and the

owners of advowsons, who by such additions to the value of their

patronage would be benefited, and not the parish clergy. Dr.

Chalmers stigmatized the whole scheme as a vulgarizing process.

There was one large and meritorious class of poor clergy which
was entirely overlooked and forgotten—the priest vicars and
minor canons. Besides these were the choral vicars and lay

clerks, who were subsisting on stipends wholly inadequate as

remuneration, and compelled to eke out their scanty pay by
trade, and means and occupations—such as public balls, suppers,

and concerts—repulsive to their feelings and detrimental to their

voice, calling, and position. And, in addition, there were the

choristers, who should have received higher wages and a superior

education ; the organist and the master of the boys, men of

VOL. I. 6
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superior attainments^ and the humbler vergers^ and porters, and

bell-ringers, and others, whose interests ought to have received

primary consideration in the redistribution of revenues which

were bequeathed for their maintenance.

What a contrast does the modem cathedral establishment, which

the modem reformers have left barely sufficient to continue the

sei'vices, and that not, to use their own words, " in efficiency and

respectability,^'' present with the magnificence of either the ancient

or post-reformational commmiities; between modem economy,

which saw a waste in the numbers and grandeur of their mem-
bers, and ancient piety, which counted not the cost in God^s

service and honour. At Salisbury, when Archbishop Courtenay

assembled its members, there were the dean, prsecentor, chau-

ceEor, treasurer, four archdeacons, sub-dean, and sub-chanter of

canons, twenty-four priest canons, eighteen deacon canons, eleven

sub-deacon canons, the penitentiary-general, the master of the

grammar school, twenty-four priest vicars, eighteen deacon vicars,

and eleven sub-deacon vicars, seven chantry priests, six stipen-

diaries, two clerks of sacristy, seven clerks of the altar, and two

minor clerks of sacristies. At Durham, in 1634, were the dean,

twelve canons, twelve sub-canons, a deacon, sub-deacon, thirty

clerks, ten choristers, a master of the choristers, eight bedesmen,

two schoolmasters, Kings's scholars, organist, two sub-sacrists,

two bell-ringers, two porters, two bakers, two cooks, two butlers,

an auditor, and a bailiif; there are now six minor canons

and ten singing-men. At Carlisle were sixteen petty canons

and singing-men; there are now two minor canons and eight

lay vicars. At Chester, there were sixteen singing-men ; there

are now six. At Lichfield, there were five petty canons, six-

teen singing-men, six of whom were in orders, and eight boys

;

there are now six vicars choral. At Worcester, were twenty petty

canons, twenty singing-men, and ten singing-boys ; there are

now three minor canons and eight singing-men. At Hereford,

were twelve ^^cars of the college, four deacons, and eight boys

;

now there are six vicars choral. At Gloucester, were twelve

singing-men; at Bristol, ten singing-men, of whom four were

in orders ; at Wells, fourteen singing-men, of whom six were in

orders ; at Rochester, six petty canons and sixteen singing-men

;

there are now four minor canons and six lay vicars. At
Canterbury, six petty canons, eighteen singing-men, and forty

singing-boys ; now there are twelve lay vicars and ten choris-

ters. At Chichester were twelve singing-men ; now there are

seven ; at Winchester, six minor canons and twenty-three sing-

ing-men, now there are sixteen; at Salisbury, twelve singing-
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men, now ttere are seven ; at Exeter, sixteen singing'-men (now
there are eig-lit) and ten boys ; at Peterboroug-li, eight vicars and
eight laymen, now there are three minor canons and twelve sing-

ing men ; and at Ely, eight minor canons (now there are four)

and eight singing men. In fact each major canon was represented
by a minor canon, and a magnificent choir, because efficient in

numbers, was provided. Even \vith the remnant that is left,

conceive an old cathedral filled with the great chapter, forty-nine

canons at Lincoln, twenty-four at York, forty at Salisbury, forty-

three at Wells, twenty-eight at Chichester, twenty-four at Exeter,
twenty-four at Hereford, twenty at Lichfield, thirty at S. Paul's,

besides dignitaries, residentiaries, and vicars. It must be remem-
bered that the old choral habit was simply the surplice, the grey
amess, and black cope ; so that with the rich university hoods of

various colours now worn, the mere outward efiect would be
enhanced a hundredfold, for the precious copes were only worn
in solemn processions on the highest festivals. The specious

language of the reformers was a hope that the sacrifices required

from cathedrals would stimulate private benevolence, when they
were actually confiscating the magnificent funds bequeathed by
private benevolence for a definite purpose. Imagine on occasion

even now, such a body of men, the chief of His heritage, as this

noble company, no longer to be suspected of serving for fee or

reward, engaged in chanting psalm and canticle and suffrage, and
what might be its majesty magnifying God ?

The signal difference between the old and new foundations lay

in this, that in the latter a formal permission of absence was abso-

lutely granted to the dean and residentiaries ; in the former it was
a mere concession. The offices, with the exception of the deanery,

were annual and elective ; and the dean and canons were not

restricted from holding parochial benefices. The forty-fourth

and forty-fifth Canons of 1608 recognized the residence of canons

on their livings, but required that " some,'"'' not one, should

always be in residence at the cathedral. But the recent change
has defined cathedral residence to be limited' to three months,

with a further term of two months' absence from their benefice,

which is thus deprived of the presence of the incumbent during

five months of the year. The canonries residentiary are also

reduced in number, and the non-resident prebendaries dei^rived

of emolument. In the new foundations the archdeacons occa-

sionally had a stall ; in the old foundations their residence was
reduced to a short term. But under the new rule the arch-

deacon of the district in which the cathedral stands will have a

residentiaryship, and another bar to continuous residence was

G 2
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introduced. The archdeacon invariably, in the old foundations^

held a prebendal stall^ and in the new foundations the precedent

mig-ht have been followed. An addition to his archidiaconal pay

might have been made out of the capitular revenues in both

eases, and he might have been given a vote in all diocesan

matters mooted in chapter. But his appropriate place was

surely in his archdeaconry, and, as the overseer of parish priests,

on his living, his duties requiring continual attendance upon

them and perfect freedom in ability to travel and visit the dis-

trict committed to his trust.

It would have been well also to have abolished the tenure of

residentiaryships by professors and heads of houses. The most

eminent scholars among laymen are disabled from becoming pro-

fessors, and the masters of colleges have their appropriate work

elsewhere. The calm of a cathedral close unfits a man for the

active work of an educational body, which is ever requiring fresh

blood ; and the endowment of an office, already sufficiently re-

munerated, out of capitular revenues, acts as a dead weight on

their employment upon more pressing objects.

The first proposition for uniting canonries to parish churches

in the cathedral cities was mooted as long ago as 1641. Better

far would it be that, as Thorndike suggests, these presbyteries

should be " schools of the prophets and seminaries of able

preachers through the several dioceses ;•'' and once more, such

an endowment of the diocese would be the patrimony of the

mother church, although in a different, yet in as true a sense as

in the earUest times. The sinecurist^ that is, properly speaking,

the canon without parochial cure of souls, has his ministerial

duties in preaching, in administering the Holy Communion, in

attending divine service, in various ecclesiastical offices and

labours : while a conscientious man will find his time as fully

occupied in such duties as those improperly and invidiously called

the working clergy, and these employments \\all so exclusively

engage all his time as to render refusal of parochial preferment

a necessity; for if he held it, and lived on it, the cathedral

would inevitably become a secondary consideration in his mind.

At the very time when the numbers and learning of parish clergy

were rapidly being enlarged, the diminution in the stalls for

learned members of their body was made.

A glaring anomaly was introduced. A class of honorary canons

was introduced in the new foundations—a name novel in this

sense, which had from time immemorial been confined to certain

sovereign princes, whose sacred unction was presumed to bear

with it a priesthood. These new canons were to have no emolu-
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ment, and were not considered to hold cathedral preferment.

An honorary canon was simply one who was exempt from observ-

ing- the canonical hours. There were, howevei', in Germany,

honorary clerical canons, with " their riy-ht in the wind and their

canonry in the air/' as it was sarcastically said, and known as

fcti canotiici. But coadjutor canons, with the right of succeeding

to residentiaryships might well have been introduced, who
could have been paid their necessary expenses, either out of

the common fund, or the income of the residentiary whose place

thc}^ supplied, the principle of deputies being' already conceded

by the forty-third canon of 1603. Regard also should have

been had to the prebendaries of the old foviudation. The duties

of non-residents had dwindled down into insignificance, and

their connexion with the cathedral almost broken off. They are

now only called upon to preach on certain allotted Sundays and

holidays. At Chichester they are summoned for the election of

a bishop ; at Hereford, at the audit and to the installation of a

prebendary; and at Salisbury, to an episcopal visitation of the

chapter, the installation of a dean, and the election and enthro-

nization of a bishop. But a true reform would have restored the

influence of the great chapters (yearly summoned at Whitsuntide

so lately as 1813 at Salisbury); every non-resident would then

have taken his stall, and had a voice as one of the council of the

bishop, whilst the audit of capitular accompts, the conduct of

the services, and the arbitrament, in case of disputes between the

lesser chapter and any other member of the body, might with

advantage have been deferred to their consideration.

The INIarquis of Blandford proposed the abolition of deaneries :

the subsequent enforcement of residence during eight months

yearly by a dean, was probably not unconnected with this whole-

sale scheme of destruction. But the permission to hold a li\'ing

of 500(?. a year in the cathedral city was an unfortunate and ill-

advised measure. A dean already had the cure of souls within

the precinct, and the rural deanery of the city might well have

been secured to him in conformity with ancient precedent. There

was this evil connected with the permission, as with the recom-

mendation, that residentiaries should hold also city livings.

There would be a diminution in the number of the city clergy.

^Moreover, the class from which the residentiaries should be chosen,

men of learning and study, is not that which produces active

parish priests. It would swamp the diocese in the city, whilst

there are duties which they could most efficiently discharge.

In this practical and utilitarian age, if cathedrals are to retain

hold on the ajSections of the people, they must be at once as-
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sumed. The tenure of even a single living (from which now an

absence of six months in the year is permitted), with an endowed

dignity or residentiaryship, should have been prohibited.

At the period of the foundation of the new cathedrals the

proportion of stipends was as follows :—a dean received between

300^. and lOOL; a canon between 40/. and 201., more usually the

latter sum; a minor canon ordinarily 10/., sometimes 8/.; the

organist received 10/. j the gospeller and epistolar between 10/.

and 61. 13s. 4<d.; a lay clerk between 8/. and 6/. 13*. M.; a verger

between 6/. and 3/. 6s. Sd.; a chorister 31. 6s. Sd. ; a grammar

boy between 4/. and 2/. 13*. 4r/.; and the master between 20/.

and 10/. The vicars in the old foundations received, if present at

matins, hours, and high mass, a quotidian of Id. a day, besides

stall wages, at "Wells, and a mark for doing the office of a priest.

At York, they received 40*. a year, and a quotidian of Id.,

besides a share in the residue. At Exeter their annual wage

was 20*.; at Lincoln 40*. and half a mark; at Lichfield 3d. a

day with commons. But with true English independence they

held their own estates, and were incorporated as colleges, con-

firmed by royal charter. Their old halls at Exeter and Chichester,

the college at York, and other existing buildings in various

places might again be rendered available for boarding the

choristers.

Until the middle of the seventeenth century, the common table

of minor canons, deacon, subdeacon, masters of the grammar
school, and lay clerks was maintained on the new foundations

;

and, in many instances, the actual college was inhabited in those

of the old foundation, while abundant hospitality was observed

by the canons, who, for the most part, associated at meals.

The ecclesiastical reformers cut down the number of minor

canons to two, left choirmen most inadequately remunerated, and
choir-boys in the same condition, thus, as far as in them lay,

rendering the choral services weak and feeble and uninspiring.

A noble opportunity of restitution was allowed to pass. The
minor canons, no longer having a common table, should have

been given, not a paltry 150/. a year, but a sum approaching

half the income of a canon, together with a house; but they

should not have been permitted to hold a living without ceding

their cathedral office ; thus the choir would not have been

denuded of minor canons. The attendance of lay clerks coidd

have been enforced by the grant of a stipend proportionate to

the advance in the value of money. The organist should have
been given the pay of a minor canon, and not comj)elled to

waste time and talents on teaching extraneous persons in order
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to g'ain a livelihood. Once more, the cpistolar and gospeller, or

deacon and sub-deacon, having been revived, with an adequate

income, the organist and many of the choral clerks, would no
doubt have taken at least the minor orders of the sub-diaconate

under those conditions, and having acted as probationers for a

time, could, like the former officers, have been promoted to minor

canonries.

It was clearly intended that the choristers should be boarded

and efficiently taught. But a noble opportunity was here again

lost. Whilst the grammar or prebendal school, with its two
grammar masters, who ranked only below canons, was provided

for the education of the upper classes of the city, the choristers'

school, under an able master, would have formed a perfect germ of

a middle school, from which the deserving boy might have been

elected a scholar of the upper establishment. Thus the poor

singing-boy would have been enabled, by diligence and good
conduct, to raise himself through the stages of university exhi-

bitioner, vicar choral, and minor canon, to the highest rank in

the cathedral, For this purpose, and to promote emulation,

university scholarships ought to have been founded and aug-

mented
J
and such as desired it, and were considered worthy,

might have been received back into the theological colleges,

where they existed, as candidates for holy orders and re-admission

into the cathedral establishment. The cathedral patronage in

livings might well have been bestowed on canons who desired to

exchange the precinct for active parish work, or on minor canons

when their voices became unfitted for choral services, or on a

laborious grammar schoolmaster ; whilst a prebend, presented to

a minor canon of mark and ability, who had left the cathedral for

a living, would still more closely cement the union and affection

of a most deserving class of men.

Recent parhamentary legislation concerned itself only upon

revenues, wdthout a consideration for the material point of duties

with distinct spheres of work and individual responsibility. As
Mr. Sidney Herbert urged, "either the Commissioners ignored

the fact of there being special duties to be performed, or were

quite insensible to their value and importance if performed. They

found these bodies in an inert state, and their duties in abeyance.

They should either have insisted on their duties being performed,

or should have abolished the office. They did neither; they

accepted the non-performance of the duties, recognized and esta-

blished the neglect, and merely reduced the numbers and the

income. But a non-performance of duty is as much overpaid by

500/. as by 800/. a year.''
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The purposes for whicli cathedrals were founded are specific :

foundations of theolog-ical learning, almonries for charity, centres

for diocesan usefulness, song schools, not as of late has been sug-

gested, rewards or asylums for superannuated parish clergy, or

political links to attach the upper classes to the Church ; but for

a still higher purpose, constant intercession and an unbroken

liturgy of praise, whether filled by the great congregation, or

only attended by two or three in the daily service, for in both

alike the Lord is present in the midst. They have done penance

for former apathy. E/cform, organic change, has been rudely

applied, and the result has not been a success. E-eformation may
now be essayed—the removal of abvxses and neglect, under God
and with His blessing it cannot fail. Family aggrandizement may
be avoided by ecclesiastical patrons, even if the political interest

of the State cannot be evaded; sloth can be crushed out, duties

enforced ; a noble emulation may be introduced, a high religious

tone cultivated : and into such an atmosphere, purged by the

late storm, and into such a work, conducted by God-fearing,

God-loving men, the ordinary income of a canonry will not tempt

the man who is unfit, who desires ease and loves wealth and the

world.

The cathedral should be a diocesan centre of good works

and active ministries. The prsecentor or the first canon could

visit the various parochial choirs, and disseminate a good

system of training, and improve the style and promote a better

taste in vocalization and church music. The choristers^ school,

in which these boys should be boarded, for that is essential to

good discipline ; the training college, the middle school, rendered
' models to the diocese, and the theological college would be under

a wise reform entrusted to the chancellor, or one of the residen-

tiaries as inspector ; the treasurer or another canon would super-

intend and act as secretary of the Church Building Societies

;

whilst a third might do the same office for the local boards of

Church Extension and Home and Foreign Missions. One, at

least, where there was no chancellor, praelector, or divinity reader,

mig'ht deliver popular courses of divinity, address the theological

students, and in various ways cope with the different forms of

false doctrine as they arose. He might, with his brethren, go
out to preach, when invited, in parishes where the incumbent

was aged, or unable to discharge his duties ; whilst the staff" of

clerical assistants under an enlarged system would render other

ministerial services. Under the present system, a residentiary

in his three months is condemned to an unsettled idleness, with-

out permanent or congenial duties, beyond bare attendance at
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the choral services. The incomes in all the cathedrals should

have been equalized to an adequate amount, and the tenure of

any other remunerative employment forbidden to the residen-

tiaries.

What a noble field lies open to cathedrals, to Christianize,

by the subtle influence of holy work and relig-ious activity, the

vast population that lies around S. Paul's, Bristol, Manchester,

Exeter, Norwich ; to influence the students of the upper classes

at Oxford, Cambridge, and Durham; to further missionary enter-

prise at Canterbury ; to train for toil among- the artisans and
manufacturing districts at Lichfield, Ripon, and Carlisle ; to pre-

pare men for pastoral eflSciency in quiet country parishes at

Wells, Gloucester, Chichester, and Peterboroug-h. What a day

of rejoicing- would it be to see the libraries used freely by the

parish clergy; to know the doors of every minster were standing

open without an entrance fee to all who desire the opportunity of

i:)rivate devotion, or to study among these grand schools of art,

although of course under proper supervision and with precaution

ag-ainst injury to the fabric by idlers and malicious persons ; to

feel that almsmen gently tended, and boys duly cared for, formed

parts in one great Christian family, and to be assured that an

adequate proportion of the funds were set apart to maintain the

fabrics as they deserve, in the condition of a sacred trust.

Above all, the promotion of religious education, provision of

alms, the advancement of good secular objects of regard, comes

the grand duty of all, the celebration of Divine worship. Even
now, as Dr. Arnold observed years ago, the contrast is too

striking between the congregation of a foreign cathedi-al, where

all seem to share in the service, and the nakedness of our own,

where all, except the choir, is merely a monument of architec-

ture. This reproach must be removed. It was an unfortunate

day when the solemnity of the service was lessened by the disuse

of the choral cope, sanctioned by the post-reformational canons,

maintained at Durham till late in the last century, and still

retained on grand ceremonials of state at Westminster and

Windsor. Let it be universally restored as a symbol of a more

earnest and dignified ceremonial. Meanwhile we want music of

greater simplicity (without disparagement to the more artistic

compositions), for use in the congregational portions of the ser-

vices. We want real hearty worship ; we want hymns in their

proper place ; we want in every cathedral, according to the rubric,

a celebration of the Holy Communion, at the least on every

Sunday, which should be always choral. We want this—more

frequent communions—more than stained glass, or grand organs.
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walls cleansed of whitewash, or a fabric restored; we want a

loving worship, and the crown and centre of all worship. An
early service, such as was instituted at Lichfield, and has been

preserved in many cathedrals, should be the rule in all. It mvist

be remembered, that as at Winchester, to this day, Matins were

said at a different hour from the Litany and celebration of Holy
Communion; where this arrangement is not followed, it would

be most advisable to curtail the morning sermon, which is fre-

quently so protracted as to become tedious in itself, and a source

of serious inconvenience, by rendering the entire morning service

too long, and taxing the powers of attention during its most
solemn portion. On the other hand, from the stringent injunc-

tions to preach laid on deans and canons in the Reformation

statutes, it would seem that this mode of instruction had been

almost wholly neglected. For all this we want places where

there " be many priests and deacons ;" we want the deserted

prebendal houses inhabited, and the close no longer a garden

lonely and lifeless, but replete with signs of work and activity.

A new reform would effect this, and a better administration of

capitular property, we cannot doubt, would produce the means.

The young, the imaginative, and those who are always weakly

yearning backward to the past, or dreaming of its reproduction in

the future to the disparagement of the present, ai'c apt to pourtray

an ideal of perfection to themselves ; a continuous festival in copes,

a perpetual high mass, a day of unbroken processions with tapers

blazing' on rood-loft and beam
; glittering crowns of many lights

suspended from the fretted vault ; dignitaries and canons vested

in gorgeous copes of price, sitting in stalls " frequent and full,"

shadowed by the richest tapestries ; vicars, and secondaries, and

boys, all devout, all absorbed, and only watching the solemn beat

of the rectors of the choir as they slowly walked to and fro ^dth

measured tread and softest footfall. The romance fades in the

light of fact. The tapestries were a poor protection against the

cold draughts ; the copes, as inventories show, were too often dis-

figured by the most grotesque or secular embroideries ; the floor,

often unpaved, was twice in the year strewn with fresh straw, hay,

or rushes, and on great festivals sprinkled with ivy-leaves; the

grey amess of the canons, prohibited by the Synod of London in

1571, and the black amess of the vicars, with the simple surplice,

and black cope, worn by both, formed a comely, but not brilliant,

although the ordiuary, choral habit; a few lights at the night

hours, and a stated number of tapers at masses, usually sufficed

;

great canons too frequently wholly evaded the nocturns and matins,

remaining in their comfortable beds, or even coming up to their
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houses from tte countiy in broad day in order to receive their

quotidian^ but not attending" the services^ or timing their arrival

before the choir gate was closed, and stealing out before they
were ended— at once irregular and indevout. In some instances

actual punishment in chapter, or temporary degradation with
penance, were found necessary. Vicars to whom attendance was
deputed, kept " public drinkings and banquetings in choir,^' made
ludicrous grimaces and indecent gestures, and wore huge gro-

tesque masks; gossiped with suspected women between the

pillars of the nave, left choir in the midst of services, frequented

taverns, were dice-players, and sang noisily in the streets.

It is not a question of ritual but of manners, not of doctrine but
of habits, which it required sharp discipline, loss of commons, a

night^s vigil before the cross, and actual scourging, to reform or

keep in check. If in modern times the cathedral festival is

deservedly condemned, in mediaeval ages there were interludes,

shows for sport, and dramatic performances of mysteries in those

churches. The crowd of pilgrims, disorderly and indevout, press-

ing up to some popular shrine, through a nave which was only a

vast avenue to the presbytery, has given place to the dense con-

gregation, assembled at a special service, or the procession of

parish choirs with banner and hymn entering to take their parts

in one grand sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving. There are no
tradings in church, or marketing in close or cloister now; and
the repetition of PauFs Walk, or desecration by the permission

of a common thoroughfare, as once at "Worcester and Durham,
would be simply impossible, whilst liberal contributions to the

restorations of churches, the building of schools, the subdivision

of capitular livings, and other works of good, contrast favourably

with the stinted income of the ill-paid \acars of other days, and
the neglect shown to such benefices and dependents. The past

was no more faultless than the present ; it should be our teacher,

not our exclusive model for the future. "With due care and a
" sober pomp, decent and unreproved,''"' the existing services of

the Church might be rendered far more impressive and solemn

than at any period of her history.

It is quite true, we repeat, that negligence and abuses called

down the retribution ujDon cathedrals. The expediency of the

moment demanded a sacrifice which is j)erhaps irretrievable. But
the parochial clergy were sunk as low, as torpid, as inactive, as

cold, as lukewarm. The sins of the whole Church of England
warred against her in that evil time. The cathedrals main-

tained at least daily prayers and choral services ; and at the

period of the great revival of the present time, their influence and
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precedent have abundantly been felt and used. Now the im-

provement in parish services^ and the zeal of pai'ish clergy will

react on the diocesan centres, and on the hearts of their members,

which is the most hopeful g-uarantee for reform. If not, let the

sentence of annihilation go forth. But hope and wait awhile

;

children and persons devoid of reason only are unable to wait.

Places for learned men are indispensable to the existence of the

Church. The streng'th of an establishment lies in its organiza-

tion ; and cathedrals are an integral element in it. Cathedrals

and bishops co-exist, the chapter is the bishop^s standing council

and assistants in ordination, and a parish clergy, however earnest,

without them will not avail to reform the secular world. In the

devotion and quiet of the cathedral, is the protest against the

turmoil and restless strife of the world that forgets God. In

the cultivation of sacred learning by its members, is the armoury

against the assaults of error, and a safeguard from innovation.

Prom the cathedrals, the " mirrors of Apostolical antiquity,^'' as

Hooker calls them, and intermediate links between the clergy of

parishes and the bishops, Christianity was first planted in

England ; from them it has since been watered and kept

alive. They are the very heart of the parochial system, which

they created, and have mainly sustained. They have been

homes of religious learning, arsenals of truth, nurseries of our

greatest and soundest divines, the glory of our literature, and

defenders of the faith. They have kept alive the fire of piety in

periods of gloom ; and preserved a reverence for antiquity, pre-

cedent, and order in periods of hasty change and imprudent

movement. They have shed their blessing on many a remote dry

place, as well as on their immediate neighbourhood. History

has pronounced one fact—the dissolution of cathedrals, the oldest

incorporations in the country, was soon followed by the depriva-

tion of bishops and the parish clergy, and by the fall of the

monarchy. When the need of re-animating the whole Church
system was most imminent, the Commissioners made havoc of

the Houses of God in the land, despoiling their strength, and

paralyzing their usefulness, in order to eke out slender pittances

to livings which the whole country should have been canvassed

to augment. Private bounty has not been found wanting to

multiply churches and clergy since then, or to decorate cathe-

drals; unhappily the reformers had no faith—at least in their

countrymen.

Conceive the irreparable blank, if the cathedrals had been swept
bare ! We should have lost the Presbyteries, which afford the

moral unity and order, give the internal strength, and preserve
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tlie primitive cliaracter of the system. The clos^ analog-y

which subsists between the constitution of a cathedral and

that of the divinely appointed service of the Temple, has

never been as yet recognized : the overseers and bishops

[Num. iii. 32, Neh, xi. 14. 22] ; the prince of the house of

God and the dean [1 Chron. ix. 11] ; the dignitaries and princes

of the priests [Ezra viii. 29, 1 Chron. xxiv. 5, 2 Kings xix. 2,

Jer. xix. 1] ; the archdeacons and overseers or princes of the Levites

[Neh. xi. 22, 1 Chron. xv. 5, 2 Chron. xxxv. 9, Neh. xii. 22] ;

the courses of the priests and Levites [Neh. xii. 12, 1 Chron.

xxiii. 6, xxiv. 20], and those of the priest, deacon, and subdeacon

canons; the prsecentor and chiefof the singers [1 Chron. xxv. 5],

the chancellor and scribe [1 Chron. xxiv. 6] ; the treasurer [1

Chron. xxvi. 20. 26.29, xv. 22. 27] and chief sacristan; the vicars

choral and singers [1 Chron. xv. 17, xxv. 2—4] ; the Nethinims

and doorkeepers, with the sacrists, porters, and vergers. This

remarkable parallel is an additional argument for maintaining

in churches which were the " first harbours of Christianity,'" a

majestic service least unworthy of the greater glory of the latter

house. The ties would have been severed which bind the entire

diocese to the mother church, and we should have been disin-

herited of a glorious past, for the stalls have been occupied by
the best men in a long spiritual ancestry, the great worthies now
at rest, but united to us in the communion of saints. If the

whole proiDerty of chapters had perished, there still would have

been found men ready, without revenue or emolument, to dis-

charge their duties for the moral and spiritual welfare of the

Church. The emoluments were accidental ; but a fellowship of

clergy, partly attached to the cathedral, and partly scattered

over the diocese is essential. The substantial reward is wanting,

the honorary distinction is merely secular; the endowments at

any time may be renewed. But had an entire suppression, instead

of suspension of prebends, been carried by the reformers, the in-

timate relation and the integral membership of a sacred union

of priests in one ancient body, would have been lost beyond,

hope of restoration. Now, if in better times the conge d'elire

should cease to be a mei-e form, their voices may determine the

election of a bishop in a case of vital moment to the whole

Church.

One good, at the least, has resulted from the hasty and in-

temperate revolution which has shaken cathedrals. The deadness

has passed away ; a solemn warning has been given that they

must be no longer stationary, or the prescription of centuries

and the existence of chartered riorhts will not avail to secure
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them from destruction. The dormant life has been awakened,

long'-closed eyes have been opened to their spiritual charg-e, their

heritag-e of privileges and duties. They were reconstituted at

the E-eformation^ it was said, on the scale of primitive times, and
" g'enuine sincerity.^''

It was foreseen that cathedrals exemj)lify the fact that no work
was ever so religiously begun, so prosperously conducted, or so

happily completed, but was easily overthrown by carelessness and

subverted by neglect ; that no law was ever made so holy and
firm but that it may fall into desuetude and contempt; and
that there was but one cure—continual watchfulness and pious

zeal. Again and again fresh statutes were enacted in the times

of Elizabeth, James, Charles I, and II., and Queen Anne, to

revive what was good and abolish what was corrupt. At leng-th

confiscation has been employed as a last resource in our times.

If that terrible trumpet-voiced warning* should be, alas ! un-

heeded, then cathedrals may find another Hacket to plead for them,

but it will be in vain. These times will little regard his argument,
" Upon the ruins of the rewards of learning- no structure can be

raised up but ignorance ; and upon the chaos of ignorance no
structure can be built but profaneness and confusion.^^ Prayers,

religious services, preaching, advancement of learning, and educa-

tion, good ecclesiastical government, and assistance rendered to

bishops and dioceses, must make the inner beauty of these

glorious buildings, which are monuments of former piety in their

outer glory. Greater attachment is now evinced in them;
greater pride is felt in their well-doing. Their external restoration,

by the ample funds of a willing laity, must be an incentive to

internal restitution and renewal of whatever has been mutilated

or decayed. The reform must proceed from within, and once

more the age will re-echo the conviction of Lord Bacon—" Deans
and canons of cathedral churches are of great use," The reform

from without, if renewed, wall be extinction ; it will never again

attempt its abortive efibrt to produce new institutions of impos-

sible perfection, or re-create the old.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.



Op late it has been boldly asserted by some, and as resolutely

denied by others, that our parochial system is a failure. The
assertion and the denial are characterized alike by recklessness.

The parish church, ^dth the staff attached to it, can do a great

deal, but not every thing-. And, because it does not do all that

is unjustly demanded of it, it by no means deserves to be re-

garded as a failure.

The parochial system does not lay hold of the great masses of

scarcely educated, half-civilized men and women who teem in our
large townis ; it does not convert them in multitudes, and bring
them weeping and praying to the altar-steps ; but in expecting

it to effect this, we are perhaps exacting of it a work which its

machinery is utterly uncalculated to perform. And again, those

who slight the parochial system overlook the wondrous effect it

has in building up and consolidating work for the salvation of

souls, commenced, may be, by other instrumentality.

The plane is an excellent implement for smoothing the rough
plank, but it will neither fell the tree, nor saw it up into boards.

If the parish system fails, it fails because it is required to do
work for the accomplishment of which it was never designed.

A walk through the back streets of any large town on Sunday
should convince the most sceptical, that there are thousands,

and tens of thousands, whom the course of moral and religious

instruction delivered in the parish church never reaches. The
town curate labours in vain among the back slums of his district,

and fails to persuade the unwashed denizens thereof to come to

church, or, should he succeed, fails to attach them to the worship

of God. The Prayer Book is to the ignorant man a puzzle.

What knows he of the sublime perfections of " the wicked man ?"

Nor is the " Dearly beloved " calculated to convince him of all,

judge him of all, and make him fall down on his face, and report

that God is in us of a truth. An intelligent participation in the

service demands a previous apprenticeship ; and a man is hardly

likely to go through this apprenticeship till his heart has been
touched, and he has been, in a word, converted. But how is the

clergyman to get at the multitude of godless individuals who
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swarm, in a town parish ? The dissenting* minister may do this

;

but the priest cannot, for he has not the time to preach much in

the streets, and even if he should rouse souls, the elaborate service

of the Prayer Book suits not their uncultivated tastes.

The existence of dissenting chapels is not a protest against

Church doctrine, so much as a standing* witness that the parish

system is imperfect, and that the rigid Prayer. Book offices do

not meet the spiritual exigencies of the less educated parishioners.

At the Reformation an experiment was made to adapt the offices,

which had hitherto been exclusively reserved for the clergy and

the religious, to the use of the people g-enerally. And the result

has been that the educated, who know exactly where to turn for

Collect and Psalm, and General Prayers and Thanksgivings, have

become attached to the monastic offices of Mattins and Even-

song ; whereas the illiterate are repelled by them, and driven to

a simpler and more congenial worship in the meeting-house : for

to them, the constant turning over leaves in search of scattered

bits of the service is as irritating as was the " Pie " to the Re-

formers. Indeed, the Prayer Book offices are probably one g-reat

hindrance to the Return of Dissenters to the Church.

But there is another impediment. Our parish churches are

resorted to by upper, middle, and lower classes ; by the highly,

moderately, and the scarcely educated. The prevailing tone of

education in a congregation is fair, and the preacher is obliged

to suit this tone in his addresses, and to invest them with the

refinement, and give them the polish suitable to such an audience.

But, addresses of this quality meet with no response in the heart

of the uneducated. The illiterate must have the truth put plainly

and vigorously before them, without mincing of terms or refine-

ment of expression, and illustrated by similes, and brought home
to them by anecdotes, which would startle and shock the pro-

priety of an educated congregation. A popular sermon to the

uncultivated must have every atom of starch shaken well out

of it.

And, it must not be forgotten, that the g-odless in the j)arish

have to be brought to a consciousness of the existence of a GoD,
a Heaven, and a Hell, and the value of their immortal souls,

before they come to Chui'ch. Their consciences must first be

roused, and then they may be brought to the parish church to

learn the details of their duty to Got) and their duty to man. In
short, the tree has to be hewn down and made ready, before the

polishing" plane can be applied to it. But how is this to be done ?

The law of the land will not permit any tampering" with the

Prayer Book offices, and the parochial clergy have enough on
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their hands—what with morning-, afternoon, and evening- prayers,

tog-ether with schools—without going- about the streets and lanes

of the city preaching-, exhorting-, and preparing- men for the Church
service. They have their special work in church, the edification

of the faithful. And the other work is done by the Dissenter.

The local preacher takes his stand on the platform of a railway,

in a mill -fold, or in a town-square, gathering around him a crowd

of men and women who have neither been to school nor church,

and know of God only through His Name used in blasphemy.

Souls are touched ; and then, adjournment is made to the meet-

ing-house, where a simple service, and a plain stirring sermon
satisfies their spiritual requirements ; they find in the chapel a

ser\'ice on their own intellectual and spiritual level. No turning

and turning of Prayer Book, but simply of Hymnal to No. this

or that ; and the sermon is couched in colloquial English, intelli-

gible to the dullest comprehension^ and not aimed far above

their heads.

Now suppose for a moment that Methodism were not antago-

nistic to the Church, but did the work which honest John Wesley

doubtless intended it to perform. The open-air sermon has been

the means of awakening in the hearts of many individuals a

consciousness that they are living apart from God. Milk for

babes ! For the Church service they are not ripe—a service

which pre-supposes all who attend it to be instructed and godly

Christians. No, they must pass through an apprenticeship first

in the meeting-house, consisting of instruction in the faith, and

in what is required of those who would live godly in Christ

Jesus to do and to avoid, a preparation also for the service of the

Church ; after which they will be passed on to the parochial

clergy, that by them the work may be confirmed and consolidated.

Now all this preparatory work might be done by laymen, subject

to rule, for the Church. At present all work of this nature halts

at the chapel, and is done in opposition to the Church.

That clergy should be found to undertake such a work, is

hardly to be expected ; nor are gentlemen by birth and education

those best qualified to perform it efficiently. There is now a

great want of candidates for Holy Orders, to fill the parochial

curacies ; and there is no prospect of our obtaining a sufficient

accession to the ranks of the clergy to occupy the field thus

opened, unless their whole standard of education and social posi-

tion were vastly lowered— a move to be greatly deprecated.

The work needed is a breaking up of ground, that the sower

may sow his seed in it afterwards ; and for this work it is in vain

to look to the classes whence our clergy are drawn. The supply is

vol. I. H
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falling off as the demand increases. Government ofRces having

been thrown open, the number of candidates for Holy Orders

from the Universities has sensibly decreased. Theological Col-

leges, such as Birkenhead and S. Bees, have been in operation

for some while ; but the men turned out from them are not such

as would lead us to believe that these institutions will compensate

for the deficiency from the Universities.

Several causes have operated to produce this scarcity in the

ranks of the clergy, and only those can be touched on here which

affect the subject of this article.

The young man destined for the ministry, has in prospect a

poorly salaried curacy, leading for many years to nothing better

:

an income dependent entirely on the enjoyment of his health, and

a life too subject to various annoyances. A man of education,

he will have to mix with the illiterate. A man of keen sensi-

bility, he will be subject to prying eyes watching his every move-

ment, and the gossiping lips of the scandal-mongers will be stir-

ring about him. He will be subject to an incumbent who may
prove a bully, and to a Bishop who by a stroke of the pen, with-

out giving his reasons for so doing, may destroy his future

prospects. He will have no power of appealing for redress to

law, no voice to state his griefs in Convocation. He will have to

be careful not to do too much in the parish, lest the incumbent

become jealous ; nor too little, lest he be dismissed as indolent.

If he be fond of science, he must reckon on having no time for

pursuing his tastes ; if of a literary turn, he must calculate on

not having the means for purchasing books. Being a man, more-

over, of sociable habits, he will have to live alone in a comfortless

lodging, taking his meals, and spending his evenings, as a recluse.

Such a prospect is sufficiently uninviting to deter many, who
have no family living in view, from entering Holy Orders ; and
it can be no matter of surprise, if we find that the number of

University men who seek admission into the ministry becomes
less every year.

The vacuum thus made has been partially filled with literates

from our Theological Colleges. These men have been given a

smattering of knowledge on an infinity of subjects, and have
acquired an over-weening opinion of their own accomplishments,

and, finally, they have been thrust into positions for which they
are eminently unqualified. The education received has been too

superficial and too general to make the men from S. Aidants

and S. Bees—as a general rule, to which of course there are

many exceptions—other than conceited and vulgar. Had they
been instructed in dogmatic theology, and thoroughly grounded
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in the articles of the Catholic faith^ and given a clear idea of the

outlines of ecclesiastical history, instead of having- been troubled

with high mathematics, and classics, and the physical sciences,

they would luive proved, though not well read and jiolished

men, yet valuable and, perhaps, humble labourers in the vine-

yard, doing one work at all events well, which is a thousand

times better than ill-performing fifty. We are acquainted with

several excellent young men of the middle class who have been

under prolonged training for the ministry, by a course of French,

English history, geography and the use of the globes, chemistry,

the classic languages, drilling and fencing, the evidences of

Christianity, linear and perspective drawing, the Thirty-nine

Ai-ticles, and Butler's Analogy;—yet there is hardly an indi-

vidual among them who could be trusted to preach on any one

of the Articles of the Apostles' Creed without the certainty of his

stumbling into heresy, through sheer ignorance. If men of all

classes are to be taught theology, it must be ground into them,

as you grind ABC into a child. But the practice of our Uni-

versities and Theological Colleges seems to have been to educate

the candidates for the ministry in every '^'^ology'' under the sun,

except the one "ology" which is required more especially of

them, and that—theology. Ninety-nine jchances to a hundred,

if the men search it out for themselves ; they are more likely to

indulge their hearers with the thin gruel of their own exco-

gitations, than retail to them the solid and sound meat of Apos-

tolic and patristic doctrine.

And, unfortunately, it is to the town church, where the man of

reading, judgment, and knowledge is required, that the alumnus

of one of these institutions is sent, whilst a highly accomplished

man and a scholar is often consigned to the seclusion of a country

village, where liis learning and his energy have
.
no field for

development—a razor set to cut cabbages,—simply because the

country rector wants one curate, and oiFers £150, whilst the town
incumbent of the Peel church prefers two inferior articles at £75
(with a title) apiece.

The Dissenters manage things better. With them, the right

man is genei-ally consigned to the right place. The man of

power and learning is set in the town, while the ex-tailor rants

in the village Bethel. The Roman Church, moreover, knows

how to economize and to use her force. She has her preaching

orders, the members of which can be sent from place to place as

required, stirring up the spiritual life of parishes, producing in

them, what may be termed, Catholic revivals, and then leaving

the parochial clergy to gather in the harvest which springs from

H 2
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their sowing". The parish priest is seldom a man of great ability;

but the religious who are sent into his parish to arouse it, are.

The pastor may, when he desires it, call in the aid of the regulars,

who are trained preachers ; and they do their work, which supple-

ments his. The pulpit is not perhaps his forte ;
parochial work

is not theirs. Our English clergy lament the mental exhaustion

attending the production of sermon after sermon, week by week.

The religious of a preaching confraternity are saved this ; they

take vast pains over a course, commit it to memory, deliver it

;

and as soon as this course has been preached, they vanish from

the parish to reproduce it at the other end of the country.

Now the Church of England, since the Reformation, seems not

to have known how to make the most of her opportunities, and

use advantageously the material in her hands. When the g'reat

revival of John Wesley took place last century, a glorious oppor-

tunity was offered her, and ample material was prepared. She had

but to extend her hand to sanction the movement and organize

it. She had but to sift the material and arrange it, and England

and the colonies would have been evangelized. But she put the

chance far from her ; and that Avhich might have been for her

peace, became unto her an occasion of falling.

Had she held out the right hand of fellowship to Wesley, and

provided the Methodist body with colleges ; had she instructed

its would-be teachers in the Catholic faith ; and had she extended

to them a licence to supplement the deficiencies of the parochial

system as constituted, and permitted them to preach—the Church

might now be indeed the Church of the people. But she had
crystallized about a bit of red tape, and to that she held firm.

There was something too full of life and progress in the new move-
ment, and not enough of the principle of crystallization ; some-

thing too like vulgarity about it, and not enough of the savour of

aristocracy; something too like preaching the Gospel to the poor,

and not enough of strewing primroses on the heavenward path of

the rich ; something too much like the worship of God in it, and
not sufficient devotion to the lion and unicorn, for my Lords
Spiritual of the last century to touch it with one of their fingers.

Doubtless Providence ruled this aright, and the union was not

effected, because the time for the organization of such a develop-

ment was not fully come. Last century Churchmanship held

too feebly to the strong anchor of Catholic doctrine, had lost so

much of the tradition of Catholic worship, and was too deeply

eaten into by the dry rot of Erastianism, for it to have been safe

for the Church to have had the systematizing and organization of

such a movement.
*
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The present, however, is a fitter season for the experiment

;

and the sense of our shortcomings, acknowledged frankly on all

sides, is perhaps the best sign that an attempt to remedy it

would succeed. Now the attempt to recover to the Church the

great masses of heathen in our towns, and to reunite to the

Church the dissenting bodies, cannot be made by the parochial

clergy unassisted. An agency external to, yet working hand in

hand with, the parochial system is necessary. For this, there

might be enlisted those who have hitherto been opponents of the

Church, and those who have as yet been given no opening for

doing ministerial work in the household of GoD ; nay, more,

through them the whole tone of theology throughout England
and the colonies might be raised, and a barrier of orthodoxy
might be cast up, against which the waves of modern infidelity

might beat, but which they could never overthrow.

We have trusted hitherto in our moles of hewn and cemented
stone, skilfully wrought and artistically compacted together ; and
though block after block has been torn out of place, and cramp on
cramp has been snapped as tow, we have replaced them carefully,

and the fight has been continued as before. Yet a humbler break-

water of unhewn stones, or sea-washed pebbles, ever moving in

and out among each other, without cement or bond of iron, held

together by an invisible law, acting not as units but as a body,

compacted by the violence of the surge, moulded by the beating

of the wave, restless yet unchangeable, feeble in its component
parts, yet mighty to endure in its unity—such a barrier will stand

and turn the waves, where the noblest creation of human skill

would perish. For the battle is not with the strong ; and God
hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise,

and the weak things to confound the things which are mighty

;

and base things of the world, and things which are despised, hath

God chosen, yea, and things which are not, to bring to nought
the things that are.

Far be it from us to deprecate the artistic construction, in order

unduly to extol the other. Both are needed ; there is room for

both. What we would say is, leaving metaphor, that the

struggle between dogmatic Christianity and Freethinking* is at

hand, and, judging from the signs of the times, will be fiercer

than any that has preceded it, and we shall want some bulwark

to the faith of the poor and uneducated. Learned theologians

can do battle for the faith of the highly cultivated minds in the

upper classes, but plainer and ruder defences must be thrown up

to protect the creed of the illiterate. The faith of the latter will

be assaulted, not through volumes of essays and pamphlets, but
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by stump orators and penny infidel tracts. The str.mp infidel

orator must have the stump Christian orator opposed to him;
the doubt-inspiring tract must be met by the faith-teaching- tract.

The parish priest hears little or nothing of the difficulties which

beset the poor artisan''s belief; the man is shy of propounding

them to his pastor ; nor does the educated man know the pecu-

liar style of argument which will convince self-taught men. A
reason which would bring conviction to the logical mind^ fails

utterly to satisfy the untrained intellect, whereas a logical fallacy

will often thoroughly convince. None but those who live among
self-educated, shrewd people can have the opportunity of meeting

their difficulties on the necessary ground, and at the proper

moment when they arise.

In our humble opinion, a large body of religious would exactly

supply the deficiency which we feel ; a body of men not wise in

this workFs wisdom, nor schooled in hermeneutics, but strong in

their faith, and knowing nothing save Jesus Christ, and Him
crucified. They might be used as book-hawkers, might serve as

Scripture readers and as eatechists, and take their place on the

side of Christ in public discussions, occupying to some extent

the position of the primitive evangelist.

The Roman Church has a system of occasionally holding public

disputes ; when a religious is set up to argue either on the infidel

or on the Protestant side, whilst another meets all his difficulties

and combats his arguments. These discussions are immensely
popular, and do an incalculable amount of good, for the audience

consists of people upon whom similar arguments against their

faith and religion are constantly used ; and, by these meetings,

they are primed with eut-and-dried answers to questions which
perplex them. Some such a work might be undertaken in Eng-
land ; but, as may well be seen, could only be conducted with
advantage by those thoroughly trained for the purpose ; for the

sham dispute is pretty sure to resolve itself into a real one, should

a dissenting minister or an infidel demagogue take up the cudgels

—and, if he did so, all the better.

In prospect of a battle with unbelief, we must review our
ranks, and see what bodies of men will be best fitted to endure
the brunt of the fight. And we think that there can be no
question, that the real battle will rage between the Catholic
party in the Church of England and the Freethinkers. Little

support can be expected from the Low Churchmen. They are

desultory skirmishers, and their place will probably be, like

David^s warriors, to " tarry by the stuff'."-'

For the struggle will be emphatically between Dogma and
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Antklogma, and Protestantism is hopelessly undogmatic. It

consists in a system of negations: it is destructive, not construc-

tive : it has a joint here and a joint there of doctrinal backbone :

but the joints do not cohere, and are not bound together by firm

sinews into one strong spinal column of Catholic doctrine.

It is, moreover, of paramount imj^ortance that the dissenting

bodies should be reunited to the Church, or, at all events, that

all the zealous and devout from among them should be taken

into the ark, and that only cant and humbug should be left to

founder in their cockle-shells when the tempest breaks. For then

Protestantism will be utterly powerless to save itself, having

cast away anchor and helm, and pitched tackling out of the

vessel.

We believe that the only means, under God, of persuading

pious Dissenters to take refuge in the Church, will be the teach-

ing and the example of the travelling friar. If a child has got

hold of a bad book, better to provide it with a good one than

deprive it altogether of books. Just such must be our treatment

of persons with dissenting proclivities, if we are to restore them

to the Communion of the Faithful. We must supply them with

something bearing a resemblance to Dissent in outline, yet radi-

cally differing from it.

What is it that gives Methodism such a hold upon the people?

Let us examine some of the leading causes very briefly, and see

whether these causes cannot be made to operate for the Church,

instead of against her.

1. One great reason of the hold Dissent has on the poor, is the

self-denying lives which the preachers did or do live. They are

men like those amongst whom they work, poor and humble in

station, and standing witnesses against worldliness. The poor

mane's heart warms to the preacher whom he sees in shirt-sleeves

" heaving muck,''' and living as hard a life as himself, and wear-

ing as ragged a coat. But it closes up against the Church-

parson in his glossy suit of black and spotless white cravat,

dashing past in a pony-chaise, with his daughters, to the squire's

croquet party. The poor man may judge harshly—but he does

judge ; and we have to deal with facts.

2. Another cause of the success of Dissent has been already

alluded to, it consists in the simplicity of the schismatic service.

No one, till he has considered, can realize the difficulty found

by those who have never gone through their apprenticeship in

the Prayer Book. Let us suppose that a collier, who reads with

difficulty, has had his heart touched, and is persuaded by the

parson to come to church. He opens his book at Morning
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Prayer, The first words he sees are " When the wicked man/^

&c. ; but the priest begins^ " If we say that we have no sin/^

&c. This puts our friend out till he has discovered the sentence,

and in the meantime, " Dearly beloved " is half over, and this

exhortation, consisting of three long-winded sentences of a most

involved nature, is to him so much Chinese. All goes on now
swimmingly till the Psalms are given out, and these, with the

assistance of a neighbour, to the confusion of the collier, are

found. Then comes the First Lesson, for which the man begins

an ineffectual search in the direction of Tate and Brady. After

this, he is pointed out the place of the Te Beiim. The Second

Lesson having been read, he turns to the Benedicite, as the piece

immediately following the Te Deum, for he does not observe the

rubric in italics. He tvirns scarlet at being put right once more
by a considerate bystander, and then with a jump over the

Juhilate he g-ets to the Creed. Now the bewildered man kneels

in fluttering hope that the rest will be straightforward work.

But, not at all ; off goes the parson to a collect ; and where to look

for the collects the poor man knows not. However, before he

has done wondering, back comes the minister, and says two
collects in the Morning Service. Then all rise for the hymn

;

and now a third book is in reqviisition.

The hymn over, our friend fondly deems that the prayer for

the Q.ueen''s Majesty, &c., will follow. But, not so ; the clergy-

man is at the Litany, and the unfortunate man explores the

Thirty-nine Articles and the Tables of Affinity in hopes of un-

earthing it there. Litany over, with perhaps another digression

to the General Prayers and Thanksgivings, the parson adjourns

to the altar, and begins another part of the book, viz. the Com-
munion Office, nor does he remain there even, but is off to the

Collects, Epistles, and Gospels in a trice, and then back again.

Next follows the sermon, and perhaps after it the Church
militant prayer ; and then—like the story of the bear and the

fiddle—in the very middle the Communion Service is broken off

and the congregation leave. Our collier shakes his head, and

says, " Enough of Sunday hide-and-seek ! I^m off to the Ban-

ters. I don^t like to look a fool amongst folk who know their

book. I'm no scholar; so Church ain''t t^j)lace for me.'"'

Now, if any of our readers doubt the truth of this picture, let

them procure for themselves a well-known adaptation of the

Sarum Offices, entitled, ^*^ The Day Hours of the English

Church,''' and attempt by themselves to find their way through

Prime or Vespers. They will then sympathize with the Dissenter

when he comes to a service of the Book of Common Prayer.
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3. Another cause of the success of Dissent, is the invariable

practice of extempore preaching- in the chapels.

The uneducated and the poor have an extraordinary affection

for extemporaneous discourses. They believe them to be the

pure outg-ushing- of the Spirit, and cannot be persuaded to regard

those discourses as emanating from the heart, which they know
proceeded from the brain on Saturday, and which they see issue

from the pocket on Sunday. The prejudice against written

sermons is natural, though unjust ; it has this sound foimdation,

that the written discourse has often received such a polish in the

study that it is unintelligible in the pulpit : whereas the extem-
poraneous address is couched in briefer sentences and plainer

words, is more natural and therefore more understandable.

The vigour of Dissenting sermons is generally due to the fact

that in the schismatical Training Colleges elocution and sacred

oratory are part of the curriculum of education for the students,

so that the man who has no good style of his own, may be

taught to copy one set before him. Besides which, the Methodist

preacher is not hampered, as is the priest, by the variety in

mental standards of his congregation. The parish priest has the

squire, an M.P., in the pew under him ; the doctor and the

lawyers in theirs occasionall}^, at all events their wives; the

leading tradespeople occupy yonder pews, and a dozen old goodies

with no minds at all, except for their " rheumatiz/^ are looking

up from the free seats. The preacher must not talk plain home-
spun English, or the tradespeople will think that he is lowering

the dignity of the pulpit ; the M.P. expects some mental j)abu-

lum, or he will vote the parson a twaddler; and so, between these

stools, he is let down to the ground.

And now, the question must be asked and answered—Cannot
the Church evolve from her bosom an organized body of men
who can occupy the place hitherto resigned to schism ; a body
of men attaching the people to the Church by winning their

affections through the example of lives of self-denial and voluntary

poverty, who can convert the multitude, waking the masses from

their sleep of sin with trumpet voice, training people in Church

doctrine, supplying them with answers to the suggested doubts

of infidel tem-pters, furnishing them with Catholic literature, and

erecting" homes of religion for those who have a vocation for the

highest walk in the spiritual life ?

We are wedded to precedent. Let us look to the precedent

of the Middle Ages. Then, as now, the Offices of the Church
were not '' understanded of the people." Then, as now, there

was inefficiency among the parochial clergy. Then, as now.
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there were multitudes wlio would not come to cliurch^ so that

the only chance for them was that the church should go to them.

Then, as now, there was a dearth of educated clergy. And how

did the Church meet the difficulty ? She founded Religious

Orders. She gathered together under one roof men of all ranks

and grades, and trained them in self-denial, in self-control, in the

art of winning souls, in the art of preaching. Having educated

them, she sent them forth through the length and breadth of the

land, to occupy the pulpits of the parish churches, or to stand up

on the wayside hedge, or on the steps of the market-cross, and

appeal to those who would not come to the House of God to

hear. Was there a savour of heresy in the wind ? North and

south, east and west, flew these barefooted, serge-frocked cham-

pions of orthodoxy, and in rude language, with argument telling

home and forcible, they taught the people the right, and prepared

them to combat the wrong.

All these men, remember, were first trained themselves, first

grounded themselves in doctrine, first primed themselves with

arguments, and educated in the art of extempore speaking, and

then were sent abroad to retail to tens of thousands what they

had learned themselves in the seclusion of the cloister. Speci-

mens of the sermons of these men abound. The press of the

fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries teemed with their

productions, and it is impossible to deny the extraordinary power

they possessed. Every quality requisite to the formation of a

popular preacher to the lower classes was found in them. They

were full of unction ; they excelled in descrij)tive power ; their

ai'guments were telling, if not always logically conclusive; their

illustrations were pointed, and their style full of fire. Throughout

their productions there runs a family likeness ; a recurrence of the

same illustrations and similes ; and this is owing to the fact of

the men having been brought up in the same school, where the

same arguments, and the same examples had been impressed

upon them. And the people heard them gladly.

Every where did the preaching friar attract a crowd. He was

a man who knew what hunger was, and what it was to be pinched

with cold. The poor man was aware of this, and recognized a

brother. If you sound a note on one stringed instrument, the

corresponding string vibrates on another. So is it with the

human heart, and especially with the note of suffering. God
Incarnate, by becoming a Man of Sorrows, and acquainted with

grief, vibrated a chord in the great human heart which will

quiver through eternity. As with the Master so with the fol-

lower. The key to the success of Christianity is in the pangs of
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its Founder ; the preacher of the Gospel now, if he is to reach

the broken-hearted, and the poor, and the oppressed, must have
been consecrated by the hand of suffering" laid on himself. The
poor man^s heart responds to the heart of him who has suffered

poverty ; and therefore of old he loved the friar.

The secular clergy looked with jealousy on the preaching

brothers; a jealousy quite natural, but not always deserved.

The friar did the work which the parish priest had failed to do,

and therefore was g-ibbeted in unmerited spite on the carved

benches and misereres of the secular churches. He stood to the

parish priest in the relation the dissenting minister stands to the

same official now-a-days; but with this important difference,

that the friar worked the people up to Church, and the dissent-

ing preacher draws them from it. Indeed, the minister of the

schismatical tabernacle has coolly stepped into the place in the

people's affections formerly occupied by the religious ; and it

remains to be seen whether a restoration of the order of preaching

friars might not recover speedily its old j)Osition, and consign

Dissent to the bats and owls ; but, as restored, care must be taken

to prevent a recurrence of antagonism between the seculars and
regulars in a parish.

For a century, the drain to the schismatical ministry has been

from the lower and lower middle classes ; and the Church has

made no use whatever of the pious souls which have been stirred

up among the ranks of the artisan and small shopkeeper. Now
that the Church is to a certain extent recovering her hold over

these classes, or rather is influencing individuals belonging to

them, a number of zealous young men have cropped up, burning

to do something for God and Holy Mother Church, yet held

back by the sad consciousness that there is no opening afforded

them for work. They feel that the priesthood is not their sphere.

Neither their education nor their culture are such as would

make them comfortable in the position which a clergyman is

expected to occupy
;
yet they long to be doing something for the

salvation of souls, and are ready to sacrifice themselves to the work,

should an opportunity be afforded them for so doing. We have

met many such. But for their Church proclivities, the temptation

to the dissenting ministry would be too strong for them.

Well ! have we no work for these men to do ? If, apart from

the Church, they could work the mighty work which Dissent has

effected, what would they not do when united to the Body of

Christ, and in constant participation of the life-giving Sacra-

ments ? In fact, the number of these men is rapidly increasing,

not in parishes under Puritan reffhne, there they drift off to the
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dissenting- colleges^ and become scliismatical preachers, but in

parishes worked on Catholic princij)les, there these men abound,

fervent in spirit, serving the Lord, rejoicing in hope, patient in

tribulation, continuing instant in prayer, waiting, like the crickets

in Mrs. Gatty's fable, waiting and chirping—"There^s a good

time a coming, when houses will be built to which we can retreat,

and which will be our homes ; only—wait a little longer \"

The time is approaching when the Church must decide what
answer she will make to the silent cry of all these earnest souls

for work. Some drop off year by year to E-oman monasteries,

weary of the delay. What will the Bishops do when the long

pent-up desire bursts into actual work, when the fire is kindled

and the tongues speak ? The episcopal boot is so accustomed to

descend on every spark of vitality in the stubble of the Establish-

ment, that perhaps it will follow precedent, the illustrious pre-

cedent of the Wesleyan schism, and stamp out all this zeal for

God and the Church. Or, can it be that the Bishops will prove

sufficiently large-hearted to hold forth the right hand of fellow-

ship, and say—" We betrayed the cause of the Church in the last

century ; we acknowledge our fault, and make what reparation

we can, by wishing you good luck in the Name of the Lord?"*^

It must not, however, be supposed that the desire for the

religious life is manifesting itself in the lower classes only.

Many a curate feels a similar vocation. He feels the dreariness

of a lodging, and looks back lovingly to the old collegiate inter-

course. He groans under the despotism of the rector^s wife, who
has her little schemes in the parish, athwart which the ^*^ young
man " is constantly running foul. He preaches sound doctrine,

and is denounced by a spinster lady of a certain age to the

Bishop, who sends for him to his palace (return ticket, 10*. Gd.),

and lets him clearly understand that a repetition of the offence

will be visited by a withdrawal of licence. He feels a craving for

sympathy and interchange of spiritual experiences. He is pain-

fully conscious of the peril of his own condition, from want of

time for prayer and meditation ; of his own efficiency as a teacher

being marred by dearth of theological books. Oh, for some

cloister where to study and pray, and whence to issue at inter-

vals, like a giant refreshed with wine, to rush into some den of

sin, and by the fire of his zeal, and the fervour of his eloquence,

to rouse dead consciences to a knowledge of God, and of the value

of their own immortal souls.

It may be thought a robbing of Peter to pay Paul, if we draft

off our parochial clergy into religious communities. But it can

hardly be expected that many will feel the vocation to a life of
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poverty and celibacy^ and the relig-ious house will probahly send

forth a compensating" balance of men who, after prolonged

instruction and probation, feel that their vocation is rather in

parochial work than in mission travelling-. Or, there may be

men who Avill find that they have mistaken their call to a celibate

life. These will be at liberty to depart ; they will be none the

worse for the careful dogmatic training- they have underg-one, nor

be supposed to be cut off from the society ; but simply, to have

elected the position of associate, instead of advancing- to that of

brother. Thus, we may fairly calculate on an interchang-e of men
from secular to relig-ious, and from relig-ious to secular lives;

and this interchang-e would foster a sense of mutual reliance, and

prove beneficial in promoting- a fellow-feeling between the two
classes.

There is a dang-er looming- in the Church horizon likely to pre-

cipitate the formation of Relig-ious Confraternities. We mean the

threatened attempt to interfere with the liberties of the English

Church on the part of Government, to compromise its orthodoxy

by Privy Council decisions, and to curtail its ritual, thereby

striking- a blow at its doctrine. What line will be pursued by
the prelates of the English Church is uncertain : but their j)olicy

has of late been one of oppression to the Catholic party, and
we can hardly calculate on their suj)port to any g-reat extent.

Courage in the cause of God and the Church is at present not

the distinguishing characteristic of her digiiitaries j and it may
be questioned whether, when a bill is introduced for the altering-

of the vestments of the priesthood, the episcopal mitre should not

be abolished also, as antiquated, to make way for the more ap- -

propriate symbol of the white feather. If there is to be a strug-g-le

between the Church and the State, we can hai'dly expect to find

champions on the side of Gobi's household in those who owe their

position, and the enjoyment of their emoluments, to the State.

But should an oppressive measure be broug-ht to weig-h upon the

Catholic party in the Church, it will be the occasion of a decisive

movement. There has been talk of late of State interference

with the doctrine and ritual of the Church leading to secession

on a large scale to the Roman obedience, or the establishment of

a Free Church. Either of these alternatives is too violent to be

contemplated with composure.

The clergy, and many of the laity, in the Anglican Communion
know their ground so well, and have so thoroug-hly probed the

weaknesses of the Roman Church, that the leakage Romewards
has almost stopped, and the most advanced of the Catholic party

are the very last to whom secession in that direction would pre-
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sent any attractions ; whilst tlie precedent of the Nonj uring

schism stands before them as a caution against separation into a

Free Church. But the revival of monastic orders wovild present

no such difficulties; and the liberty enjoyed by Religious Confra-

ternities^ and their freedom from episcopal supervision, would

render such asylums peculiarly tasteful to the aggrieved. It

would be a split in the Church of England, but not a secession

from it. That such a move would be attended by bitterness and

contention is certain, and it is therefore to be deprecated. There

would be a soreness between the regulars and seculars, much as

existed between the juring and non-juring, or the sermentes and

insermentes, priests. The tone would be different in each body,

and mutual dissatisfaction would impel each party into extrava-

gances. Such would in all probability be the result of legislative

enactments on Church matters oppressive to the consciences of

Catholics. But, if there be no violent measures adopted to force

on such a movement, no jealousy and heartburnings need sever

regulars from seculars. The latter would soon find the value of

the others, and appreciate the importance of the assistance they

could render them in their parishes ; whilst the former would be

careful in no way to mar the peace of a parish, or to let any
tokens of opposition be observable in their proceedings. Indeed,

the very work upon which the preaching friars would be em-
ployed would render collision difficult. They would be engaged

upon rudimental work, the awakening of the unconverted masses;

and the object of their labour would be, to pass on those awakened
to the hands of the parish priest. The friar would not neces-

sarily receive confessions, nor would set up altar against altar

;

but would as a rule send the penitents to the incumbent or his

curates, and the would-be communicants to the parish church.

In large to%vns, where the parochial system is a dead letter,

more liberty might be allowed, such, for instance, as the building

of monastic churches served from the central House. But for

these it might be well to solicit episcopal licence, though such is

no more needed for religious churches than for our college

chapels at the Universities ; all collegiate and religious buildings

being out of episcopal jurisdiction by ecclesiastical law and
custom. We do not enter here into the question of the advisa-

bility of Monastic institutions being free from the supervision of

the Bishoj)s. We simply state the fact, that there is precedent

for their being so ; and such they will be on their revival, if the

Episcopal body continues its aggressive policy against the Catho-
lic party. The Anglican prelates have so diligently accumulated
straws wherewith to break the camel's back, that the poor beast
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will kick over the load, and decline to submit his back to other

burden than that laid on him by Providence—his own hi;mp.

The Catholic clerg-y, whilst readily acknowledging the essential

necessity of an Episcopacy for the perpetuation of the ministry

and the confirmation of the baptized, if much further exasperated,

will perhaps deny the Divine right of the Bishops to hinder work
for Christ and the salvation of souls.

We have said nothing of foreign missions, and the influence

which Religious Orders might exercise upon them. All the work
of the kind done by the Homan Church, has been effected by the
agency of Confraternities of self-denying, trained missioners.

The failure of our own system of attempting to do every thing
by means of seculars, is the best proof that a new organization is

required to be brought to bear upon the work. The conversion

of all Europe by the Monastic societies, is a witness to the mighty
results which may be obtained by combination.

We hardly care to suggest more than the broad outlines which
the revival of the system should assume, as the adaptations,

and the working out of details, must be left to experience.

One thing is very evident— that throughout Europe, even
under the most favourable circumstances, the contemplative

orders are fading away, and the active societies are stepping into

their places. We would not suggest any reproduction of a purely

contemplative and ascetic order in England. There seems to be

no demand for it, no field for it to occupy. A Carthusian house

would therefore prove a mistake. The Cistercian Order w^as an
agricultural society, of infinite benefit to England in the Middle
Ages, settling in moorland dells and on sea-board morasses, cul-

tivating the moor and draining the swamp, and teaching the

rude people who dwelt around the arts of civilization and the

value of their immortal souls. For such an order there is no need

in England, thoug'h perhaps it might prove the evangelization

of Central Africa. The Dominican rule is too severe ; the Fran-

ciscan would need modification. Congregations of secular priests,

such as the Passionists, Redemptorists, or Oblates, would raise

no prejudices, the vows being simple and the dress not jicculiar.

Any Confraternities under ancient rule modified, or rule alto-

gether new, which would undertake the education of the young,

the training of candidates for Holy Orders, the evangelization of

heathen lands, or the conversion of our heathen at home, for con-

ducting missions in parochial churches, or retreats for secular

clergy, would find an open field for their labours, men ready to

enter the societies and cast their energies and abilities into the

work assigned to them, and a public ready, after the first
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shyness is over, frankly to acknowledge their excellence,

when it sees the greatness of the work effected by such

instrumentality.

Let us suppose an institution of the kind proposed settled in

its building away from the Ijustle and excitement of a town, yet

within reach by rail of populous places : such, for instance, as

Fountains, or Riveaux, retired nooks where the brethren might

take sweet counsel together and walk in the house of God as

friends, but ready at a moment^s call to be in Leeds, Bradford,

Halifax, Sheffield, Manchester, or Liverpool. Or, if we take the

south, a mother house nestled in the coombs of the South Downs,

whence the religious might issue when required, and in a couple

of hours be in London or Brighton, Portsmouth or Southampton.

In this house there would reside the superior and the cleri-

cal brethren conducting the training of the probationers in

dogmatic theology and in popular elocution ; at the same time

that their spiritual training in self-denial, humility, prayer, and

meditation was being conducted. From Advent to Easter the

major portion of the society should be dispersed over the country,

conducting missions, the lay brothers working in hamlets under

parochial clergy, the clerical brothers preaching Advent and

Lent courses in any parish whither they are summoned j each

brother in Priest^s Orders taking with him a probationer to

assist, and to learn the manner of carrying on these spiritual

revivals. In summer, from Easter to Advent, the whole body

would be reunited in the central college or monastery, unless

some of the lay brothers were sent about the country on fixed

rounds, preaching in the open air, and book-hawking.

A word on the subject of those parochial revivals called " Mis-

sions,^^ which have been imported into England from France :

—a parish priest is sure, after long-continued labours, to find

that, for some indiscoverable reason, his flock make no further

advance. The number of attendants at week-day services de-

creases ; the communicants are less frequent in their approach to

the altar. He seeks no apparent cause for this languor in the

religious life of his parish; he has done his utmost; but a

gradual exhaustion of spiritual energy seems to have become

prevalent. No particular spiritual disease has stricken down his

flock : rather, they are in a condition predisposing to disease.

When the body is relaxed, and the vital force feeble, the wise

physician administers a tonic which restores the tone of the

body. Such a tonic to the spiritual life is a Mission. The in-

cumbent noticing the g'cneral apathy, sends for clergy trained to

conduct a Mission, and, for a week or fortnight, gives up to
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tliem his pulpit, and surrenders into their hands the spiritual

direction of his parish. During- the period, nig-htly, the pulpit

is occupied by a vehement and zealous preacher : the church is

crowded ; souls are quickened ;
penitents throng- the confessional

;

the daily Eucharist is attended by numeroits worshij^pers. Those
who had fallen away, are restored. Those who had become care-

less cast aside their indifference. The parish priest himself is re-

invigorated, and feels his hands stayed up. For years the results

of the Mission are apparent. But it is not every one who can

direct such a revival. A good preacher is not necessarily a good
missioner ; for the awakening sermons are only a portion of the

work. Homes have to be visited, where the parochial clergy

have failed to obtain influence. Souls have to be grappled with
individually, which have been long hardened and dead in sin;

slugg-ish souls have to be shaken out of their torpor, and u.nspiri-

tual natures to be quickened with a burning zeal to which they

have hitherto been strangers; and thus is work done, not in the

church, but in the cottage, in the field, and in the street.

Now the work of missions to parishes is one for which a

Religious Confraternity would be eminently well qualified. As
Church matters stand at present, an incvimbent can scarcely

obtain suitable men to operate a revival in his parish ; but were
a Religious Order in existence, he would write to head-quarters,

and men would be sent him at once, whose business it was
to conduct such Missions with judgment, and advantage to

souls.

We have already alluded to the spiritual dryness and weariness

which creeps over the secular priest. If his body needs rein-

vig-oration by a yearly continental tour, and his mind requires a

month at least of entire relaxation from care—his soul, as well,

demands a period of retreat, when he may turn his thoughts in-

wards, free from all distractions, for the examination of his own
spiritual condition in the sight of God. The cure of souls in-

volves the temptation to the priest of neglecting his own spiri-

tual-gardening, in anxiety about the welfare of others. A
religious retreat is a necessity to the soul of a devout priest, as

great as a run from home is necessary to the health of his body.

He who stirs not from his parish, loses freshness and energy

;

and he who retires not into retreat, endangers the life of his soul.

The difficulty of establishing retreats is due to the want of

suitable buildings in which to congregate a large body of men, as

well as to the dearth of clergy capable of directing such retreats.

But the home of a Confraternity would be the natural place in

which they might be conducted, where there would be accom-
VOL. I. I
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modation for all^ and where the guidance would be entrusted to

men qualified for the work.

Half the cause of the failure of individuals to do great things

for God is their isolation. A devout layman is elevated to the

rank of Scripture reader, but he produces little efiect upon the

people he works amongst ; and why ? Because he is a unit.

How different if he were a member of a Confraternity ! In a

body of religious, the principle of cohesion would be strong ; not

only would there be the great bond of union with the Church,

but there would be the close tie of fellowship with every member
of the same society, producing that es2ynt de corps which was

the secondary cause of so much mission work being done in the

Middle Ages. For then, each society competed with the others

in good works ; each emulated the others in holy zeal. No mem-
ber of a brotherhood could feel his isolation. He would not be

one, but many. Whether in Labrador or New Zealand, in Cen-

tral Africa or India, he would know that his name was on the

roll of his monastery, his success the object of the prayers of the

community. If one member sufier, all the members would suffer

with it ; if one member be glorified, all the members would i-e-

joice with it. In trouble, in persecution, in sickness, in failure,

in temptation, ay, and in the event of a fall—a home would be

open to each member, and the arms of a brotherhood would be

extended to embrace and to protect him.

Thus much by way of suggestion towards the filling of a void

in our present mechanism of Church work. We are very con-

fident that in ten years brotherhoods will be dotted over the

country, as numerous as are sisterhoods at present. We have

not entered into the particulars of administration, for there may
be diversities of administration, but the same Spirit ; only we
would urge upon those in whose power it is to mould such insti-

tutions, to keep them within the bounds of prudence, by the

mere extension to them of the right hand of fellowship ; and not

to drive them into exaggeration, by acts of petty tyranny, nor to

establish a breach, by aggression, where there might be union,

and with union, a wondrous accession of strength.

Sabine Baring-Gould.



It may, perhaps, be laid down as a maxim of g-eneral application,

that truth in principle must lead eventually to truth in practice

;

and if we apply this to questions in which the Church and the

world take, as it were, an equal interest, or I oug-ht rather to

say, are equally involved, we should, perhaps, clothe the idea in

some such phrase as this, viz., that high doctrine eventuates in,

or leads on to, high practice. In other words, it may be assei'ted

that dogma in the Church, assuming, as I believe I may assume,

that dogma is synonymous with high doctrine, must, for this

reason, and by virtue of a necessary connexion between the two,

be productive of increased activity and zeal in works of mercy,

charity, and love. I think I see something of the truth of this

statement, when I look round upon the various institutions

established in connexion with churches where high doctrine is

taught. It seems as though the movement begun in the Church
upwards of thirty years ago for the re-establishment of dogmatic

truth had struck a sympathetic chord deep in the hearts of the

people, and were even now vibrating through the land, producing

its wonted fruits in new works of active benevolence.

It is not my present purpose to enlarge upon this topic ; nor

am I now concerned with its general application. What I wish

to do is this—to direct attention to one particular work of mercy

;

because it appears to me to have, if I may so say, almost a prior

claim iipon the Church for its due performance ; I allude to t/ie

nursing of the slch poor. And I believe I am fully justified in

asking of Churchmen, and especially of Churchwomen, more
consideration for this subject than, if we may judge by the way
in which it is generally conducted, has yet been given to it.

It is well known, that in the earliest ages of Chi'istianity the

poor were pointedly taught to look to the Church for the relief

of their bodily suffering ; and to Catholic Christendom belongs

the merit of having first established homes or hospitals for the

nursing of the sick. The connexion of these institutions directly

^vith the Church, at a time when her doctrine was of the purest,

and when both it and the practice of her members in works of

charity and love were unsullied by the blemishes which after-

I 2
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wards crept over them^ is a fact which ought not to be lost sight

of in the present day. It seems, indeed, to suggest that there

is a fitness in this association, that the poor who are specially

committed to the Churches keeping, and notably so in their hour

of suffering, who are taught to look to her as the source of very

many, at least, of their earthly blessings, have a right to expect

the j)roper fulfilment of this trust. And the poor well know that

this is not the case, in too many instances, where a system (or

rather a want of system) of what is called nursing is grudgingly

given to them in the place of that which, springing from love,

wins back love in return. There is, moreover, another reason why
the Church, having, in obedience to the commands of her Divine

Founder, originated this union between the hospital and herself,

should now seek to maintain it. It is because the former is a har-

vest-field of work, so to speak, for her faithful sons and daughters.

Though there was that in the Reformation for which we may
well be thankful, we yet cannot look back upon that period with-

out a feeling of profound regret for this among other reasons,

viz., that it saw the severance of a connexion which for centuries

had worked so well for those for whose benefit it was instituted,

the severance, I mean, of the hospital from the Church.

The loss was one which was felt both by those who ministered,

and those who were ministered unto. Whether or not the

system of nursing which was carried on in this country in the

various conventual hospitals and other institutions for the cure

of the sick, prior to the Reformation, was the best that could be

devised, there is now no means of determining ; but of this we
may at any rate be sure, that it could not possibly be worse than,

and in all probability it was infinitely superior to, that which

has, until lately, been the fashion among us; and (as I shall

endeavour to show hereafter) of which there are unfortunately

but too many examples in the present day.

The mere fact that the Reformation has divorced the sys-

tematic care of the sick poor from the sheltering protection of the

Church, and has handed over the whole profession of nursing to

secular organization, is one much to be regretted. And it is

mainly to this cause that the evils we have now to deplore are to

be attributed. The absence of an abiding religious principle, the

non-recognition of the true aim and object of suffering, and the

inability to see that there are other and far higher rewards for

the labourer who works in this vineyard, than those which are

represented in current coin of the realm, albeit he or she is fairly

entitled to this, and need not be altogether unmindful of it

—

these and the like considerations are no doubt the reasons of that
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utter failure in the present system, wliich people are at lengtli

beorinnincf to recoo^nize.

I would not, however, have it understood that I am advocating-

any such intimate comming-ling- of the Church and the hospital as

is seen, for instance, in the Eternal City itself; whei-e not only does

the Church direct and control all the details connected w4th the

nursing- of the sick, but the entire management of the hospitals is

in fact ecclesiastical. So intimate is this union, that they would
probably stand or fall together ; and any unforeseen catastrophe

affecting the temporalities of the Church wovald so involve the

resources of the hospital as to cut off its supplies, and what was
originally intended for the relief of the sick would be diverted

into other channels. Such a system appears to me to be highly

objectionable. But there is little fear of its being adopted in this

country ; and I need not, therefore, dwell longer on the subject.

We, on the other hand, have gone to the opposite extreme. We
have hardly cared to recognize the necessity for any religious

element whatever in our care of the sick poor ; cej'tainly we have

not inculcated it in our nursing organization. No doubt we have

had plenty of kindly motive ; there has been much of practical

benevolence, and great zeal for the cure of disease, with but little

thought for the healing of the soul. In a word, our one care

has been for the natural body, forgetting, at the same time^ that
'"^ there is a spiritual body.^^

Regarded only from a religious point of view^ this would be

objectionable enough, but it is yet more objectionable, if that be

possible, when we know, as we assuredly may know, that such a

system as this is detrimental even to those natural interests

which we are so anxious to protect. Any one who has seen, as I

have seen, hospital nursing under what I may term both the

old and the new regime, examples of which I shall illustrate by
and by, will bear me out in the remark, that the latter is far more
conservative and economical of the powers of the patients, even

to the saving of life, than the former. Indeed, if the object

of nursing, apart from all religious considerations, be, as I sup-

pose it is, to aid the physician in his efforts to combat disease,

assuredly that system wdiich is most intelligent, which, associated

with high moral principle, substitutes regularity, order, obedience,

watchfulness, patience, gentleness, and love, for sloth, self-will,

passion, uncleanness, disobedience, covetousness, ay, even drunken-

ness and profligacy, must, in the end, accomplish its purpose much
more certainly than any other.

It must be understood that in the foregoing remarks my
attention has been entirely directed to the subject of Hospital
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Nursing ; for the kind of attendance which is bestowed upon our

sick poor in many workhouses cannot by any possibility be called

nursing. It is a scandalous disgrace to this wealthy and pro-

fessedly charitable nation ; and, even at the best, is but a

caricature of the worst form of hospital nursing, requiring, it is

hoped, only to be generally known in order to ensure its imme-

diate improvement. How that may best be done I shall en-

deavour to show hereafter.

But in order fully to understand the general scope of the sub-

ject, I shall consider it under the following heads :

—

1. The amount—in the way of nursing—of work to be done.

3. The means at present employed for its execution.

3. Suggestions for its improvement.

Under the first head, I do not think I can give a better idea

of the amount of nursing required, than by instancing a few

statistical facts with reference to the various hospitals and work-

houses in the United Kingdom.
I find that by the nearest calculation I am able to make, and I

believe that my figures are fairly trustworthy, there are in Loudon
alone in the different ptill'ic hospitals, asylums for the insane,

dispensaries, and infirmaries, excluding the workhouses, which I

shall notice presently, nearly 7000 beds. I may mention, in

passing, that my calculations take no cognizance of any private

homes, hospitals, or other institutions for the relief of the sick.

I find, further, that in the provinces in England and in Wales
there are about 12,000 more beds devoted to similar purposes.

In Scotland the total number amounts to about 3500, and in

Ireland there is a further number of 5000 ; making a grand total

in the United Kingdom of about 27,500 beds.

What number of persons obtain relief every year from this

enormous accommodation I am unable to say. But I suppose that,

probably, each bed will receive on an average at least six or seven

occupants in the course of twelve months, some more, some less

;

so that, probably, nearly 200,000 persons are thus brought under

personal observation, and liable to be influenced for good or for

evil by those to whose care they are for the time entrusted.

When it is remembered that all this is the work of private charity,

in the sense that it is indej^endent of State assistance, and is only

a portion of what is done for the sick poor, inasmuch as it takes

no account of the hundreds of thousands relieved as out-patients,

bearing in mind also that the average annual cost of maintaining
a bed in a hospital is estimated at from 30/. to 35/., we may gain
some idea of the vastness of the question involved in regard to

the nursing org-anization.
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We must not, however, suppose that our hospitals are the only

nursing institutions in the country^ the only places of refuge for

the sick poor. On the contrary^ large and important as they are,

there are other establishments which, whatever may have been

their original intention, have now become, to all intents and

jiurposes, so many National or State hospitals. I refer, of course,

to our Worhlionses. Few people, probably, are aware of the

extent to which these have become houses for the sick as well as

refuges for the destitute ; and it is sad, indeed, to think of the

misery which is superadded to that of poverty, by the very in-

adequate means provided for the care of these poor suffering ones.

Destitute often of the cornmonest necessaries of their condition,

breathing an unwholesome atmosphere, contaminated by the very

clothes that cover them, fed, or rather not fed, with food which

they cannot eat, without a kind word to cheer them, with no

sympathy in their distress, no gentle hand to smooth their pillow,

no help from any but the hired servant, who does the least he can,

it may be, only for a mess of pottage. Such, it is to be feared, is

the lot of thousands of our brethren and sisters, shut up within

the walls of our parish workhouses.

That this is no overdrawn picture, we might, I think, infer,

even if it were not a matter of actual observation, by a considera-

tion of the following facts. I have gathered them entirely from

our metropolitan establishments, partly because, from official

reports which have lately been made public concerning them, I

am able to certify the correctness of the data, and partly because

public attention has recently been very forcibly directed to them.

I find, then, that in the forty-one houses within the metropolitan

radius, there were on the 28th January, 1865, no less than 7685

sick persons, about 1500 of w^hom are described as "suffering

under acute disorders," 250 from various forms of fever and

zymotic disease ; and exclusive of those in the sick wards, there

were, at the time of the Report, upwards of 6500 " old and infirm

males and females requiring the occasional attendance of the

medical officer." The idea of their wanting a nurse or any other

officer is not so much as hinted at. So that there is actually a

larger number of sick poor, of persons requiring nursing attend-

ance, in our metropolitan workhouses than in all our numerous

London hospitals. What may be the aggregate number of the

sick in the workhouses scattered about the country, I have no

means of determining. I only know that it is estimated that there

are generally about 600,000 persons shut up in the workhouses of

Great Britain ; in England alone there are 424 workhouse in-

firmaries, in Ireland 62, and in Wales 23 ; 509 in all. Scotland is
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spared the disgrace which, in too many instances, attaches to

the management of these institutions by having none to

manage.

I do not of course mean to imply that the treatment which the

poor receive in some of our workhouses is common to them alh

I know of some cases wherein the management of the sick is

quite as good as exists in many of our hospitals. Abstractedly,

perhaps, this is not saying very much ; but it is saying a great

deal in the way of comparison. My object is rather to point out

what people may see going on in some places if they will only

take the trouble to look. All these institutions, I fear, need

improvement, though some miich more so than others ; indeed,

with not a few, the treatment of the sick is simply abominable.

Such, then, is the amount of work to be done in the way of

nursing our sick poor. Let me now—in the second place—direct

attention to the means at present employed for its execution, to

appreciate which we shall find it convenient to institute a com-

parison between these two establishments—the hospital and the

workhouse—both as regards the persons confined in them, and

also as to the diseases under which they are suffering.

But first a few words may be needful as to the various systems

of nursing extant among us. For practical purposes we may
arrange them under three heads :

—

1. Workhouse nursing.

2. Hospital nursing- as it was.

3. Hospital nursing as it is—in places, I will add, where the

new has been substituted for the old system.

These three classes represent what I propose to call the bad,

the better, and the best arrangements for the care of the sick.

First, then, as to workhouse nursing. And here I must
trouble the reader with a few more figures, as I think they will

show, better than any statement of mine can show, how utterly

disproportionate is the provision made to the work to be accom-

plished. I take my figures from the official documents before

referred to; and in them I find that for the 7685 patients, who
occupied 515 wards in the 41 workhouses, there were only

69 paid nurses, besides about 800 "pauper nurses and helpers."*^

What the value of this latter class may be for the purpose to

which they are applied, the reader will be able to judge for

himself when I have given a description of them. Of the 69

paid nurses, 25 had had a training of some kind or other (in a

few cases the training was very good) either in a metropolitan or

provincial hospital. One only had been trained by a " Society

of Nursing Sisters f the rest had gained what knowledge they
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possessed of their profession either in the workhouse to which

they were attached, or in some other workhouse.

On analyzing- the distribution of these 69 paid nurses, I find

that in 13 workhouses, containing an aggregate of 2064 patients,

there was not a single paid or trained nurse of any kind. The

whole of these poor people being- entrusted, in their various

sufferings, to " pauper nurses
"—that is to say, to persons in the

same destitute condition as themselves.

In 17 workhouses, containing in all 2060 patients, there was

1 paid nurse to each house.

In 5 workhouses, with a total of 1431 patients, there were

2 such nurses to each house.

In 3 workhouses, with 1166 patients, there were 3 to each

house.

While in the remaining- workhouses, containing severally

426, 313, and 225 patients, there were 4, 14, and 16 paid nurses

respectively.

It is a common occurrence to find one paid nurse in nominal

charge of one, two, three, and in one ease, upwards of five hundred

patients. Of course, it is hopeless to expect that any thing like

a proper supervision of the " pauper nurses " can be maintained

with such a staff as this. And as to there being any real nursing-

by the proper authorities, that is simply impossible. No wonder

that we hear of things being done in the wards of workhouses

which make one sick at heart, and many which excite a thrill of

horror. Would that any thing- I may write in these pages may
excite in the hearts of my readers a determination not to rest

content until such abuses are remedied. Were there any thing

like an adequate supply of properly trained nurses, we should

never have such abominations existing- as are described in the

following extracts from Reports lately published by " The Lancet

Sanitary Commission for investigating the state of the Infirmaries

of Workhouses." Speaking of the Bethnal Green Infirmary, which

has lately become so painfully notorious, the Commissioners

report :

—

" In one ward we learnt that seventeen children were washed

daily in one pail, several in the same water, and dried with the

sheets. This was, we believe, the fault of the nurse, for she could

have had towels if she had asked for them ; but in a really well-

managed house, the fact of her not drawing a proper supply of

towels would have attracted attention."

No doubt it would. But as it is, the result is not surprising,

though it is very disgraceful; for I find, on referring to the

Parliamentary Report, that there are only two paid nurses to the
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416 patients, iu addition to 400 persons designated ''''old and

infirm ;" and that these nurses have never received any training-

whatever.

I have stated that, in some places, a better state of things has

been inaugurated. The guardians seem to have recognized the

fact, that the inmates of the house they are supposed to manage

are really human beings ; and that, as such, when ill, they re-

quire some sort of nursing, at least if they are to have any chance

of recovering from their maladies. Accordingly, in the Mary-

le-bone Workhouse, the sick wards of which contain 323 beds,

besides the 500 or 600 chronically diseased persons who are

lodged in the various infirm wards scattered throughout the

house, I find that there are no less than 14 paid nurses. Many
of these appear to have received fair hospital training ; and they

are said to perform their duty well, and to do their best to train

the pauper nurses who are under their direction.

In another establishment, the S. Pancras Workhouse, a similar

step has been taken. Here, according to the Report, " there were

232 inmates of the infirmary, 746 inmates of the infirm wards,

and 116 insane, making a total of 1094 persons more or less under

medical treatment ;•'"' in addition to which there is a maternity

department and a nursery. For such an enormous hospital

establishment as this, the public of course expects that there is

an equally extensive medical stafi^, without which any system of

nursing, however perfect, must be to some extent wasted. Yet

what is the fact ? Let the Lancet Commissioners answer the

question :

—

" If we take only the infirmary proper, and the insane depart-

ment as under strictly medical charge, we have here a hospital

which equals in size and importance such establishments as

S. George^s or tbe Middlesex Hospital (with a staff" of fifteen or

sixteen medical officers, besides the residents) . Under these cir-

cumstances the first question which an observer naturally asks is.

Whether the guardians haA^e provided a staff" of medical officers

and of skilled nurses, which in any way corresponds to the needs

of an hospital of this size ? The class of cases admitted to the

infirmary and insane wards are the subjects of diseases very nearly

as severe, and requiring as much and as continuous medical atten-

tion as those of any metropolitan hospital or county lunatic asylum

(with the exception of the surgical department) ; and the combi-

nation of the two establishments under one roof renders the task

of medical administration a singularly difficult and responsible

one. What, then, is the strength of the medical staff"? There

are two resident medical officers to attend to the whole of these
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enormously Ijiirdensome hospital duties^ who are also charged

Avith the care of the.lying'-in department, the 700 and odd infirm

persons (many ofwhom are seriously ill) , and the general medical

superintendence of the house ! That is to say, the medical staff

is ahout one-fourth as large as would be tolerated for an instant

hy the managing committee of any charity for the sick which

was open to the light of day, and the criticisms of the medical

profession and the public."

It cannot be wondered at, therefore, if many things exist to

the great detriment of the patient which ought not to be, and

certainly would not be, if there were more time for examination.

For instance, " There are only about four hand-basins for the

washing purposes of each of the larger wards, containing about

thirty-one patients." Again, in the nursery, where there are

" thirty-six children crowded together in an unhealthy manner,

the apartment smelt bad; and although the majority of the

children were washed in this room, there was but one tub for

them all, and no other convenience for ablution." There was

also throughout all the wards " a great deficiency of towels
;"

but, it is added, " this neglect is the fault of the nurses only."

Notwithstanding all this, the nursing arrangements are, for a

workhouse, unusually liberal. " Altogether, there are sixteen of

these functionaries (paid and trained nurses), whose united sala-

ries amount to about 340(^. per annum. Their good influence is

plainly \asible in the general style of neatness and efficiency,

comparatively speaking, which marks the nursing in this esta-

blishment ; still it is only an instalment of what is urgently

required to be done in this direction.'^

Now let us see, for a moment, what happens where the very

reverse of any thing like liberal management obtains. In the

Clerkenwell Workhouse, " the sick, infirm, insane, and ' able-

bodied'' wards are jumbled side by side, and the whole place

presents the dismal appearance of a prison hospital—not such as

one meets with in civil life, but the sort of makeshift which might

perhaps be seen in a garrison town in war time, except that in

the latter situation one would not be annoyed by the shrieks and

laughter of noisy lunatics—one of the special features of the

Clerkenwell establishment." As regards the number of inmates,

I find that out of about 560 persons which the house contains

when full, 250 are sick, and 280 infirm, including about 80

insane. These are entrusted to the care of one paid nurse, who is

described as " an experienced and valuable woman," who exercises

as much supervision as is possible over '' the incapable paupers

who do the real bulk of the nursing ;" and disgraceful indeed it
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must be, to allow of the discovery that " the disgusting* practice

of washing in the ' chambers ' was carried on in several of the

infirm wards."

But if any thing were needed to fill the cup of horrors which

this supposed " House of Charity " presents^ it would surely be

seen in the picture thus described by an eye-witness :

—

" Perhaps the most painful consequence of the inefiicient lodge-

ment which the house affords to its motley population, is the

impossibility of classification, even where this is most urgently

needed. The arrangements for the insane afibrd a shocking

example of this. Such a spectacle as is presented by the two

wards in which the more serious of the male and female insane

cases are treated, is not often to be seen in these days of enlightened

management of such cases. The women's ward, in particular, ofiers

an instance of thoughtless cruelty, which nothing can excuse the

Guardians for permitting. Twenty-one patients live entirely in

this ward, which afibrdsthem an allowance of only 459 cubic feet

each (I may mention that all competent authorities fix 1500

cubic feet as the proper space requisite for each person) ; and the

mixture of heterogeneous cases which ought never to be mingled

is really frightful. There is no seclusion ward for acute maniacs

;

and, accordingly, we saw a poor wretch who had for five days been

confined to her bed by means of a strait-waistcoat, during the

whole of which time she had been raving and talking nonsense,

having only had two hours' sleep, and there was the prospect of

her remaining several days longer in the same condition. There

were several epileptics in the ward, and one of them had a fit

while we were present ; and there were imbeciles and demented

watching all this with curious, half-frightened looks, which said

very plainly how injurious the whole scene must be to them.''

It seems scarcely credible that such a state of things as this

could exist in the very heart of one of the richest, most en-

lightened, and most charitable cities in the world ; and this, too,

be it remembered, in a house devoted to works of mercy, charity,

and love. It seems a profanation even to hint at such purposes

in connexion with scenes like this. Unfortunately this is by no

means an isolated ease; and as the reports whence these extracts

are made are not likely to be read so extensively as their im-

portance demands, from being published in a medical journal,

I may be excused, I hope, for quoting a parallel case in another

of these dens of mismanagement.

Speaking of the Bethnal Green Infirmary, it is said that—
" The responsible work of nursing the sick, 550 to 600 in

number, is committed to the care of two paid nurses, who receive
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30/. and 24(?. a year respectively, and about forty pauper nurses

and helpers. Neither of these paid officials has been trained, but

both displayed considerable aptitude for their duties. On being-

questioned as to the amount of work, both said they had more to

do than they could get through, independently of the difficulty of

managing- forty pauper nurses, whose tendencies to drink cannot

be controlled.

" A better example could not be taken of the bad state of the

nursing in these houses, than that which is offijred by the male

insane ward. The ward itself, he it said, en passant, is a disgrace

to the institution ; and its continued use for the lodgement of

demented patients ought not to be tolerated. Small, dark, ill

ventilated, and with no outlook, the rooms are utterly unfitted

for the purpose. One patient had been there six weeks, another

five weeks, and one a fortnight. The ward was under the charge

of a male pauper, a weaver by trade, who had no knowledge of

nursing, and was waiting for the fine weather to resume his occu-

pation. He had left the ward temporarily under the charge of a

female nurse (also a pauper) , to whom a noisy lunatic was address-

ing extravagant terms of endearment. Patients such as this

ought not to be retained in the house. The wards may do as a

lock-up for a night ; but as an ' insane department ' they are

scandalously bad, and confinement in them for two or three weeks

must have the worst efiect upon the mental malady of the unhappy

patients."

Another very reprehensible practice which is adopted in these

London workhouses, with but few exceptions, is that of leaving

the wards entirely unattended during the night. When it is

remembered that the regulation " night " lasts from about eight

or nine in the evening till seven o'clock next morning, the neces-

sity for some attendance at least is evident. Indeed, in many
cases, and in all those which are called " acute/'' proper nursing

is required as much by night as by day. Medicine and food, or

drink, may in fact be more urgently needed; for every one knows,

except those who most require to know, viz. ''pauper nurses,"

that the night hours are often the most critical in such cases

as fever and acute inflammations. It may be, that those

who superintend the nursing arrangements of a workhouse are

careless on this matter, because they know that it is futile to

expect a pauper nurse to keep awake ; while the idea of trusting

her with any thing of the nature of a stimulant for administration

to the patients, would be more charming for its simplicity than

wise or politic either for herself or the patient. This is a matter,

therefore, which most urgently calls for reform. It is but recently
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that the public have been scandalized by the inquiries which have

taken place regarding the deaths of two paupers which occurred

in the night, when no nurse was near to attend to them. But the

heart sickens at the thought of the many sad stories which might
be told of the cruelties— they can be called by no other name

—

practised in these " Homes of the Poor/^ as they have been

sarcastically called. Indeed, I cannot conceive a better specimen

of utter incapacity, a more complete disproportion between the

means and the end, than is to be found in the case of a pauper

nurse and the duties entrusted to her. Old, infirm, unclean,

often immoral, seldom temperate in any thing, never, as a rule,

temperate in drink, idle, careless, utterly inexperienced in all that

relates to her appointment, selfish, cruel, and tyrannical, destitute

of any religious principle, with not one single qualification for her

office, but with eveiy disqualification, the pauper nurse is the very

last person in the world one would wish to see placed in such a

trust. It is marvellous how any such system could have been

commenced. There is no parallel to it in any other walk of life

;

and nothing but the system of secresy in which the so-called

" Guardians " manage to enshrine themselves would have allowed

this state of things to exist for a single month.

It is rare to find one of these nurses under 50 years of age,

many are 70, and some upwards of 80 years old. Years ago

Mrs. Jameson has said, '^\ recollect seeing, in a provincial work-
house, a ward in which were ten old women, all helpless and
bedridden; to nurse these, was a decrepit old woman of 70, lean,

and withered, and feeble ; and her assistant was a girl wdth one

blind eye, and scarcely able to see with the other. In a ward where
I found eight paral^^zed old women, the nurse being equally aged,

the helper was a girl who had lost the use of one hand. Only the

other day I saw a pauper nurse in a sick ward who had a wooden
leg. I remember no cheerful faces ; when the features and
deportment were not debased by drunkenness, or stupidity, or ill-

humour, they were melancholy, or sullen, or bloated, or harsh : and
these are the sisters of charity to whom our sicTc poor are confided."

I cannot refrain from italicizing these last words, they seem so

exactly to touch the foul spot in this system. One matron says

that since, from economical impulses, the Guardians in the house

she presided over had cut oS" the monthly allowance of one

shilling to the pauper nurses, she has lost even the little hold she

formerly had upon them, in that she cannot now threaten them
wdth the loss of that allowance ! And this is the value at which
the Guardians themselves estimate the miserable services these

" nurses " render, and the importance they attach to the nursing
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care of their sick inmates. No wonder the patients often hate,

instead of love, their nurses. If this be the object of their service,

can we wonder at the fact that "they all drink; whenever it is

their turn to go out for a few hours, they come back intoxicated,

and have to be put to bed?^^ It wovild be bad enough, indeed, to

have as nurses women who, from age and infirmity, and an entii-e

absence of any thing like professional experience in nursing, are

utterly incompetent for the work they are called upon to do.

But added to all this there is not only the possibility, but even

the probability, of their being immoral and profligate, who,

instead of being a pattern to those under them of sobriety,

gentleness, patience, and goodness, are, on the contrary, too fre-

quently examples of all that one would most like not to see in

any one, and least of all in a woman.

Such then is in the great majority of instances, at least in our

metropolitan workhouses, the general system of ward (mis) man-

agement which goes by the name of "nursing;" a title to which it

certainly cannot lay the smallest claim. I wish it to be distinctly

understood that what I have said refers entirely to workhouses

in London. And though I know that all are not alike in this

respect, that some are really making an attempt at improvement,

yet it must be admitted that this is very exceptional, and even

where an improvement is attempted, the indications are too plain

that the spirit of vestrydom will only yield to severe pressure,

and that common sense, common justice, and the merest dictates

of humanity will have a hard and, it may be, an unequal struggle

against the contemptible meanness, the stolid indifference, and

may I not say positive cruelty, of some of our mis-named

Guardians of the Poor.

Possibly in the country workhouses things are differently

managed. In many instances I know that such is the case ; they

are at least free from the glaring abominations which are to be

met with in London. Still, it must be confessed, they are by no

means so perfect in their hospital and nursing arrangements as

they might and ought to be. I know of one instance, certainly, m
a small country town, wdiere the general conduct of the workhouse

infirmary leaves but little to be desired. There is cleanliness,

order, kindness, and a fair share of attention. There might, cer-

tainly, with advantage, be more of the religious element, and there

are minor matters of detail which any one accustomed to good

hospital management would wish to see altered. I know also

of another instance in a large provincial town, that of Man-

chester, to which I shall refer by and by, where a step has really

been made in what I will call the right direction. And these
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changes have been introduced in such a large-hearted way as to

ensure to the Guardians all the comfort and satisfaction derivable

from the consciousness of having done their duty to the poor.

Why the good examj^le which is here and there apparent is not

more generally followed^ it is^ perhaps^ difficult to point out. The

reason in one instance may not be the same in another. Even in

London it is possible that there may be something like an ap-

l^roach to order^ cleanliness, and even cheerfulnesSj witness the

following in reference to the Islington Workhouse :

—

"The infirmary accommodates 150 patients. The medical

officer visits daily. There is a resident dispenser, and the

guardians provide the drugs. Thus there are the best elements

of successful medical care. Within the wards are found prescrip-

tion and diet cards, properly written, over each bed. The wards

low, small, and ill-lighted as they were, have yet an aspect of

cheerfulness and comfort. The walls were coloured cheerfully.

There were prints hanging on the walls, and a few ornaments

about the fire-place. In every window were a few flower-pots or

flower-boxes. The linen was very clean, for here two clean sheets

are allowed per week. Every ward had a full supply of bed-rests

for bedridden patients, who could thus be propped up in bed.

At the end of each ward was its clean and shining array of stomach

and foot warmers for three or four aged and sick persons.

Each ward had its proportion of shawls for the use of the sick in

cold weather. The patients were very cheerful, very grateful,

and much better kept, as to their faces and hair, and their per-

sonal linen, than is often seen. In every case they had had their

medicines regularly. The dressings were well applied. Sore

backs were unknown as arising in the house, and we examined

paralyzed and speechless patients, who had been bedridden for

years, and found them clean, comfortable, and with unspotted

skin We observed two little details which speak

volumes for the good order and cleanliness of the house, and the

proper spirit which animates its managers. Every ward has a

supply of small dinner-cloths for use when the patients are bed-

ridden. These little cloths being spread, save the bed from
grease, and give an air of comfort to the dinner arrangements.

Besides these, each ward is provided with a number of squares of

light muslin, which, being thrown over the faces of bedridden

patients, protect them in hot weather from flies, &C.''''

Now, considering how very little, either of labour or money
all this costs, is it not surprising that it should be so excep-

tional ? A few pounds spent in this way is certainly not wasted;
for there is no class of people more susceptible of kindness, none
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who can more truly appreciate little acts of benevolence and kindly

feelings than the majority of the sick inmates of our workhouses.

I speak this from experience. Equally true is it^ that treatment

of an opposite kind produces very contrary effects. Nor is this at

all to be wondered at ; for the poor sufficiently know the object

and purpose of the Poor Law to feel that the State never intended

them to be treated in the way previously described. They know
and feel that there is neglect of duty somewhere, and it is useless

to expect of them the exercise of any very hig-h principle when
such examples are the only ones held out for imitation. Either

the Guardians have a duty to perform towards the poor, or they

have not. If they have, it assuredly is not discharged by any
such violation of the commonest instincts of our humanity as is

perpetrated in the following system. This time it is the Shore-

ditch establishment which is the subject of comment. The Com-
missioners remark :

—

" The next part of inquiry was to the regularity of the admi-

nistration of food and medicines. Medicines are administered in

this house with shameful irregularity. The result of our inquiries

showed, that of nine consecutive patients, only four were receiving

their medicines regularly. A poor fellow lying very dangerously

ill with gangrene of the leg, had had no medicine for three

days, because, as the male ' nurse ' said, his mouth had been sore.

The doctor had not been made acquainted either with the fact

that the man's mouth was sore, or that he had not had the

medicines ordered for him. A female, also very ill, had not had

her medicine for two days, because the very infirm old lady in

the next bed, who, it seemed, was appointed by the nurse to fulfil

this duty, had been too completely bedridden for the last few days

to rise and give it to her. Other patients had not had their

medicines because they had diarrhoea ; but the suspension had not

been made known to the doctor, nor had medicine been given to

them for their diarrhoea. The nurses generally had the most

imperfect idea of their duties in this respect. One nurse plainly

avowed, that she gave medicines three times a day to those who
were very ill, and twice or once a day as they improved. The
medicines were given all down a ward in a cup ; elsewhere in a

gallipot. Tlie nurse said she ' poured out the medicine, and

judged according.' In other respects the nursing was equally

deficient. The dressings were roughly and badly applied.

Lotions and water-dressings were applied in rags, which were

allowed to dry and stick. We saw sloughing ulcers and cancers

so treated. In fact this was the rule. Bandages seemed to be

unknown. But the general character of the nursing will be

VOL. I. K
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appreciated by the detail of the one fact, that we found in one

ward two paralytic patients with frightful sloughs on the hack.

They were both dirty, and lying on hard straw mattresses ; the

one dressed only with a rag steeped in ehloride-of-lime solution

;

the other with a rag thickly covered with ointment. Tliis latter

was a fearful and very extensive sore, in a state of absolute

putridity ; the buttocks of the patient were covered with filth, and

excoriated, and the stench was masked by strewing diy chloride

of lime on the floor under the bed. A spectacle more saddening

or more discreditable cannot be imagined. Both these patients

have since died ; no inquest has been held on either.''^

It is really impossible to find a reason for all this, and difiicult

even to obtain an explanation, unless it lies hid somewhere in

the fact that there are Guardians in existence who can write, in

reference to the condition of the house, such reports as the follow-

ing in the Visitors' Book. It is unnecessary, perhaps, for me to

mention the name of the workhouse ; but I can vouch for the

accuracy of the quotations, as they come to me from an unim-

peachable soui'ce. One gentleman describes the state of the

house as " verey good.'''' Elsewhere it is described more empha-

tically as '' verry good.''' In one place we learn that all " a^^peors
"

quiet ; elsewhere " all serene.''' Occasionally we find "yeas " as

an afiirmative entry. And in answer to the printed question,

" Are the lunatics quiet ?'" is the reply, " Yes, they hare." These

are but specimens ; and they indicate, I think, that at that work-

house at least, ignorance may be answerable for a great part of

the evils attendant ujion the present system. It will be obvious

to any one, that no gentlemen would for a moment sanction such

habits as I have described; and here we have evidence, that per-

sons who are utterly unfitted to govern, are placed in positions of

great responsibility, having duties to perform which require much
tact, kindly disposition, and intelligent zeal. Can we wonder
that the whole scheme is one gigantic failure ?

Let us now see how the subject of nursing fares in our hos-

pitals. The lesson is a profitable one by way of contrast to that

we have been considering. I have previously stated that there

is what I have called a " better '''' and a " best '"' system of hos-

pital nursing. Tlie former is unfortunately the more common of

the two, and, regarded merely from a nursing point of view, may,
I suppose, be so cultivated as to approximate very closely to the

mere nursing value of the latter system. Indeed, I know of

many hospitals where the nursing, under what may be called the

old regime, is extremely good. But there is in the modern
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system, superadded to its merely nursing* qualities, an element

so subtle, that it is rather felt than seen ; so penetrating, that

even the heart of stone unwittingly yields to its softening* influ-

ence ; so tender, yet so powerful ; so full of s^-mpathy for

others, and yet so lost to self. It is the element of Christian

charity.

Most of us, I suppose, are pretty well acquainted with the

character of Mrs. Gamp. At the time when that sketch was
written such a specimen was not uncommon. Happily, it is

much more uncommon now, though there is still room for

improvement. At one time no one seemed to know what was
realh' good nursing-. We have learnt it now, and are not likely

to forget the lesson. We are beginning to understand that it

takes a great deal more to make a good nurse than we had sup-

posed. On this subject I shall have more to say hereafter.

It is difficult to institute a comparison between workhouse

and hospital nursing, inasmuch as the comparison is between

systems widely dissimilar. At no point does the former touch

the " best " examples of the latter. In the " better " specimens

of the hospital system the nurses do bear a certain general

resemblance to the " paid nurses " of the workhouse. But a

really good nurse, trained under the modern regime, would scout

the idea of any Metropolitan Poor Law appointment. And
rightly so ; for the maxim nosciter a sociis, applied under such

ciiX'umstances, would certainly amount to a defamation of cha-

racter. This would hardly be true of the older race of hospital

nurses, or of those still among us, unfortunately in too great

numbers where the old system prevails. Under that system a

nurse might take to her calling at almost any age. She would

probably be between thirty and forty when she began. She

might be as ignorant as the heathen, and she very Hkely would

have a rather strong partiality for the more ardent liquors. She

would be fat, rough in manner, harsh in speech, vulgar in dress,

self-satisfied, indolent, not too clean either in person or habits,

and with little or no thought of religion. Her services she

would estimate for their money value, taking care not to give

more than the quid pro quo, and probably would use her

wages in mere sensual gratification. Such, it is to be

feared, were the more salient features in the character of the

hospital nurse in former days, some specimens of which are

still extant.

In a hospital nursed by such people we should probably find

an averao-e of one nurse to ten or fifteen beds, who had sole

charge of her ward, with perhaps a helper to do the scrubbing

K 2
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and heavier portion of the work. There would be no one placed

over her except the matron^ who^ however^ generally knows

nothing- of nursing, so that^ practicallv^ the nurse, under this

system, is responsible to no one. Accordingly, inattention, un-

cleanliness, the absence of high moral and religious principle,

a want of sj^mpathy, tenderness, and kindly regard, with occa-

sionally evils of a more positive character, such as drunkenness,

levity of conduct, evil temper, amounting at times to treatment

little short of cruel—these, and whatever flows from them, were

and are among the more frequent complaints attendant upon the

old system, where special training was never thought of, and

women of education and religious principle regarded as some-

thing decidedly infra dig. the calling of a hospital nurse.

It can hardly be said that this quality of nurse ever gave

satisfaction. She was regarded rather as a being whom it was

necessary to have, but no one ever thought of deriving much
comfort or benefit from her services. If skill of a certain kind

were obtainable, it was almost certain to be at the cost of social

qualities scarcely less desirable.

How different is the nurse of modem days ! And why ? One
word explains it all, it is training. There is a professional

training as necessary for the fully-qualified nurse as are lessons

in cookery for the cook, or as apprenticeships for various kinds of

handicraft. But, in addition to this training, something more is

needed. It will not sufiice for a nurse to be content with what
she is taught ; she must also learn for herself. Above all, she

must diligently cultivate habits of careful observation. There

must be, to start with, a fair share of natural ability, good useful

education, genuine love of her special calling, kindness, gentle-

ness, meekness, patience, and a heart-felt appreciation of the aim
and object of suffering. Thus out of a pure conscience she may
minister to the sin-stricken soul while she tends the suffering

body.

For the perfecting of such a work early training is indispen-

sable, and that training must be of a special kind; not from
books and lectures, for no one was ever made a good nurse by
merely reading a book or hearing a lecture. Many matters

which form the groundwork of good nursing may well be learnt

in a course of lectures ; e. g. popular illustrations of the structure

of the human body, of the relations of its several organs to one
another, the mode of performing their several functions, and the

importance of each in the animal economy ; a sketch of the

classification of remedies, and of their modus 02)erandi ; above all,

some general idea of the laws of health, and the nature of their
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disturbance in the production of disease. A few lectures on
subjects such as these will be found invaluable to the well-trained

nurse, they will make all the difference between intelligent

service and blind routine, and as a groundwork for clinical or

bedside observation their importance cannot be over-estimated.

In acute disease, especially, such knowledge as this may make all

the difference between the life and death of the patient : for the
nurse who knows her work well may see indications of approach-
ing mischief, which, to the uneducated, would pass unnoticed,
and thus the time for active interference might pass away beyond
the hope of recall. Is then no importance to be attached to such
a training as this ? "Who can tell how many lives have been lost

for want of such education ?

I have said that early training is very necessary; and herein
is one important distinction between the nurse of the old and the
new regimes. The former probably seeks the situation of a
nurse when she has almost passed the age of instruction, and
without any previous study of her vocation

;
possibly she comes

to it only as a last resource when other schemes have JFailed. The
latter generally enters before the age of five-and-twenty, seldom
after five-and-thirty. She feels a special fitness for the work,
and looks to it as to a profession requiring patient study. She
knows that many months must pass before she can be qualified

for such responsibility, and conscience warns her not to trifle

in a matter so momentous. Above all, she feels a sacred duty in

the work she takes in hand.

In one of the oldest and best of the training institutions for

nurses, six months are required, and twelve are recommended to

be spent in the capacity of a probationer, before the applicant is

considered to be qualified as a nurse. Before admission to the

probation, she must produce certificates of age, of being a com-
municant, of good moral character, and of good health, together

with the particulars of her emplo}Tnent and residence during the

preceding five years. During the probation, all of which is spent

in a hos2)ital, the aj)plicant attends lectures on professional siib-

jects, and is otherwise instructed in the practical work of nursing,

while at the same time her mind is being well stored with sound

religious instruction. After her period of probation, she is either

sent to private nursing, or she may be placed in charge of a ward
in the hospital.

This, briefly, is the training to which the nurses of S. John's

House are submitted at King's College Hospital, and a similar

system is, I believe, pursued at University College Hospital, in

the case of the nurses belono-in"- to the All Saints' Home. But
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that whidi gives the distinctive and superior character to the

nurses of these and similar institutions^ is their association with

the vohmtary self-sacrificing- service of ladies whose influence, as

Sisters of Charity, cannot be other than beneficial to them as

individuals, and esj)ecially so as niirses.

The element to which I have just alluded, that of a band of

voluntary associates, be they sisters, deaconesses, or ladies with

no such vocation, does not exist in every training institution ; and

many may think it is not a necessary or even a desirable adjunct.

On this question I shall have somewhat more to say shortly, but

what I want the reader specially to notice, is, that the modern

system of hospital nursing, that which experience has proved to

be the best, asserts the absolute necessity for special training in

all those who iindertake the duties and responsibilities of a sick

nurse, whether that nurse be employed in a workhouse, in a hos-

pital, or in a private family. And this opinion is, moreover,

accepted and acted upon by the public at large ; from whom the

demands for private nursing made upon those institutions, where

such nurses are known to be trained, is many hundred times

greater than can be supplied by the existing staffs.

But not only is the quality of the individual nurses created by

the new system vastly superior to the old, the quantity also

allotted to a given number of patients shows the importance which

the heads of nursing establishments attach to the profession of a

nurse, the good which experience has taught them may be done

by closer attention to the patients, and the evils which necessarily

result from inadequate attendance on the sick. This will be strik-

ingly seen if we compare the practice of the workhouse and the

hospital. As before stated, there were to the 7685 sick paupers in

our metropohtan workhouses 69 paid nurses, about one-third of

whom had received some kind of hospital training, and upwards

of 800 " pauper nurses and helpers,^^ of the kind I have already

described. Of these latter about 250 were " helpers,^^ that is,

persons who scrub the floors, and do all that kind of work which

the best-trained nurses are relieved from doing. Thus we get

about 550 "'pauper nurses,'''' such as they are, and 69 paid nurses,

to 7685 patients, 1500 of whom were sufilering under acute dis-

eases; whilst there were in addition 6550 old and infirm paupers,

who, though they only required occasional visits from the doctor,

certainly required some amount of nursing attendance, at least

if they are at all like the old and infirm who happily are not

compelled to live in the workhouse. Excluding these, however,

from present calculation, we arrive, by a simple process of divi-

sion, at this result, that, in the opinion of our so-called " Guar-
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dians of the Poor/^ one " paid nurse/^ and about twelve " pauper

nurses " are sufficient to perform all the nursing- necessary for

about 150 patients.

Now for the contrast. King's College Hospital contains the

same number of beds ; and I am indebted to the Lady Superior of

S. John's House, under whom all the nursing of that institution

is conducted, for the following statement. The number of pro-

fessional nurses is 23; that of probationers, 17; these are

assisted and superintended in their more important nursing func-

tions by about 6 ladies as Sisters of Charity, making an effective

total of 46. When the quality of these Sisters and nurses is

compared with the veiy raw material used in the workhouse
infirmary, the contrast is made still more striking. Indeed, from

what I personally know, I am satisfied that one trained nurse,

such as I have described, would add tenfold to the comfoi't of

the 150 patients nursed by the tivelce ^^ pauper nurses.''

In another hospital, that attached to University College, the

number of beds is about 120, and the nursing is managed
entirely by the Superior of the All Saints' Home, to whom I am
also indebted for the information, that the average number of

trained nurses and probationers varies from 20 to 25, and that

they are assisted and superintended by 7 Sisters, making a total

of from 27 to 32—a proportion difl?ering but little from that

of King's College Hospital.

These are, so far as I know, the only hospitals in England
where this system of nursing is carried out. Something of the

same kind is being tried at S. Thomas's Hospital, under the

direction of the Trustees of the Nightingale Fund. This case,

however, diflfers in the important particular, that there are no
Sisters of Charity in connexion with it; and this, of course, alters

its W'hole character. Still, the nurses receive there a good train-

ing, with the object of fitting them for situations of responsibility

in other parts of the country. In other of our large hospitals,

great care is taken to select fitting candidates for nursing, and

they are trained for a certain time under the more experienced

nurses, or " Sisters," as they are called. These Sisters are, how-
ever, only a class of elder nurse, and have no kind of resemblance

to the Sisters of Charity, such as we understand by the term.

Regarded merely as nurses, they are doubtless, in many cases,

very efficient ; but their service is not voluntary, and they do not

pretend to any distinctly religious character. They are placed in

charge of one or more wards, having nurses or probationers under

them; and they are responsible for the proper nursing of the
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ward, and for carrying- out the instructions of the medical officers.

The matron of the hospital generally appoints both the "Sisters"

and the nurses ; and she is, in fact, the head of all the female

workers of the house.

In the majority of hospitals where this system is carried out,

the nurses have also to undertake the scrubbing of the floors, &c.,

and in many cases they have to take their turn of the night duty,

there being no regular staflP of night nurses. Under the former

system, this is otherwise ordered, separate nurses being" told off

for night duty : for as the patients are for the most part asleep,

except the more acute cases, the nursing" required is in some

respects inferior, both in kind and degree, to that of a day nurse.

The time is probably past when any very bad nursing, such as

was not uncommon long ag-o, would be tolerated in our hospitals.

A nurse, for instance, who is an unquestionable drunkard would

find it no easy matter to get a situation in the present day.

Formerly, she had little to fear, because she knew she was not

much, if any worse than her compeers, and, therefore, dismissal

was not a very potent remedy. But though we may have risen

somewhat in the moral scale, I question whether, as reg"ards the

majority of our hosj)itals, both in town and country, we have

advanced as much as we ought to have done in the general con-

duct of our nursing ; whether, apart from this supposed improve-

ment in morals, the majority of our nurses are more skilful, more
experienced, or have a more perfect appreciation of all the details

of nursing arrangements than had their sisters of the past half-

century. At any rate, if they have, they are still very far short

of our best models ; and what improvement there may be is most

likely due to the very high standard assumed by our proj)er

Training Institutions.

The questions for consideration then, are, with the admitted evils

in our workhouse system, and the acknowledged deficiencies in our

hospitals : How can we raise the moral tone of the nursing of the

country ? And how can we render it more efficient in its merely

nursing qualities? To each of these questions very satisfactory and,

I believe, conclusive answers can be given. And, remember, it is

not the poor only who have an interest in this question. Sickness,

disease, and death are common to all classes of the community,
rich and poor alike. We therefore have something at stake in

this matter ; and in doing our best to raise up a body of women
skilled in all that tends to the comfort of the wards, we are at the

same time preparing for ourselves helpers, who in our last hour

may bring to us comforts greater than even wealth can purchase.

Moreover, if, as I hope to prove, the association of the paid and
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trained nurse with the voluntary oblation of the educated, refined,

and spiritualized Sister of Charity, not only perfects the educa-

tion of the former, but utilizes in the best possible way the

otherwise wasted energies of our superabundant female popula-

tion, especially among- the middle and upper classes, have we not

here an additional reason for giving this subject our most serious

and unprejudiced consideration ? I am satisfied that if all the

energy and all the talk which we have heard of late years about

the rights of women had been devoted to this great work of

mercy, we should not only have turned to good account the

tender sympathies which, it may be, have been wasted in less

fitting channels, but we should also by this time have leavened

the whole of our nursing organization with an element which
alone can raise it to its true dignity, as a helper in the work of

the Church.

It is, I repeat, nothing short of a calamity, that at present the

Church, in her corporate capacity, takes little or no cognizance of

the claims which the sick poor have upon her. She proposes no
plan, which she certainly might be fairly expected to do, for the

better and more systematic attendance upon the sick; and she

therefore misses the opportunity thus open to her, of directing into

proper channels the love and devotion of her faithful children. Of
course, as a consequence of all this, we have to endure the evils

of mere secular organization, and, as might be expected, the result

is a failure, at least in its more important particulars. Proper

nursing, in its best and highest aspect, is so nearly related to the

once Divine '^gift of healing,^^ that we might as soon expect the

unlearned and ignorant to be skilled in this mystery, as that

a " nurse '•' should be able to exercise her functions aright without

any pi-evious training or professional education.

Where then is the remedy ? It is within the reach of all.

Those who will, may see it in operation and judge for themselves:

those who can, may help in it if they will. There is surely work
enough, and more than enough to be done. Our workhouses

need it ; our hospitals need it ; our villages and parochial dis-

tricts need it ; our private families need it. We want our young
women by thousands for nurses ; we want our ladies by hundreds

for Sisters. Surely some of the half-million of women who are

in excess of our male population, and are said to have no occupa-

tion, might come forward and find a fitting employment here.

Experience has taught us beyond dispute, what indeed we might
a jrriori have imagined, that the most perfect system of nursing

which has yet been devised, is that where the paid nurse of com-
paratively low degree is associated with the higher order ofmind met
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\vith in the Sister of Charity, whose life of devotion to the service

of her Lord, her purity and refinement of thought, the spirituality

which surrounds her every action, the entire self-denial of her

daily life, and the consciousness excited in those who see her that

all this is done for the love of God : such an atmosphere as this

cannot but influence for g-ood those who come within its reach,

whether they be nurse or patient; and the more intimate the

association the more perfect will be the reflection. It is a rule

which obtains in every walk in life. "Evil communications

corrupt good manners " is not more true than its converse. It

would be hard indeed if nought but evil could be learnt by

example and contact.

This is no idle or fanciful theory, but an acknowledged fact

among those who have had experience in the matter. The harsh,

^^ncouth, vulgar manner of the woman who has all her life long as-

sociated only with persons of low rank and little education, softens

and refines by mere contact with the higher order of mind. Only

let mind have its way, and its superiority over matter wiU in the

end be apparent. Vulgarity is but a species of sensuality : and

sensuality is the triumph of the flesh over the spirit.

It need not be thought that the poor of ovir workhouses and

hospitals do not require this measure of refinement because they

cannot appreciate it. Both these statements are wrong. They
do appreciate it most fully ; and few require it more. At the

time of sickness they are peculiarly subject to its influence; and

its efiect in elevating their character and in purifying their moral

sense is well known to all who have watched it. The force of

example, subtle though it be, is far more powerful than people

commonly suppose. Like the water which, all unperceived, steals

into the crack of the embankment, its presence there is only

known when its hydraulic power is felt.

But it may be asked. Why should the voluntary unpaid service

be necessarily that of a Sister of Mercy ? Why not have a

number of ladies, like the parochial district visitors, to suj^erintend

the nursing and to bring their influence to bear upon the work in

hand ? Such a scheme would, in my opinion, be certainly futile,

and would, I believe, crumble to pieces, by its inherent weakness.

There must be a recognized head, a definite rule, and a common
bond such as has never yet been found among district visitors.

Bishop Forbes has well said—"Any clergyman who has had
experience in these things will be able to tell the many inconve-

niences, the jealousies, the uncertainties, the wilfulnesses that

attend the present system of district visiting. Even where these

features do not show themselves, the total want of training and
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method consequent upon it must make itself felt. Very often

the zealous temperament which nerves devoted people to under-

take those holy labours is accompanied by great lack of discretion,

and so their exertions really injure rather than benefit. At best,

their efforts want that habitual denial of self and self-will, which

does so open the mind to the g-entle influence of God the Holy
Ghost, casting- out all which may deafen the inward ear to His

lowest whispers.^''

It is not my province now to enter into any general argument

for or against the institution of Sisterhoods. All I am contending

for is this, that if we would heighten the moral character of our

nursing organization, with the double object of benefiting both

the nm-ses and the patients, we can only do so by the introduction

of the voluntary unpaid element, the motor force of which springs

from a yearning desire to give glory to God in the highest, on

earth peace, good will towards men. It is " the entire self-devo-

tion of one who visits the sick as visiting Christ, and is, out of

her deep love and sympathy, alive to every want of soul or body

of those once made members of Christ,-"' that alone can raise the

practice of nursing to its proper rank and usefulness.

But in doing so w^e not only accomplish this purpose, we also,

by reason of the necessary connexion of high principle wdth high

practice, pointed out in the beginning of this Essay, raise and

improve the character of the nursing, considered merely in its

professional aspect. The great care which is taken by the autho-

rities of S. John^s House to secure none but women of high

moral character, respectability, and education, is proof of their

endeavour in one direction, while the pains taken to give them

sound practical instruction by lecture, demonstration, and bedside

study during the six, nine, or twelve months they are undergoing

their period of probation, is equal evidence in the other direction.

Of course there is no reason why such professional training should

not be given in a purely secular as well as a distinctly religious

institution. But as a matter of fact, except in the case of the

Nightingale training establishment, no such efforts, so far as I

know, are made for the proper hospital training of our nurses.

For the system of nursing here advocated we have the high

authority of Miss Nightingale, wdio says— "AYhere the nurses

belong to a religious order, and are under their own spiritual

head, the hospital, being administered by a separate and secular

governing body, is, on the whole, best calculated to secure good

nurshigfor the sick, and the general well-being of both patients and

nurses." The italics are my own, as those words seem to me to

yield the whole pith of the matter. The next best system Miss
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Nia-hting-ale considers to be that wherein the nurses are secular^

under their own secular female head, the hospital having its own

separate and secular g-overnment.

This no doubt is the next best. But those who agree with me
in thinking that the poor have a claim upon the Church in this

matter, and that they may naturally look to her to tend and care

for their bodies as well as for their souls in times of sickness, will,

of course, re-echo Miss Nightingale^s opinion that the former is

the best ; and they will also, I hope, not rest content with any

thing short of the best.

There is one objection which is so constantly brought forward

against the employment of religious orders in the nursing of the

sick, that it is necessary I should say a few words upon it. It

is said, that they care a great deal more to prepare the sick for

death than to see them restored to health. I cannot say I think

there is much, though I certainly believe there is some, force in

this objection. The continued habit of self-denial naturally leads,

I think, to some depreciation of the value of this life, in exact pro-

portion as it fixes the thoughts and hopes on that which is to come.

But inasmuch as the secular element errs rather in the opposite

direction, the remedy would seem to lie in the due admixture of

this with the religious ; and this is amply provided for by the

constitution and government of all our public medical charities.

One other objection to religious orders for nursing I may notice

in passing. It is thought that in some matters where the direc-

tions of the head of the " order " are opposed to those of the

doctors, the Sister will follow the former instead of the latter,

and so lead to confusion. I fear there may be some grounds for

this objection; indeed, I have known instances of this occurrence,

and were they at all frequent, the results could not be otherwise

than deplorable. But the occasions on which any collision of this

kind would be likely to arise must be very rare ; and if each one

concerned will keep to his and her proper sphere of work, they are

not likely to occur at all. '^ A little knowledge is a dangerous

thing,^^ and the head of an Order of nursing Sisters is very apt to

think that, on some strictly professional matter, her reading or

knowledge entitles her to an opinion equal with that of the con-

stituted authority. I cannot refrain from offering one word of

caution here—all the more necessary if there be, as I hope there

may be, some chance that this system of nursing will extend

throughout the country. Obedience to properly constituted

authority is, I believe, a cardinal point among religious orders.

Let these see to it, then, that there is no interference with the

directions of the doctors in any matter relating to the treatment
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of the Sick. A nurse or Sister is, in duty, bound to obey the

physician''s directions without reference to her spiritual head.

The fault, therefore, of any collision between these two authorities

must necessarily lie at the door of the latter ; and should the idea

once gain ground that there is any dang-er of such a collision, all

hope of an extension of this system will be frustrated by the in-

fluence of the medical profession.

There is an interesting- question which, I am sorry to say, I

have not time to do more than hint at; \nz. the propriety of

introducing religious orders of men as a part of any system of

nursing organization, giving to them the charge of the male
patients. In the hospitals and other establishments for the care

of the sick prior to the Reformation, these brotherhoods played

a very important part; and it is remarkable that, after the

suppression of those institutions, no attempt should have been
made towards the employment of men in our hospitals, whether
belonging to religious or secular orders. One would think that

there are many things in the male wards of our hospitals and
workhouses which men of a religious habit might very properly

do; and that, moreover, the influence which these persons, as

brethren trained with special reference to this vocation, imbued
with a deep, manly, religious feeling, and with good intellectual

cultivation, might exercise over the sick jjoor, would be consider-

ably greater and more lasting than that wrought by Sisters of the

same order. At present, however, the experiment has not been
tried. Perhaps the time as yet is hardly ripe for it. It may, never-

theless, be worth while thus to direct attention to the subject.

The last question which I have to consider is, whether all this

which I have been advocating as a means of reforming our pre-

sent nursing arrangements, is practicable.

As our workhouses in their present condition are the objects

of one^s chiefest anxiety, it is natural to hope that something
may be done for them first. I should almost have despaired

of their improvement by the means already pointed out, were

it not for the fact, to which I have before alluded, that, in the

case of the Chorlton Workhouse, owing to the sound advice given

to the Guardians by the medical officer, the entire nursing of the

Infirmary, numbering about 500 beds, has lately been placed

under the charge of the Superior of the All Saints^ Home. So
admirably have the Sisters and nurses fulfilled their mission there,

at a time of great anxiety, owing to an epidemic of typhus fever

which raged horribly when they entered on their holy work, that

already they have received the unanimous thanks of the Board of

Guardians, and, what is more, tlie approval and sanction of the
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Poor Law Board. This is a step in the right direction. And the

Manchester Guardians may be cong-ratulated by every well-wisher

of the j)oor, on the courag-e which they have shown in daring- the

opposition of the World against the Church, which they are sure

to meet with, and for the large-hearted and liberal manner in

which they have received and acted upon the suggestions of the

Superior for the better nursing of the inmates. This, I may add,

is at present the only instance in England where this system of

nursing has been adopted in a workhouse.

In the case of hospitals, I have already mentioned two instances

where this plan has been in operation for some time ; viz. at

King^s College, and University College Hospitals. The Great

Northern Hospital is also nursed by the order of Deaconesses

lately established in London, and there are, I know, several other

hospitals in London and in the country where the governors are

most anxious that the plan should be introduced; but there is

the want of flesh and blood to carry it out. Surely there are

women in England who will not longer allow this want to remain

unsatisfied, when they might come forward and engage in so truly

noble a work. As a rule, it may be stated that good nursing

requires an average of at least one nurse to every six patients
;

and there should be one Sister to three nurses, so that for the

nursing of our 27,500 patients who occupy the beds of our hos-

pitals, there are required not less than 4500 trained nurses, besides

at least 1000 sisters. Probably a stafi" as large is required for the

sick inmates of our workhouses : of course some of the matex'ial

now used might by proper training be utilized for this purpose.

On the Continent, as is well known, the members of the various

religious orders may be counted by thousands ; and it is the rule,

and not the exception, for the hospitals to be nursed by them. In
France, the expenses of the hosj^itals are defrayed from the public

purse, and the management is also under State control ; but the

entire nursing is entrusted to the religious orders, who, with the

paid officials under them as a sort of inferior nurse, are the coun-

terpart of the only two religious orders who at jn-esent monopolize

our hospital nursing.

Can we allow it any longer to be said of us, that the women of

this country have less of practical benevolence, less of devotion to

the Church, less of zeal for Christ, less of love for His poor, than

the women of other countries ? It must be so, unless we bestir

ourselves to remedy the present abuses in our systems of public

nursing. What they are may herein be seen. What they ought
to be, and shall be, let our noble-hearted women answer.

Alfred Meadows.



Clfncal Celibacg*

" I SUPPOSE THAT THIS IS GOOD FOE THE PEESENT DISTEESS."

—

1 CoE. vii. 26,

The subject wliicli I have obtained permission to discuss in this

Essay is one upon which but little has been written in our own
day by members of the Anglican Communion. The course which

the Church revival of the last twenty or thirty years has taken,

has had more reference to the defence of Christian doctrine and

to the restoration of Catholic worship, than to the condition of

life and the personal requirements of the priests by whom such

doctrine is preached, and through whom such worship is offered.

And it was only natural that this should be the case. Considering

the condition of the English Church when the Tractsfor the Times

first roused the intelligent portion of our countrymen from the

state of complacent religious apathy into which they were fallen,

the line taken by Church reformers could scarcely have been other

than it was. Crucial doctrines long forgotten must needs be

vindicated at the outset of their undertaking, as the basis upon

which alone a solid and lasting superstructure could be raised.

Catholic worship would follow, as a matter of course, as the natural

medium through which to exhibit such doctrines to the people at

large, and by which to demonstrate the application of these doc-

trines to GoD^s Glory and the edification of souls. Moreover, with

regard to this latter development, there has been a desire, which
must be allowed to be excusable, and something more, on the

part of those who have been engaged in so arduous a work as

that of the Catholic Revival, to apply their energies to that por-

tion of the work whose results would be most likely to attract

public attention, create most interest, and exercise most direct

influence both uj)on Churchmen and the world.

These, however, are days of vigorous progress, and the time has

now arrived for considering whether a move might not with

advantage be made in another direction—whether as our clergy

now are, for the most part, as regards their domestic relations, the

highest condition of eflSciency has been reached ; and, if not, whe-

ther, by the adoption of some expedient, the reported falling off' in

the numbers of those who present themselves for Holy Orders may
not be made up by increasing the efficiency ofthose who are already
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ordainedj or who shall be so hereafter. Something' has certainly

been done of late years in this direction. The Theological Colleges^

though by no means so satisfactory in their organization or work-

ing as they might be, have yet proved of some value in supplying

to a certain extent that distinctive training for the Churches future

ministers, the neglect of which is one of the gravest faults of our

present University system. An important movement, yet in its in-

fancy, has had in view the deepening of the spiritual life among the

clergy, by means of periodical Clerical "Retreats.^^ But as yet no

attempt has been made to increase the working power of individual

2^arisli priests by the very obvious expedient of encouraging those

of them who are able to do so, to devote themselves to a celibate

life. It is the hope of convincing some at least amongst the readers

of the present volume of what I hold to be the importance of this

subject, and of evoking an interest which has as yet been but very

partially called forth, that has given rise to the present Essay.

Of all the human race, English people are probably the most

essentially and thoroughly domestic ; and any proposition which

clashes with this peculiarity in our social system is likely to be

received at first with but a very moderate degree of favour. In

addition to this, it unfortunately happens that the practice which

I am about to advocate, is one which has become almost insepa-

rably connected in men's minds with the priesthood of the Church

of Rome. Now, if there is one thing which rouses the anta-

gonism of the ordinary English mind more than an apparent

interference with " the sacredness of domestic life,'' it is any thing

which savours of an imitation of Popery ; and as it so chances

that the subject of which I am about to treat appears, at first

sight, to offend in each of these respects, it may perhaps be thought

that my selection of it has been by no means a happy one.

However, on the part of the more intelligent and candid

amongst us, there is a feeling that no one should be condemned

unheard; and it is this, and this alone, which encom-ages me
to proceed. It is also possible that svich a subject as this of

Clerical Celibacy, its advantages and disadvantages, the restric-

tions by which it should be governed, with the arguments pro

and con, has not been one Avhich has engrossed any very large

amount of the reader's time or thought ; and that there may be

considerations which deserve the attention of one who would form

an impartial judgment, and arrive at a fair and unprejudiced

conclusion upon the point at issue.

In order that I may not be misunderstood, a few words upon
each of the two heads touched upon above becomes not only

desirable, but necessary. In advocating the adoption of the
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celibate life in certain cases— not so much because it is a hig-her

one, tlioug-h S. Paul teaches us to believe this to be the case, as

that it is a state in which a clerg-yman is in many respects more
free to devote himself to the duties which he has to perform—

I

would not speak otherwise of the " honourable estate of matri-

mony " than it is spoken of by S. Paul. If, with regard to both
celibacy and marriag-e, I neither g"o beyond nor fall short of the

teaching- of one who has written so fully of both conditions, I

may fairly expect to be held free from blame. With regard to

the charge which may be brought against this Essay, of pro-

posing that we should imitate, in some sort, the example of the

Roman clergy, it is one to which I am but little careful to reply.

The question must stand entirely upon its own merits. Granted
that celibacy is adopted by the clergy of the Roman Church, we
must remember that precisely the same objection was made thirty

years ago to the opening of our churches for daily service ; but
no one would be found now-a-days foolish enough to reiterate so

palpable an absurdity. In neither case does an alteration of

existing practice involve any doctrinal question ; and this is in

itself a sufficient answer to any objections which may be raised

on this score. Moreover, I must beg the reader clearly to under-

stand, that it is the encouragement of vohmtary celibacy on the

part of the clergy for which I plead. The study of Church His-

tory forbids me to believe that a law on such a matter made com-
pulsory upon so large a body ofmen as the clergy are at the present

day, would be likely to be attended with satisfactory results.

Before discussing the question of Clerical Celibacy with refer-

ence to the requirements of the Church in our own times, it

would seem desirable to look back into the history of the past,

and inquire, what was the general tone of feeling amongst Catho-

lics in former ages upon this point, and what were the authorita-

tive decrees which the Church laid down as the rule for the

clergy at various periods.

We naturally turn first to Holy Scripture, as that to which all

would appeal in support of their religious opinions, and as a

witness to the soundness or unsoundness of Church laws.

The high estimation in which the virginal, as distinguished

from the married life, was held in primitive times, no doubt had
its origin in the teaching of our Lord. That He chose a Virgin

for His Mother, and that He Himself lived and died a Virgin,

can scarcely be considered to be without significance. But in

setting forth the Scriptural argument upon such a point as this,

I may not unreasonably be suspected of laying undue stress

upon certain isolated passages which apparently favour my own
VOL. I. L
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viewSj or of deducing from such passag-es conclusions wWcli they

will not fairly bear. I prefer, therefore, following' a wi-iter so

generally accepted as an authority, and consequently so little

open to suspicion, as the present Bishop of Ely. In his treatise

on the Thirty-nine Articles, Bishop Harold Browne says :

—

"Both our Blessed Loud and S. Paul unquestionably give the

preference to the unmarried life, as being a more favourable state

for relig'ious self-devotion than the state of matrimony. Our
LoED^s words are—' He that is able to receive it, let him receive

it.^ To some it is a gift of God, and those who have the gift

are advised to abstain from marriage ' for the Kingdom of Hea-

ven^s sake'' (S. Matt. xix. 12). I assume this to be the sense of

the passage ; first, because the whole stream of Christian anti-

quity so explained it ; secondly, because I know no commentator

of any credit in modern times, of whatever Church or sect, who
has explained it differently. S. PauFs language illustrates our

Lord's. He begins by saying that it is a good thing for a man
not to marry (1 Cor. vii. 1) . Still, as a general rule, he recom-

mends marriage (vv. 2—5) . He recommends it, however, as a

matter of permission, not as giving a command (Kara avyyvco/jbrjv,

ov Kar iTTLTayijv—ver. 6) ; for he would prefer to see all men as

he was himself; ' but every man hath his proper gift, one after this

manner, and another after that * (ver. 7) . To the unmarried he

says, it is good for them if they abide as he abode (ver. 8) . Celi-

bacy is, indeed, particularly to be advised ^for the present distress'

(ver. 26) \ And as a general rule he lays it down that there is a

benefit in an unmarried condition, because it is less subject to the

cares of this life, and causes less solicitude and anxiety, giving more
time for religion and devotion to God. These are his words :

—

"
' I would have you without carefulness. He that is unmarried careth for

the things that helong to the Loed, how he may please the Lord : hut he

that is married careth for the things that are of the world, how he may please

his wife. There is difference also between a wife and a Virgin. The un-

married woman careth for the things of the Lokd, that she may be holy both

in body and in spirit ; but she that is married careth for the things of the

world, how she may please her husband. And this I speak for your own
profit ; not that I may cast a snare upon you, biit for that which is comely,

and that ye may attend upon the Lord without distraction.'—w. 32—35.

" Here, then, though the Apostle is far from finding fault mth
marriage, he evidently prefers celibacy, not because there is an

^ The Bishop appends the following footnote :
—" It may be a question

whether ' the present distress ' means the state of persecution to which the

early Christians were exposed, or the distress and anxiety of the present life."

Elsewhere in the volume (p. 342, note 3), however, he cites S. Jerome (in

1 Cor. vii.) in support of the latter interpretation.
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evil in marriag'e, but because there is less distraction in an un-

married life. Such a life undertaken and adhered to, from re-

ligious motives, involves a stricter renunciation of the world, a

greater abstinence from earthly comforts and enjoyments, a more

entire devotion of the soul to the one end of serving- God.^^

{Expositio7i of the XXXIX Articles, 4th edit., pp. 756—7.)

This extract appears peculiarly valuable, as expressing the

convictions of one who is little likely to have any very strong

prejudices in favour of celibacy. The Bishop of Ely very pro-

perly says—as every one who takes the words of our Lord and

His Apostle in their natural sense must say— that the virginal is

the higher life, notwithstanding that such interpretation runs

counter to the popular feelings of the day. Indeed, he candidly

confesses that at the present time " the tone of popular opinion

concerning marriage and celibacy is low and unscriptural. With
us, marriage is ever esteemed the more honourable state ; celibacy

is looked on as at least inferior, if not contemptible. ' But the

base things of the world, and things that are despised, hath God
chosen^ (1 Cor. i. 28).'^

The argument which the Bishop of Ely has so well drawn out

from these passages of Holy Scripture in favour of an unmarried

life, is undoubtedly a very strong one ; and if it applies to celi-

bacy in general, much more would it seem applicable to that of

the clei'gy, who would naturally be expected to choose the more

excellent way. We must not, however, lose sight of other pas-

sages which equally bear upon the question, and which are com-

monly adduced in support of a principle directly opposed to that

for which I am pleading in the present Essay. Thus, for ex-

ample, S. Paul appears in some sort to contradict, or at all events

seriously to lessen the force of what he had previously said

—

" I would that all men were even as I myself"—when in his

Epistles to S. Timothy and S. Titus^ he directs that Bishops and

Deacons should respectively be the '' husbands of one wife
"

(1 Tim. iii. 2, 12; Tit. i. 6).

There is some doubt as to what the Apostle meant by the

words /ita? 'yvvaiKo^ dvrjp'. but the most reasonable interpreta-

tion, and that which is supported by the greatest weight of

authority, is that those who had been tivice married were ipso

facto disqualified for the clerical office. Hence arose the opinion,

which seems to have been universal, that no " digamist " could

properly be admitted to any of the higher orders in the Church.

Thus Origen says that no digamist could be either Bishop, Priest,

Deacon, or Church Widow \ And Tertullian, before his lapse into

' Horn. 17 in S. Luc.

L 2
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Montanism^ speaks as though there could be but one opinion as

to the meaning of the passage. " The discipline of the Church,

and the rule of the Apostle, does not suffer the twice married to

preside \'''' But it is unnecessary to adduce further testimony

upon this point. It seems unquestionable that S. Paul held that

a cleric might be married without prejudice to his character and

office, if he were constitutionally unable to live as a celibate.

However much the Apostle preferred a life of continency in those

who could embrace it, he would not lay down any law which

mig"ht prove a snare to the weaker brethren, for " it is better to

marry than to burn
"^^

The position, then, which I assume is this—that Clerical Celi-

bacy, as a matter of necessity, does not rest upon any Divine law;

and that in cases where it has been made obligatory, it has been

so made solely upon the a\ithority of the Church. It is impor-

tant to observe that in saying this I am but echoing the senti-

ments of S. Thomas Aquinas ^ and of the Council of Trent *

Even Liguori * allows that the celibacy of the clergy does not

rest upon any Divine enactment, but is merely a Church law.

As to the practice of the Apostles themselves in the matter of

marriage, we know but little. S. Peter is the only one who is

stated in Holy Scripture to have had a wife (S. Matt. viii. 14) ®

;

but it has been doubted whether he lived with her after his

call to the Apostleship ; and the same may be said of such other

members of the Apostolic College as were married men. Excej)t

^ Tertullian Ad. Uxor. Bk. I. 7. On the general question of Digamy as

regarded in the early Church, see Tert., Lib. of Fathers, p. 419, Note n.

^ Heb. xiii. 4. " Marriage is honourable in all," &c., is a passage often

cited as an unanswerable argument against celibacy, whether clerical or lay.

An examination of the Greek will show that we have here, in oiu* English

version, a very palpable instance of mistranslation ; and considering how
useful a text it makes against Roman Catholics when thus rendered, it requires

a very large measure of charity not to attribute the eiTor to design. The
Apostle is laying down a series of moral maxims, the word utrkru) (ver. 1)

giving the key as to the imperative form which the rendering of the whole
should take :

" Let brotherly love continue ;" " Be not forgetful to entertain

strangers," &c. ;
" Remember them that are in bonds," &c. ;

" Let marriage
be honourable in all," &c. ;

" Let your convei-sation be without covetousness,"

&c., and so on. The obvious meaning of the Apostle is, " Let marriage be
used honourably, and the bed be undefiled," i. e. Let there be no impurity
between a man and his wife ; let them use marriage as not abusing it (see

1 Thess. iv. 4 ; 1 S. Pet. iii. 7). The passage, therefore, has not the slightest

bearing upon the question of celibacy, but simply gives a rule for those who
are married.

^ Sianma Theol., Sec. sec. Qua?st. Ixxxviii. Art. 11. ^ Sess. xxiv. Can.9.
" Theol. Mor., Lib. vi. Tract. 5, § 807.
'-' TcrtuU. De Monog. 8, " Pctrum solum maritum invenio per socrum."
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upon this supposition, it is unquestionably difficult to understand
the meaning of our Lokd's ansv\'er to S. Peter, when he said

(S. Matt. xix. 27—29)—" Behold, we have forsaken all, and fol-

lowed Thee:-" "Jesus said unto them, Verily, I say unto you, That
ye which have followed Me, in the regeneration when the Son of

Man shall sit in the throne of His Glory, ye also shall sit upon
twelve thrones, judging- the twelve tribes of Israel. And every
one that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father,

or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for My Name's sake,

shall receive an hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life.''''

It is as though He had said—Ye who have left all and fol-

lowed Me, shall have such and such a reward; and all those who,
//>^-ey(9?^, have left all, i.e. houses . . . or ?^v/e, shall also be
rewarded. A modern French writer upon the subject of Celibacy,

M.L'Abbe Paul Fortini ', cites a passage from S. Jerome, to the

effect that those of the Apostles who were married, ceased to live

with their wives after their call : but to my knowledge I have
never met with the passage, and I have been unable to discover

the quotation in the original, in consequence, doubtless, of some
error in the Abbe's footnote. However, unless this step had
been really taken by the Apostles, it is difficult to know from
whence was derived the very widely spread feeling in the early

Church that admission to the higher grades of the ministry

rendered it desirable that those who had been previously married
should live thenceforth a life of continence ". The exaggeration

of this principle, and the confusion of the Counsels of Perfection

with moral dvities, found expression in the heresy of the Cathari,

who renounced marriage as a state of life unfitted for Chris-

tians, and whose j)rinciples were condemned by the Apostolic

Canons ^.

The date and authenticity of these Canons has been a matter
of some dispute among the learned ; but they are generally be-

lieved to have been delivered to the Church by S. Clement of

Rome, and thus to rank amongst the earliest Christian records.

We gather from them the following evidence in the matter before

us, as to the feeling and practice of the primitive Church.

The 6th Canon forbids any Bishop, Priest, or Deacon to put

away his wife on the plea of religion, under penalty of excom-

' The Abbe's pamphlet is entitled, Nefaut-il jyas que le Pretre se marie ?

p. 14.

^ See Council of Carthage, Can. 2.

" Can. Apost. 51. In which a distinction is drawn between those who
abstain from marriage for the sake of pious discipline, and those who do so

from disorust.
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munication; the 17th excludes those who have been twice mar-

ried from admission to the ministry; the 18th decrees a similar

exclusion in the case of those who have married widows or women
who have been previously divorced; and the 26th provides that

of those who have been ordained as unmarried men, only readers

and sing-ers shall be permitted to marry after ordination. The

question of li\4ng' in continence with a wife is not touched upon.

Direct information uj)on the subject of Clerical Celibacy during

the earliest centuries is but scanty, and it is chiefly incidentally

that we gather that which we know about it, Dr. Newman, in

his notes to Fleury, sug-gests that "earnestness and persecution

seem at first to have superseded the need of canons, and that all

but readers and singers preserved continence." (Vol. I. p. 182.)

No sooner, however did persecution cease, and the Church was

in danger of suffering a reaction, than Councils assembled and

Canons were passed with reference to the clergy. Thus the 33rd

Canon of the Council of Eliberis, or Elvira, in Spain (cir.

A.D. 309), enacted that Bishops, Priests, and Deacons, should live

with their wives as though unmarried. Other Canons, passed

soon after this, were somewhat less strict in their decrees. For

example, in a.d. 314, the Council of Neo-Caesarea in Pontus

was content to enact in its first Canon, that Priests who married

after ordination should be degraded ; while the tenth Canon of

the Council of Ancyra, held in the same year, laid down the rule

that persons who at the time of ordination as Deacons signified

their intention of marrying might be allowed to do so ; but if

they married after ordination, without having previously reserved

to themselves this right, they were to be deposed.

About this time, or a little later, we find evidence of a very

strong feeling on the part of the laity against a married Priest-

hood. Through the teaching and influence of Eustathius, at one

time Bishop of Sebaste, this prejudice was carried to such a height

that persons refused to communicate with married Priests. To
counteract this notion, the Council of Gangra was held in the

early part of this century, as is generally supposed, and in its

fourth Canon condemned those who separated themselves from the

married clergy, and who refused to receive the Holy Communion
from any Priest who was not living a life of continency.

It is, however, to the history of the Ecumenical Council of

Nice that we must chiefly look for evidence as to the course which
the Church at that day thought it right to adopt with respect to

Clerical Celibacy. It would appear that the toleration which the

Christians had enjoyed under the reign of Constantine had en-

couraged many to seek for ordination who were b\it little disposed
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to frame their lives upon the rig-id system which prevailed during

the days of persecution. The Bishops assembled at Nicaea—fear-

ing' that laxity might creep in, to the prejudice of religion

—

projiosed that a distinct law should be passed to the effect that

Bishops, Priests, Deacons, and Subdeacons should hold no conjugal

iutercourse with the wives whom they had married prior to their

ordination. Upon this Paphnutius, himself a celibate, stood up,

and entreated the Synod not to frame so rigid a law. It would

be sufficient, he thought, that such persons as were not married

before their ordination should remain unmarried after it, " ac-

cording to the ancient tradition of the Church •" but that no one

should be separated from her to whom, while yet unordained, he

had been legally united. The Synod assented to the advice of

Paphnutius, and further debate upon the matter was suspended,

" those who were already husbands being left to exercise their

own discretion with reference to their wives '."

We must not pass over the Council of Nice without noticing

its third Canon, as one to which we find no infrequent reference

in subsequent periods of Church history. It was to the effect

that no Bishops, Priests, or Deacons should have women in their

houses, except their mothers, sisters, aunts, or such women as

should be beyond the reach of slander. The women here tacitly

alluded to were called avveiaaKroL, or mulieres siibintroductce.

This Canon was probably occasioned by the unjustifiable act of

Leontius (described by S. Athanasius in his Ajjologyfor FligJd),

which, in accordance with the provisions of the Twenty-third

Apostolical Canon, resulted in his deposition from his office.

The Fourth Epistle of S. Cyprian was directed against one

especial feature of the practice pointed to by the Nicene Council,

and is the earliest distinct reference to it. But I shall have to

refer to this subject again ^

Notwithstanding the severe decrees of the Council of Elvira

in the early part of the fourth Century, towards the latter portion

of it there were ecclesiastics in Spain who lived with their wives,

and pleaded the example of the Priests of the Mosaic Law in

their defence. In consequence of this, we find S. Siricius, Bishop

of Rome, addressing, in a.d. 385, a decretal Epistle ('^ the first

^ Socrates, Ecclesiastical History, I. ii. Sozomen, Eccl. Hist. I. 23.

^ Mosheim {Eccl. Hist., Cent. III. Pt. ii. c. 2, § 6) verj' characteristically

suggests that by having women in their houses the clergy were able to main-

tain an unmarried life with the least violence to their inclinations. Dr. Pusey,

on the other hand, considers that the Canons forbidding the practice in the

case of the clergy, do not presuppose any thing disgraceful, but are precau-

tionaiy.— S. Cyprian, Epistle lY. Lib. of the Fathers, p. 7, note k.
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authentic decretal/^ as Dean Milman observes) to Himerius,

Bishoj) of Tarrag-ona, imposing upon the clergy the stringent

law which had been overruled when proposed at the Council of

Nice. " Amongst the ancients (he writes) it was customary for

priests to marry, because the ministers of the Altar were obliged

to have a succession of the same family ; but that even they lived

separate from their wives during the time of their ministration.

But since Christ came to perfect the Law, Priests and Deacons

are bound by an inviolable decree to observe from the day of their

ordination sobriety and continence, that they may be well pleas-

ing to God in the sacrifices which they daili/ offer up to Him,
Such priests, then, as have sinned through ignorance, and ac-

knowledge their fault, shall continue in the order in which they

are, on condition that they live in continence for the time to

come ; they who persist in their fault shall be deprived of all

ecclesiastical functions.^^ (Fleury, xviii. § 35.)

Five years after the issue of this decree we have the Council

of Carthage, in its second Canon, enjoining continence upon the

three higher orders of the clergy, and basing their judgment
upon the Apostolic rvde ;

" That which the Apostles have taught,

and antiquity itself hath preserved, let us too keep.'''' And fifteen

years later (a.d. 404) we find S. Exuperius, Bishop of Toulovise,

applying to S. Innocent about certain questions of discipline

;

and, amongst others, that of Clerical Celibacy came in. The Pope
answered him in a decretal letter, referring to the previous de-

cretal of S. Siricius, and determined that Priests and Deacons
who had in ignorance lived with their wives, should henceforth

preserve continence, and be incapable of promotion. If they had
offended wilfully, they were to be deposed.

As exceptions are generally considered as among the best

proofs of a rule, it may be worth while to mention here the name
of Vigilantius, a man who may be looked upon as the patriarch

of Protestantism, and who has, I believe, been so claimed by
certain modern admirers. In common with some others of later

date who have become notorious from their developments in a

similar direction, he began life as a tavern-keeper; but his

energies seem to have been chiefly devoted to assailing the use of
" lights in broad daylight,^' prayer for the dead, the selling of

our goods to be distributed amongst the poor, monasticism (as

rendering man useless), fasting, and continence. S. Jerome, who
can rarely be accused of allowing any overstrained notions of

politeness to interfere with the pungency of his remarks when
addressing those who had the misfortune to differ from him,
attacked Vigilantius in a strain more forcible than flatterino-.
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He charged him with practising the same tricks upon Holy
Scripture which he had formerly jjractised upon the wine that

he sold, and upon the money that he had given in change ; and

added further that he opposed fasting, continence, and sobriety,

because they interfered with the profits of his trade. As might

be supposed, the opinions of Vigilantius, though they created

some little sensation at the time, had no very widely-spread or

lasting influence. There were, however, bishops to be found who
followed in his wake, especially in the matter of continence, and

who would only admit married persons into deacons^ orders.

Fleury thinks that this occasioned the correspondence of the

Bishops of Spain with Pope Siricius, and of the Bishops of Gaul
with Pope Innocent.

From this time we find continual reference to the Celibacy of

the Clergy amongst the Canons of local Synods, more especially

in the West. No definite law, indeed, had been laid down upon
the subject by an (Ecumenical Council ; but the fourth General

Council, that of Chalcedon (a.d. 451), appears, in the fourteenth

Canon of its fifteenth Session, to take it for granted that the

higher orders of the clergy would necessarily be celibate ; for it

forlnds the lower orders only, who were permitted to marry, to

unite themselves to Jewish, Pagan, or heretical women, except

they should promise to become Christian. It would seem, how-
ever, that in the matter of marriage, a greater latitude was per-

mitted in the Eastern than in the Western Church. The his-

torian Socrates, writing in the early part of the fifth Century,

says, speaking from his own personal knowledge, that in Thessaly

clerics cohabiting with their wives, even though married before

ordination, were degraded. And he adds that in the East all

the clergy, even the Bishops, abstain from their wives ; but

this they do of their own accord, there being no law in force to

make it necessary : for there have been among them many
Bishops who have had children by their lawful wives during their

episcopate '.

As might have been expected, the enforcement of celibacy

amongst so large a body of men as the Western clei'gy had by
this time become, met with much open resistance, and not a little

secret disobedience. Canon Robertson justly draws attention to

the fact, that in proportion as celibacy was made obligatory upon

the clergy, it became the more necessary to enact Canons pro-

hibiting them from entertaining concubines, and other " extra-

neous" female companions ^

It is evident that at this period, notwithstanding the Canons

1 Socrates, EccL Hist., V. 23. = HccL Hist., Bk. II. c. 14.
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that were passed by various Synods, and the definite prohibitions

of Papal decretalsj much laxity of practice prevailed throughout

the West. To take an illustration from our own country, it

appears from the following- question put by S. Augustine to

S. Gregory the Great \ that amongst the British clergy at the

period of his mission, the rule of the Anglo-Saxon Church with

regard to continence (which coincided \vith that of other parts

of Western Christendom) was but imperfectly observed :
" An

clerici, non continere valentes, possint contrahere; et, si con-

traxerint, an debeant ad sseculum redire ? " Oddly enough, the

Pope did not reply to the question, but simply directed that

marriage was to be allowed to clerks not in Holy Orders, i. e.

to those who were below the rank of subdeacon *.

I am indebted to Canon E-obertson for the follomng para-

graph, in which he supplies some imj^ortant information bearing

upon this subject, and that in a more condensed form than I could

myself hope to compass. He tells us that " the marriage of the

clergy was now the subject not only of Canons, but of imperial

laws. Honorius, in a.d. 420—perhaj)s at the suggestion of

Boniface, Bishop of Rome—enacted, in accordance with the

Nicene Canon, that the clergy should not have as inmates of

their houses any women except their own nearest relatives ; but

it was allowed that such of the clergy as had married before

ordination should retain their wives ; ' for,^ it was said, ' those

are not unfitly joined to clerks who have, by their conversation,

made their husbands worthy of the Priesthood.'' A century later

Justinian, by several enactments, forbade the promotion of per-

sons who had children or grandchildren to bishoprics, on the

ground that such connexions were a temptation to prefer the

interests of kindred to those of the Church. He confirmed all

the ecclesiastical prohibitions of clerical marriages, and declared

the issue of such marriages illegitimate, and incapable of inherit-

ing property ^."

' Mr. Massingberd, in Ids Sistory of the Reformation (p. 79, 2nd edit.),

notes that " Gregory I., a.d. 590 .... was tlie grandson or great-grandson of

another Pope, Felix III., whose father Felix was also a Presbyter ; and these

facts are twice mentioned bj' Gregory himself in his work, still extant." Som.
38 in JEvang., § 15 ; Dial, IV. 16. See SancUni Vit. Pont., pp. 130. 590.

There were married Priests in Spain so late as the fourteenth Century. A
Council at Palentia, in Leon, a.d. 1388, regulates their garb and tonsure.

—

L'Enfant, Cone. Pis., Vref. xxvii.

^ Robertson's Ecclesiastical History, Vol. II. Bk. i. c. 9.

^ Eccl. Hist., Vol. I. Bk. ii. c. 14. Waddington, when remarking in his

Church History (chap. xiii. p. 211), that at the end of the fifth Century

the rule of celibacy was very commonly observed by the clergy of Rome, adds
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It is important at this point of our inquiry to mention the

decrees of the famous Quini-sext Council (a.d. 690), as that which

has g-overned the practice of the Eastern Church from that day to

our own as regards the marriag-e of the clergy. The authority of

this Council, as is well known, is not acknowledged by the Western

Church, its decrees not having been formally signed by the Bishop

of Rome, who dissented from certain of its pro\asions. Amongst
its enactments, it forbade all those of the clergy w^ho had attained

the rank of subdeacons to marry after their ordination ; but at

the same time it allowed those who had been previously united to

live with their wives. Bishops, however, were excluded from this

indulgence ; and the wives of all Bishops, who might then happen

to be married, were required to separate from their husbands, and

to betake themselves to the religious life '.

Without prejudice to the argument I may pass rapidly over

the next two or three hundred years, during which it is evident

that the irregulaiities of the clergy with regard to this question of

marriage increased rather than diminished. In support of this

it will be sufficient to cite the decrees of two Councils held in the

course of the ninth century. In that of Aix (a.d. 836) we find a

complaint that priests kept women in their houses, causing scandal

thereby ; while that of Mayence, in a.d. 888, wholly forbade the

clergy to have any women at all living with them, that occasion

of evil reports and wicked deeds might be entirely removed. For

although there were Canons extant allowing certain women
(mothers and sisters) to reside in the houses of clerics, yet " Ssepe

audivimus, per illam concessionem plurima scelera esse commissa,

ita ut quidam sacerdotum cum propriis sororibus concumbentes,

filios ex eis generassent.''^ As regards the period which followed,

Du Pin acknowledges that " although there have been irregula-

rities in all ages, yet that it cannot be said with any show of

tnith that they were equal to those of the tenth century, or that

they were ever so universal •" and when we come to examine into

the matter with respect to the question of Clerical Celibacy, the

revelations are certainly somewhat startling. With the clergy

in a note, that " a distinction in this respect was ohserved a century earliei*

between the Catholic and the Arian clergy ; the laxity (sic) of the latter,

who were almost invariably married, was made a matter of reproach by their

more rigid adversaries." Considering the strong Protestant bias ofthis author,

the note is of some value.

^ By the rule of the Eussian Church, " A Parish Priest must be married,

and in the event of losing his wife, either retires from the secular to the reli-

gious clergy, or, if he maiTies again, he lays aside every sacerdotal function."

—Xeale's Essays on Liturgiology, p. 260.
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concubinag'e frequently took the place of marriag-e; and, from the

sixth Canon of the Council of Poitiers ( a.d. 1000)—"Nullus Pres-

byter neque diaconus foeminam in sui domo teneat, neque in cellario

neque in secreto loco"—it appears that they were sometimes driven

to resort to strange expedients. Living-, however, as the clergy of

that day did, under so rigid a law, some considerable allowance

must be made for them. It would be most unjust for us, who
are free to marry or not as we please, to '^^write down judgments
with a pen hard-nibbed^'' against those whose lot was cast under

a different regime. In most cases, we may beheve, the clerics of

a former age who were subject to the Roman obedience, as the

modern phrase runs, would be faithful to the women whom they

had chosen as their partners, though their union was neither

sanctioned nor blessed by the Church. Thus even when not

married—a necessary proviso as regards the clergy of some coun-

tries—such clerks would not unreasonably look upon their partners

in a very different light from that in which they would be

regarded in these days amongst ourselves.

And similarly as to the position which these unwedded wives

of the clergy occupied in the estimation of the world, it is pro-

bable that their condition was held to be not irreconcilable with

respectability, even at a time when the general tone of morality

was higher than it was during the century of which I have been

treating. At least this seems to be the conclusion which ought

to be drawn from Chaucer^s well-known description of the Miller

of Trumpington^s wife :

—

" His name was highte deynous Symekyn.
A wyfe he hadde, come of noble kyn

;

The Persoun of the toun hir fadir was.

With hir he gaf ful many a pan of brass.

For that Symkyn schuld in his blood allye.

Sche was i-fostryd in a nonnerye

;

For Symkyn wold no wyf, as he sayde.

But sche were wel i-norissched and a mayde.

To saven his estaat and yomanrye.

And sche was j)roud and pert as is a pye.
)f -sf ^

Hir thoughte ladyes oughten hir to spare.

What for hir kynreed, and hir nortelrye.

That sche had lerned in the nonnerye.
•K- -x- ^

The Persoun of the toun, for sche was feir.

In purpos was to maken hir his heii*.
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Bothe of his catel and his mesuage,

And straunge made it of hir mariage.

His purpos was to bystow hir hye

Into som worthy blood of ancetrye.

For holy Chirche good moot be disjjendid

On holy Chirche blood that is descendid.

Therfore he wolde his joly bloode honoure,

Tliough that he schulde holy Chirche devoured'

The Beeve's Tale.

Mr. Robert Bell does indeed suggest that the " Parson " in

question might have been married before he took orders—a per-

fectly gratuitous supposition ;
" otherwise/^ adds Mr. Bell^ " the

circumstance of his daughter's birth could hardly be a subject of

pride to her husband.''^ But this is begging the whole question.

We know that even in these days, concubinage is looked upon by
the vulgar with great tolerance, in the rai'e cases where it is

believed that the persons would marry if they were not prevented

by some artificial restrictions from doing so; and it is probable

that that feeling would be infinitely stronger in favour of a

whole class whose celibacy had been relaxed by long, though

irregular prescri2)tion. It may^ therefore, be safely concluded

that the children of a secular priest enjoyed a precedence amongst

his parishioners not much inferior to that accorded to a clergy-

man's family at the jiresent day ; and, if so, the paternity of such

children, though it might occasionally be made a subject of

rej^roach, did not, as a rule, involve any great social stigma.

This digression seems to have been necessary to assist the

reader in judging impartially of the condition of affairs as

regards the question of Clerical Celibacy in its social aspect

during the Middle Ages. We will now return to our historical

examination.

It appears that towards the end of the tenth and the begin-

ning of the eleventh centuries, some of the ruling powers, and

these none of the most wise or temporate, in despair of enforcing

the law of celibacy as absolute, were compelled to shut their

eyes to the cases of clerical marriages and of concubinage by

which they were surrounded. Robertson, to whom I have before

referred as perhaps one of the most impartial of modern Church

historians, and one to whose volumes any reader may have access,

speaking of Ratherius of Yerona, sixy?,, that although he was
" throughout a vehement opponent of the marriage of the clergy,

yet he seems at last to have been convinced that the attempt was
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hopeless, and contented himself with endeavouring" to preserve

the hierarchy from becoming" hereditary, by desiring that the

married Priests should choose laymen as husbands for their

daughters, and should not allow their sons to be clerks ^." A
few years later, we find Benedict VIII., at the Council of Pavia

(a.d. 1012), inveighing against the practice which had crept in,

of benefices becoming hereditary, and decreeing that the sons of

clerics, whether born of wives or concubines, though in mercy

they might be allowed to fill the lowest offices in the ministry,

should never be promoted to the higher orders.

When S. Gregory VII. was raised to the Papal Chair, he

found the Western Church in an exceedingly disorganized con-

dition, and at once set to work to carry out a reform. In his first

Synod, held a.d. 1074, some most stringent decrees were passed

respecting Clerical Celibacy, in the hope of counteracting the

ii'regularities which were rife. These enactments were, however,

received by the clergy of Italy, Germany, and France with more
than dissatisfaction. Strong remonstrances were sent in against

such rigorous laws as those which were attempted to be enforced.

The Milanese clergy boldly maintained the lawfulness of clerical

marriages under certain restrictions, and quoted their former Arch-

bishop, S. Ambrose, as their authority. Those who opjDosed the

principle of such marriages, they stigmatized as " Paterini,''^ a term

of reproach commonly applied to the Manichseans ^ A Council

held at Paris, a.d. 1074, declared the Pope''s decrees intolerable

and irrational. The Germans went so far as to say, that to in-

terdict the marriage of the clergy, was the act of a heretic. And
even Matthew Paris, though a monk, and therefore naturally the

more inclined to take a rigorous view of the question, severely

censured the Pope''s conduct, and declared that never had even

heresy produced a greater schism ; that it proved the occasion of

great insobriety and licence, and that the vow of chastity was
frequently broken. England, however, seems to have been a

little more favourable to S. Gregory^s measures than was the

case with some of the Continental coimtries; for, in a.d. 1076, the

Council of Winchester, under Archbishop Lanfranc, passed some
decrees in support of the Pope's system of reform, though less

stringent in their provisions than those of the Synod which had

been held two years previously at Rome. It simply enacted that

whilst canons must be unmarried, the country clergy who lived

with their wives should. not be required to leave them; but at

* Ecclesiastical Sistory, Vol. II. Bk. ii. c. 8.

^ I believe that a part of the city of Milan is still known as the " Contracla

de' Pattari ;" but how the name originated I cannot say.
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the same time^ it forbade the marriage of those who were yet

unmarried, and provided that bishops should not in future ordain

any but sing-le men. This rehixation of the Pai:)al decree was of

no very long duration; for in a.d. 1102 we find a national

Covinci]_, held under Archbishop Anselm, at Westminster, enact-

ing" that no cleric should be allowed to marry, and that if already

married he was to separate from his wife ; and further, that those

who refused submission to this decree should not be privileged to

say mass ; and if any such presumed to do so, the faithful were

forbidden to be present at the service. It is worth remarking,

that this Synod was the first one which absolutely denied the

liberty of marriage to the English clergy \

By dint of indomitable perseverance, and, as we have seen, in

the teeth of the most determined opposition, Hildebrand carried

his point. Irregularities continued in England, as was natural,

and that to a sufficient extent to render it necessary that Canons
should be passed—as, for instance, in a.d. 1237, and again in

A.D. 1268—against the retention of wives or the keeping of

^ " It was no unusual tlihig for the Bishops of the Norman-English Church
to be married men before Langton's time (a.d. 1200). Sampson of Bayon,

Bishop of Worcester, where he succeeded Wulfstan, a.d. 1096, was the father

of Thomas, Archbishop of York, the second of that name, who was raised to

the see a.d. 1109. Richard Beckett, Bishop of Coventry, a.d. 1161, was

the son of Robert Beckett, a married Bishop of the same see. Reginald Pitz

Joceline, Archbisliop of Canterbury, a.d. 1191, was the son of Joceline,

Bishop of Salisbury. Geoffrey Rydal, a.d. 1174, who built a cathedral at

Ely, sent this excuse to the Pope for not going to Rome to be instituted to

his bishopric, that ' he had a Gospel dispensation for it—he had married a

wife, and therefore he could not come.' When Pope Innocent III., who took

King John's crown from him, had also, by Langton's means, caused the open

profession of marriage to be prohibited, there were still Bishops living with

their wives. One of these was Boniface, a Savoyard, and kinsman to the

queen of Henry III., who was made Archbishop of Canterbury, a.d. 1244.

" Many of the early Popes were married men, or sons ofmarried Bishops and

Priests. Pope Hormisdas was not only married, but left a son, Silverius, who
was also Pope some time after him. Even after the time that Pope Gregory

VII. had forbidden Priests' marriages, Pope Adrian IV., whose proper name
was Nicholas Breakspeare, an Englishman, and the only Englishman who ever

became Pope, was the son of a married Priest who lived at Langley, near

S. Alban's. He was raised to S. Peter's Chaii-, a.d. 1154. More than a hun-

di-ed years later, a.d. 1265, Pope Clement IV., a married Priest, who had a

\Adfe and children, after having become a widower, was made Bishop, Cardinal,

and Pope—and no bad Pope either. He had two daughters ; one of whom
choosing to be a nun, he gave her thirty pounds only, that he might not do

any thing to help her to break her vow of poverty. The other he married to

an honest gentleman of a middle rank, and gave her three hundred pounds,

telling her it was all she was to expect from him."—Churton's Early Enrjlish

Church, pp. 357, 358.
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concubines by the clerg-y. But from the time of S. Gregory VII.

^

the matter may be considered as virtually settled^ and Clerical

Celibacy became the law, and to a certain extent the practice

throughout the Western Church.

Considering the extensive period over which our inquiry has

ranged, and the important place which the question of Clerical

Celibacy has occupied in the history of the Church in times past,

the preceding pages must, of course, be considered as containing

but the merest sketch of the subject. I trust, however, that, so

far as it goes, it will not be found open to the charge of partiality

or unfairness. Brief as it is, I am not acquainted with any
English treatise of modex'u date, and within the reach of general

readers, which professes to give a connected view of this ques-

tion even in as much detail as the foregoing pages afford; and
hence I venture to hope that although somewhat dry reading for

the many, there may yet be a few persons who will not find it

otherwise than interesting and useful.

In the selection which has been made from amonar the vast

mass of materials which necessarily come under consideration

in the course of such an inquiry as this, I have endeavoured

to seize upon the more salient points as landmarks, whereby

to trace the progress of opinion, and to exhibit, in as brief

and lucid a form as might be, the practice of the Church at

different periods with regard to this matter. We are thus,

to a certain extent, in a position to review the question as a

whole, and, barring personal exj^erience, to regard it almost

as we may conceive our Reformers doing, and thus be the

better able to arrive at a fair appreciation of the line which,

through their influence, the Church of England adopted three

centuries ago.

There are, one would think, few persons amongst those whose
judgments are unfettered by early prejudice, who will be pre-

pared to assert that the enforcement of celibacy upon the whole

body of the clergy, without distinction, has been accompanied

with satisfactory results. That there has been an element of

good in the rule, is no doubt true enough ^ ; and the principle

that " the servant should be as his Master,'''' upon which it is

based, stands upon the very highest authority. Still, experience

' Guizot, in his History of Civilization (Lect. V.) speaks of celibacy as

Laving prevented the clerical body from becoming a caste, and thus preserved

the Church from the evils incident thereupon. See also Balmez, who, in his

Protestantism compared with Catkolicitj/, cha.T^. 60, treats of this at length.
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no less than Holy Scripture assures us that " all men cannot
receive this sayiiig- ;" and the consequences of the confusion of the
" Counsels of Perfection" with ordinary moral duties, must be

regarded in the light of warning rather than of encouragement.

I confess that I am iitterly at a loss to reconcile with the bare

hard facts of history, the expressions of some Roman Catholic

writers on this subject—such, for example, as those of the late

Pere Lacordaire, in his twenty-second '^ Conference " at Notre
Dame, when he says—" Thanks be to God, the Catholic Priest-

hood has undergone that trial (celibacy) during nearly twenty
centuries. Its enemies have watched it unceasingly in the

present time and in history ; they have signalized some partial

scandals, but the entire body has remained secure."

There appears to have l^een some hesitation on the part of the

Reformers in Henry the Eighth^s reign, in moving for an altera-

tion of the law which enjoined the Celibacy of the Priesthood.

For a time the anti-reforming party had the ear of the King ; and
in A.D. 1538, they succeeded in obtaining the issue of a procla-

mation reprobating the marriage of priests without the ^'common
consent of his Highness and the realm," and forbidding any to

marry or to retain their wives openly under pain of deprivation.

The Bishop of S. Asaph, in treating of this portion of the

history of the English Church, remarks that "the document
was so worded as to screen Cranmer from any danger, whose
wife was at this time living secretly with him, while it held out
a prospect of a change of law." The Act of the Six Articles,

which passed in the following year, was certainly not very
favourable to such a prospect, for it distinctly laid down that

persons after admission to the Priesthood may not marry b}'' the

law of God. The feeling throughout the country in general was
very strong against this Act ; whether by reason of the injunc-

tions themselves which it contained, or because of the cruelty

of the penalties by which they were enforced. With regard to

compulsory celibacy, and the sentiments of a large numl>er of

the clergy respecting it, it is probable that they were not un-
fiiirly represented by the witty reply of Lawney, chaplain to the

Duke of Norfolk, as related by Strype \ Said the Duke, " O,
my Lawney (knowing him of old much to favour priests" matri-

mony), whether may priests now have wives or no?" "If it

please your Grace," replied he, "I cannot well tell whether Priests

may have wives or no, but well I wot, and I am sure of it, for all

yonr Act, that wives will have Priests."

' jlfemoir of Cranmer, c. 8.

VOL. I. M
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After continuing in force for nine ycars^ the Act of the Six

Articles was repealed by the first Parliament of Edward VI.

The Convocation, sitting simultaneously with it, passed a reso-

lution in favour of the marriage of the clergy, which in the

Lower House was carried by 35 against 14. This did not become

law until the second Parliament of Edward, when there was

passed " An Act to take away all positive Laws made against the

Marriage of Priests,""^ of which the following is the preamble :

—

"Although it were not only better for the estimation of

Priests, and other Ministers in the Church of God, to live chaste,

sole, and separate from the company of women and the bond of

marriage, but also thereby might the better intend to the admi-

nistration of the Gospel, and be less intricated and troubled with

the charge of household, being free and unburdened from the care

and cost of finding wife and children, and that it were most to

be wished that they would willingly and of their selves endeavour

themselves to perpetual chastity and abstinence from the use of

women : Yet, forasmuch as the contrary hath rather been seen,

and such uncleanness of living, and other inconveniences, not

meet to be rehearsed, have followed of compelled chastity, and of

such laws as have prohibited those (such persons) the godly use

of marriage ; It were better, and rather to be suffered in the

commonwealth, that those which could not contain should, after

the counsel of Scrij^ture, live in holy marriage than feignedly

abuse with worse enormity outward chastity or single life :

" Be it therefore enacted,^'' &c.

Later on in this reign, we find an Act passed which served as

a kind of corollary to the one above cited. It was entitled, " An
Act for the Declaration of a Statute made for the Marriage of

Priests, and of Legitimation of their Children,''^ and by this

married priests were placed in every respect upon the same foot-

ing as other subjects. On the accession of Mary, these permissive

statutes were repealed; and they remained in the same condition

throughout Elizabeths reign, until the first year of King James,

when the latter Acts of Edward VI. were revived and made per-

petual, and Priests^ children made legitimate \ It is, how-

ever, to be observed, that although not positively repealed, the

Injunctions of Elizabeth take it for granted that the statutes of

Mary with regard to this question were no longer in force. The

clergy of that day do not appear to have been much more prudent

in the matter of marriage than they commonly are in our own,

and Elizabeth consequentlydecreed that no Priest or Deacon should

» Strype's Parlccr, II. 401.
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many watlioiit the ajiprobation first obtained of tlic Bishop and
two justices of the peace for the county, nor without the consent

of the woman^s parents. The marriage of Bishops was to be
sanctioned by the metropolitan and commissioners appointed by
the Queen, and that of Deans and Heads of Houses by their visi-

tors ; and in case of neglecting- these orders, they became inca-

pable of holding ecclesiastical benefices \ Had this rule been
now in force, at least one notorious clerical scandal might have
been prevented. Elizabeth was undoubtedly opposed to the prin-

ciple of clerical marriage, and would have imposed more stringent

laws respecting it, had she been able to do so. As it was, she

did forbid the residence of women within cathedral closes ^.

This is all curious and interesting enough, but the question

which it chiefly behoves us to resolve, is this :—What is the view
which the Church of England takes of matrimony in general,

and of that of the clergy in particular ? The expressions used in

the Prayer Book and Articles supply a very definite answer. Tlie

Marriage Service plainly acknowledges the principle that celibacy

is the higher life, for marriage is spoken of as a permissive and
honourable estate, ordained by God " as a remedy against sin

and to avoid fornication, that such persons as have not the gift of
contlnency might marry, and keep themselves undefiled members
of Christ^s body." And as Dr. Pusey', speaking of the Act
passed in Edward^s reign, of which the preamble is given above,

and of the feeling of those times in favour of the celibacy of the

clergy wdiich it implies, says :
" Our Marriage Service goes further,

and in the midst of its touching commendation of the 4ionourable

estate^ of matrimony, implies a holy celibacy to be, for those to

whom it is given, a higher state. For in that it speaks of 'conti-

nency' as a ' gift,^ it must imply that it is an especial favour of

God to those to whom it is given."

The terms in which the Thirty-second Article is couched are also

to be remarked ; there is certainly nothing in it which can in any

way be considered as opposed to the principle of celibacy, but

rather the reverse. It runs as follows :
—" Bishops, Priests, and

Deacons are not commanded by GoD^s law either to vow the

estate of single life or to abstain from marriage ; therefore it is

lawful [the Article expresses no opinion as to the expediency—it

is simply lawful] also for them, as for all other Christian men, to

marry at their own discretion, as they shall judge the same to

serve better to "•odliness.''''

Queen Elizabeth's Injunctions (a.p. 1559), § 29.

Stijpe's Parker, T. 212. » Letter to Dr. Jelf. pp. 129, 130.
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In common witli certain other of the Thirty-nine Articles, the

Thirty-second was directed, not against any authorized Roman
statements, hut against a popular error which was current at the

time. This is obvious from the fact that even the most determined

advocates of Clerical Celibacy ' admit that it rests on ecclesiastical

rule, and not on " God's law/' On the other hand, as Dr. Pusey re-

marks, "thetoneof the Article is contrary to men's modern practice.

It does not take it for granted, as a matter of course, that clergy-

men will marry as soon as they can provide for a family, as if

this were obviously the best, both for themselves and those com-

mitted to them ; but it implies, as does the Marriage Service for

all, that it is a matter of Christian prudence and wisdom to decide

in which estate, married or single, they may best serve the Lord,

and that they will decide, not with a view to earthly joy, but as

they shall judge the same to serve better to godliness.

There is no reasonable doubt, that the interpretation of the

Thirty-second Article here given by Dr. Pusey is the true one,

and that he has very fairly expressed the mind of the Church of

England with regard to this matter. In the remaining portion

of this paper, an attempt will be made to show that, in the case

of those clergymen who can do so, "Christian prudence and

wisdom " would dictate a celibate rather than a married life, as

that which is best not only for themselves, but for those com-

mitted to their charge.

The question of Clerical Celibacy is one which is capable of

being viewed in an eminently practical light, and, in these days,

this, of itself, ought to recommend it to thoughtful persons as

one with a pr'imd facie claim to consideration. I am very far

from undervaluing the directly ascetic aspect in which the sub-

ject will naturally present itself to many devout minds amongst
us ; but as the object of this Essay is rather to clear the ground
in preparation, if it may be, for future discussion, the view which
will commend itself to the largest number, whilst at the same
time it is calculated to be of interest to all, would seem to be the

most suitable and useful one to bring forward. Followino" this

principle, the first idea which would occur to most people would
))e the bearing of Clerical Celibacy upon the question of Finance.

It has been calculated that the average value of assistant-

curacies throughout the country is consideral)ly under 100^. a

year, while that of incumbencies is very little, if at all, over

' E.g., S. Jerome A(h\ Jov., quoted in Tract 90. Sec also S. Thos. Aq. ;

The Council of Trent. &c., cited above, p. 148.
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200/. The Prospectus issued by tlic "Poor Clergy Relief

Society^^^ and attached to their Report for 1865, phices this

matter of clerical incomes in a very clear light. It runs thus :—" From well-established statistics, it appears that there are

Jire thousand curates ministering in the Church in England and

Wales whose incomes do not exceed 80/. per annum, many hun-

dreds of whom have not even so much as 50/. per annum; whilst

there are also no less ilwiw fee thousand heneJjcedcler(/?/men,\w\\o^e

incomes from the Church are under 150/. per annum ; so that it

may be safely stated that ten thousand ministers of the Esta-

blished Church have not more than 100/. per annum for their

high and liol}^ services, their work and labour of love as ' Ambas-
sadors of Christ.'' " This is, of course, miserable remuneration

for men of education ; but we must take facts as they are, and

make the best of them.

Another point also must be borne in mind in the discussion,

which is this, that the worldly prospects of a clergyman are

totally different from those of a layman engag-ed in a secular

profession or trade. In the case of the latter, talents, dilig-ence,

and attention will nearly always ensure a gradual increase of

income ; whilst the advancement of the former is dependent far

more upon influential interest than upon personal merit. The
probability of assistant curates being able sooner or later to

obtain small incumbencies is certainly considerable ; but the

increased pecuniary responsil)ilities which such incumbencies

entail, renders it very doubtful whether, in a monetary point of

view, the clergymen who obtain them are g-ainers thereby. With
such an income as a cleric, under ordinary circumstances, can

fairly exj)ect to command, apart from extraneous sources, it be-

comes in reality not merely a question of prudence but a question

of honesty whether he ought to enter upon the married state.

It is probable that by dint of care and self-denial he will be able

to live alone with a moderate degree of comfort—this is as it

should be—but marriage entirely changes the aspect of affairs.

We often hear it said by thoughtless people, that the income
which will sujjport one, will be enough for two. Nothing can

possibly be a greater mistake, or more strikingly exhibit the

blind self-deception which persons are willing- to practise upon
themselves, when they want an excuse for an imprudent course

of action. Moreover, the supposition is, of course, in itself based

upon a fallacy ; the children, with the serious expenses which
they entail, are entirely lost sight of. In addition to this, it

must be remembered how materially marriage alters the con-

dition of a man in the eyes of the world. So long as he is single
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it matters little how inexpensively he lives ; and if it be known
that he remains single voluntarily, even from no higher motives

than those of prudence, his self-denial will command respect.

But for a married man to support such a position of respecta-

bility as a clergyman must have, if he is to maintain his influence

with a certain section of his parishioners, and that a large one,

an outlay is involved which few calculate upon beforehand.

It is, however, unsatisfactory to deal with this question merely

in generalities ; still these remarks were necessary to pave the

way for a more specific examination of the case as it stands finan-

cially. Let us now inquire what is the lowest annual sum which

a married clergyman will need, granting that the principles just

enunciated are reasonable and sound. The following calculation

has been made for one living in London, and will be found to be

under rather than above the mark.

For rent, rates, and taxes, at least 601. a year must be counted

for a house in a respectable street, and the lowest estimate for

fu.i'nishing svich a house with even a moderate regard to comfort,

would be about 150/. Food for a man, his wife, and one servant,

would not amount to much less than 80/. a year, exclusive of beer,

wine, and extras. 10/. would be considered but poor wages for

a servant; we will, however, specify this sum for the sake of

round numbers. There are few men who would be able to clothe

themselves under 10/. a year, and fewer women, brought up in

the position Avhich a clergyman^s wife may be presumed to have

occupied, who would be satisfied with less than 15/. for a like

purpose. Let us reckon 5/. more as a small margin, and we have

170/. as the sum required for bare necessaries of life ; a sum, that

is to say, not much short of double the average stipend of an

assistant curate. In due course, childi'en may be expected, in-

volving additional expense in the way of servants, food, clothing,

and medical attendance \ Supposing that there is a family (and

clergymen^s families have not generally the character of being

smaller than those of other people), in the matter simply of food

not less than a weekly average of seven shillings a head must be

reckoned, counting children as well as adults. Thus for hiisband,

wife, three children, and two servants, about 130/. will be required

for one item alone. Then, there is the very important question

' The friend to wliom I am indebted for these items—a London business

man of moderate income—told me that the birth of his first child involved him
in an expense of 1001. for medical attendance, nursing, &c. This, of course,

must be considered as an exceptional outlay, caused by the serious illness of

the mother ; but it is a contingency from which no married clergyman can

secure exemption.
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of life insurance. No man of ordiuavy pruclence, whose position

is such that his income necessarily ceases Avith his lifcj can, with

justice to his wife and family, omit to make some provision for

them in the event of his decease ; and no doubt the most con-

venient method of doing this is to insure his life. In calculating-

the annual exj)enses of a household, this consideration must needs

have a place. The lowest sum for which one in a clergyman^'s

position would insui'e, would probably he 500/., and to secure this

amount, supposing- that he took out his policy at the age of 25,

he would have to pay an annual premium of from 10/. to 121.

;

if he did not beg-in until he was 30 years old, the premium would

range from 121. to 14.1. 10*. a year. For such a family as that

which I have instanced above, we may fairly take the following-

estimate—which is certainly as low as it can reasonably be cal-

culated—as the expenditure for positive necessaries ; supposing,

that is to say, that they live as a family in the position of a

clergyman^s is ordinarily expected to live at the present day :

—

House-rent, rates, and taxes . . £50
Living for a family of seven persons . 130

Servants^ wages . . . . 20

Clothing : husband and wife . . 25

Clothing : three children... 10

Life insurance . . . . 13

Total . £247

This is wholly exclusive of what will naturally be required for

medical attendance—a large item in the expenses of some

families ; almsgiving, which, for obvious reasons, in the case of

a clergyman, cannot possibly be counted at less than a tenth of

his whole income ; educational expenses as the children grow up
;

railway and cab fares occasionally ; and extras of various kinds

which would by no means come under the head of extravagances.

Reckon these at 53/. a year, which is little enough, and 300/. is

the sum total which every clergyman, in London at any rate, must
calculate vipon being required to meet within a very few years after

his marriage : and he must be clever to manage upon that.

It may be said, that whoever marries a clergyman ought not

to expect to live a life of ease and luxury. Granted that they

ought not, still there is a very wide range between luxury and

such narrow pinching poverty as must necessarily ensue from

clerical marriages, in cases where there is little or no private

income to fall back upon when professional resources are ex-

hausted. The artificial way in which young ladies arc Ijrought
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up in the present day, renders each generation less fitted than

the previous one for any thing even approaching to a life of

poverty and hardship ; and in the days of their courtship this is

the last thing, practically considered, which enters into their

minds. It is also worth notice, that whilst the wealth of the

country is generally increasing, and with it expensive tastes and

habits (by which young ladies are not generally supposed to be

wholly uninfluenced), a corresponding increase does not take place

with regard to the sources from whence clerical emoluments are

chiefly derived. Hence, while their expenses are getting larger

in the event of their marriage, the incomes of clergymen remain

the same. If young clergymen are, as a rule, the most imprudent

of all young men when mai'riage is concerned, I am afraid that

the young ladies whom they favour with their attentions are,

generally speaking, none of the most sage. No doubt j^arents

ought to interfere when there seems little prospect of their

daughter's suitor having sufiicient to mamtain her in moderate

comfort; but experience shows that when there are several mar-
riag'eable daughters still at home, a good deal is taken for granted

which strict prudence would scarcely justify. It is found in

practice that a clerical lover is, generally speaking, more gra-

ciously received both by parents and daughters than a lay one.

Tliere are two reasons in particular which may be adduced to

account for this, one of which more directly appeals to the femi-

nine mind, while the other has greater weight with that of the

opposite sex. In the first place, there is in itself a certain position

attained by the wife of a clergyman, which, in some sort, gives

her a precedence over the wife of the professional layman or man
of business ; and those who know women best, will be best able

to appreciate the influence of such a consideration. And, secondly,

the fact of a husband being in Holy Orders is, to a certain extent,

a guarantee that he will at any rate be free from gross vices, and
implies a probability of his maintaining in the eyes of the world a

character which will not compromise his wife or her connexions.

Clergymen are generally said to be the worst men of business

of any class of the community, and they rarely appear in this

character to greater disadvantage than in matters connected with

marriage. When a man who is engaged in any secular avocation

wishes to take a wife, the first question which he commonly asks

himself is, whether he is able to support her ; and if his income is

not such as to justify his marriage he simply puts it off until his

pecuniary position has improved. And further, with a fair pro-

spect of a gradually increasing income from his profession or

trade as years go on, he is able to marry upon a smaller annual
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sum than would be tlie case with one who has a fixed unvarying'

salary, even thoug-h at the outset it be somewhat larg-er in

amount. With a clerg-ymau such considerations are too fre-

quently disreg-ardod ; and the increased expenses which will

necessarily be entailed by an increasing" family, without any
probable aug-mentation of income to meet such expenses, are often

not taken into account. If the possibility of his not being- able

to meet his expenses does occur to him, I am afraid that he is

sometimes disposed to comfort himself with the reflection that

his own parents, not liking to have their son in difficulties, will

give him some assistance, and that his wife^s family will not

permit her and her children to be reduced to actual want. But
is this just towards the families of either husband or wife? A
parent will make over to his son or daughter on the wedding day
such a sum as he can afford, which is often little enough; and
every five-pound note which is received afterwards, over and
above his or her own fair share, is taken from the other members
(jf the family, who, by being more provident, have maintained

themselves in independence, and who consequently are more
deserving. If any really unforeseen calamity occurs, the ques-

tion, of course, assumes a totally different aspect; but for a cleric

to reckon upon external aid as an excuse for an imprudent mar-
riage, is surely as questionable an act of morality as for a man
with only a sovereign in the world to order an expensive suit of

clothes in the hope that his father will pay the bill.

Some readers will perhaps think these remarks a little too

severe, and the statement with regard to the reckless way in

which poor clergymen enter upon marriage overdra\vn. If so, I

would ask them whether they have ever taken the trouble to

inquire into facts. Any one who wishes for a proof of clerical

improvidence would do well to read the report of the "Society

for the Relief of Poor Clergymen," to which reference has already

been made. Among the "cases" cited, in that for last year they

will find the following given:—A curate, twenty-one years in

Holy Orders: sole income, 100/. a year; a wife and six children

dependent upon him. An Irish \'icar, eleven years in Orders

;

income, GHl. a year; ten children, A curate, thirty years in

Orders; income, 130/.; nine children. An Irish incumbent, twenty-

lour 3^ears in Orders; income, GOl. ; three children. A clergyman,

twenty-nine years in Orders; income 100/.; five children. The
widow of a clergyman, left entirely destitute, with nine children.

Another, similarly situated, with six children. Two orphan girls,

left entirely destitute. And about twenty "cases^^ more in which

the same story is repeated over and over again. Certainly a man
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must have a heart of stone not to commiserate these poverty-

stricken clerg3anen and their families, more especially", as these

twenty or thirty examples of what I must term clerical paupers

form but a fractional part of the few, comparatively speaking,

whose abject condition has compelled them to seek the aid of

strangers through the medium of this Society, and are merely to

be considered as typical of a class of distress which is very widely

felt throughout the country. Still, such commiseration must

not prevent our viewing the matter in a common-sense and

business-like light. Without laying ourselves open to a charge

of hard-heartedness, we may without impropriety ask what

right a man has to marry without a reasonable prospect of being

able to support a wife and family. If it be absolutely necessary

for him to marry—a question aljout which he can surely make

up his mind before he is three-and-twenty—let him do so by all

means; but in that case we may fairly expect him to make

choice of a calling which offers a probable chance of providing

him with the means of living as a married man, instead of one

which in all probability will bring him and his family, sooner or

later, to want. If it be said, that he is induced to enter the

ministry of the Church from high motives, and that he is willing

to run the risk of a life of poverty which may come upon him in

consequence, well and good. This, however, can only apply to

himself, for he has obviously no business to entail such poverty

upon a wife. Motives, if they be really high ones, will not be

confined to one individual aspiration, but will be evidenced by
his conduct as a whole. Hence I repeat that a clergyman, or

one about to become a clergyman, supposing that he has not

sufficient pecuniary prospects to justify him in incurring the

expense of a family, has no right to marry. It is unjust towards

his relatives, who are compromised by it ; it is unjust towards

the public, who are expected to relieve the want caused by reckless

improvidence ; it is unjust towards his wife and family, whom he

drags with him into penury and distress; and, last, though
not least, it is unjust towards the Church in whose service he

ministers, as it casts upon her a reproach which she has no right

to bear. All honour is due to those who, of their charity, take

an active part in the Society which I have named ; but still, I

contend that it is simply untrue to say generally of the neces-

sitous clerics for whom they plead, that they are " a class of men
whose poverty is their misfortune and not their fault'.''

' These remarks are in a great measure applicable to another Charity

—

" The Clergy Orphan Corporation," from whose offices harrowing descriptions
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It is a favourite idea with yoimg" clerg-ymon, that hy manying
they multiply their working- power in the parish to which they

are attached. In other words^ they expect that a wife will prove

a kind of feminine assistant-curate, and be able to do a vast

number of things to help her husband in his parish work. There

is the Maternity Charity to be looked to, and the Girls^ School

to be superintended, and the Women and Children's Clothing-

Club to be arranged, and half-a-dozen other parochial institutions

to be kept in good working- order, which the incumbent or

assistant-curate feels somewhat unequal to, and which he thinks

a wife could so conveniently manag-e in his stead. But it may
reasonably be asked, why should a clergyman's wife be different

from the wafe of any other professional man ? The doctor's wife

is not expected to nurse her husband's patients, nor the wife of

the lawyer to busy herself about her husband's clients (I do not

refer to professional matters) ; why should the clergyman's wife

stand upon a different footing ? Why should she be expected to

take part in matters which are as manifestly beyond her province

as her husband's business would be, if she were married to the

solicitor or the medical man ? For the wife of a clergyman to be

regarded as a married Sister of Mercy, is a fundamental error.

There are, of course, certain things which she can, and naturally

Avill, do in the parish under her husband's direction ; but it does

not appear why they should be different, either in kind or in

degree (to speak generally), from those which the surgeon's or

attorney's wife would do under the same clerical superintendence.

There are many ways in which a lady may be of infinite use to

the sick and poor in her neighbourhood ; but this applies to all

ladies who have some leisure time, and not to the wife of the

clergyman more than to the wife of any one else. Indeed, there

is a reason for thinking that it appHes less to her than to others ;

for every devout mistress of a secular household is a fresh centre

of those good works which it is most undesirable should be con-

centrated in the Parsonage alone.

It is a primary rule in all good government, that each person

should attend to his own business, and leave others to attend to

theirs. This is true in small communities as in great ones; and

in nothing is its soundness more necessary to be asserted than with

reference to the question which we are now considering. The

of candidates for election are received half-yearly by subscribers. In all pro-

bability, the needy children to whose benefit the income of this Society is

applied, are, in the majority of cases, the ofl'spring of improvident marriages

;

in which case it does not appear why " the orphans of clergymen deserve

special sympathy."
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parochial Mrs. Proudie is the reverse of an acquisition in her

husband^s domain. If it he askedj how that portion of the work

in a parish which requires a woman^s aid is to he performed^ the

answer is a sufficiently simple one. The best organization would

be, of course^ a Parochial Sisterhood, whose members should

devote themselves entirely to such portion of the work of a parish

as most properly comes within a woman's province. Where this

most valuable institution cannot be had, let the clerg-yman (not

his wife) enlist the services of such ladies in his parish as he can

depend upon, and arrange for each to take a separate branch of

the work under his superintendence, and be responsible for its

proper management. Under this system, the clergyman's wife,

supposing her to be justified in undertaking it, will have her

own share in common with the rest; but if she assume the

functions of directress, or be in any way distinguished from the

others, the chances are that her co-workers will by degrees drop

off, and she will find herself left alone to manage as she can.

I repeat, then, that, excej)t in a limited degree, parochial work

is not the work of a clergyman's wife, and it ought not to be

expected of her. The writer of the article entitled " The Priest

in the World," in the January number of Fraser's Magazme,

makes the following sensible remark upon this head. Speaking

of a wife as a " helpmate " he says :
—" It is very questionable

whether a man is helped by a wife who lugs incessantly at the

same oar along with himself. It is not well for a wife to know
all the details, and to share all the drudgery of a priest's work."

Besides, it must be remembered that she has duties to perform at

home, which, if they are to be done properly, will take up the

greater part, if not the whole, of her time. Indeed, sup])osing

that a clergyman has a sufficient income to support a wife and

family with economy (it is very rarely that more can be said than

this), it may be assumed that, what with performing her duty

to her children and attending to her other domestic matters, she

will find quite enough to do at home without taking part in

parish affairs ; and that if she does go beyond her own immediate

province, she will prove in the end a hindrance to her husband

rather than a help. Considering the question of clerical mar-

riag-e, then, in the light of supplying additional parochial agency,

it would appear, when viewed from a common-sense stand point,

to be entirely a mistake ; and further, that a clergyman's work-

ing power, so far from being increased, is seriously diminished

when he is a married man.
The Bishop of Ely makes some striking observations upon this

head in the same chapter of his work from which a quotation was
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g-iven in tlie early part of this Paper. After remarlcino- that

(iou's Ministers should ever seek the more excellent wiiy, he goes

on to adduce the following- motives of Church policy in favour of

a celibate Priesthood, which he considers ought not to be under-

rated :
—" An unmarried clergyman is expeditior, more readily

moved from place to place, abler to go where his duty may call him,

to do what his duty may require of him. He has no children to

think about, no wife to carry about with him, no interests but
those of the Church and the Church's Head. His strength, his

wealth, his intellect, he may devote all to one end, for he has no
need to have anxieties to provide for his own, or to preserve him-
self for their sakes. He has no temptation to heap up riches for

others, none to form worldly schemes and seek worldly interests

for the advancement of his family. ' He careth only for the

things of the Lord, how he may please the Lord.' "

This is so good and so true, that little more need be said. As
a corollary, however, to what the Bishop suggests as to the hin-

drance which children may prove to parochial work, the by no
means unknown instances in which married priests have avoided

infected houses and fever-stricken patients through fear of con-

veying disease to the little ones at the parsonage, are worth con-

sideration. It is obvious, too, that where a clergyman has a

family in addition to his parish, he can scarcely attend properly

to the one, without neglecting to some extent the duties which he
owes to the other. In this respect his case is different from that

of the professional man and man of business, who has, at any
rate, his Sundays unoccupied, and, for the most part, his evenings

free. But a Priest is not a mere professional man nor a man of

business. A clergyman's ivorlc is never over ; and the temptation

to give up that time to his wife and children which would other-

wise be devoted to such works as Night Schools, Confirmation,

Communion and Bible Classes, to say nothing of theological read-

ing, is not a small one. As a practical illustration of this I may
mention that, whilst writing this portion of my Essay, I have had
a visit from a most hard-working country incumbent, who gave
it as one of his chief reasons for discontinuing the Sunday even-

ing service in his parish church, that it occupied the time and
exhausted the energies which he thought it rig-ht to devote to

the religious instruction of his family at home.

Another respect in which the existence of a wife at the par-

sonage is a hindrance to her husband's work, is in the matter of

friendly visiting. There are many families in every good-sized

parish with whom an unmarried Priest could take a friendlv meal,

and by this means estaldish and maintain amicable relations, to
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whose tables he can no longer go when he becomes a married man.

They are perfectly fit associates (for the time being-) for him, but

they are not deemed proper companions for his ndfe, and a means

of influence, which before was open to him, is henceforth closed.

The fact also of there being at least twice the chance of misunder-

standings arising between a clergyman and his parishioners when
the former is no longer single, is a view of the question in its

general aspect which should not be entirely disregarded.

An argument frequently urged in favour of a clergyman being

married, is the advantage which must naturally accrue to the

parish at large from the example of a devout and well-disciplined

family at the parsonage. There is some difficulty in answering

this ; not, indeed, from any doubt which one can have as to the

proper answer, but from the painfiil necessity of giving addi-

tional publicity to a very disagreeable fact if the truth be spoken

without reserve. Tliat a well-regulated clergyman^s family,

when grown up, would be calculated to benefit a parish by the

force of good example, no one can doubt ; but is it the normal

condition of such families to be well-regulated ? Is not the re-

verse notoriously the case ? Without venturing to criticize the

daughters at the Manse, I may fairly say a word or two about

the sons. Let any one pick out the half-dozen most ill-conducted

boys in the public school that he was at, or a similar number of

the fastest men, in rather a low direction, that he was acquainted

with at the University, and the chances are that a large proj)or-

tion belonged to those families which are supposed to exercise so

much beneficial influence in their respective parishes from their

personal example. There is no occasion now to inquire into the

reasons to be assigned for this. It is enough to state it as a fact

which few would be disposed to gainsay ; and it is so unpleasant

a topic that the less that is said about it the better.

The celibacy of the clergy in its bearing upon missionary

enterprise in foreign parts, is an item in our subject which must
not be overlooked. With many, a wife is regarded as weU-nigh

indispensable to one who is about to engage in this peculiar

branch of the Church''s work, and a number of plausil^le argu-

ments are adduced in support of the opinion. If examined, they

will be found in reality to amount to little more than this—that

a missionary is more comfortable with a wife than without one.

Granted that this is so, it is fairly open to question, whether the

personal comfort of the missionary is of such primary importance

as some would make it, in a work whose object is to preach the

doctrines of the Cross in heathen lands. Judging from what we
read of S. Jolm Baptist, of the seventy Disciples, and of the
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Apostles, WO arc led to believe (if I mistake not) that it was a
spirit of self-sacrifice, and not one of self-indul<>-cncc, which won
the first and gn-eatest victories for Christ; and in after periods

of the Chvirch^s history, it has ever been a similar spirit which
has been followed by a similar success. The bare idea of such

missionaries as S. Denys or S. Martin of Tours, S. Boniface or

S. Francis Xavier indulgnng- in the comforts of married life, is as

absurd a one as can well be imagined ; and yet these, and such
as these, were the men who took heathendom by storm, men to

whose mission-stations pagans flocked to Holy Baptism by thou-

sands, and whose work, as compared with ours in the same
direction, was as the labour of an adult to the trifling- of a child.

Wives and families must ever prove a positive hindrance to

such clergymen as are occupied in the w^ork of converting" the

inhabitants of heathen nations to the Faith ; and this for many
and obvious reasons. It seems unnecessary to enlarge upon this

head ; for those which the Bishop of Ely so well sugg-ests, and
wdiich have been quoted above, are even more applicable to

clergymen engaged in Missions than to those who are situated

in parishes at home. Over and above these, however, there is

one point worthy of consideration which may be mentioned—if

mission work be pushed with activity and vigour, it must neces-

sarily be at the risk of a certain amount of personal peril, either

from the need of dwelling at times in unhealthy districts, or from

attempting to deal with unfriendly and savage tribes. Common
sense tells us that celibates, who are free from the anxieties, the

burdens, and the responsibilities incident to married life, are the

proper men to undertake such work, and practically the only

men who will undertake it. In any military campaign, if a

storming party has to be organized, or a forlorn hope to be got

together, it is naturally and most properly the single, and not

the married, men who will present themselves as volunteers; and

precisely the same principle will hold good in the aggressive war
which the Catholic Church is pledged to wage against the powers

of evil in the woi'ld. Hence, practically, single men are the only

ones who will undertake missionary labour amongst the heathen

;

for there can be little doubt that, as regards the Church of Eng-
land, the miserable insufficiency of missionary clergy is mainly

owing to the prevalent idea that every clergyman ought, as a

matter almost of necessity, to be married ; and the desire for an

after-position of tolerable comfort, as the natural complement to

this idea, not unreasonably deters them from a life which will

possil:)ly be perilous, and which must to a certainty be hard.

So long as this excessive devotion to the comforts of matrimony.
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on the part of our clergy, continues unabated, curacies " with the

advantages of good society ^^ will remain at their present high

premium, and snug country parsonages, with " light duty " and

^'in good neighbourhoods " will be canvassed for as eagerly as ever,

but missions to the heathen will be left to take care of themselves.

A single illustration will go far to show that this picture

is not too highly coloured. In one of our Missions, when in

its infancy, and when its bishop was standing well-nigh alone

amongst the heathen and semi-heathen tribes to whom he had

been sent, it so happened that he was deprived of the aid of three

men simultaneously from this one cause alone. Two clergymen

in England, who had promised their personal aid, withdrew from

their engagements because the ladies, to whom they had become

affianced in the interval, very naturally objected to such un-

inviting expatriation ; while the third, who had gone out as a

married man, was compelled to return to the old country,

because, after the exj)erience of a year or two, the new one did

not prove agreeable to his wife. In our thriving colonies the

rival claims of clerical marriage and celibacy stand upon pretty

much the same footing as they do at home ; but in the work of

converting the heathen, we may take it as a certain truth, that

until we have a very large staff of celibate clergy in the Church

of England, the mission fields still open to us will be left un-

occupied or nearly so, and our successes in those where work has

already been begun, will, from sheer lack of labourers, continue

to be—what they have been in years past.

The general subject of which this Paper treats is so large a one,

when viewed in connexion with the practical working and well-

being of the Church of England, that amongst the many points

deserving notice, it is difficult to know which to select, and which

to leave untouched. In addition to those which have been men-
tioned, there are one or two others which may be indicated, thoug'h

little more than a mere indication of their bearing can be given.

Eor example, the encouragement of sounder views with regai-d to

celibacy would inspire people with a deeper disgust for flirting

and fortune-hunting clergymen, and tend to thin their numbers
—clerical ladies^-men—modern editions (I mean) of the men who
were not unknown even in the fourth century, and against whom
we find S. Jerome warning the Virgin Eustochium in the follow-

ing terms :
—" Their chief care is to be well dressed, neatly shod,

and perfumed; they curl their hair with irons, they have bright

rings on their fingers, and they walk on tiptoe, looking more
like young bridegrooms than clerks. Some of them make it

their onlv biisiness to know the names and dwelliup-s of ladies of
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quality, and discover their inclinations, &e., &c/' Again, the

comparative independence which a celibate enjoys, when hostile

pressure is brouq-ht to bear upon him, by reason of his faithful

administration of the Clun-ch's discipline or his fearless defence

of Catholic truth, is an aspect of the subject which troubles,

supposed l)y some to be impendino', naturally suggest to thought-

ful minds. Willingness to bear the part of confessor, if needs

be, in the cause of the Church, must be seriously modified by the

reflection that thereby a wife and family must to a certainty share

the suffering, and may very possibly be reduced to want.

And again, as to the application of ecclesiastical emoluments.

That these were intended solely for Church purposes, nobody can

doubt. Whatever surplus chanced to remain over and above the

sum needed for the support of the parish priest, would clearly

be supposed to go towards the maintenance of some religious

work. On what principle Church money can rightly be devoted

to the support of wife and children, and to the purchase of such

things as bonnets, parasols, and perambulators, is more than I

can tell ; but every body knows that the drainage in such direc-

tions must be attended with very serious loss to the cause of

charity and religion. Had William of Wykeham been a married

man, it may reasonablv be doubted whether the noble institution

at Winchester which is inseparably connected with his name, and

its still more illustrious fellow on the banks of the Isis, would

have existed now as witnesses to the generosity of him to whom
they owe their being. It can hardly be seriously maintained that

large endowments were intended to minister to the additional

temporal luxury of the incumbent, rather than to supply addi-

tional spiritual advantages to the parish thus endowed. The

popular idea, that, whereas a vicar with a living of £500 a year

must be content with a couple of maid-servants, and an occasional

hired fly, the rector with a benefice worth £1500 will necessarily

have his private carriage, with coachman in livery to boot, is so

manifestly unsound (not to use a stronger term), that it would

be waste of time to undertake its refutation.

A very common, and at first sight a very specious objection to

the general principle adopted in this Paper, requires an answer

before it be closed. It is urged, that the encouragement of celi-

bacy argues a low estimation of matrimony as a holy and honour-

able state of life, instituted by God, and in a peculiar manner

exalted by being made a type of Christ^s union with His Church.

But when it is considered that those who place the highest value

upon religious celibacy happen to be the men who at the same

time regard marriage as a Sacrament, whilst the opponents of

VOL. I. N
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the celibate life place matrimony in a far lo^Yer rank among-st

Church ordinances, the objection can scarcely be reckoned as one

of any great weight.

A very few more words must suffice. It may perhaps be

thought that the pleas which have been urged in favour of the

celibacy of the clergy, are a strange commentary upon the evi-

dence which the previous historical summary gave of certain

ill consequences which ensued upon it in times ^one by. But

the voluntary adoption of this life for which I plead, as con-

trasted with the enforced submission to it on the part of the

clergy, is that which makes all the difference, when the question

is regarded from this point of view. Encourage a man to

embrace the higher life, but leave him to judge for himself as to

his fitness for it, and let religious, no less than financial consider-

ations, assist in determining his choice ; and then we need have

but little fear that evils will arise. Still there are, doubtless,

many who would shrink from giving encouragement to this

principle on prudential and moral grounds. They regard the

fair fame of the Church of England as inseparably bovmd up

with the prevailing practice of its clergy, and deem that mar-

riage is the great safeguard against evil. It is, however, worth

notice, that so far from clerical scandals being confined to the

unmarried clergy, in the cases which are made jjublic, the accused,

at least as often as not, turns out to be a married man. Indeed, if

I mistake not, the proportion of married to unmarried clerical

delinquents is about the same as that of married to unmarried

clergymen ; and that, in reality, marriage will be found not to

affect the question at all. It would be only fair to consider fur-

ther, that a religious celibate is not merely an unmarried man.
Notwithstanding many obstacles which necessarily stand in

the way of any very widely-spread practical accei^tance of the

celibate life by our English clergy, the idea that there may be,

and probably will be, a considerable body of such priests at Work
in our parishes in the course of a few years, is not so fanciful a

one as some persons might suppose. A strong* feeling in this

direction already exists in the minds of many of the younger

clergy, who belong to that school of thought which the Bishop of

London tells us supplies the most hard-working' and self-denving

men to the Church. And further, it may not be generally

known how rapidly the conviction is spreading among-st the more
thoughtful of the laity, that if the " home heathen ''•' are to be

efficiently dealt with by the Church of England, some other

agency must be employed than that of clergy sulrjeet to the mani-
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fold distractions of family life. To speak fi'ora personal experi-

ence, I may say, that I have heard laymen expressing* their

opinion as to the importance of Clerical Celibacy more strongly

even than priests who, in support of the principles set forth in

this Paper, have bound themselves to a sing'le life by vow. That

there are some spheres of du.ty and some classes of Church people

which are more suited to, and more influenced by, the ministra-

tions of a married clergy, may be freely conceded ; but on the

other hand, the1"e are many positions in which a celibate, C(dteris

j)arihiis, is the proper man if real telling work is to be done.

And as hig^her views of ministerial responsibilities, and more
genuine yearnings to win souls for Christ obtain a wider accept-

ance amongst the clergy of the Church of England, such earnest-

ness must necessarily take this form more and more. That it has

not done so to any great extent already, must be attributed to

the fact that the minds of devoted men have been too little

directed in this channel, and that the tone of poj^ular feeling* has

hitherto been strongly against the adoption of celibacy. Expe-

rience would tend to show that a much larger number of men
than is commonly supposed might live as celibates, if they chose

to do so, apart from the special grace which God would give

to such as voluntarily embraced the higher life. The studious

and sedentary are by no means naturally best fitted for the un-

married state; yet the Fellows of many of our Colleges are known
to live on thus year after year during the most trying portion of

their lives : and it is not too much to assert, that what one body

of men can and will do for the sake of income, another body of

men may do for the love of Christ.

James Edward Vaitx.
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About twenty years ago an Association was formed for the

purpose of effecting a union among- members of various Protes-

tant sects at home and abroad ; it was called, " The Evangelical

Alliance/' Its proceedings made a very consideral)le noise at the

time, and every where attracted attention. Its meetings were

noticed in most of the newspapers, and the speeches of the

members reported. It was joined by a few clergymen and more

laymen, but its principal streng-th lay in the number of Dissent-

ing ministers. Of late its proceedings have been hardly noticed

in any of the Church papers. Many persons are scarcely aware

of its existence, and few, probably, know that the nineteenth

annual conference of this Alliance was held on September 26th,

1805, at Hull. The Alliance is still joined by a few clergymen,

but has long ceased to have any influence in the Church. The
principal cause of failure is not far to seek : the Alliance has no

creed. On the contrary, one of its fundamental rules is, that the

members of the different sects who join it are to retain their own
peculiarities of belief; even priests of the Church, who have

subscribed the creed of S. Athanasius are admissible. A society

composed of such discordant elements as these, cannot amalga-

mate : it is an image of iron and clay, and it carries with it the

causes of its own dissolution. But the Alliance goes further;

it studiously ignores the Catholic Church ; it refuses communion
with members of the Greek and Roman branches, and admits

only such of the Anglican as repudiate the doctrine of the Apos-

tolical succession.

The history of the Evangelical Alliance is instructive, even if

it be only the history of a failure, since it serves to show that

re-union must lie in another direction. But it proves more than

this : it proves the inherent weakness of division, and the sense

which those who keep up division have of the falseness of their

position, and their secret discontent at it. If separation into

sects be good, why seek to set up an Alliance ? If an Alliance

be good, why continue to keep up sects ? Still more, the Alli-

ance is only one of individuals, not of communities ; it is not an
Alliance of, say, the sect of Methodists with that of the Inde-
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})eiKlents ; but only ot" certain members of the one with oertuin

meml^ers ot" the other. It is not even a re-nnion of" what the

Alliance terms "Evangelical Christendom," exclusive of the

Catholic Church : it is only a partial re-union of certain indi-

vidual members for a certain specified purpose. It never, as far

as we are informed, even contemplated the possibility of, e. g.

every Baptist meeting-house being open to every Independent

minister to preach and minister its rites, or any Quaker meet-

ing-house being the scene of an adult or infant baptism; though

possibly, in another sense altogether, several of the members do

contemplate the occupation of the pulpits of the Church by
Dissenters. The failure of the Alliance teaches us wherein alone

to look I'or re-union, not in the sects, but in the Catholic Church.

Negatively, it establishes the fact, that in order to effect re-union,

there must be a common creed, and a common ministry. We
use the word re-union emphatically, to distinguish from any

other process, such as absorption : a stronger body may ub-virb a

weaker, by the latter giving up its distinctive principles, and

adopting those of the stronger ; but re-union can only take

place where each separated body, having one common foundation,

unites upon it, retaining only national or local peculiarities.

Propositions have been made from time to time in Convocation,

by Chancellor INIassingberd, of Lincoln, to enter into formal

negotiation with Wesleyan Methodists, to induce a return of that

body to the Church. Were this successful, this process would

be absorption, not re- union. It would not be to put their

ministers on an equality with the clergy, or to make their meet-

ing-houses into parish churches. It would be to absorb, in each

parish, the members of the Wesleyan body into the Church.

On the other hand, re-union means the re-establishment of com-

munion between divided portions of the same body, and the

perfect equality of the respective ministers of each, as well as a

mutual participation of sacraments, with the confession of a

common faith.

We must be careful in fully understanding, that this last does

not by any means imply that the ritual of every branch of the

Church should be exactly identical. On the contrary, such unioi,i

is compatible with the greatest diversity in the form of worshiji,

in ceremonies, and in general management. There are certain

things essential, as the form of words in the Sacraments : other

parts are variable, according to local tradition. For example,

in administering the Sacrament of Baptism, it is essential that

it be done in the Name f>f the Holy Trinity ; but it is not essen-

tial to the validity of the Sacrament, that the preceding words
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be addressed to the recipient in the indicative or the imperative

mood. The form in the Western Church is, " I baptize thee ;"

in the Eastern, " Be thou baptized/' Both forms are equally

valid; but the form which is now becoming" common among-

Dissenters, " I baptize thee in the Name of the Loed Jesus/'' is

invalid, and renders re-baptism necessary. In a word, it is not a

Sacrament at all, since it is essential that the person should be

baptized into the name of each Person of the Holy Trinity and

not of One only.

The two principal points, on which all the rest really turn,

are those of Orders and Creed. Where Orders are not valid,

there can be no branch of the Catholic Church ; where the

Creed is heretical, the branch is cut off from the Catholic Church,

though outwardly it retains the form. Thus, the three branches

of the Catholic Church, are the Greek, the Boman, and the

Anglican ; because they each, though at present estranged from

one another, retain the essentials of the Church in faith and

order. In the East, there are other bodies, which have retained

the form and order of the Catholic Church, but which have cor-

rupted the Creed by the adoption of some heresy. Thus, the

Syrian Jacobites retain the whole framework of the Church

entire and imbroken, but they have adopted a doctrine on the

Nature of Christ Incarnate, which the Catholic Church has con-

demned. In the West schism has generally taken the form of

a denial of the Apostolic Order of the Episcopate and Priesthood

as indelible, and of Divine appointment, and a substituting of a

ministry merely human and temporary. It will follow then,

necessarily, that if a reconciliation of these bodies with the

Church ever be effected, the process will be wholly dissimilar. It

will help us to understand the whole question better, if we illus-

trate the two cases. Suppose, then, that a reconciliation was
proposed between the Anglo-Catholic Church and the Jacobite

community. All that would be required to put the latter in a

position for re-union, would be the adoption of the orthodox

Creed, and the erasing* and changing all expressions in its

liturgy and ritual which savoured of heresy. The Orders of the

Jacobite Church, though schismatical, are still valid, and there-

fore there would need no re-ordination, nor re-organization of

the community : by renouncing its heresy, it is simply re-admitted

into the Communion of the Body of Christ.

But if it had been the Scottish Established Kirk that desired

reconciliation, the process would be wholly different. This com-

munity, ha\'ing formally renounced the divine order and appoint-

ment of the ministrv of the Catholic Church, and having
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established a ministry of mere human api)oiutment and autho-

ritjj there could not be re-union without entire reconstruction.

Not only would the parish minister have to acknowledf^e the

divine authority of the Bishops for the future ; but each minister

\\ould himself have to be ordained by a Bishop before he could

administer the Sacraments and rites of the Church. Reconstruc-

tion must take place, before re-union can be accomplished.

The last case to consider, is that of the re-union of the three

branches of the Church which are now unhappily estrang-ed.

Each professing' the same Creed, each possessing" the same Orders,

one would think re-union here would be the easiest of all ; but

experience tells us that the quarrels between the nearest relations

are always the most Intter, and re-union the most diilicult.

In order to comprehend this case, we must enter upon a more

exact statement of the nature of the Catholic Church and her

branches, as well as the various theories of those outside her pale

— the idea of the Catholic Church, and the theory of Protestant

communities. The theory of the latter requii-es a disbelief in the

doctrine of the visible Church ; that is, in a divinely-instituted

Body and an equally divinely-appointed govei'nment of the visible

Body ; it requires a denial of the fact that our Lord appointed a

Priesthood in His Church, whose office is to celebrate those

" mysteries " which are the means and channels of grace and

communion between Christ and His Body. Nay, it denies that

the Body itself is a visible community or kingdom, separated

from the rest of mankind by the partaking of, or communicating

in, these Sacraments. On the contrary, the notion seems to be,

that the Church is not strictly a Body, but an aggregation of

individuals who hold a certain tlaeological or philosophical system,

gathered out of the Holy Scriptures ; that certain truths are

revealed in the Scriptures, which truths were systematized by

certain learned men in the sixteenth century; and that a belief in

these truths constitutes the membership with Christ, irrespective

of the visible Body and the Sacraments. Tliis is the objective

aspect.

Besides this, there is the subjective aspect : a certain con-

sciousness of personal interest in these truths, and a sense

of general unworthiness, and a further sense of the removal

of that unworthiness, in the belief and apprehension of these

truths—the w^hole matter of salvation Ijeing a personal one,

l)etween the individual and Christ the Saviour—and that for

])urposes of mutual edification and advantage, it is expedient

that individuals should unite into distinct bodies or commu-
nities, appoint their own teachers, frame their own terras of
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communion^ and administer their own ordinances. Admitting" for

the most part—not universally—the divine authority of the two

greater SaeramentSj a form of Baptism is used_, and a form of

Communion in bread and wine ; but these are not really Sacra-

mental in the sense that the Chvirch holds them, as means of

grace to the recipients ; but rather as seals and pledges of grace

already given, outward signs of GoD^s Spirit already bestowed,

on the part of God; and signs of faith in His promises, or rather,

the fulfilment of His promises, on the part of the recipient.

Let us not be misunderstood. We are not speaking of the

formularies of the different Protestant sects, as if such a theory

were contained in them, we are speaking of the views of Protest-

ants at the present time ; for the majority has departed very far

from the older standards. For instance, take that community

which has the most stringent formulary and the most elaborate

organization—the Presbyterian Establishment in Scotland. In the

formularies of this body, the doctrine of the Sacraments is very

different from what we have described above, though the real

doctrine is overshadowed by, and brought into subjection to, the

primary doctrine of Predestination and Reprobation, which, of

course, nullifies the idea of their being means of grace, excepting

to the elect ; and, still further, by the adoption of Calvin^s

theory that Sacraments are " seals " of God's promises already

given, not means of communicating their own proper grace. At
the present day, even this modified form is departed from; for it

is not an exaggeration to say that not two-thirds of the children

of Presbyterian parents in Scotland are baptized : in America,

probably not one-half of all the sects. This fearful state of things

arises from the doctrine about " Faith.'" Faith is required pre-

vious to the reception of the Sacraments. In the case of infants,

that of parents is substituted ; when, therefore, parents are

ungodly, or even careless, their faith is not sufficient, and spon-

sors, other than parents, not being allowed, the children are left

to grow up unbaptized. The following fact, the truth of which

the writer of this Essay himself vouches for, will show clearly

the views held, even by ministers, on this point :—A man pre-

sented himself to his minister as desirous to communicate at

the next administration ; but stated, as a possible objection, that

he had not been baptized. The minister informed him that the

objection was quite immaterial; either Sacrament would do,

provided he had faith. We repeat, then, that the idea held by
Protestants of the present day really amounts to this—That there

is no such thing as a visible Church ; but there is in the world

body of elect members, known to God only, who shall finally
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be saved ; and that these, and these only, form the Church of

Chuist : that the union with Christ consists chiefly, if not

wholly, in holding- certain doctrines of Justification hy faith alone

in the Atonement of Christ, together with a belief in God^s pro-

mises as set forth in Scripture : and that, consequently, the whole

matter is a private and personal one between each individual and
Christ, quite independent of the belonging- to the visible

Church, or any sect. In accordance w4th this, we hear every

where proclaimed the doctrine of a Universal Priesthood—every

man is his own priest, and, in some sects, every woman her own
priestess—but that it tends to good order and mutual advantage

that individuals thinking alike should vinite in some one com-
munity or other, choose their own teachers, and frame rules for

g-eneral g-overnment and conduct ; that the gifts of grace are

not attached to any outward form or ordinance, excepting' perhajis

that of preaching, but that they are a private concern between

God and the individual; that the highest form in which grace

manifests itself, is in the knowledge of Scripture and of Pro-

testant doctrine, and especially in the power of preaching.

In direct opposition to this, is the idea of the Catholic

Church, the leading features of which may be stated in the

following- propositions :—First, that it is a spiritual system,

not an intellectual one ; a system whose purpose is a re-union of

man with God, through the Incarnation of the Second Person

of the Holy Trinity. That this union is not effected by merely

believing in a certain system of theology, or in the Revelation

of God in the Bible ; but, being essentially spiritual, only

effected through those means by which spiritual gifts are con-

veyed to man. That those means are the Sacraments, which
may be termed " extensions of the Incarnation,''^ or means
whereby the benefits of the Incarnation are applied to man. That
such a union is, in most cases, and at first, independent and
irrespective of any exercise of the intellect on the part of the

person brought into union, but is by means of the gift of God
in Christ's own appointed way—Holy Baptism. That that

Sacrament is the means of conferring on the recipient a new and
spiritual life, similar and parallel to the natural life into which
every infant enters at birth : so that it is called regeneration, or

the new birth : and that one great object of the Church is to feed,

support, educate, this spiritual life till it comes to the " measure
of the fulness of the stature of Christ.-'-' That the Church is the

body of persons possessing this life, and consequently wholly dis-

tinct from the " world " without ; it is, therefore, a visible body
with an invisible life, and that the means of support for this
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invisible life is invisible grace conveyed through visible forms or

signs, instituted and appointed of Christ for that purpose. That

the whole being of the Church rests on the Incarnation, or

rather, to speak properly, on the Son of God become Man.
Christ is "the Head of the Body, the Chnrch'' (Col. i. 18).

That in order to the extension and communication of this

spiritual life and g*race, our Divine Lord appointed a ministry

in His Church, whose office it is to administer the means of

grace to its members ; so that it is His work, though done by

the hands of His ministers and ambassadors : consequently, no

one can take this office on himself without a direct commission

from Christ. That He appointed His disciples, in the first place,

to be Apostles, with a power to transmit their commission to

others, as the needs of the Body required ; and that without this

commission, no acts are valid, and no ordinances have any
assurance of grace attached to them. That the Episcopate and

Priesthood is not only a form of Church government most nearly

after the model of Scripture ; but it is the one only of divine

appointment in the Body, the one only which has the promise of

grace attached to it, the one only which has the stamp of the

divine commission.

The Protestant assertion that ministers are mere delegates

of, and therefore are elected and commissioned by, the con-

gregation, at once completely overturns the whole constitu-

tion of the Church, reverses the divine order, and substitutes

human authority for that of Christ. Thus the " Communion of

Saints " becomes not only a matter of general advantage, but a

necessity ; so completely is the one Body made up of its several

parts, and so interdej^endent is each part on the other, that when
one member suffiirs, all the members suffer with it ; when one

member is honoured, all the members rejoice with it. Nay
more, communion with the Head is in a great measure depend-

ent on fellowship with tlie members ; we then " have fellowship

one with another, and the Blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from

all sin." The Body is dependent on the ministiy, and the minis-

try is ordained for the Body, mutual fellowshij:) and communion
being requisite for the perfect growth in grace. Tlius the Catholic

idea is, that union and communion with the Church is absolutely

necessary for union and communion with Christ; and that

persons are received into communion with the Church in order to

union with Christ ; and, further, that this communion is effected

by a communication of a spiritual gift, an actual bestowal of the

grace of God to the person through this ministration of the

Church's ordinances ; that thus communion with the Clnirch
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implies and connotes union with Christ^ as well as supplies the

means of such union.

On the other hand, the Protestant theory reverses this : making-

an intellectual process called Faith, and a mental conviction,

called apprehension of Christ by faith, to be the means—not the

condition, but the means— of effecting this union with Christ,

it puts out of sight the fact that a special gift of the Spirit

is necessary to create a union; or, perhaps, we shall describe

the theory more correctly if we say, that it supposes grace to be

an intellectual process going on in the mind, whereby a certain

effect called Faith is produced ; and that the production of this

mental effect accomplishes the union between the individual and
Christ ; that any communion with fellow-Christians is subse-

quent to this, not necessaiy in itself, but productive of good to

the individual in a secondary and inferior way. Tims, according

to this theory, the existence of the Church is no way necessary.

It may be believed in as an abstract proposition, but its existence,

and communion with it, are quite immaterial.

From the Catholic idea of the Church, naturally follows the

Catholic doctrine of its essential unity ;
" I believe in One,

Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church," is the confession of the

whole Church of Christ. But, from the divided state we are now
in, it is most difficult to comprehend the doctrine it teaches and

the truth it declares. It is, however, absolutely necessary to

define it strictly before we can enter upon the question of re-

union. No definition of this unity can be more strict than that

of S. Paul—" One Body, one Spirit . . . one hope of our calling,

one Lord, one Faith, one Baptism, one God and Father of all,

who is above all, and through all, and in all." A unity of faith

and a unity of constitution are predicated here, both of which are

essential to the idea of the oneness of the Body. The former is

defined in the Creeds and the decrees of the Six General Coun-

cils ; the latter is found in the universal practice of the one

Body. "VVe shall not attempt to prove either of these from Holy

Scripture ; for we must bear in mind, that both the faith of the

Chiirch and her visible constitution were complete and in full

force before a single word of the New Testament Scriptures was

written. We find plenty of allusions to such a faith and such a

constitution in the New Testament, for the writers had both

before their eyes j but we shall not find them specifically enun-

ciated. We may as well expect to find among the Anglo-Saxon

laws a carefully drawn-up scheme of the constitutional govern-

ment of England. The governing power in this country was the

king and his nobles; the laws every where acknuwledge this.
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but they nowhere define it. So in Holy Scripture^ the Church

is every where acknowledged ; but its constitution is nowhere

defined. Paper constitutions are not uncommon in our days
;

but then they only occur when a new State or a new Government

has been formed to supersede an older one. So the Protestants

of the sixteenth century constructed paper constitutions of what

they called Chui'ch government^ when they formed a new com-

munity on the ruins of the older society. No State forms a paper

constitution whilst the old one is in force and acknowledged ; and

we shall not therefore expect to find any such paper constitution

of the Catholic Church in the New Testament.

In the matter of the Church's faith^ Creeds were not elaborated

until some portion of the one Faith was denied. The first con-

fession of faith agreed on by the whole Church—the Nicene

Creed—was drawn up with especial reference to the Arian heresy;

and even then the comj^ilers nowhere professed to draw it from

the New Testament. They put in dogmatical form the tradi-

tionary teaching of the Catholic Church, and only appealed to

Scripture for confirmation of their position. So also, in the

subsequent councils which condemned the Macedonian, Euty-

chian, and Nestorian heresies, the Fathers only exj)ressed the

Catholic Faith as traditionally held. Nowhere in Scripture do

we find the word " Trinity ;" nowhere is it dogmatically laid

down that the Holy Ghost is a Person ; and that there are two

Natures, two Wills, in the one Person in Christ
;
yet the Church

did not hesitate to declare these to be essential doctrines, and to

anathematize those who denied them. These matters having

been settled by General Councils, received the assent of the

whole Catholic Church ; and though communion between por-

tions of the one Body has unhappily been suspended, yet each

portion holds firmly the one faith, once delivered to the saints,

as enunciated and settled by the Six General Councils. Thus the

one faith is the Faith of the whole Church,

In the matter of the constitution of the Church, we shall see

the like fact. There is only one Body, one Spirit, and one Bap-

tism, even though intercommunion between certain portions

is interrupted. The quarrels of individuals or communities can-

not make void the institution of Christ, any more than can

family quarrels destroy family relationship. Two sons are still

brothers though each may have vowed the other's death : no

enmity of theirs can break the relationship. So the most deadly

hatred between portions of the one Body— refusal to communi-

cate—cannot make them cease to be portions of the one Body;

for the unity consists in something lar deeper than human
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passions and failing's. Tlie Body is one because tlie Head is

one^ and the Spirit that animates the Body is one. Christ is

not divided^ even thoug-h His followers fig-ht with each other

;

the Holy Spirit ceases not to be one because men cease to hold

communion with each other. So then, as long- as the essential

faith and the essential constitution of the Church are preserved

in the various portions, so long- there is essential unity ; dis-

union, dis-communion, do not necessarily destroy unity. The
Priesthood of the Church is one, because it is commissioned by the

one Hig-h Priest, Christ; the Sacraments are one, because the

Spirit which animates them is one; the faith is one, for it was
settled by Councils of the whole Church, and is received by all

portions of the Church. Thus, the Greek, the Roman, the Ang-li-

can, are all portions of the one Catholic Church, because they hold

the common Faith ; and they retain the one Priesthood, and con-

sequently are still one Body, though intercommunion is inter-

rupted. But the Nestorian and Eutychian communities in the

East, thoug-h they have, and still do retain, the one Priesthood,

yet are separated from, and form no portion of, the one Body, be-

cause they hold not the one Faith, So, also, the Protestant bodies

in Europe form no portion of the one Body, because they have

renounced the one Priesthood. They established a system in-

dependent of the Church, external, and even hostile to it : con-

sequently they have cut themselves off from the participation of

the one Spirit as living- in the Church and flowing" throug-h the

Sacraments, which are the veins and arteries of the one Body'.

We insist very strongly on this point, both because it is essen-

tial to the understanding of the subject, and because it is so

difficult to realize. Englishmen, from their insular position, and
from the isolation which has long been the characteristic of their

branch of the Catholic Church, have systematically ignored the

fact of the essential Oneness of the Body of Christ. The long

estrangement from the Oriental branch, and the deadly feud

with the Roman, have forced them to take a false position, and
to defend and justify it, until at last they have made up their

minds to consider themselves and their community as alone the

true Church of Christ, and all other branches so sunk and

degraded by miserable superstition as to be unworthy of the

' We do not intend to enter into the question as to how far the individual

members of these communities receive grace, which is a point beyond our present

purpose. We are discussing the question of the " Re-union of the Church,"

not the re-union of Christendom. For this reason we purposely avoid hazard-

ing conjecture on the efficacy of schismatical and lay Baptism. It is outside

our inquiry.
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name. This, with a tendency to look on the period of the Refor-

mation, when the feud commenced between the Roman and

Anglican Branches, as the most glorious epoch in Church his-

tory ; nay, considered by many as the true birth of the " Church

of England "—or, as our grandfathers were proud to call it, " Our
Protestant Church"—has obliterated the Catholic idea of the

Church of Christ, and reduced it to the semblance of a mere sect,

better than, but only slightly differing from, the Protestant sects

abroad. Most providentially, the Ecclesiastical Courts, in cer-

tain respects, held the true idea ; and, in one instance, at least,

regularly acted upon it. In the case of Orders, priests ordained

by Greek and Roman bishops have always been regarded as priests

by us ; and, on conforming to our Ritual and Articles, have been

admitted both to the privileges and benefices of the Anglican

community ; while so-called " Protestant Orders " have been

—

except in a few instances, during the times of confusion in the

sixteenth century—as universally repudiated.

As soon, then, as we have mastered this true idea of the unity

of the Body of Christ, and not till then, we are prepared to enter

upon the question of Re-union. When we have realized the truth,

that unity consists in the incorporation of the Body with Christ

as the Head, with the maintaining of the Faith, and the con-

stitution given it by Christ ; that the Holy Spirit is the Life of

the Body ; that it is not a mere theological system, but a living

Body animated by the Living Spirit of God ; not a voluntary

association of individuals, but the company of the Elect, those

called and chosen of God—admitted into the privileges of the

Body by a divinely-ordained Sacrament of initiation ; and that

no dissensions between individuals, no breach of intercommunion,

can per se destroy this unity; then, and not till then, are we
qualified to consider the question of Re-union.

Let it also be perfectly understood that re-union does not

imply absorption of one body into another, not the supremacy of

one body over another, not the surrender of the rights and

privileges of one body to another, but only a restoration of inter-

communion between portions of the One Body long estranged from

each other. The first step to such intercommunion would be the

admission of memljers of either communion to the Sacraments of

the othei", on similar terms to those on which each communion
admits its own members. Such a step as this needs no protocols,

no formally drawn-vip and signed concordats, no renunciations

on either side, nothing but the confession of a common Faith,

.and an acquiescence in national customs. This is all we ask for

at present; the further and complete step of mutual appoint-
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ments to ecclesiastical oflTiees is one which would require on both

sides the concurrence of the civil power. Tlic first is a purely

sjiiritual act, needing- only the consent of the hig-her ecclesiastics,

without any reference to the civil status of each community.

Tlie latter involves civil rights, guarded by the civil legislature.

We shall he content at present to consider only the first.

It would be travelling" out of our course to enter into a history

of causes which effected the unhappy divisions in the one Church.

It will be sufficient to say that the alienation of the West from

tlie East took place in the tenth century, and the hostility was

made permanent by the establishment of the Latin empire at

Constantinople. It is true, that a sort of concordat was patched

up at the Council of Florence, but it never practically took effect.

The further division of the Western Church in the sixteenth

century is too well known to need more than a statement of the

fact. What we have to do with here, is the fact of the existence

of these divisions, and to deal with the Church as it is. The
Roman branch is bitterly hostile to the Greek and Anglican, and

tliese two in return equally reciprocate the feeling. Disputes,

discussions, have gone on for, say, three hundred years ; thousands

of sermons, pamphlets, books, have been written and published

during this period ; hard names have been freely thrown at each

other, many evil motives imagined, every crime imputed ; the

warfare goes on still, and certainly in some quarters does not

seem to abate. Let us pause in the midst of the strife. Let us

calmly survey the battle field, and ask—What have we gained by
all this ? What has the Kingdom of Christ gained ? What has

the highest Christian grace

—

Charity—gained?

We have lately witnessed the end of the most terrible civil war

that has ever been carried on in modern times. We are now
a])le to contemplate the conqueror and the conquered. We read the

returns of the killed and the disabled; and we also hear ofthe heart-

rending accounts of the desolation, the misery, the wretchedness

caused by— victoiy. Now sit down and count the gains. What
are they ? The North has subdued the Sovith. What are the

fruits of this vast conquest ? We are; told the emancipation of

the black man ; at best a doubtful advantage, so far as the well-

being of the Union is concerned, and certainly the price paid is

something appalling to look at. Equally wasteful, equally un-

profitable, equally destructive of spiritual life, of piety towards

God and charity to our neighbour, has been the religious strife of

the last three hundred years ; and we ask—What is there gained ?

We receive this answer—Liberty of conscience, and the emancipa-

tion of the intellect of men from the thraldom of spiritual slavery.

We have not yet seen what emancipation of the negro will
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do for America ; but we have seen, and do see, what the so-called

emancipation of the intellect has done for Protestants. It has

produced all the heresy, and schism, and infidelity of the last

three hundred years, from Martin Luther to Joe Smith. Ger-

many and Geneva are no silent witnesses of the effect of Pro-

testant controversy. What roused the religious spirit a few years

ago in England, but the attempt to carry liberty of conscience

and emancipation of the intellect into the cathedra of a Bishop

and the chairs of the Universities ? What is it that makes strifes

and heartburnings in every parish in England at the holy

season when the Church of Christ is celebrating His highest act

of love towards mankind in His death and resurrection ? What
but so-called liberty of conscience and emancipation of the in-

tellect ? These are the precious fruits of controversy, of religious

warfare, of maintaining the grand principles of Protestantism.

Is it not a fact, that when once the demon of controversy takes

possession of a man, it drives out all the hig-her Christian graces,

and the highest of all especially—charity ? Some painter pro-

duced a picture, " The Day after the Victory ;" some glorious

victory, when England rejoiced, and when church bells were

rung, cannons were fired, and men shouted for joy. The

picture was a fair landscape, blotched and blurred with dead and

dying men, broken weapons, severed limbs ; the only animated

beings were the ambulance men and hospital corps, carrying

away the wounded and dying. Yes, the conqueror was there

too, surveying the scene, and he confessed that next to defeat the

most terrible thing is—victory. Now we are told that, ever

since the great controversy beg-an between Protestants and

Catholics, constant victory has always followed the steps of

the Protestant polemic. What, then, we repeat, are his gains

since the commencement of the war in the sixteenth century?

We pause for a reply. It is easier to count his losses. Bohemia,

the birthplace of Huss and Jerome, is now intensely Roman
;

Belgium is Roman ; large portions of once Protestant Germany
are Roman. Protestant controversy has not stopped the advanc-

ing tide of Roman missions.

To come nearer home. There has been an endless controversy

between the two branches of Christy's oneChurcli— the Anglican

and the Roman. What has it done for either ? Has all this

fierce controversy, this immense expenditure of time and mental

power, converted the opponents—broug-lit souls to Christ ? Has
it not rather served to embitter Christians toward each other,

and turned the Gospel of Peace into an instrument of discord ?

Hatred, variance, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, S. Paul tells

us, are the works of the flesh, not of the Spirit of Christ ; and
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sucli have been, and still are, the fruits of controversy as carried

on between Ang'lo-Catholics and Roman Catholics. Anglo-

Catholics have called the Pope Antichrist, and the Man of Sin

;

Roman Catholics have retorted by calling Anglicans Heretics,

Schismatics, Infidels. Has the calling of these hard names had

the effect of convincing either ? Has it not rather had the natural

result of so prejudicing each other, that neither will consent

calmly to examine the other's true position. S. Paul argued

with the Jews : when they refused to listen to him, he turned to

the Gentiles. He did not prolong a useless controversy. Better,

far better, would it have been, if our great divines, instead of

wasting their S2)iritual energies in an endless controversy with

Rome, had turned them to the conversion of the mass of hea-

thenism at their own doors, in their own parishes. Better too,

surely, if they had employed their spiritual powers towards the

establishment of j^eace. In all earthly warfare, conditions of

peace are the natural result of victory. We shall do well to

follow such example. Surely it was not to promote the spirit of

controversy that the Incarnate Saviour is styled " The Prince of

Peace.'' Surely it was not to make room for the demon of dis-

cord that our Blessed Loud offered up His fervent prayer, " that

all may be one." Surely He meant something different from the

Protestant controversialist, when He said—" Blessed are the

j>eacemakers."

We rejoice, then, when we see on all sides of us, in the Anglican

branch of the Catholic Church, this hope, this earnest desire, for

peace and union. No more hopeful sign attends the great Catholic

revival of the nineteenth century than the cry for re-union. It

shows that Englishmen are weary and disgusted mtli the un-

christian aspect of a divided Church ; that the Spirit of Christ

is indeed stirring them up to pray and to labour for peace. We
shall indeed be thankful if ou.r poor efforts, our imperfect words,

will help on toward a realization of such hopes.

We said above that the Roman Branch of the Church is at

enmity with the other two—the Greek and the Anglican, and

that, generally, the feeling is reciprocated equally by them ; but

there has been no such feeling between the Greek and the Anglican.

There has been much misundersfanding, but no hostility. Natu-
rally the first movement towards union should commence in this

direction ; and so it has. We have an Association for the purpose

of promoting Union mth the Eastern Church ; meetings are held,

attended, and presided over by Anglican bishops ; Russian noble-

men, Russian priests, attend and speak, and suggest means to

carry out this thrice-blessed project. Nay, Convocation is not

vol. I. o
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silent. A divine spirit is surely brooding- over the troubled waters

of religious strife^ and calming their fuiy.

This is notj however, the first time that the attempt at union

has been made. In the last century, the reign of the Czar Peter

the Great is remarkable for the commencement of negotiations

for union. Peter was a reformer in his way. He established the

Most Holy Governing Synod as the supreme ecclesiastical power

in Russia, instead of the Patriarch. He induced the Patriarch of

Constantinople to dispense with re-baptism in ease of marriages

with Protestants. It was in his time that a certain Egyptian

Bishop, travelling in England, suggested to the Anglican bishops

the idea of union with the East, and was actually the bearer of a

letter from them to the Patriarch. The latter, rendered cautious

by the example of Cyril Lucar, who had adopted Calvinistic

opinions, gave little encouragement to the scheme. The Holy
Synod of Russia was equally cautious ; and before proper expla-

nations could be made, Peter died, and this plan came to nought.

Another attempt was made by the Scotch Bishops in conjunction

with the English nonjurors. This also failed.

These failures were omng chiefly to the false position which

the Anglican bishops voluntarily assumed. They allowed them-

selves to be styled Protestants ; and by using this name they

gave occasion to the Orientals and Russians to conclude that the

Anglican branch of the Catholic Church was nothing more nor

better than a mere schismatical sect, like Lutherans or Cahdnists.

By the adoption of this term, the Greek or Russian ecclesiastic

immediately conceives the idea that we have renounced both

Apostolic order in the constitution of the Church, and Apostolic

faith in our confessions. We heard a Russian nobleman say,

only last year, that so long as we called ourselves by this name,
and our chaplains in Russia allowed the appellation, so long

union was almost impossible. The assuming of the name and
character of Catholic would probably do more to prepare the

way for union than any thing else.

There are, however, certain points of doctrine that need expla-

nation before there can be any thing like a re-union between the

separated branches of the Church, as well as others belonging to

discipline. The doctrinal points between the Greek and Roman
Churches, as given by Roman wi-iters, are chiefly these :—1. The
Procession of the Holy Spirit. 2. The Supremacy of the Pope.

3. Purgatory. Those of discipline are usually reckoned to be

seven :—1. The use of leaven in the Eucharistic bread. 2. The
Form of Holy Baptism. 3. The Marriage of Priests. 4. The
wearing of the beard by the clergy. 5. The Fast of Wednesday
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and Saturday. 6. The Mode of Genuflexion and Crossmg". 7. The
Communicating' Infants. Of the former, the Procession ofthe Holy
Spirit alone concerns us : of the latter, we are alike in Nos. 1 and
3; perhaps now, we may say, in No. 4 also. The difference in the

administration of Baptism consists in this—the Greeks practise

total immersion, and that three times. Probably there would not
be much difficulty with us in this matter. Immersion is pre-

scribed by the Anglican ritual, affusion only permitted. Trine

affusion is becoming- more generally the custom. Besides this,

the Bussian has already allowed of affusion, by not requiring the

re-baptization of Protestants. Mutual toleration of national cus-

toms would make Nos. 5, 6, and 7 no bar to intereommimion.
If we add to this list Communion in both Kinds, we see another
point of agreement between ourselves and the East. The great

difficulty of all, is the doctrine of the Procession of the Holy
Spirit, and the insertion of Filioque in the Constantinoj:»olitan

Creed. These two points are not perfectly identical, though
closely connected ; for even, if both East and West were agreed

as to doctrine, the first would still object to any addition to the

Creed, except by a General Council.

In discussing this question of doctrine, we shall take our

account from Boman writers, especially following- Pitzipios, the

founder of the Societe Chrttienne Orientale, whose work is printed

by the Propaganda at Bome.
First, then, on the addition to the Creed. The word Filioque

was first added to the Confession of Faith at the Council of

Toledo, to resist the heresies of the Arians and others that existed

in Spain. This council was held in ^.d. 448, mth the approba-

tion of S. Leo, who was the author of the celebrated letter to the

Council of Chalcedon, held three years later. From what we can

learn, the Spanish Council never intended this word to become a

portion of the Creed of the Universal Church, but added it solely

to meet local emergencies. It passed, however, in the following-

century into France, thence into Germany. It was not added to

the Creed as sung at Bome until 1015, under Benedict VIII.

The first collision of the Greeks with the Latins on this point

was in the ninth century, in a French monastery on the Mount
of Olives at Jerusalem. A Greek monk then openly accused the

French monks of heresy for making- this addition. The monks
wrote to the Pope, Leo III. ; Leo wrote to the Emperor Charle-

magne ; the Emperor called a Council at Aix-la-Chapelle to con-

sider the matter. The Council referred to the Pope. The Pope
decided that, while it is not necessary that every Article of the

Faith should be inserted into the Creed, it is not lawful to add to

%
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that composed at Niesea and Constantinople ; still the doctrine of

the Procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son
is so far a matter of faith^ that all those who are instructed in

it are bound to a belief in it under pain of damnation ; but it

would be far better not to sing the Creed at the Mass^ than to

sing it with the addition under pretext of instructing the people

in that mystery which can be explained in another manner. In

the face of this, the Filioque was still retained in Spain, France,

and Germany, till at last it established itself at Rome. When
the final separation took place between East and West, it is easy

to see how each side would defend its position and magnify its

importance. Controversy is like a thick mist—it magnifies mole-

hills into mountains. Had the like respect been paid to the

letter of the Pope in the ninth century, under the Emperor
Charlemagne, as there is in the nineteenth under the Emperor
Napoleon, the obnoxious addition would not now have been a

source of dispute between East and West.

It is also equally probable, that the doctrine would not have

been a subject of dispute, for there is really very little difference

in the teaching of the East and West, as expressed in their for-

mularies ; the presence of the Filioque is the cause of a seeming

difference in doctrine. It is worthy of note that though three

General Councils were held after the Council of Toledo, and

before the separation of the West from the East, no objection was

taken at any of them to the addition of the Filioque.

The doctrinal objection of the East is, that the presence of the

Filioque implies the belief in two original sources, from whence
proceeded the Holy Spirit. This point was fully discussed at

the Council of Florence, when the following statements were

made by either party. The Latins wrote :
" That in saying that

the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, it is not

in any way meant that there are two principles, or two causes of

procession ; on the contrary, it asserts one sole principle, and
one sole cause of procession ; and they, the Latins, anathematize

those who say or who believe contrary to that doctrine.^'' The
Latins having thus explained their belief on this point, the

Greeks expressed theirs. They said :
" Since the Latins declared

that the Father is the sole principle of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit, and that they request us to express our faith also, we say

that we declare as they do, that the Father is the sole principle of

the Son and of the Holy Spirit, Who proceeds from the Father
and the Son, conformably to the writings of the Fathers." No-
thing can be more satisfactory than this ; here is at once common
ground for aU to take who wish to come to terms. We are able
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to add to this^ that one of the most learned of our divines^ on a

late occasion, explamed that the Anglican formularies were never

intended to assert two principles or causes. Thus, as far as the

doctrine is concerned, the three branches of the Church are at

one; if the F/lioqne were removed from the Creed, we should

probably hear nothing- of the difference in doctrine. It is true

that the decrees of the Council of Florence were solemnly con-

demned by a Council of the Oecumenical Patriarchs of the East,

held at Constantinople, and by a Council of Bishops held in

Russia ; but if we carefully examine the history of these times, we
shall see that it was not the explanations which the Easterns
had made concerning the doctrine of the Procession, that ex-

cited the indignation of the East, but their admission of the

Papal Supremacy. Had the clause in the Creed been ex-

pressed " by the Son,'-* instead of " and the Son," it is probable

that there would have been no dispute about the doctrine, for the

expression is found more than once in the Greek offices. Thus,
there is sung at vespers on Tuesday in Whitsun week, " To-day,
O Lord, descended the power of Thine All-holy Spirit," &c. ;

"To-day, O Lord, was sent forth from the Father, Thine
Almighty Spirit,'-' &c. On the Thursday, " The Holy Ghost, of

the same nature, and on the same throne with the Father and
the Word, is acknowledged to be God ; All perfect Light,
shining out of Light, proceeding from the eternal perfect Father,
and by the Son" {Ka\ hC Tiov). These examples are sufficient

to show that there is no divergence between the doctrine as

stated by the Westerns at the Council of Florence, and the

Easterns ; the real cause of all the hostility is the presence of

the Fllioqne in the Constantinopolitan Creed.

We have dwelt particularly on this point, for it is really tke

question between ourselves and our Eastern brethren; and because

we feel strongly that if our divines would clear up this matter

—

is it too much to ask Convocation to sanction some such ex-

planation?—a very great advance in the direction of re-union

would be made.

This is no new proposal—there is actually a precedent for it,

though in a quarter we should least expect to find it; but its

presence there proves that divines have before this seen occasion

to provide for the difficulty. In 1689, the Commissioners ap-

pointed by King William III., appended this note to the Nicene
Creed, among their other suggestions : "It is humbly submitted
to the Convocation, whether a note ought not to be here added
with relation to the Greek Church, in order to our maintaining
Catholic Communion." This proves that intercommunion with
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the East was a subject of consideration with Eng-lisli ecclesiastics,

even before the conferences entered into with Russia undel' Peter

the Great. Another point we would urge upon Anglicans,

equally necessary to union ; and that is, to abstain from calling

themselves and the Chvu'ch Protestant. It may be considered

rather late in the history of the Catholic revival to oifer such

advice ; but there is more need for the warning than at first

sight is apj)arent. The word has certainly never been authorized

by the Church in any of her formularies ; and can only be

regarded by Catholics as a very unpleasant nickname, and one

which not only causes offence to our brethren, but actually

alienates them from us : and it is quite time that it was disused.

It is exactly that which S. Paul specifies as a thing to be

abjured, if " it make a weak brother to offend ;" which it most
certainly does. We have, moreover, authority for disusing and

avoiding the term, not only because it has never been sanctioned

by ecclesiastical authority, but because it has been actually repu-

diated by the Lower House of Convocation in the year 1689, when
the word Protestant was struck out of an address to the King.

There are, no doubt, other matters of difference between our-

selves and the East, which would have to be considered, e. g.

the number of the Sacraments ; the absence of the invocation

and oblation in the Consecration of the Holy Eucharist ; and the

Gregorian Kalendar, especially as regards the keeping of Easter.

These are probably the most important. Of the number of the

Sacraments, it is a common notion, that the Anglican branch of

the Church holds that the number is limited absolutely to two,

while both the Greek and Roman maintain that there are seven.

It is, however, a mistake to suppose we hold that there are

two 07il^, i. e. exchiding all other rites from being Sacraments.

All that the Catechism says is, that there are " two only,^"" " or-

dained of Christ,''^ " as generally (i.e. universally) necessary to

salvation -" not excluding others, which are not absolvitely neces-

sary for all men. This agrees with the language of the Church in

other places. In Article XXV. we read, " There are two Sacra-

ments ordained of Christ in the Gospel ; . . . the five com-

monly called Sacraments . . . are not to be counted for Sacra-

ments of the Gos2:)el," not of the like necessity as the two great

ones. This accords also with the language of the Homily " on

Common Prayer and Sacraments.'''' " And as for the number of

them, if they should be considered according to the exact signifi-

cation of a Sacrament, namely, for the visible sign, expressly

commanded in the New Testament, whereunto is annexed the

promise of free forgiveness of our sins, and of our holiness and
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joining" in CiiEiST^ there are but two; namely, Baptism and the

Supper of the Lord. . . . Therefore neither it [Orders] nor any

other Sacrament else be such Sacraments as Baptism and the

Communion are." So also in the Act of Uniformity we have it

enacted that ministers " be bounden to say and use the Matins,

Evensong-, Celebration of the Lord's Supper, and Administra-

tion of each of the Sacraments ;" and further on they are forbidden

" to use any other Rite, Ceremony, Order, Form, or Manner of

celebrating- of the Lord's Supper openly or privily, or Matins,

Evensong-, Administration of the Sacraments . . . than is men-
tioned and set forth in the said Book," &c.; where, in both cases,

the word Sacraments is in the plural, though one of the two g'reat

Sacraments has been mentioned, clearly including Orders, Con-

firmation, &c., in the term. The writer of this essay may be

allowed to state that when he was in Constantinople, some ten

years ag-o, one of the Archimandrites at the palace of the Pa-

triarch objected to the Anglican Catechism on this very ground,

as denying the other five to be Sacraments. The writer gave the

above explanation, that the words were not strictly exclusive,

but only that they stated that these two alone were generally

necessary to salvation. The Archimandrite assented, and said

that such was the doctrine of the Oriental Church.

The absence of the Invocation in most of the Western Liturgies

is in itself an almost unaccountal)le fact, and presents a very

great difficulty to the Oriental Catholic. Happily there is one

Liturgy in constant use in the Anglican branch of the Catholic

Church—the Scottish—which retains it ; there is also a less per-

fect form in the American. When the day of intercommunion

arrives, these two Liturgies will no doubt form a most im-

portant link in re-uniting the broken chain of communion

between the extreme East and the extreme West.

The question of the use of the Reformed Kalendar is a very

serious one, since it throws out of order all Festivals, movable

and immovable. When the writer was at Constantinople in

1857, those of the Western Rite were keeping' Easter in, what

was to those of the Eastern Rite, the middle of Lent. In Russia

the civil Kalendar, as well as the Ecclesiastical, is unreformed,

the difference being eleven days. Curiously enough, a Paschal

controversy as to the proper day on which to keep Easter,

was carried on between the Roman ecclesiastics and those of

Ephesus as early as the second century; though the ground of

the dispute is different. It occasioned the visit of S. Polycarp

to Rome ; but even that did not produce uniformity of practice,

nor w^as the dispute settled imtil the Council of Nicsea. Whether
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our Eastern brethren v.^\\, like S. Polycarp and Anicetus^ agree to

differ on this point ; or whether they will submit to a council^ and

reform their Kalendar, we shall not pretend to speculate. We can

only express a hope that this matter will not absolutely hinder the

great question of intercommunion between ourselves and the East,

Passing from the Church in the East to the Church in the

West, we find the difficulties of re-union increase ; the quarrel

has been fiercer, the animosity bitterer, and therefore the breach

more irreparable. For upwards of three hundred years has the

strife gone on, until each side has so misrepresented the other,

that they mutually appear as monsters of iniquity ; one calling

the other Antichrist, and the other retorting by calling the first

heretic and schismatic. It seems never to have occurred to either

to inquire into the points of agreement. The Protestant de-

nounced every thing that was Roman, hecause it was Roman; the

Roman denounced everything Protestant, ^gc««5^ itwas Protestant.

There is, however, a characteristic habit among Englishmen,

after a battle well fought on both sides to make friends with the

antagonist, nay, even to take his part against former associates.

This has been singularly the case in the Roman controversy.

When, some twenty or thirty years ago, the Oxford Ti-acts induced

men to take a different view of their position as members of the

Church, the reaction was extraordinary. Men became suddenly

enamoured of Rome, who before had been educated in the nar-

rowest school of Protestantism ; for it is a well-known fact, that

most of the " converts '' had been brought up as " Low Church-
men.''^ The fact is not difficult to explain. They discovered

that they had misunderstood and misrepresented Rome, and
therefore naturally felt that they owed some amends for previous

faults. Moreover, they felt a large amount of indignation

against ^^ Protestant ^' authorities for having so long deceived

them ; and they were quite ready to do battle for their new friend

against their old ones. A far larger number took a wholly dif-

ferent line of conduct—they remained where they were, and used

their better knowledge to remove old prejudices.

One whom English Catholics love to honour, whose poetry did

more in gloomier times to instil true Church principles than
many a larger tome, wrote thus, even when " Protestant " prin-

ciples were wholly in the ascendant :

—

" Speak gently of our sister^s fall

:

Who knows but gentle love

May win her, at our patient call.

The surer way to prove ? "

—

The Christian Year.
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Tliis was written long* before Tract 90 appeared; l)ut it spoke

a like sentiment. Those who ai'e old enoug-h^ can well remember

the feeling" that ran through the country when that Tract ap-

peared—the fierce indignation of some, and the blank dismay of

those who had followed the writer so far, but found this too

much for them. AYe need only recall to mind the intense

interest that centred in Oxford, connected with the names of

Ward, Oakeley, and MacMullen, in order to bring- out clearly the

fact of the mighty change that has passed over the religious

mind of Eng-land since then. Not mvich more than twenty

years after the condemnation of Tract 90, one of the writers

of that series publishes his Eirenicon, advocating the very same
principles which were so fiercely assailed in the former work.

The book is quietly received, calmly read, impartially criticized in

all the leading journals and reviews. Of course, there is a cry

against it in some quarters. But this cry is not responded to

generally; and only manifests more clearly the marvellous

change that has taken place in English relig-ious thought and

character.

And this change of feeling is not confined to members of the

Anglican body; it extends to those also of the Roman. Tlie

mere existence of such an association as that for the Re-union of

Christendom, numbering among its members upwards of 1270

Roman Catholics, is a sufficiently remarkable phenomenon of

itself. Still more remarkable is the fact, that this association

appeared so formidable in the eyes of the Ultramontanes, that they

obtained a Papal Rescript against it
;
yet so strong are its prin-

ciples, and so earnest the desire for re-union, that only, compara-

tively, a few left it in obedience to the Papal order ; and since

the order, others have dared to join it. We read in the Report

of the Association that, "the Holy Eucharist was celebrated by
many on the seventh anniversary. Archbishops, bishops, reli-

gious and secular clergy, all joined in the work, with thanks-

giving for the past, and with prayers and hopes for the future.

In England, Scotland, and Ireland, the Holy Sacrifice was offered

for its intention. In France, Austria, Prussia, Denmark, Italy,

Belgium, Switzerland, Malta, North and South America, and

South Africa, members met together for a like holy purpose."

No one, twenty years ago, would have believed that such a state

of things could have existed ; no such body as tiie Association

could then have gathered together. It proves that Anglicans

and Roman Catholics are engaged in considering the points

of agreement, rather than those of difference ; and are exor-

cising the demon of controversy to make way for the dove of
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peace. "WTiile tliis process goes on^ we have every hope of the

future.

We are, however, met with the objection:—As long as the

Anglican body retains its XXXIX Articles, its penal laws against

Roman Catholics ; and as long as Rome maintains its claim of

Papal Supremacy, its Creed of Pope Pius, its dogma of the Im-
maculate Conception, so long is re-union impossible ; in other

words—As long as Rome remains as it is, and England remains as

it is, re-union is impossible. This is a truism, but we may fairly

question the premisses. The facts stated above, show that there

is an incredible change in the religious mind of England within

this last twenty-iive years. What may it not be in the next

quarter of a century ? A like change, perhaps not so extensive,

is taking place among Roman Catholics, which even a Papal

Rescript cannot check. What may not happen in the same
period? Let us then more closely examine our relative positions.

First with respect to penal and other statutes. We have been

informed on very high authority, that these statutes are by no
means directed against the Roman Catholic relic/ion, but only

against the Court of Rome jwUticall^—against the assumed

power of Rome to interfere with subjects under the dominion of

the Queen of England. Let any one look at the last Act of

Parliament on this subject, the " Ecclesiastical Titles Bill," and
he will see that the Act was not directed against the Roman
Catholic Faith, but against the assumed power of the Pope to

found Episcopal Sees in this country : its intention was to pro-

tect the Royal authority from invasion. And this, also, is

throughout the sense to be attached to the unfortunate word
" Protestant,"" which so often occurs in Acts of Parliament. It

is employed solely in the sense of " not-Roman." It does not

connote any religious belief, any particular creed, or form of

Church government. It only means that which does not ac-

knowledge the Papal political Supi*emacy.

Thus we are informed, on the same authority as before, that

when the Act of Settlement restricts the marriage of any member
of the Royal Family to a " Protestant," it does not exclude a

Prince or Princess professing the faith of the Church in the East.

In the eye of the law, a Russian Prince or Princess is equally a
" Protestant,^' with a Danish or a Prussian. This fact will also

apply to a considerable part of the XXXIX Articles—they are

political, as well as religious. We must carefully distinguish, as

the Galilean divines did, between the Church in Rome and the

Court in Rome.
The objection, that Rome is unchangeable, and that, conse-
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quently, we can never expect any communion with her, has

more of sound in it than of fact. Rome is not uuchang-eable

;

on the contrary, she adapts herself to circumstances. Thus, she

allows the Uniate Greeks to follow their own traditions, even

when these traditions are diverse from her own. She allows

them to use their own language in their Offices ; she allows mar-

riage in the Priesthood, Communion in both Kinds, and the use

of the unreformed Kalendar. If she consent to such diversities

in the case of the Greeks, may she not allow them in the case

of others also ? We may remark, in regard to another point, that

she not only dispenses with the tonsure in their case, but also, in

certain instances, in the case of her owoi priests. Thus, in Algier,

both the Bishop and his priests are adorned with that ornament

of nature, the beard. Further still, since the French Revolution,

very considerable modifications have been sanctioned in compliance

with the will of different nations. In France and Spain eccle-

siastical property has been confiscated by the State, religious

houses suppressed, and the religious themselves turned adrift.

In both countries, ecclesiastics are stipendiaries of the Govern-

ment ; in the former their revenues are shared by Protestant

ministers, and Jewish Rabbis. A solemn concordat between the

Coui't of Rome and the Courts of these countries has sanctioned

the arrangement. This is such a change as has never been even

attempted by the Government of England. But even this is not

all; the ecclesiastical state of Italy itself is, at this present

moment, most anomalous. The King is excommunicated by the

Pope, yet he receives the Sacraments of the Catholic Church.

Ai'chbishops and bishops, to say nothing of canons and parish

priests, acknowledge him as King, whom the Pope has renounced :

and all this by those in authority in what is called the Catholic

Church. The case may be anomalous, but it is a fact. How it

will end, we do not care to predict. One thing is, however, clear

—

that Rome is not what she once was, nor is the belief in the Papal

Supremacy what that supremacy expects from the faithful.

Suppose, for the sake of argument, that this state of things

continues to go on in Italy, as it has begun ; and that the desire

of her first statesman is realized—a free Church in a free State.

Suppose further—which does not appear to be very improbable

—

that the Church in Italy were to turn her eyes towards England,

and model her Reformation after the pattern of ours, eliminating,

of course, the Jesuitical element. And suppose that the tem-

poral power of the Pope were abolished, and his dominions swal-

lowed up in the Italian Kingdom ; is it so very improbable that a

concordat should be entered into between the Patriarch of Rome
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—now denuded of liis temporal Court—and the Cliurcli in Italy ?

Is it not probable that such an event would take place ? If

the Church in Italy had acknowledged the Church in England,

the concordat \A'ith the Church in Italy would involve recognition,

at least, of the Church of England. No one of us can afhrm cer-

tainly what is in the womb of the future ; but we all can prepare

for eventualities which human foresight suggests. Never, cer-

tainly, have external events combined to render possible such a

re-union, or, at least, to clear the way for recognition. There

remains the more important and difficult question of doctrine.

First of all come the XXXIX Articles, those Protestant Arti-

cles, tacked on to a Catholic Liturgy, those forty-stripes-save-one,

as some have called them, laid on the back of the Anglican

priesthood :—How are they to be got over ? Are not they the

standing protest against every thing Roman ? Doubtless we
have been so taught, and most of us so believe : for Catholic

teaching in regard to the Articles has not been the rule in our

Universities and Theological Colleges, much less in our popular

expositions of the Articles ; and it is the Protestant side that has

received the greatest attention. Many of our readers, therefore,

will be surprised to learn that Sancta Clara, in his Treatise on

the Articles on the Roman side, appends the simple declaration of

" This Article is Catholic throughout,'''' or some such equivalent,

to seventeen—nearly one-half of the thirty-nine. Still less

will they expect to hear that in this number is included one

which they have always been accustomed to be taught to regard

as the most Calvinistic—the seventeenth. Very considerable

portions of many of the others are also pronounced to be in

accordance with Catholic teaching ; exception being taken at

some one or more particular statements.

Let us examine the position more exactly. Some diligent

writer of the seventeenth century calculates that there are about

670 distinct propositions enunciated in the Articles; of these

only 150 are positive, the rest, 520, are merely negative. No one

can suppose that all these 670 are de fide ; and that every priest

when he reads over the Articles in his undertaking a parochial

cure, or every graduate of the Universities, asserts his absolute

belief in each and every of these 670 propositions. For instance,

in Article XXXVII. there occurs this statement :
—" The Bishop

of Rome hath no jurisdiction in this realm of England.^'' This

proposition, as it stands nakedly, is not true in fact; it cannot,

therefore, be de fide. The truth is, the Articles are not, and

never were intended by their compilers, to be, strictly, " Articles

of Faith.^' They are Articles of Religion, and were drawn up.
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as were the Books of the Homilies^ for a special purpose^ at a
particuhir crisis, to meet a peculiar emerg-eucy. The second

Book of Homilies . . . doth contain a godly and wholesome
doctrine, and necessary for these times, . . . therefore we judge
them to be read in churches by the ministers,'' &c. These words
are from Article XXXV. They really explain the whole pur-

pose and intention of both Articles and Homilies— they contain

generally " a godly and wholesome doctrine, and necessary for

these times'' i. e. for the sixteenth century. Would any bishop,

and would the Privy Council itself, deprive any priest of his

preferment for denying that the Homilies were necessary for the
times of the nineteenth century, and should be " read in churches
by the ministers diligently and distinctly " every Sunday ?

Further; not only has the whole order of things so changed
between the sixteenth and the nineteenth century in the circum-

stances of the Church in England, but there has been also such a

change in the Roman, at the Council of Trent, that many of the

statements in the Articles, apparently condemning Roman doc-

trine, have reference to a popular belief long since passed away

—

they condemn certain popular views, which the Council of Trent
also repudiated. For instance. Article XXXI. condemns a

popular belief about the " Sacrifices of Masses ;" " Missaruni

Sacnjicia, quibus vulgo dicebatur,'" &c. ; not Missce Sacrific'mm—
the Sacrifice of the Mass. On this Sancta Clara, who wrote

after the Council, says :
" In the latter part, if it be understood

fitly, nothing is said against the Sacrifice of the Mass in itself,

but against the vulgar and commonly-received opinion about it,

namely, that priests in the Sacrifices offer Christ for the living

and the dead, for the remission of pain and guilt, so that by
virtue of this Sacrifice offered by them, independently of the

Sacrifice of the Cross, they gain remission for the people,'' &c.

Such a proposition is condemned equally by Rome as it is by
us. So also, in Article XIII., the distinctions of the "school-

authors "

—

ut multi vacant, popular error—about '' grace of con-

gruity," is obsolete, except as an abstract proposition.

The above instances are sufficient to show, that before we
assume the XXXIX Articles to be a complete Protestant barrier

against Rome, a process of elimination must be brought to bear

upon them, which will very much modify the wholesale character

of the assertion. We do not in the least deny, that many of the

Articles were directly aimed against Rome, and condemn many
popular Roman doctrines and practices still extant ; but we do

assert that they are not, taken as a whole, what Protestant writers

would make them to be. The historical position is really this.
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Tliere existed in the Ang-lican Communion^ up to the middle of

the sixteenth century^ a large amount of corruption in doctrine,

and still more in practice, which it became necessary to reform.

At that period, the Church had departed not only from the pri-

mitive standard, but also from the national standard of faith and

discipline. In reducing" the nation to a conformity with ancient

principles, the Ecclesiastical authorities found it convenient to

draw up certain authoritative declarations of what was the

primitive faith on such points, and to condemn what was erro-

neous. This was done in the XXXIX Articles. There were

also added certain discourses on these points, appointed to be

read in churches by priests who, for want of learning and ability,

were unable to compose such themselves, explaining, in a popular

manner, what these errors were, and what was the truth. There

was not the slightest intention to draw up standards of faith for

the whole Catholic Church, nor to attempt to impose the decrees

of the Synod of London on other branches of the Church, or to

elevate these decrees into the position of a Creed. It was purely

a national matter, considered necessary for a particular state of

things then existing.

This is more plainly seen when we remember that assent to

these Articles is not required of the laity, but only of those who
undertake ecclesiastical offices. They are then required to re-

nounce certain matters of religion previously held and practised,

because the ecclesiastical authorities had declared them to be

erroneous; and to give their assent to certain theological pro-

positions which had been formerly obscured or perhaps denied.

The Articles are consequently not Articles of Faith, but Articles

of Religion, " for the avoiding of diversities of opinion, and for

establishing of consent touching true Religion.^'' This is the

more evident when we consider that of the 670 propositions

contained in the Articles, 520 are negative, and 150 only are

positive. Three and a half negative assertions to one j)ositive, is

not exactly the form of a body of Articles of Faith ; and cer-

tainly very different from the custom of Creeds. It is not

directly, but only indirectly, that the Western Church, outside

of England, is in any way even alluded to, much less condemned,

by the Articles ; for instance, the supremacy of the Pope over

communities which form the Western Church is nowhere con-

demned or disputed, but only a political jurisdiction over the

realm of England. The Articles therefore do not lay it down as

a matter of faith to deny the supremacy in the abstract ; but only,

in a constitutional point of view, to assert that the Pope has no
jurisdiction by divine right over the Church in England, or over
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the realm of England. It is only the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council—no great authority in the eyes of an English

ecclesiastic—which has sought to elevate the Articles of Religion

into Articles of Faith.

There is another feature in the language of the Articles which

deserves especial attention, viz. its general character, as opposed

to positive^ and definite; an unmllingness, on the part of the

compilers, to dogmatize unnecessarily. Thus, Article XVII.
concludes in these words :

—" Fui-thermore, we must receive

GoD^s promises in such wdse, as they are generally set forth to

us in Holy Scripture ; and, in all our doings, that Will of God
is to he followed, which we have expressly declared unto us in

the Word of God.^^ A still more remarkable instance occurs in

Article XL, the latter part of which stands thus :
—" Wherefore,

that we are justified by Faith only is a most wholesome doctrine

and very full of comfort, as more larg-ely is expressed in the

Homily of Justification .•'' Not only are these terms extremely

general, but there is actually an uncertainty as to what Homily
we are referred to ; and this is the more striking, inasmuch as

the more particular language of the Articles of 1552 is purposely

departed from. Dr. Hey, in his lectures, published, let it be

noted, at the Pitt Press, Cambridge, says :
—" This is a part of

our Article which seems to afford us liberty, when it is compared
with the Article of 1552. In that men were required to profess

the doctrine of Justification, i)i that sense as it is declared in the

'Homily of Justification.^ So that the whole Homily became an

Article. By the present form we are only called upon to declare,

that the Homily expresses the doctrine more fully than the

Article; which we might declare, even though we thought that

the Homily contained some things which we did not approve.
^^

Dr. Hey then goes on to inquire which is the Homily intended

;

and he concludes that not one Homily, but four, are intended,

viz. those of Human Misery, Salvation, Faith, and Good Works:
and he adds this very important piece of information, that
" Ridley, in his life of Bishop Ridley, says that our Church
referred to the Homily, lest the short expressions of the Article

should occasion their being thought Ltdherans, in saying we are

justified by faith only." Surely there is reason in saying that

the XXXIX Articles were very far from being intended to be

Articles of Faith.

It is generally understood that there are four points in the

Roman system, which were especially repudiated at the Refor-

mation, and protested against by the Anglican branch of the

Chm^h. These four points are, Papal Infallibility, Papal Supre-
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macyj the Doctrine of Purgatory^ and the cultus of the Blessed

Virgin Mary; the latter, of course, including- the new dog-nia of the

Immaculate Conception, All these, excepting- the last, we should

naturally expect to find explicitly mentioned and condemned in

the Articles; and had the Articles been, as they are usually

represented to be, standards of Protestantism, they would have

been so, or rather, we should say, unless they are found there,

condemned and repudiated, the XXXIX Articles cannot be

esteemed as intrinsically Protestant. Let us see what they say.

Of the doctrine of Infallibility, or of the Supremacy of the Pope,

not a word is said : the only statements bearing on the subject

are those in the XlXth and XXXVllth Articles. The first merely

states that certain branches of the Church have erred, among
them the Church of Rome. Roman Catholics do not deny that

Liberius and Honorius, though Bishops of Rome, did err in

matters of faith. The XXXVIIth Article states nothing of the

doctrine of the Supremacy; it is essentially political, and declares

that in the matter of jurisdiction the Pope has no right to inter-

fere with the ecclesiastical status of the Church in England. The
condemnation of the popular doctrines of Purgatory, and the

cultus oi S, Mary, included in the "Invocation of Saints,^^ is

certainly very mild, and is different from the language usually

held by Protestant controversialists on these points; the doctrine

is "a fond thing vainly invented, and grounded on no warranty

of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the M^ord of God." That is

all. It may mean a great deal or it may mean very little. All

we say is, that it is not the way that persons would write who
intended to draw up a Protestant declaration against Roman
doctrine. If it be lawful to spoil the enemy, and turn his weapon
against himself, we might, when sjieaking of Purgatory, appeal

to the late judgment of the Privy Council in the matter of the

Essays and Revieivs, when it was held lawful to maintain the

doctrine that all future punishment is correctional and termin-

able—a position certainly, in some form or other, implying the

doctrine of Purgatory.

In the matter of Transubstantiation, the real point at issue is

not the doctrine of the Real Presence, on which both sides are

agreed, but only as to the mode of the Presence. The mediaeval

doctrine, there condemned, is a certain scholastic definition of

substance, as propounded by Aristotle, and elaborated by the

Schoolmen; namely, that there is a suhstratum underlying the

accidents, but independent of them, and that this suhstratiimis the

substance that is changed at consecration. The question, thus

depending on a subtle distinction, which may, or may not be a
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factj is rather one for the philosopher than the theologian, and

will best be understood from an examination of the writings of

John Locke and Bishop Berkeley, the former of whom asserted,

while the latter denied, the existence of this siihsiratum. What
the Anglican divines condemned in the Article is, the gross

and carnal notions current in the sixteenth century ; notions

which wei'e very considerably rectified by the Council of Trent
;

and which are equally condemned by modern Roman Catholics,

as will be seen from the Treatise of Sancta Clara. The same

gross and carnal notion is also condemned in Article XXIX.,
where the wicked, who "carnally and visibly press with their

teeth " the Sacramentum, are declared to be in no ways par-

takers of the spiritual benefits of the Sacrament. These two

Articles are directed against certain doctrines generally current

in England up to the middle of the sixteenth century, like others

respecting grace, which we mentioned above.

Let us not be mistaken. We are not advocating or extenuat-

ing popular "Roman" doctrine. We are not trying to persuade

our readers that the points of difference between such doctrine

and ourselves are few and unimportant. All that we are doing

is to examine what are popularly considered as the Standard of

Faith in the Anglican branch of the Church—the specialities, so

to speak, of our isolated position with regard to the rest of the

Catholic Church—and to show how little ground there is in them

for the charge identifying us with popular Protestantism. We
have endeavoured to place ourselves and our readers on ground,

pro hdc vice, outside of both parties, and to inquire impartially

how far Anglican formularies, in their strict grammatical mean-

ing, repudiate cei-tain doctrines held to be specialities of Rome,
and erroneous. We have been most particular in drawing a dis-

tinction between the formularies which Anglican priests subscribe,

and popular notions of what Anglicanism is.

We come lastly to that which is, without any doubt, the great

difference between the two Communions of Rome and England

;

the seemingly impassable barrier that hinders intercommunion

between the two : we mean, of course, the cultus of the Blessed

Virgin Mary. The gulf, wide enough before, is immensely

increased by the elevation of what was only a " pious opinion,"

into an Article of the Faith— the doctrine of the Immaculate

Conception. We must ask ourselves—Is it possible to effect

intercommunion with a branch of the Church which holds this

doctrine, together with its natural and legitimate consequences,

the especial cultus which accompanies it ? It is certainly diffi-

cult to give any other answer than an emphatic No ! Then,

VOL. I. p
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further, the endeavour of a certain party in that Communion to

give divine honour to the Mother of our Lord ; the openly ex-

pressed pui-pose to inaugurate an "Age of Mary/^ is simply

shocking and abhorrent to the mind of English Catholics, and

seems to forbid any rap2Jrochement. This is true, but we must
not judge too hastily. We must deal with written documents,

not Avith the extravagances of a party. We should consider that

an opponent would be acting very unfairly were he to identify

the principles of Anglicanism with the fanaticism of an Irish

" Protestant,^^ even though the latter be in communion with the

Church in England. So we must not identify the Latin Church
with the extravagances of the Oratorians, most ofwhom are "con-

verts " from Anglicanism, and are looked on with great suspicion

by ^'old Eng'lish Roman Catholics/^ But, then, the decree of the

Immaculate Conception—is not this published by the Pope, after

consulting with the whole Episcopate in the Roman Communion ?

Here, at least, we have not only unanimity of opinion, but a

formal expression by the mouth of the Episcopate, and of its head

the Pope. This is more apparent than real. A large proportion

of the bishops consulted gave no opinion at all ; others simply

left the matter in the hands of the Pope ; the rest expressed their

dissent. Dr. Pusey in his Eirenicon has laboriously collected

e^ddence on this subject, and given the results. We can only

refer our readers to his work, many of whom, on a perusal of

the work, will be surprised at learning the facts there disclosed.

Some bishops were influenced to give their adhesion from motives

of expediency, some from unwillingness to oj^pose the desire of

the Pope; this is not real imanimity.

It is here that we see ground for hope. In the very extrava-

gance of those who are trying to push on the cultus of the Blessed

Virgin Mary towards accomplishing an " Age of Mary,''^ we see

grounds for anticipating- a reaction. It was the abuse of the

doctrine of Indulgences that caused the reaction against the

Pope in the sixteenth century. It may be reaction against the

excessive cultus of S. Mary that will bring on a second Refor-

mation—not, this time, a Protestant one, but a Catholic. If

only English Catholics are true to their principles, and if only

they take care to manifest before the world that the Anglican

branch of the Church is in all essential points Catholic, they

may make her the instrument of effecting the two greatest

desiderata of the present age—Re-union and Reformation. Al-

ready has she done something towards this in the case of a

portion of the Eastern branch. The Archbishop of Belgrade

has admitted Eng-lish priests to communion. Already are there
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many eyes of Italian Catholics looking- towards England. Al-

ready have many French Catholics learned to distinguish be-

tween English Churchmen and English Protestants. May we
not hope that there is a great and noble mission for us in pro-

spectj to manifest what are the true principles of Catholic Refor-

mation ; andj in so doing, to hold out the right hand of fellow-

ship to all true Catholics both of East and West ?

We are not to suppose that the idea of re-union between the

English and Roman branches of the Church is a new one, a

dream of some enthusiasts of the nineteenth century. Twdce

before, at least, has the matter been seriously considered, once with

considerable probability of success ; but, like that with Russia,

rendered abortive throug"h political changes. The first was in the

reign of Charles I. ; an account of it is given by a Monsignor

Cerri, who was commissioned by Pope Innocent XI. to report to

him on the relig-ious state of Eng-land. This report was apparently

first published in French, in the year 1701, and in 1715 trans-

lated and published in English, by Sir R. Steele. This translation

is extremely scarce, and very little known. The mission of Mon-
signor Cerri must have been considered important at the time,

as it is alluded to in some of the State papers. He reports that

the King, the Archbishop of Canterbury (Laud), the Bishop of

Chichester (Montag-ue), and seven other bishops, and several of

the nobility, listened favourably to the proposals. On the Roman
side negotiations were conducted by Signer Panzani, who had

been commissioned by the Pope to visit England, and was

accredited to the Roman Catholics there by a Papal brief. He
was even empowered to promise a CardinaFs hat to certain of

the bishops who were unmarried, in the event of the reconciliation

being effected. The great difficulty lay in the Oath of Supre-

macy, which seemed to render impossible the recognition of the

Pope by English ecclesiastic and civil officers. Thi-oughout the

whole, the view the writer takes is, that the quarrel was between

the two Courts of England and Rome, not between the two

Branches of the Church ; in other words, it was political and not

religious, as the following extract will show :
—" When England

separated from the Church of Rome, it was not so much out of a

desire for a Reformation, as out of revenge ; Henry VIII. being

highly displeased with the Court of Rome for refusing to approve

his divorce. In the reign of his son Edward, the Reformation

was settled wnth the public consent of the whole kingdom, for

the reason just mentioned. The same kingdom was easily recon-

ciled with the Church of Rome under the reign of Mary, as it

had freely separated from it. When Queen Elizabeth came to

p 2
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the Crown, it was her interest to favour the Reformation ; and

she found her people as willing- to embrace it as they had been

to reject it in the time of Mary. . . . But, as I have said, that

Reformation having been made hy the Court rather to shake off

the Pope^s authority, than out of love for new opinions, Eng-land

was not so much attached to any particular opinions, but rather

endeavoured to reform the abuses of religion by reducing it to

the standard of primitive Christianity. This kingdom having

obstinately continued to reject the Pope's authority, the Catholics,

who, during the first twelve years of Queen Elizabeth's reign,

comj^lied with the ecclesiastical government established by that

princess, began to withdraw from it, and being desirous to appear

united to the Pope, refused to go to church, and so formed a

party in the State.'' There were, however, two parties that

strongly opposed such re-union, as Laud and Montague fre-

quently declared, " the Puritans among the Protestants, and the

Jesuits among the Catholics." About this time, in order to

thwart such negotiations, the "Nag's Head Fable" was dili-

gently circulated.

Throughout the whole of this narrative we do not find a trace

of any doubt concerning the validity of English Orders. On
the contrary, the writer contemplated a return of the Anglican

community to communion with the Roman, in a manner similar

to that which took place on the accession of Queen Mary,

Those priests who were ordained during the reign of Edward VI.

were not re-ordained— they were only reconciled, for no one dis-

puted their Orders; so, had Monsignor Panzani's mission suc-

ceeded, the bishops and priests of Charles I.'s time would have

been simply reconciled in like manner, not re-ordained.

. The next attempt at re-union was that proposed by certain

French ecclesiastics in the eighteenth century, well known to

the readers of Mosheim's " History." There was, at that time, a

common ground of sympathy between the Galilean and Anglican
ecclesiastics ; both had a quarrel with the Court of Rome. Arch-

bishop Wake, who carried on the correspondence on the Anglican

side, completely convinced his Gallican brethren of the validity

of English Orders ; and had not certain political events occurred,

it is very possible that re-union would have been effected. A
traditionary recollection of their friendly interchange of good-

will lingered among French ecclesiastics even to our own day,

and is happily reviving ; the Union Chretienne and the Observa-

teur CathoUcfue could not exist without native support.

"When the Relief Bill of 1791 was passed, there were some who
•thought they saw an opening for renewing negotiations for re-
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union. Bishop Barring-ton^ in a Charge to the clerg-y of Durham,
thus expressed himself:—"There appears to me to be, in the

present circumstances of Europe, better grounds of hope for a

successful issue to a dispassionate investigation of the differences

which separate the two Cluirches of England and Rome, than at

any former period. With this view and these hopes, I continue

to exert my humble efforts in this great cause of charity and
truth. . . . And what public duty of greater magnitude can
present itself to us than the restoration of peace and union to

the Church, by the reconciliation of two so larg'e portions of it

as the Churches of Eng'land and Rome ?
'"' His friendly words

were reciprocated by more than one of the Roman Catholic

bishops.

There is a certain practical sense in Englishmen, which, on all

questions, is disposed to ask, " Cui bono '^ " " Where is the use

of re-union ? W^e get on very well as we are.^^ It is not a suffi-

cient answer to such, to take the high spiritual and scriptural

ground : we must take a lower one. It is this : Englishmen are

dispersed, singly, or in companies, over every country in the

world—every foreign city has English households, every harbour

English ships ; but they have not an Anglican priest to minister

to them. As long as this miserable state of disunion continues,

they cannot obtain the Sacraments of the Church and the minis-

tration of religion from native priests, without renouncing their

own communion and their own religion, and accepting that of

the foreigner. The result is, that there are thousands of unbap-
tized children in foreign lands ; thousands live without the Sacra-

ments and ministrations of the Church, and their friends have,

at the last, to commit their bodies to the earth without any reli-

gious rite; or some Protestant ministei*—perhaps one who is,

for aught we know, a teacher of some strange heresy—is called

in to perform such rites, to the scorn of the surrounding Catho-

lics. Were such a re-union as we are here pleading for esta-

blished. Englishmen would go to the priest of the Eastern or

Western branch of Cheist's Church alike, and ask for the Sacra-

ments and ministrations of the Church, without having to

renounce any thing of his own, without having to confess more
than his belief in the one Catholic Faith.

Let us conclude this Essay with the more pleasing task of

exhibiting' the points of unity in the three branches of Christ's

Church.

First, then, we have one common episcopate and priesthood

with the other two branches of the Catholic Church. The
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Anglican and the Roman use the same form of words in ordina-

tion, with the like action—the laying- on of hands. The Eastern

differs from the Western in the use of a different mood only ; i)i

essence they are the same. Next, the Liturgies of all are of

Apostolic origin; in each the Canon is the same. The Roman
and the Anglican differ from the Eastern in not retaining the

Invocation and the Oblation, but both these are retained in the

Scottish and American, and so these two last form a link between

East and West. The great Catholic revival of our day has

brought all these branches nearer to. each other, especially the

two WesteTn branches. Anglicans are reproached by Protestants

with their resemblance to Romans ; they say a stranger entering

into a church where Ritual is carefully attended to, might easily

mistake it for a Roman service. Of course he might ; the whole

purpose of the great revival has been to eliminate the dreary

Protestantism of the Hanoverian period, and restore the glory of

Catholic worship. Our Churches are restored after the mediaeval

pattern, and our Ritual must accord with the Catholic standard.

Our Book of Common Prayer is no Protestant invention. It is

not the creation of the sixteenth century. The Eucharistic Office

is only a variety of the Western rite. The Fast and Feast days

are nearly the same ; the Collects, Epistles, and Gospels are

nearly the same ; the Altar and its ornaments are nearly the

same ; the habits and vestments of the priesthood are the same ;

the actions are the same ; the plain song is the same. Is it any

wonder that they may be mistaken ? Take our matins and even-

song—what are they but five of the ancient seven Offices com-

pressed into two ?—with these two differences, and we may well

be provid of them—1. That they are primarily public, and not

private as is the use of the Roman ; 2. That the whole Psalter,

and not merely parts of it, is sung through publicly twelve times

a year. Here again we see the same plain song, the same Can-

ticles, the same order of the Books of Scripture. And in those

churches where the Catholic revival obtains, the ancient tones for

the Psalms are daily sung, as they were in the days of Gregory

the Great ; and the ancient metrical hymns are again resuming

their place. And not only this, but the same round of Christian

seasons, marked by their own appropriate colour, instructs the

eye as well as the ear, and preaches Christ and His Redemp-
tion. Further, Ritual, like painting and architecture, is only

the visible expression of Divine truth. Without dogma, without

an esoteric meaning, Ritual is an ilhision and a delusion ! a lay

figure without life or spirit, a vox et pr(zterea nihil. The experi-

ence of the last century shows that it is impossible to preserve the
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Catholic Faith excepting by CathoHc Kitual ; the experience of

the present century equally makes manifest the fact that the

revival of the Catholic Faith must be accompanied by the revival

of Catholic Ritual ; and still more, that the surest way to teach

the Catholic Faith is by Catholic Ritual.

We have purposely abstained in this Essay from considering

the question of Re-union as implying absorption of Protestant

Dissenters. But we may be permitted to make one allusion to

the question before we close. AVhat is it that is now drawing

all the most earnest and most devout of the various Protestant

bodies towards the Church, and leaving only the Political Dis-

senter behind, but the great Catholic Revival ? What but the

teaching of the Catholic Faith with and by Catholic Ritual?

Contrast this with the work of the last century and the begin-

ning of this; the great Evangelical movement, as it is called.

Under that movement, and by means of it, thousands and tens

of thousands of earnest and devout men renounced the Church

and became schismatics ; and we, at this present day, are reaping

the harvest of tares which the enemy sowed, while the servants

of the householder slept under the soporific influence of Pro-

testant ascendancy. But the experience of the last few years has

shown that wherever the Catholic Faith is taught and Catholic

Ritual restored, the first-fruits of the harvest are the children

and grandchildren of those who renounced the Church for the

Conventicle. Yes, the great Catholic Revival which is drawing

Anglicans nearer and nearer to those of the two other branches

of the One Body, is also daily acting as a loadstone to attract to

the Body of Christ the individual particles that were disinte-

grated through the corroding influence of apathy and neglect.

Edwin L. Blenkinsopp.
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The history of change in the religious belief of countries has

always been thought deeply interesting^ even when it comes

down to us as little more than a record of bare facts. Subjects

on which all men think more or less, which involve their deepest

emotions, and affect the highest part of their nature, and which

are brought to bear alike on the daily life of each generation,

must, of necessity, strongly interest all who look forward to

another world after death. In old times few, comparatively,

recorded the steps by which they were led to their final opinions,

and those who have done so were persons in a prominent posi-

tion, who took part in the events of the day, and whose lives

therefore were far removed from the every-day men and women
around them.

The revival of the Catholic Faith throughout Europe in the

middle of the nineteenth century, will be a striking and interest-

ing feature in the history of the Universal Church, as long as the

world lasts; and the silent revolution that has taken place

in menu's minds in England, is likely to be not the least in-

teresting or important part of it. The way in which it has

affected obscure individuals, and those who to all human sight

were removed from its influence, has been noticed from the first

as one of its singular features, marking the presence of some

objective and spiritual agency. In quiet and retired country

villages, young people were pondering over the same subjects,

and feeling the same difficulties which at the same time were

occupying the attention of practised theologians in Oxford and

London, and were instinctively finding out for themselves the

value of ascetic practices long-esteemed in the Church, but which
no one had ever mentioned to them. A longing for some reli-

gion greater and higher than the teaching of their childhood

stirred the hearts of many who were unconscious where these

desires were tending. Books and events of the day swayed and
strengthened, but seldom originated, the change of thought all

over the country, which we now call the Catholic revival.
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Forces, thoug-h apparently opposing-, helped it on; the very

Evangelicals themselves were its earlier, though unconscious,

promoters ; and secessions to Rome, which wei'e supposed at the

time to be almost fatal checks, also, as we see now, gave the

movement a helping- hand ; while from them a curious reactive

current of thought is setting in, which is likely to spread Ca-

tholic princij^les with tenfold force, before it has exhausted itself.

It is noteworthy, although just what might have been antece-

dently expected, that the earlier Evangelical movement was far

more Catholic in its character than it afterwards became.

Asceticism and self-discipline were its essential features. Severe

fasting, watching, and bodily mortifications were practised

by Wesley, Fletcher, and those whom they influenced, to an
extent which few Catholics have as yet attained. Cecil had
some strong ideas also on the value of mortification and voluntary

celibacy, which his present admirers, or those who fancy them-

selves such, condemn as weaknesses. He it was who advocated

always choosing the food which you least preferred, while the

editors of Henry Martyn^s Diary found it as well to suppress the

fact that he at times mortified his flesh by walking about with

stones in his shoes. Like many other defectively taught, but

excellent men, their practice was better than their theoiy, and as

they never gave asceticism its true position in their instructions

to others, it was naturally not adopted by their successors.

That which was at first a log-ical inference from their teaching,

has latterly become a received statement ; namely, that the attain-

ment of salvation is the easiest thing conceivable. You had only

to accept the oflTer of pardon freely held out to you, and it would

matter nothing in the day of judgment whether your sins were

many or few—heinous crimes, or only sins of infirmity. Self-

examination was not in so many words condemned, but repent-

ance for individual sins was practically discouraged, and the soul

instructed to be contented with feeling itself generally sinful and

worthless. The whole unhappy theory of " imputed righteous-

ness," founded on ignorance of the truth that through our union

with our Loud His righteousness is imparted to us, and that our

works are His and not ours, still further confirmed many in a

belief that holiness, though desirable as a proof of the reality of

faith, was not necessary for salvation. Young people were

educated to believe that the renunciation of certain pleasures

denominated worldly, and the presence in their hearts of certain

feelings of their own unworthiness, and trust in the righteousness

of their Saviour, were to be the leading characteristics, external

and internal, of their religion. Until these were apparent to
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themselves^ they were taug-ht to regard themselves and others as

unconverted and unreg'enerate, and afterwards they received but

little more instruction in the stern and unceasing warfare by which

alone the whole body of sin can be destroyed. They were taught

that all who did not exhibit these marks of true religion were

more or less worldly^ and they were exhorted to try and " do good^'

to such persons, even if older than themselves; and naturally
_,

therefore, to regard themselves in a much higher state than those

who were somewhat hastily classed as belonging to " the world''"'

around them. It is difficult to speak truly, and yet with suffi-

cient gentleness, of a system containing so much good and so

much evil. Undoubtedly it was a great advance above the dry

morality of the day ; but it shut out much real unobtrusive piety

by its arbitrary distinctions, and it fostered the self-conceit of

young people, who were often far lower in the spiritual life

than those whom they condemned. Many have led a life of

patient self-sacrifice, and have passed uiiharmed through bitter

temptation, without attaining to a high standard of excellence, or

undergoing the visible change, which alone was considered to be
" conversion."" No Catholic would for an instant suppose that

such persons were true types of the Christian character, but they

were far above young and untried theorists, whose devotion and

love were yet but a matter of words and feelings, who had never

been proved to have any stability, and whose creed was in many
important points self-constructed and heretical.

It is a gi'ievous mistake, and a terrible danger to the soul,

when devotional words or feelings, or, on the other hand, external

practices, are allowed to outrun the subjugation of evil within.

A child that talks, or even thinks, much of its affection to our

Lord, and yet habitually tells lies, is in really a lower state than

a child that does sturdily what it calls " right,^^ with very little

thought of what '' right " means, and with very little interest in

the theories on which '' right " is founded. To know what ought

to be done, and yet always to practise the contrary, either not

thinking about it, or excusing it by a plea of weakness, and satis-

fying the conscience with the thought of the righteousness of

One Who is believed to have been holy in our stead— is a state

of mind widely prevalent, and one for which the successors of the

earlier Evangelicals have much to answer. Happily, many do not

compi^ehend the real meaning of the teaching they receive, and

so are far better than their system. Yet it is found increasingly

defective, even tested by their own standards. Personal religion

declines among them, and a high standard of holiness can now
only be found among Catholics—with perhaps a few exceptions.
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belonging to a generation fast dying ont^ and leaving no suc-

cessors. Thirty years ago, however, it was not so. Those who
then were really earnest in subduing sin, in living a life above

the world, and doing good to others, were almost certain to

belong to what was called the Evangelical school. Thei-e existed

beside them a few remnants of the older type, of which Bishop

Wilson might be called the last distinguished instance ; but they

were sadly below his saintly standard, and the charge of formalism

brought against them was not untrue, while even their freedom

from heresy was far more negative than positive. They inherited

a hatred of Papists and Dissenters which was chiefly political,

and their standard scarcely went higher than the attainment of

respectability, with the due performance of the social duties of

life, a certain amount of specified devotional exercises, and in

their inner life the subdual of what a Catholic would call mortal

sin. But they had a great abhorrence of extremes, and generally

thought the existing state of things, whether bad or good, was

better left alone, and that the Evangelicals were suspicious per-

sons, because they were by no means inclined to leave any thing

alone. Energetic preaching, and the necessity of conversion,

were dimly suggestive of the overthrow of Episcopacy and the

cutting off of King Charles's head, just as, a few years later,

crucifixes, confession, and ritual, indicated that society was

becoming undermined by Jesuit machinations, and were closely

connected with Guy Fawkes and burning people to death.

With these persons, although in the same communion. Evan-

gelicals had far less sympathy than with Dissenters. As a

matter of good order, they held by Episcopacy, but T\dthout

believing in any supernatural power belonging to it. They saw

that without Episcopacy, Protestant bodies fell into errors and

heresies, and they perceived the good effects of an established

bod}^ of dignified clergy as part of the theory of government.

Supernatural grace, as tied to sacerdotal acts, they were inclined

to repudiate; such acts might be, and were, blessed to the

faithful soul, but there was no irreparable loss without them.

Tlieir belief in the Incarnation was practically and theoretically

confined to the Atonement, which they only understood in one

point of view, and regarded as a past act. Their belief in the

change to be effected in human beings by Christianity was, that

a Divine influence should transform the desires and affections,

and regulate the will; Christians remaining the while simply

human beings as they were born, only with a regenerated human

nature as well as a corrupt one, eventuating hereafter in the

entire destruction of the corrupt nature. The position of man
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also was to be changed^ and^ from being under the wrath of God,

he was to become an adopted and beloved child.

Personal Jove to an omnipresent human Saviour_, and an

avoidance of all j)leasures and refinements of life calculated to

blunt the feelings and desires which were their test of real piety

—these were the objects they set before themselves. Preaching

of the kind they advocated was found to stir up the soul better

than any thing else they knew, and consequently they set great

store by it. They were contented to hear over and over again

the same statement of their lost condition and the mercy provided

for them ; and if that exercise resulted in what a Catholic would

call acts of faith, contrition, and love, they felt that their souls

had been benefited. They regarded the Sabbaths or Thursday

evenings on which these blessings could be attained, as seasons

which ought to be greatly enjoyed; and in order that the soul

might concentrate itself more on feelings and thoughts of the

same nature, they believed that no others should be allowed to

intrude on the day of rest. The mind that could not rise to the

required condition, was worldly or heavy; and if in a healthy state,

it could never get tired of what was believed to be its highest

and noblest exercise. Consequently those who wished to be con-

sidered religious people, were obliged to acknowledge that this

particular way of spending Sunday was delightful, because other-

wise they were at once set down as worldly. Subjectivity was so

essentially the characteristic of this creed, that any idea of holi-

ness apart from action, thought, and feeling, had no place in

its practical theology, and the mind was continually urged to look

for religious states as final results, which a Catholic only regards

as accidental accessories.

This is a roiTgh sketch of the state of things among religious

people as it impressed me when I was a child, thirty years ago, and

as it appears to me now. My father was a devoted priest of the

earlier Evangelical school, and for some time he was almost its only

clerical adherent in our neighbourhood, which was surrounded by

parishes where neglect and sloth reig^ned supreme. Our position

as children was somewhat isolated. A few persons we understood

to be really good people, and every body else, we thought, belonged

to the wicked world, and we were not allowed to associate with

such. Indulged in some respects, but with a few commands
strictly enforced, we were, I think, unruly children, and there

were grave evils among us never imagined by our parents,

although they took great pains with us. We grew up from early

childhood without much self-control, with strong tempers and
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passions, without much courtesy or knowledg-e of refined life,

self-willed and impulsive, but devoted to intellectual pursuits—

a

clever family ourselves, and with a considerable amount of con-

tempt for those who were not so. Yet in no small degree relig-ion

was a reality with us all. Thoughtless and careless though we
were, and ignorant that many seriously wrong things were sinful,

we never did what we knew to be wrong- without real sorrow and
resolutions of amendment, while God was really our Friend and
Refuge in childish trouble, as well as One Whose forg-iveness must
be soug-ht for sin. But the system in which we were all educated,

as a distinctive system, never, I think, would have satisfied me
when I once began to reason ; for from my earliest childhood

I was unconsciously feeling- about for something practical. Of
course I was taught to say that Sunday was the happiest day in

the week; but I g-reatly preferred Monday, because it was fur-

thest off from that oppressive day, and I disliked going- to church

as much as I disliked any thing-. The theolog-y pitt into our

hands was unmitig'atedly bad—irreverent and deg-rading- in its

language, and full of what I know now to be Nestorian heresy.

There was a wretched little book (long since, I trust, out of print)

attempting to describe the Passion of our Lord in language

adapted to children, so degrading the subject, and permeating

my mind with its ideas, that it is only within the last very few

years that I have been able to get rid of the miserable associa-

tions it gave me. Such books as Tlie Children's Friend, and, of

course, all Mrs. Sherwood's publications, with various works
denouncing Roman Catholic and Greek idolaters, I not only read,

but studied in a way which, I am persuaded, is unusual among
children now, with the greater variety of books and superficial

habits permitted in the present day.

From a very early age I had a great desire to receive the

Blessed Sacrament. I used sometimes voluntarily to stay through

the " additional " service, and at home I used often to make acts

of what I should now call Spiritual Communion, though, of course,

I had never heard of the practice. I always had a strong desire

to conquer what was amiss in me, and could not contentedly go

on doing the same wrong things every day with no prospect of

definite amendment. Once I remember attempting something like

self-examination, and an enumeration of the faults committed in

a day. But it was an attempt effectually silenced. I was told

that it was an impossibility, that there was not a moment or

an action of our lives that was not full of sin ; and I remember

thinking to ni3'self
—" If it is so, then there is not the least use

in trying to mend or to alter, because it can't be done. I did
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think I knew that I had committed seven or eight sins to-day,

but according' to this there is nothing that is not wrong/^ So I

abandoned that effort in despair.

I do not know whether it was before or after this, that, from

my peeviliar corner in my father^s study, I used to hear many
vehement discussions about certain " Tracts/'' I was very familiar

with tracts. A whole basketful used to be covered with brown
paper, and exchanged weekly in the village ; but I was not fond

of them, because they were dirty, and, excejit for the first page

of story, very dull. But as I also thought (and perhaps justly)

that there was not much in them, I was greatly surprised to hear

all the clergy who came to see my father so very earnest, and

sometimes so very angry about these " Oxford Traets,^^ and I

used to wonder much what they could be.

My father had at one time a pupil, considerably my senior,

who became afterwards, and who is still a distinguished leader

of the Catholic revival. We hardly knew him from one of our-

selves, and heard with deep interest and dismay that he was
becoming infected with the new '' Views," which I then learnt

to connect with the Oxford Tracts and Dr. Pusey. There was
much low- voiced speaking and sad condemnation going on,

not, however, joined in by my father, from which I could at

first only gather that there was a terrible Dr. Pusey, and a

no less terrible Mr. Newman, putting forth sadly wicked things,

and that my father^s dear pupil, Arthur Willis, was departing

from the teaching of his early days. I regarded him in con-

sequence with a childish sort of awe, and when I actually saw
with my own eyes a plain white cross upon his study mantel-

piece, and some ghostly-looking rubbings of old brasses hanging
against the walls, I hardly liked to go into the room. I verily

believed that he worshipped the cross, and said his prayers to it.

But he was very quiet, wrote a great deal, and when he argued

never pi'ovoked any body. Every one said he was very good, and,

(as my father could appreciate goodness wherever he met with

it, and in the course of years did full justice to the piety and

warmth of advanced Catholics, though without changing his

own views,) there was never the smallest diminution in their

mutual affection.

My next experience was a different one. One of our own
number plunged at once into a vehement and fierce partisanship

of the Tracts and all things belonging. It did not present the

Catholic faith in an attractive form. Home opposition became
more confirmed ; and we younger ones turned into childish and
persecuting adherents of Protestant principles, and made our-
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selves as foolish as children might be expected to do under the

circumstances, in a household where freedom of speech (to call

it by no stronger word) was the rule. This was encouraged by
well-meaning- but not over-wise friends. I well remember sitting

on a clergyman's knee and abusing the Pope in terms for which
I ought to have had my ears boxed, but which were thought

rather amusing. Controversial subjects were the atmosphere of

the household. It is almost necessarily so in a clergyman's family,

if, as in my father's case, his opinion is valued, and his mind
given to theology ; and is, under the most favourable circvim-

stances, an unfortunate training for children. It was at this

time that I reluctantly went with my mother to a well-known
" Puseyite " church, and remember the strange impression of dx-ead

and awe with which I first saw a large cross over the Altar. I know
that I then disliked every thing that savoured of " popery," and
have never been able to account for the impulse which induced

me as I went out of church, to dip my finger in the Font, and
make the sign of the Cross on my forehead. I speedily forgot

both the church and the circumstance, and little thought how
strangely they would be remembered, when years afterwards I

entered that very church again to make my first confession.

Three important events (to me) happened when I was about

thirteen. I began to read these much-talked-of Tracts for my-
self, and was rather disappointed not to find in them the ghastly

horrors I expected, from all the epithets I had heard bestowed

on them. I heard my first choral service in Westminster Abbey,
and discovered that it would be possible to like going to church

if I might always go there ; and we had a visit from some cousins

rather older than ourselves, also under the influence of the Catho-

lic revival, and conscientiously acting out what they knew. We
had wonderful arguments, and I always got the worst of them.

Moreover I began to discover that the superstitions and practices

ascribed to Roman Catholics and Puseyites were not invariably

true. I remember hearing a lady, with much emphasis and
many head- shakings, telling my mother that one of the Tractarian

leaders was a most cruel man in his own family. If any of his

children were naughty, he made them stand up against the wall

of his room all night, and got out of bed every now and then to

be sure that they were awake. I believed this legend for a long

time, and experienced afterwards the usual reaction caused by
trash of the sort. I had heard of "prayers for the dead" also,

and imagined that they were much like those of the South Sea

Islanders for the supply of bodily wants after death, and I was
much imj^ressed when one of the ancient supplications for the
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departed was first shown me. I incoi^porated it into my prayers

thenceforth. It was somewhere about that time, too, that I first

met with, and was startled by, the expression—" God died for

man/^ and I perceived that up to that time I had never really

believed in our Loed^s Divinity at all. For many years after

this, the use of His adorable Name without some title of reve-

rence was intolerable to me ; and I believe the same feeling

accounted for the reserve with which He was mentioned in ser-

mons and devotions during- the early days of the movement, and

which of late years has been happily abandoned.

The melting away of unfounded early prejudice was gradual

;

but I believe my confirmation at the age of fourteen, little as I

understood or thought about the grace g'iven, did more for me
than any thing that came before it, and the Communions which

followed, though I regarded them as little more than times for

receiving special grace and strength. To a great extent the

dread of Tractarianism in my home was becoming modified. We
were allowed Wilberforce's Eiicharistica as an Altar manual, and
perhaps a more advanced book would not have been so well fitted

forme. My godmother wished to present me with Bickersteth on

The Lord's Sttpper, but she was not allowed to give it me. My
dear father told me that I could have no better guide than the 6th

chapter of the Gospel according to S. John, and so I have ever since

believed. I beg-an to teach at the school, and the study and in-

vestigation of the Catechism and Prayer Book also cleared up many
difficulties. But I grievously needed external help. Talking and

arguing, as before, superseded the inner practical work, as I was
once kindly told by a relative who sympathized with my views,

during a Sunday afternoon's walk, which left an abiding ti'ace

on my life. ]\Iy adviser unfortunately soon after himself drifted

away from the faith he then held, and ended, finally, in Rational-

ism. But the greatest practical era was the day in which the

third volume, of Plain Sermons, by Dr. Pusey, was j^ut into my
hands. It was first shown me at an evening party ; and I had

no sooner opened it, than I saw that it would supply the want
I had felt so long. I forgot the presence of every one, and it

must have been after a long interval that I was roused by a

remark on the gravity of my studies. I took the book home,

and sat up most of the night over it. For a long time it was

every thing to me, and first brought definitely before me the

duty of self-denial in things lawful, and of fasting and mortifi-

cation. Then every day increased the desire to have the advice

of some priest. Confession had never entered my head ; but to

be helped and counselled was becoming almost a necessity.
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For a long- time we had seen but little of Mr. Willis. He had

been absent from Eng"land^ and had married, and I am not sure

that he was thoug-ht wholesome company for my brothers. How-
ever, the next time he came I simimoned up courage, but with

great difficulty, to speak to him, just as he was going" away, and

told him I wanted him to talk to me next time he came. I

needed ad\4ce about fasting and other matters. He had never

regarded me as any thing but a child before, and he marvelled

much how I could ever have come to think of such things. I

stood in great awe of him, but after this, although I saw him
only at very rare intervals, the worst feelings of helplessness and
bewilderment were gone. Whenever we met, he gave me a few

words of counsel or encouragement, to which I looked forward

with the greatest eagerness. For I was very lonely. I was
obliged to keep my opinions almost entirely to myself; fasting

and watching could not be done openly, and books were read in

private. Some publications were not allowed in the house, and

one book of prayers belonging to me was abstracted and burnt.

Dr. Pusey^s translations only reached me through the extracts

made from them in the British Magazine, and I cannot describe

how I treasured each word. It was not on the whole a bad

discipline, for I learnt to keep silence, and hear that which was
to me most dear and sacred condemned without venturing to

defend it. From a mere surmise, it came to be a certainty that

some adherents of the Catholic movement received and made
confessions. I had scarcely out-grown my deeply-rooted early

horror of the practice, when it came before my own mind as a

personal question. I felt it would do me good. Could I do

it ? And very speedily the answer came—rNo, never. Others

might, whose sins had been different to mine^—I never could. It

was not necessary for forgiveness ;—there was not, I argued, the

least need to be uneasy, not the least, not the very least. God
forgave all who were penitent, and I was quite sure I wished I

had never done some things; but as to telling about them, it

would be highly undesirable, I would make a special confession

to God, and think no more about it. Somehow, after this, I did

not improve. There was a skeleton in my closet, and I was not

so happy in it as I had been. There was something I did not

dare to do ; but yet it was true that my theology, as I then held

it, did not teach the necessity of confession, I was then, I think,

what might colloquially be called a moderate Anglican. I

believed in Baptismal Regeneration, but I had retained the

Protestant idea that the " Divine Nature " then imparted, was

simply a Divine Influence, I believed theoretically in the Real

vol, I. Q
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Presence, but practically I regarded the blessed Sacrament as

more an act of communion with God, than as a reception of Him.

I held the English to be the only uncorrupt branch of the Church,

and supposed myselfbound to accept every word other formularies.

From the time that I realized the nature of the Church move-

ment in my own day, I felt that its furtherance was the one thing

to live for. The idea of Sisterhood life occurred to me for a

moment, but it never became really a desire. I hoj)ed at a future

time to find some one like-minded with myself-r-a layman—for

I had seen even then that the marriage of the clergy was an utter

mistake. I still had a great dread of Romanism, although an

acquaintance I then made with a Roman Catholic- gentleman

convinced me that my childish dread of such persons was vm-

founded. He belonged to an old Roman Catholic family, never

introduced the subject of his faith unless desired, and manifested

none of the intolerance of the convert. Meantime, Church archi-

tecture and restoration had become some of my principal studies,

and they naturally led me into regions of symbolism which un-

folded doctrine, and taught me as much as treatises could have

done. The daily reading and discussion of the Holy Scriptures

with my father also greatly assisted me, and he often uncon-

sciously gave me the outline of principles of which I afterwards

saw the full development. But I was living too much in exter-

nals, and offering myself and my work with not only the joyous

enthusiasm of a young and fresh nature, but with an admixture

of self-conceit and other evils, which (as I was afterwards to

experience) must always cause the rejection of services so ren-

dered. I believe my principles were worth very little at this

time, and that I should easily have surrendered them if I had
been tempted to do so. I was then also much thrown with a

gentleman of great abilities and rationalistic tendencies, and

though he never had any influence over me, yet my own mind
was critical enough to see the force of the reasoning he used,

though happily my belief in the Churches infallibility in the

interpretation of Scripture was a sufficient safeguard, and kept

me from indulging in any such speculations. Many of the

objections I have since seen brought forward against the Old
Testament histoiy occurred unsuggested, to myself; and for

years I thought it wiser never to read the Old Testament at all.

I do not think I ever surrendered my faith for a moment in any
one point of Catholic truth ; but I look upon that part of my
life as passed among pitfalls of all kinds, and it was only because
some special temptations were mercifully averted, that I was
saved from utter spiritual ruin.
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About this time I learnt wisdom tliroug-li some foolish expovi-

ences, and began to find m_y own judgment not quite so infallible

as I had supposed it, and also that I had been altogether g-etting-

careless and lax. Once more the thought of confession recurred

importunatel}^, partly from hearing- of it as so much resorted to

by those who were really in earnest. Mr. Willis was a true

friend, and after much struggling with myself, I felt that I

might perhaps manage to make a confession to one who had
counselled me so often and so well. His position as my friend

and adviser was fully understood at home, and I believe my
father was well content that I should look up to one whom he

so loved and admired. And thus time had gone on till the

autumn of ISiO, when I was to pay a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Willis by myself. Then, I thought, would be the time; and
having made, as I considered, sufficient preparation, I spoke to

Mr. Willis about it. He quite agreed that confession would do

me a great deal of good, but decidedly declined to hear me him-
self. Confessions, he thought, should not be made to intimate

friends ; but if I liked, he would write for me to a priest he

knew in London, and get him to undertake my case. I had not

contemplated this, bub there was no drawing back; and in a

short space I had a letter from this gentleman, enclosing a book

of directions for self-examination, which made me perceive that

I had rather hastily concluded myself to be ready. I had not

the most distant idea how a confession was made, and was too

shy even to ask Mr. Willis much about it. I had a month for

final preparation, and went to meet Mr. Goodwin, for the first

time in London at the beginning of Advent. None of my rela-

tions had the least idea of my intentions, except one, who raised

some doubts in my mind about acting without the sanction of

my parents. But the}" did not much weigh with me. I was

then very nearly of age ; w^e had always been allowed a con-

sidei'able measure of independence, and I felt too that the

interests at stake were beyond any human interference, and

that I alone could be accountable for my own soul. To have

felt compelled to go to confession in direct contravention of

parental commands, was a conceivable possibilit}^, but one to be

avoided at all risks.

I do not think I felt much apprehension then at the thought

of the act itself, beyond ordinary nervousness. I believed I

knew what my own part of it would be, and what I should have

to say. So 1 went to meet my confessor at the appointed time

in his large, dreary, London church, and after a short conversation

in the vestrv, he took me into the building, and left me for a
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while, according" to the custom then in existence there, kneeling

at the Altar-rail, until he returned in his surplice, and after a

few prayers, took his place by my side. My confession occupied

nearly six hours divided between two successive days—so long- a

time being" necessary, in consequence of the imperfect preparation

which, in my ig"norance, I had supposed to be sufficient.

Years have passed since then—daA's and weeks of severe

suffering", mental and bodily ; but never any thing" that can be

compared to those hours, and the weeks that followed them, and

I know that I never can pass through any thing worse on the

earth-side of the grave. My own history was comparatively

soon told, and freely ; but Mr. Goodwin was experienced enough

to see that neither conscience nor memory had been fully roused.

I think he was more severe than he would have been, if he had

not mistaken ignoi'ance and nervous terror for obstinacy or eva-

sion : but notwithstanding, I have never since met his equal as

a confessor, or ceased to be grateful for all he did for me. It was

a terrible, but most necessary hour of self-revelation, and showed
me the evil of my life, as the preparatory self-examination had,

straiigely enough, completely failed to show it me. We think

that when the life is investigated, and memory taxed to its

utmost, then the inner self stands completely revealed, and that

the recital to another can add nothing' to the knowledge of the

past. Many persons think so, and that their sins confessed in

secret to God are fully confessed. I believe it to be a most fatal

mistak^e.; and that, brought up with a superficial knowledge of

sin, as all Protestants are, the conscience of a person who has

never been to confession probably has never, and never will be,

fully investigated. " Fully, ^^ after all, means but imperfect!}",

even when confession is over ; but yet I feel sure "that the guilt

of individual acts, and still more, the relative pi'oportion of sins

to one another, and to the whole spiritual life, can be known in

no other way. And this accounts for the mass of careless, un-

sjDiritual Anglicans who neglect confession, and who avoid great

sins, but never seem to make real progress in holy living. I, at

all events, found out the mischief of my life then, undeveloped as

my views were at that time of the Sacrament of Penance. I

looked upon the priest as a commissioned minister; and I did not

see that it was our Lord Himself to Whom I was confessing" and
Wlio was speaking to me ; nor did I see, as I have seen since, that

the confessor^s words are not his own, but that he is under the

control of One Who regulates them in a way of which the priest

himself is generally unconscious.

I had gone to confession thinking myself rather a good sort of
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young- person on the whole, tlioug-h I had none of the ideas

popidarly attributed to CathoHes, that my own doing-s were of

the least value in the sight of GoD; but only that He had merci-

fully preserved me from great sins, and that His holiness would
be accepted instead of mine. I went home with very different

ideas of myself, wretched enough, but with a feeling of having
been rescued from the brink of a precipice. The scene of tlie

confession itself I could not venture to recall. It was months
before I could let my thoughts return to it ; and even now I cannot
dwell upon it without the shrinking with which, in after life, men
recall a severe surgical operation, although they may also feel—as

I feel—deep thankfulness for its results. They that do such
things " declare pliiinly that they seek a Country.^^

Mr. Goodwin requested me to write to him, when he found
that I could do so without any thing- underhand, although he did

not intend to write to me. Any correspondence in which he

engaged must be open, and he declined sending letters in any
other way. Consequently, I had to deal with the difficulties and
troubles of the next few weeks as I best could, Mr. Willis'

advice and letters being- my only assistance. The penance

assigned me had been unintentionally severe ; but there was no
means of obtaining- any relaxation. The administration of the

Sacrament of Penance was, as we know, at that time altog-ether

abnormal in the Church,, and I only suffered as all must suffer

who are concerned in initiating any thing- new and contradictory

to prevailing- custom. Our children peaceably inherit privileges

which we purchased for them at no easy rate. But these difficul-

ties did not last long for me. After one or two more interviews,

Mr. Goodwin desired me to tell my father I had been to confes-

sion, and that I found my soul required it. Much as I dreaded

doing- this, of course I had no alternative ; and very greatly to

my surprise, my father thanked me for giving him my confidence.

I was told that I was old enough to do as I pleased, and my
choice of Mr. Goodwin was approved. I have never regretted

having gone in the way I did, or felt that I was not most merci-

fully guided through all the circumstances of the case. My father

took me himself next time I went, and I believe was satisfied that

the result was beneficial to me.

In consequence of the step I had taken, two of my intimate

friends were, within a few weeks, led to submit to the same
discipline, and, I believe, with benefit for the time ; although in

both cases the results appeared transitory. One of them soon

after fixed his affections where there could be no response, and
was shattered in body and mind by a hopeless illness ; while the
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other married a Protestant^ and followed the faith of her husband.

So that winter passed by, bringing- with it^ for me, the formation

of a friendship with a layman, whose creed and intentions were

the same as my own, and who was destined to be more to me than

I imagined in that time of distress and trouble.

The year 1S50 set in gloomily for Chm-ehmen. The pending

decision of the Gorham case was beginning eyery day to agitate

their minds more and more. Such decisions were so new, and

the limits and jurisdiction of the State Courts were so little

understood, that the intellects eyen of the best theologians were

distressed and bewildered, and they failed to comprehend the real

weight and bearings of these legal tribunals. Surmises and

apprehensions of what the Priyy Council judgment would be and

would inyolye, grew to be more and more formidable in prospect,

until people really came to think that the faith of the English

Church in the Catholic doctrine of Holy Baptism was trembling

in the balance. Not one leading writer on the subject at that

time understood the difference between the Staters decisions for

the Establishment, and the Churches decisions for the Church

;

while the few who did, were opposed eyen by those who led public

opinion and might haye been expected to know better. The

Court of Arches was imagined to giye the true and spiritual, as

well as legal judgment of the Archbishop ; and it was argued

that an appeal from this Court should and could only be made to

a Synod.

Of coui"se the anxieties and difficulties came to me in all their

fulness; and I went with some apprehension to consult Mr.

Goodwin, whose sermons had already become the j)roperty of the

public. I shall not soon forg*et that day in ^larch, when first the

possibility of lea^ing• the English Church came before me. !Mr.

Goodwin thought, like many others, that the decision committed

the English Church to heresy, unless at once repudiated ; but that

there was nothing for us to do except to wait in patience and
prayer for deliyerance. Tliose subsequent weeks were times of

strange anxiety". Pamphlets and sermons were pom-uig in con-

stant succession from the press ; and all, as we know now, made
the same mistake. ]Mr. Keble WTote that " many, though sym-

pathizmg with oui' yiew of this great cause, were far from realizing

its alarming, nay possibly fiital, importance to us at this moment.''^

The Bishop of Exeter^s '' Letter " perhaps raised the hopes of

most of the desponding for a time. The excitement about this

Letter in London, on the day it came out, was wonderful. Pub-
lished at ten in the morning, it had gone into a third edition by
twehc o'clock, and reachal a fifth in the eyening. Still, it did
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not reverse the Judgment^ and depression soon returned. Mr.
Maskell speedily gave up the matter in despair. Catholics were

divided among themselves, some urging- one course as sufficient

to free the English Church from the heresyj and others declaring

it ineffective, and demanding something else.

Mr. Goodwin was more and more hopeless every time I visited

him. In May, after the plan for forming a Secession Church
(which was at one time proposed) came to nothing, he told me
that he found no Church open to him except the Roman. He
said that he had obediently taught only the doctrines of the

English Church while lie could conscientiously obey her; but
now that her doctrine of Baptism was changed, and he could do
so no more, he must leave ]ier for Rouae, although he still in-

tended to wait until every thing should have been tried. His view

of the case was, that the Church of England had given up to the

State, or Civil power, that jurisdiction over doctrine which was
committed to the Church's own exclusive keeping by our Lord
Himself, and so he felt that he must leave her. He would not

sanction my attending any Roman Catholic service, or taking

any step, until all hope should finally be over. He endeavoured

to encourage me in meeting the heavy trials which leaving the

Church must entail ; and I was only then just learning the

extent of the sacrifice I must make. But I think we both felt

that these considerations were but secondary. He gave me his

fervent blessing, and we parted, never again to meet in this

world. He was much blamed afterwards, for continuing to

act as my spiritual guide when his own confidence in the autho-

rity he possessed Avas shaken ; but I can hardly see how he could

have done otherwise. And strangely enough, but for steadily

following his advice, I should unquestionably have seceded then

.

The very next day I was offered a ticket by a friend (also strongly

disposed to secede) to go and hear Dr. Newman; and had I

gone, I should certainly have asked his advice at that time, and

I know what the result would have been. Some time afterwards

I actually set out from home to walk to the nearest Roman
Catholic Chapel, intending to consult the priest, when this very

direction recurred to me, and I felt that if I once abandoned the

landmarks that were left to me, I should have no hope of being-

guided aright. Another opportunity of receiving advice seemed

to open. A distinguished preacher and confessor in our own
communion was announced to preach in London on the following

Sunday, and I went to hear him, and requested an interview

afterwards. I told him how I was circumslanced with regard to

Mr. Goodwin, and what an awful step I felt leaving the Church
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of Eng-land to be. He was at that time^ altliougli no one knew
it, meditating secession himself; and consequently, although he

gave me no indication of this, his inquiries were mainly directed to

ascertain whether I knew what I was talking about, and was

really free from underhand motives. He wished me to write out

a statement of my difficulties, to be laid before Dr. Pusey : but

this I knew Mr. Goodwin would dislike, and I declined. He
gave me general advice to do nothing hastily, told me that these

were questions of the intellect, which was very likely to be

deceived, recommended checking thoughts by a life of devotion,

and finally arranged to have a longer conversation with me the

next day. He was suddenly called away from London that

morning, and though he appointed me to come two days after, I

received a summons home in the meantime, and the meeting

never took place. I found afterwards that Mr. Goodwin per-

fectly approved of the step I had taken, and that he and my new
friend were quite agreed.

I now set myself to read and to think. I soon saw that the

Gorham case mattered little in itself; but that the mischief, if

any where, lay in the transfer of decisions concerning doctrine

from spiritual to temporal authorities. I did not after this con-

ceal my difficulties, or what I thought would be their probable

solution ; and of course many friends remonstrated with me.

Mr. Willis at once wrote to me. He told me that I knew he

was not prejudiced in favour of the English Church, and yet that

he saw no reason for leaving her now.- A Churchy because it

could not meet in Synod, but which, if it did meet, would assu-

redly pronounce against heresy, could not be considered heretical.

He cautioned me against being dazzled by the idea of self-

sacrifice, as marking the path of duty, urged me to wait and see

if the evil would not be remedied, and contended that a spiritual

guide advising any one to secede to Rome, was guilty of a sui-

cidal act. If he were right in giving the advice, he had no

power to give it ; and, in truth, he acknowledged himself to be a

layman, and without authority, by the mere fact of so doing.

This letter did not reach my difficulties, which, in common
with those of other doubters of that time, had drifted off" into the

nature of the Royal Supremacy, and its permitted spiritual usur-

pations. We talked together afterwards, but I could scarcely

venture to listen to him. I read various Roman books at this time,

and I found authoritative Roman doctrines to be very different

from the popular statements of them, and nothing in their teaching

that would absolutelyprevent me from entering the Roman Church.

But I also saw, and it is curious that I should have seen it then.
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that the truth of Tridentiiie doctrine by no means; proved the

falsity of that of the English Ghureh. I began to ask the Saints

to pray for me, and to see that the denial of the chalice to the

laity did not necessitate a half recejition of the Blessed Sacra*-

ment. The veneration of the Blessed Virgin I perceived to a

certain extent reall}^ exalted our Divine Lord, by shomng the

dignity attached to every thing connected with the Incarna-

tion, and that Protestants misunderstand it because they practi-

cally degrade Him to the level of a Saint, and then of course are

shocked at any human creature being compared with Him. ''I

believe,^^ I wrote at this time, " that there are abuses, but

nothing that can be called error, in the Church of Rome. As
to Rome cutting us off, it had provocation enough to do so ; but

if we have a secession Church, we may hope for speedy re-union."

The debate on the Bishop of London^s bill for a change in the

Court of Appeal seemed to me conclusive proof that those were

right who accused the Crown of exercising a spiritual supremacy,

and I began to imagine the case was lost. But the more I

investigated, the more it seemed to appear that, if so, it was

brought about by no intentional act of the English Church., It

was a claim made, indeed (or so I then understood), by the

Sovereign, but rejected by the Church, and only slowly and
surreptitiously assumed as time went on, and ignorance pre-

vailed, and Convocation was silenced. If I could once see it as

an act of aggression against the Church, and not an act of

treason to our Lord on her part, I thought my way would be

cleared. Archdeacon Wilberforce^s Charge shed some hopeful

rays of light on the subject ; but that also was founded on the

fallacy, that the English Church was committed to heresy pas-

sively, and must undo the mischief. Afterwards, as we know now,
the Synod of Exeter vindicated the only diocese that was impli-

cated ; and although I have always regretted that the Bishop of

Exeter did not send an orthodox priest to supersede Mr. Gorham,
yet it became apparent, as time went on, that the Ai'chbishop had
tyrannically thrust a heretic into an unwilling diocese, not that

the diocese had wilfully accepted him. I also began to see that

even if what was alleged about the Supremacy were true, it did

not affect the English Succession ; nor, unless a conscious and
wilful act, could it affect the vitality of the Church. Courayer

certainly did not write as though he could see any such wilful

surrender of her birthright, although he evidently regarded the

Royal Supremacy as a spiritual, and not a temporal one.

These were terrible months, and every day brought its contrary

impressions, and its almost-conclusions, in both directions. I
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could only pray earnestly for light ; but for a long- time every

fresh leading seemed to point the same way. There was the

fear always present with me, that any resolution to stay con-

tentedly in the English Church would be the result of the

l^reponderance of earthly motives. They were all, even to re-

ligious predilection, on one side ; and I loved the Anglican

service far more than I do now. I remember attending one of

the best choral services then in London, and feeling most bitterly

that I must lose all share in that beloved ritual if I seceded.

The incumbent of the church, I believe, did his best to give me
an opportunity of opening my mind to him, but I could not

avail myself of it. I have often been sorry that he should have

died without my ever being able to tell him how grateful I felt

to him. The crisis came, I think, one night when, after a long

vigil, I fell asleep, and had a vivid and enticing dream of all

that might, if I chose, be mine. I remember half waking to a

very different reality, signing myself with the cross, and making
an act of renunciation of it all, if God should call. The next day

came the first gleam of light.

By degrees the question resolved itself for me into a belief

that " the English Church is still a part of the Catholic Church,

unless she sinned sufficiently at the Reformation to justify Rome
in cutting her oif; " and there for a time I thought the subject

of investigation lay. I never regarded the severance of the two

Communions as the act of the English Church herself. History

was against this view ; but I thought there might be a founda-

tion for the charges of Protestant heresy which were brought

against her. There was a line of argument current at that time,

which accused the English Church of intentionally making her

formularies ambiguous to admit heretics ; but it seemed to me
then, when I came to inquire, and does still seem, that the

cordial acceptance of the former Liturgy, in which the language

on the disputed points was decisive, is a proof that the Church
meant her words to be understood in no Protestant sense. And
so, I think, by degrees, my doubts sank down into a fear, whether

I was not disregarding the leadings of the Holy Spirit by not

following one whose advice had been so blessed to me, and

whether I was not allowing earthly motives to weigh down and
overbalance the pleadings of a higher call. About this time I

received decisive orders from my father, that I was to go to Mr.
Goodwin no more. I wrote to him at once and told him so.

He sent me an affectionate farewell, begging me to do nothing on
impulse, and reminding me that the truth would bear any amount
of invei>tiii:ation ; l)ut also not to resist the leadinss of the Holy
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Spirit, and to set eternity before me in all my decisions. I

parted from him with great sorrow ; but I felt that it was no
doinjj^ of my own, and that there could be no shadow of reason

for disobedience to this parental command, as I was not cut off

from confession itself. I never again heard from him, and missed

him when I afterwards called. He entered the Roman Catholic

Church some months afterwards, and died in that communion a

few years ago. I think this separation virtually disposed of one

difficulty, but still the other remained.

Almost a necessary consequence of my at length deciding that

I had no ground for quitting the Anglican Communion, was a

marriage engagement. For a time, it seemed as if it would be

almost well to resign this, with mutual consent, as a test of sin-

cerity. I consulted one whose advice Catholics in our days have

always been accustomed to look upon with great reverence, and

received a careful answer. He told me that, believing- me right

in remaining in the English Communion, he could not advise as

though it were doubtful. He thought " it hardly possible that

earthly motives could have changed my whole way of viewing the

relations of the English and Roman Churches imperceptibly;
"

and he believed " that I had been carried away for the time by

the general disquiet, and by argument on one side, and that

when this impression had subsided, I should see things as before.^^

Looking back at this distance of time, I think he was right.

To a Roman it would of course appear that I had a decided call

into the true Church, and allowed myself to reject it for earthly

reasons. Certainly every year of reading and reflection since,

while it has removed many prejudices, and awakened more and

more strongly my reverence for the Roman Chur(;h, and taught

me the great beauty of her services, does not lead me for one

moment to think the grounds upon which I then contemplated

leaving the English Communion otherwise than entirely mis-

taken. Had the Roman Church been the only true one, and

had I then entered her fold, I must still have felt now, that I

came to a right decision from a falsified view of facts. Whether
renunciation of the worldly advantages gained by my decision

might not have been the higher course, is another matter ; and I

do not suppose 4:hat in this world I shall ever resolve the ques-

tion, in itself now a useless one. I know that the path I chose,

which I trusted would have led to an active life of special devo-

tion to GoD^s work, has carried me into regions of suffering and

desolation, perhaps lower, perhaps higher than those to which I

aspired. It was suggested that I should pray for serious illness,

if what I had done in this matter was not in accordance with
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the will of GoD^ and I have never been well since ; hut I would

not part with one day^s sufferings now. It is not till we emerge

from our entangled path on to the mountain-to^?, that we can see

whether it is higher than the eminence we had intended to ascend.

But that it has been heiter for me, whether higher or lower, I

doubt nothing ; and I know now, that services offered as mine

were offered, and accompanied with so much evil, could never

have been, accepted. But I knew nothing of this then ; and the

life to which I had always looked forward seemed about to be

realized. A difficulty arose, happily only temporary, about the

Sacrament of Penance, as administered by the priest who was to

become my confessor. It is one of the many instances in which

I feel that if temptation had not been mercifully withdrawn, I

should probably have been led to compromise my principles.

Some of the " views" I had learnt to take diuing the recent

time of distress became modified, but others remained. At first

I plunged into active parochial work, and avoided controversy

altogether. My opportunities for confession were very rare,

owing to the distance at which I now lived from my sjnritual

guide. He gave me up, after a time, for a director nearer to me

;

but another change of residence and increasing ill-health rendered

intercourse almost an impossibility, especially as a perfect stranger

could not be expected to make any great efforts in the matter.

For some years I prepared for it every Lent and Advent, but some-

thing always hindered our meeting one another; and the effort,

always to me a very great one,, could scarcely have been made
safely if accompanied by any bodily fatigue. Perhaps during

this time I was mainly learning the connexion between bodily

suffering and the hold upon that Anchor within the veil which is

either tightened or swept away when, flosli and heart fail us.

But I believe the loss of confession was a grievous injury to me,

and that it can never be intermitted when once begun habitually,

without the deprivation being seriously felt by the soul. Pro-

bably it was all the worse for me, from my having become a

weekly communicant. Once I sent for one of the clergy of the

place where I lived, but he declined hearing my confession ; and

I vainly tried to console myself with the thought that an invalid

life was probably preserved from any great sins. But I did see

that devotion was comparatively neglected, and daily faults were

repeated without compunction ; and I resolved, as soon as change

of residence should make it possible, to place myself under the

guidance of some one in London. I can scarcely tell the happi-

ness it was to me again to receive absolution, although it was

but a step to perhaps deeper searching of the inner life than I
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had ever yet underg'one. Every earthly comfort was to fail me,
and God Himself apparently to withhold Ilis Presence, and

leave me in solitude only invaded by the voice of conscience.

Those are the hours that turn us from Ang-licans into Catholics, and

drive us from the theoretical superstructure to the inner citadel ;

from a belief in the perfections of the English Church, to confidence

in the Church Universal alone as the Bride of Christ ; from a

reverent belief in our Lord^s Divine Power, to the depths of His

Human sympathy with sorrow; from a sentimental satisfaction

in daily service, to a sense of the desolation to be endured where

His Sacramental Presence is not ; and throug-h our first lessons of

voluntary suffering-, into the closest and tenderest affinities with

Him that can exist where that Presence in the Blessed Sacrament

is denied. It is only at the foot of the Cross, and in affectionate

sympathy with its agony, that we really learn what our own siu

is, and what it cost the Son of God to gain for us the happiness

He has created us to enjoy. It is only at the foot of the Altar

that we can learn how to worship both the adorable Natures

there present, to be united with us and substituted for our own.

Nearly up to this time I had been still in great ignorance of

many essentials of the Catholic faith, although they dawned upon

me by degTces. One leading idea had been given me in ordinary *

conversation by a priest. He pointed out that Dissenters and

all Protestants knew nothing whatever really of union with

Christ, although they talked of it. They could believe in Him
and love Him, conform their hearts and minds to His will, and

hope in Him; but to be united with Him is an idea utterly

beyond the reach of any one who does not comprehend the true

intention of the Sacraments. Once in this way shown me, and

I saw it immediately, I have ever since perceived that this is the

fundamental difference between all Protestants and all Catholics,

although many, even of the latter, do not recognize it. A
sermon I afterwards heard in London supplied some of the

subordinate details of this truth ; although otherwise Dr. Pusey^s

writings are almost the only well-known ones which really

combat the defective teaching of Protestantism on this subject.

He lays it down very clearly in his Eirenicon. Roman Catholic

divines of eminence teach it very fully, but never seem to me to

see in their controversial writings, that Protestants accept it in

words, and deny it in reality. To believe that our union with

our Lord is a union of Nature, and not an influence exercised

by Him over us, is dependent on a right faith in the Incarna-

tion; and upon that doctrine Protestants, whatever they mayj

think or say, are never in reality orthodox.
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It is very seldom that^ being" such as we are, this union

with ovir LoBD can be effected in us b}^ the painless operation ol"

the Sacraments. We little think, when we begin our course, of

the mystery involved in the simple sentence, " I am the Way ;"

or what weary stages of loss and increase, injury and renewing

at bitter cost, our as yet imperfect union must undergo before it

is sufficiently developed or restored to bring vis in blessed reality

to the Father. Si^iritual guides can seldom be any comfort in

these stages of our history. They are of the greatest possible

value, because these are seasons of danger as well as of trial.

But there are paths of the spirit which must be trodden before

they can be known ; and they differ so materially in details for

each soul, that the best-intended words of comfort must neces-

sarily fail in their object, and are probably permitted to do so as

a part of the souFs discipline. Every thing that the most affec-

tionate kindness and thoughtful care could do for me was done.

I was directed to make a monthly confession, and told, as I had

fully experienced, that there is very little progress to be made in

the spiritual life without it. I thankfully and gratefully acknow-

ledge a long' and untiring course of wise treatment and counsel,

strangely and providentially adapted to circumstances which are

only known to GoD and my own soul.

There are some persons who depend so much upoii human
sympathy, that it would become a great hindrance to their

spiritual progress. Trials are often sent to them with which

no human being can sympathize ; and God, although sustaining

the soul, leaves it to endure them in what seems like solitude

and desertion. Object and future result are alike hidden, and the

sufferer often feels that he is entirely misusing and wasting the

discipline, through ignorance of what it is intended to effect,

while the soul loses its last spark of comfort by feeling that it

has no rig'ht to re-echo the cry, "Why hast Thou forsaken me?"
The "why" is but too apparent. But so our higher life must be

matured.

It is impossible to pass over altogether these phases of spiritual

existence with which no stranger should intermeddle, because

their effect is to destroy, more or less, the essential characteristics

of Anglicanism. All our own standard writers are found power-

less to help us; and the conventionalities and dry counsels of

such writers as Jeremy Taylor become dusty on our shelves.

Those men could guide the moral and practical part of the

spiritual life ; but for the depths beyond, we require both a mental

conformation and a theology different from theirs. Only Roman
Catholic ascetic writers can give us what we need ; and so we
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turn more eagerly and teachal)ly towards them. But far beyond

all books is the possession of that blessed Presence which in

ofeneral is g"iven to us in our churches so grievously seldom, and

for such a few moments, instead of being, as it is to our more
fortmiate Roman brethren, an abiding joy and resource con-

tinually. At the foot of the Altar alone we learn what our life

is, and what our sorrows mean—that here is the point where

Heaven and earth meet, and where God Incai-nate, under the

form of Bread, joins our manhood in His with the Godjiead.

This conviction, when it once mastered my own mind, dissipated

my last fancy that the practice of the Anglican Communion was
superior to the Roman. Granted all manner of abuses present

on their side and absent from ours, but nothing can ever make
up for the loss of that perpetual Presence, or for the practical

change which has turned our clergy from a sacrificing priesthood

into a preaching ministry.

I learnt now for the first time the real value of bodily mortifi-

cations. Hitherto I had looked upon them as wholesome self-

chastisement for sin, and means of bracing and disciplining the

soul, or as simple acts of obedience. Now I saw their higher

purpose, and that they place the soul in sympathy w^th our Lord
as nothing else can. They are sweet to us, because they give us

to feel, in however small a deg*ree, the same sufiering for His

sake that He endured for ours. They are the souFs approach to

sit down under His shadow, where the atoning Blood can best fall

upon it to give remission and purification. On this and on other

points the teaching of the Catholic school was undergoing a

change. Oui- Blessed Lord^s Divinity having been restored to

its true place in our belief, and a foundation of practical holiness

laid securely, the Love of Jesus could be once more safely dwelt

upon and spoken of, while also it was increasing and becoming
really greater in the hearts of a new generation of teachers.

Habitual confession had done its true work for them, and they

were far more fitted for preachers of the Gospel than their pre-

decessors, whose attention had been almost entirely given to

dogma, and who had little experience in guiding souls beyond

the outskirts of the spiritual life. It needs but to contrast the

sermons preached, for instance, at the consecration of S. Barnabas,

Pimlico, with those wc hear now at other churches v\4thin the

octave of a similar event. That revival of true Evangelical

teaching has done more for the inner work of the movement,

than any one thing I can remember. It was a just accusation,

that at one time nothing was preached about but the Church,

and that personal love to our Blessed Lord was overlooked.
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Perhaps it was necessary to lay again the principles of the

doctrine of Christ^ as S. Paul calls baptisms and laying- on of

hands; but with him we may be glad when we have teachers

who can go on unto perfeetionj and lead us through a repentance

cemented by confession, humiliation, and self-discipline, to Sacra-

mental union with our Lord. The Blessed Sacrament is the

souFs one reliable consolation in its dark hour, and if that is

withheld, we can only mourn over our unworthiness even of the

far-off sight of Him, like penitents in ancient times. Still we
should only injure ourselves, by seeking in another Communion
that which, after all, is but denied us in the tenderest anxiety

for our ultimate good. Our place is appointed us among
Protestants, and in a Communion deeply tainted in its practical

system by Protestant heresy ; but our duty is the expulsion of

the evil, and not flight from it, any more than it is a duty for

those to leave the Roman Church, who become conscious also of

abuses wdthin her system.

All this became more and more clear to me when circum-

stances brought me into contact with the Union movement.

This arose when the tide of secession was past, and owed its con-

tinuance for a long time mainly to the untiring labours of one

priest (whom may God long bless and preserve), until now it is

as much an influence leavening the English Church as the Ritual

and Sisterhood revivals themselves.

Nothing at first coidd have appeared more hopeless ; for Roman
Catholics considered it a necessary part of their faith to deny our

existence as a Church, and therefore would not admit even the

possibility of re-union with a nonentity. Anglicans, on the

other hand, were hard to dispossess of their belief that the Roman
Church must resign what was called her " distinctive teaching "

before we could seek for unity. At first I was startled when
I found friendly intercourse and fellowship existing between

Anglo-Catholic and Anglo-Roman priests, and I had some lin-

gering Anglican notions on the subject of " Our Church," which

were first shaken by a paper bearing that title in the Union

Review. Our Church is, after all, the English body of bishops

and priests, providing those who live in England A\dth the grace

of the Sacraments ; but to call ourselves members of any local

Church, and feel bound to adhere to the creed of any local

Church, in distinction to that of the Universal Church, is mani-

festly a mere modernism. We cannot imagine S. John de-

claring himself a member of the Church of Ephesus, or, for that

matter either, a member of the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman
Church.
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For a long- time, too, I thoug-lit that the Roman Church had
much to modify in her dogmatic teaching* about " Saint-

worship '" but I did not then know how little she has authorita-

tively laid down upon the subject. Protestants are taught from

their earliest years to speak to no one beyond this world except

God the Father and our Blessed Lord, with a few rare addresses

to God the Holy Ghost. They grow up with a notion, most
difficult to eradicate, that speaking to any other in\asible being

is an act of worship ; and it is to be feared that their conception

of God only attains to that of some indefinitely powerful human
person. But, whether this is so or not, they have an idea that

to speak, for instance, to S. Paul, and ask his prayers, is an act of

worship ; and with the same lamentable confusion of idea in

another direction, they do not hesitate to ask our Blessed Lord
to pray for them. What sort of communion with the Saints

they do enjoy, they best know themselves; but I believe it is

to them little more than a phrase, which if it had not been in

the Apostles^ Creed, they would never have recognized at all as

an article of belief. I do not think any thing can meet the

difficulty they feel on this subject, except the gradual increase

of their love and reverence for our Blessed Lord ; and then

they will naturally perceive how infinitely far below Him the

Saints as persons^ really come. But (avoiding the word '' wor-

ship,^^ which has through long misunderstanding come to con-

vey a false meaning) thei'e is a veneration, accompanied by a

sense of inferiority, due to human persons j^ossessing our Blessed

Lord's Nature, which cannot be understood by Protestants,

because the attainment of such a dignity by the human race is

not in their creed. It was for want of understanding this, that

I so long looked on the Greek and Tridentine view of the Saints

as giving to them an undue exaltation. When the real troubles

of the soul came upon me, I had felt, as many Roman Catholics

have felt, that I wanted more than a creature, however powerful,

for my friend and consoler. Other names and intercessions may
do as helps to taking our place among the family above, but we
want One both Human and Divine as our stay. I did not know
then that the Roman Church, as Dr. Newman says (whatever

many of her sons may have done), "^ allows no saint, not even the

Blessed Virgin herself, to come between the soul and its Creator."

But also, I did not understand then what Saints really were. I

could not see why those who were merely men and women should

be treated as if they were so much more. The fact was, that

though the union of the Christian with our Lord had become no

unknown doctrine to me, I never had realized the exaltation in

vol. I. r
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Him of the mystical Body, or that the word " Christ " does not

always express the simple idea of " Jesus^^ alone, but includes the

Body as well as the Head. At last I saw the whole thing sud-

denly, while meditating on the words—"When He shall come to

be glorified in His saints, and admired in all them that believe,"-'

in connexion with our Lord's last prayer. Then I saw how the

limitation of the old dispensation

—

" My glory will I not give

unto another''" was preserved, and yet wonderfully reversed

under the new Covenant. " The glory that Thou gavest Me, I

have given them ;" and that glory is " the glory that I had with

Thee before the world was." We do not pay royal honours to a

beggar's daughter; but when she is married to a king v/e do,

though they are honours of acquired dignity, not of inherent right.

Husband and wife, Christ and His Church, are one. " She shall

be called, ' The Lord our Righteousness." " Still, we worship

persons, not natures ; and therefore, though their power to help

us is mighty, we give them no more than the honour due to

creatures; and I could not bring myself to see how the same

words could be applied in one sentence to them and to our Lord.

Some short time after, I came upon words which spoke in com-

mendation of a Christian man's faith and love towards Jesus and

towards the Saints, and I paused to consider them. Love I could

have understood—but faith ! and to join the names in the very

way that we so strongly object to in Roman Catholic writings !

The holy words had been familiar to me from childhood ; and, of

course, I had taken them in the usual Protestant sense, which in

other similar expressions I had long been taught to reject. The
subsequent explanatory words only made the original sentence

more remarkable ; and I thought how eagerly divines would con-

tend that the words here were applied in different senses to

Jesus and the Saints, who would never allow such an explana-

tion to the same words in any Catholic writer. The mistake

of Western Christians still seems to me to have been, that they

have honoured the Saints apart from our Blessed Lord, just as at

some times and in some places they have treated the Holy
Eucharist as a sacrifice apart from the One Sacrifice. In their

dogmatic definitions, they would probably do neither. I see what
they mean, or should mean, by their language, and I am content.

I know that the love of the Saints and om- Lady increases the

love of Jesus in the soul ; but I believe, too, that dependence on
the Saints, and the turning to them practically, either first or

principally in any trouble, is dangerous and dishonouring to our

Lord, although I quite see that a great deal of the language that

so repels us may be understood in two senses. I believe, too,
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that we are bouiid to receive Roman langua^-e in the best

sense it will bear, just as we request from Romans the same

consideration in treating- oiu' formularies; and we oug-ht not

to insist that any particular writer used this language in a sense

Avhich he himself distinctly denies, whatever the words may seem

to us to imply.

Of course no one interested in theology could have lived

through the last few years, without having" the awful question of

Future Punishment forced upon his thoughts. At one time I was

inclined to consider it an open question, as yet undetermined by

the Catholic Church. But, as a Roman Catholic writer has

pointed out, the Church has never in any way indicated for how
many, or for how few, Eternal Punishment may be reserved ; and

the doctrine, or rather any doctrine of Purgatory, covers an inde-

finite portion of the ground on which the subject can be con-

sidered. It was first brought before me when I was very young,

by the death of a school-girl about twelve years old. She

w^as not a particularly good child, nor a bad child ; nor was there

any thing in her death to lead us to suppose that she took, then

or before, any special personal interest in religion. She w^as too

old to be classed with unconscious infants; there was nothing

al^out her indicating any devotion of the soul to God ; and yet

the notion that she was gone to endless torments was utterly

inadmissible. It set me thinking. I see now the perfect con-

sistency of the doctrine, as expressed in the Athanasian Creed,

with reason, when the symbolic language necessarily used to

express ideas beyond us is not pressed into the language of actual

fact, and when also the indestructibility of man^s free will is

admitted. Re-united Christendom will one day, no doubt, define

the doctrine more categorically, and probably the legitimate

development of the truths contained in our Lord^s Descent into

Hell will furnish a solution to all difficulties.

I suppose that I have in me quite sufficient taste for doubt and

speculation to have made me a rationalist. Unquestionably I

should have become one if I had grown up in unenlightened Pro-

testantism. But, by GoD^s mercy, I have seen too plainly from

the first the necessity for a divinely-guided Church, to listen to

any writer who could question her decrees. If the constant

supernatural presence of God the Holy Ghost in the Church is

surrendered, all is virtually lost, and I see no logical escape from

Biblical criticism, and rapid descent, through latitudinarianism

and infidelity, to atheism. But, apart from that consideration, the

Catholic faith has never been to me a series of isolated doctrines,

of which one or more might be questioned. It is a self-support-

R 2
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ing whole—a complete circle ; and each doctrine is necessary to its

perfection, whether viewed from its inner or from its outer and

wider circumference. Since I became a Catholic, my views have

developed, but they have never fundamentally changed. The

book to which I owe almost every step of my course has been

the Holy Scripture itself. While meditating on its words, new
light has again and again dawned upon me; and I have afterwards

found the same idea and the same connexion of thought in writers

reverenced by the Church. I know that suggestions which so

come to us must be tested by authority ; otherwdse I think that

the plain sense of the Bible tells much more for the peculiarities

of the Roman Catholic faith than against them. This impression

in itself is worth nothing ; but it is sufficiently strong to make
me wonder why the study of the Bible by the unlearned should

be discouraged in the Roman Communion, and why the dislike

of her authorities to our version should be so great.

Two ideas will of course occur at once to every reader of this

Autobiography. It will be said that I have recorded progressive

phases of faith which can have but one termination, and that

sooner or later I shall submit to the Roman Catholic Church. I

think not. So far as I understand my own mental history, it

becomes less and less likely, although for years I have continued

to see more plainly what Dr. Pusey has startled many by declar-

ing " that there is nothing in the Council of Trent which could

not be explained satisfactoril}^ to us, if it were explained authori-

tatively." I believe too that, rightly understood, they are in the

main tiiier statements than our ovni. But with this comes also

the deepening coii\^ction, that the claims of the Papal supremacy

have no foundation whatever, and that to confine the true Church
of God within the limits of the Roman obedience alone, is in

reality an absurdity. It can only co-exist, it seems to me^ with

Ignorance of other nations and their Churches ; and can no more
<;urvive free intercourse, than could our old-fashioned notion that

all Roman Catholics were idolaters. The secessions of the last

twenty years have done more to hinder the recurrence of another

such exodus than their promoters are aware. To my own mind,

secessions to Rome in this country could scarcely have received

a more damaging blow than the publication of Dr. Newman's
Apoloffia. Had I been wavering, I think the thoughtful reading

of that book would have decided me to remain in the English

Church. It showed me how completely he misconceived the very

nature of the Catholic Church while he was among us, and of

course the English Communion also ; and it showed, almost start-
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Hng-ly, the progress of the Catholic faith among* us since his de-

])artuve. It is his sectarian notion of an Anglican Church as a

distinct entity, which I once, with most of my contemporaries,

believed in; and it is one which Unionists soon lose. We
acknowledg^e no doctrines as binding- but those of the Universal

Church ; and if it can be distinctly proved that any thing in the

English formularies is contrary to them, we say, and without any

doubt of our position, that the English formularies are wrong.

But Dr. Pusey^s calm and dispassionate reasoning seems to be

showing us all, that no part of the Universal Church has in reality

committed itself to statements which are not capable of being"

understood in a Catholic sense, although they have frequently not

been so understood, and, taken by themselves, are imperfect.

Freely acknowledging" our own faults, and remembering" the

political complications which may be pleaded in excuse on both

sides, we have no desire to treat the Roman body in England any

longer as a schism, but rather to work with it (as things now are)

on equal terms, for the destruction of all that is not Catholic, and

for mutual agreement on all that is. But I believe that secession

to it is less and less thought of by those who are called " extreme

men.^'' Secession proves itself a failure in individual cases, and

can only be justified by a conviction that there exist no sacra-

ments or priesthood in the English Church. And so we labour

on, drawing nearer to union with Rome, but receding further

from absorption into her existence as the only reality. Those

who seceded while they were yet in a semi-Protestant state like

Dr. Newman, and learnt then the fulness of Catholic truth for

the first time, ^vill naturally feel as if it could only be attained

where they have found it. Had I left the English Church in 1850,

and learnt in the Roman the blessedness of the Real Presence,

as I have since learnt it at our Altars, I should of course have

ascribed it to the possession of the reality, instead of the shadow

;

whereas it only depended upon a faith which I have attained with

advancing years in my own Communion j\Iy personal tastes

would certainly lead me to prefer the Roman seiwiee to our own

;

but my duty becomes more clear every year, and my hopes higher

for the result of patient continuance in the path appointed me.

It will also be said that personal statements like these are use-

less, unless they come from those who take the lead among the

minds of their age, and that from others they are simply egotis-

tical. If one insignificant person did think and act in this way,

what does it signify ? It can be no rule for others, nor is

there any kind of security that the conclusions arrived at are of

the smallest value. The history of Protestants becoming Catho-
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lies is common enough in these days^ and there are no striking-

events to make this one remarkable. It is for this very reason that

I have described it ; not because I stand out prominently by ex-

ceptional circumstances^ but because I am one of thousands who
underwent^ and are still undergoing", the same change, with

slightly differing external circumstances, bvit with the same inner

features. Great men mould and are moulded by public events,

and they in turn set in motion forces which vibrate to the

furthest point of the social system. So they influence such as I

was—such as I am. My generation is passing away, and a new
one is arising whose experiences are, as I see, very different,

; although the same work still goes on. My children have grown

, up to see their father and mother confessing habitually, and to

seek the same blessed discipline themselves ; and if in the course

of future years their practice of the faith and devotion to our

Lord are maintained, they will never have even any temptation

to the Protestantism from which we have had to struggle to the

light. They may become careless and worldly, or rationalistic

speculations may bewilder their intellects, but they will never

know real religion in any other form than the Catholic.

Yet I could not have so written, did I not feel that my history

is now a thing of the past, and that I can look back upon it

almost as if it belonged to another person, thankful for both its

sorrows and deliverances, but still more thankful that they are

over. Any decided change of thought would now be unnatural,

as well as improbable. My creed has been severely tested, and,

thank God, has never failed me; but every trial leaves me
more convinced of the truth of the principles which have carried

me on to the end. Yet I do not for one moment mean to

dogmatize, or to assert that I know the whole truth now on any

subject. The more I look back on my life, the more I see, with

deep humiliation, and at the same time with thankfulness, that

my faith has been taught me and preserved to me by a power

altogether external to myself. Mine is no history of a powerful

will fired by some local enthusiasm, or moulded by some still

more powerful masculine will. Had God allowed temptations to

fall on me at certain periods of my life, I know that I should have

surrendered my faith ; as all do in reality, who fancy they can

still keep their principles intact, and yet give their choicest affec-

tions to those who do not share them. The faith of such per-

sons, whether they are men or women, invariably deteriorates

—

such, but for GoD^s mercy, I should have been. I know that

He Who has guided me so far, will not cease to guide me now.

If I were to live ten years longer, I doubt not that I should see
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more of Catholic truth than I do now, and I would follow it

unhesitating-ly, for I believe, after all, that I am but at the

begnnuiug'— sometimes I think, not even at the beginning—of

Christian life. When I read the lives of the Saints, it seems to

me that I do not know what repentance is—still less what faith

is. But I am in the right way, I yet believe, even if so ; and
the barren life that I live is the one best adapted by the Eternal

Wisdom to my feeble powers. Could I possess higher privi-

leges, I well believe that they would be of no use to me as I am.

If I did not believe so, I might indeed be tempted to quit the

English Church ; for the suspension of the Daily Sacrifice is to

me almost the most serious departure from duty of which a Church
and priesthood can be capable. But though I personally may
suffer from it in this world and in the next world also, it makes
no change in my duty ; for if God saw any other state to be right

for me, He coidd and would appoint it for me any day.

Until then, we must study so to live, that some rays from

S. Cyprian^'s consolation to the Confessors who, by slavery and

imprisonment, were cut oflF from offering the Sacrifice, may also

enlighten us in our loneliness and desolation; for a life of

penance is akin to confessorship, and may partake of some
small portion of its blessings. I do not believe that our Lord's

Presence is as yet frequent enough in the English Communion to

suj^ply her with any but a feeble life ; and I am sure that, as in-

di^^duals, we flourish and decay with the light or the absence of

our Sun. Daily Celebrations, as they increase, will quicken the

languid pulses of Divine life in souls that are unconscious of the

blessing granted them, and perhaps in those who are in their

blindness ungrateful. We can be, at the best, but penitents

;

saintliness may be our hope for our children, who have not their

faith to unlearn, and whose early lives will not be always a

remembrance of sin, and of duty unpractised because not known.
The course of my life has been far indeed from what I should

have chosen, and the life of active service I once presumptuously

entered upon has been denied me. There is a sermon of Dr.

Manning's, preached while he was among us, on the Hidden
Power of Christ's Passion, which gives the key to such histories,

although for the final solution of the mystery of our lives, we
must wait for the end. But from the time my mind first opened

to understand any thing about it, I knew, first by instinct, and

then by reason, that the Catholic movement was the best hope

for my Church, and my country, and would give me the only

creed that could satisfy my own soul. I have called it instinct,

but I believe it was the direct leading of the Holy Spirit of
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God. None that I have known who have learnt the truth, and

sincerely practised it, have ever turned away from it. I have

known those who once seemed to fulfil these conditions, and who
have receded from the faith ; but I never knew a case where the

conscience had not been in some way violated, or where (as for

instance by marriage) an opposing influence was not allowed to

overpower previous convictions, or where pride of intellect and

independence of thought were not permitted to destroy the

humility and submission which are axiomatic to the Catholic.

In a word, I have known many Protestants become Catholics by

a slow growth in grace and earnestness; but I never knew a

devout Catholic become a Protestant, without there being some-

thing radically wrong, followed by general deterioration of the

spiritual life.

There were many enthusiastic young people of my generation,

who talked a great deal, and lived in externals ; and they, perhaps,

if they fell under other influences, might find the satisfaction of

their souls in Protestantism, but then it would be the first heart-

felt religion they had ever known. If so, they would probably

afterwards imagine that the Catholic faith is to others the un-

happy sham that it was to themselves. In a few years all these

phases of rising and declining faith will have been superseded by
others, and, if their early history is forgotten, the most remark-

able chang*e that religion in England has ever undergone, will

be but imperfectly recorded. Therefore I believe that a really

true history, however inconsiderable in itself, becomes of import-

ance in its results, though not in its details, when it represents

more than itself alone ; and especially if it relates to the efiect of

forces not confined to one person, but of forces which have been

felt in wide-spread action over all the country at the same time.

The general aspect of religious parties has much changed

within my experience. The Broad Church, or Rationalistic school,

which Dr. Arnold may be said to have originated, has risen into

a distinct phase of thought, and has, as Dr. Pusey perceives,

done its worst. But Bishop Colenso has practically been the

ruin of its influence, for its adherents have no defence whatever

against him. Moreover, the lives and practice of its leading men
do not win pubHc confidence. Failure in the manly virtue that

could frankly acknowledge a mistake, has shaken the general

faith in the results of " muscular Christianity •/' and there is

also a conviction that its system of education, in one prominent

instance, has not been a success. A low moral tone, too, has been

sanctioned by those who maintain a nominal belief in formularies

whose teaching has avowedly been renounced, which will never
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commend itself to the higher English mind. All these facts

unconsciously influence many who never, perhaps, have troubled

themselves to inquire into the causes of the general impressions

they receive. Nevertheless Broad Churchmanship is undoubtedly

popular with those who require an easy-going- and refined reli-

gion, with sufficient poetry to be soothing and elevating, and

sufficient practical good sense to make life cheerful, and death a

certain advantage. But it has no secure foundation except on

what it increasingly finds to be an insecure Revelation. Ration-

\

alists and Broad Churchmen are in the same relative position to

one another that Catholics occupy towards Anglicans—accepting

the same fundamental principles, but withheld by various causes

from pressing them to their legitimate conclusions.

Evangelicals have much changed. Intellect is found among
them no more, and worldliness has sapped their earnestness. Bitter

invective has taken the place of hard work, and conventional has

succeeded to actual self-denial. A man may live a self-indulgent

life, or amass money, without losing caste among them—but he

must not enter a theatre. A woman may dress in the height of

the fashion, play croquet, and flirt, without any condemnation—if

only she does not dance. Catholics may and do lay themselves

open to charges of self-indulgence, but then they do not condemn
some few of the usages of society on principle, and practise the I

rest j but they contend that the renunciation of all pleasure mayjjl

be, and is, the higher and more excellent way. Nevertheless they

are far too often found taking the lower way, without any special

care to inquire whether it is the course in which their duties lie.

Broad Churchmen and Rationalists will generally frankly tell you

that they live for this world quite as much as for the next ; and

that indeed to live wisely for this world is the best way to gain

another—and they are consistent.

The Catholic school too has greatly changed. It deals less

with dry dogma and first principles, less with moral duties

and fixed devotion, and has far more of the spirituality and

fervour that changes ordinary Christianity into the first stage

of saintliness, where the foundation is secure. The aftections of

the soul are drawn out, as well as its powers directed to the sub-

dual of evil. Confession is looked upon as necessary for all who
are earnestly pressing towards the mark, rather than as a peni-

tential discipline, or a relief to the burdened conscience. The!

Universal Church, and not the Church of England, is becoming!

the standard to which doctrine and practice must be conformed,!

and the advantages in many respects of other divisions of it over

our own are becoming recognized. Our Lord is adored as well

;
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as received in the Blessed Sacrament ; and as a necessary conse-

I
quence^ we desire to surround His Presence with all the dignity

I
that elaborate ceremonial can bestow. The natural consequence

\of believing Him to be present there as He was in the streets

tof Jerusalem is^ that we desire Him to abide with us always, so

that our intercourse with Him may not be confined to one " brief

I
bright hour/^ but that the Tabernacle of God may be with men,

1 and He be with them all days. So, like stars seen one by one on

la summer evening, first in one church and then in another, His

I
perpetual Presence reappears among us, each additional tabernacle

being the centre of untold additional blessing to us all. Prayer

increases, and the direct and remarkable answers it receives almost

induce me to believe that, before very long, such answers will

assume a more directly supernatural character. But this cannot

be without severer mortification than we have as yet practised,

and which it is of no use to attempt in advance of the leading

of GoD^s Holy Spirit.

Nothing could look to me more like a solid work than the pro-

gress of Catholic faith and practice as I remember it. Eccentric

men diverge and die ofi", leaving no doubt something valuable

behind them, but the main body goes on steadily rising in all that

can elevate a Christian community. Sisterhoods have long since

become fixed institutions, and monasteries will soon become equally

common. We shall never again be without them. The question of

vows really lies for solution with those who have to make them
;

and the inferiority of institutions which do not admit them has

practically decided the matter, though words may still be spoken

about it on both sides. Seeming defeats have been actual vic-

tories throughout the history of the movement, and unexpected

advances, like Dr. Pusey^s Mrenicon, every now and then astonish

even the most sanguine.

Still there will be opposition enough for some time to come to

' keep all who are at work from the dangers of popularity. Their

great peril seems to me to lie in defective self-denial ; admiring

the lives of the Saints, but reading them in easy-chairs ; admitting

the blessings of celibacy, and marrying as soon as opportunity

offers ; recommending fasting to every body—except themselves.

In this, as in other things, our knowledge becomes clearer, while

the pressure of an increasingly luxurious age becomes harder to

resist.

Nevertheless I have seen enough of the probable future of

events to resign my active share in the hopes and fears attending

it, with sure trust and joy. I do not believe that when I go, as
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soon I mustj my interest will die in all that I leave Leliind me.

From the Land where I trust my soul will be purified, and in-

creasing lig'ht gradually dispel all its shadows, I shall see the f

gro^vnng power of truth and the re-union of Christendom, with a
?

clearer understanding than I can now, and with peace and rest,

,

increasing as the intercessions for me increase. But I cannot

;

then know more surely than I know now the truth of the Catlio-

:

lie Faith, and that this alone is the truth as it is in Jesus. So ,

I believe, in a few years, all that love Him will find. They will

find too that, however they may have loved Him and rested upon
Him (as they may think), so far as it can be done in this life,

they know comparatively nothing of Him, until they have met
Him, and adored Him, and touched Him, and taken Him home
to their inmost souls in the Blessed Sacrament. Catholics know I

what it is to meet Him in prayer as Protestants do, and far beyond '

this, according to their degree of faith, what it is to meet Him at
|

the Altar ; and they know that no comparison between the two
|

acts can be made. Many hearts, doubtless, burn within even
j

those whose eyes are holden ; but to know even as they are known, 1

is a blessedness of which they little dream. This Presence is the
|

practical centre of Christian worship to a Catholic; and there,

after long unbelief, he sees the people of England once more
gathering to adore the Lamb That was slain. Every day adds

[

to the number, until those who at first might be counted by
;

units, fiud themselves surrounded by a multitude. " In that day ;

ye shall know that I am in My Fathee, and ye in Me, and I in •

you.^^ The work which God is accomplishing in England by
[

the Catholic movement is this blessed Sacramental union of souls

w4th Himself, and He calls us all, for His lovers sake, to share

its toils and its triumph with Him.



The word " Positivism " is one which requires explanation for

most people. They may be more familiar than they are aware, in

one way or another, with the thing- implied by the word. But
the word itself is a sound without meaning- to many even of the

educated, or with a meaning too vague and indistinct to be of any

service. The ordinary associations of the word are not, at first

sig-ht, very pertinent. To be " positive,^"" in the sense of being-

confident in opinion and tenacious of assertion, is hardly a dis-

tinctive peculiarity of any sect of philosophers. To be '' positive
"

in the sense of not being neg-ative, does not look like the mark of

a philosophy, which, while professing- to be most comprehensive,

practically excludes from its notice so much of what is the com-
mon property of the human race. Perhaps the nearest approach

of the ordinary sense of the word to the sense in which the

positivist uses it, is when, in speaking of a " positive '' command,
we mean a command which we know to be a command simply

because it is, and for no other reason ; for Positivism professes to

take things as they are, without troubling itself about recondite

caiises, and thus to build up a system of quasi-omniscience, by
confining itself strictly to those things of which it imagines

itself to be sure. Further consideration will show how far

the name corresponds to the thing- which it stands for, and
whether Positivism deserves acceptance or rejection at the

hands of those whose aim is the truth. The question is of the

deepest and widest importance. Positivism claims to supersede

the traditional belief of Christendom ; it speaks of this as having-

lasted its time, as being now effete and obsolete, as merely stop-

ping- the way : and though avowed Positivism may be confined

to very few in England as yet, the direct influence of its prin-

ciples tends to undermine received habits of thoug-ht in every

direction. Before, however, proceeding to discuss its practical

consequences, it is necessary to look the theory itself fairly and
steadily in the face. The metaphysics of one generation, as

Coleridge has said, become the ethics of the next, and the popular

morality of that which comes after.

The inquiry, which we are instituting, must, if it is to be of

any use, be pursued dispassionately; for truth needs no favour;
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and wliatever is not trutli sooner oi* later confutes itself. It

must be pursued from the philosopher's point of view, waiving
for the moment the prescriptions of authority however sacred, if

it is to cany conviction into quarters where those prescriptions

are not recog-nized. It must be pursued so far as possible without

the technical phrases which belong- rather to the laboratory than

the lecture-room; for it is quite possible to be exact without

being pedantic. As for the details of Positivism, they may be

left out of sight and out of mind, until it has been first ascer-

tained how far the principles are true in which they originate.

Unless the foundations are sound, the superstructure, tall and
stately though it may be, rising tier above tier with a superficial

symmetry, must fall to the ground. If the very rudiments of

the system involve a fallacy, we need not trouble ourselves much
about its subsequent performances. It will save time and trouble

in the end to begin at the beginning.

On the great fundamental principles which underlie, not

merely this or that philosophy, but the very existence of man,
and which the conditions of his existence compel him consciously

or unconsciously to put to the proof daily, appeal may reasonably

be made to the practical sense of mankind at large. All great

truths, like the air which we breathe, or the light which warms
and guides us, are essentially common. It is true indeed that

communities as well as individuals err continually ; but this

happens, in both cases alike, when the judgment is warped
either by the predilection of the feeling-s, or by defective know-
ledge of the particular object under its consideration. Galileo is

persecuted, and Stephenson derided, not because the process of

reasoning differs at different epochs, but because their cotem-

poraries have not yet learned the laws of the material universe,

have not yet advanced so far as they in the sciences of astronomy

and mechanics. Socrates must drink the hemlock, and Atha-
nasius has the world against him, because their lofty teaching

clashes with the lower propensities of human nature. But the

blindness is transient; the error corrects itself; truth asserts its

sovereignty. When the case has been fairly stated, its principles

expressed clearly, and their application traced legitimately, the

consentient voice of collective humanity is, to say the least,

entitled to a hearing.

The philosopher in his closet is apt to forget this. His dreams

must be confronted with the riide light of day, before they can

take their place among realities, as the mental image of a sub-

stantial truth. If they fade away at the touch of daylight, they

must be relegated, the sooner the better, to the world of phantoms.
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as the spectral exhalations of an illusive consciousness. After all,

the proof of every thing lies in the actual. Even the most abstract

propositions must be verified by fact. From the contact of the

mind with the external world, by the medium of sensation, they

spring originally; and thither they return at last. It is the

actual application, and nothing else, of the rule or the principle

which gives it currency, and which establishes, so far as any thing

in this life can be established, its validityand its practical certainty.

Here only is the test in which the mind instinctively acquiesces

;

and, provided that the experiment be made on a commensurate
scale, the test is a safe one. Expedience, for instance, if only we
look far enough and widely enough into the network of conse-

quences, invariably coincides with the true and the right. Jiulicet

orhis terraruni. Let the world give its verdict. The appeal is

made, not indeed to mere numbers, but to the corporate intelli-

gence of the great family of man.

Positivism, in one sense, is no new thing. Its axiom, that

we must start from what we know, and thence move onwards

to that which we either know not at all, or know less well, is as

old as the time of Socrates, and older still. In fact, although

philosophical systems have often developed themselves very in-

consistently with it, this is the basis of all philosophy and of all

knowledge whatever. Socrates taught it more explicitly than

his precursors, and practised it more consistently. The keynote

of his teaching is, that we must make each single step of our

journey sure, if we hope to arrive at truth. Aristotle inculcated

it as emphatically : indeed, in his strong grasp this, the only clue

through the labyrinth of speculation, was held even more firmly,

because he was more content than his master to abstain from those

ethereal mazes where it could not avail him. He erred ludicrously

in details of material science, though sometimes even there antici-

pating modern discoveries by the marvellous power, which is the

birthright of genius, of imagining the whole from a part; but his

method was the right method, and he was true to it. The fault

was in the insufficiency of the data which lay within his reach,

in the scantiness of the material phenomena from which he had to

generalize. Bacon and Locke trod in the footprints of Aristotle,

with a larger area of the material world open to their observation.

All alike taught, that induction must precede deduction, if the

latter is to be of any value. We must take particular instances

one by one, and mark the several points in which they differ or

agree', in order to extract the laws of their being. Analysis must
' This sense of tlie likeness or unlikeness, identity or non-identity of

things, by which we affirm " This is that," or " This is not that," seems to
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clear the way for synthesis^ disintegration for construction. We
must take our stand on what we know best^ and make our footing*

sure there, before we can make one step with safety towards those

dim regions which are more remote from our cog-nition. So far

as this, the " New Philosophy," if not as old as the hills, is at

least as old as the human faculties of thinking" and judg-ing; and

what it has to tell us is barely more than a truism, though, like

many other truisms, too often disreg'arded.

The difference so far between Comte and Aristotle, or Comte
and Plato, is chiefly this. The old philosophy closes its researches

wdth the confession, that the mind of man, unassisted by some
direct revelation from a source external to itself, cannot fathom

the mystery of the universe, cannot unriddle our strange and
complex existence, cannot reconcile the jarring elements of our

nature, cannot pretend to have caught more than the faintest

g'limmering of the answer which the inexorable Sphinx demands
from each and all of mortal race as they pass beneath her stony

gaze, cannot say why man finds himself where he is and what he

is, cannot account for him or his surroundings. The new philo-

sophy, on the other hand, has a system of its own, indej)endent

altogether of a revelation from without, which it propounds as

amply sufficient for all our requirements.

Here we come to what is essentially distinctive of Positivism.

In order to attain, if possible, this certainty, and to subjugate all

things to his own unaided intellect, the positivist begins by ex-

cluding from his notice whatever does not, in his opinion, admit

of demonstration. He professes to take things simply as they

are. Practically, he refuses to recognize the existence of what-

ever has no visible and tangible phenomena to produce as its

passport for admittance into his universe ; as if a certainty could

be attained thus, which cannot be attained in any other way.

Mathematics of course are his starting point. For the first

principles of mathematics can be demonstrated by an induction

which we may call universal ; and in the application of its first

principles there is no possible risk of mistake, because the

numerals which are its symbols are precise and invariable. In the

language of logic, the major premiss—for example, that one and

one are not one, but two—is verified by the universal sense of

be the ultimate point, beyond which the analysis of the mind cannot go ;

and to be, strictly speaking, the only real intuition that we have. It is the

basis of the syllogizing, which, though unconsciously for the most part, always

takes place in the act of reasoning : and it seems to be analogous to that

sense of liking or disliking which is the primary form into which all the

emotions may be resolved.
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mankind^ and from this are evolved all the ramifications of the

science wdth certainty^ because there is no possible ambiguity in

the middle terms employed, no risk of their being inexact or

equivocal. In mathematics the proposition is perceived in the

concrete at first, and its terms remain immutable through all

subsequent reasonings. But the positivist has nothing to say

to sciences which are less definite, because more abstract in their

nature. He closes the door peremptorily against logic, because

it is concerned, not with things which can be seen and handled,

but mth the processes of thought. Metaphysic is even more

abstract, and therefore even more to be regarded with suspicion.

Withdrawing itself even further than logic from things tangible,

it investigates, not the manner in which the mind works, but the

very nature of the mind, and of all those impalpable attributes

in which man differs from the brute. Sciences such as these can

have no place in Positivism.

Comte was as jealous as Swedenborg himself of the intrusion

of metaphysic within the pale of his theories. Both aimed at a

certainty and an infallibility beyond what is accorded to man.

The Swede argued from his own inner consciousness; the French-

man from his own observation of things without. Each starts

with the assumption that he can achieve certainty for himself.

Each in his owoi way rejects the mental sciences. Because the

phenomena which belong to these sciences are immaterial; because

they are less sharply defined, less easily grouped into system;

because they cannot l)e adjusted into his scheme for re-arranging

the universe, the positivist, like the mystic, puts them aside, and

makes his calculation with more than half of the figures omitted.

Yet, there is a voice within man which tells him, that the things

which are seen are for a time, the things which are not seen are

for ever.

There can be no room at all for a science of ethic or of

theology in a system like this. The Greek philosophy bowed

instinctively, though with an unconscious reverence, to the sense

of duty^, and through the dimness of its vision stretched forth

its hands toward a deity more worth}^ of its homage than the

fantastic denizens of Olympus. But such abstractions as those

of God and of duty are not precise enough for the cosmology of

Positivism. Comte can rebuke, as they deserve, the chemist

and the botanist, who boast that they have found the cause,

because they have found the law, of operation. But he will not

allow that, by a just analogy, the law implies a lawgiver. The

^ The frequent recurrence of Stl in Greek philosophy without explanation

is reniarkahle.
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idea of Deity transcends those limits within w Iiich the positivist

flatters liimself that he can know witli certainty, and therefore it

cannot be admitted. He Mill not take the troul^le to deny, nor

will he attempt to disprove, the existence of a God. He arg-ues

only that such a thing- is not proved, and therefore non-existent.

Instead of the old De non apparentibus, et de non existentibvs,

eadem est ratio, his motto is Be non procnl dv.bio denionsfratis <t

de non existentihus eadem est ratio. He insists that a thing" must
be demonstrated for certain, before he can receive it.

But human nature, even in a positivist, requires something to

which it may pa}- allegiance, and to which the sense of obligation

may be attached. Man needs a " relig-ion," in the oldest and

truest sense of the word : he needs something-, the restraint of

which may control his conscious instability of purpose. The
religion of the positivist is not a religion without a God; for that

is impossible. But it is a religion w4th a nonentity which it calls

the Human Race, enthroned where the Christian sees Him, Who
is perfect Wisdom and perfect Love. So the philosophy, which

repudiates abstractions, bov.s its knee to a shapeless, lifeless ab-

straction, which, if it represents any thing at all, is but a ghastly

impersonation of our own imi^erfections. With this idea of a God,

the idea of duty is exploded ; for duty involves responsibility to

a superior being : and the word " oug-ht,'' with all its associa-

tions, must be expung-ed from our vocabulary. The substitute is

"Altruism." In place of that old-fashioned sense of responsibility

which, even among- heathens, made Aristides and Phocion what

they were, and to which we owe not one Wellington only, but

thousands like him, though less known to fame, we are exhorted

to act as members of a great co-operative society, and to remember

that we must seek the good of all, if w^e seek the good of each in

pai'ticular. The A'ery life is gone from devotion and self-sacrifice,

when their object is that which is but another name for ourselves.

In truth Positivism, wnth all its vaunted philanthropy, is a

colossal selfishness. Professing- to regard only what really is, it

says practically

—

" I am, and there is none beside me." Men of

generous hearts there may be among- its ranks. What system or

creed, however erroneous, is there without such ? But of the

philosophy which w-e are considering the mainspring- is self. That

which animates and directs its speculations is confidence in self,

distrust of all but self, impatience of authority external to itself,

or superior to its own consciousness. In systems of philosoph}',

as in ordinary matters, we must look into the emotive part of our

nature for the causes of error. The reasoning of the intellect goes

straight to its mark with the rapidity and ar-euracy of a l)all ['unw

VOL. I. s
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a catapult, if the object is fairly in view, provided that no gusts

of passion cause it to swerve from its course. The intellect g-uides

our reasoning"?, as the helm guides the ship throug"h the water: but
it is the hand of the helmsman which g-ives a tendency to this or

that direction. The idolatry of self gives a wrong bias to " Posi-

tivism
j
" and the consequent fault in its reasonings is twofold

;

first in excluding from its idea of the universe whatever is irre-

concilable with itself; next, in supposing that, even with the

help of this elimination, it can attain a greater degree of certainty

than is possible to others.

There is a great fallacy in the word nature as used by the

positivist : and the fallacy is countenanced by those who, in

defending the truths of revelation, use the word supernaturcd

when they should rather say stipermatenal. The twin hemispheres

of spirit and matter are alike integral parts of nature : but the

positivist shuts his eyes to the world of sj^irit, because it cannot be

coerced into his complete system of the universe. Yet, that world

is as real as the other, although its phenomena are indemonstrable,

because they are intangible. " There are more things in heaven

and earth, than are dreamt of ^^ in the philosophy of Positivism.

The will of man, manifesting itself in his free agency, and the

Divine Will, of which the will of man is an indication, are as

truly facts, though facts of a different kind, as the star which

Leverrier watches through his telescope, or the insect which

Darwin places under his magnifying glass. The consciousness of

freedom, which even a child experiences in every movement, and

the consciousness of responsibility to a superior being, which even

a savag'e is not altogether without, are facts which the philosopher

must take into accoimt, although they are too indistinct to be

stereotyped into an arithmetical formula.

But we need not pause to consider how far the existence of the

spiritual world can be proved by reason without revelation. If

the revelation, which affirms it, is itself authenticated, it is enough.

The positivist forgets that knowledge may be received through

the ear as well as through the eye. Provided that its source be

trustworthy, the faith which " cometh by hearing " is quite as

reasonable as the faith which comes from our own observation.

Every day of our lives we put faith in others as to matters beyond

our own observation. This faith is reasonable or unreasonable as

the person in whom we place it is worthy or not. The faith of a

Christian in his Lord differs from this ordinary faith, not in kind,

but in degree only. The stake is greater, for it is happiness now
and for ever ; but the act of believing is the same. The Christian

reasons that he lias in Chkist One worthv of all credence, and
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therefore believes. The positivist reasons that lie may trust his

own impressions, or those of others like himself, and believes

aceording-ly. It is the same method really in both eases.

Analysis discloses attributes of holiness and power in the Person
of Christ ; which, induction shows, are never found in one who
is merely man; and the superstructure of the Catholic Faith rests

on this foundation. But the positivist rejects the supermaterial

without further inquiry, because it transcends his comprehension.

The positivist aims at certainty. Does he attain it ? One
science can only claim to have attained it; and that is the science

which, more than any other holds itself aloof from those affections

and interests which make the life of man what it is, and without

which it would be indeed colourless and blank. Mathematics
are certain, not because the mathematician reasons by a different

method, but because the symbols which he uses are the only

symbols which cannot vary in value and in meaning-; and because

a mathematical proposition is so entirely disconnected with our

likings and dislikings, our motives of attraction or repulsion,

that it is as undisturbed by them as the quicksilver in the

barometer by a rise or fall of the funds on the stock exchange.

Other sciences have woi'ds for their counters; language is the

currency of thought : and our words, like our coins, in passing

from hand to hand, are continually defaced by use, and imper-

ceptibly passing from one g'radation of meaning to another.

Other sciences may be swayed by the prejudices of passion.

Mathematics are certain ; because they are free from these two

causes of error ; but mathematics cover only a very small por-

tion of nian^s doing, and suffering, and being. Man is some-

thing more than a mere calculating machine. No class of men,

as a rule, is less practical than the mere mathematician. Beyond

the pale of mathematics there is demonstrable certainty nowhere.

Astronomy approaches most nearly to it ; and astronomy is most

remote in its practical bearings on man. The further science

recedes from pui-e mathematics, and the closer it draws to the

real springs of man^s destinies, his hopes and fears, his loves and

hatred, the

" Quidquid agunt homines votum, timer, ira, voluptas,"

the more is the positivist under a necessity of abandoning cer-

tainty. Even in what are called " physical " sciences, loudly as

they proclaim their superiority in accuracy to theology or meta-

physics, we meet with variations as perplexing as the caprices of

our English climate. Even there, in the language of one ' well

* J. y. I\Iill. AiKjKsie Comte and Positivism, \)\i. .^6 and 61.

S %
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qualified to speak^ we find only " empirical generalizations/^ only

" materials for science/^ We find Comte himself, the great teacher

of Positivism^ arbitrarily assuming- a chemical h}'pothesis, which

subsequent experiments are said to have dispi'oved, " in order to

satisfy an instinctive predilection for order and harmony." We
see theories and systems displacing- and demolishing one another

like dolls in a puppet show. The " certainty " which Positivism

has to offer to the Christian, is but a poor exchange for the moral

certainties of his religion. The positivist is himself drifting on a

shoreless ocean without chart or compass, excepting such as he

can make for himself. He is trembling on the brink of the

abyss, and clutches the tuft of grass which yields in his grasp,

instead of accepting the hand which is stretched forth from

Heaven to uphold him.

It is not to be denied, that the world of spirit, as the world of

matter, may have laws of its own to which it is conformed, and

to which it pays obedience. If the analogy from the sense im-

planted in man of order and harmony is worth any thing, so it is.

But to say that these laws can be apprehended, is a very different

thing. A hybrid term, half Greek, half Latin, has been invented.

" Sociology," we are told, is a science by which the ever-changing

habits and opinions of men may be referred to laws as immutable

as those, according to which light follows darkness, or summer
winter. Such a sequence of opinion there may be, clear as the day

to Omniscience. But the causes at work, even without taking the

eccentricities of the will into account, are too manifold for man
to make them out. Those who argue that the formation of character

depends on circumstances either within or without man, forget

that in every moment of his career, he is shaping and deter-

mining them for himself. One of the strongest instances of his

dependence on the external world, is the influence of soil and

climate on the character of a people. But these very circum-

stances are themselves a result, as well as a cause. They are

susceptible continually of modification, for better or worse, from

industry and ingenuity, or from the sloth and incapacity of man.
We hear much now-a-days of averages. It is arg-ued, that if

we can only get together statistics enoug^i, we have got the key

to the laws which regulate the course of human actions. But,

by all the principles of true induction, these averages are worth-

less, unless derived from observation which is at once exhaustive

and discriminating. They must not be taken from an incom-

plete induction, nor from one which fails to distinguish among
the various causes which are at work. Even if it can be proved

that, under certain jDredisposing conditions, certain forms of vice
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recur with periodical intensity in the history of the world, the
responsibility of man remains where it was, unless his free-will

can be got rid of. For the duty of each to do his utmost against
the evil, remains the same, whether the effort is successful or

not. It is enoug-h for practical purposes, that, without the

attempt to repress it, the evil would be still more rampant than
it is ; and even if this were not so, heathen philosophy as well as

Christianity teaches, that the ivifyyeta, not the epyov, the doing,
not the thing done, the honest endeavour, not the success con-

summated, is what really concerns us. The practical inference

from such statistics is, that there is an evil agency at work in

the world, which cannot be counteracted without incessant

vigilance.

The same principle applies to the estimation of character,

whether in the individual or in communities. Praise or blame
is due, not to the character as we find it absolutely and in itself,

but relatively and in proportion to the advantages which were
enjoyed, or the hindrances which were to be contended with.

Allowance must be made for the force of hereditary temperament
mthin, as well as of education and other associations without.

The practical inference from averages and statistics on this point

is, that it is not for man to judge his fellows, but for Omni-
science alone.

In truth, the problems of " Sociology " are too complex and
too intricate to be solved by " Positivism." The restless jjlay of

human passions make them difficult enough, even without the

insuperable difficulty of the human will. But the will multiplies

the difficulty in a tenfold degree, because it defies analysis,

and baffles investigation. It is vain to prognosticate what course

it will take. It can and does violate antecedent probabilities.

Placed between two rival attractions, it does not of necessity

gravitate towards that which is to all appearance the stronger

;

nor does it, like the ass in the fable between the two bundles of

hay, stand unable to move because of the attraction being equal.

It is true that a man^s propensities have a reacting power, and
that, as this or that propensity is encouraged, it gains strength

for the future. But, after all, the will is rather their creator than

their creature. In forming our habits we are insensi])ly forging

fetters for the will ; but the fetters, however strong, are not too

strong to be broken. Every thing else in the organism of man
may be surrendered to materialism '. The faculties of his mind

' The will (if man clillurs Irmii the will ul' linitos in this s])uiit;uu'ity ami iii

"onsciousiic.s.s.
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may be mechanical in tlieir operation^ and thoug-ht may succeed

thought by a law of association ; but^ as the wheel revolves, the

will exercises its rig-ht of selection^ adopting or rejecting- as it

pleases. The emotions of his heart may result from his bodily

structure, from a svibtle combination of the nervous fluid with
other kindred elements; but, as each emotion in tvirn demands to

be gratified, the will assents or refuses as it pleases. Experience

may show how largely both the intellect and the affections depend
on the health of the body; but it cannot and does not show, that

either affections or intellect are the will itself. Though intimately

connected with it, they are extraneous to it ; they are, to borrow
Plato's imagery, the horses that draw the chariot, not the chario-

teer who guides them. Materialism may claim all else. But
that something which is the man himself, his ]:»ersonality, his

incorporeal life, his volition, his soul, which uses at pleasure the

ministry of all his faculties, which cannot altogether, if it would,

shake off" the sense of responsibility in using them, which in every

thrill of its consciousness bears witness to itself that it is an

emanation from eternity, has never yet been proved to be of the

earth in its origin and nature. Laws of its own even this may
have, but they are not to be deciphered by man '.

The same argument applies with even more force to that mani-

festation of the Divine Will which we call Providence. Here
again, unless our sense of order and harmony misleads us, there is

law in all its perfection. But who shall dare to say that he has

spanned the laws of Providence in all their breadth and length

and height, has fathomed their depth, has comprehended the infi-

nity of their bearings ? A miracle is a miracle, a thing which
man can simply " wonder " at, a thing beyond his power to con-

trive, even though proved to result from the ordinary laws of

material nature, provided that these laws have been so controlled

and harmonized as to concur in producing a particular event at

a pai'ticular moment, as no devices of man could have brought it

to pass. Again, a miracle is a miracle, if it results from a spiritual

law counteracting and cancelling for the time a material law. In
either case the thing is miraculous, although in perfect accord-

ance with the laws by which the Omnipotent exercises His sway;

and, although foreknown and foredoomed, not an abrupt and

abnormal interference. The tender watc'hfulness of God over the

special needs of His creatures, severally, is perfectly compatible

' The universal sense of free-agency which is expressed in " Sic volo, sic

jubeo ; stct pro ratione voluntas," is a stronger proof of personal existence

than the well-known " Cogito, ergo sum," of Descartes.
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with law; and any theory which involves negation of law is

ineumi)atilj]e with His Prescience. These laws are not GoD^ as

the materialist persuades himself; nor are they above God, as

Time and Space in the older Greek Mythology were above the

Gods of Olympus : but they are, if our conceptions may be
trusted, a part of the Divine economy by which the world is

administered. In proportion as the will of man is in conformity
with the Divine Will, it has power thus to control inanimate
nature. In the perfect conformity of the Will of the Son of

Man to that of His Heavenly Father, we see this power dis-

played in all its fulness.

The objection of the positivist, that a miracle is contradictory

to reason, is based, as usual, on his assumption that there are no
laws in the universe but such as he can comprehend. Nun est,

he argues, quia non exjolicitum. So with regard to praj'-er.

The objection is twofold ; and much confusion arises, unless we
are careful to distinguish the one from the other. There is the

objection, that man's prayer is incompatible with God's fore-

knowledge; that it is unreasonable to pray concerning things
which have been already determined in one way or the other. To
this it is enough to reply, that the objection applies as much and
as little to every one of our actions ; and that the prayer is as

truly a link of the predetermined course of events, as any thing
else. The difficulty is also very much diminished, if we bear in

mind that our conception of time may be only the consequence
of our inability to think of events, which are really coexistent,

otherwise than as successive.

But the objection of the positivist is rather, that events follow

one another by an inherent order of their own, and that this

order cannot be affected by any thing so irrelevant in his eyes as

prayer. Here again is the assumption, as usual, that there is no
Divine Being ready to hear prayer, that there is not

" a Divinity which shajoes our ends,

Rough hew them as we will.""

It is false to say, that the Christian expects a miracle in reply

to his prayer. A stone thrown from the hand obeys, primarily,

the impulse given by the will, and obeys at the same time,

secondarily, .the material laws which regulate the muscular agency
employed, and the motion or rest of a ponderable substance.

Similarly, the overruling Will of Providence guides and governs

the course of the storm or of the pestilence, not by violating the

laws of matter, but by using their submissive instrumentality.

We need not endeavour to explain how and by what modus
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operandi prayer can affect the course of other things. It may be

that as earthly parents wait to be asked before giving-, so the

Heavenly Father would quicken in His children their love

for Him. Anyhow, the duty of prayer follows inevitably from

that sense of relation to a Superior Power of which the positivist

takes no account. For a Christian there is, besides, the special

command and the special promise of his Incarnate Lord.

The main argument of Positivism, as of all other neologies, is

drawn from the progress of the human race. It is the same

fallacy again. Concentrating his attention on the huge strides

of that knowledge, which relates to the material world, the posi-

tivist mil not see, that in other respects man remains essentially

the same, although

"—the great world spin for ever down the ring'ing grooves of

change."

True, man is no plant vegetating for ages on the same spot and

in the same way. There is a progress. Every year sees more

and more of the material world reclaimed from darkness and

chaos and subjected to the intellect of man, just as fen and com-

mon are every year enclosed, drained, and broken up by the

plough. But the progress is only here ; although it may seem

to a superficial observer to extend to other things. The change

of opinion, for example, on the subject of witchcraft is simply

because men have discovered, that results, which in their igno-

rance of " physical " science they attributed to other causes, are

really due to causes of a material kind. The change of feeling,

again, on the subject of persecution, is simply because experience

has taught men, that they cannot attain their end by those

means. The change which history discloses, is in the adjuncts

and circumstances with which man is environed, not in himself;

it is in the scenery of the play, not in its persorne. As the

great drama of life unrolls itself slowly to its consummation,

man, the cliief actor, in it preserves his individuality to the end

—

" Qualis ab incejito processerit et sibi constat.''^

In all its marvellous discoveries the intellect plays the part of

a servant, not of a master; it is an implement, not the hand of the

pioneer which wHields it. Civilization may seem to effect a great

change in man : but the unlikeness between the civilized and the

unci\'ilized man is on the surface ; the likeness is deep and at the

core. Those who say ^ that Watt and Stephenson have effected

' liViiVy)'?, Hislor)/ iif Ralivnalism.
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a revolution in man, confound liis external aids and appliances

with his real inner life.

" One touch of nature makes the world akin/^

The philosopher of the nineteenth century is after all, as the

life of such men as Comte shows, not ver}' different from his

fellow-men of very different condition. Csesar Borg-ia and the

costermong-er who murders his wretched paramour, thoug-h

separated by a gulf of years, are at heart the same. The African

squaws who ministered so lovingly to the sickness of Mungo
Park, felt the same pity for the helpless as the gentle ladies who
sailed to the Crimean hospitals with Florence Nighting-ale.

There are few plainer lessons in history than this ; that the

good and \Wse of every age resemble one another, and, in like

manner, the wicked and foolish. When Comte speaks of man-
kind as having passed through, first, a " theolog-ical" and then a

"metaphysical^^ stage, before crowning their "prog-ress" with his

" Positivism,^^ he regards mankind from a material point of view.

So far as that goes, he is right. While ignorant of material

laws, men were apt to refer every thing, first to the arbitrary inter-

position of some deity, and, afterwards, to the force of some idea.

In any other sense, his words have no meaning ,• for they speak

of things as successive, which are really going on at once ; they

imply an imaginary demarcation between conditions of society

and habits of thought, which are really blended together. But
there are few things easier, especially to a French philosopher,

than to construct any number of theories of history. If facts

stand in the way, so much the worse for them. Comte speaks

of an upward progress from the worship of Fetish to that of

deified men. Where are the instances ? History speaks rather

of a gradual declension, as in Greece and Borne, from a higher

and purer worship. In the pages of Juvenal and Tacitus, and

in the profligacies which are there unveiled, we see that mere
civilization by itself is no better security against utter degrada-

tion, than the rude life of the savage in his primeval forests.

Left to itself, and without the renovating influences of Bevelation,

the progTCss of mankind, as history shows, is not onwaixls to per-

fection, but tends to revert to the very evils which it seems to

have left far behind in the past. History is apt to repeat itself.

[But his idea of progress is indispensable to Comtek's theoiy.

It would be tedious to follow Positivism into its full de-

velopment. Inconsistent as this may seem with its first prin-

ciples, it is in one sense their legitimate issue. For it is the

fate of error (o fompjctc its i-ircl(\ and in cncl by coni radicting
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the very prineii^les from whicli it started. So, not unfrequently,

the man who will not believe the Evangelists, can believe any

thing- hoAvever preposterous, that comes to him in the shape of

" spirit-rapping/^ or " table-turning •" so, very often, the man
who begins with the severest spiritualism, ends by embracing

materialism in its grossest form. Positivism begins by dis-

carding psychology; it ends by embracing the guesswork of

phrenology instead. It begins by mapping out the universe of

thought into departments each didy squared and labelled ; it ends

by merging them all in the confusion of mysticism. It begins

by restricting itself to the visible and the tangible ; it ends by
raving of an Anima Mundi and the loves of the Planets. It begins

by rejecting whatever cannot be demonstrated; it ends b}" affirm-

ing a proposition to be true because it is symmetrical and edify-

ing. It begins by preaching unchecked licence of speculation

;

it ends by handing over the rest of mankind to the irresponsible

despotism of a philosophical clique. It begins by renouncing

God ; it ends by preferring a Fetish to Him. Is this progress ?

Is it not rather a retrogression and relapse into that darkness and

shadow of death, from which One came down from Heaven to set

men free ?

Positivism promises to reconstitute society, and remodel the

politics of the world. Its founder predicted that all this should

be done within some twenty or thirty years from its inauguration.

The world is to be governed henceforth by philosophers ; a new
calendar is to supersede that which Euroj)e has used for ages

;

and a septimal coinage is to be adopted universally because of

some mystic excellence in the number seven. Some, if not Comte
himself, will add, that woman is to be transplanted from the

domestic retirement whence her gentle influence insensibly

radiates over the world, to the glare and turmoil of public life.

In short, the '' Cloudcuckooland'"' of Athenian burlesque is

realized at last. Positivism undertakes to regenerate the world,

" sese attollit in auras,

Ingrediturque solo et caput inter nubila condit."

Babel menaces heaven; but it is in vain that the builders pile

stone on stone in the frantic expectation of scaling it. The
image, as in the great king's dream, towers from the plain : but

its feet are only of perishable clay, and fall it must.

As we have seen, Positivism has a religion ready, as well as a

system of ])hilosophy and of politics. For the void which it creates

must be filled up somehow. It provides new priests, new sacra-
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ments, a new worship. For prayer it substitutes ^' effusion/^ or

reverie : for that " resurrection to life eternal," which is the
" sure and certain hope " of Christians, it holds out the chance

of " living- in the remembrance " of survivors ; in place of that

Triune Deity, Whom Christendom adores, it worships Humanity,
Earth, and Space. The parody is complete. The parhelion is

a mockery of the true sun. Man asks for bread, and the posi-

tivist gives him ashes.

It is in France that the evil expands itself most exuberantly.

The passion for precision and minuteness of regulation is gratified

by a system which professes to explain every thing. Each turn
and twist in the mental kaleidoscope presents to the eye new
combinations, each more ingenious than the last ; and though it

may prove in the end to be merely an optical illusion, for the

time there is the charm of novelty, and the still greater fascina-

tion of symmetry and completeness. There is less danger of

Positivism thriving in English soil, as a whole. There is not

the same sublime disregard of facts, when they stand in the way
of a theory ; not the same idolatry of method here. But ten-

dencies akin to Positivism are at work among- us. For 'Hhe
world is waxing old ;" and there is that in " Positivism " which
approves itself at first sight, to the temperament of old age.

The cardinal principle of Positivism, as we have seen, is to

take things as they are. This is the flag under which it fights,

at least in theory. While the optimist affirms that things are

best as they are ; the fatalist, that they must be as they are ; and
the mere dogmatist, that they are because they are ; the positivist

confines himself to saying that they are as they are. He avoids

the question of causation, and the question of a morally better

or worse. Now the habit • of mind which Positivism thus

expresses, is exactly what suits the old age of the world. As
with the race, so it is with the individual. As time goes on,

and the hair is streaked with grey, experience brings disappoint-

ment, disappointment brings patience, and the fervid enthusiasm

of youth is apt to subside into an apathy, if not of contentment,

yet of acquiescence. The lawyer will not waste his energies on

points not directly bearing on his brief. The statesman accepts

the inevitable compromises which practice exacts from theory.

The controversialist is satisfied if he can throw the burden of

proving on his opponent. The pride of indifferentism retires into

itself from the clamour of tongues. " Things are as they are."

The jaded spirit takes refuge from the violence and acerbity of the

strife in words like these, as France, exhausted by the schemes of

wrangling visionaries, prostrates herself at the feet of a dictator.
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Who can deny that something, which in this way answers

practically to scientific Positivism, shows itself in the litera-

ture of the day ? The influence of men like Arnold and Cole-

ridge, who, whatever else they were, were certainly anti-posi-

tivist, is giving place to influences of a less earnest, less un-

compromising kind. Goethe may fairly be taken as repre-

sentative of this school, with which the external restrictions of

right and wrong are nothing, if they seem to interfere with the

free development of human nature as it is. The habit of taking-

things as they are without reference to an unswerving law

imposed from above, intrudes from the material sciences into

questions of ethic and of religion. History is studied, not as

the battle-field of good and evil, but as exhibiting certain irre-

sistible tendencies, which, whether good or bad, must have their

way. Writers like Carlyle talk of "eternal truth;" but practi-

cally they take the personages whom they choose for their

heroes as the real canon of right and wi-ong. It is the fashion

to be cosmopolite; but in stripping himself of narrow local

prejudices, the cosmopolite too often casts away much that he

ought to cherish. The most popular periodicals are those whose

line it is, while keeping higher questions of principle in the

background, to insist mainly on what is convenient for the

moment. The most popular novels are animated by the same

sj)irit : and a clever novel more than any thing else is a faithful

mirror of the habits and feelings of the day. Thackeray^s

sympathies were on the whole with what is right and good : and
yet all his humour and pathos are instinct with the sentiment,

though he owns it with a sigh, that human nature is as it is,

must take its course, must have its fling. Adam. Bede and The

Hill on the Floss are exquisite photographs of life as it is ; but

they fail to remind us that it ought to be better than it

is, and that our evil propensities must be disciplined into

subjection to the good. It is needless to accumulate instances.

This practical deification of human nature, not as it shoiild be,

but as it is, is a characteristic danger of our time. Unchecked,

it cannot but end in substituting for the

" Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,"

of which our great poet sings, an utter selfishness disguised in

the exaltation of humanity at larg-e.

How is the evil to be met? The bane indicates the antidote.

Every error is the ])erversion of a truth; and the perversion
points to the Iriitli l)v wliich i1 must l)c cDn'Octed. Side l)v
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side with this New Relig'ion stands the g-reat institution,

unchang-ed amid the vicissitudes of ag-es, which deduces its

origin from no speculations of man^s finite intellect, hut from

the teaching of One Who has proved Himself to he the Incarna-

tion of Deity '

.

The Institution of Avhich we speak does not, like Positivism,

invite its votaries hy a promise of omniscience, hut it sheds light

enoug-h to g*uide their footsteps from the cradle to the grave. It

does not, like Positivism, proffer an Utopian felicity in this life,

but, while showing how much even of temporal evilmaybe healed,

and how the curse which remains may be converted into a bless-

ing" by endurance, it fixes its stedfast g"aze on that great Here-

after, which Positivism shrinks from contemplating ; and while

Positivism declaims and theorizes, it is incessantly at work to

ameliorate the lot of man. It does not, like Positivism, profess

to be demonstrated like a theorem in Euclid, but it has in itself

a concurrence of practical evidences, which is more than enough

for those who do not close their hearts and minds against it. It

does not, like Positivism, profess to account for every thing ; but

it does account, as nothing else can, for the strang-e inadequacies

and incongruities of man^s earthly career, by showing that it is

only the rehearsal in time of the part which he must play in

eternity. It does not, like Positivism, present to the superficial

glance a perfect symmetry of outline and proportion ; and yet,

as in those old Gothic cathedrals which have been called the
" petrifaction " of our religion, there is a latent symmetry, a

mutual interdependence of all its parts, which grows on the

beholder continually. It is based, more truly than any merely

human creed, on those principles of induction which satisfy the

philosopher ; but it can approve itself practically to all, learned

and unlearned too. It is no system, for those who crave for an

artificial completeness and precision ; and yet it has seen system

after system of human manufacture crumble into dust as though

they had never been, and swept from the earth like castles which

children make with cards, while its own weather-stained walls

are proof against the storm of ages, because they are built upon

the Rock. It is the Church which the hands of the Apostles

have reared on the Divine Lord, Who is its corner-stone.

But the evil must be met, as always, by careful and patient

discrimination. In every system, however false, there is yet the

' The positivist forgets how largely the atmosphere which he breathes is

impregnated with Chx-istianit}^, and that the very " Altruism " on which he

prides himself would have been, in its truest sense, simply inconceivable

without that.
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utterance of needs, wlueli the truth only can satisfy ; there are

germs of good to be fostered into a healthy maturity ; they are

tendencies which_, dangerous as they are, may. be directed into

other channels. Positivism cannot be counteracted by the un-

reasoning dogmatism, which is, in one sense, its provocative and

its cause : indeed Positivism is itself another form of that yearning

for infallible certitude, which requires every letter of Holy Scrip-

ture to be certified by Divine authority. Every science has its

borderland, a region of twilight, where judgment must be sus-

pended, and theology, more than other sciences, because it lies. on

the very confines of knowledge forbidden to man. The theolo-

gian must beware of venturing too near the limits which Divine

Providence, overruling the Creeds of the Church, has marked out

for him. He must not presume to define, on such subjects as

that of inspiration, or of a future state, or of the immutability

beyond this life of human ideas of morality, or on the mode of

Christ^s Presence in the Church, or, in short, on any mystery

whatever, more than the Holy Spirit has willed to reveal to

His Church, in other words more than is needful for man.

There is a Christian sense as well as an anti- christian sense in

th.e axiom of the positivist, that we must take things as they

are. They embody that spirit of resignation in which man must
wait for more perfect knowledge until the day shall come "for

all things to be revealed,^^ when he shall "know even as he

is known. "^ They remind us of that great truth, old as the

Athenian philosophy, often neglected now, by positivists and

by transcendentalists alike, that the highest knowledge possible

for man in this life is only of things in their relation to ourselves,

not in their essential being, of jihenomena not of realities. With
regard to things practically beyond his reach, the Christian must
act, as the positivist unreasonably does with regard to things

bcA^ond his power of demonstrating ; he must leave them on one

side for the present.

The Catholic Church can alone satisfy those aspirations after

an imaginary good, which have seduced to Positivism adherents

worthy of a better cause. Here they may find that true compre-

hensiveness which would gather all sorts and conditions of men
into its bosom ; and which, though sometimes distorted by misin-

terpretation, can adapt itself to all the varying wants of humanity.

Here they may find that reverence for whatever there is of good
in the past or the distant, which gathers up and assimilates to

itself, "that nothing be lost,^^ the scattered fragments of truth.

Here they may find, if they will look through the idiosyncracies
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of particular schools and mark well the beating" of the great heart

of the Churchy that true philanthropy, that heroic abnegation

of self, which they desire. The human messenger who delivers

the message of the Gospel, may sometimes degrade it into the

language of mere self preservation. But a deeper insight sees

that the prudence which the Gospel inculcates is only the

means to the end, a necessary step towards the fulfilment of yet

higher duties. If the positivist longs for the full and free deve-

lopment of man^s coi-poreal endowments, '' the sound mind in the

sound body,^^ in Christianity more emphatically than elsewhere,

is recognized the dignity of the body as being a " servant unto

righteousness,^^ " the temple of the Holy Ghost,^'' the sharer in

a glorified immortality. The Church, like its great Apostle, be-

comes " all things to all men.''^ Unflinching in the assertion of

the great doctrinal verities, which are the charter of its inherit-

ance, it yet presents these doctrines in such manner as best to

penetrate the heart. It is the divorce of practice from doctrine,

of morality from theology, of reason from faith, which more than

any thing else hinders the universal reception of the Truth. It is

in the practical appeal which He makes so pleadingly to man,
through all which is dear to man in himself or in others, that the

Voice of the Saviour pierces the heart. '^ Apud philosophos,"

says one himself foremost among philosophers, " multa sunt acute

dicta et leniter calentia, sed in iis omnibus hoc non invenio;

Venite ad Me omnes qui laboratis et onerati estis, et Ego vobis

requiem pra?bebo.^'

" There is no God, the foolish saith.

But none, there is no sorrow

;

And nature oft the cry of faith

In bitter need wHll borrow :

Eyes which the preacher could not school

By wayside graves are raised.

And lips say ' God be pitiful

!

'

Which ne'er said ' God be praised I'

"

I. Gregory Smith.
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of ti)e man of aotr.

It is a simple matter of iinmistakaljle fact, that it has pleased God
to make known His will, so far as it is His pleasure that it should

be understood by men, in two different ways. First, there is the

record of God's works, in which He has written the history of the

world and of the processes by which it has arrived at its present

state, in characters which may be misunderstood, but which

nevertheless must, in themselves, be absolutely true. And
secondh^, there is the record of God's word, in which He has been

pleased to supplement the testimony of His works by certain

declarations of His will and purposes both in the past and in the

future, in matters which could not, from their nature, be revealed

to man by any of His material works. Both these records

need interpretation ; and they can only be interpreted by the use

of special faculties which have been given for the purpose. For

the most part, these witnesses of God's presence in His world,

being- concerned with different subject matter, run on lines,

parallel to one another, so that either can be followed out to its

full extent without any reference to the other. But in some few

places it is not so. Here and there are words of Revelation which

declare not only spiritual, but material truth ; which are concerned

not only with the purposes of God in the destinies of man, but

with that which has been His will in the creation of the world

;

which pi-esent, as it were, short crossing- lines forming- a point

of junction between the word and works of God, so that the class

of truths which may be elicited from the latter, are distinctly

declared to us in the former.

Thus, we recog-nize two distinct means by which it has pleased

God to declare Himself to man. We recognize His works to be

as truly a declaration of His will as is His word. We recognize

also, that both His works and His word need interpretation ; and
that these interpretations can onl}^ come from the exercise of our

faculties : in the one case presenting the sum of their conclusions

under the name of Science, to be weighed and tested by our own
intellects ; in the other, to be simply received under the name of

Faith. And when we speak of comparing the two, it is to

ascertain how far, when they are clearly and decidedly distinct,
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they do run in lines exactly parallel, thus manifestly leading up
to the same idea of God ; and how far, when they both speak on

the same subject, they speak with the same utterance, thus not

only leading- up to one idea of God, but declaring themselves to

have been both sent by Him in their proclamation of the same
truth. This unanimity of witness we may assume to be a decisive

proof, that both the conclusions of the human intellect from the

works of God, the sum of which we call Science, and Revelation,

which assumes to be an immediate declaration of His will, are

exactly what they claim to be, each in its separate way an autho-

rized interpreter of His purposes. Whereas any great discre-

pancies between the two tend to prove, either that the conclusions

of the human intellect on certain points are fallacies and mistakes,

or that Revelation is not that which it claims to be, a declaration

of truth, not only as a matter of fact free from error, but in its

essence infallible, as coming immediately from God.

Now, in com2:»aring any number of things together, whether

physical or intellectual, in order to ascertain their true value, the

first step is always to estimate the exact worth of each, to reduce

them, as it were, to common terms, to find the demerits in each

which are capable of comparison, by eliminating from them
that which is not essentially a portion of their nature. Thus,

in one case, we compare the coins of different countries by
separating the alloy with which they are mixed, and comparing

the results of the assay, the value of the precious metals which

they contain. Thus, in another, we form our judgment of the

customs and habits and ways of life of diflPerent nations, by men-
tally eliminating the mere outward differences of language and

habit and position, and endeavouring to estimate the truth and

honesty and manliness, or their contraries, which these outward

fashions indicate as lying at the heart of the national life. In all

cases, whether the value of physical bodies or mental ideas are

to be compared, there is some process of the kind to be gone
through, a stripping off" husks, or chipping off" incrustations, that

we may arrive at the inner verity, and the true essence of the

things themselves.

Therefore, at the outset of our present inquiry, it must be

remembered that both Science and Revelation simply mean
knowledge : in the one case, knowledge arrived at by the exercise

of the human intellect on certain subjects ; in the other, know-
ledge delivered immediately from God on subjects not lying

within the range of any exercise of the human intellect. In

both cases, knowledge ; in both cases, knowledge derived from

God : but in the one case, unfolded gradually from His works to

vol. I. T
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the intellectual faculties ; in the other, revealed at onee_, in a lesser

degree to the intellectual faculties, but especially to faith. In

the one case, the office of the intellectual faculties is to evolve

a revelation for themselves from certain data ; in the other, it is

simply to understand, and thus to accept a revelation which has

been already made.

Thus, then. Science and Revelation are both knowledge in the

strictest meaning of the word ; and the difference between them
mainly consists in the different modes by which it is acquired,

and the different subjects with which they deal. Science, to take

it fii'st, is knowledge of facts which lie wathin the grasp of human
comprehension, and of the causes which are of necessity implied

in the existence of the facts ; it is the sum of human experience,

the total of that which human intellect can grasp of things lying

around it in the present.

But it must be borne in mind, while thus admitting to the full

the claims of Science, that there is also a great mass of ideas con-

fusedly heaped together in the popular acceptation of the mean-

ing of the word, which have no claim whatever to be covered

by it. In fact, there are few expressions more vague, at least in

their common use, than " Scientific truth,^^ or the " Facts of

science.^' For these expressions are often used to cover a

number of ideas to which in no way can they be properly

apphed ; as for instance, when we hear of facts wliich are assumed

to be so on very insufficient evidence, or which confuse attempted

explanations, with the realities themselves ; or of laws, which

are either mere dogmatism, or a confusion of the knowledge of

phenomena with the knowledge of facts, or the results of a
j

substitution of the immediate and secondar}^ causes which lie

within the reach of human experience and hiunan reasoning,

for those higher causes which lie far above the region where
human experience gleans, one by one, the treasures of which it

boasts so highly.

And this is ever apparent in the proclamations of Science

concerning itself. Take, for example, a case in which a theory

has been unconsciously substituted for an ascertained fact.

Hitherto, it has always been assumed that river beds are caused

by the erosion of water eating out the hard rock through

which it flows ; and calculations founded on this supposed fact,

have taken their place among those by which the duration

of the existence of the present earth is sought to be approxi-

mately ascertained. Yet, it now seems likely that this will soon

be placed in the list, if not of fallacies, yet of facts so very

variable in their operations, that they can never be safely accepted
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as a l)asis either of reasoning or of calculation. Sir Roderick

Murehison, in his speech at Birmingham, speaks very plainly

concerning this, in a certain instance. " I do not apprehend,"

he says, " that those who have examined the tract of Coalbrook

Dale, will contend that the deep gorge in which the Severn there

flows, has been eaten out by the agency of that river ; the more
so when we see the abrupt severance which has taken place

between the rocks which occupy its opposite sides. In that part

of Shropshire, the Severn has not worn away its rocks during

the historic era, nor has it pi'oduced a deeper channel, whilst in

its lower parts it has only deposited silt and mud^ and increased

the extent of land upon its banks."

This, as we have said, is an instance of a theory being mistaken

for a fact. Here is another case, in which a hasty generalization

has been substituted for a logical deduction. For the fact of

certain implements having been found among the gravel strata,

in close proximity to the bones of certain animals said to have

become extinct in very remote periods, has been held to prove

these two assumptions :—Fii-st, that the fellowship in which

these implements are found, proves that the makers of them
existed in periods long antecedent to those in w^hich we have any

data to aid our calculations : and. Secondly, that the makers of

these implements must have been human beings. Now the first

of these opinions seems simply to take for granted a propo-

sition which requires to be proved ; while the other is only a

logical possibility, not a necessary consequence from the same

premises. In the absence of any certain proof as to the date of

the extinction of these animals, it seems as reasonable to infer,

from the company in which they are found, that in some cases they

lingered on earth longer than has been believed, as that man must

have existed on earth in periods long before those in which he is

usually supposed to have appeared. But secondly, it is clearly

an illogical assumption rather than a result of sound reasoning,

to assert that the existence of these flint implements implies, of

necessity, the existence of man. The utmost that they prove,

if we distinguish argumentative prooffrom probable conjecture, is

the existence of an animal endowed with sufficient capacity to

form them ; and it may be also fairly added, to put them to

some useful purpose. It is not logical to assume that the animal

must have been man, simply because man, in our own times, is

the only animal that can produce them. The differentia of man
is not a capacity to produce flint implements, but the faculty of

conscious reasoning, moral powers, and, above all, the glorious

mystery of immortality. All that can be deduced from these im-

T 2
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plements^is the existence at an uncertain period of a being- endowed
with sufficient capacity to make them and to use them. That such

a being- existed, we are not careful to assert. All that we have

ventured to point out is this—the illog-ical assumption of those

who declare, that man alone could have produced these imple-

ments, that man could only have produced them at certain

m}i:hieal j^eriods of the earth^s duration. Tlie hypothetical being

may possibly have been a hig-her form of ape, wath powers of

instinct drawing- nearer to that subtle line which separates

instinct from reason. But there is absolutely no reason for the

assertion that it must have been identical with' that being, with

his grand and ever-developing endowments, w^th his high moral

caiDaeities, and with his gift of immortality, which we recognize

as man. And to argue up to the necessary existence of the

capacities which constitute the differentia of humanity from such

grounds as these, is not more reasonable than it would be to

use the same argument from a bird's nest as implying the

presence of constructive power, or from the cell of the bee, as

proving the existence of the mathematical faculty ; or to assert

that the gift of human reason, manifested in a reasonable use of

things, is exhibited when the ape employs a staff to steady his

steps, or the elephant uses a leafy branch as a fan to defend him
from the flies, or the thrush, with a hard snail-shell in her beak,

puts the biggest stone in the garden walk to the purpose of a

blacksmith's an^nl.

But we need not dwell at greater length on this ; for none will

be more ready than the true student of science, the seeker, in

Newton's spirit, after truth, to admit the imperfections, and

fallacies, and eiTors which are comprised in that great field

of knowledge, perfect and imperfect, which is usually called

" scientific truth." None know more surely than he who can best

explain the fallacies and deceptions of the senses,—who can say

by what illusion of the faculties it comes to pass that the thirsty

traveller rushes, in vain haste, to the mirage in the desert, or

the sailor sees visionary ships in the far-off horizon, or the

nerves of the student, overstrung w^ith labour and excitement,

will throw out visionary music, as of notes sti'uck on fairy

harpstrings, or of bells chiming sweet music far away,—how con-

tinually thee^^dence of the senses needs correcting, how false and

unreal are many of the conclusions to which they point with

most apparent certainty. None can know better than he who
has given the most thought to the results of science, that abso-

lute certainty is most hard to attain in scientific matters, simply

because the means of arriving at triTth, the human faculties,
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are such imperfect instruments, that the results they give

ever need to he corrected by fresh observations, and tried by new
tests. And above all, none will own more freely than he who has

gaug-ed most perfectly the depths of scientific knowledge, how
very shallow these depths really are ; how very little below the

surface the plummet of human investigation has sunk down
into the great deep ; how, after all, the science of which we
speak so much, is but a record of certain phenomena, or the

sum of the experience of man, the record of phenomena but

partially observed and still more partially understood, the im-

perfect sum of an imperfect experience. So, at least, says one of

our most distinguished men, Professor Acland, speaking in well-

weighed words to the very crown and flower of English science :

—

" Yet are we only on the threshold of detailed knowledge, we
still speak of many hard points with an almost childish sim-

plicity. What do we understand, for instance, of the cause of

that which Herbert Spencer calls ' Organic Polarity/ that is to

say, the power, force, or tendency by which lost parts are

repaired, by which a whole limb, a part of a limb, or even all

but a whole body is replaced by the outgrowth of what remains

of the original humiliated whole, a process so common in

Asteriada) and Crustaceae, and other animals, as to seem a matter

of course in their history, while it is apparently a property which

cannot exist in the higher animals ? What do we know of the

causes of hereditary transmission in general (a property wholly

different from, and more unintelligible than the hypothesis of

natural selection) , or of the transmission of disease in particular,

as for example, of Carcinoma ?"

And this same caution is equally necessary when we speak of

Revelation. Here too we must be very careful that we are not

covering too much by the word, that we are not taking up
ground which is clearly indefensible, because without the limits

of the position. For it must be remembered, that the most com-

prehensive and dogmatic assertion of the inspiration of the words

of Revelation, does not imply any assertion of inspiration given

to those ivJio are its interpreters, so that their interpretations are

to be received as absolute and infallible truth. It is therefore

possible that many things which we hastily include under the

title " Truths of Revelation,'-' may be merely probable inter-

pretations of Revelation ; that we may be mistaking descriptions

of phenomena for revelations of the causes which underlie phe-

nomena, or bringing in unauthorized traditions and glosses of

human intellect upon the words of revelation, and mingling

them in a confused idea of that which we call truth. For
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instance^ to take the old familiar example^ there was a time when
it was counted heresy to believe that the Word of God did not

intend to declare as a fact, that the sun went round and the

world stood still. Or, in much later times, it was a part of the

belief of many persons that Holy Scripture described death as

passing' upon animals as well as man, as the consequence of

Adam^s sin. Yet, when it was established as an undoubted fact,

that death had been the law of animal life in ages long antecedent

to that in which man appeared upon the face of earth, then it

became clear that this beliefwas merely a poetic image substituted

for a truth of Revelation ; that it was Milton and not Moses in

v.'hom people were believing ; that if Adam did not know v.^hat

death was, the warning of the Creator

—

" Thou shalt not die,''"'

would have been simply unintelligible ; and that if we accept as

a truth that " in Adam all die," animals as well as man, then,

since " as in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all be made alive,"

we come at once to the belief of the " simple Indian,^^ who trusts

that his dog and horse shall bear him company in the life beyond
the gi'ave.

But it is unnecessary to illustrate this further, for no Church-

man will be likely to extenuate the difficulty of arri\dng at abso-

lute truth in the wide field of subjects in which the Chui'ch

speaks with no authoritative voice. The more earnest he is

in his endeavours to arrive at the meaning of the mind of God
as mirrored in Revelation, the more clearly he will see how truth

is like the rain-drop, which, issuing pure and undefiled from its

birthplace in the sky, yet before it reaches the abode of men, is

mingled with other elements, absorbed into it of necessity even

on its passage through the atmosphere, and much more on its

contact with the earth ; and thus, discovering how much of

a human element mingles imperceptibly with his own concep-

tion of divine truth, he will be thankful if the patient thought

of others can help him in any w^ay to attain to clearer and to

truer ideas, to see truth through a better medium more cer-

tainly and distinctly as it is. In anj'- process, then, which
implies the idea of comparing Science with Revelation, it

must be borne in mind, that loe have hit to compare the cer-

tainties of each, the knotoledge, in the strict sense of the term,

which is given ns in God's ivorhs, with that which is given tis in

God's word.

Having thus reduced both Science and Revelation to their

primaiy element of knowledge, we shall be better prepared to

estimate the aspect in which each will appear when viewed from the
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stand-point of the other. And to express this we shall use, as

convenient symbols, the words " Churchman/' and " Man of

Science/' not as implying any opposition, but simply as repre-

senting* the results of the use of intellect on the one hand and
faith on the other, as exercised upon the various problems that

lie around the life of man. First then, admitting" the fact that

there is a field of kuowdedg-e of the will and purposes ofGod lying

beyond the boundaries of those mysteries which are revealed once

for all, and which are not to be comprehended by the intellect, but

to be believed by faith, the Churchman Avill be prepared to recog-

nize the office of Science in the interpretation of the will of God.
For the Church, to which is given the highest office in His house-

hold, is not the only one of God's servants doing His work here

on earth. As in our Lord's parable, there are many servants in

His household, to each of whom He has given a special work, to

each of whom He has given sjiecial faculties, that the work may
be rightly done. And it is only by freely recognizing this great

truth, and by accepting the other servants in the household as

commissioned in their several tasks by the common Master of

them all, that the Church can perform her own work aright, or

take her proper place as the head and steward of all, ruling and

correcting them, yet not interfering with their jiroper tasks ; or,

to take another comparison, filling that office which perhaps is

pointed out in the task specially given to one servant in the

parable, " He commanded the porter to watch."

This principle indeed is readily and freely conceded, as clearly

a result of experience in one branch of Science, and in one por-

tion of Revelation. History is always accepted as the true inter-

preter of prophecy, or rather history and prophecy are found

to be mutual interpreters of the truths made known by each :

history, enabling us to understand the symbols of prophecy, and
confirming it by most sure evidence as the Word of God ; pro-

phecy, interpreting all history as a continuous record of God's
dealings with His creatures, putting the golden clue into our

hands which runs through all its intricate, and, to the unaided

sight, dark and unintelligible mazes, aiding us to put together

the broken fragments in which men have rescued the old records

of their own existence out of the darkness of the past, making
the dry bones come together, and stand upon their feet, that,

quickened with a new life, they may speak with articulate and
intelligible voice of the plan and purpose of God. And in the

same relation in which history stands to prophecy does Physical

Science stand to those portions of Revelation which pass into the

domain of the material creation. Here, Science stands by the
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side of Revelation, not as a mute Eastern slave, with bowed-down
head and sealed lips, prostrated in unworthy adoration, but as a

sage, standing" reverently in presence of one who is a sovereign

mightier than he, yet like him, a servant whose lordship has been

delegated by the same Master, and interpreting evermore, in

virtue of his office, the secret handwriting and mysterious symbols

graven by the Master's hand on the walls of His own palace, in

which He has bidden them to dv.^ell.

And indeed, practically, the Church Catholic has been ever

guided to act on this rule. For thus, while claiming and exer-

cising authoritatively her sovereignty on matters of faith, settling

by dogmatic interpretations the definitions of Divine truth, she

has left the words which touch upon those physical facts, a know-
ledge of which m.ay be attained by other faculties than faith, to

be interpreted by those faculties themselves, treating them as

lying out of her own domain, beyond the limits of her sjoecial

charge. And it may be noted that where any portion of the

Catholic Church has attempted to speak, as with authority, on

subjects such as these, there has usually been some error mingled

with such decisions ; as if, having transgressed the limits of its

sovereignty, the guidance of the higher Wisdom had ceased.

Thus, then, the Churchman, being prepared to recognize reason

as one of the great faculties given b}^ God to man, to be used in

His service, and for His honour and glory, as truly as the faculty

of faith itself, will be ready to receive the legitimate results of

human reason when exercised on legitimate subjects, as herme-

neutie expositions coming from an authorized though not an

infallible intei-preter. He will not hesitate to scrutinize very

closely his owoi conceptions of the truth, as revealed in those

portions of Revelation which Science claims as capable of inter-

pretation by human intellect, and which the Church seems to

have given up to such interpretation ; nor will he be startled if he

finds that, in some places, he has been unconsciously substituting

human theories and human opinions for the real declarations

of the Word. Thus, to go back to a former illustration, while

distinctly upholding the divine truth of Revelation, truth in itself

as pure as the rain when it drops from the sky, he will also

allow that Science may fill the office of a chemical agent cast

into a stream, freeing it from the impurities it has contracted,

and the foreign substances it has absorbed, and restoring it to

the original purity and clearness with which it came of old

direct from Heaven upon earth. And if there are still difficulties

hard to be understood, problems which appear to indicate dif-

ferent solutions to Science and to Revelation, then faith will come
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ill as the reconciler of the two interpreters, admitting fully the

authority of each, showing- that the apparent discrepancy is

simply owing to the imperfection of the medium through which
the interpretation comes, as the same stick will appear straight

in the portion which is viewed through the medium of the air,

crooked in that part which is seen through the medium of the

water ; and content to wait, quiet and secure, till a keener vision

shall make all things clear, and a more perfect knowledge shall

make all things plain.

So far from the stand-point of the Churchman contemplating

the office of Science. We have now- to take up the position of

the Man of Science, as looking upon that which is presented to

him as an authoritative revelation from God. And in so doing

he will remember that the object of Revelation is to inform man-
kind of those portions of the will of the Almighty, and those only,

which cannot be apprehended by the intellectual faculties. And
thus he will not expect to find any thing declared in Revelation

to be received by faith, which he could have discovered by the

due employment of his reason on the material which is allotted

for its exercise. Nor is it an answer to this rule, to allege that

the historical parts of Scripture merely contain information which

might have been, and in some cases actually is, contained in

ancient records ; because they disclose something which man could

not have discovered for himself, as they show the determinate will

and purpose of the Almighty underlying the chain of secondary

causes, and ordering all the sequence of events so that each

one should fall into its owm place, as an efficient in one great

v/ork, a portion of one mighty plan. If it were not for the his-

torical parts of Scripture, we could scarcely read intelligently, or

with an understanding of its real meaning and significance, any
ancient history at all ; much less could we have understood that

the clue to all its mazes is in the predestined mystery of the

Incarnation, and that it all, in truth, is but the record of the pre-

paration of the world by His eternal Wisdom for this, the central

fact on which all history turns.

Thus, in those portions of Revelation which, from the necessity

of the case, touch u2:)on those subjects which it is the province of

the intellect to comprehend, or where, as has been said, " scien-

tific investigation, whether physical, physiological, or historical,

runs up into regions which have been at one time or other mono-
])olized by Theology,'^ all that can be expected from Revelation,

in accordance with its own plan, is a description of phenomena.

And by this is meant, statements historically true, even if scien-

tifically imperfect, satisfied with conveying truthfully the ap-
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pearanees presented to the writer^ without going- on to interpret

thenij when such interpretation could be only given by miracu-

lously imparting portions of that class of truth which it is the

mission of the human intellect to comprehend by the progressive

exercise of its own faculties. Let it be freely granted that a

Book, purporting to be a Revelation from Him Who is the source

of all knowledge and all truth, is self-condemned if it contain

any proof of ignorance or falsehood ; if it states as a fact that

which did not actually occur, or appear to occur ; or, giving an

explanation of facts, if it gives one which is confessedly inaccurate.

This does not touch such statements as that the " sun and

moon stood still " at the battle of Gibeah ; for this is simply a

description, historically truthful, of a certain phenomenon which

really did occur, and of certain events which really did follow. It

only stops short at the historical truth, and does not explain the

scientific truths which lay beneath it as its cause.

Again, it must be noted, that these historical descriptions are,

in a great measure, simply phenomenal, and only describe the

event, and the secondary causes, just as another historian might

have described them. For instance, when we are told that

the children of Israel " could not conquer the inhabitants of

the valley because they had chariots of iron,^'' it is evident

that the words are only the expression of a fact as it pre-

sented itself to the comprehension of the Israelites. That an

objection may be raised to the passage (as one has been raised)

as if it represented the power of God to be unable to contend

with iron chariots, is simply an unworthy attempt at a sneer,

which proves nothing but the bitterness of the author.

So too, the man of science will learn a lesson from his

own experience, of the distinction that is ever to be drawn
between truth and the interpretation of truth. For he will know
how continually new interpretations are being given of the

truths taught by material facts, fresh solutions arising of the

problems of which Science claims the elucidation as her own
peculiar province. But the facts of the physical world are no

less the embodiments of the Creator^s purpose, and historians of

the Creator's will, because various interpretations of their records

are possible to the human intellect; and the words of Revelation

are no less simply true, because the truth which they contain

may present itself under various aspects to the minds of various

men. It implies great confusion of thought to direct an argu-

ment against the words of Scripture, the only real force of which
is against a certain interpretation of the words. Thus, granting,

for the sake of argument, that Science had disproved the fact of
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a Delug-e ever having- been universal over the whole earth, it

is simple jugo-Hng' with words to formularize the result as if

the accuracy of the Scriptural account of the Delug"e was thus
disproved. For it is perfectly consistent both with the strictest

theory of Inspiration and the fullest recognition of the claims of

Science, to hold that increasing knowledg-e has g-iven us the key to

the true interpretation of the words, and that the meaning- which
the words will fairly bear, as describing a delug-e universal as to

ilie human race, and the district in which they dwelt, is that

wdiich is intended to be represented by the words of Scripture.

Such a solution may, or may not, be the right one. Still, it is

possible, and at least sufficient to meet the requirements of an
arg-ument which, on the part of Science, is founded, in a most
marked manner, on probabilities instead of proof. The man of

science wdll thus find no difficulty in recog-nizing- his own position

as an interpreter of the works of God, without losing the

awful reverence due to that volume which claims to speak as the

Creator^s own declaration of a certain portion of His own will,

and certain of His own purposes. He will be able to assert the

sovereig-nty of Reason in its owni domain, without swerving from
his allegiance to the sanctity of the royal priesthood g-iven to

Faith. He will learn to understand what now seems strange and
perplexing, by reference to his own experience, knowing how
true is the old proverb that " Truth is stranger than fiction,"

and how many things in his own history have been brought

about in strange ways and by unexpected means. And he

wdll be able to lean in the darkness quietly and securely

on his faith in the certainty that since there is One God, and
the Truth of God is one, it must be possible to unite a full

admission of the claims of the two interpreters of His pur-

poses, implying as it does the probability of interpretations

varying for a while, with an absolute certainty that there is

only one interpretation truly possible to be given to God^s

w^orks or to God's w^ord, and that this one interpretation will be

manifest in the end.

This expectation of present variety of opinion passing ever into

the unity of truth, is the very result that would have been looked

for from the given data of two interpreters authorized yet not

absolutely infallible, engaged side by side on the same works with

different instruments— Science, eliciting truth as the product of

the human intellect, exercised upon the vjorhsoi God; Revelation,

giving out truth through the medium of the human intellect,

exercised upon the words of God. And such results indeed are

ever manifest in the experience of the past. Every separate de-
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partment of Science^ at its first beginning, has always, as if by an

inevitable law, started off into paths seemingly diverse from those

laid down in Revelation as the way to truth. Yet, in time, it

has come back to the old ways, and sought again the old paths,

clearing up its own difficulties by a brighter light, answering its

own objections by a more perfect knowledge, till we have seen

them, as has been eloquently even if, as may seem to some, over

hopefully, said of Geology, " after many years of wandering from

theory to theory, or rather from vision to vision, return once

more to the home where she was born, and to the altar at which

she made her first simple offering ; no longer, as she first went

forth, a wilful, dreamy, empty-handed child, but with a matronly

dignity, and a priest-like step, and a bosom full of well-earned

gifts to pile upon its sacred hearth/'' (Wiseman. Connexion of
Science icith Religion, p. 209.)

It is well known that such has been the course with those

departments of Science which may be called the more perfect,

that is, which have reached to such a point as to be able to pre-

sent their conclusions with something of an air of certainty. Take

Astronomy as an instance—that science which, at its birth, was

the first to come into collision with Revelation, as appearing to

take up the position of a rival interpreter of God^s purposes.

Once, in its earlier days, it was supposed to contradict the written

word of Scriptm-Cj then again, in later times, it became the

instrument of a subtle scepticism, as if its proclamation of the

fathomless infinity of the works of God, rendered it impossible to

suppose that all the special love and care displayed in the Atone-

ment could have been lavished upon earth alone, this speck in

the infinity of the universe. And it will be remembered how the

gigantic intellect of Chalmers crushed down, at once and for

ever, those weak defences which scepticism had constructed as

a hiding place and refuge ; drawing from Astronomy itself, when
rightly understood, the most perfect illustrations of the special

Providence, as well as of the infinite power of the Creator :

—

" It was the telescope,''^ he says, " that, by piercing the obscurity

that lies between us and distant worlds, put infidelity in posses-

sion of the argument against which we are now contending. But

about the time of its invention, another instrument was formed,

which laid open a scene no less wonderful, and rewarded the in-

quisitive spirit of man with a discovery which seemed to neutralize

the whole of the argument. This was the microscope. The one

led me to see a sj-steui in every star ; the other leads me to see a

Morld in every atom. The one taught me, that this mighty
globe, with the whole burden of its people and of its countries.
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is but a grain of sand on the hig-h field of immortalit3^ I'lie

other teaches me, that every grain of sand may harbour within

it the tribes and families of a busy population/^ , . . And then

he goes on to say : "Now, mark, how all this may be made to

meet the argument of our infidel astronomers. By the telescope

they have discovered that no magnitude, however vast, is beyond

the grasp of the Divinity. But, by the mici'oscope, we have also

discovered that no minuteness, however shrunk from the notice

of the human eye, is beneath the condescension of His regard.

Every addition to the power of the one instrument extends the

limit of His visible dominion. But, by every addition to the

power of the other instrument, we see each part of them more
crowded than before with the wonders of His unwearjang- hand."
" The}^, therefore (continues Chalmers), who think that Gob will

not put forth such a power and such a goodness, and such a con-

descension on behalf of this world, as are ascribed to Him in the

New Testament, think of Him as a man. They confine their

views to the information of the telescope, and forget altogether

the information of the other instrument.''^ " For," he adds,

speaking of Revelation, "let it tell me as much as it may of

God letting Himself down for the benefit of one single province

of His dominions. This is no more than what I see lying scat-

tered in numberless examples before me; and, now that the

microscope has unveiled the wonders of another region, I see

strewed around me, wdth a profusion that baffles my every

attempt to comprehend it, the evidence that there is no one

portion of the universe of God too minute for His notice, nor

too humble for the visitations of His care." [Astronomical Dis-

covrses. Lecture III.)

And so, to us. Astronomy is not only no rival interpreter of

the Revelation^ but a valued and a tried ally, who both enables

us to understand more perfectly the words of Holy Writ, seeing

more clearly the splendour of the glory they contain, " the

heavens declaring the glory of God, and the firmament showing

His handywork/' and also stands by us in the moment of our

need, putting replies into our mouths to some most formidable

difficulties, as they once seemed—very giants stalking in their

might before the firm array of scepticism. It is Astronomy that

teaches us that light may be separated from the sun, that it has

probably an existence of its owti, independent of that which

seems to us its centre and its source ; so that, if light be no mere
emission from the sun, all difficulty vanishes when we read that

God said " Let there be light," long before He placed the sun

in "heaven to give light upon the earth."
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So, too. Astronomy gives one more glorious witness to the unity

of God, leading up into a yet more wonderful field of thought,

when we behold the sun itself and all the systems that depend

upon it, not isolated in the expanse of immensity, as if perfect in

itself, but revolving ever round some distant centre, bound to

some point of inconceivable remoteness, by a law that is not to

be broken. Herein it not only gives us another witness to the

unity of creation, but also leads up our thoughts to the distant

contemplation of a mighty mystery ; as if here, possibly, we
might look for the answer to those problems which vex us now
by the imperfect responses which they give to our eager ques-

tionings, and might find the point where mind and matter meet,

the true union of the material and the spiritual, in the material

universe ever revolving around Him Who, as He has told us in

His holy Word, is Himself " a Spirit/'

Or take another science, History, to which we know that

scepticisni has lately appealed, as if its evidence were contrariant

to that of Scripture, in, at least, so many minute particulars as

to throw discredit on the whole. In this science also, we have a

recurrence of the process which we have so plainly seen in the

case of Astronomy—apparent discrepancies on many minor

points, some things hard to reconcile with the plain words of

Scripture, indications seeming to point out paths leading to the

truth different from those declared in the Word of God; yet

these, chiefly inferences, probabilities, indications, having little

claim to the title of clear and undoubted discoveries, and ever

vanishing under the process of more accurate investigation, or

of knowledge brought to bear upon them from sources external

to themselves.

While fully recognizing, then, the existence of difficulties on

minor points, we do most confidently claim secular history as the

ally of that which we call sacred ; the outlines of the secular his-

tory of the nations of the world, as they stand out more sharply

definite against the increasing light, ever appearing more dis-

tinctly to coincide with those which are drawn for us in Holy

Writ ; the fragments of the histories of secular kingdoms, which

have been rescued here and there out of the thick darkness of

the past, fitting into the places into which they ought to fit in

the history of the chosen people of Jehovah. And as more

knowledge of the past reaches us from new and unsuspected

sources, as more new sculptures or new records come to light

from cities that have long crumbled into dust, and faded from the

memories of mankind, as the mysterious handwriting on the

wall gives out a clearer meaning' to the insight gn-owing upon
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patient industry, as its reward and erown ; so much the more do

we learn and value History as an ally ol" Holy Writ, explaining

here a difficnlty, interpreting* there a dark passage, in one place

correcting" some error in our understanding of the words, in an-

other confirniino- into absolute certainty some statement that

seemed improbable and strange ; but ever, as itself becomes more
perfect, as its declarations become more thoroughly the words of

ascertained and of undoubted truth, giving the believer cause for

thankfulness for its explanation of his difficulties, and, if need be,

for its confirmation of his faith.

Or take yet another instance, in the progress of Biblical

criticism, the collation of manuscripts, the endeavour to ascer-

tain by the most minute and microscopical inquiry, whether the

text which we receive in our volume of Revelation is indeed the

perfect Word of God. There were many who feared, when the

first results of these studies were promulgated to the world, that

faith would be weakened, and the authority of Scripture lessened,

by the discovery of innumerable variations of translators and
transcribers ; the numberless imperfections in the record dimming
our sense of the perfectness of the truth wdiich it reveals. Yet
this too has had its issiie in a more complete witness to the truth.

It has corrected our ideas in some minute points, detecting here

and there errors and imperfections on the surface, traces which
the touch of fallible humanity will ever leave on Divine truth

committed to its grasp
;
yet, on the whole, it has given cheering

evidence that the Church has been enabled to preserve inviolate

and uncontaminate that precious treasure of Holy Scripture

which has been committed to her care. So much, at least, seems

proved by the following summary of the conclusions arrived

at by this science, as it bears upon our present argument :

—

" Not indeed that there has been any lack of abundant
differences of readings ; on the contrary, the number is over-

powering. MilFs first effort produced 30,000, and the number
may be said daily to increase. But in all this mass, although
every attainable source has been exhausted, although the fathers

of every age have been gleaned for their readings, although the

versions of every nation, Arabic, Syriac, Coptic, Armenian, and
Ethiopian, have been ransacked for their renderings, although

manuscripts of every age, from the sixteenth upwards to the

third, and of every country, have been again and again visited

by industrious swarms to rifle them of their ti-easures ; although,

having exhausted all the stores of the West, critics have travelled,

like naturalists, into distant lands, to discover new specimens

—

have visited, like Scholz or Sebastiani, the recesses of Mount
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Athos^ or the unexplored libraries of the Egyptian and Syrian

desertSj yet has nothing been discovered^ no^ not one single

various reading which can throw doubt upon any passage before

considered certain or decisive, in favour of any important doc-

trine." (Wiseman, Connexion, &c., p. 853.)

There is no doubt about the simple fact, that there are other

departments of science in which the process, so far accomplished

in the case of astronomy, is still going on. And doubtless, there

will be ever such, as men^s insight into the complex mysteries of

the material world grows gradually more complete and full, till

all knowledge and all faith are merged into the fulness of that

perfect vision which is the blessedness of the great Hereafter.

Yet even in these, we are never left entirely without indications

that the same results will eventually follow, when clearer light

enables us to discern more perfectly those boundary lines of truth

which are now dim and indistinct, as in the morning mists before

the dawning of the day; even in these, if, on the one hand, we find

new difficulties arising on certain points of faith, so on the other,

as by a law of compensation, we ever find some new light thrown

on other portions of the revealed purposes of God, some know-

ledge given, for which we may be thankful, as helping faith to

understand more clearly and grasp more heartily those mysteries

of the will of God which are committed to its peculiar charge.

The increasing stores of human knowledge are so dispensed to us

by the will of Him from Whom all knowledge comes, that help

is never wanting to the faith of those who look for it with

heedful eyes. To those who can look onwards to the future with

as firm a faith as that in which the great discoverer held his

way, self-confident, over the unknown seas, indications will never

be wanting to confirm their trust, and show them that the truth,

when it does appear, will be the solution of their difficulties in

GoD^s way, if not in their own. To such will never be wanting

the floating drift weed, the land birds on the rigging, the carved

staff" borne upon the waves, to prove, that although very far

away, though not at present will even the tremulous light appear

upon the distant shore, yet the land in which they trust their

haven will be found is siirely there, and will be seen when the

due time is come.

And this will be apparent, if, as an example, we take the

branch of science whose conclusions are supposed to be most
difficult to reconcile with those which are derived from the study

of the Book of Genesis. We mean Geology. It will be fair, in

stating the case as to the points on which Geology is supposed

to collide with Holy Scripture, to use the words of one who
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maintains most strong-ly the claims of liuman reason, as opposed

to those of an objective Revehition. The following' statement is

from a pamphlet, very temperately written, entitled Science and
Theology, by Mr. Hanson, Chief Justice of South Australia. Ho
says :

—" Geology has, I believe, utterly exploded the notion of

creation in six days, as given in the first chapter (of Genesis) , as

well as the idea of a universal Delug-e; and it is gradually throwing-

back the first appearance of man upon the globe to an antiquity

which, according to present appearances, will ultimately be

measured by hundreds of thousands of years.''^— (P. 20.)

We may pass at once from the difficulty as connected with the

universality of the Deluge, which, after all, is a matter affecting

the interpretation, not the veracity of Holy Scripture, the solu-

tion of which, at most, will only help us to the true understanding

of what Scripture really means. So again, as to the supposed

antiquity of man upon the earth ; it is undoubtedly an opinion

formed on most imperfect knowledge, and deduced from premises

doubtfid in themselves, by a very questionable chain of reason-

ing. This too, at the most, is a question rather aifecting the

chronology than the main facts of Holy Scripture, enabling us,

it may be, to detect in this certain errors which have been

absorbed into its perfection, fix)m the handling of the human
instruments to whose keeping it has been committed. Even as

to the chief difficulty,—the six days of creation,— all that can be

said is, that Geology has taught us to be distrustful of our own
interpretations of the words of Scripture ; to distinguish carefully

in our minds between the truth as it is revealed, and as it comes

to us through the medium of our faculties ; to learn the humility

of waiting for the perfect understanding of all truth, whether

physical or spiritual, till the time when we shall comprehend it,

either with new faculties, or with some glorious development of

those which we now possess, possibly as the rudiments alone of

those which are hereafter to be ours. The theologian cannot say

with certainty whether an absolute blank and void had been made
upon the earth by the elimination of its previous inhabitants,

and thus the period spoken of in the book of Genesis is a literal

hexameron ; or whether, as seems to many to be more in accord-

ance with the phraseology of Scripture itself, the "days" repre-

sent periods of indefinite length, and the account is simply that

of the chief phenomena attendant on the processes by which the

earth took its present shape, and was peopled with the existing

types of animal and vegetable life. Nor can the geologist say

more, than that appearances seem to testify that an indefinite

period of immense length must have intervened between the

VOL. I. u
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creation of the earth and the condition in which we find it at the

present time ; and that, though scarcely any of the species of

plants and animals now existing are absolutely identical with

those which peopled the earth in antecedent periods, yet it seems

most in accordance with the deductions of reason, from the facts

which are before it, that there has been no violent disruption of

the chain of life, from the era when the rhyzopod appeared in the

Laurentian rocks, the first-fruits of life upon the globe.

But while it is freely admitted that Geology, in some points,

has brought us face to face with certain difficulties, and made
some trial of our patience and our faith, it must not be forgotten,

in how many other ways this science has helped us, from the

works of God, to obtain a clearer understanding of His word.

Even in the first chapter of Genesis, Geology has confirmed the

general statements of Holy Scripture on so many particulars,

and those relating to subjects of which it cannot be supposed

that the writer of the Scriptural account could have had any

knowledge from what we call the discoveries of Science, that it

seems impossible, even from this point of view, to doubt that the

knowledge which dictated this account came from the Source of

truth. A writer of that ancient date who could distinguish

between the presence of light and the presence of the sun ; who
coiJd relegate the first appearance of the sun, as an influence

upon the earth, to a period coinciding with that of the appearance

of the season-rings in plants ; who could give man his own place

as the last product of creation, separating him and his own will

altogether from any share in the production of inferior animals,

and allotting to him so exactly the station which he fills, and the

lordship which he holds ; who could distinctly enunciate the fact

of the present Sabbath of creation, the fact that since the appear-

ance of man upon the earth, no further act of creation has been

wrought upon its surface, must, even common sense allows it,

have received his revelation of the Creator^'s purpose (whether by
vision, or in allegory, or by direct dictation, except as matter of

curiosity, concerns us not) from some external source to which
the secrets of creation and the mysterious processes of life were

thoroughly and intimately known. And, if this be granted, the

rest is subject of speculation rather than of faith, of interpreta-

tion rather than of veracity.

Again, when dwelKng on the difficulties which attend the in-

terpretation of the first chapter of Genesis, it is not fair to pass

over the striking corroboration which Science gives to that double

fact which it is the whole sum and purpose of the chapter to de-

clare. For nothing" in the whole witness of Science is more clear
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than this, that One Creator made the earth from the beginning,

that running through all its history is the unmistakable evidence

not only of one AYill and of one Agent, but of a will and agency
exercised upon one single purpose, and working towards one

single end. Nothing is more clear, even from the records of

Geology, than this; that the earth had one Creator, and that

the Creator made the earth for man. This unity of plan and
purpose is evident and manifest from the beginning to the end.

It is e^Hdent in the ages in which the little insects were storing'

up tlie abundance of their lime in coral reefs. It is evident in the

epochs through which a wonderful vegetation was laying up in-

calcidable stores of coal. It is evident in the long periods of

volcanic action, upheaving superincumbent masses, cleaving the

hard granite rock, and bringing these materials for the use of

man into positions in which he, the only one of God's creatures

who could understand their pi-eparation and their use, should

find and employ them for his purposes. It is evident, again,

through the long era in which unknown agencies were deposit-

ing rich veins of precious metals over the dry sands and among
barren rocks, that, in the future, man, drawn by these treasures

to the dark corners and waste places of the earth, might fulfil

the task entrusted to his charge, to replenish the earth and subdue

it. And it is evident in the gradual alteration of the typical

forms of life, ever assuming shapes most suited to man's use

and service, till, immediately before his entrance on the scene, the

fruit-bearing tribes of the Rosaceae, the corn-bearing grasses, the

cod among fishes, the sheep among animals, appear on earth as

heralds of his coming ; all w^itnessing more or less distinctly, even

in the typical forms which created animals successively assumed,

to the One Creator and the one purpose, all declaring that One
Creator made the earth, and that *' the earth hath He given to

the children of men."

So far then, we may accept Geology, not as a rival of Theology,

but as one who, helping to interpret the words of Holy Writ, has

also helped, by the same process, to confirm and strengthen faith.

And this will be seen more clearly, in considering the voice with

which it speaks with regard to the incredulity that lies at the root

of so many of the seeming objections to the truth of Revelation,

with regard to that indisposition to admit direct interference,

which we call miraculous agency, among the causes which have

been instrumental in producing the present state of things upon

the earth, whether in its physical or moral aspects. Thus then,

to quote again from the pamphlet to which reference has been

made, we find it said :
—" Theologians assert that these books

u 2
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are the direct utterance of the Supreme Being", and that what-

ever is therein asserted must not only be received as literally

true, but must, if needs be, in order to its reception, be consi-

dered as withdrawTi from the operation of the ordinary laws of

nature, and as being- in the strictest sense miraculous ; and this,

if admitted, would be fatal to the pretensions of Science/^ This

assertion is as plain as it is bold, and means no less than this

—

that any proved miraculous interference with the ordering of the

world, would be " fatal to the pretensions of Science," that is, of

Science as the word is interpreted by the particular school which

Mr, Hanson represents.

To make this assertion good, one of two things must be proved.

Either that our knowledge of the processes of creation is utterly

irreconcilable with the idea of a possible direct interference ; or,

that the actual non-existence of such interference is a matter

capable of proof. For the first, we have only to suppose the

existence of a Person above and separate from creation, expressing

His purposes in those processes which are called " the Laws of

Nature," but retaining in His own hands those agencies the

secondary manifestations of which constitute the phenomena
of creation upon which all our reasoning is based, and there

seems to be no difficulty in supposing the possibility or even

the probability of miraculous interference. For mii-aculous inter-

ference merely supposes the presence of a will, bringing about

results as it pleases, either simply as manifestations of its

presence, or through the medium of certain secondary causes, the

manner of whose operation is unknown. In fact, once admit

distinctly the idea of an Independent Supreme Will, distinct from

nature and above nature, and the question of miracles becomes
simply a question of belief, not whether they are possible or

probable, but whether, as a matter of fact, there is proof that

they have been actually performed.

Here, then, we join issue directly with the passage quoted

above, and aflfirm, in contradiction to the assertion that Science

comes into collision with Theology, that true Science and true

Theology, as allied forces, come into collision with the pretensions

of that which is falsely called Science. For surely, to one who
reads the record of creation aright, nothing is more clearly

apparent than the existence of this Independent Will, making it-

self felt at every step of the many processes by which creation has

assumed its present shape, and giving itself visible expression in

the forms into which it has moulded the creatures of the material

world. The wonderful variety apparent on the face of creation,

the diverse contrivances by which the same functions are dis-
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charged by a machinery infinitely complex^ the same results

produced by causes infinitely variable^ the very existence of such

minute varieties of growth, as that the kidney bean and hop
plant always twine round their poles in opposite directions (a

variety utterly unaccountable for by any secondary causes), all

seem deliberately made portions of the plan of creation to prove

to man the existence of a Supreme Will, a Will, that is, above

and overruling, in a way incomprehensible to human reason,

those phenomena which, in an imperfect and uncertain under-

standing, we call the laws of nature, and which therefore, though
manifested in them, is in no way bound by them.

But again, passing on from the witness of physical science as to

the credibility of miracles to its testimony as to the actual fact of

their having formed a portion of the design of the Creator, we
find in Geology an evidence most distinct and clear that so it has

ever been from the beginning until now. For it vnW scarcely be

denied that an act of creation is the greatest of all conceivable

miracles in the physical world
;
greater than any act of renovation

or destruction in the power manifested
;

greater in its inter-

ference with the so-called '^laws of nature ^^ than any anticipation

of the processes by which the results of life are usually attained.

And Geology at least affirms positively that this miracle, this act

of creation, has been repeated continually since the beginning of

the world, new shapes and forms of life appearing successively on
the face of the earth at different epochs of its existence. And
whether it be supposed that these forms of life were introduced

gradually, one by one filling up the places of other existences

which had died away, or appeared at different epochs in distinct

groups, still they witness to that fact which is said to be " fatal

to the pretensions of Science"—the existence of a Supreme Will

interfering with the common course of nature, or, as it may be

put in other words, the existence of miraculous agency.

In attributing, however, the appearance of these distinct

groups of plants and animals to undoubted acts of creation, we
come upon another point on which Science and Theology are sup-

posed to be in collision. It is said in the pamphlet which has

been already quoted—" If the world has existed under the same
laws from the first moment of its formation, if all things have
been slowly shaping themselves into fitness for the existence of

higher and higher classes of being, organic and inorganic nature

gradually assuming improved forms ; and if, as the culmination

of the long progress, man appeared at first in a low animal form,

but gradually elevated to higher and higher types ; then the whole

doctrine of the Fall, as represented in our system of Theology,
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and of the present deg-radation of our race comijared with its early

elevation, and of the deterioration of external nature as a conse-

quence, is obviously erroneous." (Pp. 24, 25.)

Here it naay be observed, as we pass on to the main argument,

that in this passag'e, either by carelessness or by design, the theories

of men about the meaning- of Revelation are mixed up, in utter

confusion, with the declarations of Revelation itself. But, if we
are careful to distinguish the utterances of Holy Scripture from

the glosses of uninspired interpretation, it may be safely affirmed

that Revelation says nothing positively about the deterioration of

external physical nature as a consequence of the Fall. For what-

ever may be the true meaning of these mysterious words, "Cursed

is the ground for thy sake," which were addressed to Adam, or

" Thou art cursed above all cattle," which were spoken to the

Serpent—words, we must remember, of which we possess no in-

fallible explanation ; or whatever change in the natural products

of the earth may have been implied in the words, " Thorns and

thistles it shall bring forth to thee," as if, before the Fall, it had

been as the dim old legends sing of the Age of Gold in the for-

gotten past, there is no proof that the sentence passed on man was

shared (except seemingly in some mysterious way by the animal

which had been the medium of temptation) by any other of God^s

creatures.

Revelation, again, speaks of the degradation of man—by which

is to be understood the physical and intellectual, as distinct from

the moral degradation of man—as consisting only in the loss of

innocence ; or rather, in that which it is very doubtful whether the

school represented by Mr. Hanson^s pamphlet would consider

degradation at all, the substitution of a higher and deeper know-
ledge, bringing with it increasing responsibilities and the neces-

sity of more energetic action of the will, for a more safe and

simple innocence. And, as the universal law is per aspera ad
ardua, it seems consistent with what we know of the Divine

purposes, to suppose (even without touching here on the change in

man^s relation to the Creator wroug-ht by the Incarnation) that

the toil and suffering brought in by sin are converted by the

grace of God into means of elevation rather than of degradation,

and become a sort of S. Augustine^s ladder

—

" Rising on its wrecks, at last

To something nobler we attain"

—

on which man in his individuality, mounts ever upwards and
ever onwards into a more true expansion and development of all
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his faculties, and intellect, and will, than would have been possible

had he remained for ever in the childlike simplicity of Eden.

Apart from this, however, we may assert distinctly, calling

again what some would term a rival to our aid, that this theory

of progressive development is supported by no true interpretation

of the works of God, as declared to us in the study of Geology.

First, because (to condense the argument which Hugh Miller

has so thoroughly worked out) all successive orders of animals

appear upon the scene in typical forms, exhibiting the full per-

fection belonging to their nature, with no signs upon them of

partial development, or power as yet incomplete, and, as they

vanish, rather exhibit tokens of degradation than any traces of a

fuller growth or expansion of a higher organization. Secondly,

because the marks and notes of difference and minute variety in

the several species witness distinctly to a Supreme Will, and

cannot be derived by any imaginable process of direct develop-

ment out of former or coexistent types. Thus writes Hugh
Miller in his Footsteps of the Creator:—" It seems truly wonder-

ful, when one considers it, to what minute and obscure ramifica-

tions that variety of pattern which nature so loves to maintain,

is proved to descend. It descends in the fishes, both recent

and extinct, to even the microscopic structure of their teeth;

and we find in consequence, not less variety of figure in the

sliced fragments of the teeth of the ichthyolites of a single

formation, than in the carved blocks of an extensive calico print-

yard. Each species has its own distinct pattern, as if, in all the indi-

viduals of which it is composed, the same block had been employed

to stamp it, and each ge)ius its own general t?/pe of pattern, as if

the same radical idea, variously altered and modified, had been

wrought upon in all. ... It has appeared to me, that at least

a presumption against the transmutation of species might be

based on those inherent peculiarities of structure which are thus

found to pervade the entire texture of the framework of animals.

If we find erections differing from one another merely in external

form, we have no difficulty in conceiving how, by additions and

perfections, they might be brought to exhibit a perfect uniformity

of plan and aspect. Transmutation, development, progression,

(if one may use the term), seem possible in such circumstances.

But if the buildings differ from each other, not only in external

form, but also in every inch and beam, bolt and nail, no mere

scheme of external alteration could induce a real resemblance.

The problem could not be wrought by the remodelling of an

old house, the only mode of solving it would be by the erection

of a new one.^^ (P. 83.)
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Let it be remarked also^ before we pass away from the develop-

ment theory, that neither History nor Ethnolog-y lend more real

support than their sister science Geology, to this dream of men
gradually elevated from lower to higher types. We stand on a

platform far higher than our predecessors in the dim past. The

accumulation of knowledge, and the stores of experience are our

heritage, piled up into gigantic mountains, whereon we climb

and look over a wider prospect. But we who stand upon these

heights are the same in physical structure and intellectual

capacity, save only in those modifications which the refinements

of civilization and the added carefulness of life have naturally

brought on upon us. Our physical powers can hardly be much
greater than those of the races who put together the vast masses

of Cyclopean masoniy, or built the gigantic platform of the

palace-temple at Nimroud. Tennyson and Browning have not

yet hurled down Homer and Pindar from their glorious Olympian
thrones. The powers of calculation were hardly deficient in the

men who painted the planisphere of Deudera, or handed down,

as the Hindoo astronomers, predictions of eclipses from the m.ost

remote ages. Nay, the very artistic faculties, however uncul-

tivated, could scarcely have been wanting to the rude savages

who piled up the Danish " midden heaps,^^ among whose remains

are found such things as '' a poniard cut out of a reindeer^s horn,

in which the ingenious adaptation of the position of the animal to

the exigencies of the case would not disgrace Froment Meurice.^^

All History with one consentient voice appears to prove that,

in spite of yearning, and longing, and pressing forward through

unknown ages, the faculties of the individual man at least have

shown no token of development into higher organizations, no
trace of growth, as distinguished from the improvement wrought
by cultivation and experience, no signs of passing onwards (ex-

cept as Revelation teaches, through the gate of death) into higher

and progressive types.

These are merely illustrations of the principle which it has been

the object of this Essay to elucidate. What then seems to be

the reasonable conclusion of the Churchman with regard to the

relative attitudes of these two Interpreters of the Will of God,
Science and Revelation ? Surely this —that, as all facts teach

us, the Creator has willed to reveal Himself to His creatures in

two distinct and separate ways, by His works and by His word

;

and since both these are from one source, indicative of the pre-

sence not only of Truth, but of Him Who is the Truth, therefore

he may be content to assvime that they must of necessity and
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in reality bring- the same tidings^ speak with the same voice,

utter the same message. This he accepts as truth, not only on
the ground of past experience, but as the necessary consequence

from the premises from which he starts, that the material world
and the book of Revelation are both from God. And thus he
feels that to look forward from our present stand-point into the

future, and to affirm that the tendency of Holy Scripture and
Science is to come into collision at the point on which they tra-

verse common ground, is both unworthy and unphilosophical.

It is as unworthy, as was the faint sj^irit of the sailors of Colum-
bus, seen in its true light, by contrast with his reasonable and
thus unwavering faith. It is as unphilosophical as it would be,

if one were to stand between two lines of rail, and affirm,

because sight seemed to prove it, that they meet together at a

certain point.

But with this expectation comes another, resting upon grounds
as reasonable and as sure. For the recognition of two distinct

interpreters of the will of God, both of which are at once indis-

putable in their authority, and at the same time fallible, when
used as human instruments concerned about His word and His
works, seems to imply that the interpretations which these

severally enunciate, may be expected to vary for a while. And
experience confirms the expectation founded upon these premises,

showing that perfect truth is only arrived at by the correction

of mistakes, and by the elimination of errors : and is only appa-
rent as the product elicited, b}^ processes inevitably long, from
the misapprehensions and the hasty judgments to which human
reason is exposed. So the Churchman will be content to wait

patiently, weighing, correcting, proving his own judgment, as

travellers who in a new country correct their impressions of the

form of the objects around them, and the relative bearings of

the mountain peaks, as the grey light of morning clears and
brightens into the perfect day. Accepting Revelation as an
infallible record of the Divine will, he will o^^^l that it has come
down to us through the instrumentality of human agencies;

without an interpreter as infallible as itself on questions of

physical Science, and its meaning thereon ; and with a mixture

of the element of human fallibility of necessity absorbed into

it, as it comes into his hand through the inevitable processes

of translation, of copying, of interpretation. Accepting Science

as a commissioned though fallible interpreter of the works
of God, he will be ready, while he examines its conclusions

with a rigid scrutiny, to receive them with a certain reve-

rence, and reasonable submission ; he will be thankful for them
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when they give him a clearer insig-ht into the meaning- of

the Word, when they enable him to discern little errors which

have crept into the record itself, or into its interpretation ; when
they enable him to separate clearly the opinion of men about

Revelation from that which is indeed revealed.

Thus, not in hasty fear or trembling, lest some coming storm,

surging np from some unexpected quarter, should prove that the

edifice of his hope is built upon the sand, will he look upon the

progress of advancing Science, and listen to the dim sounds and
the faint murmurs borne to him out of the dark future. He will

wait, as he might wait on the bosom of some vast lake, which he
knows to be the source of a mighty river, even though he cannot

tell the exact boundaries of the lake itself, or the outlet whence
the river flows. Yet he will wait patiently, knowing that his com-
rades, toiling upwards from the river^s mouth, must eventually

arrive at the same goal which he himself has found, and
nothing doubting, though their white sails in the distance,

following the river course, seem sometimes bending in directions

varying from, nay, even opposite to, the point where he himself

awaits them. In patience he will wait, in patience possessing

his soul, welcoming every stray beam of light, every detached

fragment of tinith, as undoubtedly indications of the presence of

the God of Light and Truth, though he cannot as yet recog-

nize the place of the one in the mighty edifice, or trace the other

to the point at which it issued out of the mighty splendours of

the dawn. In patience he will wait, knowing that all voices which

utter portions of the truth, though they seem to sound in discord

now, will fall into their place in the great harmony wherewith

perfect Truth shall be declared to men ; that all true interpreta-

tions seeming to differ now, as men look on difierent sides and

difi^erent aspects of the Truth, shall speak with one voice, in the

day when neither God's works nor Good's words shall be needed

to declare Him to His faithful ones, for, as they know assuredly,

they shall " see Him as He is.''
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The interest now g-enerally felt in the subject of Ritual is

traceable^ for the most part, to the restoration in many quarters

of those usag-es in respect of Vestment and Ceremonial which the

Universal Churchy from a very early period, had employed in

connexion with her great Act of Worship, the Holy Eucharist,

and which, though generally disused among ourselves, had,

happily, never been authoritatively discarded.

Ritual is valuable only as the expression of Doctrine, and as

a most important means of teaching it, especially to the unedu-
cated and the poor. It may be well, therefore, at this time, to

re-state that great Doctrine which is the true groundwork of the

whole theory and practice of Church Worship—the Doctrine
of the Eucharistic Sacrifice. The partial obscuration of this

Doctrine in our reformed Service Book (by way of reaction from
certain popular superstitious perversions of it current in the later

Mediaeval period) has doubtless been the principal cause of the

inadequate notions on the subject of Church Worship which have
been, until comparatively lately, current amongst us.

Until it is understood that Christian Worship is really the

earthly exhibition of Christ's perpetual Intercession as the sole

High Priest of His Church, the sole acceptable Presenter of the

one Worship of His one Body in Heaven and in earth, and that

as such it culminates in His own mysterious Presence, in and by
the Sacrament of His most precious Body and Blood, a stately

and significant Ritual will of course be simply unintelligible, and,

therefore, to English minds, intolerable. The Ritual will never be

accepted, except in so far as the Doctrine it exj)resses is under-
stood and embraced; and it is very far from desirable that it

should be.

Most Christian men, probably, in this country, w^hen they set

themselves to meditate on the Ordinance of the Loed's Supper,

dwell chiefly on its aspect as a Communion, or Communication
to those who actually receive it, of the Body and Blood of

Christ. If we are preparing ourselves to take part in this most
solemn act of Christian Worship, our thoughts in most cases are

directed chiefly to the fact that we are ourselves to be made
partakers of those most precious gifts.
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It is natural that our thoug-hts should run much in this direc-

tion^ because^ as we are taught in the Catechism that " the inward

part, or thing signified " by the outward bread and wine, is " the

Body and Blood of Christ, which are verily and indeed taken and

received by the faithful in the Lord^s Sui:)per/' so are we taught

that " the benefits whereof we are made partakers thereby " are

" the strengthening and refreshing of our souls by the Body and

Blood of Christ, as our bodies are by the Bread and Wine." It

is natural, because the more usual name among us for this holy

Ordinance—viz., " \he Lord's Supper,^'' and the name given in

the Prayer Book itself to that whereon the sacred elements are

placed, viz., " the Lord's Table,'' are both, to the minds of most

persons, exclusively suggestive of the spiritual feeding, or Com-
munion. It is natural, also, because the actual participation of

the Sacrament has, since the Beformation, been brought forward

into its due prominence, and properly insisted on amongst us, as

of necessity for all the faithful, necessary also for the due per-

formance of the rite itself; and such a thing as Communion
without Communicants has now, for more than three hundred

years, been happily unknown amongst us.

The Holy Eucharist is, however, so transcendent a mystery,

that no one view of it, dwelt on exclusively, is sufficient to

exhaust its fulness of grace and blessing. It is the highest, the

most solemn, the fullest and most perfect act of Christian worship.

It is the noblest offering of praise, the grandest and most joyous

act of thanksgiving, the completest and most efficacious form of

prayer, the surest means of obtaining the grace and favour of

our Heavenly Father, the most acceptable act of homage that we
can offer to Him, the one act of worship specially and expressly

enjoined on all generations of Christians by our Lord Himself
until His coming again. But we shall miss of seeing all this,

and shall form a very insufficient notion, if we dwell only on
that aspect of this great Ordinance which directly concerns

ourselves, and the benefit of our own souls, forgetting that

which more nearly concerns the honour and glory of Almighty
God.

And we may be reminded, that the Holy Sacrament may be, and
ought to be, regarded in other points of view besides that of its

being a Feast and a Communion, by the other names and terms

which are in common use in connexion with it. These, being

both Scriptural and Catholic, are not to be ignored merely

because certain popular abuses which had arisen in the later

centuries of the Mediaeval period, and the necessity, at almost

any cost, of eradicating those abuses, seemed, in the judgment
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of the Chnrch in the sixteenth century, to justify the temporary

retrenchment or suppression of some at least among them. We
often call it, for instance, by the name of " Eucharist/^ showing-

that in it we render honour and thanks to Almighty God for

His mercies bestowed upon us, as well as receive further mercies.

In the Prayer Book itself it is called " a Sacrifice of praise and

thanksgiving ;" and again in the same prayer, a " Sacrifice
"

which, notwithstanding our unworthiness, it is " our bounden

duty and service " to offer. With this agrees the use of the

sacrificial word " Oblations/^ with reference to the elements of

bread and wine; and the use in common language of the word
" Altar,-'' as well as " Lord^s Table,'' two phrases which, in Scrip-

tural language, are simply, it need not be said, synonymous, two

names, that is, for the same thing, regarded now in this, now in

that point of view \

So, too, the word " priest " belongs to the same set of ideas,

and is connected with the same view of Christian worship. And
that wdthout trenching in the least, when rightly understood, on

either of those two cognate truths, the sole and unique Priest-

hood of the one true Priest, Jesus Christ, or the common priest-

hood of all Christian people. Indeed the true doctrine of the

official priesthood in the Catholic Church can only be rightly and

fully understood when it is viewed in connexion with, these cor-

relative and balancing truths. True it is, indeed, most blessedly

true, as will be shown hereafter, that there is but one only Priest,

and but one only Sacrifice for sins for ever. True also it is,

most blessedly true, that He Who is our common Redeemer hath

made us all to be " kings and priests unto God and His Father,"

" an holy priesthood to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to

God by Jesus Christ /' and that the anointing oil of the grace

of the Holy Ghost, wherewith the true Aaron was anointed

without measure, floweth down " even unto the very skirts of

his clothing," anointing His whole Body, reaching unto and

blessing and consecrating even the humblest and lowliest of His

members. This grace, imparted to all Christians in the first

instance when they became His members in their Baptism, is

vouchsafed in fuller measure by the laying on of hands in their

Confirmation, which is, as it were, the common ordination of all

Christian people to this their common priesthood, admitting

' Compare four very noticeable passages in Ezekiel, cli. xxxix. 17—20

:

xl. 38—43 ; xli. 22, 23 ; xliv. 15, 16, and two in the first chapter of Malachi ;

also S. Paul's argument in 1 Cor. x. 16—21, which absolutely requires a

sacrificial sense for the expression " Lord's Table."
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them to share in the offering- up and in the partaking of the

Christian Sacrifice^ the Lord's Supper. His part in this great

act is the highest privilege of a Christian, just as, of the special

functions of the ordained priest, which distinguish him alike

from the deacon and the layman, the celebration of the Holy
Communion is the highest.

The use, then, of these words—Priest, Sacrifice, and Altar

—

in connexion with the Holy Eucharist, points to another aspect

of that holy ordinance, perhaps not so frequently dwelt upon

amongst us, but none the less necessary to be borne in mind,

that we may not fall below the standard of God's whole truth in

our estimation of this exceeding mystery, nor fail to realize to the

full the glories of our birthright and inheritance as members of

the Family of God, the Church of the Firstborn, and of our

share in its acceptable priesthood.

Now the central and important word of the three is the word
" sacrifice.'' On this the others depend. The " priest " is a

priest, as S. Paul says, because he offers " gifts and sacrifices
;"

and the " altar " is an altar because " gifts and sacrifices " are

offered upon it. (" A sacrifice— ^ucrtia—implies an altar—
OvcTiaarripLov." Bishop Browne on Article XXXI.)
The word " sacrifice " means " the act of offering or presenting

an oblation before Almighty God." This act does not neces-

sarily imply in every case the offering of a living creature, which

is sacrificed by the shedding of its blood. For instance, the

offering presented by Melchizedek, the " Priest of the most High
God," and the great type of our Lord's priesthood in even a

higher sense than Aaron and his sons, was not a bleeding victim,

but '' bread and wine," the very elements of the Eucharistic

sacrifice. Under the Levitical law, there were sacrifices of fine

flour and of bread, and of cakes of unleavened dough, mingled
with oil, as well as of the living victims of sheep and oxen. For
the essence of sacrifice as such, that which has made it, and, we
can hardly doubt, by God's original primaeval appointment, to be

the chiefest and most important act of worship in every religion,

whether Patriarchal, Jewish, Gentile, or Christian, is not the

material thing offered, but the inward disposition of devout,

adoring homage, and perfect surrender and dedication of om--

selves, and our whole will and being, to God, of which the

outward sacrifice of the most precious of our material possessions

is bvit the visible sj^mbol and embodiment.

Sacrifice, then, in this, its essential meaning, the sacrifice of

praise and thanksgiving and adoration, is due to the Almighty
Creator of all things from every one of His rational creatures

—
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from the highest seraph anioug- all the angelic host, from the

most blessed among all the spirits of just men made perfect,

down to the lowest and humblest among the fallen sons of

men.

This is the sacrifice offered by those who rest not day and

night, saying, " Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, which

was, and is, and is to come,^" as witnessed in vision by Isaiah

and S. John. This is the homage of them who cast their crowns

before the throne, saying, "Worthy art Thou, O Lord, to

receive glory, and honour, and power, for Thou hast created all

things, and for Thy pleasure they are and were created." This

is also our sacrifice of praise and high thanksgiving when,
" with Angels and Archangels, and with all the company of

Heaven, we laud and magnify GoD^s glorious Name, evermore

praising Him, and saying—Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of

Hosts, Heaven and earth are full of Thy glory; glory be to

Thee, O Lord most High.''^

And had sin never marred God^s fair creation, had man never

fallen and become estranged from his Creator, sacrifice and

worship would have had none other end than thus to serve for a

joyous expression of adoring love and praise ; nor w^ould those

ideas of pain and suffering have entered in which we now com-

monly associate with the term " sacrifice." The surrender of

self in perfect willing obedience to the Creator, is the delight

and joy of perfect and unfallen beings. But man, fallen and

depraved, with a will weak and reluctant towards good, cannot,

in his unredeemed state, render the acceptable sacrifice and service

of a willing obedience to his Heavenly Father. His tendency

after the Fall is not to approach Him as a son, but to hide him-

self from His sight with the fearfuluess of conscious guilt. His

prerogative of being the acceptable priest of this lower and
material creation, to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to

God, was then forfeited and lost. As fallen, he needed some
priest who should act for him, and intercede with God on his

behalf, to deprecate His wrath, and to offer some expiatory

sacrifice for him who could offer none for himself. And such an

High Priest was found for him in the promised seed of the

woman, the Incarnate Son of God, W^io one day should come to

put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself. But sacrifice for sin

(since the disobedience of sin involved the forfeiture of life) must
involve suffering and bloodshed ; for without shedding of blood,

without offering life for life, there could be no remission, the

sentence of death could never be reversed.

And so, in ox-der to direct the faith of all generations of men
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who should live befoi'e the Son of God came in the flesh, to

that one perfect Sacrifice for sin which He alone could offer, God
taught to Adam and his family the rite of offering" the blood of a

slain beast, to foreshadow that Blood of the new and perfect

Covenant which one day should be poured forth on Calvary.

It was in this way, and for this reason that, beside those

sacrifices and offering's which had for their object the expression

of praise and thanksgiving, and the acknowledgment of God^s

dominion over all His creatures, there was introduced what we
call, for the sake of distinction, the " expiatory " or " projDitia-

tory " sacrifice, the offering, that is, of a living animal, by the

shedding of the blood thereof, which is the life thereof, in token

that the life of him who offered it, and whose substitute and

representative it was, was forfeited to the law of God in con-

sequence of his sin.

Henceforth, sacrifices involving the death of a living victim

became the leading and essential feature of all the religions pre-

valent among mankind. And it would seem that the second

great act of disobedience to Almighty God was Cain's disregard

of this divine institution. Cain, who was a tiller of the ground,

brought of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the Lord.

This was right. Offerings of that kind were specially enacted

under the Law, and our offering of the bread and wine, before

they are consecrated, has in one aspect of it the same meaning,

the presentation, viz., of that which is the staff of man's life,

his principal bodily sustenance, to God, in acknowledgment

that all the fruits of the earth are the gifts of His bounty, and

really belong to Him, just as at the same time we also present

ovir alms, in acknowledgment that it is " He Who giveth us

power to get wealth,"" that all the increase of our substance is

from Him, that "all things come of Him, and of His own do we
give Him.''

But this was not enough. Fallen man must also acknowledge

his sinfulness before Him Whom he has offended, must offer the

life of some animal, in token that his own life is forfeited, and

as a profession of his faith in that one perfect expiatory sacrifice

which God had promised. This Cain, as it appears, did not do,

and consequently God had not respect unto his offering; but

when Abel brought of the firstlings of his flock for sacrifice, to

him and to his offering God had respect, showing probably by
some visible token that He accepted the repentance and faith of

Abel, the sprinkled blood of whose sacrifice became henceforth

the type of that other precious " Blood of sprinkling*, that

speaketh better things than that of Abel."
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The principle of bloody sacrifices, thus primcvally instituted,

was developed and systematized in the numerous sacrifices of the

Levitical Law, and became the most prominent feature of the

Jewish relig'ion and of the Temple worship. And the whole

meaning- and intention of these continual sacrifices, and of this

elaborate system, was simply to point onwards to that g-reat

One Who was to come and to put away sin by the sacrifice of

Himself; Who—Himself the Victim, and Himself the Priest

—

was to offer Himself, His own Body and His o^vn Blood, for " a

full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction,"

consummated finally and for ever upon the Altar of His Cross.

Of themselves the Jewish sacrifices had not, could not have,

any virtue. It was " not possible that the blood of bulls and of

g"oats should take away sins." In themselves they had no in-

trinsic merit, and could make no expiation ; only when offered in

faith in the promised Messiah they were accepted by God for

His sake that was to come, and Who, in the everlasting* purpose

of God, was already "the Lamb slain from the foundation of the

world." And as they were but types and shadows, so they were

all fulfilled and done away in Christ. He, the true Aaron, and,

greater still, the true Melchizedek, having during His three

years' ministry fulfilled His office of Teacher and Prophet,

began His solemn action as our Priest when He took the bread,

and brake it, and said, " This is My Body which is now being

given for you"

—

i.e., sacrificed on your behalf; "This is My
Blood which is now being poured out for you and for many for

the remission of sins," i.e., as a true, and real, and efficacious

sacrifice of expiation.

In order to understand the real significance of our Lord's

action as Priest on our behalf, we must remember that all that

He did at that last great Passover at which it was ordained that

all should be fulfilled ; all that He did from the moment when
He said, " This is My Body," to the moment when He said,

" It is finished," was one long continuous sacrificial action. The

sacrifice was made in purpose and intention, it was made so far

as Christ's will went (and the surrender of the will in perfect

obedience to God's will is, we have seen, the inner essence of all

sacrifice), when Christ took the bread and brake it, expressing

thereby the breaking and offering up of His Body, and j)oured

out the wine, expressing thereby the outpouring of His Blood,

both then and there done virtually and implicitly as afterwards

outwardly and visibly, with all the circumstances of sufl^ering,

upon the Altar of the Cross.

The declaration of Himself as the Lamb of God, the very

VOL. I. X
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Paschal Lamb that taketh away the sins of the world, as the

one acceptable sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction—then and there

offered by Himself as Priest, when He instituted the Blessed

Sacrament of His Body and Blood—the great intercessory

prayer, the ag-ony of His mental sufferings in the garden, the

agony of suffering, both mental and bodily, upon the Cross—all

this was one great whole, one solemn sacrificial action, nay, the

only true, real, and effectual Sacrifice that ever was, or ever can

be offered.

If this leading truth be duly remembered, there can be no risk

of our confounding the Eucharistic Sacrifice with the Sacrifice of

the Cross, of which it is the " perpetual memory,^^ or of thinking

that when the Catholic Church speaks, as she always has spoken,

of the Holy Communion as a Sacrifice, she in any way derogates

from the sole and unapproachable grandeur of that only "full,

perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction for the

sins of the whole world'' which was consummated on Calvary,

when the rending of the veil signified that the one acceptable

Offering had at length been made, and that the way into the

Holiest of all was now for ever open.

But although that great Sacrifice, with all its attendant cir-

cumstances of suffering and bloodshed, was and could be made
and done only once, yet its efficacy and its virtue abide for ever-

more. Death and suffering are over, for Jesus is risen and glo-

rified. Death hath no more dominion over Him, "for in that He
died He died unto sin once, but in that He liveth He liveth unto

God.'' This is He "that liveth and was dead, and behold He
is alive for evermore." But " He ever liveth to make inter-

cession for us," in the very innermost sanctuary of the Heavenly
Temple, in the true Holy of Holies, the very presence itself of

God. Enthroned in majesty at God's right hand, He sits a

King. Glory and great worship are laid upon Him. All power
is given unto Him in Heaven and earth. And yet, though now
exalted to be our King, He still continues to be our Priest. He
is " a Priest for ever," possessing a Priesthood which does not,

like Aaron's, pass on from one to another by reason of death, but
is unchangeably vested in Him alone, because He liveth evei-,

and needs no successor, but " abideth a Priest continually."

But " every Priest," S. Paul says, " must have somewhat to

offer." And what does Christ now offer, as our Ever-living*

Priest in the Heavenly Temple ? What but His own most
precious Body and Blood, the one saving Victim to make recon-

ciliation for our sins, and unite Heaven and earth in one ?

As the Levitical high priest once each year on the great Day
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of Atonement, after he liad made and done the sacrifice, and the

blood-shedding- was over, entered into the most holy place within

the veil, and there offered and presented the blood of the slain

victim before the Lord (Lev. xvi.), exactly so did Jesus, the

Mediator of the New Covenant, enter by His Ascension into the

Heavenly Holy of Holies, there for ever to plead and present

before Almig-hty God that precious and acceptable Body and

Blood which once in death and suffering- He had offered uiwn the

Altar of the Cross. He made the Sacrifice once for all, and

declared it " finished/^ neither by Himself nor by any other to

be reiterated or repeated ; and " there is none other satisfaction

for sin but that alone,''' (Article XXXI.) But though He re-

peats not the Sacrifice, nor again can offer Himself as a Victim

unto death, yet in His perpetual intercession for us He perpe-

tually, as it were, appealeth to it. His perpetual intercession is

founded upon it, upon a continual presenting and pleading of it

before God on our behalf. The continual offering of a sacrifice,

made once for all, does not necessarily imply any repetition, at

intervals, of the same acts and circumstances whereby and where-

^v^th it was made in the first instance. A victim once actually

sacrificed by death and accepted, may, if endued with new and
never-ending life, be continually offered— ?'. e. presented, pleaded,

brought into remembrance before God. And this continual

offering and presentation of a sacrifice once made, is itself a sa-

crificial act, and constitutes him who does it a priest, according to

S. PauFs definition, " one ordained for men in things pertaining

to God, that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins.'''

(Heb. V, 1.) The act of offering or presenting a victim is a

sacrifice, though that victim be not, as of old, a new one slain on

each occasion, nor yet the same slain anew on each occasion. It

is a true Sacrifice, though the Victim be always the same, not

slain anew, but offered as before slain once for all, and " after the

power of an endless life '' possessing an abiding -virtue for ever-

more. It is a Propitiatory Sacrifice, as pleading before God for

all the successive generations, for all the several individuals, of

the human race, the one only Expiation once made.

Ask the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews his view of the

functions of the great High Priest; read in the Apocalypse of

the Heavenly Temple and its glorious ritual ; inquire of the

beloved disciple what he saw through the door that was opened

in Heaven ; and they will tell of " the true tabernacle which the

Lord pitched and not man," of the pre-existent "^^ heavenly

things,''' the divinely-ordained patterns of which the Levitical

tabernacle and its furniture and usages were but the copy and

X 2
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shadow and fig-nre^ of the " greater and more perfect Tabernacle

not made with hands/^ of the abiding celestial original^ of the

Heavenly Temple and its Altar, and in its midst the One ever-

lasting Priest, the one everlasting Victim, Jesus, the " Lamb
as it had been slain,^^ continually presenting Himself before God
as the One Propitiation that—not took—but " taketh away the

sins of the world," as the one Advocate with the Father Who

—

not was—but " is the Propitiation for our sins." (Compare the

Bishop of Exeter^s Pastoral Letter of 1851, p. 54.)

And to this heavenly worship we are admitted. The Church

on earth is but the outer court of Heaven. Her services are no

longer, as they were under the preparatory covenant, mere

'^ copies" [virohei'^fiaTa, Heb. viii. 5, ix. 23), "shadows,"

"figures" or "parables" {7rapa/3o\rj, Heb. ix. 9), of the worship

of Heaven. Tliey are gloriously real. They are one with, essen-

tially identical with, the worship of Heaven. For as the Church

in Heaven and in earth is one, so its worship in Heaven and in

earth is one ; one in its inner essence of deep spiritual reality,

though necessarily manifested differently under the different

conditions of earth and Heaven. The charter of this our worship,

the assurance of its reality, the foundation of its oneness with

that of Heaven, is contained in those blessed words of Christ,

" Where two or three are gathered together in My Name, there

am I in the midst of them." Present in Heaven openly, cor-

\ porally, and naturally; present on earth, mystically, spirituall}^,

I

supernaturally, but altogether and absolutely really. He is in the

I

midst of us, not merely as God, by that mode of presence
' whereby God is every where, but also as our High Priest and

•: Mediator, the Man Christ Jesus," Whose presentation of our

I
worship, so continually appealed to even in our non-Eucharistic

services in the oft-recurring words, " through Jesus Christ our

Lord," gives its sole acceptableness before the Father ;—in the

, midst of us in all our worship, but specially, and in most intense

i

reality, in the Christian Sacrifice, there as ever, Himself the
' offered Victim, and Himself the eternal Priest.

Thus what the Christian priest does at the altar, is, as it were,

the earthly form and visible expression of our Lord^s continual

action as our High Priest in Heaven.

As the most Holy Body and Blood of Christ, the alone accept-

able Victim to make our peace with God, are offered, that is

continually presented and pleaded, by Jesus Himself in Heaven,
naturally, as we may say, and openly, so the same most holy

Body and Blood are continually presented and pleaded before

God by Christ^s representatives, acting "in His Name," and
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"hy His commission and authority/'' (Article XXVI.) on earth.

Here, however, this solemn action is necessarily performed sui^er-

naturally, in a mystery, under the veils of Bread and Wine, /after

no carnal manner, in no low material sense, but after a manner
altogether heavenly and spiritual, and appreciable only by faith.

It is performed, that is to say, in the same sense and after the

same manner, as He Himself performed it in the Upper Chamber,

when He gave to His Apostles and their successors the command,
" Do this in remembrance of Me.^^ And this high mystery is

wroug-ht by the power of the Holy Ghost, the great invisible

Agent in all the ministrations of grace under the New Cove-

nant.

The earthly priest, then, no longer as of old the successor of a

long line of dead predecessors in a merely typical priesthood, but

the present \acarious representative of the one true, real, and ever-

living- Priest (now for a time corporally absent), acting "in His

Name,^' by the power of the Holy Ghost, specially conveyed to

him in the gift of Holy Orders " for the office and work of a

Priest in the Church of God," does on earth that which Jesus

does in Heaven. Rather we should say, according to that great

principle w^hich is the true key to the whole theory of the Chi'is-

tian ministry, it is Jesus "Who is Himself the Priest, the offerer

of His own great Sacrifice, in both cases \ It is the one Mediator,

acting in Heaven directly, as we may say, and immediately by
Himself, acting on earth indirectly and mediately by His minister

as His visible instrument, who, forasmuch as in that most solemn

of all his duties he represents the priestly functions of his heavenly

Master, is himself, for that reason, and for that reason only,

called a " priest,^^ whilst that on which this mysterious trans-

action takes place, that on which lie, veiled under the visible

symbols, that Body and Blood which once for us were sacrificed

upon the Cross, is called an " altar.''' In the strictest and most

literal sense, " expiatory sacrifice " there never was any but that

which was begun in the Upper Chamber and finished upon the

Cross; "priest" there never was nor could be any but Jesus

Christ ; nor " altar," save only the Holy Cross. Still, because

' Compare S. John iv. 1—" Jesus made and baptized more disciples than

John, though Jesus Himself baptized not, but His disciples." S. Matt. x. 40
—" He that receiveth you receiveth Me." S. Luke x. 16— " He that

heareth you heareth Me;" i.e., speaking in you by the Holy Spii-it ; for

—S. Matt. X. 20—" It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of 3'our Father

that speaketh in j'ou." And S. Paul says of absolution—" For your sakes

forgave I it in the person of Christ," 2 Cor. ii. 10. Compare 1 Cor. v. 4.

See also the passages from S. Cyril, S. Chrysostom, S. Ambrose, S. Augustine,

&c., in chap. xi. of Wilberforce On the Koly Eucharist.
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they have an important connexion with, and relation to, those

grand and unique realities which can be expressed in no other

way, the Christian Eucharist, being the solemn memorial of the

Sacrifice of the Cross, and the present exhibition of Christ^s

priestly intercession in Heaven, is called a " sacrifice," its cele-

brant is called a " priest," and that whereon it is celebrated is

called an " altar." We Christians, as S. Paul says, " have an

altar, whereof they had no right to eat which serve the Taber-

nacle," i. e., who, not believing in Christ, still clung to the

worship of the Jewish Temple—an altar more truly so than ever

was any in the carnal Jerusalem, though dedicated with the

slaughtered hecatombs of a Solomon. " And, indeed," as Bishop

Cosin has well said, " the Sacrament of the Eucharist carries the

name of a Sacrifice, and the table whereon it is celebrated an

Altar of oblation, in a far higher sense than any of their former

services did, which were but the types and figures of those

services that are performed in recognition and memory of Christ's

own sacrifice once offered upon the Altar of His Cross." {Notes

on the Prayer Booh. Second Series. Works, vol. v. p. 348.)

We see, then, that the Ordinance of the Holy Communion,
besides its aspect of blessing to ourselves as a means of feeding

us with the spiritual Food of the most precious Body and Blood

of Christ, has also another most important aspect as a solemn,

the most solemn, act of worship towards Almighty God, the

pleading before God for man of the one acceptable propitiation,

in union with the perpetual presentation of Himself in Heaven by

the Man Christ Jesus, as our sole acceptable Priest, the one

Head of the redeemed family of God.

In order rightly to understand this, we must keep in mind
the following fundamental Christian axioms. By the Incarna-

tion, and Passion, and Resurrection of Christ, God and Man are

reconciled in Him. Heaven is reopened, and faith may now
see " the Angels of God ascending and descending upon " that

true Jacob's Ladder, " the Son of Man," Emmanuel, God with

us. Now, through Him, we have access with confidence. We
have boldness to enter even into the Holiest by the Blood of

Jesus, through His Flesh. (Heb. x. 19.) Heaven and earth

are made one, so that there is now but one family of God in

Heaven and in earth. To this family, by God's unspeakable

mercy, we belong. Already is it said of us that " He hath made
us sit together in heavenly places in Christ.'^ Already is it

said of us that " we are come " not to any mere earthly sanctuary

that might be touched, but " unto Mount Sion, and unto the

City of the Living God, the Heavenly Jerusalem, and to an
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innumerable company of Ang-els, to the general Assembly and
Church of the Firstborn, which are written in Heaven, and to

God the Judge of all, and to the Spirits of just men made perfect,

and to Jesus, the Mediator of the new Covenant, and to the

Blood of sprinkling- that speaketh better things than that of

Abel/' (Heb. xii. 18—24.)

The Holy Catholic Church then, the Communion of Saints,

though made up of two portions, one triumphant in heaven, one

militant here on earth, is to the eye of faith really one. All the

terms used to denote it in Holy Scripture imply this great funda-

mental truth. It is one " Body,^^ of which Christ is the Head

;

one " Vine," of which Christ is the Root ; one " Fold,''' of which

Christ is the Shepherd ; one " Family,'' of which God is the

Father, and Christ the Firstborn Sox, the chiefest among His
many brethren ; one " Holy City," of which Christ is the Corner-

stone, and Apostles the Twelve Foundations ; one " Temple," in

which Christ, by His perpetual intercession, is the one Priest and

the one Victim, the one acceptable Presenter of its one continual

worship. This is the great principle to be borne in mind if we
are to rise to any adequate conception of what is really meant by
the Church's Eucharistic worship. And this essential oneness of

the Church in Heaven and earth is further both ratified and, as

it were, exhibited in act, by Christ's perpetual presence with His

Church on earth, according to His promise, '' Lo, I am with you

alway, even unto the end of the world." His bodily removal

was but, as He taught the Apostles in His last discourses with

them, to be introductory to a higher, a fuller, and a nearer mode
of presence, whereby, through the Holy Ghost shed forth at

Pentecost, He would " come to them," and be to them a heart-

joy that "no man could take from them" (S. John xvi. 22).

A little while, and though the world saw Him no more, yet they,

and all believers, should see Him, not in spite of His going, but
" because He was to go, to the Father." For His Ascension was

to be the necessary preliminary to that effusion of the Holy
Spirit wherein and whereby He returned in power and in love

to quicken and to bless His orphaned Church. Thenceforward

and for ever He is her Emmanviel ; with her in her individual

members, dwelling in their hearts by faith (Eph. iii. 17) ; wdth

her in her common worship ; with her in her constant witness for

Him and for His Truth ; wdth her in the official action of her

priests and bishops. His ordained representatives; with her in

the full power and majesty of His Incarnate Deity in the Sacra-

ment of His own institution, according to His own most sure

word—" This is My Body ; This is My Blood."
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So long as Christians practically look back with a mere histo-

rical faith across the gulf of eighteen centuries to the past fact

that an Atonement was made on Calvary by a Saviour Who^
having "finished"'^ His work^ returned to Heaven, and was hid in

the inaccessible glory whence He came ? so long as they fail to

realize how "much more" we " who were reconciled to God by the

death of His Son/^ now " being reconciled, shall be saved bi/ His

life" (Rom. v. 10), and that His Mediatorial life, wherein and

whereby He carries on His application of His " finished work "

to individual souls throughout the successive generations of man-
kind, has, through His Holy Spirit, a real and efficacious

manifestation in His Church on earth as well as in Heaven j

so long as, on grounds essentially rationalistic at bottom, they

doubt or disbelieve the reality of Sacramental gi-ace or of

Christ^s especial presence in the Holy Eucharist ; so long will

they take a wholly inadequate view of Christianity, and fail

utterly to realize either its glory, its grandeur, its efficacy, and

its power, or the unspeakable nearness and blessedness of our

relation to Him Who is its glorious centre ; so long will they fail

to appreciate the majestic dignity of our Christian worship, and
will misunderstand and denounce that reverent care about its

minutest accessories, which to the full believer is but the natural

and spontaneous expression of his faith and love, the unstudied

outflow of an affection which truly believes in and thoroughly

realizes, in His unspeakable tenderness and nearness. Him for

Whose sake solely it is done, and without Whom it were worse
than worthless.

On no subject unhappily has more misunderstanding, the fruit

partly of ignorance and prejudice, partly of defective belief, been
current than on the one under consideration, the Eucharistic

Sacrifice. The gross, carnal, and almost Capernaite views which,

seemingly countenanced by the Transubstantiation theory of the

Real Presence in the Holy Eucharist, prevailed in the centuries

immediately preceding the Reformation
'
; the material view, which

naturally followed, of the Eucharistic Sacrifice, its perversion in

popular current practice into " the blasphemous fables and dan-

gerous deceits ^^ of Sacrifices of Masses, in the which it was
commonly said that the priest did offer Christ^'' (i. e., by way of

re-enacting the " Sacrifice of Calvary " by an actual mactation

afresh) " for the quick and the dead, to have remission of pain or

guilt'''—all this, in the great ferment of the Reformation, led

' Of this the ordinary reader may find very sufficient proof in vol. i. of a

very accessible work, Cardwell's Documentary Annals.
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not unnaturally to an extreme reaction in the opposite direction

as regards this whole class of subjects. Here, as elsewhei-e, in

denouncing- the error, men denounced the truth of which it was
the caricature. In rooting- up the tares, they went near to root-

ing up the wheat with them. And even our Reformers, against

their own better judgment, suffered themselves to be induced by
foreign influence to surrender that distinct and emphatic enun-

ciation of the truths which, as the best safeguard against error,

they had given us in the Liturgy of 1549, the genuine offspring

of their own unbiassed judgment, and to veil it in the mutilated

and dislocated Liturgy of 1552.

If we have read aright the signs of the times during the last

twenty years, we may believe that God is mercifully, in this

matter also as in others, leading back His Church in this country

to a fuller appreciation of that Catholic Truth, her inheritance

whereof she, of His great mercy, has never forfeited.

The Eucharistic controversies have, like the Baptismal, been

wonderfully overruled to the exhibition and propagation and
more general acceptance of the truth. And we may not doubt
that through the threatened agitation on the closely kindred

subject of Ritual, the Divine Hand which has guided the Church
aright heretofore will guide her aright again, and bring good out

of evil. The thing most earnestly to be desired, humanly speaking,

is an equitable and tolerant patience and breadth of view, and an
adequate theological learning, in our spiritual rulers, qualities not

always found even where we have most right to expect them.

There is a painful ignoratio elenchi running through a whole

section on the ^^ Revival of Ritualism ^^ in the recent Charge of

one among the few members of the Episcopal Bench who enjoy

any reputation for theological acquirement. It seems to the

Bishop of Ely that the use of " Processions, Copes, Altar-lights^

and Incense,'^ involves the doctrine of " the propitiatory Sacrifice

of the Mass ;" i. e., as he proceeds afterwards to define, of " the

renewal or iteration of the Sacrifice of Christ," of a '' propitiatory

offering Him up anew for sin," as a " proper sacrifice," i. e., " a

sacrifice with shedding of blood, offered as propitiation for sin."

This doctrine, the Bishop very truly says, has " hitherto found

no place in our theology .^^ On the contrary, it is most probably

that very current abuse of the Catholic doctrine which the

Reformers justly branded as " blasphemous fables and dangerous

deceits." (Article XXXI.) He might as truly have said that such

a doctrine has happily never found a place in the authorized

formal theology of any Christian Communion. The Canons and

Creed of the Council of Trent most certainly do not affirm it

;
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unless Christians are to be arbitrarily bound to use the word
sacrijicium only in what the Bishop of Ely calls " the ancient

Jewish sense,^' which he himself, in his Commentary on the

Thirty-first Article^ shows they are not; or are forbidden to take

the woxH joropitiatorium in the same sense in which^ as he also in

the same section informs us^ the phrase " sacrifice of propitiation^^

was used by S. Cyril of Jerusalem. Among- our own theologians,

Bishop Cosin (adopting very much the language of Calixtus^

dissertation De Sacrijicio Christi, semel in Cruce ohlato et inite-

rahili) writes as follows on this subject:—" Nor do we say it is

so nude a sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving ; but that by our

prayers also added^ we offer and present the death of Christ to

God, that for His death's sake we may find mercy, in which

respect we deny not this commemorative sacrifice to be pro-

pitiatory." {Notes on the Prai/er Book, Second Series. Works,
vol. V. p. 336.)

It may also be afliirmed with confidence, that the monstrous

notion of any "renewal or iteration of the Sacrifice" of Calvary is

not, and probably never was, held by any educated theologian in

Christendom. We may say of it to Continental theologians,

whether Eastern or Latin, as Archbishop Bramhall said to M. de

Milletiere of the notion of a " suppletory sacrifice, to supply the

defects of the only true Sacrifice of the Cross," that " we hope

both you and we abhor" it \ To say that it was "to suit this

view of the Eucharist" that "the Holy Table was made as like

as possible to the stone Altar on which beasts were slain; incense

was offered with the sacrifice to imitate the Temple worship ; the

presbyter was vested like a sacrificing priest, and the procession

was as when the victim was led up to be slain," is a misreading of

history, and would imply (see the context) to an uninformed

reader that these usages were peculiar to the Roman Communion,
and grew up only in " process of time," instead of being, as in

fact they are, co-extensive with the whole of ancient Christendom,

from Malabar to Cadiz, and that from a very early period.

Certainly it is not to suit any such view, which no man at any
rate within our own Church holds, that the restoration of Lights,

Vestments, and Incense, (things which, on the Bishop of Ely^s

theory, the Church when she reformed herself ought solemnly

' See tlie language of the Jesuit Maldonatus in his Disp. circa vii. Sacra-

menta, torn. i. p. 322, et seq. Lyons edition of 1614—referred to by Bishop
Cosin in Notes on the Prayer BooJc, First Series : and the Commentaries of

the Jesuit Cornelius a Lapide, and the Minorite Friar Bernardinus a Piconio,

on Heb. vii. 27.
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and expressly to have forbidden,) is desired by those amongst us

by whom it is desired. The doctrines involved in the pious

endeavour to pay the full honour which the Church, when her

own voice (distinct enough as regards the Lights and the Vest-

ments at least) can be heard above the confused noise of the

various claimants to represent her, expressly commands to be

paid to the one great ordinance of worship which is of Christ^s

own institution, are at bottom :

—

1. That of the Real Presence—the doctrine that the Bodj^and

Blood of Christ are "verily and indeed taken and received by
the faithful/^ are, "after an heavenly and spiritual manner, given,

taken, and eaten,^^ in the Sacrament of the Lord^s Supper, and
that where His Body and Blood are, there is He —there, as wher-

ever else He is, with profoundest homage to be adored; and,

2. As founded upon this, the doctrine of the solemn pleading

before the Eternal Father of that once sacrificed Body and Blood

for ourselves, and for "all His whole Church,"' as our only hope

of pardon, reconciliation, and grace.

On these two kindred subjects scarcely any thing need be added,

for the modern reader, to the Bishop of Brechin's Theological

Befence of his celebrated Charge (pp. 10— 80, and 104—120),

and to Mr. Keble's golden tractate on Eucharistical Adoration

(chap. ii. § 36, &c.). It needs only to be clearly understood that

the action of the Eucharist is not the counterpart of the Sacrifice

of the Cross, much less in any sense the repetition of it. (See

Mr. Keble's emphatic repudiation of this notion, chap. ii. § 46,

p. 74.) It is the "memorial'' of the Sacrifice of the Cross, that

"perpetual memory" before God and man (see Bishop Browne on

Article XXXI.) "which Christ Himself did institute, and com-
manded us to continue." It is the counterj^art of our Lord's per-

petual intercession in Heaven, the visible exhibition, the " very

image" (Heb. x. 1) of that intercession under the earthly conditions

of place and time. The depth of its blessing rests on the fact of

His own mysterious presence with us, as Himself, in the true

inner reality which faith discerns, both Priest and Offering, as

well as the Dispenser to His faithful ones of Himself as the Bread

of Life, the true Heavenly Food and Sustenance both of their

bodies and their souls. On this subject a passage from Cassander,

adopted by Cosin in his First Series of Notes on the JPrayer Boole,

may here be quoted :
—" Therefore ' this is no new Sacrifice, but

the same which was once offered, and which is every day oflTered

to God by Christ in Heaven, and continueth here still on earth

by a mystical representation of it in the Eucharist. And the

Church intends not to have any new propitiation, or new remis-
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sion of sins obtained, but to make that effectual, and in act

applied unto us, which was once obtained by the Sacrifice of

Christ ujjou the Cross. Neither is the Sacrifice of the Cross, as

it was once offered up there, moclo crnento, so much remembered

in the Eucharist, though it be commemorated, as regard is had

to the perpetual and daily offering of it by Christ now in Heaven
in His everlasting priesthood, and thereupon was and should

be still the juge sacrtjicium observed here on earth, as it is in

Heaven/ the reason which the ancient fathers had for their daily

sacrifice/''

This is a great mystery, but we speak concerning Christ to

His Church. We speak of truths profoundly spiritual, and

needing to be spiritually discerned, though liable, alas ! like other

high spiritual truths, to be unbelievingly rejected by unspiritual

minds, or, if unspiritually embraced, to be perverted. Above all,

we speak of Him Who is God made Man, of One Whose acts must
not be measured by our feeble sense, but must be interpreted by
the more sure word of His own true promise, as embraced, in all

simplicity of devout affection, by personal faith in His own
Divine Self.

These two doctrines, of Christ's sole High-Priesthood, ener-

getically and eflficaciously exhibited by the power of the Holy
Ghost in the divine and supernatural system of the visible

kingdom of GoD, and of His own Real Presence in His own
august Sacrament, as at once our Offering and our Pood, are no

mere unimportant speculative theories; they are, and are by

thousands amongst us felt to be, most deeply and essentially

practical, nay, absolutely vital. Nowhere more closely than

through them does sound Christian theology, deep, broad, and

high, touch the inner personal life of the devout believer. For it

is on the divine facts of which they are the expression that he

feels himself de23endent for his continually needful cleansing,

and for that spiritual support and sustenance which are necessary

to his very existence as a regenerate soul, living the new life by

a living union and communion with his risen Saviour. Little

do some of our Fathers in God seem to reck of the anguish, not

unmixed with indignation, caused to faithful souls by the shallow

denials of unpopular truths into which they sometimes allow

themselves to be drawn. Wotdd that controversial writers would

more frequently remember, that in the matter of religious and

spiritual truth, men are generally right in what they afl[irm, and

wrong in what they deny. It is given perhaps to no man to see

the Truth all round. Let those who humbly seek it, enunciate

humbly that which GoD has given them to see. And let others
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refrain from hasty and angry denunciation of truth, which,
tlioug-h not as yet revealed or brought home to them, is yet
neither contradictory to the first principles, nor inconsistent witli

the analogy, of the Faith. Still more is this a duty in the case of

a truth which, however unfamiliar or however unpopular, is yet
not obscurely taught in Holy Scripture, and flows naturally

from much of its most generally admitted teaching, and which,

rightly understood, has been in the mind of the Church from the

beginning, clearly embodied in the authoi'itative teaching of her

most ancient Liturgies, and in the works of her greatest

writers.

Periodical religious literature, especially when in the hands of

a sectarian or partisan school, has, together wdth some good
results, perhaps done much serious evil to theology in this genera-

tion. There is too little amongst us of deep and full self-acquired

knowledge, too little of genuine original and independent thought.

Amid the fashionable and almost inevitable " busy-ness " of the

day, and the exaggerated estimation of the " practical •'' qualities,

men are tempted to borrow both their knowledge and their

thought second-hand.

Looking at the whirling current of human affairs, both eccle-

siastical and civil, in this great age of little men, charged full

with change of mightiest import for the future, it is impossible

not to be struck with the narrowness of tone and the petty ex-

clusiveness of thought with which great questions and contro-

versies of momentous issue are too often dealt with. Examples
of this may be seen in very much of the language that has been

held on that cardinally important subject, the future Reunion
of Christendom ; or what to us is scarcely less so, the needful

freedom from State interference, and the consolidation into an

organized unity of the several Churches that make up the great

Anglo-Catholic Communion. On such subjects as these, and
generally on the current subjects of dispute within the Church
itself, or between the Church and the World, one cannot help

sometimes desiderating on the part of those in high places, a

little more largeness and simplicity, a little more oiitspoken

honesty and truthfulness, a little more fearless courage and in-

dependence, a little more disregard of public opinion, and of news-

papers, and of consequences; in short, a little more of the heart of

him who said, "With me it is a very small thing to be judged of

you, or ofman's judgment . . . He that judgeth me is the Lord.'-'

Perhaps some minds may be inclined to give a more patient

consideration to that portion of Catholic truth which is the

subject of this Essay, when they are reminded that a more
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vigorous and emphatic expression of it can scarcely be found tlian

occurs in two of Charles Wesley^s hymns :

—

O Thou eternal Victim^ slain

A Sacrifice for guilty man^

By the Eternal Spirit made
An offering in the sinner's stead,

Our everlasting Priest art Thou,

And plead'st Thy death for sinners now.

Thy Offering still continues new

;

Thy vesture keej^s its bloody hue

;

Tliou stand'st the ever-slaughtered Lamb
;

Tliy Priesthood still remains the same

;

Thy years, O God, shall never fail.

Thy goodness is unchangeable.

O that our faith may never move.

But stand unshaken as Thy love !

Sure evidence of things unseen.

Now let it pass the years between.

And view Thee bleeding on the tree.

My God, Wlio dies for me, for me. [No. 545.]

And affain

Victim Divine, Thy grace we claim,

While thus Thy precious death we show :

Once offered up, a spotless Lamb,
In Thy great Temple here below,

Tliou didst for all mankind atone.

And standest now before the Throne.

Thou standest in the Holy Place,

As now for guilty sinners slain

;

The Blood of sprinkling speaks and prays.

All prevalent for helpless man ;

Thy Blood is still our ransom found.

And speaks salvation all around.

The smoke of Thy Atonement here

Darkened the sun, and rent the veil.

Made the new way to Heaven appear.

And showed the great invisible

;

Well-pleased in Thee, our God looked down.

And calls His rebels to a crown.
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He still respects Thy Sacrifice

;

Its savour sweet does always please

;

The offering' smokes through earth and skies,

Diffusing life, and joy, and peace

;

To these Thy lower courts it comes,

And fills them with divine perfumes.

We need not now go up to Heaven,

To hring the long-sought Saviour down
;

Thou art to all already given.

And dost e'en now Thy banquet crown ;

To every faithful soul appear,

And show Thy Real Presence here ! [No. 551.]

Passages like these may surprise some who do not remember

that the Methodist movement was initiated within the Church,

and with a careful deference to ecclesiastical order, by men who,

had they Hved in these days, would unquestionably have been

branded with all the opprobrious epithets now usually flung at

" High Churchmen,^' and whose holy and self-denying efforts, in

an age of rebuke and blasphemy, were forced into an undesired

attitude of antagonism, by the cold, apathetic indifference of men
who, like some of their successors of the present day, could only

try to ti'ample out a religious energy which they had neither the

grace to appreciate, nor the wisdom to control.

The Church of our day is stirred in like manner by a strong

religious movement, traceable very probably in direct sequence

to those of the Wesleyan and Evangelical schools of the last

century. And there is a like danger lest the feeble policy of a mere

cold, unsympathetic repression should, as before, result in a schism

which would cast out of the National Church its most active and

energetic workers. Those would-be iron rulers, whose lightest

word would now be obeyed with alacrity, did they know how to

show themselves true " Fathers in God,'' would then have time

to reflect in the dull peace of the solitude they had made, and

might haply come at last to the conviction that, after all, they

had " fought against God," and with the usual result—their own
confusion.

For a really living religious movement within the Church, if

it is to be controlled, must be, to some extent at least, sympa-

thized with and headed by the natural leaders of the Church.

And woe to them, and to the Church herself, if their sole or their

chief motive for withholding such sympathy is the fear of the

opinion of the outer world. The Church is a living and growing

body, not a dumb inanimate macliinjD, whose movements can be
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externally controlled and moderated with absolute precision.

Her animating" principle is the Spirit of God; and where the

Spirit of God is^ there is liberty, and, wdth perfect unity of

purpose, an almost infinite " diversity of operation.^'' A cut-

and-dried absence of all enthusiasm ; a propriety which was not

sober, but frig-id ; an almost dead level of uniformity in externals,

and that a uniformity not of ohedience to the Churches law,

which would have been blessed, hut of careless neglect, which was
intolerable ; a wooden in-elasticity, which apparently rendered her

system incapable alike of expansion and adaptation to present

needs as respected either her services or her ritual, her practical

ag-encies of benevolence, her missions, or her representative and

constitutional arrang-ements—such seemed, until up to a com-

paratively recent date, the fixed characteristics of the Church of

Eng-land since the Hanoverian period. She had suffered g-riev-

ously from political complications, she had suffered grievously

from the Nonjuring secession, she had shared in the general

deadness of the Georgian era. The religious revival within her,

with which the name of Wesley is connected, was, by a lament-

able error, disowned and rejected, and the later Evangelical

movement, most needful and in many respects most precious,

was yet dwarfed by its adhesion to a narrow and inadequate

theology, its uncatholic and partisan tone, and its unhappy
repudiation, on grounds at bottom really rationalistic, of the

truth of Christ^s living Sacramental agency through the Holy
Spirit within His Body, the Church.

Yet, notwithstanding these drawbacks, and amid countless

mistakes and difficulties apparently overwhelming, God has led

—God is leading—His Church to a fuller appreciation, in all

its depth and breadth and height, of that Catholic Faith which

she has ever faitlifully kept, filling her with a fuller, warmer,

and more vigorous life, manifested continually in fresh agencies

for the more efficient performance of her mission of mercy to

the bodies and souls of men, giving her nobler conceptions of

the greatness of her destiny in the religious history of the

future, re-awakening within her that surest sign of life, an un-

feigned love of the brethren, and a yearning towards the sepa-

rated Communions that touch her on either side. No one who
knows her can doubt this, least of all those who know her as

only her own children can. And no one who duly weighs these

tokens of God^s favour towards her, can fail to be convinced that

she has, in His good Providence, a glorious career before her.

Of those who feel this, the foremost duty is a warm inviolable

loyalty to herself and her essential principles ; and the next^
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heartily and candidly to recog-nize this loyalty, wherever and

under whatever variety of manifestation it exists, as the tnie

bond of brotherhood among- her members. Instead of magnify-

ing- little differences of taste in devotional expression and ritual,

instead of judging other men's liberty by our own conscience,

and refusing to others what we eagerly claim for ourselves, let us

admit the fact that a Church which is to be national, much more

a Communion which is fast becoming world-wide, must needs

allow a very large liberty in all such matters, to suit every

variety of character, education and temperament; and let us

remember that there is no greater hindrance to unity than the

undue exercise of repressive authority in the vain endeavour to

secure an outward uniformity, which is as undesirable as it is

impracticable.

P. Goldsmith Medd.

Since writing- the above Essay, I have read the puldished

correspondence on the subject of " The Altar, and Lig-hts on the

Altar,'^ between the Bishop of Ely and the Rev. John W. H.
Molyneux, and Archdeacon Freeman^'s recent pamphlet on Hifes

and H'ltual.

On these subjects I rejoice to be able, with the kind permission

of the writer to avail myself of the subjoined letters, which
have lately appeared in some of the Church newspapers.

The Bishop seems to endorse a distinction, untenable alike on
Scriptural and on theological grounds, between the " Lord's

Table " and the " Altar.'' On this Mr. Bright remarks :—
" The Bishop (who admits the term 'Altar' in a certain sense)

founds his objection to the legality of Altar Lig-hts on an infer-

ence by a certain ' Dr. ,' from a certain portion of the

Privy Council ' Judgment' in Mr. Liddell's case (1857).
" On this I observe :

—

" 1. The case of Altar Lights was not before the Privy Council,

and the opinion of ' Dr. ' to the effect that the English

Church has no Altar, is simply a lawyer's inference from a

passage which \vill be found in Ecclesiastical Judgments, p. 144^ sq.

"2. The passage is one which goes into theology, and affirms

a doctrinal opposition between the ideas of Altar and Tal)le.

But if the Bishop maintains the binding force of all theological

data which may be uttered in the name of the Judicial Com-
mittee of Privy Council, he contradicts the explicit language of

vol. 1. Y
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the Arcliljishop of York in his Pastoral to the Northern Province,

and he dehars himself from repudiating—what douhtless he would

most sincerely repudiate— the theological dicta of Lord Westbury,

in the Esscit/s and Reviews case, on the question of Eternal

Punishment.
^'3. If the passage be of real legal force in the Church of

England, then that Church is committed to several extraordinary

blunders, as can be very speedily demonstrated.
" (1.) The passage affirms a 'distinction in itself essential and

deeply founded, between an Altar and a Communion-table.^ By
a Communion-table I presume to be meant ' the Lord's Table

'

of Holy Scripture. Does Scripture, then, consider the two

j)hrases, ' Altar ' and ' Lord's Table,' to exclude each other ? The

writer of the passage could hardly have said so if he had con-

sulted Ezek. xli. 2£ :

—

' The Altar of wood was three cubits

high, .... and he said to me. This is the Table that is before

the Lord.' Or Ezek. xhv. 16:—'They (the Priests) shall

enter into My Sanctuary, and they shall come near to My Table.'

Or Mai. i. 7 :
—'Ye offer polluted bread upon Mine Altar: and

ye say. Wherein have we polluted Thee ? In that ye say, The
Table of the Lord is contemptible.' Or Lev. xxiv. 6, 9, where

the shew-bread, ' set upon the pure Table before the Lord,'

is ranked among 'the offering's of the Lord.' Or above all,

the well-known passage, 1 Cor x. 18—21, where the parallelism

between the Jewish Altar, the Table of demons (or Pagan Altar),

and the Table of the Lord, would be totally without force,

unless all three possessed at once the characters of Altar and

Sacred Table. With this latter passage one may compare Isa.

Ixv. 11, 'that prepare a Table and furnish a drink-offering ' for

idols. Do not these Scriptural passages overthrow altogether

the theological proposition that the two phrases are mutually

opposed? And with any use of the Table other than these

passages siiggest, we of the English Church have nothing* to do.

Our ' Table'' is the Lord's.

" (2.) The writer of these pages in the ' Judgment ' ignores

the fact that the Liturg'ies do not consider the two terms as

opposed. Eor the Eastern Liturgies, which notoriously pre-

suppose an Altar and an Eucharistic Sacrifice, use the phrase,

' Holy Table,' perhaps more frequently than ' Altar.' It is the

rubrical phrase, so to speak, in S. Chrysostom's Liturgy. The
Armenian uses the word 'Altar' in rubrics, e.y., just before the

Little Entrance, and just after it the Deacon, in a biddiug prayer,

speaks both of ' this Holy Table of God ' and ' this Holy Altar of

God.' I need not refer to the passages in S. Chrysostom's works.
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where the word ' Ta1)]e ' (altliouiii'h it seems to have been employed
by only one ante-Nicene writer, S. Dionysius of Alexandria),

is associated with the g-randest expressions of his Eucharistic

belief. But as to the Roman Chnreh ; on the hj'pothesis of the

Privy Council writer, she oug-ht to have j^roscribed the use of

the word Table. She has done nothing- of the kind. Turn over

the pages of the Missal : you will find in the ' Pra>paratio,^

'Ad Mensam dulcissimi convivii Tui/ in the Post-Communion
for Wednesday, in this present week of Lent (post Dom. tert.

Quad.), ' Sanctificet nos . . . Mensa ctclestis / in that for Roga-
tion Sunday, ' Coelestis Mensae virtute satiatis ;' in the Lauda
Sion, ' In hac Mensa novi Regis.' And the Council of Trent,

sess. 13, c. 8, speaks of ' Divinam hanc Mensam / while any one

who has looked at Roman books of devotion knows that ' Table '

is repeatedly used in them wnth respect to Holy Communion,
without the slightest consciousness of any contrariety between

this use and that of ' Altar' in respect to the Eucharistic Sacrifice.

INIaskell, in his Monumenia RHnalia, iii. 3i8, exhibits an old

English (Mediaeval) Exhortation to Communion, which four

times uses the phrase ' God's Board ;' while Martene, Be Ant.

Eccl. Hit. iii. 490, quotes a similar address in old French, which

sj^eaks of the ' Saint Sacrement de I'Autel,' and of the ' Table de

notre Seigneuu.'
" (3.) The Privy Council writer said, ' The term " Altar " is

never used,' in the present Prayer Book, ' to describe the Tal)le.'

I have already said that the Table of our Prayer Book is the

Loud's Table of Scripture, /. e., a Table on which are laid things

olfered to God, and then designed to be consumed by man.

Further, a Table on which ' Oblations ' are laid is ipso facto an

Altar. And the Lord's Table in the Coronation Service is

expressly called an Altar.

" (4.) The writer said, that a great change took place ' in the

opinion of the English Church ' before the introduction of the

Second Book of Edward. He forgot that the Act of Parliament

which introduced that Book pronounced the First to have been

agreeable to the Word of God and the Primitive Church, and

to have been objected against without g-ood cause. Whatever

this fact be worth, it should not be ignored. And if we talk of

' opinion,' I presume the opinion of the Caroline revisers, to

whom w^e owe our present Prayer Book, was particularly distinct

in regard to the Altar. (See, for instance. Sparrow.)

" (5.) The writer quoted a passage from Cudworth, to the

effect that the Lord's Supper is ' not a Sacrifice,' but a Feast

u]>on a Sacrifice: or else, in other words, not 'oblatio saerificii,'

Y 2
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but as Tertulliaii excellently speaks^ partu-'qiat^o sacrifcii ; not

the offering- of something" uj) to God upon an Altar, but the eating-

of something which comes from GoD^s Altar^ and is set upon our

Table/
" Now, let us look at Cudworth^s citation of Tertullian, which

the Privy Council writer has endorsed. Cudworth qiiotes him
as if he meant that there was no ' Sacrificium ' upon the Lokd's

Table, but simply the partaking there of what had been offered

up on the Cross. I hesitate not to say that the citation, if not

scandalously dishonest, is scandalously careless. This is what

Tertullian says, De Oraiione, c. 19 :
' Most persons think that

on the Station-days (Wednesday and Friday) they oiight not to

attend the Prai/ers of the Sacrijice, becavise by the reception of

the LoRD^s Body the Station-fast would have to be broken.

Does, then, the Eucharist break up a ser\ace of devotion to

God? Does it not rather bind us to Him? Will not your

Station be more solemn, if you shall also have stood at God's

Altar ? When the Lord's Body has been received and reserved,

both are intact, both the partaking of the sacrijice and the per-

formance of the dut}^ ' {et participatio sacrifcii et executio

officii). Now, what is Tertullian^s 'participatio sacrificii?^

Tlie context answers :—The partaking of what has been offered

on 'God's Altar' and is 'the Lord's Body.' Yet Cudworth,

catching* at two words, makes the sacrifice refer simply to the

work wrought upon the Cross ; and the Privy Council Avriter,

unmindful of the duty of verifying his references, gives his

sanction to a citation which the merest glance at the context is

sufficient to expose. It is not maintainers of the Eucharistic

Sacrifice that are damaged by this extract, but Cudworth and

the Privy Council writer.

"And this tissue of errors, according* to the argument of the

Bishop of Ely, must be held to be of supreme authority in the

Church of England."

" P.S.—It is needless to add that much, if not all, of the oppo-

sition to the term ' Altar ' connects itself with a di'ead of the

notion of a reiteration, in the Eucharist, of the ' fidl and perfect'

satisfaction made upon the Cross. That notion, of course, is

simply and absolutely disclaimed by every orthodox believer in

the Holy Sacrifice of the Eucharist. The Presentation of our

Lord before His Father in Heaven, by His natural Presence

(Heb. ix. 24, Rev. v. 6) and His Presentation in the Eucharist

by a Presence ineffable and sacramental, alike presuppose the

supremacy and uniqueness of the Calvary Sacrifice; and any
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notion dcrogtitory to it is in very truth a ' blasphemous

table.'
"

AVitli rog'ard to Archdeacon Freeman's pamphlet, whilst thank-

ing him, as all religious Churchmen must do, for his noble plea

for at least a weekly Celebration, and for his able defence of our

full legitimate Ritual, I cannot refrain from adopting my dear

friend's protest against the singular notion maintained in pages

35—43, as also in the venerable Archdeacon's other most valu-

able work on The Fr'mclples of Divine Service. He thus

Avrites :

—

" It is painful to express dissent from one to whose labours

Church literature owes a great debt of gratitude. But Arch-

deacon Freeman has reproduced in the midst of liis valuable

pamphlet [Rites and BlUidl) in defence of Ritual, the very

peculiar theory on the Eucharistic Presence Avhich he advanced

some years ago in his Principles of Divine Service. Taken lite-

rally, his statements (with one exception, of which more pre-

sently) imply an actual or objective Presence of Christ's Body
and Blood, but of them (1) as they existed after death, (2) as

separate from His Person and Divinity, and therefore, (3) not as

adorable.

" 1. Assuredly this hypothesis makes a greater demand on faith

than any other view of the Eucharist known among men. It

would be far easier to believe Transubstantiation in its most

stringent form, than to hold a true Sacramental Presence of that

which has been non-existent since the original Easter morning

—

the Corpse of Jesus Christ. He Who appears in the Apocalypse

as ' the Lamb that vA'^as slain,' appears there as One that ' liveth

and was dead, and is alive for evermore.' It is simply incon-

ceivable that death could have any more dominion over His

Manhood ; that His Body could, in any true sense, return to a

dead condition. In the words of a very able Scottish theologian,

the theory involves ^a repetition of Christ's death, which the

Church has always rejected with horror.'

" 2. Nor, in the words of the same writer, could ' His Flesh,

apart from His Soul and Divinity, be the instrument of our

life.'

" 3. But supposing, for a moment, that the Body and Blood

of Christ could be present, apart from their principle of life, or

could in such a case be life-giving, would that involve their being

apart from His Divinity and His adorable Person ? Assuredly

not, if the Catholic Faith be true. That Faith teaches us that

Godhead and Manhood were joined together in Christ's One
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Divine Person^ ' never to be divided / and it is a commonplace
in Catholic theolog-y. that the Vital Union of His Body and Soul

was temporarily dissolved by death, but the Personal Union
never. His Godhead, in which His Personality resides, Avas

with the Body in the SejDvdchre, and with the Soul in Paradise.

'Thou, O Christ,^ says the Liturgy of S. Chrysostom, 'wast in

the grave bodily, in Hades spiritually.'' There could not, since

the first moment of the Incarnation, be the slightest severance

between His adorable Self and either element of His Humanity.
To deny this truth, to affirm the possibility of such severance, is

virtual Xestorianism.
" 4. But His own words on this special point, that where His

Flesh is, in any real sense, there in the same sense is His Person,

are unequivocal. Having said, ' He that eateth My Flesh,^ He
proceeds with yet more awful emphasis :

' He that eateth Me.'
" 5. But the Liturgies, we are told, do not speak of the presence

of His adorable Person. Was it necessary that they should do

so ? His ordinary language, as to the Eucharistic gift, spoke of

His Body or Flesh, and His Blood. The Liturgies reverently

adopted this language; and they (as a rule) left the inference

regarding His Person to the unfailing logic of Catholic faith and

love. And that inference was universal. ' Eat, drink,'' says

the Autun inscription of the second century, 'holding in thy

palms IXGTN' (the accusative of IX0TS—i.e., Jesus Christ,

the Son of God, the Savioue.) Not to mention the more ardent

Easterns, we have Western Fathers, like S. Ambrose and S.

Hilary, asserting that udi- Corjjus ejus ihi Chrisfus est, that in illo

Sacramento Christiis est, eiuia Corpus est Christi, or describing

outrages against the Holy Sacrament as ' a putting forth of

hands in ipsum Christum' (S. Ambr. in Ps. 118, § 8, s. 48;
de Myst. 58; S. Hil. c. Const. 11). To call this 'warm,
aifectionate metonymy/ is but assumption. If a passage were

produced from antiquity affirming that Christ^s Body was

present apart from Christ, the cause that would gain by it would

be that of the heresy condemned by the Third General Council.

" Upon this subject and in reference to the belief of the early

Church, a remarkable testimony is afforded by the historian of

the Conversion of the Roman Empire. Mr. Merivale, in his

'Boyle Lectures^ for 1864, Vvdiilst showing how the 'godly

example of the Christian completes the conversion,^ Avi-ites thus :—
' No private communion with the Invisible, no mystical union

with Him, no ascetic devotion, no seclusion from the world,

could release him from the duty of using and applying to his

t)wn particular case the public and general means of grace by
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seeking- Christ at His own Temple, at His own Altar, in the

Elements of an Eucharistic meal, at which His Presence was
specially vouchsafed, in the midst of the congregation of believers

like himself. The Christian then believed— and we believe it

now—that at such Eucharistic Communion, a special virtue and
grace were imparted to the faithful communicant. He believed

in the Presence of Christ in His Tem})le^ vpon His Altar, in the

Elements of Bread and Wine. And even the heathen who cared

not, perhaps, to inquire into the idea of the Christian Mys-
teries .... could not fail to see in this belief thus publicly

avowed .... in this sacramental act of faith and obedience

.... an assurance that the obligations thereby imposed were
not lightly undertaken, and would by none be lightly disre-

garded'— (pp. 159 and 160.)

'' 6. But it is asked (in the Archdeacon''s Rites and Ritual, p.

89), ^Why do we not pay Divine worship to the Church? for

the Church certainly is His Body, His Flesh, and His Bones.

Nay, why do we not worship the individual communicant? for

he certainly has received not only Christ's Body, but Christ's

very Self, to dwell within him.' Now (1) as to the communicant,
in whose soul, after devout reception of Christ's Body as dead,

Archdeacon Freeman supposes a Presence of Christ Himself to

take place by a sort of mystic resurrection analogous to the event

of Easter Day {Principles of Bivine Service, ii. pt. 1, p. 154), it

is difficult to see how ' worshipping* ' him comes into the ques-

tion, seeing that those against whom the Archdeacon argues

never dream of worshipping the elements themselves. (2.) As
to the Church, the Presence which dwells in it is not properly

sacramental, but is the result of a sacramental Presence. The
Church, as S. Cyril of Alexandria and others have largely shown,
is called Christ's Body mystical,because it feeds on the mysterious

reality of His Body and Blood in the Holy Eucharist. ' If,' says

that holy and beloved teacher who on Maundy Thursday was
taken from us, 'the Eucharistical use of the term Body be

merely parallel to the application of that term to the Church,

it denotes no Real Presence of the Body which was born of the

Virgin Mary' (Keble's Considerations, p. 19). And this ajjj^ears

to come out in one passage oi Rites and Ritual (p. 73), where the

Bread and Wine are spoken of as ' mysteriously, as reg*ards virtue

or poiver, identified with the Body and Blood ;' whereas, in the

Principles of Divine Service (vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 201), it was most
positively affirmed that the Virtiudistic theory was ' simply

invented hy Calvin 300 years ago.'
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" 7. But he considers ' Eucharistic Adoration ' to have been an

afterthoug-ht with Ang-lo-Catholic writers in the last few years.

All infereneeSj however legitimate, are in one sense afterthoughts,

and, of course, men had first to own a true Presence of Christ^s

Body (under non-material conditions wholly different from those

of a ' natural '' Presence) , before they could argue from this to

the Presence of Christ Himself, Who, wheresoever and howsoever

present, must be recognized as adorable and Divine. But what
has to be shown is, that any to whom sound Churchmen would
generally look up, admitted a Presence of Christ^s Body, but

denied a Presence of Christ Himself claiming" such recognition.

Mr. Palmer, in his Treatise on ihe Church (vol. i. p. 401, 3rd

edition, 184'2), most clearly taug-ht that ' as Christ^s Divine and
Human Natures are inseparably united, the English Church
believes that we receive in the Eucharist, not only the Flesh and

Blood of Christ, hut Christ Himself, both God and Man.'
And this statement carries with it the principle of what is called

' Eucharistic Adoration.' As Mr. Keble has said, ' My Lord
and my God ' sums up the matter. So again Dr. Pusey's first

Eucharistic Sermon, in 1843, contained, according to Archdeacon

Freeman, ' absolutely' nothing on this subject. But the sermon

repeatedly affirms that where Christ's Flesh is, there He is;

and Archdeacon Freeman's argument is without force, unless

he can adduce g-round for thinking" that Dr. Pusey ever imagined

a Presence of Christ to which ' adoration ' was not due. It is

difficult to suppose that there is more than one believing mind in

England wherein such an imagination could find place.

" P.S.—With regard to the Word ' Table,' it has been suggested

by a writer of known ability and orthodoxy, that in 1 Cor. x. 21

it may be used metonymically for 'food,' as in the Greek of

Daniel i. But where the ordinary sense can stand naturally and
grammatically, why displace it ? And here, not only can it stand,

but it seems absolutely required by the marked parallelism

between the Lord's Table, the Table of demons, and the Jewish

Altar. I might have referred to the late Mr. Arthur Perceval's

valuable Letter to Br. Arnold, wherein he cites, on this very

passage, the words of Bishop Andrewes :
' We know the rule of

comparisons, they must be ejusdem generis'

" It appears, then, that S. Paul meant by 'the Lord's Table,'

that on which the Holy Sacrament of Christ's Body and Blood
is offered up to God, and from which it is received in Com-
munion. And this sense we are surely entitled and bound to
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claim as the Scriptural and legitimate sense of ' the Lord's

Table/ or 'the Holy Table' in our Prayer Book. Any other

sense, non-sacrificial, and therefore inadequate, which may have

been assig-ned to the phrases by individuals of this period or of

that, is really no concern of ours/'

University College, Oxford,

Easter, 1866.



Wo^^, anti t\)tiv itlation to iUIigious!

Communiti>£(»

The g-eneral principles and sacred obligation of Vows are plainly-

revealed in Holy Scripture. Not that their institution is recorded.

The Law did not introduce them ; but they are incidentally

spoken of. JacoVs vow ^ is recorded in the annals of the earliest

ag-es, as a religious ordinance in ordinary use, and in the Book
of Job, which is identified with the most universal traditions of

primaeval revelation, vows are classed among the simplest acts of

personal religion ; " Thou shalt make thy prayer unto Him, and

He shall hear thee, and thou shalt pay thy vows ^." They are to

be regarded, therefore, as one of the many religious practices of

patriarchal times, which being subsequently embodied in the

Law, and regulated by its enactments, were thus invested with a

fresh and more binding authority.

Two classes of vows were recognized in the Mosaic Law

—

vows of devotion, and vows of abstinence. They were also dis-

tinguished as vows affirmative and negative—the one implying

some offering made to God, the other some restraint laid on the

natural desires, or the use of certain things in themselves lawful *.

There was no limit to the objects which a vow might embrace.

Persons, lands, cattle, houses and property of any sort, are either

expressly or by implication included in the possible categoiy of

votive offerings. The only exceptions were the first-born of man
or beast, and the property of priests. Eut these were excepted

only as being already devoted to God. They were His by a

^ Gen. sxviii. 18—22 ; xxxi. 5. - Job xxii. 27.
^ There was a third kind of vow, which does not properly' full within our

consideration, viz. the vow of destruction, known in Hebrew under the term,
cherem, or, as in the New Testament, anathema. It was an irrevocable

curse, by which a man or his property might be devoted to destruction. It

was designed to be an extreme punishment on the wicked, or a sio-nal

warning. Jcphtha's vow is considered by some as falling under this head

;

and, if so, it was a violation of the spirit and intent of the Law. The vow
was meant to be a warning or judgment in regard to the wicked, and he
used it as a means of thanksgiving or deprecation in the case of the innocent.
Jahn, Biblical Antiquities, c. v. 391.
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special covenant^ the first-born as the representatives of the race

which He had redeemed, the sacerdotal possessions as conse-

crated to His service. These exceptions, therefore, only the more
striking'ly proved, that tlie suhject-matter of vows was coextensive

with every human personality or possession \

The Nazarite vow was of all others the most important, on
account both of its own special provisions, and their sjanbolic sig-

nificance. It is generallj- believed that the custom prevailed before

the jMosaic period '\ Only its peculiar regulations were provided

for in the Law. The external obligations incurred by this vow
were, to let the hair grow, to abstain from wine, vinegar, or any
produce of the grape, even from grapes themselves, and to avoid

all approach to a dead body, even that of the nearest relation.

It has been observed, and the point is of deep interest, as

strikingly exhibiting the inner meaning of this remarkable self-

consecration, that there is a close resemblance, as to their outward
provisions, between the obligations of the Nazarite and those of

the High Priest. The rule of avoiding all contact with the dead,

and that of abstinence from wine, applied to both *. There is

even ground for supposing that the Nazarite was permitted to

enter the sanctuary, as bearing something of the i:)riestly charac-

ter, at least of the sanctity specially belonging to the sacred

ofBce^. Moreover, Jewish writers generally were of opinion that

some deep spiritual import was involved in the Nazarite rule,

though they differ as to its interpretation. Pliilo viewed it as

expressive of spotless inward purity, and entire devotion of the

person and his possessions. Some even regarded it as sym-
bolizing the operation of the Divine Nature in man. That it

embraced the whole life, and implied an entire consecration, was

thought to be denoted by the provision, that at the completion of

the vow, or a renewal in case of its being broken, the three chief

* Tor the laws regarding Vows, see Le\'it. xxvii., Num. xxx.

^ See Jahn's Sihl. Antiq., c. v. sec. 394 ; also Smith's Dictionary of the

Bible, Article " Nazarite," sec. v.

^ These injunctions were at least obligatory on the High Priest during his

attendance at the Altar.

^ See Smith's Dictionary, Ai-t. " Nazarite," iii. Maimonides is refeiTod

to, speaking of the dignity of the Nazarite in regard to his sanctity, as

being equal to that of the High Priest. Also a passage of Eusebius, Hist.

Eccl. ii. 23, giving an account by Hegesippus of S. James the Jvist, that he

was consecrated from his birth, neither to eat meat, or drink wine, or cut his

hail' ; and that to him alone it was permitted to enter the sanctuary. It is

also noticed that the same word used in the Hebrew text (Num. vi. 18) for

" the hair of separation " of the Nazarite, is used for the anointed head, or

"crown," of the High Priest.
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sacrifices of the law^ the burnt-offering-, the sin-offering', and the

peace-offering", which together consecrated the whole man, were

required. A Nazarite was understood to identify himself with

each of these several acts of oblation. The shorn hair burnt in

the fire of the altar, was also, according- to this deeper view of his

condition, supposed to indicate that his whole person was offered

to God,—the Divine law not permitting- the offering- of human
blood, and the hair \ a portion of the living- frame, being under-

stood to represent the whole man. That the idea implied is that

of the setting apart of the life, a life-sacrifice to God, is in accord-

ance with the Scriptural terms denoting the state ; " The Lord
spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto the children of Israel and

say unto them, When either man or woman shall sejjarafe them-

selves to vow the vow of a Nazarite, to separate themselves unto

the LorcP," &c. It was ajiparently the typical anticipation of

the regenerate soul offering the " living sacrifice, holy, accejitable

unto the Lord.^^ Some writers ^ of note have even supposed

that the Nazarite rule was ordained as a quasi-sacramental repre-

sentation of the state of man before the fall ; nor is it improbable

that God would preserve on earth some visible sign of man's

original creation, a state which knew not death, and which im-

plied the restraint of the appetites in subjection to the will, and

in harmony with the Divine law, when, as a priest, man lived

before God, consecrating himself and all his possessions, as the

highest offering of nature to its Creator.

The Nazarite rule embraced women as well as men. It was

moreover applicable equally to limited periods of days or years,

or to the whole life. The former case constituted the " Nazarite

of days.'^ Most commonly the vow was limited to a definite

period—thirty, sixty, or a hundred days being ordinary terms.

A touching instance is recorded of Helena, Queen of OEdiabene,

a convert to Judaism, which illustrates both the kind of objects

contemplated in the vow, and the strictness with which it was

observed. She " took a vow for seven years, in order to obtain

the Divine favour on a military expedition which her son was

about to undertake. When her period of consecration expired, she

visited Jerusalem, and was then informed by the doctors of the

school of Hillel, that a vow taken in another country must be

* See Smith's Dictionary, Art. " Nazarite," to wliich I am indebted in this

and other parts relating to the scriptural accounts of vows.
'^ Num. vi. 2. For the provisions of the Nazarite rule, see Num. vi.

^ Lightfoot inclines to this view (Exercit. in Luc. i. 15). The passage is

referred to in Smith's Dictionary, note to sec. iv. It is also supported by
Magee, Atonement and Sacrifice, lUust. xxxviii.
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repeated whenever the Nazarite might visit the Holy Land. She
aeeordingly continued a Nazarite for a second seven years, and
happening- to touch a dead body just as the time was about to

expire, she was obliged to renew her vow according to the law

(Num. vi. 9). She thus continued a Nazarite for twenty-one

years ^."

Of Nazarites for life, the notable instances mentioned in Scrip-

ture are Sampson, Samuel, and S. John the Baptist, and in each

case with the additional element of obedience to a superior will

in the choice of the rule, the devotee accepting his consecration as

the act of his parents, who were, we cannot cjuestion, moved by
God to make this dedication of their child. Of the frequency of

such life-devotion, we have no elements for forming any judg-
ment. The three cases mentioned above are the only ones

recorded, but nothing can be argued from the silence of Scripture

as to the habits of individuals. That persons in the distinguished

position of Judges of Israel should have thus lived in the midst
of their people, would certainly indicate the probability of its

not being a very unusual case.

That there was a tendency in the Jewish mind to such acts of

self-devotion in order to win the favour of God, or deprecate

His wrath, or for the cultivation of greater strictness of life, is

evident from many tokens in their history. Beside the Nazarite

rule, which had the highest possible sanction in the Revelations

of God, other forms of self-consecration had grown up of them-
selves. The Institutes of the Bechabites and Essenes arose out

of this tendency. Josephus records ^, that in his day there were
many, particularly persons oppressed by sickness, or adverse

fortune, who vowed to abstain from wine, and to go with the

head shaven—their rule thus being distinguished from that of

the Nazarite—and to spend a prolonged time in prayer during

thirty days previously to their offering up the promised sacrifice.

Such vows, especially if undertaken only for short periods,

would ordinarily pass almost unnoticed. "But the Nazarite for

life must have been, with his flowing hair and persistent refusal

of strong drink, a marked man. He may have had some privi-

leges (as we have seen) which gave him something of a priestly

character, and (as it has been conjectured) he may have given up
much of his time to sacred studies. Though not necessarily cut off

from social life, yet, when the turn of his mind was devotional,

consciousness of his peculiar dedication must have influenced

^ Smith's Dictionary, sec. i.

- Jewish War, II. 15. i.
;
quoted by Jahn, Bibl. Antiq.
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his habits and manner^ and in some cases i^robably led him to

retire from the world \"

Voluntariness was always considered to be an essential charac-

teristic of a vow; and its subject-matter some devotion left free to

the conscience. It was the willing- adoption of a rule of life

not enjoined by the Law, but revealed as pleasing" to God, and

expressive of some high truth by which the soul might aspire

to g-reater nearness to Him. That a parent could dedicate

his child, is not at variance with this principle ; because it

was assumed that the child, when capable of a choice, would

willingly concur in the dedication. But though wholly volun-

tary before the choice was made, it became, when made and

uttered "before the Lord," solemnly binding. The expressions

of Holy Scriptui'e on both these points are strong and unmis-

takable. " When thou shalt vow a vow unto the Lord thy God,

thou shalt not slack to pay it : for the Lord thy God will surely

require it of thee ; and it would be sin in thee." And ag-ain

;

" That wldch is gone out of thy Ups thou shalt keep and perform
;

even a free-will offering, according as thou hast vowed unto the

Lord thy God, which thou hast promised with thy mouth ^''

The term, " before the Lord," had a deep sig-nificance in

the faith of Israel. He was believed in, and dealt with, as a

personal God, with Whom definite relations could be formed,

by which His own dealings also would be influenced. The

idea involved in the vow, was that of a definite contract or cove-

nant, entailing a whole series of after consequences, depending

on the conditions being fulfilled, at once a promise and acceptance

mutually sealed, by which both parties in the covenant were

afi^eeted. A momentous reality attached to the uttered word,

beyond what the thought of the heart could express. The utter-

ance gave it a palpable shape and being-, and thus constituted a

reality of existence, sealing its truth beyond recall. The instinct

which to the human consciousness invests a word with a power

and life beyond the unspoken thought, is evidently an indi-

cation of some profovmd truth in the spiritual world, and is

assumed in the Revelations of God as the turning-point of the

obligations incurred by a vow. It lives "^ before the Lord,^^

when spoken, as it did not live before, an image as it were of the

outward form of the life of God, impressed on the mind of man,

and projected forth, uniting him with God. Even as God comes

forth out of Himself to make a covenant with His creature, and

' Smith's Dictionary, vii.

^ Dent, xxiii. 21. 23 ; see also Num. xxx. 2 ; see also Eecles. v. 4, 5 ;

Prov. vii. 14 ; Ps. xxii. 25, &e.
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confirms it by an oath, thus establishing it " by two immutable

things, in which it is impossible for God to lie/' so man may go

forth from himself and bind himself, sealing the covenant by his

promise. As he speaks the purpose of his heart, it assumes a sul)-

stantial existence in Heaven, which stands before God as a wit-

ness for or against the soul which has uttered the word, and thus

committed itself to all its consequences. This objective reality

gives to a vow its intensity of o])ligation, while the consciousness

of such momentous issues must needs inspire an awful sense of

responsibility in venturing to make it.

The laws of the Mosaic code, which permitted and regu-

lated the redemption or commutation of vows, have a material

bearing on the question of their obligation, and need carefully to

l)e weighed ; but they will more conveniently come under our

view, when the power of dispensing vows under the Christian

covenant is taken into consideration.

It is one among the many signs which so strikingly indicate

the unity of principle binding together the Mosaic and the Chris-

tian covenants—the one embodying the symbolic, the other the

substantial, realization of the Divine life in man—that the votive

offerings of the Israelites still found their place in the earliest laws

of Christianity; that even an Apostle was himself bound by, and

shared in the fulfilment of, a strictly legal ceremonial \ The use

did not survive the apostolic age ; but S. PauFs practice marks
unmistakably his view of the unbroken continuity of the system

of vows under both dispensations. The ancient forms passed

away, but their hidden power and meaning were perpetuated,

only under other forms, unchangeably.

No fresh enactments, indeed, as to the use of vows are to be

found in the New Testament ; nor are any other modes of bind-

ing the souFs free choice enforced as part of its system. It is

not the principle of the Gospel to enact provisions, similar to the

^ The vow b}^ wliich S. Paul himself was bound (Acts xviii. 18), was

clearly not a Nazarite vow. " He shaved his head at Cenchrea, for he had a

vow ;"
i. e. at the commencement, not, as in the case of the Nazarite, at the

close of the period over which the vow extended. It appears to have been

a vow such as Josephus speaks of in a passage before refeiTed to in the

text. Neander supposes it to have been an expression of thanksgiving, or of

humiliation, on account of some recent illness. The vow (Acts xxi. 24), of

which he bore " the charges," was, on the other hand, a true Nazarite vow.

He joined four poor men during the last seven daj's of their consecration, when
their hair was cut off in the usual form, out ofcharity, assisting tliem in making
the appointed oflcrings, according to a custom ciimmou with the devout.
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details of tlie Levitieal code, as to points which concern the free

operations of the Spirit. It was left, as in similar cases, to the

Church in her subsequent development under the guidance of

the Holy Ghost, to form regulations which might adapt to

changing circumstances of time and place, these secret inspira-

tions of the life of God within the souls of His elect. The

Gospel was especially distinguished from the Law in this, that

while the latter was in all cases characterized by a most careful

organization of outward ceremonial, the former, if we except the

case of Sacraments, simply revealed the existence of the new
powers which were to transform the life of our regenerate nature,

such powers possessing in themselves the faculty of shaping and

determining their outward forms. Thus, in the case of vows,

the new covenant clearly sets forth the states of life which are

the subject-matter of vows ; but the modes of their expression,

the rules which distinguish or determine them, the institutions

which are either founded on, or guarded by their operation—all

such practical details were left to be settled by Church legisla-

tion, or individual choice.

Of the states referred to, that of celibacy is the most prominent,

and it may therefore be selected for special considei-ation. Our
Lord Himself first announced this law. Having explained the

true idea of marriage, as a pure and indissoluble union—an ex-

planation which startled the Apostles, imbued with the lax tradi-

tions of Rabbinical casuistry—He immediately afterwards spoke

of the virgin state, as a characteristic note of His kingdom. He
asserted the creative power of the Spirit in those who, being

predestined to such a state, willingly devoted themselves to it by an

irreversible act. "There are some eunuchs, which were so born from

their mother^'s womb : and there are some eunuchs, which were

made eunuchs of men : and there be eunuchs, which have made
themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven^s sake;^' adding,
" He that is able to receive it, let him receive it\^^ That a per-

manent state of life was intended, is evident by the parallel

which S. Paul draws between the virgin, and the married life.

Contrasting " the married " who " careth for the things of the

world, how she may please her husband,^^ with " the unmarried "

who " careth for the things of the Lord, how she may please the

Lord"," he assumes as an accepted fact, that they are two distinct

and equally defined states, or " callings " of God.

The rule of the Essenes, which involved celibacy, except in a

limited section of their body, although it probably furthered the

1 S. Matt. xix. 12. 2 1 Cor. vii. 32, 33.
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adoption of the celibate life among' the early Christians, can yet
hardly be regarded as at variance with the \'iew here expressed of

the virgin state being a new creation in Christ. The Essene
rule was but a rudimentary anticipation of the Christian system,

a feeling of nature after this high aim of self-dedication. It had
grown up apparently without any sanction from the Law, and
was accompanied with a false notion of the necessary impurity

of matter. Virginity, as a specially sacred state, had moreover

been from the beginning dimly revealed through the Virgin-birth

foretold as the hope of redeemed humanity. Many a Hebrew
mother had, as a fruit of this promise, carried the idea of a

spiritual virg-inity into the mai'ried state. But this too can only

be regarded as a shadowy prefiguring of the law, which waited

for the Spirit^s Advent to become a calling, an abiding state of

life.

The term, fiepi^, or " portion,^^ employed by S. Paul in con-

nexion with his argument in his First Epistle to the Corinthians,

though its meaning is obscured in our version, confirms the view

here expressed. The same term is employed by our Lord in

S. Luke, in reference to Mary of Bethany. The " good parf,

which shall not be taken away from her ',''•' is literally the por-

tion or lot. What in our version is translated, "There is

a difference between a wife and a virgin,^'' is in the original,

fie/jbepicrTai rj jwrj KoX rj TrapOevo^ ", and is explained by Dr.

Wordsworth to mean; "Both the wife has been assigned to

her appointed lot (/xept?), or special portion, and the un-

married woman to hers; and God has allotted to each their

appointed duties/'' or more briefly; "The married woman has

her part assigned to her, and the virgin has hers.''"' The term

appears to be used by S. Paul as synonymovis with K\rj(Ti<;,

"calling," which he had used shortly before (vv. 25—28), when

exhorting every one to abide in the "same calling wherein he

was called." In that passage yuept? occurs in close connexion

with Kkrj<7i<i; "As God hath divided {e/jLepcaev) to every man,

as God hath called [KeKkrjKev) every man, so let him walk,

and so ordain I in all the churches'" (v. 17). The idea of a

• S. Luke X. 42. ^ i Cor. vii. 34.

^ " S. Paul had been speaking of the different callings which God has

allotted or apportioned (e'/iepto-fi', v. 17 ; see also 1 Cor. x. 13) to different

persons in life, and enjoining the stedfastness in their ohservanco ;
' Let every

one abide in the state of life to which God has called him ' (v. 24). In the

passage referred to in the text he describes the characteristics of the several

fiepides, or portions (compare S. Luke x. 42, rfju dyadrjv fifpi8a), which the

married and unmarried have assigned to them respectively. He docs not

VOL. I. 2
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permanent state, or abiding", occurs ag'ain sliortly afterwards, where

S, Paul refers (v, 37) to a father's conduct towards his daug-hter;

"He that standeth stedfast in his heart {earrjKev eSpato?),

having" no necessity, but hath power over his own will, and hath

so decreed in his heart that he will keep his virg-in, doeth well/'

The daughter's mind is evidently supposed to be expressed

through the father's, though the decision is represented as his.

"The virgin daughter's resolves are blended in one with the

parent's, but the parent gives expression to them \" Tlae same

idea of a binding law is expressed again by S. Paul, in reference to

the "widows," whom he censures, as having devoted themselves,

and then abandoned their profession. Such desertion is regarded

by the Apostle as "a waxing wanton against Christ,"—" having

damnation because they have cast off their Ji?'st faith ^," ?

.

e., the

voluntary self-dedication in which they had pledged their troth.

A material point to note in reference to these various expres-

sions is, that the life described is not spoken of as one desired

merely for its advantage, as a more undivided service than is

possible to one bound by home ties, and absorbed in domestic

duties. This benefit is indeed unavoidably included in the idea,

and forms a part of the reason inclining the soul to its adop-

tion, because the "things of the Lord" may be thus more entirely

cared for, as the better means of " pleasing the Lord." But this

is viewed only as an incidental gain. Irrespectively of any

special work, or outward service, the inner life is viewed as a

state preferable for its own sake. It is evidently regarded as

a new creation of grace, a note of the kingdom of God, a fruit

of His own Presence in the flesh, one among the sacramental gifts

in which the results of the Incarnation are manifested, through

the Spirit's indwelling power,—a calling of God which implies

a fixed disposition of the soul, sealing and consecrating the

depreciate tlie one in comparison with tlie otlier, but states tlie fact that they

have distinct lots or portions in life."—Dr. Wordsworth in loco. Dr. Words-
worth's witness to the power of these words is the more important, because

he had in a previous note spoken unfavourably of religious vows.
^ Dr. Wordsworth. The same conclusion here drawn from the later history

of the New Testament, which describes the Christian life in its actual opera-

tion, as to the development of the principle of the virgin state briefly enun-

ciated by our Lord, might be proved equally in the case of poverty. The
community life described in the opening scenes of the Acts of the Apostles

—

" And all that believed were together, and had all things common ; and sold

their possessions and goods, and parted them to all men, as every man had
need" (ch. ii. 44. 45), was the natural consequence of the call uttered by our

Lord,—" Go, and sell all that thou hast, and give to the poor, and come and
follow Me ; and thou shalt have treasure in Heaven."

2 1 Tim. V. 11, 12.
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whole person througli a willing' and deliberate elioice corre-

sponding- with the Divine predestination. Its permanenc}^ is in-

volved in the terms employed. The contrast is drawn between

it and marriage, which now^ for the first time since its original

institution in Paradise, is declared to be indissoluble. And in

like manner, celibacy is announced as a perpetuation of our

Lord's own likeness, in following* Him by a special vocation, so

that His own virg-in state should abide as a law of life in those

whom He would draw to Himself by this bond of union. As a

reflection of the life of our Lord, it must needs be an abiding'

g-race, partaking of His own unchangeableness, because an opera-

tion of His own Spirit, derived from His owii Person. Its per-

manence, therefore, in those who are thus S2:)ecially called, rests

not on their choice, but on His election. It thus partakes of

an enduring grace, sustained by an actual union with Himself,

the Source of g-race ; and is perpetual as the life of our regenera-

tion, being- in fact a special endowment within the order of the

reg-enerate life, and as undying-, when truly His gift, as the

grace by which we are preserved in a state of salvation.

This contrasted likeness, which the words both of our Lord
Himself and His Apostle expressly represent, between marriag-e

and consecrated virginity, has left its deep and enduring im-

pression on the mind of the Church. That the Church of the

elect, the entire mystical Body, is alone in Scripture spoken of in

express terms as the "Bride," "the Lamb's Wife," is evident'.

It is also clear, that every elect soul is dignified with the high

distinction of being " a chaste virgin to Christ ^'' Nothing,

therefore, can interfere with these distinct assertions. But still

an instinct has always pervaded the Church's mind, and is ex-

pressed again and again in the writings of the Saints, that the

devoted life has a sj^cial sacramental position of its ovm, in union

with the Lord, the marriage-vow being viewed as its standing

type and earthly witness. Without any derogation to Christian

marriage, the consecrated virgin's spiritual bond with the Lord
has been viewed under that sacred image, as a heavenly reality.

The previous drawnng of love, the espousals, the sealing, the

festal joy, the enduring, indissoluble oneness, each and all have

been felt to have their true spiritual counterpart in the betrothal

of Christ and His own elect'. There may have been exaggera-

tion in the expression of these feelings, but its groundwork was

unquestionably laid in no obscure terms in the inspired language

on which we have been dwelling.

1 Rev. xxi. 9. ^ 2 Cor. xi. 2.

^ See Dr. Pusey's Address at the Oxford Congress.

z 2
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The Gospel, as already observed, deals with internal forces,

not with their outward expression. Their modes of expression,

and laws of action, were left to the care of the Church, under the

guidance of the Holy Ghost. This, in some measure, is the case

even with the Sacraments. The vows of Baptism were not

ordained ; they are the results of its own inherent gift of life,

expressing- its consciousness of a perpetual obligation. Thus,

again, with Confirmation. Its grace and outward form only are

revealed ; the vow, by which the confirmed bind themselves to

fulfil its obligations, was left to its own natural development.

The sacramental grace of marriage was revealed ; but its vows

are the mind of the Church interpreting its duties. Thus, like-

wise, what are technically called vows of Religion are not or-

dained in the New Testament; but they are the utterances of

the inner life therein revealed, assuming a palpable shape from

the informing grace within, not necessary to its existence, nor

necessarily to be expressed under any particular form. The law

of vows needed not to be ordained, when the living powers of

which they are the formal utterance, were secured. The state

of life was the real question at issue; its vocal affirmation was
never intended to assume the character of a legal bondage. It

was part of the freedom of the Spirit, to vow or not to vow, or

in whatsoever form to vow. Its roots of living energy, and bond

of union with the Lord of Life, were independent of any special

forms of outward expression.

These conclusions, drawn from Holy Scripture, have been thus

fully dwelt upon, because they must necessarily constitute the

basis of the law of the Church, and be continually appealed to,

as the guide and indispensable sanction of its judgments. The
historical development of these principles naturally comes next

under our view.

In the history of the Religious Life we may trace three dis-

tinct periods; (1) that of the simple informal condition of the

self-devoted, either solitary, or dwelling amidst the ties of home
life

; (2) that of Communities, more or less formally constituted,

and boimd by the general obligations implied in the state itself;

and (3) that of Orders or Congregations, of which the three vows
of poverty, celibacy, and obedience, more or less binding, accord-

ing to the rule of the society, form the essential features.

This progressive development might have been expected. Tlie

simple expression of the pure Divine life, needing no rule or

restraint, because it was its own sufficient law, would naturally

follow the first outpouring of the Spirit. This would as
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naturally be succeeded by a growing tendency to cast around

itself the protection of recognized forms and securities of disci-

pline, especially as love waxed cooler, and the world intermin-

gled with the communion of the elect. Later still would arise an

increasing definiteness and stringency of formal enactments as

increased knowledge tavight fresh methods, or worldly influences

necessitated a more careful guarding, till, as a natural reaction,

the form would tend to take the place of the spirit, and a return

to first principles become necessary, in order to adjust the sys-

tem to the relative claims of conflicting duties, as well as to

preserve itself from dangers to which experience had proved it to

be liable.

The history of E/cIigious Communities is beyond our province.

It is only necessary to illustrate the progress of the Religious

life, so far as it bears upon the system wdiich culminated in the

three distinctive vows.

The earliest records relate to devoted women, and of these

there were three classes—Widows, Virgins, and Deaconesses.

The Deaconess was rather an office for Church-w^ork than a

state of life ; and generally the selection was made from among
the Widows or Virgins. We may therefore dismiss the idea of

the Deaconess from our view. The term. Widow, was often

used technically, and applied to denote consecrated Virgins also.

This usage probably arose from the traditional sanctity attached

to the term by S. PauFs use of it \ and also in consequence of

the greater number of those who at the beginning devoted them-

selves to the Religious life, being of this class. But the conse-

crated Virgins grew rapidly in number and importance, and at

last outnumbered the Widows, properly so called. These de-

voted women were distinguished by various names, marking

their separateuess and public recognition, as, e. g., irapBkvoi.

eKic\r]crLa(JTiKai, and ava'ye'ypaiJLfievaL, or canoiiica, terms imply-

' 1 Tim. v. 9. The ^\Titer is indebted to Provost Fortesciie for the striking

remark, that "probably the habit of female Eeligious, which, in its general

character, is identical both in East and West, is simply the dress of a widow

assumed for another purpose, in consequence of the earliest Religious having

been widows." S. Ignatius addi-esses, in his Epistle to the Church of Smyrna,

Tai TvapQkvovs Tas Xe-yo^eVas )(rjpas.

Some have thought that the age at which S. Paul advises the admission of

Widows to the Church roll, sixty years, is conclusive against an earlier con-

secration of a Sister. But the difference of the two cases neutralizes the argu-

ment. There was the temptation of the alms of the Church acting in the

case of the Apostolic Widows. They dwelt in the mid.st of the world, subject

to its influences. Moreover the variety which prevailed in early times as to

the age of admission proves, that the Church did not understand any limit

to self-devotion to be implied by these words of the Apostle.
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ing that they were enrolled in the canon or list of the Church.

They lived privately at home, or alone [monacJue). From very

early times—though the actual commencement of the custom

cannot be determined—the Virgin was solemnly consecrated by

the Bishop in Chiu'ch, during the celebration of the holy Eucha-

rist, after a public profession of self-devotion. Among other

ceremonies, that of giving the veil formed the most significant

part, so that, to veil a virgin, became synonymous with conse-

crating or dedicating her. There is no record of any vow during

these earliest times. The public profession of the resolved pur-

pose was tantamount to a vow. They were, as Fell has observed

in his Annotations on S. Cyprian, '^'animi proposito et publica

virginitatis j)rofessione, non voto, astrictse *
;'''' " bound, not by a

vow, but by the purpose of the mind, and public profession of

virginity .^^ The simple bond of their own inner choice consti-

tuted the security of their state, not any special promises. Even
when formed into Communities, as under S. Pachomius in

Egypt, the monks of that early period took no vow. Their rule

was in the nature of a private instruction for the inner discipline

of their life, not of a legislative code constituting or expressing a

formal obligation. The promise was implicit, within the con-

science only.

The mind of the Church, however, had been alwaj^s opposed to

the abandonment of such a profession, and after a time this sen-

timent expressed itself in her penitential codes. The Council of

Ancyra, a.d. 314, first subjected its abandonment to a penance

equal to that of a double marriage, a period of one or two years.

The Council of Chalcedon, a.d. 451, excommunicated such as

drew back from the Religious life, and married, leaving the term

of penance to the discretion of the Bishop ^ But such marriages

' Note in Cypr. Ep. 4, quoted by Bingham, Ecclesiastical Antiquities,

c. vii. sec. 2.

^ (Bingham, Ecclesiastical Antiquities, c. viii. sec. 3.) Canon XVI. dis-

tinctly excommunicates monks and professed virgins who marry. The earlier

rule of the Church, as far as it can be gathered from the Apostolical Institu-

tions, left the question of penance undetermined, while yet clearly asserting

the same principle of the permanence of the devoted state. The closing

chapter of the Fourth Book runs thus :
—

" Concerning Virginit}^ we have

received no command, but we commit the matter to the free action of those

who desire it, giving them this advice as our prayer, not to proniise any thing

hastily, since Solomon says, ' Better it is that thou shouldest not vow, than

that thou shouldest vow and not pay.' Let the virgin then be free in body
and soul as the temple of God, as the dwelling of Christ, as the shelter of the

Holy Ghost. For ' she who vows, if she act in a manner worthy of her vow,

ought to prove that her vow is a genuine one, and made for the sake of leisiu'e

in holiness, not through contempt of marriage.'
"
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during' this period were not considered null '. The Church,

while imposing- penance, ratified the marriage ; but the censure

sufficiently implied the belief, that such withdrawal from the

Religious Life, when once committed to it, was a putting the hand
to the ploug-li, and looking* back. During the fourth and fifth

centuries the Church's censures increased in stringency. At the

same time, the civil law interfered, though in no hostile spirit, to

g-uard, not without cause, against the possil^ility of young- women
being forced to be veiled "by the violence or hatred of their

parents." The imperial laws secured special liberty and indulg-ence

to such as were veiled before the age of forty ^. The Church itself

varied as to the permissible age of consecration. Some canons,

as, e.g., those of Carthag-e, allowed veiling at twenty-five, others

as early as sixteen. The French Council of Ag-de, however, and
the Spanish Council of Saragossa, limited it to forty. S. Leo
decreed that women should not receive the solemn benediction

' S. Augvistiue writes strongly on this point, while as strongly asserting

the permanence of the call to the virgin state ;—" Since as the Lord saith,

not all receive this word ; therefore let, her who can receive it, receive it

;

and let her, who containeth not, marry ; let her who hath not begun, deli-

berate ; let her who hath undertaken it, persevere ; let there be no occasion

given unto the adversary ; let there be no oblation withdrawn from Christ.

Forsooth in the marriage bond, if chastity be preserved, condemnation is not

feared, but in widowed and virginal continence the excellence of a greater

gitt is sought for ; and when this has been sought and chosen, or by debt of

vow offered, from this time not only to enter upon marriage, but although one

be not married, to wish to marry, is matter of condemnation. For in order to

show this, the Apostle saith not, ichen they shall have lived in delights in

Christ, they marrj^ ; but if they wish to marry, having, saith he, condemna-

tion, in that they have made of none effect their first faith, although not by

marrying, but by wishing ; not that the marriages even of such are judged

matter of condemnation ; but there is condemned a wrong done to the purpose,

there is condemned a broken faith of vow, there is condemned, not a relief by

lower good, but a fall from higher good ; lastly, such are condemned, not

because they have entered upon marriage faith afterwards, but because they

have made of none effect the first faith of continence. And in order to suggest

this in few words the Apostle would not say, that they have condemnation,

who after pui'pose of greater sanctity marry (not because they are not con-

demned, but lest their man'iage itself should be thought to be condemned),

but after he had said, they wish to marry, he straightway added, having

condemnation, in that they have made of none effect their former faith, in

order that it may appear that it is the will which fell away from its purpose,

which is condemned, whether marriage follow, or fail to follow." De Virg.

^ But in securing this freedom the Theodosian code implied a recognition

of the ordinary inviolability of such a profession. It only asserted that,

" No virgin should be judged sacrilegious, who by her honest marriage,

declared that either she never intended to take upon her any such vow, or

at least was unable to fulfil it." Quoted by Bingham, c. vii. sec. 5.
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with the veil before the age of forty, a decree confirmed by the

Emperor, a.d. 458.

The second period indicated above, is marked by the rule of the

g-reat Apostle of Western Monachism, S. Benedict. It dates

A.D. 528. The formation of this rvile was a crisis in the history of

Relio-ious Communities. Not that S. Benedict's rule was the com-

mencement of monastic institutions. The East had already taken

the lead of the West. S. Basil's rule is the most ancient now
actually in practice, as the Basilian Order is that which still holds

its ground in the Chvirchesof Greece and Russia. But S. Basil's

rule contained no promise of perpetuity. It was framed on the

primitive principle of the state of life being itself a sufficient

profession. The Saint, explaining his rule, says: "There was no

express promise of celibacy taken of any, but they seemed only to

promise it tacitly by becoming monks." But he advised *^'that a

profession should be required in future ','' and S. Benedict adopted

this sugg'estion. He required of his monks a distinct vow of

" stability " in their profession. " The novice was committed to

the care of an aged Religious, experienced in the art of winning

souls, who was charged with the duty of studying carefully his

vocation and character, and to forewarn him of the disappoint-

ments, difficulties, and humiliations which he would have to

encounter in the rugged path of obedience. If after two months

he promised to persevere, the entire rule was read over to him,

and the reading closed with these words :
' Behold the law under

which you desire to contend ; if you can observe it, enter, if not,

you are free to depart.' Three times during the course of a year,

this same test was repeated. At the expiration of the year, if

the novice persevered, he was warned that henceforth he was no

longer free to quit the monastery, and release himself from the

rule which he had accepted after such mature deliberation. He
was told that he was about to forfeit all independence. Being

led into the Oratory, in the presence of the whole community, he

then made before God and the Saints, the vow of ' stability,' or

perpetual continuance, beside the reformation of life and obedi-

ence, under pain of eternal damnation. He wrote this promise

with his own hand, and laid it on the Altar, and then prostrated

himself at the feet of each of the Brothers, asking their prayers.

He was then received as a professed member of the Community."
Montalembert, from whose work this account is derived, adds :

" Neai'ly all the ancient monks admitted some sort of noviciate,

and difl'erent vows more or less formal. But nothing had as yet

\ Quoted from S. Basil's Ep. Can., c. xix., by Bingliam, c. vii. sec. 7.
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been introduced of this solemn and imposing" character. The
profession had been generally made by the mere fact of taking-

the monastic habit; and examples of this custom occur even after

the time of S, Benedict. But the vow of 'stability' imposed

by the new legislator, which no previous rule had prescribed,

was an innovation as felicitous as it was eventful, and it became
one of the principal g-uarantees of the development and power
[d'avenir et deforce) of the coenobitic life.''''

Moreover, no material or legal restraint had as yet been

introduced to bind the Religious to his vow. " They even preserved

his secular garments, to be restored to him if, by any misfortune

or evil chance {inalheitr), he desired to quit the monastery ^''

Montalembert notes, that the Benedictine vow was not intro-

duced until grievous scandals and disorders had called for the

interposition of stringent discipline, and the control of a powerful

authority.

S. Gregory the Great, the first monk raised to the papal chair,

about fifty years after the death of S. Benedict, was a great

reformer of monasteries. Among other disciplinary measures,

he extended the noviciate, forbidding the tonsure, the sign of the

consecration of the man, as the veil was of the woman, till the

fitness of the novice had been proved by a testing of not less

than two years ^. With this only change, the Benedictine rule

was adopted throughout the West, and determined for many cen-

turies the constitution of Religious Communities, its security, as

we have seen, resting on the simple promise of " stability," with

' The Monks of the West, by Le Comte de Montalembert, vol. ii. pp. 59, 60.

' Montalembert, Ibid., vol. ii. 170. S. Gregory resisted an abuse then

beginning to creep into monasteries, of admitting a monk who had deserted

his wife, forbidding his admission without her consent and simultaneous

convei"sion to the Religious life. A touching story is recorded of S. Gregory,

which grapliically marks the temper of the times, as well as his own mode of

dealing in the case of a breach of vow. An intimate friend of his, and brother

monk, a patrician by rank, wearied of the monastic life, had quitted the

monastery and married. When S. Gregory became Pope, he wrote in most

affectionate terms, remonstrating and reminding him of his desertion, which,

he compared with the case of Ananias, keeinng back what he had offered, and

conjuring him to come to him, to take counsel with him, or if he distrusted

him, to submit himself to the judgment of the Church. His friend was deaf

to his appeals. But S. Gregory continued to write with the same affection to

him as well as to his wife. When the wife died, he urged the Bishop of

Syracuse, where his friend lived, to press on him, now on his death-bed, to

resume the monastic habit ; and alter his death, S. Gregory took under

his special protection his two daughters, who wei'e left in great difficulties.

He wrote to them himself, caused them to come to Rome, and became as a

father to them, addressing them as " dulcissimae filiae," (Ep. xi. p. 35.)
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liberty to the professed to depart if they so desired, but with the

prospect of excommunication, and other ceusm-es, to enforce which

successive Councils were continually enacting fresh Canons \

The third period was marked by the establishment of the great

Religious Orders of the Middle Ages. The change which then

took place consisted mainly in the substitution, for the simple

promise of stability, of the three vows of celibacy, poverty, and

obedience. We have already seen that these principles of life

were always implied in the profession itself; but now they were

expressed in distinct promises, and secm-ed by an increased

severity of enactment. The Religious profession had become

more completely separate from social life, and laws were passed

involving even civil penalties. It became, during this period, a

well-known maxim of English jurisprudence, that whoever had

taken on himself monastic vows, and was once professed in any

Religious Order, was dead in law, incapable of inheriting pro-

j^erty or executing any civil function. Marriage in such cases was

now accounted to be not merely irregular, but absolutely illegal

and null, and the children of such unions illegitimate. Admission

into any Order also annulled a previous contract of marriage, if

not actually consummated.

The age at which monks or nuns could be professed still

varied. The rule of the Benedictines fixed the age at twenty.

Les Chartreux followed the same rule. Pius V., a.d. 1570,

decreed the age of nineteen for the Franciscans. The Council of

Trent forbad vows being taken before sixteen, or without a

noviciate of at least one year. In France, a.d. 1768, a declara-

tion of the King limited the age, in the case of women, to

eighteen, of men, to twenty-one *. The consent of parents was
by rule desired, but was not considered necessary ^.

Jeremy Taylor notes this latter point as marking an epoch of

decline in the constitution of Religious Communities. " Thomas
Aquinas entered into the Dominican Order, and became a friar

without the consent of his parents ; and that unjustifiable action

begat a more unjustifiable doctrine

—

' That after fourteen years

of age, or the first ripeness [a/uios p?/derfat/s), it is lawful for

children to take upon them vows of Relig'ion, whether their

parents be willing or unwilling.'' " (Bellavm., lib. 2, De Monachis,

^ For the chief facts concerning the early historj- of the Eeligious life, see

Bingham's Eccles. Hist. B. VII. c. iii. iv. ; also Montalemhert's Monks of
the West. See also a very interesting brief digest, by Dr. Littledale, of Eeli-
gious Communities of Women in the Early Church.

2 Traite de I'ttat Belic/ietix, by Le P. E. Gautrelet, tome premier, p. 115.
^ Gautrelet thus resolves the question.
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eaj"). 36.) " And after his time it g-rew into a common doctrine

and practice ^."

A critical question^ fairly open to discussion^ is here at stake,

however contrary such a rule, when thus broadly stated, must be

judg'ed to be to the simple laws of moral duty. A call of God, if

truly such, cannot but overru.le all earthly authority; and parents

may be unwilling" to recognize the Divine Will, and make the

sacrifice which the surrender of a child involves. The Church,

claiming as a Divine institution to make known the will of God
to the soul, asserted its right to judge the signs of a true voca-

tion, and justify the self-dedication of one whom it deemed truly

called. But the law of submission to parents at so early an age,

has an absolute sacredness, no exception being recognized in the

Divine law. The parent may err in the refusal, but the child's

duty is clear. It is not to be supposed, however, that the words

of Bellarmine are to be understood without modification. The
Council of Trent limits the freedom of the child, when it subjects

to excommunication "those who without cause hinder a woman
from taking the veil, or making vows.'"' Billuart, commenting
on this canon, states that parents are not to be blamed, if a just

cause exists, rather that they are to be praised, if their object is

only to interpose delay, in order to test the reality and constancy

of a child^s purpose
; yet with a warning- ag-ainst protracting the

trial too long, or indulging the desire to thwart the purpose under

the pretext of testing it '.

^ Rule of Conscience ; of laws domestic, Rule viii. sec. 3. Taylor adduces

canons of Councils and examples of Saints, as to the regard anciently held to

be due to parents and nearest relations. Among other cases he adduces

S. Basil, saying, " Children are not to be received into monasteries, unless

their parents present them ; and S. Gregory Nazianzen, who, having against

his father's commandment run into a monastery, began to bethink himself of

what he had done, and found that without impiety he could not be contuma-

cious to his father, and therefore left his solitude and returned home, and

begged his father's forgiveness and blessing ; also the case of Heliodorus,

who, together with S. Jerome, had undertaken a monastical life by vow ; but

finding that by piety and nature he was to regard his only sister and her son,

he returned to her home, and took upon him the habit of the clergy, and left

that of monks. Against him S. Jerome, who was then a young man newly

come from the University and the Schools of rhetoric, storms very much, and

says some things which, when he was older and wiser, he changes and revokes,

as appears in his epistle to Nepotian, where he imputes his former sayings to

his juvenile years and learning."
" See Billuart's Summa S. Thomce, vol. viii. Dissert, ii. Art. iii., sub fin.

Gautrelet argues the question at length. He shows that Roman authorities

are divided on the subject. S. Thomas Aquinas, indeed, took the extreme

line. He asserted that relations are even purposely to be excluded from

giving advice, because of the danger of their tendency to dissuade from such
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Out of this later and more organized system arose the dis-

tinction between simple and solemn vows. The difference turns

partly on the meaning- intended by the Churchy or the mutual

understanding between the Community and the person professed,

partly on the outward ceremonial employed in the profession in

the one case or the other, and the canonical or legal effects which

the two vows respectively involve. Both alike are promises made

and accepted before God. Both are understood to be the expres-

sion of the true inner choice of the soul after a due probation, and

with free consent. Both embrace the same extent of obligation,

as embodied in the threefold jirofession of celibacy, poverty,

obedience. The distinction rests on the comparative degrees of

unchangeableness implied in the one or the other, according to

the judgment of the Church. The solemn vow is that made in

an Order, or Society approved by the Church, or rather the Pope

in her name. The simple vow is one made in a Congregation,

i. e. a Society approved only by a Bishop, and not constituted an

Order by Papal sanction. The difference of effect, however, in

the two cases is of the most momentous character. The simple

vow can be, and often is, dispensed by Episcopal authority

;

the solemn vow can be dispensed only by the Pope, and this only

in the rarest cases {presqne jamais) '. This distinction is sufficient

a purpose ; and Liguori considered it an impriidenco in a child consulting a

parent on such a point. But other writers are quoted as asserting, on the

contrary, the positive duty of a child to consult a parent. The general con-

clusion, however, seems to be, to give the liberty of an unfettered choice on

the question of a Religious vocation, so far at least as to set aside a parent's

right to exert a positive influence. Gautrelet sums up the discussion thus :

—

" A coup sur nous nous reprocherions la moindre insinuation capable de dimi-

nuer le respect qu'ils doivent a leur parents ; nous les incitons a observer dans

toute sa perfection le commandement que Dieu lui-meme nous fait d'aimer et

d'honorer les auteurs de nos jours ; mais cet amour ne doit jamais nous

porter a sacrifier, pour ne pas les deplaire, notre ame et notre avenir, notre

conscience et la perfection a laquelle nous sommes appelles." {Traite, vol. i.

pp. 51—55.)
1 Gaume, CatecJiisme de Perseverance, t. iv. p. 404. Gautrelet and all

modern authors of authority give the same interpretation. The Schoolmen

varied in their definition. S. Thomas Aquinas and the Thomists thus briefly

state the distinction. The simple vow consists " in simplici permissione
;"

the solemn " in permissione simul et traditione absoluta et irrevocabili atque

reciproca acceptatione fiicta ab habente legitimam auctoritatem." The " tra-

ditio " and "acceptatio," are supposed to constitute the ground ofthe solemnity.

But this makes the diflerence to depend on the mere form or ceremonial

attending the profession. Other schoolmen suppose the solemnity to consist

in the Church's statute law determining its effects, e.g., as to the nullity of a
contract ofmarriage, or inability to possess property, or extent of obedience. But
these obviously are mere legal effects ofthe act, and cannot constitute a difference
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for all practical purposes, but it is rather technical than real. The
real dillerence hi foro conscienf'ue lies in this—that the vow in

either case is uttered only in the sense in which the Church
accepts and seals it, being- accompanied in the one case with cir-

cumstances and a ceremonial involving- the most absolute self-

surrender, as well as the least possibility of recall ; in the other,

under circumstances known to be less binding, and with greater

facility for dispensation. The mind of the Church, representing

the Mind of God, is believed to determine the difference of obli-

gation, and so the difference of the vows.

The history of the Religious life then, in respect of the question

of vows, is clear. At first the stability of the act of self-devotion

rested simply on the love of Christ, and the desire of serving

Him without distraction. Afterwards, as Relig-ious Communities
increased, there arose the liability of admission being sought with

less pure and less enduring motives, and a vow was introduced,

but one of the simplest character, its observance depending on

the individual conscience. In still later times, the principles of

Community life naturally attained more systematic form, and as

the necessity was increasingly felt for investing a Religious pro-

fession with greater definiteness and security, formal vows became
the established rule. Some have thought that the introduction

of vows led to the abuses which often saddened the later history

of Religious Communities. The truth rather is, that the vow
was in part employed to remedy or at least check the tendencies

to irregularity and decay, which spread even into the cloister in

times of growing laxity of morals. The age at which such

momentous vows were allowed to be taken, may have been pre-

mature ; but this was an accident, not of the essence, of the vow

as to the conscience, except so ftir as they mark the intention, or mutual
purpose respectively of the imposer and taker of the vow. The modern Roman
use is clear. Both vows alike, when made under the Church's sanction

,

place the person in a state and condition of life recognized by the Cliurch, so

that vows of poverty, celibacy, and obedience, thus sanctioned, make the person

a monk, a friar, or a nun. Solemn vows are religious vows approved by the

Church with a peculiar sanction. There is no difference as to the effect of the

vow ofobedience ; but the solemn vow of celibacy renders the person wlio has

taken it incapable of contracting marriage validly, and in this respect is like

Sacred Orders. The marriage of a person who has made a simple vow of

Keligion is valid, though sacrilegious. A person who has made a simple

Religious vow of poverty, retains the ownership of property, but not the

right to use it. The solemn vow of poverty is like death, and the person who
has taken it, cannot own property or make a will. The Church, in fact, makes

vows solemn or simple, when she approves them as such. The public state

and mode of life exists by her approbation, and she has chosen in what cases

to impart to it the higher or the lower sanction.
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system. To the faithful Religious the vow was but the natural

expression of the mind's purpose; the risk was in the absence

of sufhcient safeg-uards ag-ainst the possible admission of persons

unqualified either by age or disposition to make such engage-

ments. The laws which regulated the testing of postulants

may have been at fault, not the promises made to God, which

the state of life necessarily implied.

It may be well, before proceeding further, to consider the

authoritatively accepted meaning of a Religious vow.

A vow is to be distinguished from a purpose, which does not

bind the conscience, and also from an oath, which is a promise

made to man with the interposition of the Name of God, as

the Witness and Judge. A vow is a promise made to God under

pain of sin ; and a vow of Religion, so called, has for its object

some greater and more perfect good, beyond what is necessary for

a man's salvation*. Jeremy Taylor's more diffuse description is

substantially the same ;
" A vow is an act of prayer, and a great

degree and instance of opportunity, and an increase of duty, by
some new nncommanded instance, or some more eminent degree

of duty, or frequency of action, or earnestness of spirit in the

same." Taylor adds, as to the reality of such a contract ;
" It

hath pleased God in all ages of the world to admit of intercourse

with His servants in the matter of vows." In order for a vow
to be binding, there is required, according to the Schoolmen,

(1) intention, (2) deliberation, (3) freedom of action. Gautrelet

adds (4) knowledge of the nature of a vow, of the obligations

imposed, and of the subject-matter included. Jeremy Taylor's

cautions, beside what he notes in common with the authorities

above mentioned, are, " that it be done with prudence, i. e. that

it be safe in all the circumstances of the person, lest we beg a

blessing, and fall into a snare
; (2) that it be accompanied with

a new enforcement of some essential and unalterable duty, or

that duty be secured before one enlarges in counsels
; (3) for

young beginners, that they do not straiten liberty by vows of

long continuance, or by any without great experience of them-
selves, and of all accidental dangers ^."

It is often questioned whether a vow adds any thing to the

acceptableness of the act by which the soul gives itself to God.

' The definition of the earlier Sehoohnen was thus simply expressed

;

" Votum est promissio Deo facta de meliori bono." Gautrelet expands this

definition with a further explanation :
—"Le voeu est une promesse faite aDieu

d'un acte meilleur, c'est a dire, dit S. Antonin, un acte plus parfait que celui

auquel on est oblige pour le salut."

^ Holy Living and Dying, Heber's Edit., vol. iv. p. 225.
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The Sclioolmen—and Roman divines "-enerally adopt their toaeli-

ini>-—answered this question in the affirmative. To vow a thing-

and do it^ was ruled to be more than simply to do it, on the

g-round that it is not only a giving- oneself to God as to tlie

present act, but also as to the power of action in future. A
favourite illustration is commonly used in describing the difference.

To give the fruit of a tree, is less than to give the tree itself

together with its fruit and fructifying power. This distinction,

however, would seem to hold good only in case the power of with-

drawal from any obligation is left open. It can have no real

application in the case of one placing himself in a position which

in itself implies an obligation to remain. The outward circum-

stances of one consecrated in a Religious Community, vvdiose with-

drawal would be deemed a scandal, or be visited with censure, must
needs be equally an entire self-surrender, whether, or not, such con-

secration be accompanied with formal vows. The willingly binding

upon oneself any moral pressure, is a practical equivalent for tlie

formal utterance of the lips. On the principle stated, however,

it is argued, that vows are of the essence of the Religious life,

and constitute its reality. The Schoolmen generally, as well as

later Roman Divines, teach that they are "the ordinary means of

fixing oneself in the Religious state, because, in order to be a state,

properly so called, there must be stability, permanence, which is

the effect produced by vows in consequence of the obligation they

impose ^."

The meaning of this statement must be, that the vow is to

be considered as synonymous with permanence, or as the only

security for it. Otherwise such a position would be to resolve the

laws of the inner life into a question of external constraint.

To view the obligation as depending on the formal expression of

the lips would be to make it simply external. A state of life must

necessarily depend for its permanence, not on its expression, but

on the calling of God, whose grace inspires and sustains it. It

can only be under the idea of securing a doubtful pui-pose by moral

force, or regarding the engagement as matter of discipline, that

the mere promise can be ruled to be of the essence of the bond.

Stability is the result of an inward stedfastness, the fruit of a

Divine operation. Vows must be worthless, as a hold upon the

conscience, if the life which dictated them has expired. The in-

delibility of holy Orders, or the indissolubility of marriage, do

not depend on the promises made when the obligation of either

' " Pour qu'il y ait etat proprement dit, il faut qu'il y ait stabilite, perma-

nence, et c'est I'efFet que procluisent les voeus par I'obligation qu'ils imposent."

—Gautrelet. L'Etat Eeligieux, vol. i. p. 94.
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state is undertaken, whatever be the form or kind of promise,

but on the ordinance of God instituting such states of life, and

known in themselves to involve their own special obligations \

The state of Religion is not indeed a Sacrament ordained of God,

but it is of a kindred order of life, within the sphere of super-

natural grace, founded on a definite and express call, by which

the Holy Ghost makes known His will, and necessarily involving

certain obligations. It is as much the Spirit^s witness to the

soul, as being the ordained means of its perfection, as the sacra-

mental ordinances referred to are institutions of God throuo-h the

Same Spirit. That there is a natural desire in the soul to g-ive

utterance to its resolves—that such outward expression is in

harmony with the Churches ordinary use in forming rites for the

consecration of persons to states of life within its sphere—that it

is a stay to the souFs consciousness of its own acts of devotion; a

protection cast about the person, cutting off the possibility of

change in the sight of others—and a fitting assurance to a

Community of the fixed purpose of its professed members—these

are positions which can hardly be disputed, any more than that

vows are lawful, and, if, according to His will, pleasing and

acceptable to God. But it is equally certain that, if the history

of the Church, when its first love was quickened by the freshest

outpouring of the Spirit, is to be taken as an evidence of her

mind, and of the mind of her God, sealed by the Churches witness,

a tacit profession is as real an evidence of the truth of the Divine

vocation, and the inner life itself the only sure ground of stability,

as it is alone essential to its acceptance in the sight of God.

It is sometimes urged that a continual self-devotion, ever

renewed by ever-repeated acts, while the soul is still free to with-

draw, is a more generous and self-denying sacrifice, than an act

which allows no recall, which is done once and for ever. There

is no doubt a seeming attractiveness in the thought ; but it is

difiicult to understand what is meant. In regard to a material

offering, external to oneself, such a course would be simply im-

possible. We cannot give while yet we retain. To retain the

power of continually giving, we must be really still holding it in

* The question lias been asked, how far the late change in the subscription

reqiiired of Priests in the Church of England, affects those who have bound

themselves by the old form. The answer is clear. The precise words in which

such a promise is made, is not the ground or essential condition of the obli-

gation, and, tlierefore cannot affect it. The obligation is incurred on the

understood gi'ound of belief in, and use of, certain formularies, to which the

Priest is committed by his ordination vows. If the formularies themselves

were altered as to their material substance, the obligation would necessarily

be affected by such change ; it would indeed altogether cease.
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onr possession. We have not q-iven it, from the very fact that we
still have the power of q-ivin^' it. Can tliere be a difference in

the case of giving oneself? If we continually offer ourselves, we
have at all times the power of withdrawing- the offering"; and this

very freedom, which is supposed to be deliberately retained, really

makes it to be no g-ift. While it is still in our power, it is still

our own. We may give, or not give, the very next hour. It is

not that the vow constitutes the gift, but the conscious accept-

ance of the call of God necessarily, if it be true, involves the

future equally as the present. It is of God, and partakes of His

eternity. There ought, indeed, to be the utmost caution, fore-

thought, and deliberation, embracing both inward dispositions and
outward duties, a spirit of self-distrust and fear, in lowliest

dependence on the leadings of grace and the providence of

God ; and all this, moreover, accompanied with such assistance

as can be attained through the guidance of those to whom the

care of the soul is rightfully entrusted. But these considerations,

thoug'h they greatly affect the wisdom and rectitude of the de-

cision, are but conditions of its character, not the constituent

elements of its life. It is the following of Jesus, and the being

united with His life in the form which He wills to impress on

the soul, which constitutes its reality ; and to leave any reserve

of self-choosing in the future, is but to " keep back part of the

price."

The ease of temporary vows is a distinct question. There are,

of course, a great many cases, like that of the " Nazarite of days"

in Israel, according to wdiich, for temporary purposes, obligations

may be voluntarily undertaken, which wholly cease when the

object is fulfilled. One may, for any reason, be bound for a certain

term of years to the rules of a Religious Community, with the

intention of withdrawing, or, through scrupulous lowliness, taking

what seems the safer course in order to consider more fully the

question of a more permanent bond. But such a case cannot be

regarded as a clear call of God determining the life, or a state of

grace fixing a certain character on the soul ; and this alone has

been assumed to be the basis on which vows of Religion rest.

Vows are measured by the purpose which they express, and a mere

temporary object is not a state of life. The case is essentially

different, if temporary vows are taken only because outward

circumstances prevent the full expression of the resolved will, or

the laws of the Church refuse to recognize a more permanent

consecration, while yet to the conscience itself the act of dedication

is final and complete. Such is the case of some of the g-reat

foreign Communities, where, as among the Sisters of Charity,

VOL. I. A a
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temporary vows only are permitted, renewable at fixed periods

;

and in the Order of Jesuits, among- whom the final and irrevocable

vow is taken only after a prolonged probation^ during which tem-

porary vows have been made\ Temporary vows arising from

such a cause are in their essence as complete as a life-long vow.

They implicitly embrace the future with the present. The

reasons which determine the temporary nature of the vow, not

the fact of its limited periodicity, attach to the act its real

character.

Allusion has been made, in the course of these remarks, to the

power of dispensing vows. It seemed l^etter not to interrupt the

course of the argument by a partial reference to this important

feature of the system, which involves so many considerations^ and

has so \dtal a bearing on the whole subject, that it cannot be

satisfactorily discussed without a separate treatment.

There is no instance of a dispensation, nor any direct authority

for the exercise of such a power, in either the Old or New Testa-

ment. It may also be urged that, had such a power existed, it

would have been exercised in such a ease as JephthaVs vow, or that

at least some allusion to its possibility might be expected to have

occurred in the narrative. On the other hand, it may as justly be

said, that the usage of Holy Scripture is to enunciate the laws

of the Divine life, not the exceptions to them, the Church being

entrusted with the charge of adapting them to the necessities of

individual character, or the exigencies of social and domestic

claims. Moreover if, as already observed, only two cases of life-

vows are recorded in the Old Testament, and yet these can

hardly be regarded as solitary instances^ the same silence may
have been observed as to dispensations, and yet such a jjower

may have existed. The Jewish priests of later days exercised

this power, at least in tlie case of rash vows. Lightfoot alludes

' Gautrelet gives much interesting information as to the action of the

civil power upon Religious Communities in France. In regard to the Soeurs

Hospitalieres, it was decreed in 1809, that novices of twenty-one years of age
could onlj' bind themselves by vow for a period of five years. The law of

May 24, 1815, extended the same rule to all Religious Communities (vol. i.

p. 102). He also says, that as a consequence of this law, no Religious

Communities in France are more than Congregations ; none of them Orders

{proprement dits), because only simple vows are permitted to be taken. Even
the Carmelites, and Nuns of the Visitation, though formerl}' recognized as

Orders, and still such in other countries, are onlj' Congregations in France.

Their vows have no legal perpetuity. The legal view is of course (p. 137)

distinct from the ecclesiastical, but the practical carrying out of the one

necessarily affects the other.
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to the custom^ wliou commenting" on the case of the men who had
bound themselves " not to eat^ or drink, till they had killed Paul \"

If a dispensing power was exercised in the case of rash vows, it

may be presumed to have extended also to cases in which either

chang-e of circumstances, or a defect of capacity, had rendered a

release from the oblig'ation consistent with the Divine mercy. It

is material, moreover, to note that vows in certain specified cases

might, by the Mosaic law, be redeemed. The power of redemption

was ordained at the same time that the use of vows was regu-

lated. Thus, e.(/., a house or land devoted to the Lord might
be redeemed at a certain price, to be computed by the priest.

(Lev. xxvii. 14.) In case of redemption of the person, if he

happened to be a jioor man, there was a merciful pro%TLsion for

remitting part of the price ;
" according to his ability that vowed,

shall the priest value him" (v. 8). This careful adaptation to

individual needs suggests the idea of a purpose in the mind of

God to allow special grounds of exemption from the extreme

stringency of obligations, which yet as a general law were un-

questionably binding.

In the early Church, as in the early days of the Mosaic Cove-

nant, there is no instance of the exercise of any dispensing power.

The evidence against its existence is of the strongest possible

kind. In Montalembert^s Monks of the IFest, a work which

enters into so many minute details of their history, there is no

mention of the possibility of obtaining a dispensation. But his

history does not extend beyond a.d. 640; and during this period

only the simple Benedictine vow was in use, the laws of the

Religious life not having been as yet fully systematized. An
accumulation of unquestionable evidence, however, extends the

same conclusion far into the middle ages, making it clear, that

the practice was but slowly admitted, being exercised only in the

rarest cases up to the 16th century '.

^ " What will become of these anathematized persons, if their curse should

be upon them, and they cannot reach to murder Paul (as indeed it happened

they could not)? Must not these wretches helplessly die with hunger ? Alas !

they need not be very solicitous about that matter, they have their Casuistic

Rabbins, that can easily release them of their vow." He quotes the following

passage as an authority,—" He that hath made a vow not to eat any thing,

woe to him if he eat, and woe to hini if he do not eat. If he eat, he sinneth

against his vow, and if he do not eat, he sinneth against his life. What

must such a man do in this sense? Let him go to the wise men, and they

will loose his vow, according as it is wi-itten, ' the tongue of the wise is

health ' " (Prov. xii. 18). Horce HehraiccB, et TalmudiccB, Acts xxvii. 12.

2 I am indebted to Mr. John David Chambers, Recorder of Salisbury, for

kindly communicating to me the result of his extensive researches. He thus

A a 2
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But althoug-li there is uo precedent for the exercise of such a

power, the principles on which it was founded were in operation

in very early times, as facts already alluded to sufficiently prove.

In the redemption of vows according- to the law of Moses,

poverty was admitted as a ground of exemption from the full

payment otherwise due. In the early Church penance was

allowed to those who, having- been consecrated, abandoned

their jirofession. After fulfilment of certain penitential acts,

they were restoi'cd ; even marriage being then recognized as

lawful, though irreg-ular. This practice in itself virtually

implies a dispensing- power. It remitted the sin of a breach

of vow, and it is practically the same thing- to dispense a vow,

or to remit the sin incurred by its breach.

To dispense, it must be carefully noted, is not a mere judg-ment

to decide whether a vow be binding or not. There may have been

ignorance of the circumstances, or of some vital condition in-

volved in the act, or the state of things contemplated may have

ceased to exist, or be so changed as essentially to affect the object

in view. To allow a release in these and similar cases, is simply

to interpret the law, and free one already freed. Such questions

belong- to the simple grace of a wise counsel, which a layman

mig-ht exercise, while to dispense, in the proper sense of the term,

is a special attribute of the priesthood. There is also a material

difference to be observed between dispensing and commuting a

writes :
—" In the learned Commentary by Martine, on the Benedictine rnle, no

such possibility (viz. of dispensation) is even alluded to. In the same Commen-
tator's voluminous book, De Aiitiquis JScrle.sicp liUihiis, there is not a hint

on the subject, although it contains a vast variety of forms and rites relating

to monastic discipline. The books specially relating to England, Bede's

History and Works, Gildas, and Nennius, Eddius, Gale's Septem Scriptores,

Canisius' AntiqucB Lectiones, the lives of S. Columba, S. AVilfrid, &c., and
(as far as I have read them) the old English historians, Colgani Acta
Sanctorum, Penitential Acts and Constitutions, and Flemying's Col-

lectanea as to Ireland, have not one word on the subject, and never hint

at such a thing taking place. Fosbrooke's British Monachism is the last

book publislied in England on the subject, and contains a summary of the

rules of the different Orders. But there is not a word about the dispensation

of vows. Lyndwood's Provinciale is the law-book which contains a sum-
maiy of the laws as to monachism in this country. In it those who leave

their monasteries, or do not perform their vows, are called apostates, rene-

gades, &c., and threatened with severest penalties, and various modes of

punishing them are pointed out. There is not a word or hint in the whole

book of any possibility of relaxing from tlieir vows those who had once

solemnly taken them." Mr. Chambers also refers to Thorpe's Latcs and
Institutes of England, which includes Theodore's Fenitential Constitu-

tions and Egberith of York's ditto. " They contain," he adds, " various

denunciations against apostate monks, &c."
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VOW. To commute is to sanction the transference of the ohli-

gation from one subject-matter to another, of equal, or greater,

acceptal)leness,—a process which though requiring- the most
cautious consideration, yet in itself implies the rendering to (Iod

an equivalent, or it may be more than ecpiivalent, for what had

been promised. A commutation is, in fact, identical with the

redemption allowed in the Levitical law.

The power of dis])ensation is traced by the Schoolmen and all

later Divines to the Sacerdotal Commission. The words, " What-
soever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven : and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven ^,"

are unlimited in their application, and are therefore xxnderstood as

including every bond which a man may contract towards God, and

a release from which may be believed to be according to His will.

{" Auctoritas Prelafi in ^^ersond Dei determinat quid sit ijj^si ac-

cepfum.") A vital distinction, however, must be carefully ob-

served between what God Himself has ordained, and what the

soul has of its own free choice laid upon itself. Obligations of

the former kind, such e. g. as the contract of marriage, or a sub-

ject's duty towards his rulers, do not fall under our consideration.

They are in their own nature absolutely binding. No earthly

power can dispense what is obligatory simply by the Divine law.

Neither are obligations of this kind the subject-matter of vows,

such as Ave are now considering, which, both in substance and

measure, are dependent on the souFs free choice in things not

necessary to salvation. Such covenants imply the possibility of

error from the fallibility of the person covenanting, and the un-

avoidable lial)ility to fail in providing for all circumstances in-

volved, which yet need to be taken into account. The dispenser

does not act as one assuming power either over the conscience^ or

the Divine law. He does not profess to disannul an existing

bond, or to make void a claim which God has upon the soul.

He intervenes only in the case of one's own or another's error, to

relieve the soul from the burden and guilt of an obligation

which an indiscreet zeal, or events unprovided for, have rendered

harder than it can bear. It meets the ease of human infirmity

and necessities, when a person may be left bound in conscience,

while yet the possibility of fulfilling its obligations had ceased '.

1 S. Matt. xvi. 19. " Dominus concessit ecclesije potestatcm solvendi a

vinculo culpte et panje ; ergo etiam e vinculo voti ct abjuramenti, cum id

paritcr expediat saluti aniniarum et suavi Ecclosiie rcginiini."—Billuart's

Summa T. A., vol. viii. p. 282.

^ "Cum pi-iulatus Ecclesiiu dispensat in voto, non dispcnsat in prccepto juris

naturalis et divini, sed determinat id <|uod cadebat sub obligatione delibera-
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It is the wievcit'ul provision for exceptional cases, which, in tlie

uncertainty of human things, can never fail to beset the action

of general laws.

A dispensation always assumes some necessity, and the measure

of the necessity limits the extent of the dispensation. Thus the

member of a Community might be released from the vow of

poverty^ or of obedience, and yet remain boiind by the vow of

celibacy. So, again, the conscious need and desire of release on

the part of the devoted person is presupposed, and, in the case of

a third party being interested, their consent also. Profession

in a Religious Community implies a mutual contract, and con-

sequentl}' the consent of the Commvinity thi-ough its Superiors

is required for the validity of a dispensation. A dispensation is,

therefore, an exercise of mercy within the covenant of grace, to

provide for possible contingencies where the soul, powerless to

fulfil its OAvn self-imposed obligations, would^ but for such a

provision, remain hopelessly oppressed by a burden of conscious

guilt. The interposition of one commissioned to judge in the

Name of God, decides what under the circumstances may be

believed to be consistent with the Divine compassion. Like the

grace of absolution in the case of actual sin, it frees the soul from

a bond which it is unable to discharge, and authoritatively seals

its exemption from the consequences of its own, or it may be

another^s error \

It is ob%dous that the absolving grace thus explained, has no

necessary connexion with the power supposed to have been

claimed by the Papal See, of cancelling obligations at will, and

discharging the conscience from the obedience due to positive

laws. Bishop Sanderson, in his valuable and elaborate treatise

on the Obligations of Oaths, while denying the dispensability of

a vow, denies it only in this sense. It is the power of dispensing

from vows and oaths, in like manner, according to his illustra-

tion, as a secular sovereign may dispense a subject from his obli-

gation to the laws of the land, or, as he otherwise states it, the

assumption of a Divine power of judgment in foro iatenio, an

exercise of dominion within the conscience—which the Bishop so

tionis humanaj qu;e non potuit omnia circumspicere."—Billuart's Summa
S. T. A.

^ Ecclesia non habet quidem jurisdictionem ut prsecipiat aut prohibeat

coactive prsesertim actus mere internes. Nihil obstat tamen quin liabeat

jurisdictionem gratiosam apponendi scilicet cei-tas conditiones actibus internis

in favorem subditoi'um, non ut ligentur, set ut liberi maneant (vol. vii.).

Billuai-t's S. T. A. The same principle which enables the Church to make
conditions as to the extent of the vow imposed, enables it also to judge of

the conditions under which a vow is to be relaxed or dispensed.
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forcibly and so justly controverts '. Roman theologians are

divided as to the exercise of such a power in the Papal See. It

appears at most to be an opinion of certain Jurists, acted upon
indeed by certain Popes, but which has not the character of a

canon law or article of faith. Billuart, in his treatise on the

Sunima S. T. A., contrasting the various opinions of Roman
di\anes on the point, brings forward some of highest note as

strongly opposed to the supposed claim, and shows that the

instances quoted of dispensations from Religious vows in the

middle ages for purposes of temporal expedience, as of nuns or

monks allowed to marry in order to preserve a succession on the

throne, are contradicted by others, the facts asserted being re-

jected by them as of no sufficient authority ^
S. Thomas Aquinas even denies the Pope^s power in dispensing

solemn a^ows. This question was much disputed for many ages,

and great names are ranged on either side. Billuart enumerates
S. Thomas Aquinas, Albertus jNIagnus, Sylvester, Sotus, and
Syh^us, as denying; Cajetan, S. Antonine, Scotus, and Duran-
dus, as affirming it. The affirmative side, however, has finally

prevailed, and Roman authorities now universally assert the

power of dispensing solemn vows as part of the prerog*ative of

the Papacy, though always, as already observed, viewing it as

most exceptional in its use. Both Gaume and Gautrelet state it

to be, without question, a privilege residing in the Pope, though
to be exercised only in cases exfrhneiueiit rares '.

' Sanderson's De Juramenti Promissorii OhUfjatlone Prcelectiones

Septem, Habitge in Schola Theologica Oxonii, a.d. 1646. Quam autem
potestatem habent Principes seculares dispeusandi in legibus suis, eandeni

sibi arrogant Pontifices Eomani dispensandi in votis et juramentis. Obligatio

juranienti est intus in conscientia, quae uni Deo subest ut judici, et in

quam homo non habet imperium. Quisquis ergo vindicat sibi jus dispen-

sandi in Sacramento, assumit sibi potestatem divinam erigendo sibi tribunal

in foro interno, et exercendo dominium in hominum conscientias. Et est ipse

dispensatio invalida, et de jui-e nulla, sicut sententia prolata a judice in foro

non suo, quia prolata est a non judice, est ad omnem juris elfectum invalida.—PrrElec. Sept., sec. iii.

* Thus, e.g., the case of Constantia, daughter of Poger, King of Sicily, a

nun, said to have been dispensed, in order to marry the Emperor Henry VI.;

that of Nicolas Justinian, of Venice, a Benedictine monk, dis])ensed in order

to marry, with the hope of preserving the family which had become extinct

during the war with the Turks ; and also that of Casimir. king of Poland,

once a monk of Clunium, and of Ramira, king of Aragon, previously a
Benedictine monk—are all disputed, and disclaimed in the answer to objec-

tions to the question (Art. ix.), " Utrum in votis solemnibus ecdesia sen

snmmns Pontifox posset dispensare ^
"

^ Vol. i. p. 106. 107. The grounds on wliicli a dispensation is warranted,

according to the Schoolmen, are thus enumerated in Billuart's tSiiinina,
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As the dispensing- power is a mattei- of ecclesiastical disci-

pline, there seems no grovmd in principle, why solemn vows

should not be dispensable equally as simple vows. The condi-

tions which constitute the solemnity, so called, of Relig-ious vows,

and cause the difference, are determined by the Church. Its

power of relaxing" them must be involved in its power of con-

stituting them. The reservation to the Papal See can only be

supposed to express the Church''s sense of the necessity of render-

ing- such dispensations extremely difficult ^

It is of importance to note Gautrelet's statements of the pre-

sent condition of Community life in respect to vows in the

Congregations of France, which, as already stated, in the present

day include all its lleligious Communities. He states that their

vows impose oblig-ations only in accordance with the rule and in-

tentions of the Superior, and involve no further responsibility ; that

the Superior only professes to receive vows according to the rule
;

that only in the same sense the Church approves them ; that if

more be added, it is not to be regarded as a vow of Religion, but

a strictly private vow as to all that exceeds the sense determined

by the rule, the vow of an inferior unsanctioned by his superior ^

.

He further remarks, that a lleligious who has received a valid

" Generatim sunt bona Dei et utilitas ecclesije, sub quibus alia3 continentur,

nimirum bonum communitatis, utilitas voventis, magna ejus fragilitas ex qua
timetur frequens violatio voti, necessitas urgeus, minor tetas, nietus, incon-

sideratio, perturbatio mentis in vovendo, et maxime quando tales circum-

stantiae occvirrunt ut dubium sit an votum subsistat aut obliget. Porro quo

majus et excellentius est votum, eo major requiritur ratio, minor si votum sit

de re minori,ita ut causa proportionetur voto. Et ubi causa non apparet omnino
Kufficiens, commutandum est votum in aliud opus pium. Imo etsi sit sufficiens,

tameu ad majorem securitatem raro utendum est pura dispensatione absque

aliqua commutatione, sicque solent SS. Pontifices."—Dissert, iv. Art. viii. sec.

4, sub fin.

^ It is curious to note tbe subjects of devotion wbich the Western Cburcb
has judged to be reserved for this most difficult and rarest exercise of the grace

of dispensation. The Schoolmen counted two only under this category', the

vow of perpetual celibacy, and that of the pilgrimage to the Holy Land. . . .

Later canonists have extended this reservation to three other eases, viz. the

vow of entering the Religious state, and of nuiking the pilgrimages to the

shrine of S. James of Compostella, and to that of S. Peter and S. Paul. For
the statements made as to the opinion of the Schoolmen, see Billuart, Sum.
Sancti Thorn., Dissert, iv., De Toto, Art. v.—ix. passim. Gautrelet gives

interesting details of the mode of treatment adopted in the case of the sad

disturbance of the Religious Orders, occasioned by the French Revolution,

A.D. 1792. Pius VII. authorized the Bishops of France to allow all Religious

to change their Order, or to commute their engagements altogether to other

pious exercises, in case of its being necessary for them to return to the world,

even the vow of celibacy not being excepted (vol. ii. p. 129).
' Gautrelet, vol. i. p. 102.
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dispensation, is freed tVoni nil oltli^-ation {ih'llcrc de (aide oblir/a-

//(>M),and that even if the (community has been left without one,

it may be afterwards obtained tiiroug'h penance. A dismissal in

itself involves a disjiensation. A dillerent law obtains as to solemn

vows, which are still binding- after a dismissal, and require a direct

dispensation. The vow of celibacy, whether simple or solemn,

is treated as a special case. The reason seems evident. It is the

expression of an inner state of devotion, more personally bindin<^

than thc_comparatively external bond of poverty, or obedience \

It thus appears, that in the present condition of Community
life in France, the obligations of Religious, indciDendently of

their own conscientious sense of the call of God to the soul,

rest on the contract with the Community, or the Church imper-

sonated in the Community, the claims of the individual eon-

science being- measured by the outward organization in obedience

to the rule of the Church.

Before bringing these remarks to a close, it seems necessary

to consider a question of practical moment to ourselves, which

the conclusions gathered from Holy Scripture, and the joast

history of the Church may enable us to solve. The question

g-reatly affects us at this present time, how far is it expedient to

introduce vows into the Religious Communities increasingly being'

formed among ourselves,as a formal and integral pai-tof the system?

The considerations raised are not merely such as attend the simjde

taking- of vows. Private vows involve far less important conse-

quences. They do not affect others as well as those who take them,

or not to the same extent. They do not commit the Church. There

is ordinarily less danger of imperfect motives operating, or at least

less temptation to bind oneself by them. The mere desire to enter

a Religious Community, and the effect of temporary excitement,

may possibly influence a person to undertake a risk, which might

not be ventured without such inducements. There is, moreover,

the question of contract, by which both parties, the individual and

' Gautrelet thus describes tlie feeling as to tliis particular, of Tiuns at the

present day in the Religious Communities of France. " Ce qui parait certain,

c'est que plusieurs ne s'engageraient point a garder la chastete dans Ic monde, si

elles pensaient devoir y rentrer, et que plusieiu-s au contraire etendraicnt fohli-

gatiou qu'elles s'imposent au cas meme oiX elles prevoiraient devoir sortir de

religion ; ce qui parait encore certain, c'est que la plupart, si ce n'est toutes,

regardent ses engagements comme pcrpetuels, font I'abstraction de la circon-

stance ou elles sortiraient de la congregation, et ont I'intention, au moins ini-

plicite, en faisaut les vceux de se lier pour toujours. II faudrait done

regarder le vceu de chastete comme perpetuel, ou surtout qu'on peut I'observer

dans le monde (vol. ii. p. 137).
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the Community^ are mutually bound. Thus, while private vows
are ordinarily but simple questions of discretion for the individual,

or between the individual and his spiritual director, on the other

hand a complication of circumstances surrounds a Community
vow, which bring-s the inquiry into collision with some of the

gravest and most critical questions affecting' both the Churches

life, and the g-ood of Communities themselves.

It is important to observe that it is a question not of necessity,

but of expedience. It can hardly be too strong-ly affirmed, that

to identify vows with the necessary integ'rity or security of the

Relig-ious life, is entirely to ig-nore its earlier history, to disparag-e

the first calling's of the Spirit in His Pentecostal fulness, and

to deny the all-sufficiency of the grace which alone constitutes

their power. So far as such an idea extends, it substitutes in the

place of a living creation of God the creature's own vocal act

and outward covenant.

On the other hand, to deny the lawfulness or moral expedience

of making- vows, as though it were to presume unduly on the sta-

bility of the souFs purpose, and to bind what ought not to be

bound, because either the soul is too weak to commit itself for the

future, or forfeits an independence necessary to its own moral truth

and compliance with the possible contingencies and calls of the

Providence of God—to argue thus is to lose sight altogether

of the very principle of special Divine vocations, and to cast

distrust on the power of God in sustaining the life in which He
has predestined His own elect to serve Him. There may, of

course, be error in ascertaining the fact of a vocation. What is

simply of human predilection, or superficial ardour, of mere flesh

and blood, may be interpreted to mean a miracle of special

grace. The workings of the Holy Ghost may be misread. To
use all diligence to guard against mistakes in so vital a matter,

is the moral which the long history of Conventual institutions

has stamped with unmistakable clearness on the Church's ex-

perience. But it strikes at the very root of the principle of

Divine vocations, to question their enduring power, or to suppose

that the providences of God can be in conflict with His secret

inspirations. His inward operations of grace are as truly His

eternal Will, as His guidings of outward events. To interpret

them aright may not be given to all. To deny their per-

manence, where they are truly ascertained, is to separate the life

of the members of His mystical Body from its enduring source

in His Incarnation. To say that tlie soul may not in such case

cast itself on its preternatural destiny, and bind about itself the

treasured tokens of a covenant of love, given and received, be-
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lieving- in the certainty of its acceptance and assurance of sup-

port, as certain as of any wedded human k»ve, feeling the true

stay of a like consecrated bond of union,—is to forget the pro-

mise of the Spieit Who divideth to " every man severally as He
will/' and the power of His Voice Who called into being new
M^orlds of life, when He said, in announcing the special forms of a

wholly devoted service ;
" He that will receive it, let him receive

it/'

At the same time there is great reason for supposing, that in

refounding Religious Houses, which, through the love of our good

Lord towards us, is become, perhaps, tlie most momentous work

of our own eventful days,—when so much has necessarily to be

learnt, so much practical experience to be gained, so many con-

spiring claims to be adjusted, and, as the witness of long past

ag'cs teaches, so many possibilities of error to be avoided

—

great caution is needed, at least in this early stage of their

existence, as to the general introduction of vows as a formal

part of the bonds of Community life. It is much to be con-

sidered, that vows v/ere a later development, not an initiatory

step, in the organization of Communities of Religious, and

that a graduated S3'stem of dispensations became a necessity

after their introduction. Not that these facts form any

argument against vows. They only mark the progressive order

which such forms of life tend to assume. They show the

natural working of the inner desires of the soul, seeking to bring

the outward orsranization of its state into the most decisive

correspondence with its own self-devotion. And such we can

hardly doul)t was one great cause of the addition of these formal

bonds, and of the complex ceremonial gradually clothing them,

in order the more to symbolize the entire consecration to God.

Nor can it be reasonably questioned, but that the abuses com-
monly believed to have arisen through the more rigid systema-

tizing of Conventual life, are due rather to other incidental features

—such as the early age of admission, and the impossibility of

testing at such a period of life the true tendencies of the

character—than to the act or utterance of the self-devotion

itself. But such considerations clearly teach the need of

progressive and cautious advance in the formation of a system

which, from the very greatness of its power, involves such

momentous possibilities of good and evil, and which, in order

to attain a healthful growth, needs, like the kindred forms of

social and domestic relations, to develope in harmony with the

growth of inner life and spiritual experience.

Whether or not Ibrmal life-vows arc generally advisable for
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the completeness of our Religious Communities, is a matter of

grave and anxious question. That they are a part of the free

and legitimate claim of those who, surrendering earthly ties,

aspire to form ties of heavenly love, and ask for significant

tokens and bonds in the one ease, such as the usage of the Church

has always sanctioned in the other, can hardly be surrendered by

those who value and seek to advance the interests of such Insti-

tutions. They are what devoted persons naturally desire, and

with urgency, it may be, proportioned to their zeal. But the fact

that the general feeling amongst us is against such a use ; that

the Church may be expected to be slow in giving any canonical

sanction to it ; and especially that the civil power is not likely to

recognize what the laws even of Roman Catholic countries, of

which France is a signal instance, tend more and more to disallow,

while yet the action of Civil Courts must materially affect the

question in its possible ultimate appeals, because the rights of per-

sons and of property ai'e so largely mixed up with the guarantees

and securities of Religious institutions, and the interests of their

members—such considerations must enter into the question, and

need, together with their various consequences, to be very

carefully taken into account. Such arguments, however, cannot

apply to the use of vows as an expression of individual desire

and love, on the part of any one, whether a member of a Religious

Community or not, if sought after repeated testings as the final

sealing of the profession of a long assured purpose. Such cases

are a law to themselves.

But whatever may be judged to be most advisable as to the

use of life-vows in our Religious Communities, it is a striking

and assuring circumstance, that even popular feeling amongst us

is in favour of the very result which life-vows seek to ensure.

It is an instance of a true instinct supplying the lack of an

ecclesiastical law. The mere idea of one in any way fully sealed

to the profession of a devoted life, returning to the world, of a

Sister marrying or mixing again in ordinary society, is as re-

pugnant to the natural conscience, as though it were the l)reach

of a formal vow. It woiild be felt to be a scandal, even though

not visited with public penance. The consciousness of a Divine

calling needs not the artificial strength of law, to cast around it

any outward stay to assure its own permanence.

It must, moreover, be borne in mind, that the introduction of

formal vows into Religious Communities would, according to the

universal experience of the Western Church, necessitate the careful

adjustment of a dispensing power. Such a power need not ex-

tend beyond the vows which bind the professed to the Commu-
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nity. The inner devotion of the individual liCe might remain

untouched by it, the soul still being- left to render its own account

of its personal devotion to her Lord. The professed has a two-

fold relation^ one towards the Community, the other towards

God. They are intimately interming-led, and practically coalesce;

but the one mig-ht be dissolved, by dispensing- the vow of obe-

dience, while the other mig-ht remain equally true and undisturljed

by the preservation of the vow of celibacy '. But the member
of a Keligious Community could not rig-htly dissolve his own
connexion with the Community, nor, conversely, the Community
of itself alone sever the bond that binds the professed member
to itself. The intervention of a spiritual authority would be

rei|uired to g'ive a Divine sanction to a rupture which involves

spiritual, not merely social, consequences.

It is sometimes urg-ed, that a dispensing- power cannot exist

without a formal sanction of the Church, or at least of some

central authority, like the Papal, formally recog-nized by the

Church. But if the position be true, that the priestly commis-

sion embraces the power of dispensing vows, i. e. of relieving' from

g-uilt or spiritual disability the dissolution of the spiritual tie at

the desire of the person devoted, or when incapable of ful-

filling the oliligation which had been erroneously incurred, then

it follows that such power is inherent in the priesthood. But
the exercise of this power, though properly inherent in the

priestliood, has ever been wont to be limited by the law of the

Church ; and it is most important to note that, according to the

use of Western Christendom, the power of dispensation has been

strictly confined to the Episcoj^ate, or those possessed of Episco-

pal authority. It has been always considered a part of the

forum exiernum, a matter of jurisdiction, not of ordex*, and only

when delegated by a Bishop, within the province of the priest ^

No doubt such a restriction is matter of discipline, as the ground

of the power is laid in the sacerdotal commission. But the

moral reasons which determine the advisableness of vesting such

a power in an authority removed as far back as possible beyond

the immediate direction of the Community, as, according to

Roman use, in reserved cases of confession, are manifest. A

1 A dismissal from a Religious Community is understood, according to

lloman use, to involve, ij^.w facto, the dispensing of simple vows, or at least

to form an adequate ground for claiming it ; in tlie case of solemn vows it is

different, as befoi-e observed.
-' According to Roman use. Provincials and the Generals of certain

Orders, &c., having power of dispensation, exercise it only as part of the

Episcopal authority entrusted to them. Bllluart, Dissert, iv. Art. viii. § 4.
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Bishop may sometimes act as both Ordinaiy and s];iritual direc-

tor of a Community, when the grace and moral circumstances

of the Episcopate are trusted to, as a sufficient guard against

the interfei'ence of the one responsibility with that of the other.

But as a general rule, it would manifestly appear to be expedient,

wherever possible, in regard to Communities embracing, as they

must, both spiritual and social relations, to place the dispensing

power in other hands than those which are immediately con-

cerned with their ordinary government.

It is time that these remarks be brought to a close. The great

importance of the subject will, it is hoped, excuse a length of

treatment which, in a mixed publication like a volume of Essays

on Questions of the Day, would otherwise hardly be warranted.

The questions involved touch the most delicate as well as the

most powerful agencies of the Divine life within the souls of the

Elect. They have also a most momentous bearing on the ulti-

mate destination of Communities, to which, if rightly directed,

we may look, under God, for the most important benefits to the

efficiency of the Church of England in elevating the tone of

religion amongst us, and meeting the wants of the enormous

multitudes rapidly growdng up within her borders. That in

this and all the complicated questions connected with it, it may
please God to guide, in His wisdom and love, those who are

concerned with the formation or government of such Societies,

and to secure to the Societies themselves all that is needful for

establishing and perfecting their life according to its highest

standard, is a subject that calls for the earnest and constant

prayer of all who feel at heart the true interests of the Church,

the good of souls, and the glory of our ever Blessed Lord and
Saviour.

The following facts have been kindly communicated by an

Ecclesiastic of high distinction and authority in the Russian

Church, in answer to questions put by the writer of the Essay,

as to the belief and practice now prevailing in regard to Vows in

the Eastern jDortion of the Catholic Cliurch :

—

1. Religious Vows, according to ancient custom, equally for

men and women, were always regarded as perpetual.

2. About twenty years ago an Order of " Sistei's of Charity "

was founded in Russia by some pious individuals. The vows
taken by them are simple ones, and limited from one to five

years.

3. Solemn voirs are in the form of oaths, calling God to wit-
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iicss the sincerity of the resolution taken hy the })ostnlant ; wliile

simple vou's are pronounced in the presence of the Chaplain and
of the Superior of the Convent^ without being accompanied by
any religious ceremony.

4. According' to old established rule, the term of noviciate is

three years for the Contemplative Orders (similar to that of the

Carmelites), and the only one existing in Russia, with the excep-

tion of that of the Sisters of Charity ; but the Superior has the

power of shortening this period, if assured of the qualities pos-

sessed by the novice. Sisters of Charity take their vows after a

noviciate of a month or six weeks.

5. Vows of both these kinds are recognized by the State.

6. Dispensation from vows can be obtained through an Arcli-

bishop, on application by him to the Holy Synod. It has often

been granted in extraordinary cases. Many monks and nuns,

having been freed from their vows, have subsequently married.

7. Those whose vows of obedience and poverty have been can-

celled, are equally exempted from those of celibacy.

8. The Religious life of monks is considered as forming a

more perfect state, on account of the example of people detaching

themselves from the things of this world, of privations, &c.

9. There is no secret dispensation from vows ; every thing is

done publicly, and the individual whose vows have been can-

celled, becomes an ordinary member of society. There is often

a feeling of prejudice against him at first among the public ; 1)ut

it rapidly wears off, unless his future mode of living is reprehen-

sible, and justifies these feelings of antipathy.

T. Thellusson Carter,
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Among the many evidences of our English narrowness of mind,

few are more noteworthy by artists than those which affect the

study of continental architecture; and the fact that they present

themselves not unfrequently in the writing's of men of undoubted

influence and mark, makes it necessary to examine carefully how
far they can be justifiably withstood; and thus, by the way, how
far our national foi-m of architecture is paramount in its claims

on our study as well as upon our love.

The' writer of this paper wishes to treat this sidjject as dispas-

sionately as possible, not only because he has from time to time

been himself attacked—and sometimes warmly—for his earnest

study of foreig'U architecture, but because there is no question

that the proper direction of the studies of young' architectin*al

students is a subject of the utmost importance at the present

moment. It is impossible for any one to predict with any
assurance, how far the present zeal for the study of our mediseval

antiquities will be lasting*. In the very nature of thing's, it is

unlikely that the same kind of inducements will always exist for

the study of local antiquities, or the support of local architectural

societies. The antiquities of entire districts may become, so

to speak, exhausted by the loublications, and essays, and notices

of them, which these societies have encourag'ed or produced ; and

so, the more active minds of the next generation may not liave

the same incentives to study which have been so fruitful of

results in our own time. And hence, without for an instant

doubting that the love of Christian architecture, which never

entirely died out in this land, is less than ever likely to do so

now, and doubting still less that the English Church will never

ag'ain fall back into that lethargy, the awakening from which

synchronized necessarily with the architectural revival, it does

seem to be the bounden duty of architects to study how far, in

the practice of their art, they may place it on so firm and secure

an artistic basis as shall enable it to hold its own undisturbed,

even if deserted in some degree by the enthusiasm to which

it has hitherto so largely been indebted.

Most thoughtful artists will probably agree in believing that
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as tliere has never been but one absolutely nationalized and
definite form of pure art in this country^ so there is only one

form from the earnest study of which, any great national artist

can be formed. It is idle to talk in the glib way so common,
unfortunately, in the so-called professional papere of the day
about the invention off-hand of a new style. Such deliberate

invention in art is—unless the whole history of art is wrong—
absolutely impossible ; and those who really study their art will

agree unanimously that those who talk in this way are, with

rare—if any—exceptions, men whose works prove that they have

never themselves studied, save in a superficial fashion, and who
long, therefore, for some royal and rapid way of ascent among
their compeers, which, despite their longings, will never be

accorded to any who have not, in addition to the natural founda-

tion of artistic fire and genius, that solid acquaintance with the

history and developments of their art which are to an architect

—just what all his painfully acquired technical knowledge is to

the painter,—the first indispensable conditions of any success in

his work.

Those who doubt the advantage of the study of Foreign Art can

only do so on one of two grounds. Either our own ancient art is

the best in the world, and therefore study of any other is unneces-

sary ; or, granting its occasional inferiority, it is still our own,

and any leavening of other influences with it Avill of necessity

destroy its individuality, and so, its preciousness in English eyes.

Of these two grounds the first is probably seldom taken; but the

second—illogical as it appears to be—has nevertheless so much of

tender and true sentiment for its basis, that one ought to be very

cautious how one denounces it. And the object of this paper

will be to show how far, without injury to this sentiment, it may
be in our power, as it certainly is our duty, to do our best to

develope by degrees beyond the point to which our own fore-

fathers reached, and to some extent by means of those foreign

examples which, even to those who doubt their influence on us,

are so interesting and often so imposing in their character.

It requires but few words to explain why no one can ever

rightly understand English Art without knowing a great deal

also about Continental Art. We have absolutely no early art in

this country^ which was indigenous ; all has been imported from

the South, and the original of every thing that we have is to

be found in Romanesque and Byzantine buildings, developed by
degrees from Roman and Greek originals. The history of the

art of northern nations is almost entirely the story of a gradual

changing, and generally deterioration of detail, from the first

VOT.. I. B b
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example until the often-diluted copy becomes only dimly recog-

nizable. Take, for instance, a fully-developed thirteenth century

sculptured capital, and place it by the side of an early Romanesque

capital, from Italy or the south of France, and it will be difficult

at first to realize the truth, that the one is a natural growth out of

the other. Still better is it to take some Romanesque enrichment

here, and to compare it with the original from which it derives.

Usually it will be found that the copy is inferior in delicacy, in

true vigour of line and purpose, and in general beauty, to the

original ; though at the same time this copy may become the

point de depart for w^ork which, ceasing to be copy, and only

deriving naturally from the original, has all the characteristics

and beauties of original work. It is in this way that our

own peculiar variety of first-pointed, or early Eng^lish, architecture

has been arrived at. Canterbury Cathedral was as little English

in its original style as any building on English soil could well

be; yet the modifications in its character commenced with the

death of the first architect^ and there, as elsewhere, gradual

alterations of apparently minor kinds, and such as were not

suspected to be likely to affect the whole course of art, crept in,

and did really give the origin to all that we call especially

English in mediaeval art.

There is one feature of which, more than of any other, this is

true, and this is the planning of the abaci of the capitals. The
Romanesque architects almost invariably made the abaci of their

capitals square in plan. Then, when they had to plan the

archivolt moulding which was to be carried on the capital,

they had almost of necessity to make it conform to this square

outline. The result of this was, that the lights and shades were

very broadly marked, the soffeits of the arches were broad and
massive, and there was a great difficulty in devising any variety

in the mouldings. The habit of regarding work in which this

kind of broad eflfeet predominated, led to a somewhat coarse,

and equally strongly-defined system of design in other parts of

the fabric. In the plate tracery in windows, in the carving

of tufts of foliage a crochet on the capitals, in the hard and

vigorous designs of the flying buttresses (as, e.g., at Chartres),

and in many other ways, it was evident. The result is not

unfrequently attractive. There is a vigour and decision about

such work which is most striking ; and if it led somewhat to a

coarseness of design in inferior hands, it must be admitted that,

in the hands of the best men, it was almost as excellent as was
possible.

In England—probably l)y some accident at first—the square
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Romanesque capital was soon ehang-ed for one of circular outline,

and with a result altogether extraordinary upon the whole coui-se

of our art. The same thing's happened to English as to foreign

architects. They had to plan their arches to fit their capitals, and

if these were circular in plan, it followed that the archivolt could

never have a bold broad soffeit, but mnst be wrought with mould-

ings, all included within a circular or octagonal outline. Hence,

the whole outline of English arch mouldings became different

from that of French. The lights and shadows were more delicate;

the different orders of the arch were shaded off softly and

gradually one into the other; and there were no suggestions of

broad shadows, but rather perhaps a certain lack of distinct-

ness, which it was sought to atone for by increased delicacy and

multiplicity of mouldings, drawn with subtle modulations of

outline, cleverly varied in their relative proportions, and altogether

far more skilful and admirable than any system of moulding

which had elsewhere been invented. And just as the French

system of moulding led naturally to an equally bold system of

design in window tracery and other details generally, so in

England the delicacy of eye and feeling which was accidentally

fostered by the round abacus and its aecompanying mouldings,

produced, equally naturally, a more delicate kind of design in

every other part of the fabric. So, though one often feels a

certain lack of vigour and majesty about English work, there is

seldom wanting a delicacy and refinement of character, which are

at least equally valuable from an artistic point of view.

It cannot be supposed that our forefathers were at all ignorant

of these differences in style. It happened not only that men
travelled abroad a good deal either on errands of war or trade,

but our kings held large tracts of the Continent during im-

portant periods; and—still more to the purpose—the clergy, from

the constant necessity of going to Rome either on appeals to the

Pope, or on institution to bishoprics and abbacies, had of necessity

freqvient opportunities of seeing what foi'eign architects were

doing. The religious houses, too, owed so much generally in

the way of obedience to foreign heads, and often had to obey such

stringent rules as to the planning and arrangement of their

establishments, that it would be wonderful indeed if their works

did not occasionally afford evidence that they had not neglected

to study the detail of Foreign Architecture.

Let us now look at some of the examples which still exist, in

which we can not only detect a gradual development in a new
direction of some foreign style of building—which may be done,

as we have seen, in all our (virlior buildings— l)ut also some

B 1) 2
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distinct employment of a foreign architect, or foreig'n workmen,

in the midst of a period when the national art was flourishing

with the utmost vigour. A few examples both at home and

abroad will serve to show^ that at least there was no very decided

prejudice against such a course, and that, consequently, if ancient

precedents are of any value in the attempt to restore ancient art,

there is no reason why there should be any prejudice against

such a course now.

Among these examples few are more to the point than those of

Canterbury Cathedral and Westminster Abbey. Thanks mainly

to Professor Willis, the history of the former is well known to

most ofus who take any interest in architecture ; and we remember

how, after the great fire of a.d. 1174, which destroyed the then

existing chui-ch, after much delay, the monks summoned French

and English artificers to their aid; and, among others, says

Gervase—the monk who tells the story—" there had come a cer-

tain "William of Sens, a man active and ready, and, as a workman,

most skilled in wood and stone. Him, therefore, they retained,

on account of his lively genius and good reputation, and dis-

missed the others. And to him, and to the pro%adence of God,

was the execution of the work committed.^"" It scarcely needs to

say that for the next few years, until ill-health compelled him to

resign his post, this Frenchman caii'ied on the works of our

Metropolitical Cathedral, in a style which was thoroughly French,

and closely like that of the cathedral in his own city of Sens. In

another centmy, when it was wished to lay down a pavement in

Becket^s Crown, a somewhat similar course was pursued; and

though it is not known whether the workmanship of it be foreign

or not, it is beyond doubt that the design and much of the ma-

terial are Italian. So, again, the stained glass, with which the

church is so richly adorned, is so similar in detail to much Fi-ench

glass, and especially to that in the cathedral at Bourges, that it

hardly admits of question that it was either executed in France,

or, at least, by men who derived all their education from thence.

But if Canterbury Cathedral affords such interesting evidence,

what is to be said of Westminster Abbey? That church so

interwoven with all our English ideas in Church and State, the

very centre, in some sort, for centuries of our whole system

;

whose beauty, as queen among all our English buildings, is

admitted not only by every connoisseur, but equally by every one

who ever comes on any errand, however humble, to London, and

who would hardly venture to return without seeing its far-famed

intei-ior ! The church which, in spite of neglect, in spite of

changes of the most odious kind, still comes back to one in one's
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dreams as^ after all, the most lovely and loveable thing' in Chris-

tendom, even when the mind has filled itself with all the recol-

lections which visits to the great Continental cathedrals so

abnndantlj supply ! Here, indeed, it is hard to say how the

work can be called Eng-lish in the thoroug-h sense of the word

which is now insisted on. It is, on the contrary, as far as

can be judged by internal evidence, the work of some English

artist who had travelled largely abroad, had studied Continental

examples, and had returned home full of the glories of what he

had seen, anxious to engraft some of them on the genuine

English stock, and careful nevertheless—as all good students

ever are—not to erect a mere repetition of any thing he had ever

seen, but rather something which should remind of, whilst it did

not repeat, their beauties \

But it was not only the first architect of the Abbey who went

abroad for the study of his art. The history of the Church

affords evidence of the same feeling in each succeeding ag*e. In

A.D. 1^58 Abbat Ware was compelled to go to Rome to obtain

the confirmation of his election by the Pope. He remained there

about tw^o years, and when he returned brought with him two

foreign workmen, one, Odericus by name, to lay a pavement of

Opus Alexandrimcm before the High Altar, which still remains in

fair preservation; and the other Petrus, " civ is Romanus," a

worker in Mosaic, w^ho executed the works required for the deco-

ration of the tomb of S. Edward. Some, too, have thought that

they could detect a foreign hand in the execution of the sculptures

on the beautiful monument of Aymer de Valence. However this

may be, there is no doubt that the monument of Queen Philippa

was executed by one '^Hawkin''^ (of?) "Liege," v/ho is said

to have come from France; or that the grand monument of

Henry VII. was executed by an Italian, Torregiano, the contract

with whom for the work is still extant.

Fountains Abbey affords another instance, in a remote valley,

far from the seaboard, but still, I think, leaving no doubt as to

the exercise of foreign influence on its construction. So close was

the connexion of this house with Clairvaux, that it would be

strange indeed if this were not so. Murdac, afterwards Arch-

bishop of York, resigned the abbacy, which he had held for three

years, in the year 1145. He was an Englishman, and was first of

all a monk at Clairvaux, whence he went to Vauclair, near Laon,

^ This is the view of the present Surveyor to the Chapter, and I heartily

agree in the prohal)ilitv of its heing true. See GleanriKjsfrom Westminster

Ahhey. By G. G. Scott, E.A.
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as abbatjaud was seut by S. Bernard from them to Fountains in

A.D. 1143. The history of his successor, Abbat Richard, was

mainly the same ; for he, too, was abbat of Vauclair before

coming- to Fountains, and was for many 3'ears at the head of the

latter house. No doubt during- the time of these two abbats the

nave and western entrance of the Abbey Church were founded

;

and it is remarkable that here, in the western porch or Narthex,

with its beautiful coupled shafts and delicate arcades, as well as

in the singular planning of the vaulting of the aisles, each bay

being covered with a baiTel vault at right angles to the axis of

the building (and recalling the singular vaults of the church at

Tournus) we see features of detail which would be perfectly con-

sistent with the architecture which these abbats saw every where

around them when they were at Clairvaux or Citeaux, but which

were new and strange to English Art. Other examples of a

similar kind might be multiplied. Suffice it to mention that

the effigy for Walter de Merton^s moniiment at Rochester was
made by Master John, of Limoges, in a.d. 1276; and was one

only of the many examples which were sent from thence in the

Middle Ages, showing the skill of the Limoges enamellers.

Occasionally, too, a village church will be found which bears a

markedly foreign impress. Few do this more than the fine

church at Monks Kirby, near Lutterworth, which belonged to

a religious house at Augers, and was no doubt designed by a

French architect. So also the interesting church at Etchingham,

whose history is said to explain in the same way its markedly

foreign style. And so, again, the church at Lostwithiel, with its

strange but beautiful spire, reminding every one who sees it of

fcome church in Normandy or Brittany, rather than of any other

English example.

If we cross the sea to Ireland, we have evidence of another

mode of introducing foreign art ; for here the churches and
castles, built within the English pale after Strongbow's invasion,

are distinctly the work of English architects, and in no degree

developed from the remarkable early buildings in which Ireland

was so rich. Cashel Cathedral (excluding, of course, the Irish

Cormack^s Chapel), the Cathedral of S. Canice, at Kilkemiy, the

castle at Ferns, and the Abbey at Jerpoint, are all instances of

purely English art, and, moreover, of that form of it which we see

in the thirteenth century in the South of England rather than
the North. Here, in short, it was war which carried the art

across the sea, just as it was in Spain, in Sicily, and elsewhere at

the same time.

On the Continent we have, as might be expected, numerous
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instances of the erection of building's derived from foreig'n

examples. One well-known case is the erection at ^ enice of a

Byzantine church, modelled on Santa Sophia, and the copying-

of features, such as the pavement, which at Santa Sophia was
laid with a waving surface, in order to typify the waves of the

world on which the ship of the Church is tossed, and which

was repeated absolutely, and no doubt with the same intention,

at S. jNIark^s. S. Mark^s, again, was copied by the Venetian

colony settled in France, and probably give the idea for the

domed churches of which S. Front Perig-ueux, is the central

example. In Spain we have the curious example of the Cathedral

at Gerona, designed and superintended by an architer-t from

Narbonne ; that of Barcelona, designed by Jayme Faybre of Mal-
lorca; that of Santiago, built by Master Matthew in exact

imitation of the great church of S. Sernin, at Toulouse, and the

convent of Veruela, built in the most exact conformity to the

lilies of the order by Cistercian monks, who went from Citeaiix

for the purpose, and carried with them, doubtless, the plans of

the building. The Cathedral at Koln, built in emulation of

that of Amiens ; the Cathedral at jNIilan, built by a German

;

that at Genoa, certainly owing much to French influence; and

the Church of San Francesco at Assisi, also very foreign in its

style, all illustrate this common practice of the mediaeval authori-

ties. What the architects themselves did, we learn here and

there incidentally. INIore than this we must not expect ; for

where we know so few even of the names of the artists of the

Middle Ag-es, it were strange indeed if we knew any thing- as to

their mode of study. But the sketch-book of Wilars de Honicort

supplies us with evidence as to a man in the thirteenth century

who spent his time in rambling" about making sketches ; and the

archives of the cathedral at Valencia tell us the story of the

architect Pedro Balaguer, who, in a.d. 1414, was sent by the

authorities of the church there on a journey to Lerida, Narbonne,

and other cities, to look at the various church steeples, in order

that he might succeed in the design he was about to make for

the steeple of his own cathedral.

Enough has now been said to prove at least this—that in the

Middle Ages there was no objection whatever on the part of

architects to the study and importation of foreign varieties of

Gothic architecture, and that the extremely intimate connexion

of the Church here with the Church on the Continent, and par-

ticularly the influence of the regular clergy, and their frequent

connexion with foreign religious houses, made it impossible that

artists should have worked in England at any time between the
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twelfth and sixteenth centuries, ^vithout exhibiting some know-

ledge of what their brethren were doing on the other side of the

water.

Here, then, we arrive at precisely the point to which it is

necessary to come, when we have to meet the mere archaeologist

on this question. And when he repeats his assertion that the

study of Continental Gothic art is dangerous for English artists,

we have but to confront him with the example of the very men
to whom he apj)eals, in order to cut the ground from under his

feet. But there is a much broader and more serious aspect of

the whole question than this merely antiquarian view; and it

were a great error to lose sight of it. This view assumes that

the object of good architects is not simple copyism of certain ex-

amples, nor the mere revival of a bygone state of things, but the

restoration of true principles, and the vigorous and persistent

endeavour after originality in developments from them. The

studj^ of Gothic architecture has taken so wide a range of late

years, and the number of Gothic buildings in course of erection is

now so large, that a great deal has already been effected in the

way not only of exact revival of our old style, but also in the way
of development in fresh directions. It is so very difficult, so im-

possible, one might almost say, to pursue any art in a purely

antiquarian spirit, that we need not wonder that the attempt has

failed when tried by men enamoured of their own national art,

almost as conspicuously as when it has been essayed from the

Greek, Roman, or Italian side. There are, as every one must see,

certain developments and certain concessions to altered ideas and

modern habits, without which any architecture would be in-

tolerable. And accordingly, it is well-nigh impossible to find any
buildings erected in modern times which are not more or less

departures from the exact type afforded by old examples. At the

same time, the most original and vigorous, because the most
sensible, of these buildings, will always be found to be the work
of the men who have studied Avitli the most zeal and enthusiasm

the best ancient examples. Indeed, were originality so much
wanting as some critics pretend, it would be impossible to divide

men into schools, to separate one man^s style from another^s, or

to recognize so easily as we now do the handiwork of each

architect of any real distinction, even at the present day. Then,

if every modern work is, of veiy necessity, so unlike any parti-

cular example of old work, it is certain that it is no more so than

was each example of unported art or work done by foreign artists

in the Middle Ages. And it is equally certain, also, that the

style which would result from really careful study of foreign ex-
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amples would not be an exact repetition of any particular foreign

building or portion of a building. We will now, therefore, con-

sider shortly the way in which the architect ought to pursue this

study of foreign art, and then some of the directions in which it

seems that such study would be of especial value to us.

First of all, then, it is impossible to say too strongly that the

first duty of all artists is to know, not something, but every thing

about their national art. Who can believe in the real zeal of

the man who requires the excitement of foreign travel to induce

him to study his art ? Is it not certain that if he cared for it

with more than a half love, every English county would have

been examined and studied, and its old remains sketched and

catalogued, before he went further ? Few, indeed, it is to be feared,

know the full loveliness of English art who have not wandered,

knapsack on back, and sketch-book in hand, in all directions over

the country. And it may be asserted ^ath perfect safety,' that if

men first of all did this, they would never afterwards be able to

throw oflT the sweet influence of such an education. There are

spots in this land as sacred to every real lover of art as any in

the world ; but they are, for the most part, homely, modest, easy

of access, and therefore too liable to be overlooked. And if any
argument in favour of the study of foreign examples were to lead

to greater neglect df them than is already shown, it were a

thousand-fold better to leave such arguments unsaid. But with

this preliminary caution, it is difficult to say how much and how
endless is the store of noble works which the architect may study

on the Continent. The vast sphere over which examples are

spread, the variety of climate which they are built to suit, the

difference of material, of processes, of manners, and of w^ants,

ensure all that variety of treatment w^hich are not only so in-

teresting, but also so constantly required at our hands when, in

the practice of our art, we become so cosmopolitan as many of us

nowadays are, building in all parts of the world, and of necessity

under the most varying conditions. The characteristics of Con-
tinental architecture vary, as might be expected in various

countries and districts, and the lessons to be learnt are accord-

ingly of the most varying kind. In France, for instance, where

we have in the mediseval remains, not the work of one well-

imited kingdom, but of a variety of pro^dQces which have by slow

degrees become consolidated in a great empire, the lessons are

most various. The student finds there the stream of Komanesque

art coming from the south to the north, sending out here a shoot

and there a shoot, and developing gradually into provincial

variations of the most distinct and well-marked kind. The per-
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f'ectiou of French art of the best period is probably that which

we see in the old Ile-de-France, and the churches here and

around it are among- the finest and most complete the world

has ever seen. Such cathedrals as those of Chartres and Bourges,

Paris, Amiens, and Rouen, are each, not only a great work of

art, but, at the same time, a great Christian epic, in which not

only are the grouping and general design admirable, but in which

also the subordinate parts illustrate in their arrangement, their

ornamentation, and their sculpture, the whole Christian scheme

in the most marvellous manner. The English sculpture of the

Middle Ages is poor and insignificant in comparison with that

which is found there. Glorious as is the west front of Wells, it

pales before those great works, and at the same time the cha-

racter of the work we see in it is so much like that of some of

them as to show how little risk there can be in the study of works

so identical in their character.

Another province—that of Perigord—possesses equal value in

another way. For here, where Byzantine and not Romanesque

influence was paramount in the first instance, we see a succession

of churches in which an attempt has been made to combine the

use of the dome with the pointed arch ; and one can imagine few

combinations which are likely to afford more legitimate openings

to us than this. It happens, indeed, that the attempt was never

made in England, though the nave of the Temple Church and

the glorious lantern of Ely, show that the feeling which sug-

gested it was not wanting here. But on the Continent it was

made often, and generally with astonishing- success. In Ger-

many, the Cathedral at Aachen, and the Church of S. Gereon,

at Koln; in France, S. Front Perigueux, and the cathedral at

Angouleme; in Italy, the Baptistery at Pisa, the cathedrals of

S. Mark, at Venice, of Florence, and of Siena, and the Church

of Santa Maria at Arezzo ; and in Spain, the Church at Toro,

the Cathedral at Zamora, and the oldest of the two cathedrals

at Salamanca, are examples, among others, of the varying way
in which it was sought to introduce this great feature, which

both in its origin and in its form has so much more affinity to

the lines of Gothic buildings than to those of buildings of any

other style. It is much to be wished that this one development,

at any rate, may ere long be seen in some grand town church

;

and following- old precedent, it may be in one of these two ways,

either as the vast circular nave, or place of assembly for the

people, or as the smaller crown or shrine in the centre of which

stands the Altar, whilst to its west is the long nave opening-

into it.
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But tliis wealth of examples ol" domical ehurclies is one way
only in which France is so rich. Another district—that of the

Puy de Dome and Velay—is full of striking examples of parti-

coloured consti'uction. Here all the building-s are built of dark

scoriffi and Hg-ht stone, contrasting- strongly in colour, and most
piquant in their effect. In principle they are identical mtli the

buildings of two kinds of stone which we have in some English

examples (as e.g., at Irchester and Strixton in Northampton-
shire) , or with others of flint and stone ; but they are carried

out more completely, and undoubtedly deserve the most careful

study. Nor less do they claim the attention of the student for

their solid and permanent mode of construction. They are built

throughout without timber ; and, decay of stone alone excepted,

there seems to be scarcely any reason why they should not last

for ever.

Here, then, in France only, we see in how many directions the

study of mediaeval art may fairly take us. Nor is it otherwise

in Italy. There, indeed, it is necessary to be more cautious,

because Gothic art was never so frankly accepted as it was here,

and the mediseval architects always wrought as though they

were to a certain extent under the influence of classic traditions.

Hence, there are many details of their work, which no one who
has thoroughly studied English Gothic mil ever be inclined to

tolerate. Their mouldings, their traceries, their carving of

foliage, their avowedly unreal and unsafe modes of construction,

are all open to severe criticism ; but, on the other hand, their

skill in the introduction of colour in construction, the refined

delicacy of their decorations, and the marvellous beauties of their

mosaics and paintings—so truly architectural in their character

—are so remarkable, that it wovdd be in the highest degree per-

nicious were we to allow ourselves to be deterred from their

study. This, at least is certain, that if we studied these Italian

works more carefully, our attempts in the same direction would

be far more likely to have a successful result, would be more
modest, more refined, and altogether more gracious in their air

than they are. It has already been shown, how our own fore-

fathers saw nothing wrong in the importation of an Italian

pavement and shrine for our noblest church, whilst the paintings

on the vaulting of Salisbury Cathedral, so far as one can trace

their outlines throug-h the barbarous coatings of whitewash which
covers them, appear to be similar in their general scheme to such

early Italian paintings as those of the Church of S. Francesco,

at Assisi, or the less known but most interesting works at

Avignon and Toulouse.
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Once more; who can study the history of brickwork in the

Middle Ages, without seeing- how thoroughly fragmentary our

knowledge of the subject is, if we confine ourselves to our own
country. Until a late date, our examples are few and far between.

Little Wenham Hall is almost the solitary English example in

the thirteenth, as the great church at Hull is in the fourteenth

century, and neither of them shows any special skill in the use

of the material. How different is the case in the north of

Germany and the Low Countries; for there, where no stones

were to be had without enormous expense of transport, and

where bricks were the natural—indeed almost the only—build-

ing materials to be had, men showed the greatest skill in their

making and use, and have left us a vast number of buildings

from the stern but noble Romanesque of the old German convent

of Jerichow, and the stately simplicity ofNorwegian Roeskilde, to

the florid exuberance of the fifteenth century, gabled, pinnacled,

and crocketed civic buildings, of Liibeck, or the rich Church of

S. Catherine at Brandenburg. Nor is the north of Europe alone

in this respect. France affords us examples of a very early date in

the great church of S. Sernin at Toulouse, whilst brick buildings

of later age abound in the district around that city; the north

of Italy is rich in the extreme in the best brickwork ever exe-

cuted any where—delicate, graceful, and lovely in its detail;

and finally, some parts of Spain, especially the valley of the

Ebro, and the neighbourhood of Toledo, are full of examples

which show how the Moorish architects contrived, long after their

race had been overthrown by the Christians, to infuse into the

works which they erected for their conquerors, much of the

Eastern character which their own brick buildings had always

borne.

Space would fail for the further illustration in detail of the

various directions in which the same kind of novelty of develop-

ment in entire harmony with the traditions of our own national

art, might be discovered. But a few words may not be out of

place as to the limits within which they ought to be studied.

It seems to be very easy to draw certain broad and defined lines

between those varieties of old buildings which it is safe to adopt,

and those in the study of which there is danger. One great rule

pervades all good architecture, viz.—that it must first of all be

real and truthfid in its construction, ornamentation, and arrange-

ment. This cannot be insisted on too often nor too earnestly; foi'

without it we can have no good art, whilst with it we shall at

least have honesty, which is the first essential in the work, as well

as in the character of the artist.
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Let lis examine a little, and we shall see how easy this rule is

in its application. In all architecture, the first principles to

be observed are those of sound construction; and no archi-

tecture is worth any thing" in which these are not thoroug-hly

cared for. Greek architecture was, in its origin, the result of

the best known mode of construction : the columns placed at

intervals not too g-reat for the use of the flat stone lintel ; the

flat roof perfectly suited to the climate; the marked architectural

character g-iven to the columns, which did all the work, so to

speak, of the building-, were all evidences of right feeling on the

part of the architect. So, too, the delicate lines of the mould-

ings were suited to the intense brilliancy of the light and
shade in the Greek climate. So, again, Roman architecture was
honest enoug'h generally; and so, undoubtedly, was Gothic. The
aim of the student must be therefore in all cases to be very critical

as to the extent to which this honesty was thorough in its appli-

cation. Those Italian arches which required an iron tie to hold

them together are examples of dishonest building; so in a

less degree is the construction of ornament; the omission of

members which, when they are seen, appear to be necessary; the

erection of work merely for show, as e.g., the false gables of the

buildings at Pisa (emulated, it is true, at Lincoln and Salisbury)

and the west fronts of the Brunswick churches, towering up
high above the naves of which they pretend to be the ends.

And again, the student who is thoroughly penetrated with a

sense of the artistic excellence and value of English work, will

naturally be careful to look for such analogies between it and
Continental work, as go to prove that the junction of the two
would not produce any kind of clashing. Thus, to take one well-

known example. The desig'n of the arcade, which carries the

vast superstructure of the Ducal Palace, at Venice, is one

which might be found any where in the north of Europe, bold,

vigorous, massive, and thoroughly Gothic. The traceried arcade

above it, and the vast expanse of marble diaper on the wall aliove

that, are, in the main, Italian in their origin and style. Yet
all three harmonize perfectly; and it follows, that the same kind

of traceried arcade, and the same kind of constructional diaper of

marble, might be used here with no less harmonious an effect over

one of our purely Gothic arcades. In a general way, again, we
find in foreign countries a vast number of examples of some

feature of which we have either solitary or very few instances.

Yet if these few instances were allowable, then it cannot be wrong
to multiply them. In France we find the majority of churches

groined in stone, here a very small minority. There the apsidal
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termmation is all but universal, here a rare exception. There the

square abacus to the capital is the rule, here not; and so on ad

infinitum.

In all these respects, without absolutely copying the parti-

cular feature, we may take the hint, and so eng-raft on our own
work some evidence of the study of Continental work, which

shall yet not have any of the character of mere copyism. Indeed,

nothing will moi'e thoroughly break the artist of any tendency

to copying', than the largeness of mind and taste to which foreign

travel so much conduces. It is no more difficult for the man
who has lived in mind with great artists to mould what they

have done to his own purposes, than it is for the sculjDtor or

the painter to do so after the study of the great masters of their

several crafts. There is a certain limit to originality in all the

arts, and it requires no proof that the mediseval artists who
carried on the traditions of their art with only gradual modifica-

tions, were no more original than are those at the present day
who are reviving the same traditions. Painters, sculptors, and

musicians, all practise their arts under great limitations as to

originality. They cannot wisely ignore the work of their fore-

runners, for they have the same duty to perform towards nature,

and generally the same bounds beyond wliich they cannot pass.

So, the architect, who is restricted by certain imperative con-

ditions as to construction, material, and climate, is not in truth

very much more fettered if he is restricted in some degree also as

to style. But he will do wisely, without doubt, to enlai-ge his

knowledge and his appreciation of style in art, by study every

where of the best examples ; and if this is done in the spirit of

the artist, and not in the temper of a mere tradesman, he will

drink in eveiy where lessons of unspeakable value, which will

mark themselves with a certain charm on all the work that he

does. He will be incapable of mere copying for this is the

result of careless or unloving study of the past ; and if he have

first of all made himself thoroughly master of the artistic trea-

sures of his own country, he will never be led away by the study

of foreign examples to forget them, where they are really

worthy of admiration, for they are not the real students of the

foi-eign Gothic art of the Middle Ages who are conspicuous by
their attempts to introduce it, j!3?^r et simple, into Eng'land.

George Edmund Street.



The proverb which warns the shoemaker not to g-o " beyond his

last/' expresses in a concise form the injui-ious influence of

exclusive adherence to any one pursuit. The devotees of an}'^

sing-le branch of knowledge are very liable to the temptation of

regarding- every thing from their own point of view, and of

applying the instruments aiid keys of their own craft to the

measurement and solution of all other problems. Theologians

are sometimes accused, and not always unjustly, of intruding

into the province of science, and imposing their own arbitrary

interpretations on Nature. The student of Nature, on the other

hand, falls into an error not less grievous, when he pushes his

conclusions beyond the legitimate limits of his premisses, and
argues the falsity of theological dogmas from the experimental

tests of physical science. Theologians were certainly wrong
when they saw in the miracle of Joshua the refutation of the

Copernican system ; for the miracle took place, not to establish

an astronomical conclusion, but to enforce a religious principle :

it proclaimed not, that the Copernican system was wi'ong, but

that God is Sovereign over His own creation. But Galileo

was equally to blame wdien, not content with defending the

Copernican system, he applied his telescope to the task of Bib-

lical exegesis. According to the most approved theory of light,

there seems to be no insuperable difficulty in belie\4ng that the

solar light might have been supernaturally prolonged above the

horizon after the sun had set, without any interference with the

motion of the earth. And Joshua, in describing the miracle,

used, as even men of science still use, the language of appear-

ances. He described the miracle as it appeared to those wdio

witnessed it, without encumbering his narrative with what con-

cerned him not^—its scientific explanation.

But theologians, at least, have profited by experience since the

da^-s of Galileo. They no longer seek to impede the progress of

science by binding her in the fetters of foregone conclusions.

They are ready to w^elcome her as a fellow-labourer in another

province of the Creator^s kingdom. They are willing that she

should enjoy the utmost freedom, and they have no fear or jealousy

of her achievements so long as she keeps within her own borders.
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and observes her neig-libour^s landmarks. It is not scientific re-

search that they object to, but rather that unscientific dog-ma-

tism which, stepping out of its proper domain, prescribes laws

in a region where it has neither knowledge nor authority. These

mutual usurpations on the part of different sciences Bacon

reckons among the chief hindrances to the progress of knowledge,
" Another error,^^ he says, " is that after the distribution of

particular arts and sciences, men have abandoned universality or

Philosojjhia prima : which cannot but cease and stop all pro-

gression. For no perfect discovery can be made upon a flat or a

level : neither is it possible to discover the more remote and

deeper parts of any science, if^otc stand hut upon the level of the

same science, and ascend not to a higher science."

Again:—"Another error that hath some connexion with this

latter is, that men have used to infect their meditations, opinions,

and doctrines, with some conceits which they have most admired,

or some sciences which they have most applied ; and given all

things else a tincture according to them, utterly untrue and im-

proper. ... So Cicero, when, reciting the several opinions of the

nature of the soul, he found a musician that held the soul was

but a harmony, saith pleasantly. Hie ah arte sua non recessit.

But of these conceits Aristotle speaketh seriously and wisely,

when he saith. Qui respiciunt ad pauca de facili pronunciant."

And further on he administers an impartial rebuke to meta-

physical and physical philosophers respecting their unlawful in-

vasion of each other's territories. "This misplacing," he says,

"hath caused a deficience, or at least a great improficience in

the sciences themselves. For the handling of final causes, mixed

with the rest in physical inquiries, hath interrupted the severe

and diligent inquiry of all real and physical causes, and given

men the occasion to stay upon these satisfactory and specious

causes, to the great arrest and prejudice of further discovery

.... Not hecaiise those final causes are not true, and worthy to he

inquired, heing kej)t within their own province ; but because their

excursions into the limits of physical causes hath bred a vastness

and solitude in that track. For otherwise, keeping their precincts

and horders, men are extremely deceived if they think there is an

enmity or rejmgnance at all hetweeu them." [Advancement ofLearn-

ing, pp. 33, 34, 94, 95, Markby's edition.)

It would be well if the disciples of the inductive philoso2>hy

wei'e somewhat more mindful of these admirable warnings of

their great master. Whatever sins may be laid at the door of

theology in other days, certainly in our day the aggression is

generally from the side of science, which, not content with tole-
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ration and good neighbourhood on the part of the Churcli,

aspires to dictate the articles of her creed, and prescribe her ^'ery

forms of devotion. Of this aggressive disposition on the part of

science the recent attack on special prayer is an instance. The
prayer against the cholera and cattle-plague cannot be accused of

encroaching on any of the rights and privileges of science. It

moves in another sphere, and is simply based on our recog-

nition of a God Whose love is infinite, and Whose power is equal

to His love. It is strictly framed on Bacon^s advice, " being

kept within its own province," and not venturing on any " ex-

cursions into the limits of physical eavises." Yet Natural Science,

in so far as it is represented by Professor Tyndall, turns round

upon us with a scowl, and tells us that, in the opinion of " the

great majority of sane persons," we are little better than fools

for believing that our prayers can avail to stop the progress of

the pestilence. Being thus rudely and wantonly assailed, we may
do our best to repel the attack without incurring the imputation

of enmity against physical science.

The argument against special prayer falls under two heads.

It is assumed, in the first place, that such prayer is inconsistent

with " the necessary character of natural laws ;" and secondly,

that it is repugnant to our belief in the unchangeableness of God.

Let us examine the argument in this order.

I. It must be observed, in limine, that the first objection is

valid against all miracles, or against none. That is the broad

issue. Either the violation of a natural law is impossible, and no

such violation ever took place ; or one or more violations have

taken place, and therefore there is no antecedent impossibility

—in other words, natural laws have no " necessary character.'^

Now it so happens, that belief in the violation, or suspension,

or counteraction (however we may express it) of natural law,

belongs to the essence of Christianity. Professor Tyndall 's

position is philosophically false, or Christianity is an imposture.

For Christianity is founded on two distinct violations of the

order of nature : the miraculous Incarnation of the Son of God,

and His miraculous Resurrection from the dead. If these two

miracles are admitted as true, the argument against miracles

from the uniformity of nature breaks down on the threshold of

the inquiry ; for it is clear that what has taken place, nun/ again

take place. On the other hand, if God the Son was, not " born

of a pure Virgin,"*^ and rose not from the dead, cadit qtiastio :

" our faith is vain ; we are yet in our sins." If Christianity is

indeed a fiction, and its " noble army of martyrs " a crowd of

weak-minded enthusiasts, it really is not worth while to debate

VOL. I. c c
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about miracles and the power of prayer. " Let us eat and drink,

for to-morrow we die.^^ The nobiHty of human nature is gone,

and we are at once deg-raded to the level of the l^easts that perish.

" They that deny a God, destroy man^s nobility : for certainly

man is of kin to the beasts by his body; and if he be not of kin

to God b}' his spirit, he is a base and ignoble creature. It

destroys likewise magnanimity, and the raising of human nature;

for take an example of a dog, and mark what a generosity and
courage he will put on when he finds himself maintained by a

man, who to him is instead of a God, or melior natura ; which
courage is manifestly such as that creature, without that confi-

dence of a better nature than his own, could never attain. So
man, when he resteth and assureth himself upon Divine protec-

tion and favour, gathereth a force and faith, which human nature

in itself could not obtain."' (Bacon^'s Essay on Atheism^

But human nature can never love and rest in a God Who is

merely a scientific abstraction, any more than it can love and
trust in electricity or gravitation. To kindle love in my soul, I

must fix my affections on a Person ; and that Person must be
" higher than I,'" else my love will degenerate into instinct or

lust. He must also be a partaker, in some way, of my own
nature; One Who can sympathize with me in my joys and sorrows.

" When the precept of love b.as been given, an image must be

set before the eyes of those who are called upon to obey it, an

ideal or type of man which may be noble and amiable enough to

raise the whole race, and make the meanest members of it sacred

with reflected glory. Did not Christ do this? Did the command
to love go forth to those who had never seen a human being they

could revere ? Could His followers tui-n upon Him and say

—

How can we love a creature so degraded, full of vile wants and
contemptible passions, whose little life is most harmoniously

spent when it is an empty round of eating and sleeping; a

creature destined for the grave and for obli\'ion, when his allotted

term of fretfulness and folly has expired ? Of this race Christ

Himself was a member; and to this day is it not the best answer

to all blasphemers of the species, the best consolation when our

sense of its degradation is keenest, that a human brain was
behind His forehead, and a human heart beating in His breast,

and that \vithin the whole creation of God nothing more elevated

or more attractive has yet been foimd than He? . . . An eternal

glory has been shed upon the human race by the love Christ

bore to it \"

' Ecce Homo, Maemillan, 1866, p. 164. This remarkable book, if I may
ventm-c to express an opinion, seems to me susceptible throngbont of an
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And it is of this glory that the cold hand of science would
unfeelingly rob us. If Professor TyndalFs argument is true,

Christ and the supernatural must perish together. And then

what remains? "All is vanity and vexation of spirit." When
the heavens over us are brass, and the ground under our feet is

iron, and the pestilence is desolating our homes, it is but cold

comfort to be called upon to admire the beautiful uniformity of

nature's inexorable laws. Can they heal a broken heart, or

change a sinful one? I may be stricken by a Father's hand,

and still love the hand that smites me. But to send me for

consolation to the blind evolutions of a heartless Fate—this is

mockery indeed!

" Wlienever I find my faith in miraculous agency vacillating

within me, the image of my God seems to be fading away from

my eyes. He ceases to be for me God the free, the living, the

personal; the God with Whom the soul converses, as mth a

master and friend. And that holy dialogue once interrupted,

what is left us ! How does life become sad ! How does it lose its

illusions ! Reduced to the satisfaction of mere physical wants,

to eat, to drink, to sleep, to make money, deprived of all horizon,

how piierile does our matui-ity appear, how sorrowful our old age,

how meaningless our anxieties ! No more mystery, no more

innocence, no more infinity, no longer any heaven above our

heads, no more poesy. Ah ! be sure : the incredulity which

rejects the miracle has a tendency to unpeople heaven and to

disenchant the earth. The supernatural is the natural sphere of

the soul. It is the essence of its faith, of its hope, of its love.

I know how specious criticism is, how victorious its arguments

often appear; but I know one thing besides, and perhaps I

might here even appeal to your own (sceptic's) testimony ; in

ceasing to believe in what is miraculous, the soiil finds that it has

lost the secret of Divine life ; henceforth it is urged downwards

towards the abyss, soon it lies on the earth, and not seldom in

the dirt. . . . TVTien philosophy has no other God than the

universe, no other man than the chief of the mammalia, what is

it but a mere system of Zoology? Zoology constitutes the whole

science of the epoch of the materialists; and, to speak plainly,

that is our position at the present day." [Conversations Theo-

orthodox interpretation, with the exception of the Author's account of onr

Lord's Temptation. But as he has avowedly reserved the discussion of all

theological questions for his next volume, it is but fair to give him at present

the benefit of the doubt. The book is, in many respects, a noble contribution

to the ethical philosophy of Christianity ; it is, in fact, a sort of theological

torso, strikingly beautiful as far as it goes : but it wants a head—a defect

which, it is to be bnped, the gifted Author will remedy in his next Essay.

C (• 2
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logiques, pp. 169, 178, par Edmond Scherer. Quoted in Guizot's

Meditations on Christiaiutj/.)

This, then, being- the issue before us, we have a right to ask

Professor Tyndall, and all whom he represents, to speak out, and

tell us plainly what they mean. They have committed them-

selves to an arg-ument which is as fatal to Christianity and the

entire sphere of the supernatural, as it is to " Lambeth Prayers.^^

They must, therefore, sacrifice Christianity to their logic, or their

logic to Christianity. It is really not fair to speak of God and

of Christianity, when their reasoning would banish both from the

universe. If the Government of the world is but a sort of

limited monarchy, where the Sovereign is hemmed in by a net-

work of mechanical laws, and cannot issue a decree or express a

wish but in obedience to precedeut and throug-h the voice of His

ministers, then, whatever fine name we use, the object of our

thought is no GoD at all ; we mean Necessity, or Fate, or some

other abstraction equally shadowy and unsubstantial, and we had

better say so. It is not right to employ Christian language as a

cloak for pagan sentiments.

And, after all, what does the devotee of physical science hope

to gain by denying Christianit}^, and eliminating the super-

natural from the catalogue of his credenda ? His dreary creed is

not likely to add to the dignity or happiness of human nature

;

but will it help to solve the riddles which encompass man^s life,

whether he look before him or behind ? Are there no difficulties

still remaining ? Is there no ghostly apparition behind the frame-

work of nature, haunting his vision, but eluding his grasp ; and

which all the spells of science cannot lay ? What is man himself

but a supernatural phenomenon ? His first appearance upon earth

is a stupendous miracle. It M^as an innovation on the previous

order of nature, greater than a resurrection from the dead. This

much is admitted by men who certainly cannot be accused of any
inordinate reverence for traditional views, and whom even Pro-

fessor Tyndall would probably place among '^ the majority of sane

persons.^' " In our attempt to account,^^ says Sir Charles Lyell,

"for the origin of species, we find ourselves brought face to face

with the working of a law of development of so high an order as

to stand nearly in the same relation as the Deity Himself to

maiVs finite understanding ; a law capable of adding new and

powerful causes, such as the moral and intellectual faculties of

the human race, to a system of nature which had gone for mil-

lions of years without the intervention of an analogous cause."

[Antkiuity of Man, ch. xxxiii.)

This distinguished writer, it is true, endeavours to evade the
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toree of his own admission by the aid of a theory which, however
plausible on the surface, will not bear a close examination. The
theory, in brief, is as follows :— Humanity, now and then, under
the leadership of some king- of thoug-ht, is observed to make, as

it were, a leap up to a higher point of civilization. So that " if,

in conformity with the theory of progression, we believe mankind
to have risen from a rude and humble starting-point, such leaps

may have successively introduced higher and higher forms and
grades of intellect ; but, at a much remoter period, may have
cleared at one bound the space which separated the highest stage
of the unprogressive intelligence of the inferior animals from the
first and lowest form of improvable reason manifested by man '."

The answer to this is very simjile. The theory is a naked
assumption, without a single fact to support it. The parallel

which Sir Charles Lyell institutes between a transmutation of
species by a series of leaps and the start which civilization occa-

sionally makes by the happy discovery of some great genius is,

in reality, no parallel at all. It fails in all the requisites of a

legitimate analogy. Men of the present day have, of course, a
larger knowledge and a wider experience than the men of six

thousand years ago. This is, in fact, one of the barriers which
separate man from the inferior animals. Each generation of

mankind enters into the labours of its predecessors ; and, as it

dies, leaves the scaffolding higher up the temple of knowledge
than it found it : whereas each of the lower animals starts in the

race of life as if the first of its species, with no accumulation of

knowledge from the tribes that went before it, however far back
the line may extend. But, though we can thus trace along the

course of successive ages a gradual increase in the prodact of the

human intellect, and mark at times a sudden impulse given to

the progress of the race by the genius of one man, experience

negatives the notion of any advancement in the intellect itself,

by means of "leaps^' or otherwise. The human intellect of the

present day is not superior to the intellect of the age of Pericles.

It stands on a higher level as regards knowledge, but not as

regards intrinsic power ; it is richer in external possessions, but
not in internal endowments. By inventing the telescope, Galileo

enabled the eye to see farther than it ever saw before ; but the

eye itself remained unchanged. And it is the same with regard

to other discoveries. The discoverer raises the general intellect

—

by a " leap," if Sir Charles Lyell likes the expression—to a ter-

race overlooking that on which he found it. He thus extends its

' This theory of '"leaps" was hinted at yetirs ago by 11 ai lain, 'i^^^ Hisiorij

of Literature, vol. iii. p. 2S7. Third Edition.
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honzoii_^ and enables it to see much which it could not see on the
" flat" whereon it stood before. But the general intellect is not

thereby intrinsically chang-ed^ nor acquires new powers, any more
than a man is made taller by going" some steps up a ladder. In

comparing our own age with the palmiest days of ancient Greece,

we may truly say that

" What sages would have died to learn

Is taught by cottage dames.^^

But the "cottage dames" are not therefore intellectually superior

to Plato and Aristotle.

This, then, is the first fallacy of Sir Charles LyelFs theory.

He confounds the accumulation of knowledge with the progress

of the intellect. Then, again, if the theory is to work, the

intellect, at least of him who makes the " leap," ought to main-

tain itself in his descendants at the high level which it reached

in himself. But this is far from being the case. Genius does

not go by natural descent. In the third generation, if not sooner, it

generally falls back to the " flat " from which it leapt. We have

no race of Newtons or of Bacons, of Dantes or of Shakespeares.

But we ought to have—according to Sir Charles LyelFs theory.

If the analogy is good for any thing, Avhat it really proves is, that

mankind ought long ago to have lapsed back across " the space"

which their progenitor " cleared at one bound,^^ when he escaped

from the monkeys. The existence of the human race is a stand-

ing refutation of the theory of " leaps."

With respect to Mr. Darwin^s theory, it is enough to say of it

that even Sir Charles Lyell, wdio clings to Mr. Darwin^s view,

has been obliged to invent a theory of his own, equally baseless,

in order to fill up the hiatus Avhich separates Mr. Darwin^s pre-

mises from his conclusion. Mr. Darwin has not adduced a single

case of a real transformation of species. But if the fact were
other^vise, and man were really descended from the aj)e, Mr.
Darwin^s own hypothesis would still require that the transition

should be so gradual, the transmutation so drawn out and at-

tenuated by the length of the process, that the highest specimen

of the ape could be seen merging, by scarcely perceptible lines,

into the lowest specimen of man. But it is not so. A wide gvilf

still divides the gorilla from the man, and there is no interme-

diate brain to span the intervening chasm '. There is a missing-

link, which Mr. Darwin does not account for. Sir Charles Lyell

has attempted to supply the omission by his theory of " leaps
;"

with what success, let the reader judge.

' See Sir C. Lyell, On the Antiquity of Man, p. 491.
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The appearance of man on the earth, then, is a miracle. The
fact of his appearance, in the first place, is miraculous. Here is

a being, who stands out among the mechanical and animal forces

of nature as a king and controller, " a creature, yet a cause ^
,"

I'uling, guiding, subduing them at his pleasure. He has views,

aims, plans, and he compels Nature to turn aside from her own
avocations to execute his will. By the exercise of an independent

volition, he creates effects directly contrary to those which else

would have resulted from the operations of physical laws. Where
did this strange being come from ? To what law or agency did

he owe his beginning ? Experience tells us nothing, nor does

history, outside the Bible, of the circumstances which preceded

and accompanied man^s introduction on the earth; but lleason

forces us to the conclusion that his origin is due to a supernatural

Cause—a Cause, that is, outside and above both his own nature,

and the nature of all that stands below him in creation. This is

a necessary inference. For the only alternative is an eternal, un-

created race—that is to say, an effect without a cause ; which
would itself be a miracle, with the addition of being an absur-

dity into the bargain. Moreover, such an hypothesis is flatly

contradicted by physical science, which points to a time when
life, such as we know it, could not exist for a moment on the

earth.

And if \hQfact of mane's entrance on the earth is a miracle, so is

also the maimer of it. Man, as we know him now, is generated from

a microscopic cell, and arrives at maturity by passing through an

intervening stage of helplessness, both of mind and body. But this

could not have been the manner of man^s original creation. Holy

Scripture tells us that the first pair were created at once, in full

stature of mind and body ; and Reason confirms the teaching of

Revelation. If our first parents had been created in a state of

infancy, the first day of their life would have been the last, unless

indeed we suppose them nursed by a daily miracle. In the pre-

sent order of nature, life, whether of man, beast, or plant, begins

in the germ, and realizes its idea through a process of natural

development. According to the common saying, " the child is

the father of the man f the oak springs from the acorn. But this

' " Son of immortal Seed, high destined Man !

Know thy dread gift—a creature, j'et a cause

;

Each mind is its own centre, and it draws

Home to itself, and moulds in its thought's span

All outward things, the vassals of its will,

Aided by Heaven, by earth unthwarted still."

Lyra AjiostoUca, p. 48.
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order is reversed iu the Biblical account of creation. There we
have first the full-grown individual^ endowed with reproductive

power :
" the herb yielding- seed and the fruit tree yielding fruit

after his kind^ whose seed is in itself;" and so with all other

forms of life. Each sj^ecies, man included, appeared in its perfect

type; and then itself became a creator, with delegated power.

Such is the teaching of the inspired record ; and such, too, is the

deduction of human reason. " For, as a necessity of thought, we
are led to refer the potential existence of each thing to the actual

existence of something before; a flower, for instance, owes its

potential existence in the seed to the actual existence of another

flower before it." Sir A. Grant^s Essays on Aristotle's Ethics,

p. 188.)

We are driven, then, by the sheer force of our reasoning

faculties, to take refuge in a miracle as the only possible solution

of man^s origin. In our last analysis, we must reach a point

where the present order of nature in the production of our species

iails ; we encounter a man and a woman, the parents of the

human race, but parentless themselves, and without any experience

of childhood. What could be a greater infringement on the order

of nature than this ? In comparison with it, a resurrection from

the dead, or Providential deliverance from pestilence, is insig-nifi-

cant. What, in fact, can be a greater miracle than the universe

itself? Whence came it? Who gave it its laws? For the

very word law is meaningless, unless we suppose a lawgiver.

The world, with all its complex machinery, must have come
from the hands of a personal Creator. For a world created

out of nothing by an all-powerful Being, though a mystery,

involves no absurdity ; but a world without a Creator, and
therefore without a beginning, is a contradiction in terms and

an absurdity. If we think at all on the subject, we must at last

reach a First Cause. The great miracle is God Himself. Grant
that, and other miracles are not only possible, but probable also.

Deny it, and you merely exchange one class of miracles for

another. It is idle to attack the miracles of providential su-

perintendence and arrangement, and leave the miracles of crea-

tion untouched. A wise general does not advance into an

enemy^s coimtry, and leave an overjDowering army hanging on

his rear to cut oft' his retreat.

And this is what Professor Tyndall has done in asserting

" the necessary character of natiiral laws.^^ His assertion is con-

tradicted by facts, and repudiated by men whom even he would

admit to be '' sane." Let us take one of the most important of

these laws h\ way of test --the law of gravitation.
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" Can any reason be assigned/^ asks Dr. Whewell, " why the

law must obtain ? The answer to this is, that no reason, at all

satisfactory, can be given why such a law must of necessity be

what it is, but that very strong reasons can be pointed out why,

for the beauty and advantage of the system, the present one

is better than others/^ {Bndgewater Treatise, p. 185.)

"No further insight into why the apple falls,'''' says Grove,
" is assigned by the force of gravitation : by the latter expression

we are enabled to relate it most usefully to other phenomena, but

still we know no more of the particular phenomenon, than that

under certain circumstances the apple does fall/^ {Correlation of
Physical Forces, p. 18, Fourth Edition.)

" Gravitation," says Sir W. Hamilton, " is only a fact gene-

ralized by induction and observation ; and its rejection, there-

fore, violates no law of thought. When we talk, therefore, of

the necessity of external phenomena, the expression is improper,

if the necessity be only an inference of induction, and not in-

volved in any canon of intelligence. For induction proves to us

only what .is, not what must be—the actual, 7iot the necessary."

Lectitres on Metaphysics, vol. ii. p. 195. Cf. Lectures on Logic,

vol. iii. Lecture xxxii.)

" What I call attraction,^^ says Newton, " may be produced by
impulsion, or by other means unknown to me. I only use the

word attraction to signify generally a force of some kind by
which bodies tend reciprocally towards one another, whatever the

cause may he" {Optics, iii. Qua?st. 31.)

Again :

—

" It is absurd to suppose that necessity presides over

nature. For a blind necessity being every where the same at all

times and in every place, the variety of things could not result

from it. And consequently the universe, with the order of its

parts appropriated to the variety of times and places, can only

have its originfrom one primitive Being who has ideas and toill."

''At every step astronomy finds the limit of physical causes, and
consequently the trace of the action of God." {Princ. Schol. Gen. ;

and Four Letters to Br. Bentley.)

Professor Tyndall has invoked the name of Galileo in ferrorem

against the believers in the efficacy of prayer ; but the following

passage from that philosoj)her^s Bialogue on the Two Systems of the

World shows what he thought of the alleged " necessary character

of natural laws." Simplicio, who defends the Ptolemaic system,

being* asked by Salviati (Galileo) to account for heavy bodies

falling downwards, replies—"The cause of this effect is notorious,

and every one knows it to be gravity." " You are wrong, Signor

Simplicio," answers Sidviati ; " v'ou should have said that every
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one knows that it is called gravity. But I do not ask you the

name_, but the nature {essenza) of the thing, of which nature you
do not know one tittle more than you know of the nature of

the rotatory motion of the stars_, except it be the name which has

been given to the one, and made familiar and domestic, by the

frequent experience we have of it many thousand times a day.

But of the principle or virtue by which a stone falls to the

ground, ive really know no more tJian toe knoio of the frinclple

which carries it upwards when thrown into the air, or which carries

the moon round its orbit, except, as I have said, the name of
gravity" [Dialogo sopra i Due Masslmi Sistemi del Mondo, Tole-

maico e Copernicano
,
p . 230. Fiorenza, 1633.)

Even Mr. J. S, Mill, with all his zeal for the philosophy of

experience, admits that if the existence of God be posited, there

is no vtilid objection against miracles. " In the case of an alleged

miracle,^" he says, ^^ the assertion is ... . that the effect was
defeated, not in the absence, but in consequence of a counteract-

ing cause, namely, a direct interposition of an act of the will of

some Being who has power over nature ; and in particular of a

Being whose will, being assumed to have endowed all the causes

with the powers by which they produce their effects, may well he

supposed able to counteract them. A miracle (as was justly

observed by Brown) is no contradiction to the law of cause and

effect ; it is a new effect supposed to be introduced by the intro-

duction of a new cause. Of the adequacy of that cause, if pre-

sent, there can be no doubt ; and the oily antecedent improba-

bility which can be ascribed to the miracle is the improbability

that any such cause existed'^."

The truth is, the only necessary laws are the laws of the con-

science and the intellect, the axioms of moral and mental science.

We feel that the sense of right and wrong is an original principle

of our constitution, and we cannot imagine any system of things

under which, our nature remaining what it is, we should cease to

have this sense. Nations and individuals may disagree as to

what is right in particular cases ; but all admit that there is a

right, and that the right ought always to be followed : all

accept the major premiss, and differ only as to the minor. This

distinction supplies an answer to an objection of Mr. MilFs.

1 System of Logic, vol. ii. p. 159. Cf. his Eocamination of Sir W. Hamil-

ton's Philosophy, p. 142, where he selects for condemnation the following

passage in an article of M. Nefftzer in the Revue Germanique for Sep-

tember, 1863:—"La negation du miracle n'cst pas subordonnee a I'expe-

rience ; elle est une necessite logique et un fait de certitude interne ; ellc

doit etre le premier article du credo de tout historien et de tout penseur."
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"If it be true/' he says^ "that man has a sense given him to

determine what is right and wrong, it follows that his moral
judgments cannot be susceptible of any improvement/'' But
surely a man may be endowed with a moral sense, and yet go
astray in particulars, through ignorance, or adverse circumstances,

or wilful disobedience. Mr. Mill does not deny the existence of

man's bodily senses
;
yet they are all " susceptible of improve-

ment.'" A trained ear detects discords in music which escape the

uncultivated. It is well known, toOj that the sense of touch in

the blind is so quickened by exercise, as to enable them to dis-

tinguish colours. For the same reason, the painter's educated

eye discovers countless gradations of tint and shade where the

ordinary observer sees nothing but one uniform colour. As, then,

man is born into the world with the sense of sight, but that

sense requires to be duly exercised to enable it to distinguish the

distance, relations, and proportions of external objects ; so man is

born with a moral sense, which is " susceptible of improvement '"

by right action. And as the fact of a man acquiring the habit of

squinting, or seeing double through intemperance ^, or a blow on
the head, is no proof that he never possessed what Aristotle calls

the Bvva/jit<i of right vision ; so neither do the aberrations of the

will prove that man has not "a sense given him to determine

what is right and wrong ^"

* See Eeid, On the Human Mind, Sections xv. and xvi.

2 Mr. Mill himself, when not engaged in defending a theoiy, insists as

strongly as any one on the existence of a moral sense and an olyective

standard of moralitj'. In his criticisms on Mr. Mansel's Bampton Lectures

he ohserves as follows :— " If a person is wiser and better than myself,

not in some unknown and unknowable meaning of the terms, but in their

human acceptations, I am ready to believe that what this person thinks may
be ti'ue, and that what he does may be right, when, but for the opinion I

have of him, I should think otherwise. But this is because I believe

that he and I have at bottom the same standard of truth and rule of right,

and that he probably understands better than I thefacts of the particular
case. If I thought it not improbable that his notion of right might be

my notion of wrong, I should not defer to his judgment. In like manner,
one who sincerely believes in an absolutely good ruler of the world, is not

wan-anted in disbelieving any act ascribed to him, merely because the very

small part of its cu-cumstances which we can possibly know does not

sufficiently justifj' it. But if what I am told respecting him is of a kind

which no facts that can be supposed added to my knowledge could make
me perceive to be right ; if his alleged ways of dealing with the world are

such as no imaginable hj^pothesis respecting things known to him and un-

known to me, could make consistent with the goodness and wisdom which I

mean when I use the terms, but are in direct contradiction to their

signification; then, if the law of contradiction is a law of human thought,

I cannot both believe these things, and believe that God is a good and
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The intellect also has its necessary truths. " It is a part of

consciousness to which all experience bears witness, and which it

is the duty of the philosopher to admit and account for, instead of

disg-uising- or mutilating it to suit the demands of a system, that

there are certain truths which, when once acquired, no matter

how, it is impossible by any effort of thought to conceive as

reversed or reversible. Such, to take the simplest instances, are

the truths of arithmetic and geometry. By no possible act of

thought can we conceive that twice two can make any other

number than four, or that two straight lines can enclose a space,

or that the angles of a triangle can be greater or less than two

right angles; nor yet can we conceive it possible that, by an

exertion of Omnipotence, these facts can hereafter become other

than they are, or that they are otherwise in any remote part of

the universe ^."

Mr, Mill, however, boldly contends, both in his Sj/sfem of Logic ^,

and in his Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy ^, that

mathematical axioms do not belong to the category of necessary

truth, but are merely the result of experience ; and he quotes with

approbation the following passage from " Essays, By a Barrister :''

—" Consider this case. There is a world in which, whenever

two pairs of things are either placed in proximity, or are contem-

wise being." JExamination of Sir William Hamilton s PhilosopJiy,

pp. 103, 104.

On tlie same page occurs one of the most defiant assertions of tlie absolute

Ireedom of the human will which the history of speculation can furnish. Yet
one of the most elaborate chapters in this very book is devoted to the denial

of free will. The passage referred to is as follows :

—

" If, instead of the 'glad tidings ' that there exists a Being in whom all the

excellencies, which the highest human mind can conceive, exist in a degree

inconceivable to us, I am informed that the world is ruled by a Being whose
attributes are infinite, biit what they are we cannot learn, nor what are the

principles of his government, except that ' the highest human morality which
we are capable of conceiving ' does not sanction them ; convince me of it, and
I will bear my fate as I may. But wlien I am told that I must believe this,

and at the same time call this Being by the names which express and affirm

the highest human morality, I say in plain terms that I will not. Whatever
power such a Being may have over me, there is one thing which he shall not

do : he shall not compel me to worship him. I will call no Being good, who
is not what I mean when I apply that epithet to my fellow-creatures ; and if

such a Being can sentence me to hell for not so calling him, to hell I will go."

One must regret tliat Mr. Mill has here departed from the candid and
dispassionate tone, which those who most difi'er from him will thankfully

recognize as the general characteristic of his wi-itings.

' Metaphysics, or the Philosophy of Consciousness, p. 2 IS. By H. L.

Mansel, B.D.
" Vol. i. p. 106, and following. ^ Ch. vi.
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plated together, a fifth thing- is immediately created, and broug-ht

within the contemplation of the mind engaged in putting two
and two tog-ether. This is surely neither inconceivable—for we
can readil}^ conceive the result by thinking- of common puzzle

tricks—nor can it be said to be beyond the power of Omni-
potence. Yet in such a world surely two and two would make
five. That is, the result to the mind of contemplating two two^s

would be to count five. This shows that it is not inconceivable

that two and two might make five : but, on the other hand, it is

perfectly easy to see why in this world we are absolutely certain

that two and two make four. There is probably not an instant

of our lives in which we are not experiencing the fact. We see

it whenever we count four books, four tables or chairs, four men
in the street^ or the four corners of a paving-stone ; and we feel

more sure of it than of the rising of the sun to-morrow, because

our experience upon the subject is so much wider, and applies to

such an infinitely greater nvimber of cases. Nor is it true that

every one who has once been brought to see it is equally sure of

it. A boy who has just learnt the multiplication table is pretty

sure that twice two are four, but is often extremely doubtful

whether seven times nine are sixty-three. If his teacher told

him that twice two made five, his certainty would be greatly

impaired.

" It would also be possible to put a case of a world in which

two straight lines should be universally supposed to include a

space. Imagine a man who had never had any experience of

straight lines through the medium of any sense whatever, sud-

denly placed upon a railway stretching* out on a perfectly straight

line to an indefinite distance in each direction. He would see the

rails, which would be the first straight lines he had ever seen,

apparently meeting, or at least tending to meet at each horizon

;

and he would thus infer, in the absence of all other experience,

that they actually did enclose a space, when produced far enough.

Experience alone could undeceive him. A world in which every

object was round, with the single exception of a straight, inacces-

sible railway, would be a world in which every one would believe

that two straight lines enclosed a space. In such a world, there-

fore, the impossibility of conceiving that two straight lines can

enclose a space would not exist.
""^

But surely this argument is untenable. No one, to begin with,

affirms that mathematical truths rise spontaneously in the mind

;

all we say is, that when they are fully brought home to the con-

sciousness they remain there, and defy all efibrts to dislodge them.

When once the mind has grasped the idea, it recognizes it as an
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immutable truth^ and subsequent experience adds no force to

that conviction. It may also be questioned whether we are in-

cessantly going through the process of mental arithmetic which

the " Barrister " supposes. When I see " four men in the street,"

I am not conscious to myself of always thinking of them as two

and two, nor am I always adding up in pairs " the four corners

of a paving stone," nor did I ever, to the best of my recollection,

really believe that two and two became five, by simple addition,

in the hands of a conjuror. At all events, I am quite sure that

seven nines in juxtaposition is a phenomenon which I have very

seldom witnessed ; and yet I feel as certain that the sum of seven

nines is sixty-three as that two and two make four. On the

other hand, the rising and setting of the sun is a fact attested by
daily experience ; and yet I feel no sort of certainty that the

sun will rise to-morrow, nor can I recognize any law in my mind
which would be contradicted or violated by its not doing so. I

can easily conceive the present order of things brought to an end

by the wall of Omnipotence ; but whether Omnipotence can, or

cannot, make two and two five, or cause two straight lines to

enclose a space, I am, at least, quite sure of this, that I find

myself utterly unable to conceive the possibility of His doing so.

With regard to the " Barrister^s " other illustration, it is a

mere assumption to say that the inference, which the man in

question w^ould draw from the aj^parent approach towards each

other of the two lines of a railway, would be, that two straight

lines can enclose a space ; his inference would probably be, that

the two lines were not really straight. But, after all, that is not

the question. The qiiestion is, whether he would not recognize

the truth of the axiom as eternal and irreversible, the moment he

recognized it at all ; whether his conviction of its truth would
not be as strong- the day he made the discovery as it would be

twenty years later. The " Barrister " evades the real point at

issue.

So much, then, for " the necessary character of natiiral laws."

That character does not belong to the laws of nature in any sense

available for Professor Tyndall^s argument. These laws did not

always exist, they might have been otherwise, we have no reason

to suppose that they all extend to other systems, and we have no
assurance that they shall last beyond each passing moment. " I

would first say,''' argues Professor T\aidall, '' that when I aflftrm

necessity, I merely affirm the result of knowledge and experience.

Science shows that certain consequents follow certain antecedents

with such undeviating uniformity, that the association between

antecedent and consequent has become inseparable in thought.
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We explain the known and predict the unknown on the assump-

tion of this inseparahiHty." {Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 19, 18G5.)

Very well ; but in that case, as has been already observed,

g-eolog'y must be false when it tells us of several large breaks in

the uniformity of nature. " The result of knowledge and expe-

rience," if it proves any thing at all, proves that " all things

continue as they were from the beginning." Professor Tyndall

must really understand that he cannot pick out just so much of

an argument as suits his purpose ; he must be prepared to accept

all that folloMs from his premisses. Before the argument from

experience can reach the doctrine of prayer, it must first rmi its

head against the stone wall of geology.

And if the argument from " knowledge and experience" is thus

impotent as regards the past, it has no meaning at all when
applied to the future. We have no knowledge or experience of

any event yet to come. My experience tells me that day and

night have succeeded each other so far back as my memory can

reach, but it tells me nothing as to the future; and my expecta-

tion that the future will be a repetition of the past is, as Professor

T}Tidall incidentally admits, "an assumption" which has no

ground whatever in reason. It is an instinct which we share

with the brutes, and which any idiot has in as great perfection

as Professor Tyndall. There is nothing ratiocinative about it,

and to use it as an argument is to appeal from our reasoning

faculties to our animal instincts. (See Mozley's very able Bamp-
ton Lectures ; Lect. ii. and notes.)

And here we might safely leave Professor TyndalFs argument,

for it is built upon the sand ; it assumes, as an axiom to start

from, the very question in dispute—the '' necessary character" of

epidemic diseases. If the regular and established laws of nature

are not, as we have seen, necessary, still less are those sporadic

and irregular disturbances which breed the pestilence. But it

may be as well to examine briefly the specific arguments which

the Professor has adduced in support and illustration of his

master fallacy. It may be said of them all, that they either

miss, or beg, the point at issue.

He opens his attack with an arguynentuni ad invidiam. " You
^\dll, I think, admit," he says, in reply to an able article in the

Tall Mall Gazette of Oct. 9, 1865, " that the value of this argu-

ment (in favour of the modification of natural laws by Divine

interference) is not bounded by the limits of nineteenth-century

Christendom ; that it would apply equally well to the beliefs of

ancient heathens or modern savages, who saw and see in almost

every change of the aspects of nature the hand of an arbitrary
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Deity/' Professor Tyndall supplies, in this very passage, an

answer to his own objection. The heathen was wrong because

he mistook the character of God, not because he traced in the

various operations of nature the action of His ever-present will.

He believed that God was behind the veil of nature, working*

always, though His hand was hidden; and Christianity teaches

the same doctrine, with this correction, that God is not " an

arhltrary Deity,''' but a righteous and loving Father, Whose
"mercies are over all His works," and Whose ways are always

"just and true,'' however crooked they may sometimes appear

when seen through the refracting medium of our imperfect

vision. " Whom, therefore, ye \gnorantJy worship," said the

Apostle, " Him declare I unto you." And he preached to the

mountaineers of Lycaonia the very doctrine which Professor

Tyndall selects for condemnation :
" Nevertheless He left not

Himself without witness, in that He did good, and gave us rain

from heaven, and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with glad-

ness." The very universality of the doctrine is, in fact, an

argument in its favour. A belief entertained by the general

conscience of mankind must have an element of truth in it

:

vox humani generis vox veritatis \

The gist of the Professor's remaining arguments is contained

in the following statements :

—

" Once upon a time we prayed

ag-ainst the ravages of small-pox—with what effect ? . . . Prayer,

as a preventive or remedial agent, proved no match for vaccina-

tion." {Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 12, 1865.)

" Would the suppliant voice of a whole nation have atoned for

the bad engineering, or caused a suspension of the laws of

hvdravilic pressure, in the case of the Bradfield reservoir ? I

think not." [Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 12, 1865.)
" I turn to the account of the Epping cholera case, and learn

that the people drank poisoned water. To alter by prayer the

consequences of this or any similar fact—to deprive, by petition,

even a single molecule of miasmatic matter of its properties

—

would, in the eye of science, be as much a miracle as to make the

sun and moon stand still. For one of these results neither of us

would pray; on the same grounds I refuse to pray for either."

{Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 19, 1865.)

" They (ordinary Christians) ask for fair weather and for rain,

' " The general and perpetual voice of men is as tlie sentence of God
Himself. For that which all men have at all times learned, Nature herself

must needs have taught ; and God being the Author of Nature, her voice

is but His instrument. By her, fi'om Him, we receive whatsoever in such

sort we learn." Hooker, Ecrl. Pol. Bk. T. viii. 3.
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but they do not ask that water may run up-hill ; while the man
of science clearly sees that the g-ranting- of one i?etition would be
just as much an infringement of the law of conservation (of

energy) as the granting- of the other '. Holding- the law to

be permanent, he prays for neither." {Fortn'lgIdly Review,

Dec. 1.)

The objection from the Bradfield reservoir is altogether irrele-

vant,, though Professor Tyndall rej>eats and dwells upon it. Is

it really necessary to tell him that it does not belong to the con-

ception of Christian prayer to ask God for any thing* which man
can do for himself? If I want a pair of shoes, and have no
money to buy them, I work to g-et the money, and then I g-o to the

shoemaker to supply my want. To ask God to work a miracle

in order to supplement my indolence, would be the grossest folly

and superstition. If the state of the reservoir had been known,
there woidd have been no need of prayer, for a few men could

have opposed a sufficient barrier to " the laws of hydraulic pres-

sure." But in a case where man does his utmost, and yet remains

helpless, where is the impropriety, philosophical or religious, in

his crying for help to One mightier than himself? The Professor

is guilty of a like impropriety as often as he consults his doctor.

Take, for instance, the Epping cholera case. " To alter by prayer

the consequences of this or any similar fact—to deprive, by peti-

tion, even a single molecide of miasmatic matter of its properties

—

would, in the eye of science, be as much a miracle as to make the

' " What is the primary cause of motion ? Take, for example, a boy's ball,

moving through the air under the impulse of a well-directed blow. ... It is

perfectly true that the will does not create the motion. The ball is impelled by

a portion of that energy in nature which man can neither increase nor diminish.

But still the boy's will is the occasion of the motion. It has opened the channel

through which the energy of nature has flowed to produce the specific result

which the boy desired. So, in a thousand waj's, man is able to come down,

as it were, upon nature, and to introduce a new condition into the chain of

causation. Place the point of contact as far back as you please, theorize about

the subject as you may, the fact still remains the same. Our will does

act on matter, and does act to produce most efficient results. Here is energy

exerted, of whose cause we have the consciousness within ourselves, and, if

the analogy is worth any thing, it points to but one conclusion—namely, that

motion is always the manifestation of will. As the boy's will acted on that

atom of matter, which, though moved perhaps but a hair's breadth from its

po&ition, set in action—as if by the touch of a spring—the train of natural

causes which gave motion to the ball, so we may suppose that the Divine will

acts in nature. According to this view, the energy which sustains the

universe is the will of God, and the law of conservation is only the manifes-

tation of His immutable being— ' the same yesterday, and to-day, and for

ever.' " Religion and Chemistry, p. 340. By Professor J. P. Cooke.

VOL. I. D d
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sun and moon stand still." Under such circumstances, therefore.

Professor Tyndall would " refuse to pray.''^ No one, of course,

has a right to criticize the Professor's habits of private devo-

tion ; hut if he will parade them before the ]Hibltc as arguments

against the devotions of other people, he must allow them to be

tested by the rules of logic. Would he^ then, in the event of an

attack of cholera, seriously refuse to seek, " by petition," the aid

of his doctor ? Of course he would not. He would put more

faith in the virtue of medicine than in the virtue of a syllogism
;

and he would be wise in so doing, albeit not very logical. But if

he thinks it right and reasonable " to alter by prayer (to his

doctor) the consequences" of imbibing poisonous matter, why
should he speak -ndth such scornful contempt of those who humbly
believe that the Creator of the Universe can do at least as much
as Dr. Brown or Dr. Smith can do? The Christian does not

presume to dictate to Almighty God the mode of His healing

operation. He simply believes that God can heal him, but does

not seek to know how—whether by depriving* poisonous matter

of its properties, or otherwise.

So with regard to small-pox. The discovery of vaccination

(itself, as has been suggested, possibly an answer to prayer) is no

reason at all why we should cease to pray to God to avert the

disease from us, or save us when attacked. To neglect vaccina-

tion, and still pray to God, would indeed be gross presump-

tion; but to apply the remedy, and then ask God to save us, is

surely the dictate of humble piety. Hezekiah prayed to be cured

of a mortal disease; and God heard his prayer, and added fifteen

years to his life. Nevertheless secondary means were prescribed

as the necessary condition of recovery. " For Isaiah had said.

Let them take a lump of figs, and lay it for a plaister upon the

boil, and he shall recover." If Hezekiah had neglected the pre-

scription, it is probable that his recovery would not have taken

place. In like manner, I may pray " against the ravages of

small-pox," and the doctor may prescribe vaccination ; but the

two things are not " matched " against each other. Vaccination

does not possess a self-implanted virtue. It cannot act inde-

pendently of God : it is but His mode of acting, the instrument

by which. Himself invisible, He acts on the bodily constitution' of

man. It is, therefore, a strange way of reasoning which tells us

that, because God has been graciously pleased to reveal to us a

remedy against one of the scourges of our fallen nature, we ought
therefore to forget the Giver in His gift, and " serve and worship

the creature more than the Creator." He is the essential cause

of the cure, whether it reaches us through the chain of inter-
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mediate causation, or directly from Himself. Well may we ask

in the words of Hooker:

—

"Is it for us to be made acquainted with the way He hath to

bring His counsel and purposes about? God will not have great

things brought to pass either altogether without means^ or by
those means altogether which are to our seeming probable

and likely. Not \vithout means, lest, under colour of repose in

God, we should nourish at any time in ourselves idleness : not by
the mere ability of means gathered together through our own
providence, lest prevailing by helps which the common course of

nature yieldeth, we should offer the sacrifice of thanksgiving for

whatsoever prey we take to the nets which our fingers did weave

;

than which there cannot be to Him more intolerable injiiry

offered.^^ {Works. Vol. iii. p. 707. Keble's Edition.)

But, strange to say, Professor TyndalFs scepticism as to the

efficacy of prayer " does not close his eyes to the fact, that while

prayer is thus inoperative in external nature, it may react with

beneficial power upon the human mind.^'' {¥oriniglitly Revieiv,

December 1.) That is to say, we ought to pray to God, not

because we believe that He can or will hear our prayers, but

because this make-believe devotion, this "pious fraud,''^ this

lying superstition, " may react with beneficial power upon the

human mind

!

" "And if our spiritual authorities,^'' adds the

^ " Instead of regarding the proper object of physical science as a search

after essential causes, I believe it ought to be, and must be, a search after

facts and relations ; that although the word Cause may be used in a secondary

and concrete sense, as meaning antecedent forces, yet in an abstract sense it is

totally inapplicable ; we cannot predicate of any physical agency that it is

abstractedly the cause of another ; and if, for the sake of convenience, the

language of secondary causation be permissible, it should be only with refer-

ence to the special phenomena referred to, as it can never be generalized."

"Abstract secondary causation does not exist." " The idea of abstract causa-

tion is inapplicable to physical production." Correlation of Physical Forces,

by Grove, Fourth Edition, pp. 10, 11, 15, 198.
'• An event which is possible in the way of nature, is certainly possible to

Divine power without the sequence of natural cause and effect at all. A con-

flagration, to take a parallel, may be the work of an incendiary, or the result

of a flash of lightning ; nor would a jury think it safe to find a man guilty of

arson, if a dangerous thunderstorm was raging at the very time when the fire

broke out. In like manner, upon the hypothesis that a miraculous dispensation

is in operation, a recovery from diseases to which medical science is equal, may
nevertheless in matter of fact have taken place, not by natural means, but by

a supernatural interposition. That the Lawgiver always acts through His

own laws, is an assumption of which I never saw proof. In a given case,

then, the possibility of assigning a human cause for an event does not, ipso

facto, prove that it is not miraculous." Dr. Newman's History of My Reli-

gious Opinions, p. 303.

D d 2
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Professor, " could only devise a form in which the heart might

express itself without putting- the intellect to shame^ they might

utilize a power which they now waste^, and make prayer, instead

of a butt to the scorner, the potent inner supplement of a noble

outward life/' In a word, we are to " do evil, that good may
come ;

" we are to indulge in a mendacious soliloquy as ^' the

potent inner supplement of a noble outward life;" and this, in

order that " the heart may express itself without putting the

intellect to shame !

"

II. Tlie only other plausible objection against prayer is, that it

implies change of mind and vacillation of purpose on the part of

God. But those who urge it have committed themselves to a

line of reasoning which \vill carry them much further than,

probably, they intend to go. For the objection tells with even

greater force against the creation of the world. When God
became the Creator, He changed ; He made an innovation on the

previous state of things, and added to His perfections an attri-

bute Avhich, till then, had only a potential existence. Why did

He make the world ? Why did He break the silence of eternity

with the sights and sounds of created life ? To our finite faculties

this seems a change of mind on the part of God ; we cannot re-

concile the creation of the world with our notion of His change-

lessness. Yet we do not doubt that there is a point where these

two apparently contradictory truths meet in harmony, only that

point is out of sight. We believe that the contradiction resides

in man's imperfect vision, not in God's ways, which are always

harmonious and consistent, though " past finding out."

So with regard to the doctrine of prayer. No well-instructed

Christian believes that his prayer can change the Divine mind.

What he believes is, that prayer is one of the appointed means for

bringing the human will within the attraction of God's blessing.

Take an illustration from nature. In the course of the year the

sun, as seen by our eyes, passes through numberless changes.

Now he " hideth away his face " behind a cloud, or below the

horizon, and leaves us in cold and darkness ; now he sends down
warm rays which draw out with gentle force the hidden powers

of nature in bud, and leaf, and blossom ; now he " drieth up the

water-springs," and turns a smiling garden into a desolate

wilderness ; now he " laveth the thirsty land," and with a golden

harvest rewards the husbandman's toil. The exuberant beauty of

tropical climates, the sandy wastes of the Sahara, the ice and
snow of the Arctic regions, are all due to the varieties of solar

radiation. Yet, after all, it is the earth which changes, not the
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sun, whose influeuces are benefieeut or hurtful, uccurding to the

nature and position of the soil on which the}- faU.

Now may we not believe that in some such way as this God
may remain unchanged in His own essence and purpose, and yet

that the intelligent fervent prayers of His creatures may be the

means of bringing- them within the attraction of His healing

powers ; while it is possible, on the other hand, that the neglect

of prayer may be fatal to us, just as vegetation would perish on

any spot of the earth which was never turned towards the sun ?

God's gifts are blessings or curses, according to the state of the

heart which receives them. His Sacraments are "a savour of life

unto life,"'' or " a savour of death unto death/'' His miracles

harden the heart, or soften it. His presence, which is light and

joy to His children, is " a consuming fire " to the sinner. This

enables us to see the meaning* of those passages of Holy Scripture

which declare that, on man's repentance, God " turned away
from His fierce anger," and " repented him of the evil " with

which He had threatened him. Look, for example, at the doom
pronounced on ancient Nineveh :

—

" Yet forty days, and Nineveh stall be overthrown. So the people of

Xineveh believed God, and proclaimed a fast, and put on sackcloth, from the

greatest of them even to the least of them. For word came unto the King
of Nineveh, and he arose from his throne, and he laid his robe from him,

and covered him with sackcloth, and sat in ashes. And he caused it to be

proclaimed and published through Nineveh by the decree of the King and his

nobles, saying. Let neither man nor beast, herd nor flock, taste any thing

:

let them not feed, nor drink water : but let man and beast be covered with

sackcloth, and cry mightily unto GoD : yea, let them turn every one from his

evil way, and from the violence that is in their hands. Who can tell if God
will turn and repent, and turn away from His fierce anger, that we perish

not ? And God saw their works, that the}- turned from their evil waj^ ; and

God repented of the evil, that He had said that He would do unto them ; and

He did it not."

Who does not see that the change here, notwithstanding the

dramatic style of the narrative, is all on the part of the Ninevites ?

God's purpose remained unchanged. The Ninevites were going

on a course which w^ould have led to their destruction within a

given time, and God, in His mercy, revealed to them their danger.

They repented, they turned back from their evil way, and so

escaped the judgment which hung menacingly in front of them.

If I see a blind man walking in the direction of a precipice, and

I call out to him, " Yet forty paces in that direction, and you will

perish," and if he turn back and so avoid the danger—there is

no cJiange in my purpose, for my purpose was to save him by

warning him of his danger. Now the moral world has its laws
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no less than the material, and every violation of these entails its

necessary punishment. God hath " no pleasure at all that the

wicked should die/^ but rather that " he should return from his

ways and live; " and therefore when He reveals to him the dread

vision of the worm that never dies and the fire that cannot be

quenched, it is in merciful warning that He does it, in order to

save man from the hell which he is creating- for himself in the

anarchy of a ruined constitution, and the incurable paralysis of a

perverted will.

The plain truth is, that the denial of the efficacy of prayer is

a logical consequence of the rejection of the Sacramental system

of the Church. That system is based on this fundamental prin-

ciple of religion :—that all good things come from God, but

indirectly and conditionally. I look abroad, and find two revela-

tions of GoD^s will—one in the material creation, the other in

the inspired record of His dealings with mankind : and I see

both characterized by one common feature, teaching this one

lesson :—that it is GoD^s pleasure to bestow all His blessings, not

directly from on high, but indirectly and mediately—through

material, through animal, through human and spiritual instru-

ments. He arrays the lilies of the field with glory more than

Solomon's ; yet not immediately, but through the kindly influence

of dews, and showers, and sunshine. It is He Who gives the in-

crease in the harvest season, but not without the co-operation of the

husbandman. The health of the body is from Him ; neverthe-

less the sick man consults the physician, and submits to his

treatment. He is the Source and Giver of all wisdom, yet we
imbibe it from the lips and j)ens of human teachers. And when
I raise my eyes from the physical to the spiritual creation, I

behold the same law in operation. Under the Jewish economy

I observe an elaborate ritual prescribed by God Himself as the

condition on which man was to approach His Maker and receive

His blessing. I see Naaman cleansed by the water of the

Jordan, Job's friends pardoned by means of JoVs intercession,

Jeroboam's withered hand restored at the prayer of the Man of

God from Judah, Elijah fed by the wild birds of the desert.

Then in the fulness of time, when Christ appeared as the Head
of the New Creation, I hear Him declare that He " came, not to

destroy the Law, but to fulfil it "—not to abolish the old order

of things, but to give it a deeper meaning, and breathe into it a

higher life. Thus He fulfilled in His o^^^l Person the requirements

of the Law ; and when He began to lay the foundation of that

new dispensation into which the life of the old was to pass by a

higher development, the rule of dispensing His gifts through the
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ministiy of secondary ag-encies is still observed. He established

a Sacramental systeni_, as the channel through which men were to

receive the blessings which He pui-chased for them once for all

by His suffering- life and agonizing death ; and He commissioned

a regular order of men, possessing- visible and tangible creden-

tialsj as " the ministers and stewards of His mysteries " " even

unto the end of the world.^^

Those, then, who reject the Sacramental system, and claim the

right of approaching, without the intervention of secondary

agency, the throne of Him " Who dwelleth in the light that no
man can approach unto,^^ forget that the whole realm of creation,

so far as we are acquainted with it, is one vast, impressive

system of Sacramentalism. Human Science and Holy Scripture

combine their voices in teaching- us that beneath the world of

sense there is a world of spirit—that what we see and touch is

but the crust and shell,," the outward and visible sign •'^ of a

hidden essence, really present, though sense cannot apprehend it.

" Two worlds are ours, "'tis only sin

Forbids us to descry

The mystic heaven and earth within,

Clear as the sea and sky."

Or as Milton has expressed the same thought

—

" What if earth

Be but the shadow of heaven, and things therein

Each to other like, more than on earth is thought ?
"

The visible creation is a veil behind which the Creator, in His

Church and outside of it, " worketh hitherto ;
" but it is a veil

which conceals Him altogether from the impure and self-sufficient,

and reveals Him to the pure in heart alone, and to them only
'' as in a glass darkly," though with the promise of a revelation

" Face to face," when "the day breaks and the shadows flee away.^'

" Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and

cometh down from the Father of lights, with Whom is no

A'^ariabl-eness, neither shadow of turning." But if He has seen

good to bestow His gifts in a certain way and through particular

agents, have we a right to discard these, and to insist, like

Naaman, " that He shall come out, and put His hand on the

place," and so save us the trouble or the humiliation (as we
ignorantly deem it) , of taking upon us the " easy yoke " and
" light burthen " of His service ?

It may, however, be objected, that God has revealed His will
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to US in the laws of Nature, and that those, therefore, who reject

the doctrine of Prayer, act in strict conformity Avith the principle

here laid down—namely, that our duty as Christians is to

submit to GoD^s will as manifested by His laws, and not to seek

to chang-e it by our feeble and ignorant impetrations. But this

objection cannot influence any one who accepts the Bible as con-

taiain^- the clearest record which God has g-iven us of His will;

for that Book not only enforces the duty of prayer, but also

gives us several instances of its prevailing- power in the realm

of nature. God has prescribed j^rayer as a general rule; but

inasmuch as we are very liable to err. He does not promise

always to hear our prayers. " If we ask any thing according to

His will, He hearethus^'' (1 S. John v. 14) ; not otherwise. Now
it is quite possible that, in some particular case, even " the sup-

pliant voice of a whole nation^^ may be not "according to

GoD^s will

;

" and then of course He will not hear us. But we
cannot tell this beforehand ; and therefore our plain duty is to

pray, believing that God will not impute to us as an ofi^ence, but

rather accept as the homag'e of filial piety, the petition of a

devout and involuntary ignorance. All Christian prayer assumes,

if it does not always express, entire resignation to GoD^s will.

Its perpetual model is that which was breathed through tears of

blood in the garden of Gethsemane :
" Father, if it be possible,

let this cup pass from Me ; nevertheless not My ^\\\\, but Thine,

be done." That saving clause, if it be possible, underlies every

genuine Christian prayer. If we knew for cei'tain that our

prayers could have no possible influence in arresting the progress

of a pestilence, it would indeed be both foolish and presumptuous

to pray. But we do not know, and have no reason to believe,

that there is any such impossibility. It has been showai already,

that even the established laws of Nature, such as gravitation,

have no inherent principle of immutable and necessary perma-

nence. Nevertheless, the uniformity of their action for so long

a time may be accepted as a sufficient indication of God^s will

that we should conform ourselves to them, rather than seek to

change them.

And there is also this additional consideration, namely, that

any change in the ordinary laws of Nature, while possibly bene-

fiting one portion of the human race, might inflict g*reat, and

perhaps irreparable, injury on the rest. But neither of these

objections applies to praters for propitious weather nor for deli-

verance from disease. The changes of the weather are not

governed by any uniform laws ; I mean, the initial cause of , the

change does not seem to result from what is called a general law.
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Even man can so manipulate the laws of nature^ by agriculture

and in other ways^ as to produce changes in the weather, and
even alter permanently the climate of a country; and a deeper

insight into natural laws might enable him to do suddenly what
he now accomplishes by slow and round-aboxit processes. But
there is good reason why this insight should not be vouchsafed

to him in a world of error and sin. The present order of things

would soon come to an end, if foolish and vindictive man could

control the elements at his pleasure. So, too, \Wth regard to

disease. A poisonous miasma may travel with the breeze and
breed a pestilence. But if man were more skilful in deciphering

Nature^s secrets, he might perchance change the direction of the

plague-bearing breeze, and dissipate its poisonous freight in

mid-air, or in the ocean. And, in matter of fact, many a locality

has been delivered from the scourge of chronic disease by human
skill and industry. Now, if man has thus an undoubted, though

a limited, sway over the laws of Nature ; if he can arrest or put

to flight disease by purifying rivers, by draining pestilential

marshes, and by other means; it does not seem unreasonable to

conclude that an increase of knowledge would enable him to ex-

tend his power over maladies which now defy his skill \ But until

that knowledge is vouchsafed to him, he surely shows his wisdom
in appealing for help to Him in Whom he "lives, and moves,

and has his being.'''' If this be denied, it must be on one of two
assumptions : either that there is no God—that is, no g"ood and

just Being Whose knowledge is unbounded, and Whose power is

equal to His knowledge; or that God cannot hearken to the

prayer of man without changing His mind, in other words, with-

out ceasing' to be God ; for change of mind is a note of imper-

fection, and cannot, therefore, be predicated of God.

Tlie first of these assumptions is, of course, based on Atheism

;

but Professor T^yndall and his friends do not profess to be Atheists,

and it would, therefore, be manifestly unjust as well as unchari-

table to make so odious a charge against them, however much
their arguments may look that way ;

" this would be at once^^"*

to quote the language of the late Sir W. Hamilton, " an unmerited

compliment to their reasoning, and an unmerited reproach to their

faith" {Mefaph. i. 32). W^ith regard to the second assumj)tion

—namely, that prayer implies change of mind in God, enoug-h

' Since writing the preceding pages, I have read Dr. Pusey's Sermon on

The Miracles of Prayer, and it is a great satisfaction to me to find the

general line of argument here urged confirmed by his high authority, as well

as by that of Professor Mansel.
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has been said above to show that this does not by any means
follow. The objection is^ in fact^ a begging of the question.

The Christian doctrine of prayer, in relation to GoD^s chasten-

ing judgments, maybe thus expressed :—There is in fallen human
nature a tendency, more or less strong, but present in every

individual of the race, to forget God. Man is prone to be a slave

to the material and the sensual. He finds it hard to realize his

dependence from moment to moment on the sustaining power

and loving care of an unseen Father. " Underneath him are the

everlasting Arms/^ but they are not of flesh and blood, and it

requires a gift of second sight, or faith, to perceive them. Faith,

then, is the faculty which enables us to " see Him Who is in-

visible." But it is a faculty which requires constant exercise,

else it will grow dull, and so, incapable of looking through the

veil of unsubstantial phenomena into the spiritual kingdom, with

its " thrones, and principalities, and powers," which lies hidden

behind it. In order, therefore, to quicken our faith, and help us

to feel our need of Him for our daily bread, our life, and joy. He
sends upon us His sore judgments, of famine, or war, or pesti-

lence. He takes from us " the desire of our eyes," that in the

utter helplessness of our desolation, our idols all shivered around

us, we may turn to Him, and, like Job, acknowledge, " in dust

and ashes," His sovereignty and His goodness. Granted (and this

is our position) that temporal calamities are intended to produce

in us habits of dependence and devotion, and that relief is con-

ditional, as Holy Scripture testifies, on repentance and prayer, it

is svirely a strange objection to urge, that prayer implies change

of mind on the part of God. As well might it be argued that a

parent who inflicts punishment on a disobedient child, and

removes the punishment when the child repents and sues for

pardon, has changed his mind. The very intention of the chas-

tisement was to induce a humble and dependent disposition, of

which prayer is the articulate expression ; and that being accom-

plished, the punishment is removed. Our duty, therefore, as

children of God, is to pray to our " Father Which seeth in secret,"

and to pray all the more fervently in proportion as our distress

seems unheeded, and our petitions seem scattered on the winds

unheard. We may trust Him that in His own good time, which

is sure to be the time best for us. He will hear our cry, though

perhaps in a manner very different from our expectations. The
children of Israel cried long and earnestly from their " house of

bondage;" yet their prayers were seemingly of no avail. The
God of their fathers had apparently become as deaf and pitiless

as the silent Nile, which stifled in its cold embrace the dying cries
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of their little ones. Cut, in spite of all appearances^ their "g-roan-

ing"'' was " not hid from " Him. " These things Avere noted in His

book;'"* and when they were ripe for deliverance, a deliverer was

sent to them. So it is now. He, Who ^Hvnoweth our necessities

before we ask, and our ignorance in asking,""^ has taught us that

''men ought always to pray, and not to faint,'^ though the

prayer may seem to be unheeded, and the answer may be long

deferred.

To conclude. The argument, which has been veiy imperfectly

handled in the preceding pages, may be briefly stated as fol-

lows :—Nature is made up of a succession of spheres, in each of

which we observe a law or power dominating over that which is

below it—in other words, acting- a supernatural part towards it.

The law, which so exquisitely fashions the crystal in symmetrical

proportions, is supernatural in relation to the law of g-ravity ; its

action in the sphere of gravitation is of the nature of a miracle.

Plants, again, are supernatural, or miraculous, in the region of

inorganic matter ; so are animals in the region of vegetation, and

different races of animals in relation to each other ; and, last of

all, man is supernatural over all that lies below him. In each of

these cases, the action of the superior power is a miracle in the

sphere of the lower. The worm that crawls along the ground

acts miraculously towards the law of gravitation—that is to say,

it introduces tlie action of a higher law counteracting that of the

lower. On the other hand, man^s power over the laws of nature

surpasses that of the lower animals to an extent which to them
is as miraculous as the miracles of Scripture are to us. May we
not also say that the man of civilization and science can perform

miracles in the presence of the savage ? The wonders of steam

and electricity are in the eyes of the latter as superhuman as the

conversion of water into wine, or the sudden multiplication of a

loaf of bread, would be to us.

Now the question is, whether the will of man is the highest

factor in the chain of causation—the highest, that is, under God
;

for the argument of this Essay assumes, of course, the existence of

God as an axiom to start from. As man occupies a supernatural

position in relation to the spheres of being which are placed below

him, and his action in them is miraculous, have we any reason to

believe that there is a sphei'e above man, occupied by beings of

subtler essence and higher intelligence than his own ? The power

of such beings would be as supernatural, from our point of vision,

and their action as miraculous, as ours are from the stand-point

of lower intelligences. Now, if we are to credit the teaching of
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Revelation, we are surrounded with being-s of this supernatural

order. We are told of " the Prince of the power of the air/"* of

"principalities and powers in heavenlj^ places (eV tol^ eTrovpavloi^)
."

We are warned that " we wrestle not against flesh and blood,

but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of

the darkness of this world, against the spirits of evil in high

places {iv Tol<i iirovpavloi';) ." And these spiritual beings are

represented as divided into two opposing camps, the one serving

God, and ministering to man ; the other in rebellion against

their Creatoi*, and bent on accomplishing man^s ruin. To these

beings are ascribed, too, the various operations of nature ;—the

medicinal properties of certain waters, as in the pool of Bethesda;

the eruption of volcanic fires, as in the overthrow of Sodom and

Gomorrah; the control of electricity in the lightning, as on

Mount Sinai ; the ruling of the winds, as in the Apocalypse

;

earthquakes, as at the Resurrection ; the origin, direction, and

cessation of pestilential diseases, as in the punishment of David

for numbering the people.

These and similar operations are attributed in Holy Scripture

to the agency of Angels. Just as man can control, within a

limited sphere, the powers of nature—can discharge the electricity

in the thunder-cloud, or make it the peaceful medium of converse

with his fellow-men, so the Angels are represented as holding in

their hands the secret springs of nature's powers, ready to com-

bine and direct them according to the will of Him Whose minis-

ters they are—now " passing over''^ the houses of the captive

Hebrews, and " smiting all the first-born '^ of their oppressors

;

now causing a deadly sirocco to destroy the host of Sennacherib
;

now "^restraining" the plague as it hung over Jerusalem,

Such is the teaching of Holy Scripture and the Church. Is

there any thing in Science which militates against it? On the

contrary, there is very much which harmonizes with it.

Science certainly does not prove the existence of Angels, but it

has undoubtedly demonstrated the possibility of their existence

and presence in the midst of us, without our knowing it. It has

shown that the air around us may be musical with the melody

of unearthly voices, and that angelic shapes may be passing to

and fro among us, though we possess no faculties which can ap-

prehend them. It is by means of light that we are enabled to

perceive external objects. Now, what is light ? According to the

most approved theory, it is the undulatory motion either of sub-

tile ether, or of ordinary matter : and the various colours of nature

are but names which we give to difl^jrent sensations caused by
these waves breaking at regular intervals on the retina of the
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eye. In receiving' the sensation of red, 477 million millions of

waves break on the retina every second, while the sensation of

violet is caused by no fewer than 099 million millions of waves
in a second. Of course, as the waves increase in rapidity they de-

crease in bulk, and vice versa. The size, from crest to crest, of a-

wave of red lig-ht is 39^00 of an inch ; a wave of violet lig-ht is

much smaller. Waves above and below these are invisible ; that

is^ they move too rapidly, or too slowly, to make any impression

on the optic nerve. But the art of the photographer has revealed

to us that waves of light which are far too small to give the sen-

sation of \'iolet colour, and to which, therefore, the e3'e is insensible,

can leave their impressions on substances more sensitive than the

optic nerve. Xnd as " other substances, not commonly called

photographic, are known to be affected by light, the list of which

might be indefinitely extended, it becomes a curious object of

contemplation to consider how far light is daily operating changes

in ponderable matter—how far a force, for a long time recognized

only in its visual effects, may be constantly producing changes in

the earth and atmosphere, in addition to the changes it produces

in organized structures, which are now beginning to be exten-

sively studied. Thus, every portion of light may be supposed to

vtante its own history by a change more or less permanent in

ponderable matter'. . . . The conviction that the transient gleam

leaves its permanent impress on the workVs history, also leads the

mind to ponder over the many possible agencies of which we of

the present day may be as ignorant, as the ancients were of the

chemical action of light.^^ And thus, as the same author ob-

serves elsewhere, " myriads of organized beings may exist imper-

ceptible to our vision, even if we were among them." (Grove

0)1 the Correlation of Physical Forces, pp. 151, 152. 161.)

It is the same with i*egard to sound. Notes above and below

a certain ascertainable pitch are inaudible to the human ear ; and

thus " the song of Moses and the Lamb "

—

" That undisturbed song of pure concent.

Aye sung before the sapphire-coloured throne',"

' The same may be said of sound, as Mr. Babbage has so ably and eloquently

shown in bis interesting discussion of the theory of Mechanical Reaction, in

its bearing "on the permanent impression of our words and actions on the

globe we inhabit." " The air," he says, " is one vast librarj", on whose pages

are for ever written all that man has ever said, or woman whispered."

Babbage's Bridgeu-ater Treatise, ch. ix.

2 Milton's Ode, " At a Solemn Music."
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may be vibrating- on the air around us^ though we hear it not*.

Tliis may be illustrated by the anecdote related by Professor

Tyndall himself, in his interesting book on the glaciers of the Alps :

" I once crossed a Swiss mountain in company with a friend;

a donkey was in advance of us, and the dull tramp of the animal

was heard by my companion ; but to me this sound was almost

masked by the shrill chirruping of innumerable insects, which

thronged tlie adjacent grass. My friend heard nothing of this

;

it lay quite beyond his range of hearing/^

This may help us to understand how possible it is for persons

in a state of spiritual elevation or psychical excitement, to be

within reach of sights and sounds which make no impression, or

only a vague and meaningless impression, on the many. The
eyes of the Prophet's servant required to be supematurally opened

before he could see the Angelic hosts which guarded his master

;

and the vision which was vouchsafed to S. Stephen at his

martyrdom was in^^sible to his persecutors. In like manner,

the Angelic song- which broke the silence of the midnight air at

the Saviour's Nativity was heard by the Shepherds of Beth-

lehem alone. So the voice which spoke to our Lord from

Heaven sounded like the inarticulate rumbling of thunder in the

ears of those who were with Him. And though the travelling'

companions of S. Paul heard the sound of the voice which con-

verted him, the Apostle gives us to understand that the waves of

the sound were too fine to convey any articulate accents to their

ears. What shall we say, too, of the mysterious voices heard by
travellers, the author of Eothen among the rest, in the silent soli-

tude of the desert ? Does not all this show that there are '^ more

things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in our philo-

' " There may be innumerable sounds in nature to wbicb our ears are

perfectly deaf, although they are the sweetest melody to more refined senses
;

nay more, the very air around us may be resounding with the hallelujahs of

the heavenly host, when our dull ears hear nothing but the feeble accents of

our broken prayers." Religion and CJiemistry, -p. 4i^. By Professor J. P.

Cooke.

When we reflect " that there are waves of light and sound of which our

dull senses take no cognizance, that there is a great difference even in human
perceptivity, and that some men, more gifted than others, can see colours

or hear sounds which are invisible or inaudible to the great bulk of man-
kind, you will appreciate how possible it is that there maybe a world of spiritual

existence around us—inhabiting this same globe, enjoying the same nature—of

which we have no perception ; that in fact the wonders of the New Jerusalem

may be in our midst, and the songs of the Angelic hosts filling the air

with their celestial harmony, although unheard and unseen bv us." Ibid.,

p. 107.
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sophv/*^ and that we may be in the very midst of a spiritual

world, albeit the grossness of om- faculties hides it from our

view' ?

Assuming', then, as an hypothesis, which Science renders pro-

bable and Revelation exalts into a doctrine, that there is a sphere of

spiritual beings above men, analogywould seem to require that such

beings should be able to perform acts which in the region of hu-

man power would appear as miracles. A miracle is, in fact, an effect

nnthout an apparent cause ; when the cause becomes known, we
cease to regard the effect as a miracle. When, therefore, we call

a miracle a suspension of natural law, the expression must be

understood as meaning a relative, not an absolute suspension.

The fire of Nebuchadnezzar^s furnace departed not from the

common law of burning because it refused to hurt the Three

Children, for it destroyed their captors : the former were simply

placed under the protection of another law, unknown to human
skill, which shielded them from the power of the fire. We also

give the name of miracle to an accelerated process of nature, or a

result produced without the intervention of secondary causes.

The conversion of water into wine we call a miracle ; but we do

not give that name to the formation of wine from the vine. In

point of fact, however, the one is as great a miracle as the other.

He Who made water into wine at the marriage feast of Cana
performs the same miracle yearly among us, though by a more

gradual process ; and it is only its very commonness which

hinders us from recognizing its miraculous character. The
miracles of grace are reflected in the miracles of nature. God
is the Author of both, and as He daily performs miracles in the

sphere of man^s rebellious will, so He does also in the passive

realm of natural powers, either directly or through the ministry

of Angels. Day by day He changes water into wine, ^\ane into

blood, blood into milk^. Surely then it is exceedingly presump-

tuous, with our meagre and fragmentary knowledge of Nature,

and standing as we do in the presence of a thousand miracles, to

dogmatize, as Professor Tyndall has done, and prescribe bounds

to the free omnipotence of the Creator—lea\nng Him the mere

fictitious semblance of Sovereign power, inasmuch as He is

' It is scarcely necessary to say that no countenance is here intended to be

given to the charlatanry of so-called " Spiritualism." It is ever the lot of

truth to be counterfeited by imposture.

- See Lange, Life of Christ, vol. ii. p. 107, who quotes the following

apposite passage from S.Augustine:

—

Ipse fecit vinum in nuptiis, quiomni

anno hoc facit in vitibns. Illucl autem no7imiramur,quia omni anno Jit;

assiduitate amisit admirationcm.
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supposed unable to cure a headache, or save the life of a cow,

without the consent of a legislature of blind forces. According

to Professor Tyndall, a member of the College of Physicians is

more powerful and more merciful than God.

Let it be observed, in conclusion, that whatever difficulties

the subject of Prayer may present to the speculative reason, it

presents none to the practical faith of the Christian. He knows
in Whom he has believed ; and the experience which he has

gained upon his knees before the Throne of Grace enables him to

scatter to the winds all the rash theories of a " Science falsely so

called.^^ In the Incarnation of the Son of God he has a clearer

revelation than Science can give him of the method of GoD^s action

in Creation ; and in that revelation he beholds, on the one hand.

Nature obsequious and docile in the presence of her Lord, and, on

the other, God stooping down to grant the petitions of all who
called upon Him in faith. The blind man by the wayside, the

paralytic on his bed, the woman of an accursed race whose

daughter was "grievously vexed with a devil,^^ disciples in

jeopardy on a stormy sea, the widow weeping by the bier of an

only son, the sister at the grave of an only brother, all appeal to

Him, and not in vain. With a touch or with a word He com-

mands the laws of Nature, and they obey Him.

" O Thou that hearest the prayer, unto Thee shall all flesh

come.^'

Malcolm Mac Coll.



J^easfonable 3Cimitss of ?CatufnI iHitualisim*

The last quarter of a century may^ not inaptly, be termed a

period of concurrent Doctrinal and Ritualistic prog-ression. Not,

indeed, that the two subjects have all along- kept an even pace ;

or that both have been so associated mentally, chronologically,

and locally, as combinedly to correspond with that ancient test

of Catholicity which requires that the point in dispute should
" always, every where, and by all be received/^ In truth the

latter five years of this period, that is since 1860, have witnessed

such rapid advances in " Ritualism,^'' (using- the term here in its

inexact but now current sense,) as to surprise alike those who, in

various degrees, approve or disapprove the separate or combined

movement itself. It need not, therefore, be wondered at that,

having- a (lesser) popular and a (greater) unpopular side, it has

become a subject of considerable public importance, and is shown
to be such by its discussion among persons and in journals not

usually accustomed to pay much attention to what they profess

to regard, or do regard, as trifling disputes on minor Ecclesiastical

matters.

Under such circumstances it is not at all unnatural that two

j[uestions (among others) should now be prominently put

forward, touching what are called " Innovations in the Church,^^

and not untruly (though often harshly) so termed, seeing that

they are in fact, rightly or wrongly, the introduction of much
which is novel to the sight of habitual or occasional attendants

at the Services of the Church of England ; these two questions

are, First—Can these things be right ? Hecondly—Where are

they to stop ?

Yet these inquiries are not new. They are but the (probably

transient) repetition (perhaps in a somewhat louder, more general,

and more determined tone) of what has all along been asked,

though latterly in a voice so subdued as to betoken indifference,

or hopelessness, or acquiescence. They were the questions asked

when Ritualism had scarcely advanced beyond those Accessories

of Divine Service which are known as the " Ornaments of the

Church,'' or, where it did exceed them, had only aimed at the

surplice in the piilpit, and a black stole instead, or to supply the

lack of the broad black scarf which was, perhaps, the traditional

VOL. T. £ e
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substitute for the ancient badge of deacon and of priest. Now that

Ritualism lias travelled further into its own more proper region

of the " Ornaments of the Mimster" and Ceremonial Usages,, it

has revived the interrogations which, apparently, had become

content to receive no further replies than were furnished by the

Judicial Decision of 1857, in the celebrated Church Ornament
case, and by the steady progress which still continued to be made
in the direction of those Ritual appliances which that Judgment
sanctioned.

The temper in which these questions were formerly, and are

now, asked, varies of course with the knowledge or the igno-

rance, the hopes or the fears, the inclinations or the aversions,

the doubts or the beliefs, the patience or the intemperance, of

those who make the inquiries. But of most, if not of all, it is

probably true that they are more or less influenced, wdiether

favourably or unfavourably, by the consideration that Ritualism

is, or is believed to be, the outward and visible sign and ex-

pression of Doctrinal opinions which are explicitly or implicitly

held by most, if not by all, of those who assist in or countenance

its development.

It is the object of this Essay to endeavour to furnish a suffi-

cient answer to both these questions. That the replies will

satisfactonly cover the entire ground on which every earnest

inquirer or sincere objector takes his stand, is an imagination

so vain that, to allow it, would be the signal to desist from an

attempt which could only be expected to end in failure.

I. The first question, then, to be considered, relates to—the

laivfIllness of the challenged Ritualism.

Now it is by this time widely known that the advocates of

Ritualism claim as the general Legal warrant for it the following

Rubric, which is contained in the Book of Common Prayer, and

which, by its opening words, seems to demand especial attention :—" And here is to he noted, that such Ornaments of the Churchy

and of the Ministers thereof, at all times of their Ministration,

shall he retained and he in use as were in this Church of England

hy the Anthority of Parliament, in the second year of the Reign of

King Edward the Sixth."

This Rubric possesses the very highest Ecclesiastical and

Civil authority which it could possibly have ; for it is an integral

part of the Prayer Book which, in the year 1663, after careful

consideration, {a) received the sanction of the Convocation of

both Provinces, and [h) became part of the Statute Law of the

land by the Act of Parliament 13 and 14 Charles 11. , chap. 4j
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and as it has not been repealed by any subsequent Act, it is to

this day Legally and Ecclesiastically binding upon the whole
Church of England.

At all times, then, it was of consequence for Churchmen, and
especially for the Clergy, to know what this Rubric meant ; but

now it is still more important to understand it, seeing that in

virtue of it the practices complained of have been commenced.
Fortunately the same difficulties which beset its explanation

nine years ago do not now exist, at least in a legal point of

view. For on the "Zlst March, 1857, the highest existing Court

of Appeal in Ecclesiastical Causes, viz., the Judicial Committee
of Her Majesty^'s Privy Council, pronounced a Decision upon the

meaning of the Rubric, and by that Decision the Church of

England and all her Officers and Courts are strictly bound, so

long as the Decision itself shall remain untouched by any further

Judgment of the same Court, or by any joint proceeding of the

Church and Realm modifying or reversing that Decision.

Persons who are competent to investigate the subject, are indeed

at full liberty to question the soundness of the interpretation

thus given, and to argue out any other theory of the meaning of

the Rubric : but in practice all must abide by the Decision

of the Queen in Council, whether it be really right or wi'ong.

That Decision is contained in the following passage of the

Judgment :
—'^The Rubric to the Prayer Book of January 1st,

1604, adopts the language of the Rubric of Elizabeth. The
Rubric to the present Prayer Book adopts the language of the

Statute of Elizabeth ; but they all obviously mean the same

thing, that the same dresses, and the same utensils, or articles,

which were used under the First Prayer Book of Edward the

Sixth may still be used. None of them, therefore, can have

any reference to articles not used in the services, but set up in

Churches as ornaments, in the sense of decorations." (Moore^s

Beport, Liddell v. Westerton, p. 159.)

The clear and precise language of this Decision distinctly

settles two points as to the meaning of the present Rubric.

First—That the now lawful " Ornaments of the Church and

of the INIinisters thereof, at all times of their jNIinistration
"—

namely, " all the several articles used in the performance of the

services and rites of the Church," as the Judicial Committee

(quoting, at p. 156, the interpretation of "Ornamentum" given

in Forcellini^s B'ld'ionary) explain "Ornaments" to mean—are

those Ornaments which "were used under," i.e., in connexion

with the Services provided in the Prayer Book of 1549.

Secondly—That " articles of decoration or embellishment

"

E e 2
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(p. 15 6) J employed "as Ornaments" of cliurehes, but "not used

in the Services/'' are not included in this Rubric : they stand

upon an independent ground. Thus, to take the illustration and

the words used by the Judicial Committee (p. 161), "crosses'"^

so "set up" are "entirely unaffected by the Rubric. If crosses

of the latter description were in use in the second year of Edward
the Sixth_, they derive no protection from the Rubric ; if they

were lawfully in use, they are not excluded by the Rubric,

thoug-h they might not have the sanction of the authority of

Parliament."

The meaning of the Rubric being thus Judicially pronounced,

the next point to be determined is the mode of applying that

meaning in practice; and here two difficulties present them-

selves. 1. How can it be ascertained 2<j/^«^ Ornaments "were
used under" the Book of 1549? 2. May all the Ornaments
"still be used" which "under" the Book of 1549 "were
used " ? In dealing with these two points the investigation

may advantageously be limited to the " Ornaments," properly

so called, for they are the things at present most in dispute, the

Decorations of Churches being now but little called in question.

First, then, this difficulty has to be met—How can it be ascer-

tained %ohat Ornaments "were used under" the Book of 1549?

According to the opinion of some, this question can be at

once answered, and in the simplest way possible. Thus Mr.

Benjamin Shaw, in a temperate article in the Contemporary

Review for January last, contends (p. 24) that the legal Orna-

ments of the second year of Edward VI. recognized in the

Decision of the Judicial Committee are those, and those only,

which are "mentioned" in the Prayer Book of 1549, and this to

him " appears on all accounts to be the only satisfiictory view

;

a rule,'^ he says, " which permits of indefinite additions is, for

practical purposes, little better than no rule at all." For this

view he assigns four reasons :

—

(1). The language of the Judicial Committee themselves, in

another part of their Judgment (Moore, Report
, p. 156), where

they say " that the word ' Ornament ' applies, and in this Rubric

is confined to those articles the use of which in the Services

and Ministrations of the Church is prescribed by the Prayer

Book of Edward the Sixth."

But it is due to their Lordships, and to the gravity of the

questions which they had to decide, to believe that they employed

well-considered terms, and used them in no inexact sense : so

that when speaking in one place of things " prescribed by," and
in another, of things "used under " the Book of 1549, jt ought
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not to be assumed that in their minds these were simply iden-
tical and interchangeable terms. Indeed, though both terms
were used with reference to the same Rubric, they do not both
apply to the same portion of it. In speaking of what was
"prescribed by/'' they were defining the word "Ornaments,"
in order to remove Dr. Lushington's difficulty as to the Rubric,
viz., "that although there were words in that Prayer Book [i.e.,

of 154-9] describing the ornaments of the Ministers, there were
none which applied to the ornaments of the Church, in his under-
standing of this expression.-'^ Accordingly they said that " the

word ' Ornaments '
'' was limited to "those articles"'' so "pre-

scribed'-' as they pointed out : they did not, at least in terms, say
that every other ornament of this kind was excluded from " use "

under the Book of 1549, unless it was named in that Book.
Indeed, it is scarcely possible that they could have intended to

say so ; for their attention had been especially drawn to the

fact that no linen cloth for the Altar is " prescribed " nominatim
in the Book of 1549

; yet it was an essential " Ornament,"" and
unquestionably "used under"" that Book, as, too, were Altar

coverings or frontals, which nevertheless are not "prescribed""

therein'.

it) . A second reason given by Mr. Shaw is, that " in the

Preface"" to the Book of 1549 " it is said, ' Furthermore, by this

order the curates shall need none other books for their public

service but this Book and the Bible."
""

But the Preface is not treating of Ornaments at all, it does

not make the slightest allusion to them, it simply relates to the

old Services themselves, and this to show how they had been

condensed and simplified in the one Book which collected them
together. Therefore it was that thenceforth there would not be

need for the Legend, the Antiphonar, the Grail, the Troper, the

Ordinal, the Missal, the Manual—Books, these, which severally

contained Lections, Invitatories, Offertories, Sequences, Rules

' An opinion of the present Attorney-General, published in the Standard

of December 5, 1865, confirms the view here taken, viz., that an Ornament

is not unlawful because it is not prescribed nominatim in the First Prayer

Book :
—" It is Sir Eoundell Palmer's opinion that the use of the Stole

although it may not be expressly enjoined in Edward VI. 's first Prayer

Book, is yet perfectly legal ; and that, therefore, the use of it is at least

optional, if not in strictness necessary.

" N.B.—The above applies to black stoles only, not to coloured ones.

" (Signed), Eoundell Palmee.
" Atwick, October oth, 18G5."

But it must be remarked that the old Stole never was black except on

Funereal or some Ponitfntial occasions.
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for saying" the Offices^ the Altar Service, Rites, and kindred

matters; but which neither contained detailed lists of Orna-

ments, nor even directions when to use them, except inciden-

tally and similarly to directions occurring here and there in the

current Rubrics of the present Prayer Book. In fact it is alto-

gether a mistake, and one which has been fi'uitful of many
errors, to suppose that the earlier Office and Service Books of

the Church of England ever set out in any separate and formal

way lists of Ornaments; so that the Book of 1549, with its

bare, and, for the most part, casual mention of them, was

arranged in this respect in conformity with the model furnished

by the older Rituals.

(3). A third reason named by Mr. Shaw embraces three

points, each of a similar character to the rest, viz. :

—

(a) . The provision of " one Use '' in the First Prayer Book,

because " heretofore there hath been great diversity in saying

and singing in Chui'ches within this Realm ;" such being men-
tioned in the Preface, " Concerning the Service of the Church,''^

which was inserted in the Book of 1549, and is still retained.

But this is wholly irrelevant to the subject of Ornaments. It

relates entirely to the mode of reciting the Di\dne Offices,

whether in monotone, i.e., ^'saying,'''' or with inflexions, i.e.,

" singing,^^ and which had grown so varied and so elaborate as to

be difficult in many cases to follow. In fact this order was simply

the continuation of a decision which had been made seven years

before, March 3rd, 1541-ii, in the Convocation of Canterbury,

when " it was decreed that the Use and Custom of the Church of

Sarum should be observed by all and singular clerics throughout

the province of Canterbury, in saying their canonical hours."

(
Wilkhis's Cone, iii. 861-2) . And, as it is certain that this rule of

uniformity could not have been intended to prohibit " saying "

or " singing ''' then, for they were the Sarum " Use and Custom

;

"

so there is no room to doubt that they were not meant to be

abolished in 1549, and moreover are retained to the present day,

as the Rubrics testify. The simpler notation was directed in

order to make the Services more congregational ; the departure

from this arrangement, if it is strictly a departure, is to be

found in the florid and elaborate '^ Services " and " Anthems,'"''

of cathedrals and other churches, where music of a more modern
date is often preferred to the older Ecclesiastical Plain Song and
Chant, which, as a matter of fact, whether for the best or not,

was chosen as the standard at the Reformation.

{b) . The pi-ovisions of the successive Acts of Uniformity which
require conformity to the prescribed " Order and Form," and
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forbid the using- of '^ any other rite, eeremonj', order, form, or

manner of Mass," or other service ; and this " to the intent that

every person within this Realm may certainly know the rule to

which he is to conform in Public Worship, and Administration

of Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church
of England, and the manner how, and by whom,. Bishops,

Priests, and Deacons are and oug-ht to be Made, Ordained, and
Consecrated" (13 and 14 Charles II., ch. 4, ij 2).

But this, again, is to rely upon an authority which is mainly, if

not wholly, foreign to the matter in hand ; and is also unobservant

of the accurate and technical meaning- of the terms used in these

Statutes. " Order and Form^^ mean arrangement and expression :

" Rite" and " Ceremony" mean Offices which in their nature are

neither strictly Sacraments nor Praters. The title of the Prayer

Book shows this ; it is called " The Book of Common Pi-ayer and
administration of the Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremo-

nies of the Church." Here, plainly, the word " administration"

shows that " Rites and Ceremonies," like " Sacraments," are

Offices to be performed rather than Usages accompanying their

performance. The custom of " Creeping to the Cross," on

Good Friday, for which an Office was provided in the old Missals,

was a " Ceremony ; " the Unction of the Sick in the Book of

1549 was a " Rite." The distinction cannot be so clearly made

among the Offices of the present Prayer Book ; but the Visita-

tion of the Sick, and the Burial of the Dead, may perhaps be

regarded as "^ Rites;" Churching and Commination as " Cere-

monies '."

It is true that these terms were sometimes used in an inexact

sense and interchangeably with Ritual and Ceremonial; it is

also true that the latter were accompaniments of Rites and Cere-

monies; and it seems, further, true to say that Ceremonies

sometimes mean the mode of executing the Rite or Service

itself; but the language of the Statvites is technical, and must

be construed strictly. And thus when jNIr. Shaw asks, " How
would this intent [of the Statutes to procure uniformity] be

effected, if Altar Lights were to be lighted at particular times,

and other ceremonies performed of which there is no mention in

the Rubric, and for which guidance must be sought in the

ancient Service Books ?
'' he appears not to consider that, as the

Communion Service was called " The Mass," both in the Act

which he cites (2 and 3 Edw. VI., c. ]) and in the Book of 1549

1 For some evidence of the old meaning of " Rites " and " Ceremonies,"

see Cranmer's Articles, 1536 ; Injimctiom of King Edward VI., 1547, No.

27 ; and his Proclamation, Feb. 6, 1547-8.
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it would have been a conspicuous mark of nonconformity not to

have had Altar Lights, thong-h no Rubric of the First Prayer

Book ordered them ; for the Canon Law required them at Mass,

and they had been constantly used therein up to the very day

on which the New Prayer Book came into use.

And so, too, as regards the terms, " Order and Form " (the

latter of which also occurs in the 2nd Article of the 36th Canon

and is subscribed by the clergy), they are safeguards against

omissions in or suhsiitniionsfor the language and directions of the

Services (such as were desired or attempted then by Roman or

Genevan non-compliants) and which would thus mar or contra-

dict the Doctrines which those Services were designed to em-

body.

In support of this opinion it may be useful to quote a passage

in Mr. Stephens's Ecclesiastical Statutes (Vol. i. p. 365), where,

in a Note upon the words, " any other rite," used in 1 Eliz.,

c. 2, § 4, he says :
—" A person of the name of Flemming was

indicted (1 Leon., 295; vide Godb, 119), upon this Statute, and

punished according to it, because he had given the Sacrament of

Baptism in a diiferent form to that which is hereby prescribed. In

Mex V. SjKirks (3 Mod. 79), an indictment for using alias preces

in the Church, and alio modo, seems to have been judged insuffi-

cient, because such prayers may be used, upon some extraordinary

occasion, and so no crime : and it was said that the indictment

ought to have alleged that the defendant used other forms and

prayers, instead of those enjoined, which were neglected by
him; 'for otherwise every parson may be indicted that useth

prayers before his sermon, other than such which are required

by the Book of Common Praj^er.''

"

This latter decision seems to be in conformity with the excep-

tion made in Sect. 7 of King Edward VI. 's First Act of Uni-

formity, to Avhich Dr. Burn draws attention in his Ecclesiastical

Law (Phillimore's Ed. vol. iii. p. 439), and which runs thus :

—

'^ Provided also, that it shall be lawful for all men, as well in

Churches, Chapels, Oratories, or other places, to use openly any
psalms or prayer taken out of the Bible, at any due time, not

letting or omitting thereb}- the service, or any part thereof,

mentioned in the said Book," i.e., of 1549; and this Act is one

of " the several good Laws and Statutes of this Realm," which

are continued "in force" by the last Act of Uniformity (1662),
" for the establishing and confirming of " the present Book.

[c). The remaining point which Mr. Shaw relies upon in

support of his third objection is—That when the Prayer Book of

1662 was published, "the ancient Service-books" from which
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he says " guidance must be soug-ht as to Altar lights .... and
other ceremonies .... of which there is no mention in the

rubric/'' were " not books in every one's hands, but were abso-

lutely prohibited^^ by 1 James I., c. 25, § 48, which revived the

3 and 4 Edw. YI., e. 10.

But, granting this, the question under discussion is not as to

the re-introduction of abolished " Ceremonies,'"' technically so

called, but as to the restoration of certain " Ornaments " and
Usages iu connexion with the present Services strictly adhered

to. Therefore it may safely be affirmed, first, that these pro-

hibited Books are not needed for this purpose ; and secondly, that

the ground of their prohiljition in Edward VI. ''s time was
that soon after the Prayer Book of 1549 had come into use,

" dyvers unquyette and evill disposed persons " had " noysed

and bruted abrode, that they sholde have agayne their old

Lattene Service, their conjured bredde and water, with such

lyke vayne and superstitiouse ceremonies " [Order in Council,

Dec. 25, 1549). If Altar Lights had been reckoned among
such " ceremonies," here was a favourable opportunity of con-

demning them, especially as the Act was not limited to Boohs

but included certain Images. The revival of the Act in James
I.'s reign, seems simply due to certain precautions then

deemed needful against " Popish Recusants," whose houses

might be searched under an Act passed in the next year (3 James

I., c. 5), "for Popish Bookes and Reliques of Popery."

This, surely, disposes of Mr. Shaw's remark, that "All direc-

tions as to certain ancient ceremonies, and as to the use of

certain ancient ornaments, are ' left out ' of the rubrics of our

present Book, while at the same time the Acts are allowed to

remain in force that render illegal the possession of the Books

from which the appropriate directions might be obtained." Yet,

it is really necessary to notice the seemingly strange oversight

which renders Mr. Shaw's quotation of the words " left out

"

most misleading ; for in the Preface " Concerning the Service of

the Church," they obviously refer to nothing more than the " un-

certain stories and legends, with multitude of responds, verses,

vain repetitions, commemorations, and synodals " complained

of; though, indeed, looking at the context of the words, it may
well be contended that the remark is strictly limited to those

" stories and legends " which had been " read " together with
" the Holy Scriptures."

(4) . A fourth reason which Mr. Shaw advances for his belief

that only what is " mentioned ^^ is allowed, is this—" that the

public authorities in the reign of Edward \1. considered the
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intentions of the Legislature to be, that no other ceremonies

should be used than those mentioned in the Prayer Book then

issued/^ a conclusion which he thinks may be fairly gathered

from the Royal Proclamation or Injunctions of 1549, as cited

(by him) in the Contemporart/ Review, \). 24. "These expressly

enjoin upon the clergy Ho use no other ceremonies than are

appointed in the King^s Book of Common Prayer/ and there

seems no reason to doubt that they were put forth with a bond

fide purpose of carrying out the new enactment as it was then

understood"^ {Ibid., p. 26).

But, unfortunately for Mr. Shawns argument, the document

upon which he relies is not trustworthy evidence. It does not

even pretend to possess any roijal authority, for it is merely

called "Articles to be followed and observed according to the

King^s Majesty^s Injunctions and proceedings." There is nothing

whatever to indicate whence it is derived. Collier and Cardwell

quote it from Burnet who takes it from " Johnson^s MSS./^
these have recently been traced and examined by Mr. Pocock,

the careful editor of the new edition of Burnetts History of the

Meformation , who, however, could not find this document among
them, and was unable to obtain any more information respecting

it. The date assigned to them is purely conjectural, and

certainly they furnish no internal proof whatever of having been

published in 1549. On the contrary, such a supposition is at

once negatived by the fact of Article IX. directing, " That no

man maintain . . . oil, chrism, ... or any other such abuses

and superstitions, contrary to the King^s Majesty's proceedings ;''

for " oiF' and " chrism" were expressly appointed in the Of&ces

for Baptism and the Visitation of the Sick, in the Prayer Book
of 1549; and nothing- could well be more improbable than that

they should be forbidden within nine months of the publication

of that book. Moreover, Ridley's I)ijiinctions of 1550, though

for the most part couched in the terms of these alleged Royal

Injunctions of 1549, make no mention of "oil" and "chrism;"
while, on the other hand, he adds a prohibition of " saying the

Agnus before the Communion" (thougli the Book of 1549 orders

it)—a most unaccountable (and surely unlawful) omission and

addition if he was circulating in his diocese a document emanating

from the Crown, and having the force of Law.
The utmost, then, which can be said for these "Articles" is,

that they may have been the Injunctions of some other diocesan

bishop; and it is at least as likely—indeed, mueli the more
probable, seeing that the Bishop of London was Dean of the

Province of Cunterbury—that they were copied from Ridley, as
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that he took them from some other source. The discrepancy

above noticed^ and also Ridley's fifth Injunction (which does not

occur in the other document) on the substitution of Tables for

Altars^ go far towards disproxang- any notion of a common origin

;

and if it is the case^ as seems likely, that Ridley's is the older

document, then these supposed Articles of 1549 must be con-

sidered as later by about a year than the date assumed for them.
Again, jNIr. Shaw had previously argued [Contemporary Revieiv,

p. 23) that, subsequent to the publication of the Royal Injunc-

tions of 1547, the royal authority to issue proclamations having
the force of law was abolished. It is difficult therefore to see

what authority could attach to this " Royal Proclamation''^ (as

Mr. Shaw calls it, p. 24) of 1549. Yet, if it were only, as seems
probable, a form of Episcopal Injunctions, then it is essential not

to attach more importance to it than fairly belongs to such

instruments generally. For, while even Royal Injunctions could

not alter or supersede the law unless issued in virtue of some
other law which gave them an equivalent force, at least for the

time
J Episcopal Injunctions were simply exercises of Ordinary

jurisdiction, and were valueless as an authoritij if contrary to

law—perhaps of doubtful force against long and general custom

—though, indeed, vcwxch poicer was often exercised thereby. The
Judicial Committee, referring to Ridley^s directions about Altars,

remarked that " This Injunction extended only to Ridley^s own
diocese, and probably had no binding force even there." (Moore's

Report, p. 82.)

Having thus shown that an exchisive resort to the Rubrics of

the Prayer Book of 1549 is an untenable mode of deciding what
ornaments "were used under '" that Book, it becomes necessary to

ascertain whether there was any thing else to which recourse was
then likely to be had by the clergy of that day in using the New
Service Book.

Now, it must be borne in mind that the churches at this

period were amply (many, it may be said, were superabundantly)

supplied with ornaments of every kind suitable for Divine Service.

The inventories of church goods made in and after 1552, hundreds

of which remain to the present day in the Record Office, show

what they were, even at a time when much of what existed in

1549 had been sold to pay current church expenses, some was taken

by the Crown to aid in sustaining Court charges, and not a little

was even embezzled.

Up to the day on which the New Prayer Book came into use

the Services continued to be conducted, generally, exactly as they
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had been for many hundred years. Some few changes had,

indeed, been made from time to time by provincial or diocesan

councils, and even by royal injunctions, as in 1547. But so late

as the Sth ]March, 1548, "The order of the Communion/' then

issued to provide for communicating the people in both kinds,

expressly directed that this was to be done " without the varying

of any other rite or ceremony in the Mass (until other order

shall be provided) ;
..." and no "other order" was "provided"

until the First Prayer Book of King Edward VI. was published.

So that the old Ornaments and the old Usages would of course be

continued under the Xew Service Book, unless in any particulars

they were not usable, being unsuited to the altered Ser-s-ice, or

having something else substituted for them in the Rubrics of

the Book. For it is simply absurd to suppose that in beginning

to use the New Prayer Book the clergy beg-an to discontinue

every Ornament and every Usage which was not written in that

book ; and this, too, in the entire absence of any direction to

that effect. It is only necessary, by a slight effort of imagina-

tion, to place ourselves for the occasion in their position, and no

doubt can seriously be entertained that we should without diffi-

culty or hesitation have combined in our ministrations the accus-

tomed Ceremonial and the revised Services.

It is natural, however, to inquire whether these accustomed

Ornaments and Usages rested iij)on any authority at that time, or

whether they were merely the gradual accumulation of things

which had accidentally found their wa}' among the religious

observances of the people. Supposing they had been no more

than this, the long custom would have conferred upon them a claim

to be still observed, unless some new rule had been made for the

express purpose of superseding them. But, in fact, they had

become a positive law enacted by the joint sanction of the Eccle-

siastical and Civil Rulers. At first, indeed, and for long, no such

force attached to them. Some were coincident with, and conse-

quent upon, the introduction of Christianity into the kingdom,

and had their origin in early, or even in Apostolic, times ; others

were of later indigenous growth in the Eng-lish Church, or were

transplanted from other regions of the Catholic Church. In

process of time they acquired local or general authority, being

stamped with Ecclesiastical sanction in provincial or diocesan

synods ; so that in the course of the seven centuries from a.d. 740

to A.D. 1463 a large body of Canon Law had been gradually

formed, which, besides its multiplicity of regulations touching the

Church's Doctrine and Discipline, pro\nded very abundant rules

for the Ceremonial observances aj>plicable to Divine worship.
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(a) . The Canon Law, as thus framed in the Church and received

in the Realm, enunciated, both in general and specific language,

what were to be accounted necessary and suitable Ornaments and

Usages in Divine Service. Moreover, in order to secure their

being provided, it expressl}' stated what the parishioners were to

regard as obligatory upon them to furnish ; and these laws of the

Church could not safel}' be disregai'ded, for the temporal courts

would probably have upheld and enforced them. But ultimately

they gained a higher status, and acquired, with certain limita-

tions, the actual authority of Statute Law; though, apparently,

this was only intended as a temporary measui-e relative to them in

their then condition
;
yet one probably necessary, owing to the

changes which had lately been made in the relations of the Crown
to the Papal authority, and the abolition of that jurisdiction

which had been exercised through the Canon Lav\" by the Roman
Court.

The Statute 25 Hen. VIIL, c. 19, a.d. 1533-4, recites that,

"where [as] divers constitutions, ordinances, and canons, pro-

vincial or synodal, which heretofore have been enacted, and be

thought not only to be much prejudicial to the Kings's prerogative

royal, and repugnant to the laws and statutes of this realm, but

also overmuch onerous to his highness and his subjects ; the said

clergy hath most humbly besought the King^s Highness that the

said constitutions and canons may be committed to the examina-

tion and judgment of his highness, and of two and thirty persons

of the King's subjects, whereof sixteen to be of the upper and
nether House of the Parliament of the temporalty, and the other

sixteen to be of the clergy of this realm ; and all the said two and

thirty persons to be chosen and appointed by the King^s Majesty
;

and that such of the said constitutions and canons, as shall be

thought and determined by the said two and thirty persons, or the

more part of them, worthy to be abrogated and adnulled, shall be

abolite, and made of no value accordingly ; and such other of the

same constitutions and canons, as by the said two and thirty, or the

more part of them, shall be approved to stand with the laws of

God, and consonant to the laws of this realm, shall stand in their

full strength and power, the King's most royal assent first had

and obtained to the same . . .
." (Stephens's Uccl. Stat. i.

p. 150.)

Accordingly, " by reason of the shortness of time,'' power was
given to the King to nominate this Commission " at his pleasure."

By Sect. vii. it was " Provided also, that such canons, constitu-

tions, ordinances, and synodals provincial, being already made,

which be not contrariant or repugnant to the laws, statutes, and
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customs of this realm, nor to the damage or hurt of the Kiug-^s

prerog-ative royal^ shall now still be used and executed as they

were afore the making* of this Act, till such time as they be

viewed, searched, or otherwise ordered and determined by the

said two and thirty persons, or the more part of them, according'

to the tenour, form, and effect of this present Act/' {Ibid.,

p. 150.)

Two years later, another Act was passed, 27 Hen. VIII., c. 15,

A.D. 1535-6, in consequence of the Commission not having- been

appointed. By it the same power was g-iven to the Crown,

although limited to three years after the end of that Parliament
;

a similar saving clause was made as to the existing Canons.
" Since the making of which Act,'' it was declared eight years

afterwards by 35 Hen. VIII., c. 16, a.d. 1543-4, "divers urgent

and great causes and matters have occurred and happened,

whereby the said nomination and appointment of the said thirty-

two persons by the King's Highness have been omitted " (Gibson

ii. 989), therefore the King's power was extended "during his

Highness's life;" and moreover the civil authority previously

conferred upon the Canons was confirmed in even larger terms
;

for it was now enacted that, " till such time as the King's

Majesty and the said thirty-two persons have accomplished and

executed the effects and contents afore rehearsed and mentioned

;

that such canons, constitutions, ordinances, synodal or provin-

cial, or other ecclesiastical laws or jurisdictions spiritual as be

yet accustomed and used here in the Church of England, which

necessarily and conveniently are requisite to be put in ure and
execution for the time, not being repugnant, contrariant, or

derogatory to the laws or statutes of the realm, nor to the pre-

rogatives of the Royal Crown of the same or any of them, shall

be occupied, exercised, and put in ure for the time, within this or

any other the King's Majestie's dominions. And that the

ministers and due executors of them shall not incur any damage
or danger for the due exercising of the foresaid laws, so that by
no colour or pretence of them or any of them, the minister put in

ure any thing prejudicial or in contrary of the regal power or

laws of this realm, any thing whatsoever to the contrary of this

present Act notwithstanding." {Ibid. 989.)

Collier states (Pt. ii. b. 3, p. 204), that "the persons were

nominated, the scheme drawn out, and the business brought to a

conclusion. Cranmer waited on the King at Hampton Court,

acquainted him that the draught [of a book ultimately entitled

Reformatio Legnm Ucclesiasticarnni] was finished, and wanted
only his Highness's authority to make it law." But difficulties,
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partly political, caused delay; and the subsequent death of the

King" hindered the completion of the plan. The powers given

by the late Act were however revived or continued (whichever was
strictly the case) "during- three years ^^ by the 3 and 4 Edw. VI.,

c. 11, A.D. 1549. But it is noticeable that it does not contain

any clause g-iving authority to the existing* canons during the

proposed revision. No reason seems to be assigned for this. It

may have been that the work having been so nearly completed

in the previous reign, as apparently only to need the last touches

and the Royal sanction, it was thought needless further to rein-

force the provision of the last Act, which already had sanctioned

the old canons, " till such time as the King's Majesty and the
said thirty-two persons " had prepared and enacted new ones

—

for this has commonly been held to be the effect of the protecting

clause. A Commission "was issued in October, 1551," some
changes being made in its members the month following (Card-

welFs Hoc. Ann. i. 107) ; but the death of Edward defeated this

fresh attempt, which seems only to have wanted the Royal assent

to complete it.

Lest, however, any should think that this wish and attempt

to re^nse the ancient Canons is so far a reason against desiring to

regard that law as having " authority of Parliament," that it

argues its being, in part at least, obnoxious both to clergy and

people, it will be useful here to point out that the complaints

made against it were obviously not complaints of such parts of

it as relate to the subject here under discussion—at least, if

so, it was to a very small extent. Neither the Rites of the

Church, nor the Ornaments and Usages therein directed, were

likely " to be much prejudicial to the King's prerogative royal,^'

or "repugnant to the laws and statutes of this realm," or

" overmuch onerous to his Highness and his subjects ;" it was
towards other portions of the Canonical Code that these ob-

jections were directed; such, namely, as, for various reasons, had
become inconvenient in the general discij)line of the Chmxli,

or involved obligations to the Roman Court which were incon-

sistent with the claims of the Church and Kingdom of England.

Indeed, to have abolished those ancient canons which related to

the modes of conducting Divine service, would have had this effect,

among other serious inconveniences, that it would have released

from their recognized duties those whom the Ecclesiastical Laws
had made responsible for the maintenance of the Church and its

Offices ; and so, would have left no remedy where such negligence

arose—a thing by no means unlikely to occur, seeing that pre-

vious contentions on the subject had led to the enactment of
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some of these very Canons themselves. Thus, for instance, the

Constitutions of Archbishop Peckham, in 1281, and of Archbishop

Winchelsey, in 1305, give precise directions touching- the relative

share of the incumbents and parishioners in furnishing' the goods

and ornaments belonging to the Church. These Constitutions

form part of that collection of Canon Law which was made by-

William Lyndwood early in the fifteenth century, and which

has continued to be the great text-book in the Ecclesiastical

Courts. It will serve to illustrate these remarks, and will also

exhibit the general Ecclesiastical Law which the framers of the

First Prayer Book must have regarded as supplying well-known

rules unaccustomed to be placed in the ordinary Rubrical direc-

tions of Liturgical Books, to mention here generally the nature

of the provision for Divine Service embodied in those Old English

Canons. By this it will be seen that we are not left without

adequate information, and that by no means difficult of access, as

to the Ornaments and Usages which, it can hardly be questioned,

would have been thought suitable by the Convocation which
sanctioned the Prayer Book of 1549, to be employed in connexion

with the Services therein prescribed.

Thus the following " Ornaments of the Church'' are named :

—

Altar and its Frontal, White Linen Cloth and Corporal for the

Altar, Paten and Chalice, Two Candlesticks, Font of Stone

(or other sufficient material) with its cover, Cense-pot, Cross for

processions, a lesser Cross for the dead. Bier, Rogation banners.

Images, Principal Image in the Church of the Saint to whom
the Church is dedicated. Bells and Ropes, Books, Lenten Veil.

Besides these, some others are mentioned which it is convenient

to keep apart, because, though usable under the Book of 1549,

certain changes in the subsequent books have, as will hereafter

be seen, rendered them unnecessary ; these are :—Pax or Oscula-

tory. Pyx, Lanthorn and Bell for carrying the Sacrament to the

sick, Candlestick for the Paschal Taper.

So, also, as to the " Ornaments of the Minister," these are

ordered :—Amice, Albe and Girdle, Surplice, Stole, Maniple,

Cloth [Sudarium) for wiping the fingers, &c. in the Celebration,

Chasuble (or Principal Vestment), Silk Cope for Principal Festi-

vals and two other Copes for presiding in the Choir at the same.

Dalmatic for the Deacon (or Gospeller), Tunicle for the Sub-

deacon (or Epistoler)

.

All these Ornaments, both of the Church and of the Minister,

and the repairs of the same (together with the Elements for Com-
munion, viz.. Bread, Wine and Water), being considered neces-

sary for the proper performance of Divine Service, are required
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to be providod by the Pariskloners, according to their condition;

so that they are to furnish the best (e.g., Gold or Silver Chalice

and Paten) it possible, though inferior materials may be allowed

wdiere poverty hinders ; this being, in fact, the principle which
still regulates the character of Ornaments in the Canons of 1603.

With regard to " other decent Ornaments " and Furniture (of

which are specified, as belonging more particularly to Churches,
'' desks, and benches ") it is stated generally that these, and what-

ever is omitted as belonging to the parishioners^ charge, " ought
to be found by the Rectors or Vicars, according to the divers

approved ordinations and constitutions.^^

These Canons, however, deal with much more, which at all

times needs to be regulated if the Apostolic injunction, " Let all

things be done decently and in order" (1 Cor. xiv. 40) is to be

observed. Thus they prescribe reverence, cai'e, and diligence in

saying Divine Offices and ministering the Holy Sacraments

;

regard for the Churches and all pertaining to them, especially

the Font and the Altar, directing the Altar Vessels to be carefully

cleansed after use, and even ordering the Altar Linen to be duly

washed. So, too, special attention is required as to the quality

and purity of the Elements for the Holy Communion, and fresh-

ness and cleanliness in the Water for Baptism ; the place, time,

and frequency of celebrating' the Eucharist are defined ; the con-

siderations which are to guide the Priest as to Celebrating more
than once in a day are mentioned. Among Usages connected

with the Celebration, there is the order, " Let two candles, or

one at least, be lighted at the time of High Mass." Stringent

prohibitions are g-iven of any r/^Y<;v/e for administering Sacraments

and Sacramentals, and this upon the principle that " what is

freely received be freely given."

Moreover, in order that these Canonical rules be not ne-

glected, the same Canons further charge the Archdeacons

and their Officials with the duty of seeing that what is re-

quisite for the Church and its Services be duly provided and
carefully preserved, in order that God^s Sanctuary may be

reverenced and His Worship be devoutly regarded. Johnson,

just one hundred years ago, in his well-known collection of

these Canons, thus speaks of them, though he was very far

indeed from being an admirer of them, for the most pai't :

—

" Though I may, perhaps, be thought to take a bold step in the

next thing I have to say, yet I am confident that all who im-

partially read even the worst part of these Constitutions, beginning

at Langton^s, and ending at Chicheley^s, will be ready to second

me when I say, that whenever the good work of making a system

VOL. I. F f
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of ecclesiastical Canons is to be performed, there are a great many
particulars even in these Constitutions which will well deserve a

place in this (now supposed) system, and especially in the fore-

going" part of the work/^

—

[Preface, Vol. i. p. 34, Oxford Ed.,

1850.)

It has been the commonly received opinion that what is thus

prescribed by the Ancient Canon Law of England has all along

been legally "in use," if not at variance with later laws ; as having

"authority of Parliament" in virtue of the "Statutes of Henry
VIII., already referred to. Bp. Cosin ^ has so stated the case in

his Notes on the Book of Common Prayer ; Lord Hardwick * in

Middleton v. Croft, gave it as a judicial opinion, which has since

been generally accepted ; Blackstone * says the same thing ; Dr.

Burn * uses similar language ; Professor J. T. Graves (cited by
Mr. A. J. Stephens, Eccl. Stat., Vol. i. p. 566) sets out at some
length the history of their acceptance ; and lastly, Sir John
Dodson^, too, in the Appeal to the Arches Court, Liddell v.

^ Speaking of the second year of King Edward VI., he refers to "those

Ornaments of the Church which, hy former laws, not then abrogated, were

in use by virtue of the Statute 25 Hen. VIII., and for them the provincial

constitutions are to be consulted, such as have not been repealed, standing

then in the second year of King Edward VI., and being still in force by virtue

of this Rubric and Act of Parliament."

—

Notes, %rd Series. Works, Ang.
Cath. Lib., Vol. v. p. 439.

^ " It has been already proved that the received Canons bind the Laity

;

and this appears by our Statute Law, 25 Hen. VIII., c. 21, in the preamble,

and 35 Hen. VIII. , c. 16, which continues the force of Canons accustomed

and used ; and here rests the Ecclesiastical power."
^ " At the dawn of the Eeformation, in the reign of King Henry VIII., it

was enacted in Parliament that a revision should be had of the Canon Law
;

and till such review shoixld be made, all Canons, Constitutions, Ordinances,

and Synodals Provincial being then already made, and not repugnant to the law
of the land or the King's prerogative, should still be used and executed. And
as no such review has yet been perfected, upon this Statute now depends the

authority of the Canon Law in England."

—

Commentaries, Vol. i. p. 66.

Ken-'s Ed., 1862.
* " Concerning this whole body of the Canon Law, it is enacted by the

Statute of the 25 Hen. VIII. , c. 19, as followeth :
—

' That such canons,' " &c.

(See supra, p. 458.)

* " It is well known that Henry the Eighth never exercised the powers con-

ferred upon him by the Acts above mentioned, and as those powers were
expressly limited to him for life, it has been strongly contended that upon the

event of his death they became wholly and altogether inoperative. As
regards the power to appoint Commissioners and so forth, there can be no
doubt that the Statutes ceased to have effect ; but it is by no means equally

clear that the same temporary character is to be ascribed to the several clauses

respecting Canons, Constitutions, Ordinances, and other Ecclesiastical lav,'s.

&c., and especially to the second clause of the 35th Henry the Eighth, which it
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Westerton, &e., took the same view, thoug-h he noticed an
objection which had been made to it, and which was afterwards
raised by Mr. A. J. Stephens before the Judicial Committee,
who, however, did not decide the question, thoug-h they made the
following' remark upon it, after complimenting Mr. Stephens
for his arg-ument :

—" If it were necessary to determine this

point, their Lordships think this argument might deserve serious

consideration, although it is contrary to the general impression
which has prevailed upon the subject. As, however, their Lord-
ships entertain no doubt whatever as to the meaning of the words,
' authority of Parliament,^ used in the Rubric, it is useless to

enter further into the question.^' (Moore^s Report, p. 161.)

Thus the ease stands at present, the old opinion still occupying
the ground, but just inconveniently threatened, so that it is not

absolutely stable in the face of a not wholly new argument,
against which much might probably be said if the question came
definitely before the Court of Final Appeal. It is worth remark-
ing, however, that apparently the posture of affairs would have
been strange if this ancient Ecclesiastical Law had been wholly

devoid of civil sanction at that time. The Papal Supremacy had
lately been abolished, which, at least, was practically coercive

in respect of the Canon Law. But, in the absence of any sub-

stituted State recognition, delinquents must have been merely

amenable to the Ordinary and Episcopal authority of the Dio-

cesans who probably could not have enforced their decisions by
any temporal penalties ; and thus the Ecclesiastical Courts would
have been in the awkward condition of adjudicating upon causes

without power to g-ive effect to their decrees if treated with con-

tempt. It seems highly improbable that at a time when the

Crown was claiming Appellate Jurisdiction in the last resort, it

should have weakened the Ecclesiastical Law by making its

efficiency dependent upon the accident of the Royal pleasure or

longevity.

But it goes far towards removing doubts whether this body of

Canon Laws had "Authority of Parliaments^ in 1549, to consider

the fact that the 1 and 2 Philip and Mary, c. 8, a.d. 1554,

repealed two of the sanctioning statutes of Henry YIII. ; for the

is to be observed is an enacting clause, and not a mere proviso as in the former

Act. The language of the sections to which I have adverted, scarcely, I

think, warrants me in saying that at the death of Henry the Eighth and the

accession of his son to the throne, there was no parliamentary authority' for

the use of any ornaments whatever in the Church, although thei'e may be

very great difficulty in ascertaining what particular ornaments had the sanc-

tion of that authoritv."

—

Moore, p. 90.

r f 2
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third Section repealed the 25 Hen. VIII., c. 19 ; and the foiirth

Section repealed the 27 Hen. VIII. c. 15 ; though it must be

observed that no repeal is mentioned of the 35 Hen. VIII. c.

16 : it does not appear why this Statute is not noticed, but

possibly it was considered to have expired in consequence of the

Commission having- been appointed under it (see p. 459) . If it be

objected that the clause authorizing the Canons was not thus

affected, and therefore the Act ought to have been repealed in

common with the two previous Acts which contained the like

authorization ; it may fairly be answered, that wliile Mary and

her advisers would probably have had a strong objection to the

continuance of any power to revise Canons, supposed to be con-

ferred by those Statutes, they would have thought it immaterial

whether the Canon Law had or had not Parliamentary authority,

seeing that, in their view, ibe restored Papal Supremacy was
adequate to enforce it. Nevertheless, as the two earlier Statutes

contained clauses against that Supremacy, that alone would have

been a reason for repealing them. [Stat. offheRealm, iv. pt. 1, 247.)

Bishop Gibson, II. p. 988, thus cites the Act 1 and 2 Philip

and Mary, c. 8 :

—

''
§ iv. An Act whereby the King should have

power to nominate xxxii persons of his Clergy and Lay-fee, for

the making of Ecclesiastical Laws,—shall henceforth be repealed,

made frustrate, void, and of none effect.^'' In the margin he puts

" Repeal of the Act 27 Hen. VIII., c. 15.^'

Yet supposing it to be true that these Canons had no direct

" Authority of Parliament " in the second year of Edw. VI., in

virtue of either of Henri/ VIII 's three Revision Statutes, it is

worth considering whether they may not have had an indirect

Authority of this kind conferred by the Prayer Book of 1549.

For if that Book was not designed to be absolutely exclusive of

every Ornament or Usage not expressly mentioned therein, but,

on the contrary, was formed in view of the then prevalent Cere-

monial, and was intended to incorporate its general and leading

features, except Avhere otherwise ordered in the Book; then, by
implication, the Canon Law, which undoubtedly had Ecclesiastical

Authority, was further protected and enforced by the continued

use under the new Service Book (sanctioned as it was by Statute)

of things which that Canon Law prescribed.

It has been already negatively argued (p. 449) that the Book
of 1549 was not exclusive in what it directs to be done. But it

may be positively contended that it was meant not so to be. The
evidence will perhaj)s be considered slight ; but where, from the

nature of the case, little can be expected, that little becomes

important. First, then, there is extant a Letter written on
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April 26, 151'9, by Martin Bucer and Paul Fag-ius, to the

Ministers at Strasburg-. In this Letter, after saying, " We
yesterday waited upon the Archbishop of Canterbury, that most

benevolent and kind fatlier of the Churches and of godly men,

who received and entertains us as brethren,^'' they continue

thus :
—" The cause of relig-ion, as far as appertains to the estab-

lishment of doctrines, and the definition of rites, is pretty near

what could be wished [here they enlarge upon the need of a

suitable ministry] . As soon as the description of the ceremonies

now in use shall have been translated into Latin we will send it

to you. We hear that some concessions have been made both

to a respect for antiquity and to the infirmity of the present age
;

such, for instance, as the vestments commonly used in the Sacra-

ment of the Eucharist, and the use of candles : so also in regard

to the commemoration of the dead, and the use of chrism ; for

we know not to what extent or in what sort it prevails. They
affirm that there is no superstition in these things, and that they

are only to be retained for a time, lest the people, not having

yet learned Christ, should be deterred by too extensive innova-

tions from embracing His religion, and that rather they may be

won over. This circumstance, however, greatly refreshed us,

that all the services in the churches are read and sung in the

vernacular tongue, that the doctrine of justification is purely and

soundly taught, and the Eucharist administered according to

Christ^s ordinance, private masses having been abolished. . . .

At Lambeth, from the house of the Archbishop of Canterbury,

near London.''^ [Original Letters, Parker Society, p. 535.)

The writers were on a visit to Cranmer at Lambeth, and state

that, among other things, they hear that Vestments, Lights,

Commemoration of the Dead, and Chrism, are to be retained in

the new Service Book. That they were not misled on the subject is

plain from the fact that the Book did in terms include three out

of the four things, and therefore, to say the least, it is highly

probable that it did not exclude the Lights, though it does not

name them (any more than did the Missals) ; for it will hardly

be contended that they were more obnoxious than the Vest-

ments.

Next, there is in the Record Office a MS. Letter' from the

Duke of Somerset to Cardinal Pole, dated June 4, 1549, and

^ The writer of this Essay may perhaps be allowed to meution that he has

printed a portion of this letter at p. 7 of Some Historical Considerations

relative to the Declaration on Kneeling, &f. (Masters, 1863), otherwise he

lielieves the letter had not been pi'eviously quoted ; it is among the State

papers, " Domestic, Edw. VI., Vol. vii."
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replying to the CardinaPs Letters " of the Sixth of Msde." In

it the Duke (after discussing' some questions as to the relative

claims and positions of England and the Roman See) informs the

Cardinal, who was then at Rome, of the completion of the New
Prayer Book, and tells him, " We have delivered to those which

brought your Letters the Boke of Common Service, the same

whereof heir before we have spoken, agreed on in the Parlia-

ment/^ He further invites his judgment upon it, expressing his

belief that the Cardinal " shal be satisfied" if he should point

out " eny faulte" in it ; and concludes by inviting him to return

to England, adding, " we are not in muche feare but that it may
wel be if ye did se thinges here with your eyes, and conferred

with learned men the reasons and causes of our doinges, the

which now ye do not learn, but by report, which in tyme and

distance encreaseth, and made of them which favoreth not the

thing ys exaggerated to the worse ; ye wold peradventure

condiscend your self, and be in all poyntes satisfied, as at this

present many both of busshops and other learned men be, which at

the first did miche repyne, fare you well/''

Now, surely if the Service of the Chxirch was intended to be

conducted strictly and exclusively according to the bare positive

directions of the First Prayer Book, which was then coming into

general use, it would have been the most extraordinary self-

delusion on the part of the Duke of Somerset to suppose that the

Cardinal could have been " satisfied" when he beheld the changes

which must have plainly marked, e.g., the external cliaracter of the

Eucharistic Service, if, as would have been the case, he witnessed

an Altar denuded of its Cross and Lights, and Linen Cloth and
Covering ; saw no Incense accompanying the Eucharistic Sacri-

fice ; to say nothing of the omission of various Ceremonies which
he would deem important, if not essential, adjuncts even of a

reformed Liturgy. So that the very fact of the Duke thus

assuming the CardinaFs contentment with the changes, furnishes

one of the strongest arguments which could well be drawn from

the doctrine of probabilities in favour of there being at that time

little discernible difference in the general features of a Eucharistic

Celebration, whether under the Sarum Missal, or under the First

Prayer Book of King Edward the Sixth. To be convinced that

in the nature of the case things must have been so, it is only

needful to divest our minds awhile of their usual associations of

the present Prayer Book with the ordinary Eucharistic Service,

and to place ourselves in spirit before the Altar of any English

Church on the Feast of Pentecost, 1549.

Nor are we without evidence to show that imagination in this
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instance would not be wholly deceptive j for John Hooper,
writing' to Henry Bullinger on December 27, 1549, from London,
where, of course, chang-es would be the most rapid, says :

" The
Altars are here in many churches chang-ed into tables. The
public celebration of the Lord\s Supper is very far from the

order and institution of our Lord. Althoug-h it is administered

in both kinds, yet in some places the Supper is celebrated three

times a day. Where they used heretofore to celebrate in the

morning* the Mass of the Apostles, they now have the Communion
of the Apostles -, where they had the Mass of the Blessed Virgin,

they now have the Communion, which they call the Communion
of the Virgin ; where they had the principal, or high Mass, they

now have, as they call it, the hig'li Communion. They still retain

their Vestments, and the Candles before the Altars; in the

churches they always chant the hours, and other hymns relating

to the Lord's Supper, but in our own lang-uage. And that Popery

may not be lost, the Mass-priests, althoug-h they are compelled to

discontinue the use of the Latin language, yet most carefully

observe the same tone and manner of chanting- to which they

were heretofore accustomed in the Papacy. God knows to what
perils and anxieties we are exposed by reason of men of this

kind. . .
." [Original Letters, Parker Society, p. 71.) Such

was the testimony of an eye-witness nearly seven months after

the Prayer Book of 1549 had come into use throug-hout the

Kingdom.
[b). There is, however, besides this Canon Law now discussed,

another test of what Ornaments and Usages were employed

under the Book of 1549 ; and that is the well-known Injunc-

tions of 1547, issued by Edward VI. It would be tedious, and

is here unnecessary, to consider the various arg-uments which

have been used for and against their supposed Parliamentary

authority. The more general opinion seems to be that at the

time of their being made, they did possess such authority in

virtue of the 31 Hen. VIIL, c. 8, and 34 and 35 Hen. VIIL,

c. 23. Tlieir object was to abolish certain practices which, on

various grounds, were considered to be either inconvenient or

objectionable ; and also to authorize certain other things which

were thought to be requisite. The effect of them was to main-

tain as they were, whatever Ornaments or Usages they did not

prohibit. The Judicial Committee remarked that " they left en-

tirely imtouched the Service of High Mass, and made no decla-

ration as to the nature of the Sacrament then administered "

[Moore, p. 166). Indeed the third is the often quoted one which,

while ordering the removal of certain lights before Images and
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Pictures^ says that there shall be " but only two Lig-hts upon the

high Altar^ before the Sacrament, which for the sig-nification

that Christ is the very true Light of the world, they shall suffer

to remain still :
" thus, in fact, confirming that Pro^^ncial Con-

stitution of Archbishop Reynolds, in a.d. 1322, already quoted at

p. 462.

But it has been argued by some that these Injunctions were

not in force in 1549, owing to the repeal of the Statutes which
gave effect to them. Mr. Shaw (p. 23) thus puts the objection :—"Tlie injunctions were put forth in the summer of 1547, and
in the ensuing winter was. passed the statute 1 Edw. YI., c. 12,

which repealed the Acts in question Now it is a well-

settled principle of law, that any obligation flowing from a

Statute, either immediately or mediately (i.e., fi'om some rule or

order made in pursuance of powers granted by a Statute),

becomes null and void as soon as the Statute is repealed.^'

From this he argues that the Injunctions authorizing the two
Lights became null and void, and consequently that they had no
"Authority of Parliament ""^ in 1549.

Assuming then, for a moment, the soundness of this argument,

it nevertheless leaves the Canon Law just where it was ; so that if

the Canons had, as has been here contended, Parliamentaiy autho-

rity, the Lights remained independently of the repealed Injunc-

tions. Yet this is not all; a much more serious difficulty

arises if the Injunctions ceased to have any authority at the

end of 1547; for in that case it necessarily follows, on Mr.
Shawns own showing, that their abolitions and their provisions

were alike " null and void

;

" so that it became lawful to do

again what they had forbidden, and equally lawful to neglect

what they commanded.

But it may well be questioned whether these Injunctions did

lose their authority, although the Statutes which sanctioned

them could no longer be employed for issuing any similar new
Document. The Prayer Book of 1549 expressly recognizes them
in a Rubric at the end of "The Communion,^" where it is

ordered that " Upon Wednesdays and Fridays, the English

Litany shall be said or sung in all places, after such form as is

appointed by the King's Majesty's Injunctions ; or as is or

shall be otherwise appointed by his highness." Perhaps it may
be replied that the Rubric revives one Injunction, and even con-

fers Parliamentary authority upon it (and u2:)on what the King
might hereafter do in this respect), because the Rubric itself has

the force of a Statute ; but that it does not necessarily imj^ly a

recognition of the other Injunctions. Yet assuming, thoug-h not
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admitting', it to be so, another objection presents itself to the

supposed repeal of the Injunctions, namely the (alleged) Roj^al

Injunctions of 1549 and Bishop Ilidle\"'s Injunctions of 1550,

both of which have been already noticed. Each of these directs

the omission of certain things in " reading " the Injunctions of

1547 : this surely proves that they were, and were to be, read.

But if they had become " null and void,''^ it is strange that they

should have continued to be read—still stranger that other In-

junctions should be needed to do away mth parts of what is

now declared to have already come to nought.

If, then, it may be permitted a non-legal person to express

any opinion upon the question—whether the Ancient Canon Law
and the Injunctions of 1547 formed part of the "Authority of

Parliament '' for Ornaments and Usages in 1549—the writer

would express his conviction that no sufficient proof has yet been

given of their not possessing it; and that, therefore, it is at

least permissible to maintain that they probably did then possess

it, and, accordingly, to refer to them as warranting the use, vmder

the Prayer Book of 1549, of things which that Book did not

nominafivi prescribe.

Fui-ther, it may be confidently held that, as regards these

Canons and Injunctions, it is practically quite immaterial

whether the Rubrical expression, " Second year of the reign

of King Edward the Sixth,'''' means, as was commonly held,

the second year after his Accession ; or, as the Judicial Com-
mittee decided, the Prayer Book of 1549. For the Canons and

Injunctions in question either were equally of Parliamentary

Authority at both periods, or they had no such Authority at

either time. Mr. Shaw has argued at some length in support

of the view taken by the Judicial Committee ; but though much
might be said in reply, it is needless here to discuss the ques-

tion, both for the reason above assigned, and because their Lord-

ships ha^dng given their decision on the matter, there can be no

appeal from it, except to themselves in some new suit. Yet it

may be said, with all deference and respect to such a Court, that

the facts and arguments ^ adduced by Counsel in support of the

theory, that the Prayer Book was of the ikird and not of the

second year of Edward the Sixth, do not seem to have been

satisfactorily disposed of, and might with much force be urged

again if the point shall ever be re-argued.

^ The writer ventures to refer to his Lawful Church Ornaments (Masters,

1857), Advertisement and pp. 9—11, and elsewhere, as stating some of

these.
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The question as to the mode of ascertaining' what Ornaments
" were used under " the Book of 1549^ being* thus, as it is hoped,

somewhat fully considered, another question naturally grows out of

it and of the interpretation of the Rubric furnished by the Judicial

Committee, namely this :—May all the Ornaments "still be used '''

leg-ally, which " under " the Prayer Book of 1549 " were used " ?

To this inquiry there is no difficulty, it would seem, in giving

the plain and positive answer, namely—That the same things may
be legally used now, provided only. First, that there have been

no changes in the Services, subsequent to the Book of 1549,

which have rendered any of them inapplicable ; Secondly, that

no alterations in the general Law of Ornaments in 1549 have

abolished some or added others.

First. The limits of this Essay make it impossible to exa-

mine in detail eveiy Ornament or Usage in order to determine

how far it answers to these two tests \ Indeed, it is sufficient

here to take one or two instances, as both illustrating- the prin-

ciple and sug-gesting the mode of applying it. Thus the Book
of 1549, in the Office for the Baptism of Children, ordered

(1) Exorcism by the Priest ; (2) putting on the child "his white

vesture, commonly called theChrisom; '•'

(3) the anointing' of the

infant upon the head. But these Ceremonies were subsequently

omitted, and have not been since restored ; consequently these

Usages and the "Ornaments" employed, viz., the Chrisom and

the Ampulla, are certainly needless, probably unlawful, even

though directed in the Ancient Canons, which are held still to

have the force of Statute Law ; for the withdrawal of the words

which accompanied the acts must be regarded as an implicit

repeal of the Canons in these particulars. It may be remarked

here that this argument does not necessarily apply to the mere
omission of a Rubric which did or did not involve the use of

prescribed language : e.g., the Second Book of Edward the Sixth

omitted the Rubrics directing the Manual Acts in the Consecra-

tion of the Eucharist, but the words which had accompanied

them in the First Book still remained ; therefore it was probably

quite lawful to continue the acts, and it is highly improbable

that any but objectors discontinued them, not being told to do

so. So, again, the Rubric of the First Book which ordered " a

little pure and clear Water " to be added to the Wine for Conse-

cration, was also omitted in the Second Book, apparently to

satisfy objectors. Water not being an essential element. But it

' Full details may be found in Laivfid Church Ornaments, pp. 35. 109.

304. 490.
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was notforbidden, here or elsewhere ; and therefore probably was
still a lawful custom, even though in this case there were no
words to accompany it.

To take another instance somewhat different and of a really

practical character. The First Book ordered Reservation "at
the open Communion/'' when it was known that any sick person
needed to be communicated. This provision has since been
withdrawn, though it seems very doubtful whether the language
of the Rubric, touching the disposal of what remains of th€
Sacrament, was designed to do more than secure a reverent con-
sumption of It in the Service when not required for the Sick.
It follows therefore, that the Pyx could only now be a lawful
Ornament if Reservation for the Sick should be allowed ; and
indeed it well might be, as for other reasons so considering the
great unseemliness—sometimes almost irreverence—which at-

tends upon the Consecration of the Holy Sacrament in some of

the miserable dwellings of the poor.

Here it T\"ill be convenient to reply to an objection made by
Mr. Shaw, who, speaking of the Ancient Canonical Ornaments,
says (p. 21) :

" Perhaps it may be replied that such Ornaments are

sanctioned, except so far as set aside by more recent laws. But
this is to destroy the whole force and simplicity of the argument,
which owes its virtue to a strict and literal reading of the words,
' such as were in this Church of England, by authority of Parlia-

ment, in the second year of the reign of King Edward the

Sixth."* ... To engraft on this any exception not found in it is

fatal to the scheme. If one article be disallowed, why not
another?"''

But, partly, Mr. Shaw answers himself in the very next para-

graph when he asks—"And, then, what is disallowance ? The
whole dispute is at once let in as to whether things not men-
tioned are thereby forbidden, or whether there must be any, and,

if so, what express words of prohibition."'' Clearly this is and
must be the case, as was shown in the instance of the absence of

the Linen Cloth in tlie Book of 1549 (p. 450) ; and the Judicial

Committee recognized the necessity as respects the present Rubric,

though Mr. Shaw has not quoted their remark. For, while

they said, " that in the performance of the services, rites, and
ceremonies, ordered by the Prayer Book, the directions contained

in it must be strictly observed ; that no omission and no addition

can be permitted;" they went on to say, "but they are not

prepared to hold that the use of all articles not expressly men-
tioned in the Rubric, although quite consistent with, and even

subsidiary to, the Service, is forbidden." . . . [Moore, p. 187.)
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No doubt., however^ Mr. Shaw would say in reference to the

Altar Lights, to which he was particularly referring, that they

are ^iozf "consistent with . . . the Service.''^ Indeed, he says, " For

instance, in reference to the matter before us, the Mass is swept

away.^"* Ti-ue, the name is gone ; but the question must be

asked—Is there any essential difference between the Communion
Service, which was also called "The Mass,^"" in the Book of 1549,

and the Communion Service in our present Prayer Book ? Un-
hesitatingly we answer that there is not, but that the Eueharistic

Doctrine has been uniform and continuous in all the Reformed

Prayer Books of the Church of England, commencing with that

of 1549. It follows, therefore, that if the Altar Lights were

lawfully used in the " Communion^'' or "Mass^^ of 1549 (and, as

has been shown, it would have been accounted a very singular

Mass without them) , they are equally legal now. Proof of this

uniformity of Doctrine is out of the question in this Essay ', and

the point must not here be prolonged, except to mention that

what the Judicial Committee said on this subject must be read

in the light of the fact that, somehow or other, they were so

strangely misled by, at least, one piece of information, acquired

after the Arguments in Court, as to assert in their Judgment,

and to argue therefrom, " that the Prayer for the Consecration

of the Elements was omitted [in the Book of 1552], though in

the jDresent Prayer Book it is restored. ^^ They did, indeed,

correct the error in Mr. Moore^s authorized Report (p. 179) ; but

the mischiefwas then irreparable, as the Judgment had been given.

Secondly. The other test of legal usage now, is the considera-

tion whether there has been, and still continues, any exjdicit legal

abolition of or addition to the lawful Ornaments of 1549.

The more common opinion of the Courts and of Lawyers j)ro-

bably cannot be better stated than in the words of Dr. Lushing-

ton (Westerton v. Liddell, Moore, p. 31) :
—"I am well aware of

the irresistible argument that the last Statute of Uniformity,

by referring to the First Book of Common Prayer of Edward
the Sixth, excluded not only the Second Book of Common Prayer,

but every thing else effected in the interval between 1549 and
1662, whether by Act of Parliament or by Canon, which could or

might have altered what existed in 1549; and, consequently, I

am equally well aware that nothing- done from 1549 to 1662, how-
ever lawful during that period, has in itself force or binding

^ The reader, who may wish to see the subject discussed at length, is

referred to the Avriter's Avork on " Some Historical Consideratio?is )-elating

to the Declaration on Kneeling appended to the Communion Office," &c.,

Masters, 1863.
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authority after the Statute of 166£ came into operation/' Ag-ain

(p. 45) :—" I wholly deny that the Statute of Edward the Sixth,

passed in the second year of his reig-n^ or the Statute of Unifoi--

mity, can be affected by non-usage. By the law of England,

no Statute can fall into desuetude. It is true that a Statute

may become obsolete in one sense—that is, not enforced. It is

true that no call can be made on the Judges of the land to

enforce it ; that by common consent a Statute may lie dormant

;

but if once a Court is called upon to carry it into execution, it

must do so. The case of wager of battle is all powerful to prove

this proposition."

These principles wnill not, however, sustain the Injunctions of

1547 in any position of Parliamentary Authority now. For even if

{as has been here contended) they possessed it in Edward's Second

Year, they followed the fate of similar Laws on Mary's Accession,

and were not revived by Elizabeth except so far as they formed

the basis of her own Injunctions. So that now they can only be

regarded as an Historical Document Avhich had Parliamentary

Authority in 1549, though at this day it merely furnishes evi-

dence of what it formerly abolished or prescribed.

But the case is difierent with the Ancient Canons, which have

also been treated here as then possessing like authority; for,

whether or not that opinion of them is reliable in respect of

1549, it seems to be allowed on all hands that the 25 Hen.

VIII. c. 19, having" been revived by 1 Eliz. c. 1, they possess

now the full Parliamentary Authority assigned to them in

1533, uidess they have been in any particulars modified by any
newer enactment of equivalent force. For the later Statute not

only restores " all and every Branches, Words, and Sentences,"

in the former and some other Acts, but also expressly states

that they shall be " taken to extend to your Highness, your Heirs

and Successors, as fully and largely as ever the same Acts, or

any of them, did extend to the said late King" Henry the Eig-Iith,

your Highness's Father.'^ Mr. Shaw (p. 11) thus ex2:)resses his

opinion of the effect of this revival :
—"Upon the whole, there-

fore, it is to be taken that the power to direct a revision of

the ancient provincial Constitutions and Canons exists in the

Sovereigns of the present day, though not exercised. And the

proviso wdiich sanctions their use until such revision be made,

being" also revived, they are maintained thereby, at this day, in

a certain degree of force, subject to the qualifications which

the Act lays down, and subject also to the effect of subsequent

Acts in annulling" or superseding" them in any particular points."

It would appeal*, therefore, to be a most reasonable conclusion
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that if, as seems to be the case, the Rubrics of the Prayer Book
were not intended to, and do not absolutely forbid all Ornament
and Ceremonial except such as they prescribe \ then the

Ancient Canons may be legitimately consulted for suppl3dng

what is subsidiary to, yet harmonious with, the structure of the

Services, and tends to enhance their dignity and beauty, though

not disguising the features they were meant to exhibit. Nor,

surely, could any more suitable source be resorted to for this

purpose than those Synodical decrees which, being framed in

pursuance of the Church of England^s inherent powers of Eccle-

siastical Legislation, are in principle sanctioned by the language

of the Thirty-fourth Article, which declares that, " Every par-

ticular or national Church hath authority to ordain, change, and

abolish ceremonies or rites of the Church ordained only by man^s

authority, so that all things be done to edifying.^^

Latterly much has been written and said for the purpose of

proving that the Rubric of 1662 (notwithstanding the Inter-

pretation of the Judicial Committee) must not be construed in

the full, literal, and grammatical sense which has commonly
been assigned to it ; but must be held to be legally limited by
various provisions or practices made or followed before and since

its enactment. Most of these alleged limitations are not now
asserted for the first time, nor have they been left unreplied to^

Yet, as the now somewhat vehement repetition of them implies

that some persons consider them still unrefuted, it is necessary

here to notice them, however briefly. The various (sometimes,

indeed, contradictory) forms in which they have been presented,

renders this process somewhat difficult ; but the five following

propositions will, it is thought, comprise all the objections,

whether lately or previously made.

1st—That (r/) the Act of Uniformity, 1662, confirms the three

similar Acts of 1549, 1552, and 1559 ; that [b) the Act of 1559

sanctions the Ornaments of Edward^s second year only, " until

other order shall be therein taken " in the way described ; that

1 In The Law Magazine and Law Bevieio for February, 1866, the follow-

ing passage occurs in an Article on " Ritualism in its Legal Aspect :" the

writer says (p. 229) :
—" It will thus be seen how difficult and delicate are the

questions which have to be decided when the use of any thing beyond what

the Prayer Book prescribes comes to be legally considered. They will remind

common lawyers of the questions which have arisen as to how far the language

used in agricultural leases excludes the custom of the country, although the

rules which have been established in these cases are of a much more definite

and precise nature than any that have been sanctioned by the Ecclesiastical

Courts in the matters above mentioned."
^ See, e.g.. Lawful Church Ornaments, 201'—10, and elsewhere.
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(c) such Order was taken in the Advertisements of 1564-5, wliich

were subsequently incorporated with the Canons of 1603-4, and
that, consequently^ " the use of the chasuble, albe, and tunicle is

illeg-al '' now, though they were prescribed in a Rubric of the

Book of 1549 '.

In reply to this, it mig-ht seem enoug-h to say that objectors
""

to the Altar Lights and other things not named in the Book of

1549, nevertheless admit the lawfulness of the Vestments because

they are there prescribed ; but it appears preferable to deal

directly with the points specially raised in this objection.

To the first point, then, (a) it is sufficient to say, that the 13 and
14 Charles II., c. 4, § 24, gives the reason for thus continuing
" the several good laws and statutes of this realm, which have

been formerly made, and are now in force, for the uniformity of

prayer and administration of Sacraments ;" and that reason is

none other than "the establishing and confirming of the said

Book'^ of 1662, and therefore only of what it orders and not of

any thing which any former Book ordered, unless this Book
recognized it.

To the second point {^j) the answer is—that the Rubric on Orna-

ments in the Book of 1662, though copied from the Ornament
clause of the Act of 1559 (except the words "at all times of

their Ministration ")
, stops short of the limiting clause " until

other order,^^ &c., and therefore does not sanction the power
therein given to the Crown. Indeed, partly it was impossible to

do so, for the Ecclesiastical Commission had been abolished by
the 16 [? 17] Charles I., c. 11, a.d. 1640; and it may well be

' Dr. Blakeney, The Book of Common Prayer, its History, Sfc, 1865,

p. 264, Sic. ; also Correspondence in the Record, Aug. to Oct., 1865 ; Dean
of Ely's Speech in Convocation, Feb. 8, 1866.

^ Thus Mr. Shaw sajs (p. 28) :
" It may be said, perhaps, that the applica-

tion of this test [viz., the Book of 1549] gives us one or two Vestments for

the Clergy which are not now commonly in use. If this be so, and if it be

thought right to revive them, they will be revived, not because found in

mediaeval missals, but because thought worthy to be retained by our early

reformers."

So, too, the author of " Ritualism in its Legal Aspect" {Law Mac]., Feb.,

1866, p. 230), -svi-ites :
—"The rubric of the first Prayer Book to which the

existing Rubric refers us, is clear in prescribing certain habits for the Clergy

during the ministration of the Communion, and these are not commonly used.

If any one, therefore, entitled to do so, were to take proceedings against a

clergyman for not using the prescribed habits, the law, we think, would not

be doubtful, and we do not see how the Courts could well refuse to enforce it,

however much they might be disinclined to adopt such a course. Non-usage,

however long, and however general, would obviouslv be of little avail as an
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believed that, on many accounts, it was considered wisest not to

entrust so important a matter merely to the Crown and the

Metropolitan.

To the third point (c) it is needful to reply somewhat more fully.

At the outset it should be noticed (though the objection does

not mention it) that the Advertisements were not the first direc-

tion given as to Vestments after the Prayer Book of 1559 was
issued : for the " Interpretations and further Considerations " of

the Injunctions of 1559, published about March, 1561, had

ordered " That there be used only but one apparel ; as the Cope

in the ministration of the Lord^s Supper, and the Surplice in all

other ministrations.^^ This shows that originally, and for

nearly two years, no limitation of the Eubrie was intended, as

the Injunctions themselves did not refer to the Vestments, though

they treated of various details which could not conveniently

have been introduced among the Rubrics. The cause of this

subsequent limitation does not appear; but, as Bishop Guest

(when consulted by Cecil, before the making of the Rubric)

had advised against even the Cope, and for the use of the sur-

plice only in the Celebration of the Eucharist, it is highly

probable that this was done partly by way of concession to him,

and others who undoubtedly were still more opposed to the fuller

Eucharistic Vestments.

The history of the period shows, however, that this concession

did not satisfy what may be called the anti-ceremonial party of

that day. But no further recognized change was attemj^ted for

the next four years. Yet, a Letter' from the Queen to Archbishop

Parker, January 25, 1564-5, sums up that history so far as

regards the effect produced upon the Public Service of the Church

by the growing non-conformity ; and fully accounts for the pre-

paration of the Advertisements of that year, in which a still

further limitation was made, namely, that the use of the Cope

should be confined to the Cathedrals, and there only be used

* " We, to our no small grief and discomfort, do hear, that . . . for lack

of regard given thereto in due time, by such superior and principal officers as

you are, being the Primate and other the Bishops of your Province, . . .

there is crept and brought into the Church ... an open and manifest dis-

order and offence to the godly, wise, and obedient persons, by diversity ot

opinions, and specially in the external, decent, and lawful rites and ceremonies

to be used in the churches ;"
. . . and the Letter goes on to say, " We . . .

have certainly determined to have all such diversities, varieties, and novelties

... as breed nothing but contention, offence, and breach of common charit}^

and are also against the laws, good usages, and ordinances of our realm, to be

reformed and repressed and brought to one manner of uniformity through

our whole realm and dominions." . . . {Parker Corres2)ondence, p. 224.)
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'' in ministration of the Holy Communion/' by " the principal

minister, with gospeller and epistoler agreeably/' (Cardwell,

Doc. Ann. i. 326.) Nor need it cause the least surprise that the

Bishops should resort to this merely minimum enforcement of the

much larger general Law still existing in the Rubric, when the

Returns made to Secretary Cecil, in consequence of certain

inquiries set on foot by the Archbishop upon receipt of the

Queen^s Letter, reveal, among many other " Varieties in the

Service and Administration used,'' the following facts :
—" Some

say the Service and Prayers in the chancel, others in the body

of the church ; . . . some say with a Surplice, others without a

Svirplice; . . . some with chalice, . . . others with a common
cup ; . . . some receive kneeling, others standing, otljers sitting

;

some baptize in a font, some in a basin ; some sign with the sign

of the Cross, others sign not ; some minister in a Surplice, others

without." . . . (Strype's Parker, p. 152.)

It is asserted, however, that these Advertisements, being a

legal exercise of the power given to the Queen to take " other

order" touching the Ornaments authorized by the Rubric and

Statute of 1559, w^ere a formal, and, in effect, a Parliamentary

abolition of all the Vestments save those which the Advertise-

ments order to be used. But (not to go here into the disputed

question whether the Advertisements, even after the long delay

in publishing them, were issued in conformity with the Statute

—a point denied by many legal and other authorities ') it seems

a singular estimate of the intentions and wishes of Archbishop

Parker and his Episcopal colleagues to conclude that thejpurposed

to repeal the Law when resorting in an extremity to a particular

provision of that Law, with a view to retain in use just so few of

the Ornaments, which that Law authorized, as they deemed it

barely possible to enforce in the adverse circumstances by which

they w^ere surrounded. That the Law was not then held to have

been repealed, seems plain from the fact that in 1563 it was pro-

posed by some of the anti-ceremonialists to move " in the next

Parliament and Synod," " that the use of Festments," as well

as " Copes and Surplices, be from henceforth taken away."

(Cardwell's Synodalia, ii. 498.)

It is, moreover, further urged^that these Advertisements

(whether fully possessing or not the Statutable authority claimed

' Mr. Stephens {Eccl. Stat., i. 370) "Which other order (at least in the

method prescribed by this Act) was never made ; and therefore, legally, the

Ornaments of Ministers in performing Divine Service are the same now as

they were in the 2nd of Edward VI." See also Cardwell, Doc. Ann. i. 322

;

Strype's Parker, 158; Collier, ii. 495.

VOL. T. G g
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for them) were recognized in the 24th Canon of 1603-4, as

" published " in the 7th of EHzabeth, and that the same Canon

enforces their order as to the limitation of the use of the Cope to

Cathedrals ; and that this, at all events, narrows the directions

of the Rubric, because the Canons clearly received the Royal

assent.

But here, again, the fact of the state of the times afresh pre-

sents itself as an interpretation no less than a cause of legislation.

This same difficulty still prevailed—aggravated too, by the

evil of its long continuance. It will not be pretended that the

disposition to use the Rubrical Ornaments of Edward^s second

year was greater in 1603 than it had been in 1564. It was
doubtless all that could be done to gather up those existing

fragmentary observances which were based upon the Ecclesias-

tical Laws, and to secure, if possible, their continuance by in-

serting them in a body of Canons, which apparently aimed at

nothing more than the retention and use of what was considered

essential for the decent performance of Divine Service, and the

maintenance of indispensable Church Discipline. The presenta-

tion ofthe Millennary Petition to James the First, containing as it

did, among other things, the demand that the Surplice should not

be "urged," must surely have satisfied the Bishops of two things,

namely, that not to insist upon so much as the Advertisements

required would infallibly tend to drag down the externals of the

Church Service to the level of the Presbyterian platform ; and

that to attempt to enforce any fuller observance of the larger

requirements of the Rubric might even be fatal to the mainte-

nance of the then minimum legal demands upon the obedience

of the unwilling conformists or determined non-conformists.

It may be a convenient test of the real effect of these Canons
upon the Rubric, to consider what would have been the probable

position of a parish requiring at that time that the full Rubric

should be obeyed, and moreover, providing the Vestments with a

view to its obedience. The Canons being only Ecclesiastically

binding upon them, while the Rubric was Legally so, it may well

be doubted whether an Ecclesiastical Court could have refused

their claim, especially as it is observable that the 58th Canon,

although saying that " Every Minister saying the Public Prayers,

or ministering the Sacraments, or other Rites of the Church,

shall wear a decent and comely Surplice with sleeves, to be pro-

vided at the charge of the Parish,-*^ does not forbid him to wear
any thing else. It insists upon Avhat it considered needful,

because many wished to omit it. It does not inhibit what would
have been supplemental, though probably few desired it.
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But even if it were so^ that the Advertisements and Canons
had this alleged effect of legally limiting the Rubric—the re-

enactment of the latter in 1662 destroys, it can be contended, any
force which they possessed at that time, wherever it opposes the

Rubric ; and this because the Rubric is now both the lafer law

and has the twofold authority (which the Canons do not possess)

of Convocation and Parliament. Though, however, this has been

(as ah-eady pointed out, p. 434) the commonly received legal

view, it is objected :

—

2ndly—That " our Law of Ritual, as to Ornaments, is King
Edward VI. 's First Book, as construed with and expounded hy

the practice of Archbishop Sheldon, and Bishop Cosin and others,

who adopted that law at the review of the Prayer Book ; which
practice has been continued without interruption for tw^o centu-

ries to the present day ^"

In illustration of the practice of these two Prelates, Cosines Visi-

tation Articles of 1662 are quoted, in which he only inquires

for Surplice, Hood, or Tippet {JForh, iv. 508, Oxford Ed.) ; and
Sheldon^s Letter of 1670 (Cardwell, Doc. Ami. ii. 329), in which
he directs that the clergy "ever make use of, and wear their

priestly habit, the Surplice and Hood.^' Hence the objector

concludes that not even the Cope ordered by the Canons is

to be added to the Vestments mentioned by Sheldon and

Cosin*.

But, while there is no difficulty in understanding that these

(and other) Bishops were simply compelled l^y the circumstances

of their times to abstain from requiring more than the Surplice

and Hood, which they found it no easy thing to enforce in some

cases, it seems impossible to admit the theory that this was their

construction of the Rubric. It is easy and reasonable to believe

that they hoped for gradual improvements under the re-enacted

Rubric. It is improbable and unaccountable that, after discus-

sion upon it with objectors at the Savoy Conference, they should

have deliberately rehabilitated it by putting it into the language

of the Elizabethan Statute, if all the while they intended it not

to mean Vv'hat the Presbyterians alleged, and the Bishops did not

deny, that it did mean. The former said, " Forasmuch as this

Rubric seemeth to bring back the Cope, Alb, &c., and other

' Archdeacon Wordsworth, Letter in the Guardian, Feb. 28, 1866, and

Speech in Convocation, Feb. 9, 1866.

^ Mr. A. J. Stephens (Book of Common Prayer, a.d. 1849, i. 368), says,

in reply to Bishop Mant :
—" The irresistible answer to Bishop Mant's argu-

ment is this, that neither the ' governors in the Church,' nor ' usage,' can

supersede the positive enactment of the Statute."

G 2- 2
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Vestments forbidden by the Common Prayer Book, 5 and 6

Edw. VI., and so our reasons alleged against ceremonies under

our 18tli general exception, we desire tliat it may be wholly left

out/^ To this the Bishops answered, " For the reasons given in

our answer^ to the 18th general, whither you refer us, we think

it fit that the Rubric continue as it is/^ (Cardwell, Conferences,

pp. 314 and 351.)

Further, this seeming desire to get rid of the received literal

meaning of the Rubric has taken another form. It is said :

—

3rdly. Tliat " the words ' retained and,^ before ' be in use," limit

the Rubric [of 1662] to such of the habits authorized by the

Rubrics of 1549 as were actually in use in 1662, under the

Rubric of 1559, as modified by the Advertisements of 1564

(which Rubric was retained in the Prayer Book of 1604) and

the 58th Canon of 1604; ..." and that "whereas the corre-

sponding Rubric of 1559 . . . distinctly revived the use of the

Rubrics of 1549 (subject to certain contingent modifications) 'at

the time of the Communion, and at all other times of ministra-

tion,"* so the revised form of it, as authorized in 1662, uses the

one single term, ' at all times of their ministration," thus sug-

gesting one uniform habit, . . . viz., the Surplice of the 58th

Canon, the use of hoods being also allowable under this view of

the case*.""

The objection is complicated, and looks somewhat formidable

at first, but is not very difficult to answer. In part this has

been done in dealing with the second objection, for it assumes an

intention on the part of the Revisers which, so far from having
any proof to countenance it, appears to be altogether at variance

with what can be gathered of their purpose. But the woi'ds,

" retained and be in use,"" being the words of the Elizabethan

Act, must have meant the same as the words " shall use "" in the

Elizabethan Rubric. Moreover, it has been already shown

(p. 448) that for two years the Rubric was not in any way

* This " answer" of the Bishops is as follows :
—"Prop. 18, § i. We now come

to the main and principal demand, as is pretended, viz., the abolishing the laws
whch impose any ceremonies, especially three, the Surplice, the sign of the Cross
and Kneeling. These are the yoke which, if removed, there might be peace.

It is to be suspected, and there is reason for it from their own words, that
somewhat else pinches, and that if these ceremonies were laid aside, and these
or any other prayers strictly enjoined without them, it would be deemed a
burden intolerable. It seems so by No. 7, where they desire' that when the
Liturgy is altered, according to the rest of their proposals, the minister may
have liberty to add and leave out what he pleases. ..." Cardwell, Con-
ferenccs, p. 345.

^ Published Letter of Rev. C. H. Davis, Nailsworth, 18th Nov., 1865.
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" modified ;" therefore, during" that time at least, the word

"retained"'^ must have meant retained under the Book of 1549 '.

Why should it be supposed that the Revisers were thinking of

what the Act meant in 1561 or 1564, rather than of what it

meant when it was passed in 1559 ? There is strong- presumptive

evidence that the language of the Act (without the limiting

power) was designedly substituted by Bishop Cosin' in 1662 for

the previous form of the Rubric ; there seems nothing whatever

to give the slightest intimation that that same Bishop, who had

again and again contended for the full Ornaments ^, and even

* "... it is obvious tliat there is no legal authority for the use of any

ornaments of the Church and the Minister, different from those which are

sanctioned hy the 2 tfe 3 Edw. VI., c. 1. The meaning of the Rubric is, not

that such Ornaments shall be retained, and be in use, as were in the Chui'ch

of England in the Second Year of Edward VI., but such as were sanctioned

by the Act passed in the second year of that reign." {Law Mag., Feb., 1806,

p. 226.) Yet (see p. 421), it seems certain that the Act must, have "sanc-

tioned " more than the mere Rubrics of the Book of 1549 mentioned.
^ In a Prayer Book of 1619 (now in the Cosin Library at Durham, D. III.),

Cosin had made Marginal Notes (in his own handwriting), designed, it can

hardly be doubted, for the 1661 Revision. The following is his emendation

of the Rubric :
—" .'. Such ornaments of the Church, & of the ministers

thereof at all times of their ministration shal be retayned & be in use, as were

in this Church of England bj^the Authority of Parliament in the Second year

ofy^ Reign of K. Edw. vi." Underneath he had written, " These are y" words

ofy^ Act itself V Suj^ra."

^ See the following Notes on the Common Prayer.— Cosin s Works (Ang.

Cath. Lib.) Vol. v.

EiEST Sebies, written probably between 1619 and 1638, p. 42. " As
were in use. And then were in use, not a surplice and hood, as we now use,

but a plain white alb, with a vestment or cope over it ; and therefore, accord-

ing to this Rubric, are we still bound to wear albs and vestments, as have

been so long time worn in the Church of God, howsoever it is neglected.

For the disuse of these ornaments, we may thank them that came from

Geneva, and in the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign, being set in places

of government, suffered every negligent priest to do what him listed, so he

would but profess a difference and opposition in all things (though never so

lawful otherwise) against the Church of Rome, and the Ceremonies therein

used. If any man shall answer, that now the 58th Canon hath appointed it

otherwise, and that these things are alterable by the direction of the Church

wherein we live, I answer that such matters are to be altered by the same

authority wherewith they were established, and that if that authority be the

Convocation of the Clergy, as I think it is (only that), that the 14th Canon
commands us to observe all the Ceremonies prescribed in this book, I would

fain know how we should observe both Canons. (But the Act of Parliament,

I see, refers to the Canon, and until such time as other order shall be taken.)"

The Editor of this Oxford Edition of Bishop Cosin's Works mentions that
" the w^ords in parenthesis were added at a later time." And it is well to

notice here that Cosin has made a curious mistake, if by " the Canon " he is,

as he seems to be, referring here to any Canon of 1603 ; for the Elizabethan
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said that they oug-ht to be " particularly named " in the Rubric ^j

had in the least changed his mind about them, and would not

have been glad to witness a revived use of them, such as at the

present time has been commenced.

Act was long prior to the Canon. If it should be thought that this addition

was made after 1662, then there is this difficulty, that the Statute of Uni-

formity of that year does not mention the " other order " which Cosin notices

as being in " the Act." This consideration seems to meet Mr. Milton's

remark (Letter in the Guardian, Feb. 14, 1866), that " It is this ' other

order taken ' which makes Canon 58 the one law of the Church on the matter,

and so removed his [Cosin's] earlier difficulty." Cosin, however, appears not

to have thought so ; for he says (2nd series), "Which other order, so qualified

as is here appointed to be, was never made." These remarks apply also to a

similar argument in a Letter by Mr. H. R. Droop, in the Guardian, Feb. 28th.

Second Series, written probably after 1638 and 1656, p. 230—33. Here,

after mentioning, as being still by law enjoined, the Vestures named in the Book
of 1549—viz., alb, vestment or cope, tunicles, surplice, hood, and the special

Ornaments for the Bishop, he gives this Note—" As were in-use, S{c. Among
other ornaments of the Church that were then in use, the setting of two
lights upon the Communion-table or altar was one, appointed by the King's

Injunctions .... to signify the joy and splendourwe receive from the light

of Christ's blessed Gospel."

Third Series, wi-itten probably before 1640, p. 438 :
" SucJi ornaments,

Sfc. Without which (as common reason and experience teaches us) the

Majesty of Him that owneth it, and the work of His service there, will prove

to be of a very common and low esteem. The particulars of these Ornaments

(both of the Church and of the ministers thereof, as in the end of the Act of

Uniformity)," i. e., of Elizabeth, " are referred not to the fifth of Edward VI.

.... but to the second year of that King, when his Service-book and In-

junctions were in force by authority of Parliament. And in those books many
other ornaments are appointed ; as, two lights to be set upon the altar or

communion-table, a cope or vestment for the priest and for the bishop, be-,

sides their albes, surplices, and rochets, the bishop's crosier-staff, to be holden

by him at his ministration and ordination ; and those ornaments," &c. See

the rest in Note 1, p. 434, supra.
* In his Particulars to he Considered, Explained and Corrected in the

Booh of Common Prayer {Works, vol. v. 507), he says, as if he had almost

foreseen our present controversy :
—" But what these Ornaments of the Church

and of the Minister were, is not here specified, and they are so unknown to

many, that by most they are neglected. Wherefore it were requisite that

those Ornaments used in the second year of King Edward, should be here

particularly named and set forth, that there might be no difference about

them." And he had thus continued the Eubric quoted above :
—

" that is to

say—Surplice, &c. ;" but these Avords he afterwards erased, as he had also

done with the following addition respecting the Chancels :
—

" .% be divided

from y' body of the Church &c.," and with this proposed title to the Ornament

Eubric: " An Order for Ornaments to be used in y' Church." Nothing is

more probable than that he omitted these proposed changes simply because he

felt that the temper of the times was too adverse to warrant drawing more par-

ticular attention to these points than was done in the old Rubrics ;
there is not

the smallest reason for supposing that he had changed his mind respecting them.
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With respect to the change of the words, " at the time of the
Communion, and at all other times in his Ministration/' into " at
all times of their Ministration '" the plea, that thus it was de-
signed to g-et rid of any distinction of Vestments, certainly will
not account for it, unless it can be proved that the Canon of 1603
as to the Cope was meant to be superseded, and so an approach
made to the demand of the Nonconformists. But, then, what
becomes of the argument that these Jacobean Canons limited
the Rubric after, no less than before, its re-enactment in 1662 ?

Probably, however, the change may be satisfactorily accounted
for on two grounds—first, conciseness of expression ; secondly, the
removal of any difficulty which had arisen or might spring from
the fact that in the " Certain Notes " of the First Book, it was
said, " But in all other places, every minister shall be at liberty

to use any surplice or no.-"' It is not unlikely that, in their

desire at that time to guard against the prevalent negligence
and irreverence, the Revisers may have deemed it well to make
the Rubric include private as well as public Ministrations.

4thly. It is objected "that Convocation [in 1661] had
in view the Ornaments mentioned in the Rubric at the end of

Edward VI.-'s First Book—viz., surplice and hood. The cope
mentioned in Edward's Rubric before the Litany was allowed
by Canon Twenty-four in cathedrals, and was not specially con-

templated in the new Rubric. But the thought of chasuble,

albe, and tunicle never, I believe, entered their heads at all
^''

So far, however, from simplifying the question, this theory

only creates fresh difficulties, and does not even maintain all

that it professes to support. The Rubric is limited to what
may be used at " Matins and Evensong, Baptizing and Bury-
ing,'' and in these offices " the minister in parish churches and
chapels annexed to the same shall use a Surplice "—no Hood—
that is expressly limited to " Cathedral Churches and Colleges,"

uftless, indeed (though this is not clear), the permission to
" graduates " to wear it " where they do preach " is not confined

to these places. As to Stole, or even Black Scarf, these were

nowhere if this Rubric was meant to be the guide.

But this Rubric is followed by another, which prescribes that
" whensoever the Bishop shall celebrate the Holy Communion in

the Church, or execute any other public Ministration, he shall

have upon him, besides his rochette, a surplice or albe, and a

cope or vestment, and also his pastoral staff in his hand, or else

borne or lioklen by his chaplain." Did then the Revisers of 1661

> Letter of Mr. William Milton to the Guardian, March 28, 1866. ^ Ibid.
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intend to ignore this Rubric, and include the Bishops in their

new Rubric ? Mr. Milton seems to say so ; and no doubt the

Rubric of 1662 was meant to be the rule for them as well as for

others, unless exceptions were elsewhere made in the Prayer

Book. If this be so, then the Bishops, if they have ever since

used their present Habits in the ordinary Services of the Church_,

have all along been wrong"; for they too ought to have used

Surplices only ; nay, they had no right even in Cathedrals or

Colleges to use a Hood unless they could also class themselves

among " Archdeacons, Deans, Provosts, Masters, Prebendaries,

and Fellows." Therefore, though it would be a great inconve-

nience to have Bishops denuded of a dress which, though cer-

tainly not very handsome (and for which their Scarlet Convocation

Robes might advantageously be substituted), does distinguish

them from Priests and Deacons ; and though it would be a pity

that any who have adopted the Pastoral StaiF should have to lay

it aside ; there is no help for it but to vest them in the simple

Surplice unadorned by any Ornament whatever.

In proof of his theory, Mr. Milton summons " six witnesses,"

and wishes " to offer them for cross-examination by others ;
'"'

viz., Sheldon^s Bireciions to his Clergy, the Convocation Journal

of March 4, 1664, Cosines Visitation Articles of 1662, SpaiTOw's

Rationale, Bingham''s Reply to Baxter, and L^Estrange^s Alli-

ance of Bivine Offices. This Essay must decline the invitation, if

only from lack of space. But this is the less to be regretted

since, whatever else they do prove, not one of them furnishes any

evidence to svipport the particular point for which they are pro-

duced ; and part of what they are also cited to establish is open

to the criticisms already made at p. 451. Moreover the theory

itself seems to have been abandoned subsequently by its author,

who at length discovers that " We have been all along in the

dark " and (changing again his tactics) now objects :

—

5thly—That the Elizabethan Statute (and consequently her

Rubric and the subsequent Rubrics) " retains out of Edward^s

First Book not those ornaments which were in this Church from

the old Ritual, but only ' such as were in this Church bi/ the

authority of Parliament, 2 Edward VI. ,^ " that is to say, as he

explains it, " the use of cope and surj^lice at the Altar, and sur-

plice with hood of the degree at all other ministrationsf for this

case " was a new thing, introduced by authm'ity of Parliament,

2 Edward VI. •" whereas, he also says, " the use of cope or

chasuble, alb, and tunicle, was a continuation of the ancient

ritual'...."

^ Mr. Milton's Letter to the Guardian, April 11, 1866. To which it is
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New difficulties ag-ain^ alas ! The first Vestment llubric of

the Book of 1549, relating- to the Vesture for Celebration, had
therefore no " Aiithority of Parliament," thoug-h it was in the

Book which the Act of Uniformity of 1549 authorized: it was

only " a continuation of the ancient ritual/^ So, then, " ancient

ritual " might be persevered in under the First Prayer Book with-

out " authority of Parliament !
" Why ? Because it was Canon

Law, sanctioned or not (whichever was the case) , by Henry the

EightVs Revision Statutes ? If so, what is to hinder its adop-

tion now ? The present Prayer Book and Act of Uniformity are

not more exclusive than were the Book and Act of 1549, and
the Canon Law is, moreover, alleg-ed to have now (see p. 445)

the Parliamentary authority which is said to have been doubtful

in the second year of Edward the Sixth.

Neither can it be correctly alleged that " the use " of Cope and

Surplice at the Altar, or of Hood in other Services was really " a

new thing." Such Vestures on those occasions were as old as

those which Mr. Milton considers to have been merely " a con-

tinuance of the ancient ritual.'^ It was so far a novelty that the

Communion Service mimis the Consecration was dignified by a

prescribed, though an incomplete. Vesture for the Minister : but

why this use of these Ornaments needed " Authority of Parlia-

ment," and the other use required it not, is certainly not appa-

rent.

Yet it is something* to be welcomed that, notwithstanding

difficulties, this latest theory lands the Church of England on a

much higher Ritualistic ground in all her Churches, and not in

Cathedrals alone, than probably would be supposed ; Cope and

replied {Guardian, April 18), under the well-known initials of "E.G.," that

" Wheatley, chap. ii. sec. 4," shows that " The Act in question refers us back

to the First Book." So, too, in the Law Magazine and Laio Sevieto, Feb.,

1866, it is said, p. 224 :
" The present Rubric, we ma}' add, owes its authority

to the Act of Unifonnity (13 & 14 Chas. II., c. 4), which virtually' incor-

porates the Book of Common Praj'er, and has never been affected by any sub-

sequent legislation. Whatever ornaments, therefore, of the Church and

of the Minister, were in the Church of England by authority of Parlia-

ment, in the second year of the reign of King Edward VI., are now
lawful. The c[uestion then arises—what are such ornaments ? Now, we
have no hesitation in answering, that they are those which were sanctioned

by the 2 & 3 Edward VI., c. 1, and are mentioned in the Rubrics to the first

Prayer Book, which we have already quoted. It is quite clear to our minds,

that the sole intent of the 1 Eliz., c. 2, s. 25, stated above in the judgment of

the Judicial Committeee was to restore the habits which the Minister was to

wear according to the Rubrics of the first Prayer Book, and to sanction the

Ornaments of the Church which are mentioned in that Prayer Book." But
then, as has been contended above (p. 438), those Rubrics were not exclusive.
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Surplice for the Altar Service ; Surplice (and Hood, says its author)

for all other Ministrations ; full Ornaments at all times for the

Bishop—Rochette, Surplice or Albe, Cope or Vestment, and

Pastoral Staff—for these are not mentioned in the Notes at the

end of the Book of 1549, as being the "aj)pointed vesture/^ and

therefore, by this test of Mr. Milton^s, had also '' authority of

Parliament " in the First Prayer Book.

If this is what the Bishops meant in 1661, it is hard to see

that they may not have meant a little more. Chastthle, Albe, and

Tunicle, would scarcely have more alarmed the Presbyterian

objectors in the Savoy Conference. Nay, it may well be doubted

whether the addition of Lights and Incense would even have

added to their fears, any more than they probably will to the

surprise of those in the present day who may learn what, even on

Mr. Milton^'s theory, the Rubric now requires. If the Bishops

did not mean this, but contemplated nothing more than (as it

has been seen some hold) Surplice and Hood (possibly 8carf) in

all Ministrations, why did they suffer the objectors at the Savoy

thus to misunderstand them ? Nay, it seems passing strange

that they should not kindly have told them so, thus relieving

them from perplexity, and themselves from suspicion ; for plainly

such must have been the case when, in the "Rejoinder of the

Ministers to the Answer of the Bishops^' they ask :
—" We have

given you reason enough against the imposition of the usual

ceremonies, and would you draw forth those absolute ones to

increase the burden ?^'' {Documents relating to the Act of TJni-

forniity. London, 1862)—a question to which no answer appears

to have been given.

Thus must terminate the first inquiry which this Essay pro-

posed to make, namely, the Latofiiluess of the Eitualism which

has been brought into question. More might.be said in support

of the authority relied upon, and in reply to objections which

have been brought against it, if the limits of the Essay permitted.

It is hoped, however, that all the main features of the case have

been exhibited, and these too, in a sufficiently distinct manner
to enable the general reader to comprehend the present aspect of

the subject, and to draw from it such conclusions as will tend to

remove doubts whether, what is being advocated or attempted in

the way of a restored Ritualism, can fairly produce on its behalf

that sanction of the Ecclesiastical Law which it claims to possess.

The writer is fully conscious of the defects which cannot but

attach themselves to an argument of this kind proceeding from

one who lacks the advantages which a lawj^er would have in

discussing the subject. But this drawback may not be without
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some compensation arising out of the fact that Historical and
Litm-g-ical information is absolutely needful to the full examina-
tion of many points involved in the case, and that such infor-

mation is not the peculiar property of the legal profession, but is

equally at the service of all inquirers.

It now remains to consider the Second of the two questions

whieh_, at the outset, were mentioned as being asked ; and ttiis

leads naturally to an examination of

—

II. The ReasoHcible Limits of that Ritualism which the fore-

going proposition has shown to be Lawful.

In dealing with this division of the subject, it is necessary,

tirst of all, to observe—that by " reasonable limits" is not here

meant a boundary line enclosing certain specified Ornaments and

Usages which, under no circumstances, is to be overstepped.

This would be to assume a dictatorial tone wholly inexcusable in

the present Essay ; not to say that it would imply a pretension

to assist in regulating Ecclesiastical practices without having, on

the one hand, any mission to represent Clergy and Laity who
are entitled to be heard for themselves ; and, on the other

hand, any authority suggestively to determine a subject only

to be settled by Convocation, or in Diocesan or Provincial

Synods.

Besides, there is the consideration, that in an attempted

revival ofthings strictly lawful, yet not morally obligatory owing

to their long and continued non-enforcement by authority, it is

essential on every ground of prudence and charity to consider what

may \iQ profitallij done in any case where there seems to be suffi-

cient warrant for making some efibrt in the direction of Eitualistic

reformation. For it is obvious that there must be many degrees

of fitness, dependent upon the training, disposition, and circum-

stances of Parishes or Congregations. What would disturb or

content in one case, might only satisfy or enhance in another

instance. Moreover, there is the great disadvantage that not

only no clearly written rules or continuous traditions can be

appealed to, but that there is also to be encountered a vaguer or

preciser popular identification of the things sought to be restored,

with what is found in another Communion which holds tenets and

adopts practices held to be, and in some respects being, very

foreign from the Doctrine and Discipline of the Church of

England. Therefore it is that the warning is so often given

—"All ,things are lawful, but all things are not expedient''

(1 Cor. x. 23) ;
" Take heed lest by any means this liberty [or

power] of yours become a stumblingblock to them that are weak"
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(viii. 9) : thoug-h, indeed, it is difficult to see the appropriateness of

applying to the Laws of any portion of the Church, the counsels

given by an Apostle to Christians touching their conduct in regard

to Feasts upon Heathen Sacrifices.

Considering, therefore, these circumstances, it would seem to

be the best course in this Essay to suggest some Principles which,

being applied to Lawful Ritualism, may serve as a practical test

in endeavours to recover it. These Principles must in themselves

be Heasonahle if they are to be serviceable in convincing the

opponents or in guiding the advocates of a re-introduction, into

the Public Services, of Ornaments and Usages which undoubtedly

W'ill more or less conspicuously change the general external

appearance of Divine Worship in the Church of England, in

proportion to the extent of its adoption in her Religious Edifices.

The five following Principles ai^parently embrace the leading

considerations which need to be borne in mind while seeking to

discover the '' Reasonable Limits of Lawful Ritualism.''^

1. Tliat it should be Instructive to the Worshipper.

2. That it should add Dignity to the Service.

3. That it should sustain Objective Worship.

4. That it should be Independent yet Imitative.

5. That it sliould promote Catholic Intercommunion.

It will be desirable to make a few remarks by way of explain-

ing and enforcing separately each of these Principles : it would

seem then to be an important condition of the use of Lawful

Ritiialism :

—

First—That it should be Instructive to the Worshipper.

To overlook or to deny the use of the visual organ as a means
of acquiring religious information through the public teaching

of the Services of the Church, has been a serious hindrance to

profitable attendance thereat ; and this by no means only in the

case of uneducated English Chm-ch people. Hearing alone is,

as experience proves, certainly not adequate to fully instracting

either children or adults in many religious Doctrines ; or at all

events it fails to impress them duly on the mind. That this is

no new view is plain from what occurred even in that process of

reformation which sought to remove such excrescences as, in

the course of time, had come to disfigure, as it was thought, the

Offices of the Church, and to render them less simple in their

teaching than they were designed to be. Thus, in 1541, the

Convocation of the Province of Canterbury put forth a Rationale

of Usages, drawn up apparently by Archbishop Cranmer, en-

titled " Ceremonies to be used in the Church of England,

together with an Explanation of the meaning and significancy
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of them/' It treats of the Church, the Churchyard, the Rites

and Ceremonies observed about the Sacrament of Baptism,

Ministers, Services of the Church, and Ceremonies used in the

Mass (Collier, Eccl. Hist., 191) : and the whole is a most interest-

ing and instructive practical comment on these things, showing

how Christians may profit by considering their significancy. Thus,

to take but one example, and that a most simple one, viz., that

the Church is to be ^vashed j it is said that this is "to admonish

all Christian people to wash iuAvardly their own hearts and con-

sciences, which be the living temples of God, before they shall

approach to the use of any holy mystery there/'

So, too, six years later, the Royal Injunctions of 1547 give an

example of precisely the same principle, bringing out the great

doctrine of the Incarnation and the union of the two Natures

of God and Man, by retaining the " two lights upon the high

Altar, before the Sacrament " of the Body and Blood of Christ,

and this " for the signification that Christ is the very true light

of the worid.''

And two years afterwards, in 1549, the same idea of instruc-

tion through Ritualism was vividly present to the Reformers

;

while more than a century onwards it was carefully preserved by
the Re\'isers of 1661 in retaining the Preface, '' Of Ceremonies,

why some be abolished, and some retained ;" for, after stating the

reasons for which any had been removed, they say of others that

"although they have been devised by man, yet it is thought

good to reserve them still, as well for a decent order in the

Church (for the which they were first devised) as because they

pertain to edification, whereunto all things done in the Church
(as the Apostle teacheth) ought to be referred."

Secondlij—That it should add Dignity to the Service.

It cannot be denied that the entire teaching of Holy Scrip-

ture and of the Church in all times points to such a mode of

conducting Divine Service as is calculated to render it simple

in its outlines and careful in its details, grand in its general

aspect and harmonious in its several parts : being the Service of

God, it is only fitting that it should be reverent, yet not so

formal as to destroy that " perfect freedom " which is one of its

characteristics. Moreover, as it professes to do honour to the

King of Heaven in His earthly courts, it ought to have

accompaniments fitted to represent that those attending upon
Him as His ministers and servants are engaged in no common
duties, and therefore need to be clothed in garments distinguish-

ing their peculiar employment :
" therefore,'' to use again the

language of the Rationale, " for the adorning of the same
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service, surplices, copes ^, and other vestments in the doing

thereof, are very laudable and comely '."

And the like is also true of various Ceremonial observances

which, though in themselves of little or no importance, and cer-

tainly non-essential, help to secure the doing in a reverent way,

what, if done at all, ought not to be done carelessly or according

to mere personal fancies. They are analogous to the natural yet

regulated manners and movement of the Sovereign's attendants,

and they show a sense of being engaged in high and special

duties. Thus the posture of the Priest at times for which no

direction is given, the use of the sign of the Cross (as prescribed

in the Book of 1549) in consecrating the Eucharistic Elements,

are Usages not forbidden, and in themselves suitable to the

nature of the work he is engaged upon. But in these and any

similar details, it is needful to consider whether there is risk of

any being, not unfairly, accounted as trifling, and so not likely

to enhance, but rather to detract from the dignified simplicity

which should attach itself to acts of public devotion.

The impossibility of regulating, by precise Rubrical directions,

observances of this kind, was clearly felt in preparing the Book
of 1549 ; for in the " Certain Xofesfor the more plain ea^plication

and decent ministration of tilings contained in this Book" this

general rule was given, " As touching kneeling, crossing, holding

up of hands, knocking upon the breast, and other gestures, they

may be used or left, as every man's devotion serveth.'' Here is

a guiding principle, equally well adapted to direct Clergy now
as then with regard to practices left open by not being provided

for. It gives ample scope for reverence which might become
grotesque if rendered unnatural by constrained rule or habit

;

and it leaves it free to be corrected by comparison with similar

practices which it was accounted needful to prescribe; thus

' The Copes in Durham Cathedral were first disused in 1759, when Bishop

Warburton was Prebendary, owing, it is said, to the edge of the Cope inter-

fering witli his wig. Five Copes now remain there : 1. Piirple Velvet, richly

embroidered, and with a crucifix on the back ; 2. Purple Silk, embroidered in

Gold, with Saints on the Hood ; 3. Crimson Velvet, embroidered in Gold,

with Saints on the Orphrey ; 4. Cloth of Gold and Blue Velvet, woven together

in a pattern ; 5. Crimson Satin, embroidei'ed in Gold, David with the head of

Goliath on the Hood : this Cope was given by King Charles I.

'^ Bishop Cosin, Notes, 3rd Series, says, " That which is to be said for these

Vestures and Ornaments, in solemnizing the Service of God, is, that they

were appointed for inward reverence to that work, which they make outwardly

solemn. All the actions of esteem in the world are so set forth, and the world

hath had trial enough, that those who have made it a part of their religion

to fasten scorn upon such circumstances, have made no less to despise and
disgrace the substance of God's public service."
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securing, as much as may advantageously be, uniformity in

essentials, and such liberty in accidentals as does not disregard

the law of unity in diversity.

Thirdly—That it should sustain Objective Worship.

The complaint is far from being new or uncommon that the

leading idea involved in all Public Worship—viz., the direction

of devotion towards some recognizable Divine Presence (whether in

its outward expression through common offices, or in its inward

form of meditative contemplation) seems, from whatever cause, to

be extensively lost sight of. This probably results mainly from the

idea having been so commonly superseded by the practical accep-

tance of two other ideas—\az., of personal teaching, and of eccle-

siastical dialogue—which have been the more prominent exhibition

of the Services of the Church of England. Nor, if the case be exa-

mined, is this result much surprising : seeing that, on the one hand,

the full Service, which was the special embodiment of objective

worship, had become rare and occasional ; and, on the other hand,

that the portion of it which was more frequent, and the other Offices

which, on the whole, were regular, at least on the Lord^s Day,

were certainly not conducted for the most part in such a man-
ner as to preserve what lingered of the complete theory of

Worship.

Holy Scripture and the Liturgy of the Church are the warrant

for saying that it is essential to the full realization of Objective

Worship, that " before " men^s '' eyes Jesus Christ " should be

'^ evidently set forth, crucified among" them (Gal. iii. 1) ; and

that the mode of doing this is to be found in the fact that our

Lord " did institute, and in His holy Gospel command us to

continue, a perpetual memory of that. His precious death, until

His coming again," to be made in the Sacrament of the Altar.

Upon obedience to this Di^-ine command depends the Eucharistic

manifestation of Christ, and consequently His Real Objective

Presence '' under the Form of Bread and Wine."
It seems to be not too much to say that, looking at the matter

historically, this idea of Objective Worship, in connexion with

Christ^s Eucharistic Presence, gradually dwindled away in con-

sequence of the decrease of Celebrations of the Holy Communion
from the later years of King Edward the Sixth downwards, and

from the contemporaneous neglect of almost all that was calculated

to adorn the Altar and to dignify the Ser\'ice.

It was the announcement of ^lalachi (i. 11), the last of the

Prophets, that " from the rising of the sun even unto the going

down of the same. My Name shall be great among the Gentiles,

and in eveiy place Incense shall be offered unto My Name, and
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a Pure Offering-." This having- been accepted in the Church ' as

foretelling the Eucharistic Sacrifice^ is certainly one most forcible

reason for striving- to restore It again to Its chief and proper place

in the Services of the Sanctuar3^ But, then^as the "Pure Offering"

itself begins to recover its true position, and to present before the

sight of English Churchmen an objective reality, so it is specially

fitted to draw out their devotion and to sustain their worship.

It seems, then, at least, strange to separate what the prophetic

word combined, and to withhold the Incense which was to accom-

pany the Offering, by pleading (how successfully may well be

questioned) a non-literal interpretation in excuse for discarding

a practice once no less common in the English than it now is in

the Greek and Latin Communions ; and never, as there is suffi-

cient ground for believing, lawfully abolished from the public

ministrations of the Church of England '.

Fourthly—That it should be Independent yet Imitative.

This principle is enunciated in the Thirty-fourth Article', and

in the Thirtieth Canon* of 1603-4. It advocates Local customs,

1 Thus Mede says {Christian Sacnfice, 471. Ed. 1648), " This place of

Scriptin'e, howsoever now in a manner silenced and forgotten, was once, and

that in the oldest and purest times of the Church, a text of eminent note, and

familiarly known to every Christian, being alleged by their pastors and

teachers as an express and undoubted prophecy of the Christian Sacrijice or

solemn worship in the Eucharist, taught by our blessed Saviour unto His

disciples, to be obsei-ved of all that should believe in His Name : and this so

generally and grantedly, as could never have been, at least so early, unless

thej' had learned thus to apply it by tradition from the Apostles."

^ In Cole's MSS. (British Museum, 5873, p. 826) occurs the following

notice of the comparatively recent use of Incense in Ely Cathedi-al :
—

" I

have often heard ]\Ir. Soame Jenjms, who lived at Ely when he was young,

say, as also Messrs. Bentham and others say, that it was the constant prac-

tice on the greater Festivals at Ely to burn incense at the Altar in the

Cathedi-al, till Dr. Thos. Green, one of the Prebendaries and now Dean of

Salisbury, 1779, a finical man tho' a veiy worthy one, and who is alwaj^s

taking snuff" up his nose, objected to it, under pretence that it made his head

to ach." In the Churchwarden's Act-Books of S. Oswald's and S. Nicolas's,

Durham, there are charges for Incense in the seventeenth century ; and it is

said that it was always used at S. Nicolas, when the Bishop came, until the

middle of the last century. As these are the two principal Parish Churches,

it seems probable that it was also used in the Cathedi-al.

* " It is not necessary that Traditions and Ceremonies be in all places one,

or utterly like ; for at all times they have been divers, and may be changed

according to the diversities of countries, times, and men's manners, so that

nothing be ordained against God's Word. . . . Every particular or National

Church hath authoritj' to ordain, change, and abolish Ceremonies or Rites of

the Church, ordained only by man's Authority, so that all things be done to

edifying."

*".... the abuse of a thing doth not take away the lawful u-se of it.
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yet recog-nizos Catholic practice. And this being- the rule by

which the Church of England would order her Ritualism, it must

be the proper guide in reviving what is expressly appointed to be

done ; or in inirofhicing any thing, whether old or new, which

fairly comes within the limits of things not designed to be

excluded from the Services of the Church.

In carrying- out this principle, two considerations present

themselves :— 1. There is the fact that this Church ever had its

own Usages on many points of Ritualism. Thus, for instance,

the position of the Celebrant when he began the Service, and his

posture after the act of Consecration ; the variety of the Ec-

clesiastical Colours and the order of their use; the shape, in some

respects, of the Eucharistic and other Ecclesiastical Vestments
;

the frequency and manner of using Incense ; these differed to

some extent from Foreign Churches even when they owned

in common the Papal Supremacy. 2. There is the circumstance

that, owing to the long disuse of most of the Ornaments and

Usages in the Church of England, it is of much advantage to

be able to consult in doubtful points the existing practice of

the Latin and Greek Churches, which have continuously preserved

a full and elaborate system of Ritualism.

From this it follows that in the Ritualistic rehabiliment of

the Offices and Service of the English Church, it is only dutiful

to consult, first of all, the once so generally received Sarum
Liturgy and Hours ; and where these are deficient in informa-

tion, it is plainly allowable, nay, surely wise, to have recourse for

guidance to the visible customs of East and West, and especially

to the explicit rules of the latter, which, indeed, in this case, is

the natural resort of us who are ourselves Westerns.

Hence, in dealing with more or less important Usages, such

as the Mixed Chalice, the mode of Eucharistic Oblation and

Adoration, the sequence of Colours at Ecclesiastical Seasons, the

use of Incense, and the like, no really practical difficulty need

present itself. There may be thankful imitation without servile

copying, and loyal independence without narrow-minded avoid-

ance or rejection : Primitive practice. Catholic consent, and Local

tradition, jointly leading to morally reliable conclusions.

Nay, so far was it from the purpose of the Church of England to forsake and

reject the Churches of Italy, France, Spain, Germany, or any such like

Churches, in all things which they held and practised, that, as the Apology

of the Church of Enr/land confesseth, it doth with reverence retain those

Ceremonies which do neither endamage the Church of God, nor offend the

minds of sober men : and only departed from them in those particular points

wherein they were fallen both from themselves in their ancient integritj', and

from the Apostolical Churches, which were their First Founders."

VOL. I. H h
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Fifthli/—That it should promote CathoHc Intercommu-

nion.

The growing desire for renewed intercourse with their estranged

brethren in Christ is far from being the yearning of Catholic-

minded members of the Church of England alone : it is shared in

by those who are out of formal Communion with her, whether

ranking among Catholic or Protestant bodies ; and may well be

accounted a token that their common Baptismal bond of Unity has

not been absolutely severed, and that in virtue of it this note of

sympathy vibrates throughout them. Hence it is said_, that as

the probabilities of Communion are far greater between the

Church of England and the Nonconformists which surround her,

than between her and the Latin and Greek Communities, she

should so regailate her Ritualism as to encourage the approach of

those who are the likelier to embrace her fellowship.

But to this it is enough to say that past experience does not

warrant such a belief; and that, if it did, this could not justify a

great Branch of the Catholic Church in still further paring down
her Ritual and plucking away her Ornaments. To do so would
argue a forgetfulness of her own professed character, and an

indifference to the disparaging effect which it could not but

produce towards her on the part of other great Branches of the

Church. Abandonment of her own principles would not conci-

liate Dissenters, and would only further estrange Roman and
Greek Christians. It is not only differences of Doctrine and
Discipline, however much exaggerated, that have kept the Church
of England separated from these latter ; the outward aspect of

her Services, witnessed or described, must have materially justified

the belief that a Catholic Liturgy was no part of her inheritance.

First appearances often decide the question of friendship ; and it

needs but little imagination to conclude that many a foreign

Catholic may have had his hopes of the Church of England
blighted when he saw so much wanting to assimilate the Exter-

nals of her worship to what he himself was accustomed to

witness in his own Communion. Among other things it can

hardly be doubted that the Position of the Priest at the North
End of the Altar would well nigh con^'ince him that the Great

Christian Sacrifice could not be pleaded when such an unritualistic

feature every where presented itself.

That the Church of England never did intend so to depart

from the universal practice of Christendom as to place the Cele-

brating Priest neither looking towards nor looking from the

people, but in an entirely novel position, standing sideways

or at an angle to them, may be confidently affirmed ; though it
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is impossible to produce the proofs here \ It would therefore

be the legitimate carrying out of her own Catholic pui-pose^ in

this respect, to restore the Celebrant to the position which, it is

here contended, the Rubrics assign to him, namely, before the

Altar and looking eastward, except when directed to change that

position. The general structure of English churches makes it

needless to consider now his position in a Basilican arrangement
of the Altar.

This is onlj another instance, besides those already given, of

which it may safely be affirmed that a return to earlier usage

would remove blemishes in the leading features of the Church of

England^s Worship, and so w^ould, perhaps more directly than is

supposed, dispose other Catholic communities to look at with a

more favourable eye, and to listen to with a more friendly ear,

suggestions or overtures having for their object what surely

cannot but be desired—namely, at least such recognized Intercom-

munion as would be involved in permitted Eucharistic reception,

under needful commendatory restrictions.

In what has now been, but briefly, said touching these Prin-

ciples of Ritual Limitation, and in the Illustrations accompanying
them, some indications may perhaps have been furnished of a line

of argument which might be considerably extended, and of its

bearing upon other Ornaments and Ceremonies. It is not meant,

of course, that in applying these Principles to Details, every

point of Ritualism should bear the limiting test of all the Prin-

ciples here suggested ; it is enough if it be shown to conform to

any one of them. But in the Examples which have here been

mentioned it will be found that each one does correspond to the

entire five-fold rale ; and therefore possesses the fullest claim to

be regarded as most clearly coming within those Reasonable

Limits which have been proposed as the boundaries of Lawful

Ritualism.

' But it will be well to cite tlie Answer of the Bishops to the complaint on

this point at the Savoy Conference. The Presbyterians took "exception" to

the Rubric— '"' Then shall the priest or the bishop (being present) stand up

and, turning himself to the people, say thus," &c. They said—" The minister

turning himself to the people is most convenient throughout the whole

ministration." To this the Bishops answered—" The minister's turning to

the people is not most convenient throughout the whole ministration. When
he speaks to them, as in Lessons, Absolution, and Benedictions, it is con-

venient that he turn to them. When he speaks for them to God, it is fit that

they should all turn another way, as the ancient Church ever did ; the reasons

of which you may see Aug. lib. 2, de Ser. Dom. in monte." Cardwell, Con-

ferences, p. 353.

H h 2
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To sum up. The preeediug- pages have attempted, not unsuc-

cessfully, it is hoped, to prove these three things :

—

Firstly—That, notwithstanding all the objections which have

been raised, the Law of the Church of England in regard to

Ornament and Ceremonial seems plainly to be what has com-

monly been received, and what was defined in 1857 by the Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council, viz.. That what was legally in

use in the Second year of King Edward VI., i.e. (as now ruled),

under the Prayer Book of 1549, is lawfully useable still, vmless by

any subsequent law of equal force it has been and continues to

be altered or abolished.

Secondly—That, among other Ornaments and Usages which

the Law, so defined, will sustain and sanction now, the following

are supported by such adequate direct or indirect Historical

Evidence as to render it sufiiciently evident that they "were

used mider the First Prayer Book of Edward the Sixth /•* and

that, not being now Legally prohibited, they " may still be used"

under the present Prayer Book; viz., the ancient Vestments of

the Bishops and other Clergy (see pp. 433, 453, 457-8) ; the Two
Lights on the Altar ; the Incense ; the Mixed Chalice ; the

Eastward Position, in front of the Altar, of the Priest and his

Assistants in the Celebration of the Holy Communion.

Thirdly—That these last-named Ornaments and Usages,

fully satisfying as they do the Church of England^s own govern-

ing Principles for regulating the externals and accessories of her

Services, may most reasonably be urged as being the Five ' promi-

nent (though not exclusive) points of the Charter of an English

Churchman^'s Ritualistic Liberties ; and therefore, in exhibiting

them where circumstances fairly warrant their employment, he

ought not to be regarded as exceeding in things permissible, or

as slighting the claims of Lawful Authority ^

' As Ai'chdeacon Freeman in his recent Pamphlet, Rites and Ritual, has

mentioned these same points, it may be as well to observe that the present

writer amved at his conclusions without any knowledge of the Archdeacon's

views on this subject.

2 " AU that the Ritualists have hitherto done is only a natural and appro-

priate setting forth, by external acts and symbols, of docti'ines, which may be
lawfully held by members of the Church of England ; and if they have gone
beyond what the Law strictly allows, they can retort on their opponents that

the}' do not come up to what the Law strictly requires. We have no sympathy
either with such doctrines or such practices, but looking at the real position

which our national Church occupies, we see no occasion for any violent outcry,

far less for any violent measure." {Laic Magazine and Laio Review, Feb.,

1866, p. 231.)
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To an argument of this kind, respectfully claiming a freedom

to act upon the Churches Law, where it seems desii'able and
useful to do so, it has been objected in various quarters, and

doubtless will be answered again, that it destroys the principle of

Uniformity, and so tends to perplex and unsettle the minds of

members of the Church of England by furnishing the appearance

of two different kinds of Religious Service in one Communion.
But it may fairly be replied, that if the Uniformity which was

practised (supposing it could in any true sense be called Uni-

formity), w^as not the Uniformity designed, much more if it pre-

sented only a low and inferior standard of practice, it were better

to risk the evils of diversity than to persevere in at least as

g*reat evils arising from conformity. The contrast presented in

the existence, side by side, of a revived lawful and a stagnant

permitted Ritualism, at least has this not useless advantage, that

it raises in men^s minds the question—Whether of the two is

the more agreeable to the Church's Law, and so ought to be the

standard of the Church's practice ?

The allegation—that the divergence from old custom disables

English Churchmen from recognizing the Service of their ow^n

Book of Common Prayer—is, to say the least, an exaggeration

wdiioh may well be discredited. It can hardly be seriously pre-

tended that a person wdio can follow the Service of the Church
of England, as customarily conducted, could have any real diffi-

culty in also joining in it wdiere it happens to be carried out with

the Ceremonial appliances wdiich, it has been here contended, are

Legally authorized.

It might be further urged, that, on the principles of those who
maintain that, the Church of England being a National Church,

it ought therefore to regard the varying circumstances and views

of its members, there could hardly be a greater unfairness than

to deprive of a more ornate and elaborate, yet Lawful, Service

those who desire it ; wdiile permitting the simplest—sometimes

the hardly reverent—Service, where indifference accepts it,

or perhaps dislike of l)oth the Church's Doctrine and Discipline

would reject aught besides.

There is one fact, however, which deserves to be noticed, because

it may serve as some precedent to guide us now in dealing with the

objections which have just been considered; it is connected, in-

deed, not with a period of Ritual revival, but of Ritual abolition.

The Second Prayer Book of King Edward YI. reduced, in 1552,

as is well known, the obligatory standard of Ceremonial to as

low a point as could well be suffered, if the Church of England
was to retain any external appearance distinguishing- her from a
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Presbyterian Community. Under such circumstances, her vast

accumulation of Ornaments, thus rendered for the most part un-

necessary, pi'esented a prize equally coveted by more than one

description of spoiler. This led to the appointment of Commis-
sioners throughout the Kingdom to survey and make Inventories

of the Goods of the Church ; they were also directed to see that

the Ornaments not ordered to be sold were put in safe custody,

" Leaving nevertheless in every parish Church or Chapel of com-

mon resort, one, two, or more Chalices or Cups, according to the

multitude of the people in every such Church or Chapel ; and

also such other Ornaments as by their discretion shall seem re-

quisite for the Divine Service in every such place for the time.^'

(Cardwell, JDoc. Ann. i. p. 112.)

The proof of the execution of these Commissions is to this day

forthcoming in the large collection of these Inventories, still pre-

served in the Office of the Public Records, which were made in the

subsequent period of Edvv^aixrs reign. They furnish the most ample

testimony of the largeness of the discretion which the Commis-
sioners exercised ; continually in the List ' of what was " left for

use in the Church,^'' there are mentioned Ornaments which it

was absolutely illegal to use if the theory be true that nothing

might be employed but what was ^prescribed in the Prayer Book
itself; for, besides Altar Crosses and Altar Candlesticks % they

left Chasubles, Copes, Tunicles, and Albes—Ornaments which cer-

tainly were not obligatory, on the contrary, are commonly supposed

to have been absolutely abolished by the Prayer Book of 1552.

It would be a most unwarrantable assumption, that, with such

* See Lawful Church Ornaments, p. 90, for a List of Goods "left hi the

Church " of Stanford -in-the-Vale, Berks. Also the Church Revieic, Sept.,

1865, to April, 1866, for the Inventories of seven Counties, sho\Anng the Vest-

ments consigned to the " Use of the Church ; " and for three others, mentioning

a variety of Ornaments and Vestments to be " safely kept and preserved."

^ It has been contended (e. g. Guardian, Sept., 1865), in reference to the two

Altar Lights, that the words "before the Sacrament," in the Injunctions of 1547,

mean that they were to burn before the reserved Sacrament, and that there-

fore they are not to be used at the Celebration of the Holy Communion. But
Cranmer's Visitation Articles of 1548 (a date which shows that the Injunctions

of 1547 were still in force, see p. 440), merely say " two lights upon the high

Altar." (Wilkins, Concilia, iv. 23). Moreover, that these did not pertain to

the reserved Sacrament, is shown by Cardinal Pole's Inquiry in 1557, "Whether
there do burn a lamp, or a candle before the Sacrament," i. e.,as his Injunctions

of 1556 show, before the " tabernacle sett in the midst of the high Altar
"

{Ibid. 122 & 170). There can be no question that the Eucharist would not

then have been Celebrated wdthout the " two candles, or one at least " (see

p. 433), which the Canon Law absolutely required. The Illuminated Books

and MSS. of the period abundantly prove the practice,
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stringent directions especially, the Commissioners exceeded their

powers. The supposition, then, is natural and reasonable, that

they found a strong attachment in many places to the old Cere-

monial, and an indisposition to be deprived of it by the loss of

the necessary Ornaments ; and that, consequently, they used their

discretion in not needlessly depriving the people of what they

accounted their religious privileges. If this was the principle acted

upon then, it were indeed strang-e to contradict it now, when the

Law of the Church requires such Accessories of Divine Service.

Ritual Restoration, within its Legal bounds, seems a legi-

timate pursuit for loyal English Churchmen: some j^^'i^ciples to

guide that pursuit have now been suggested ; they are but the

re-statement of grounds upon which the Church of England pro-

fesses to take her stand. The object of such a Restoration

is a return to an older state of things, which the existence still of

certain laws implies to be a better condition than that which the

last three hundred years have for the most part witnessed.

That some reform was needed, probably few qualified to speak

would be bold enough to deny. That it should have thus far

taken the direction of adherence to ancient precedents, is a source

of satisfaction to probably a far larger number of Clergy and

Laity than is at all imagined, or can be estimated by the number
of Churches in which any marked Ritualistic advances are to be

witnessed. The movement is deeper, broader, and more general

than most suspect ; and is intimately connected with the sounder

Theological Doctrines which have won their way to the convic-

tions and hearts of earnest Church people. To attempt to dislodge

it by party tactics, by opprobrious epithets, and especially by

accusations of disloyalty or dishonesty, could only have the effect

of banding together its advocates in a more combined action, and

of also enlisting the sympathies of numbers who, though stand-

ing aloof, are far from being wholly opposed.

Former enterprises, conducted by those whose belief and prac-

tice did not pretend to be in accordance Avith the character which

the early English Reformers desired to stamp upon the Church

of England, reduced her to a Ritualistic condition which, for the

more part, has been her bane and her disgrace ; it was a proof of

what perseverance could effect at a time when carelessness, in-

difference, ignorance—one or all—proved too great a drag upon

any serious resistance which could be offered by the Bishops. A
reaction has at length come ; the tide has turned : the Catholic

leaven is working out the Puritan leaven. It is surely too much
to say, if indeed any have so said, that there is nothing Provi-
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deutial in this ; that it is only a ti'ansient epidemic—the resultant

of some few ardent minds fevered with the love of singularity.

Let the opinions of certainly not a few elders, men undoubtedly

wise and cautious. Laics uo less than Clerics, men of the

world, too (as the phrase is), at least suggest re-considera-

tion and counsel further inquiry before condemnation is pro-

nounced.

But that the movement needs mvich prudence and discretion

to conduct it towards a result advantageous to the Church of

England cannot be denied. That it has provoked opposition

within the Church itself is evident ; but that it is therefore wrong
may fairly be dispvited. That it proceeded without waiting for

the countenance or sanction of Authority, is no evidence that it

disregards, much less disrespects it ; it need prove no more than

the belief that to seek advice from those who may ultimately have

to adjudicate, is to place them in a delicate, perhaps in an unfair

position. That it is ready to welcome guidance (which while fully

recognizing what the Law of the Church of England strictly

requires, is disposed to give it a liberal practical interpretation),

is not without some witness in the past, and therefore may be

hopefully relied on in the future.

Similar difficulties, however, arose, and the like objections were

made when the movement was limited mostly to the domain of

Doctrinal teaching ; nevertheless it succeeded. It was still more

marked on these grounds when it took the directly practical form

of the restoration and decoration of Churches ; but the Pro-

phet^s warning prevailed :
" Is it time for you, O ye, to dwell in

your ceiled houses, and this House lie waste 1" (Haggai i. 4) . Now
that the complement of advanced Church adornment, and the

accompaniment of received Sacramental Doctrine, is sought in the

revival of those " Ornaments of the Church and of the Ministers

thereof ^^ which are more especially identified with the Church's

Altar, to have misgivings of the result would imply a distrust of

the past and a doubt of the future progress of the Church of

England in things which concern her existence no less than her

well-being.

Rather, surely, it were best to listen to another Prophet's ex-

hortation and to apply his counsel to a cause which is not

beyond the scope of his predicted energetic revival in the, then

expected, but now present, development of God's ancient Church :

'' Awake, Awake
;
put on thy strength, O Zion

;
piit on thy

beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the Holy City !
" (Isaiah

lii. 1.) So BE IT.

Thomas Waltek Perry.



Ei)t SCiturgiee; of 1549 anti 1662 rontrastelr

anb romparrtr^

The Liturgy of the Church of England, in the form Avhich it

assumed in the year 1549, was a work of time. Preparations

had long been made to pave the way for its compilation ; and the

labour which resulted in the Communion Office of the First Book
of Edward VI. was the fulfilment and completion of these prepa-

rations. The project of a revision of her Ritual, both ordinary

and eucharistic, says an Author who has learnedly written on
this question, " had in truth occupied the attention of the

English Church from a far earlier period than is commonly sup-

posed. ^^ " It is usually rej)resented," continues Archdeacon
Freeman, " that in the year 1548-49, a body of divines, then

first selected and commissioned by the Crown for the purpose,

and resting their authority on no broader basis, took in hand for

the first time the revisionr or reconstruction of the ancient

Offices ; and thus produced at a single effort the earliest form

of the English Prayer Book. Such a representation, however,

does very imperfect justice to the real character of this important

movement. The work thus accomplished did not merely—which
is the most that is generally admitted—go forth with the sanc-

tion of Convocation, but had, in the truest sense, originated in

that body, and was carried through by members of it ; and so,

was in a far stricter reality the work of the Church by represen-

tation than it would otherwise have been.^^

—

{Princi^)les of Divine

Service. Vol. ii. p. 101. Parker, 1857).

Three and thirty years before the publication of King Edward
VI. ^s First Book, that is '' as early as the year 1516, we discern the

first indication of a steady design and endeavour, never afterwards

abandoned, of amending' the existing condition of the ancient

English Service Books.^^ In that year appeared a revised edition

of the ordinary Office of the Sarum Use. This edition re-

appeared in A.D. 1531; and two years later the Eucharistic Office

was similarly dealt with. And in these editions, to use the

words of the Author to whom I am indebted for these preliminary

remarks, and to whose exhaustive work I must refer the reader

for further details, " we discern two, at least, of the leading
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principles which g-overned the revision of 1549 j first^ the sim-

plification of the use of the Office^ and secondly, the increased

provision of Holy Scripture/^ In 1534, Archdeacon Freeman has

remarked and placed on record, that the publication of the older

editions of the Office Books suddenly ceased ; and in the case of

the Liturgy was never resumed. From about the year 1538

began to appear, in English, the " Pystles and Gospels," which

were used in the Communion Office. "This expedient was

clearly an instalment, yet without touching the public ritual

books, of the ordinance ten years later (1547) by which the

Epistle and Gospel were ordered to be read in ' English and not

in Latin.'" In 1541, the Archbishop moved in Convocation,

that the " Liturgical Books might be reformed /* and shortly

after, by a regular act of that body, the Sarum Use was made
obligatory on the province of Canterbury—an earnest, as the

author of the Frinciples of Divine Service says, "of the prepon-

derance which that Use was destined to carry in the revision

ultimately accomplished." Whilst in the year following a

Committee of Convocation was definitively appointed, by which

the Service Books in the Church of England were to be " newly

examined, corrected, and reformed:'^

The appointment of this Committee marks an sera in the

liturgical history of the Church. The Archdeacon, with much
ingenuity and great learning, traces the influence of the Com-
mittee on the revision movement in its different phases. He
gives weighty reasons for belie\dng that it became " a standing

institution " of the period. He shows that its labours appear

again and again in the subsequent course of events. He finds

the names of its members at successive stages and in successive

results. And, at last, he quotes the authority under which
*' certain grave and learned Bishops, and others, were to confer

together," the issue of which conference was the publication,

first of the liturgi'Cal fragment of 1548, and then of the complete

Book of Common Prayer in the year 1549. The various facts

and circumstances which are adduced in the Principles of Divine

Service, " seem to guarantee the continuity and virtual identity

of the final committee with that primary one, and so to impart a

stamp of organic wholeness, as well as of Convocational authority,

to the entire process of revision from 1542 to 1549."

This brief summaiy—chiefly in the words of another—has not

been made without a purpose. These historical details have not

been quoted in order to make an attractive beginning to a some-

what dry, though important subject, nor for the purpose of

sheltering myself behind so high an authority on the points in
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question as that of Archdeacon Freeman. I have desired to

show, and the study of the Principles of Divine Service will

prove that I have concisely, but certainly, shown, that the First

Liturgy of King- Edward VI., so far as it went, was a reflection

of the mind, and an exhibition of the deliberate judgment of

the English Church on the subject of a revised Office for Holy
Communion in the vernacular. If we admit the right, as I

suppose we must admit the right, of every National Church to

decide, with due submission to the Church Universal, on the form

and manner of celebrating its chiefest Mysteries, the importance

of this position can hardly be exaggerated. These are unquiet

times of rumoured liturgical revision. It is threatened, on the

part of the State ; or, strictly speaking, efforts are being made

—

which certainly will not remain content with late discomfiture

—to move the machinery of the State in this direction. It

is, and can be possible only—if the acquiescence of Catholics, lay

or clerical, be desired—at the hands of the Church as represented

in Convocation. Nothing could make it constitutional save the

authority of that body, with the support of the temporal power.

But it is not at all likely to come to pass with the consent of

either ; and, under present circumstances, it is not at all desira-

ble that it should, even with the sanction of both. Still, it is

well that we should distinctly call to mind, who it was that com-

piled our earliest English Office, and what it was that they com-

piled. Archdeacon Freeman, in no uncertain language, answers

the first question—it was emphatically the work of the Church

by representation. As an answer to the second question, I would
venture to assert that the Liturgy of 1549 is the standard of

Ritual of the modern English Church, so far as she has ever pos-

sessed an authorized standard.

This statement requires some explanation. In the first place,

I do not say that King Edward's First Liturgy is the standard of

Ceremonial of the later Church. Ceremonial is but an integral

portion of Ritual ; and I am not concerned, at present, with the

Ceremonial of the Church. My position has reference to the

subject of Ritual, which is at once the embodiment and expression

of Christian doctrine. And in this particular I apprehend, that

the Edwardian Liturgy is the standard which the Church care-

fully framed and deliberately sanctioned. That the standard is

a perfect one, I do not assert; nor yet that it is an absolute

authority with us at the present day. It is one, no doubt, with

which an English Catholic may be content, as the heritage of

his Church ; and both in its form and principle of arrangement,

it is considerably in advance of our present Office. Hence the
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Liturgy of 1549 is, abstractedly, a desirable prize for Churchmen

to strive after. And although, under existing circumstances,

we most strongly deprecate any practical efforts to remodel

our Office, even on the principles of the Edwardian Liturgy

;

yet, if revision be forced upon us, and if the Church in reality

sets herself to work once more to reconsider her Order for Holy
Communion, there can be no doubt that the Office of 1549 is

the standard to which she ought to appeal, for the pui*pose of

bringing the later English Liturgy into stricter confoi'mity with

the earlier Sarum L^se. And there is much reason to think that

such was the intention of those who compiled Edward's First

Book. Had they been allowed free course of action, and longer

time for its development, there is little doubt that the Liturgy of

that Book would have been assimilated yet more closely to the

ancient Office from whence it sprang. Indeed, the formula of

1549 bears evident marks of haste, as if, at the last, and despite

all their preparations, the compilers had lacked the time or the

opportunity to perfect all the minor details of their work.

Whether this theory be sound or not, it is noteworthy in what
terms those who in 1552 so grievously marred the labour of

many years, nevertheless speak of the First Book and the reasons

they assign for its alteration. These reasons, which may be

found in the Act of Uniformity of 1552 (a statute, like that of

1549, still in force so far as it is not repealed by later Acts), are

avowedly based upon expediency, not on principle ; whilst the

terms in which the earlier Book is spoken of, though well known,

may yet be cited afresh with advantage. The preamble declares

the Prayer Book of 1549 to be " a very godly Order . . . agree-

able to the Word of God and the jDrimitive Church, very com-

fortable to all good people .... and most profitable to the

estate of this realm.'' These words certainly afford a foundation

for the assertion that the First Edwardian Liturgy was con-

sidered to be a standard of ritual, even by those who, for reasons

of expediency, were led to tamper with that standard. Neither do

the last restorers of our Prayer Book speak a different language.

The Caroline divines, to whom, under God, we are indebted for

preservation from the latest and most Protestant revision "udth

which the Book of Common Prayer has been threatened since

the year 1552, take the same view and express the same oj)inion,

only in more general terms. In the Preface which they wrote for

the Book of 1662, they distinctly look back to the standard of the

Offices of Edward^s First Book ; and whilst acknowledging that

some alterations had been made of necessity (referring, I suppose,

to the restoration of the Prayer Book in Queen Elizabeth's reign).
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tliey seem to hase the majority of variations from the earlier

Book on considerations of convenience and expediency. They
are also careful to add of the First Prayer Book of Edward^ that
" the main body and essentials of it (as well in the chiefest mate-

rials, as in the frame and order thereof) have still continued the

same unto this day, and do yet stand firm and unshaken, not-

NAdthstanding" all the vain attempts made ag-ainst it by such men
as are g-iven to change/^

It is also remarkable, that in Edward^s Second Book, along"

with those abnormal alterations from which we still suffer, certain

variations from and additions to the earlier Book were made
of a decidedly Catholic character. This, tog-ether with other evi-

dence in a similar direction, would seem to point to the existence

of a small, though staunch and influential minority in the lead-

ing counsels of the time—a minority which, though powerless to

over-rule, was sufficiently powerful to make its voice heard, as

well as to restrain, to modify, and to guide the decisions of the

g-reater number. But perhaps the most conclusive proof that

the Liturgy of 1549 has ever been considered to be the standard

of Bitual to the later English Church, may be found in the his-

tory of each successive restoration of Catholic doctrine or custom

in the revision of the Prayer Book in 1559, in 1604, and in 1662.

For it is a matter of fact, that after the first deplorable deforma-

tion of the labours of the Convocation of 1549, every fresh

revision of the Office for Holy Communion has resulted in a

nearer approach to the earliest national Liturgy ; and a gradual

approximation has been made surely, if slowly, to the original

vernacular Litm-g-y of the English Church.

One other point in the argument remains to be noticed ; but

on this I lay no stress, as the case, so far as I can frame it, is in-

dependently complete. It is, however, worth the attention both of

the ritualist and of the historian to consider, how far Convocation,

by the mere fact of making authoritative alterations, can make
valid that which in itself is wanting in Church authority. Now
we have no historical proof that the Second Book of Edward VI.

received the sanction of Convocation \ And in the absence of such

' Since the above was written, my attention has been drawn to a letter of

Cranmer's, reprinted by Mr. Pen-y in liis Declaration on Kneeliny (p. 77), with

reference to the Second Book of Edward YI. It contains this sentence :

—

"And now the Book being read and approved by the H'//o/e state of the Realm
in the High Court of Parliament, with his Majesty's Eoyal Assent, that this

should be now altered again without Parliament, of what importance this

matter is, I refer to your Lordship's wisdom to consider." So far as I know
this is the only direct evidence in favour of Convocational authoi'ity for the,.

Book in question which has yet been discovered ; for the italicised words are
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evidence—an absence for which the Principles of Divine Service

vainly endeavours to account—the assertion cannot be disproved,

that the Book of 1552 was not issued imder the authority of the

Church by representation. If this be so, it seems difficult for a

non-leg-al mind to understand how, without retrospective legis-

lation on the part of the Church (of which, again, we have, I

believe, no evidence), certain revisions can be valid whilst the

document in which the changes are made is lacking in validity.

It may be said, and said truly, that the revision in the year 1662

supj)lied that Convocational authority which was needful; and

that the Book of Common Prayer comes to us with the entire

sanction of the Church of the Caroline age. Yet the point which

I have raised seems to make for the position claimed for the

Liturgy of 1549. For, if a flaw in the Church authority for any
document at a certain date be at all comparable to an error in an

early stage of a mathematical i:>roblem, the accuracy of every

subsequent process can no more rectify the original mistake in

the calculation, than the later sanction of the Church, I aj^prehend,

can legitimately dispense with the absence of Convocational

authority for the document in the first stage of its history. This

argument, if well founded, Avould be of the nature of cumulative

evidence to prove, in a Catholic point of view, even if its value be

disallowed legally, that the First Liturgy of King Edward VI.

ever has been, and is still at the present day, the standard of

Ritual in the Church of England.

It is of some importance to keep distinctly in mind the dif-

ference between the true Church view and the strictly legal view

of this question. The facts relating to the revision of the Prayer

Book have of late been strangely misinterpreted, as though they

supported Erastian principles ; and distorted, to cast doubt upon

the legal aspect of the matter. It is a favourite position in main-

tenance of Erastianism, that the authority for the restored use

of the Book of Common Prayer is to be assigned to legislative

enactment in the reign of Elizabeth ; and it has also been con-

tended that the revision of 1662 was not less superficially con-

sidered than hurriedly carried out by the authority of the Church

in representation. Both these positions are untenable. Those who,

as Churchmen, inconsistently claim the " omnipotent " authority

of Parliament for the use of her Offices by the Church, are forget-

supposed to involve the same. But the latter part of the sentence appears to

negative this interpretation ; and even the earlier portion seems to me to

uphold the position assumed in the text. It is a question, however, which

deserves consideration. Possibly further researches in the State Paper Office

may bring to light fresh and decisive evidence on the point.
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ful of the fact that what one Parliament had rescaided another Par-

liament could reimjiose; and that the statute of Elizabeth^ as Mr.
Procter in his History of the Trayer Book says, simply " repealed

the Act of Mary, which had repealed the Act" of Edward VI.
(6th Ed., p. 55.) Whilst those who, still less reasonably, attempt

to discredit the labours of the Caroline divines, and strive to

undermine their authority by charg-es of hasty decision and want
of consideration, have but carelessly read the history of those

times. The revision of 16G2, thoug-h it secured Convocational

authority and Legislative enactment in a short space of time,

was no ill-considered work of haste. It was rather the result of

quick and decided action, after long-, cautious, and much weighed
discussion. This is not less evident from the study of the records

of the times, than from the deliberate utterance of those who re-

stored the English Offices : for the Preface to the Prayer Book,

which was added at the last revision, ends with these decisive

words—" Yet we have good hope, that what is here presented,

and hath been by the Convocation of both Provinces, untJi great

diligence examined and apj^roved, will be also well accepted and
approved by all sober, peaceable, and truly conscientious sons of

the Church of England." But whatever amount of truth adheres

to either of these statements, the restoration and final revision of

the Prayer Book in the year 1662 combines in one the two ele-

ments which constitute authorized forms of public worship in a

Church w^hich is at once Catholic in essence, and Established by
law. The Ecclesiastical aspect and the leg"al view are here at

one. The State gave its adhesion to the work of the Church

;

and Parliament affixed legal penalties to a non-recognition of

that which was authorized by Convocation.

The inquiry which I have undertaken is a limited one, on the

wide field of liturgical study. It consists in contrasting and

comparing the earliest with the latest form of the Eucharistic

Office of the English Church, without considering the inter-

mediate stages throvigh which that Office passed. It would have

been of some interest to discuss the results of the sudden and

almost inexplicable revision of the Liturgy in the year 1552, and

to examine the causes which led to such an abandonment of

principle in so short a time. It would have been of some impor-

tance to watch the gradual restoration which the Liturgy under-

went, after its unlooked-for transformation, from the debased con-

dition to which it was reduced in the Second Book of Edward VI.

through its various amended forms up to the comparatively

restored integrity in which it now appears, in its present, though
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still imperfect approximation to the orig-inal standard of 1549.

But it would have been more important, and not less interesting",

to note the similarity with, and the departure from, the older

Latin Offices of the Church of England in the vernacular and re-

constructed Books of the later Church, either in the form the

Liturg-y assumed in the year 1549, or in the order in which we pos-

sess the Office at the present day. Into none of these questions,

however, do I propose to enter. The rang-e of inquiry would be

far too extended for the present Essay, even if I were capable of

travelling' over it. My intention is less ambitious. But if that

at which I aim is of less moment, it hardly less requires our

careful attention. Indeed, in some points of view it is of g-reater

practical importance. For, by comparing" the Order of Holy

Communion of 1662 with that of the year 1549 immediately, and

not through the medium of the various chang-es to which the Li-

turg"y has been subjected, we are enabled to see at a glance what

the Office formerly was, and what it has become; we can at once

estimate the extent of our losses, and can the more easily calcu-

late our need of restoration.

The method which I propose to adopt will be, in the first place

to analyse the contents and to describe the arrangement of the

earlier Office, as compared with the later, in general terms ; and

afterwards to contrast, somewhat more in detail, the mutual

variations which exist in the several portions of both. This

examination, if attempted at all, must of necessity be carried

out in a summary and partially superficial manner. I shall only

venture to deal with some of the more salient featm-es of both

Liturgies. And in order to confine the discussion within the

limits of an Essay, I must beg leave to take for granted some
theorems now debated amongst us, which, however, I should

very willingly demonstrate, if space permitted. I shall also,

without special leave, assume and argue upon certain liturgical

principles—for every science must have its own principles, and
Liturg-iology is no exception to the rule. The consideration of

the variations between our present Office and that of 1549 will

give me occasion to speak of some features in the customary mode
of conducting Divine Service, and to show how far such features

are in accordance with, or in opposition to, not only the Edwardian
Liturgy, but also the Office of King Charles II. ; and this dis-

cussion may tend to give a present and practical interest to the

Essay. I will only add to these prefatory remarks, that I use

the term " Liturgy ^^ in its primitive sense, as an equivalent to

the " Office of Holy Communion"—not in its extended meaning,
as including all the services contained in the Prayer Book : and
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that if, for shortness' sake, I make mention of Edward VI/s
Office, it is of the Liturgy of 1549 that I speak.

Before I proceed to examine in detail some of the more striking

characteristics of the First Liturgy of King Edward the Sixth,

and to note the simihirities with or the divergences fi-om it in

the Office which we now possess, it may not be amiss to say a few

words on the contents and arrangement of both forms. This will

be most easily done by discussing the structional arrangement
of the Order of 1549 in the language of the Prayer Book of the

present day. The familiarity of the reader with the order and
names, in their technical terms, of the different parts of the

Liturgy, as we are wont to use it, will be assumed. But to

make what follows more distinct, it %vill be well to indicate the

general outline and the chief divisions of all Offices for the cele-

bration of the Blessed Sacrament.

It is not without reason that we believe all Liturgies, from the

earliest ages and both in the East and West, to have been divisible

into two well-defined portions. It is certain that such division

has obtained, at least for the last twelve centuries, and probably

for many more, in the liturgical Office of this Church, in common
with that of the whole of Western Christendom. These two in-

tegral portions were termed the Ordinary, or the less sacred and
partially variable section, and the Canon, or the wholly change-

less and more sacred part. These chief divisions were again sub-

divided. The Ordinary consisted of the Introduction and Obla-

tion ; and the Canon was composed of the Consecration, the Com-
munion, and the Post-Communion. So that we find a twofold

general division, and a fivefold subdivision of the Order of Holy
Communion, as it formerly existed from very early times. And
these generic portions of the Liturgy, with their specific sections,

are clearly marked both in the Edwardian and in the Caroline

Offices ; the former retaining what may be termed the natural,

and certainly is the liturgical order of the component parts, the

latter being content with an introverted arrangement.

Perhaps these integral portions of the Liturgy, with their respec-

tive suMi visions, will be more easily understood and remembered,

if they be described in the order and language in which we are

accustomed at the present day to use and consider them. Having

regard, then, to our present Prayer Book, it may be said that

—

I. The Ordinary contains [a] the Introduction to the Office,

and [h) the Oblation of the Elements ; and

—

II. The Canon includes, [c) the Consecration, or Recitation of

the Words of Institution, {d) the Administration of the Holy

Sacrament, and [e] the Thanksgiving or Post-Communion.

VOL. I. I i
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Leaving, now, the two greater divisions of the Office, an ana-

lysis of the five lesser portions produces the following results :

—

1st.—The Introductory portion of the Liturgy extends to the

end ofthe Creed; and in our presentOffice, includes the first Lord's

Prayer without the Doxology, the invariable Collect for Purity,

the Law or Ten Commandments with the Kyrie Eleison, one of

the two Collects for the Qvieen, the variable Collect or Collects for

the Day or Season, the Epistle, Holy Gospel, and Nicene Creed.

2nd.—The next division of the Office reaches from the Creed to

the Act of Consecration as its two boundary lines. It embraces

the Offertory, the Oblation, and all that matter, variable or

changeless, which clusters around the Prefaces. It includes the

Offertory Sentences ; the Collection and Presentation of the Alms ;

the Preparation and Oblation of the Elements ; the Prayer for

Christ's Church; the Warning to the congregation, the Appeal to

the negligent, the Exhortation to the faithful, and the Invitatory

for intending communicants. It concludes with the Confession,

Absolution, and Comfortable Words, the Snrsum Corda, the

Daily and Proper Prefaces, the Sanctus, and Prayer of Humble
Access ; and is termed the Oblatory portion of the Liturgy.

3rd.—The Consecration, or Canon, follows next in order. Tliis,

the Sacrificial division of the Office, in our present Use, contains the

Act of Consecration, and the Communion of the Priest.

4th.—The Communion, technically so called, the Administration,

or Sacramental portion of the Liturgy, takes the fourth place.

And this is simply a ministerial act for the '' Houselling of the

faithful," to use an old term, or the Communion of the people

—

an act which, of course, is incalculably precious to the inner life

of the Christian, but unimportant in a Sacrificial point of view.

Whilst the last portion or the

5th.—is solely Eucharistic in character, and is termed the Post-

Communion or Thanksgiving. It extends from the second Lord's

Prayer with the Doxology, to the Benediction, both inclusive; and

comprises within these limits the two forms of Thanksgiving and

the Gloria in Excelsis Deo.

Some apology is needed for stating at length details with

which the reader must be conversant. But it is of some moment
that a distinct idea be formed of the earlier and more harmonious

arrangement of the Liturgy, as it aj^pears in the Edwardian

Prayer Book; and this will be more readily realized by re-

membering systematically the arrangement which differs from it,

into which it was forced, and which has gradually and in part re-

covered its ancient landmarks, namely the Order of the Sacrifice

of the Altar as restored in the year 1662.
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Beanng" in mind, then, the sequence and terminology of the

Caroline Liturg-y, the details of the Office which was gradually

arrang-ed and deliberately accepted by the Eng-lish Church when
she decided to use an Order in a lang-uage understanded of the

people (and which, it cannot be too often repeated, has the autho-

rity of past generations), now require consideration. I restrict

myself to details, because the two organic divisions of the several

Offices into the Ordinary and Canon, are the same in both

;

although, as will be seen, the relative position of the subordinate

portions have been very considerably altered.

In the Liturgy of 1549,the Introduction, or first division,began,

as it begins with ourselves, with the Lord^s Prayer and the

Collect for Purity. The Introit, or Psalm appointed for the day,

was then sung, which was followed by the Lesser Litany or the

Kyrie Eleison. The Gloria in Excelsis I)eo followed next in

order, which, in its turn, was succeeded by a short Versicle,

Bominns Vohiscum, with its proper Response. The Invitation

to pray then ushered in the Collect for the King and that

for the Day or Season, thoug'h which of the two took the

precedence admits, perhaps, of a doubt. Epistle, Holy Gospel, and

Creed were next said in due course. " After the Creed ended "

the Sermon was delivered or the Homily was read, and after the

Sermon the Exhortation which l^egins, " Dearly Beloved in the

Lord" might be said—for discretion was permitted ; or, if the

people were negligent to come to Communion, another and a

stronger form, which begins, " Dear Friends," was required to be

used. With this Appeal to the careless, the Introductory portion

of the Office was concluded ; and it is evident at once that our

present Liturgy has lost the Introit and the Gloria in Excelsis

which belon<i* to this division, that the Exhortations have been

removed to a later and less appropriate portion of the Service,

and that an invariable lesson from the Old Testament, which

we call the Law or the Ten Commandments, has been added.

The Offertory, or second division, came next in order. The

Oblatory portion in Edward VI. ^s Book was short, and embraced

only the Offertory Sentences, the Oblation of the Alms and Ele-

ments, Dominus Vobiscum, the Daily and Proper Prefaces, with

the concluding Sancins. And here it will be seen what a large

fraction of the Caroline Liturgy has been interpolated in this

place, and how sadly the order and arrangement of the first

English Communion Office has been departed from.

But if the Edwardian Offertory was short, the Canon, or centre

of the central Office of Christian worship, was proportionately long.

The great act of Consecration was drawn out into one grand, con-

I i 2
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tinuous prayer, wliieh included, with certain additions to be noticed

by-and-bj, and in the lang-uage of our Prayer Book, the Prayer

for Cheist^s Church, the Consecration or Canon proper, the first

Thanksgiving in the Post-Communion, and the Lord's Prayer.

All this was uttered Avdthout a break ; and a noble form of Con-

secration it may be allowed to be, even by those who use and love

our shorter form. But at the close of the Lord's Prayer, the

people joined in vocally, and made answer by saying aloud the

last of its seven-fold and comprehensive petitions. Then followed,

after Consecration, the reader will remark, the reciprocal Blessing

on the part of the priest and people in the form of a Versicle,

Tax Domini, with its proper Response, together with a sort of

Antiphon or short lesson—" Christ our Paschal Lamb," which

will be considered later on in this Essay, neither of which we now
possess. The Invitatory, " Ye that do truly," succeeded. This was
followed in due order by the Confession, Absolution, Comfortable

Words, and Prayer of Humble Access. And then, and not till then,

did the Priest consummate the Sacrifice of the Altar by communi-
cating himself, and thus bring the long sacrificial portion of the

Liturgy to a conclusion. The omissions from this division of the

Office in the Book of Charles II. are apparent in the descrip-

tion of the Canon in that of Edward VI., and need no further

mention at the present.

The Communion of the faithful, of course, stood in the fourth

place, in the position which it now occupies ; the Agnus Dei

being sung '^ in the Commimion time," whilst the j^eople received

the Blessed Sacrament.

The fifth and last division of the Office was enriched, both in

principle and in detail by a feature which we have lost, bvit not

beyond the reach of substantial restoration—" Sentences of Holy
Scripture, to be said or sung every day one, after the Holy
Communion ;" as well as by the last of the Dominus Vobiscum

Versicles and Responses. And King Edward YI.'s First Liturgy

concluded with the second Post-Communion Thanksorivino-, and
the Peace and Blessing.

The structional difference between the two Liturgies of 1549
and 1662 is, of course, exceedingly great. This is not the place

to estimate the value bestowed, or the detriment inflicted, by the

radical changes which transformed the earlier into the later

Office. But the variations may be with advantage summarized,

before the alterations are considered in detail. The Liturgy of

Edward, as the expression of the mind of the Church of England
of its day, must be taken as the gaug-e by which, in the Office

of the Caroline divines, to test our actual loss or gain, and the
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standard by which to estimate the variation between the two.

I would remind the reader that I do not propose to give an ex-

haustive statement of the chang-es to which the Eng-lish Liturgy-

has been subjected ; but taking the Edwardian Office as a model,

it will be seen at once that the Introit has been withdrawn,

and the Gloria in Excelsis has been removed from the forefront

of the Order to its very close. The Exhortation and Warning,
which once stood together with the Sermon or Homily (to which
they bear a strong family likeness) in the Introductory portion of

the Liturgy, as being non-essential and only intended for occa-

sional use, have now been placed further on in the Office, in a

more prominent and less suitable position, appai'ently as if

designed for more frequent employment. The Proper and Daily

Prefaces which formerly concluded the Oblatory division of the

Liturgy, and naturally came immediately before, as a preface to

the Canon, have now had theii* j^osition altogether changed, not

only relatively but positively. They have been inserted in the

midst of that to which they once formed an introduction, and

have been further divided from that to which they still are in-

tended to act as a preface—namely, the Act of Consecration.

But it is in the sacred Canon that revision has run to the

freest extent of riot. The Consecration, which, in the Edwardian

Liturgy, was so full and so comj)lete, which was preceded by
the Prayer for Chuist^s Church, and followed by the Oblatory

Thanksgiving, and which, together wath the other elements

mentioned above, formed one consistent and harmonious whole

—

this, the culminating portion of the Divine Mysteries, is but a

shadow of its earlier self. The Canon, if it be not irreverent to

say so, has been at once decapitated and curtailed. It has been

dismembered ; and its dislocated portions have been re-adjusted

with no recognizable organization. Accident, not design, seems

to have ruled the day; for though ingenious ritualists give

authorities for individual changes, and either perceive reasons or

invent excuses for special alterations, yet, as a whole, the present

order of the Office is absolutely unique—it stands alone and with-

out support in the family of Liturgies. The Prayer for the Whole
Church has been separated off from the'Consecration, and planted

in a position immediately after the Offertory. The Oblation of

the Sacrifice, after the R-ecitation of the Words of Institution,

together with the Lord^s Prayer (with which it has relatively

changed place), has been removed from its accustomed place, and

made to do duty, and that with a very ill grace and only by an

accommodation, as the first of the two Post-Communion Thanks-

givings. The great body of devotion which begins with the
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Invitatoiy and ends with the Prayer of Humble Access, has also

been uprooted and transplanted into an unwonted position in the

variable portion of the Liturg-y, in part before and in part after

the Preface. And the Post-Communion has been denuded of the

Anthems from Holy Scripture, by which the last division of the

Office was enriched, and with which it formerly commenced.

Nor is this all, for the devotion-kindling Versicles and

Responses, Bominus Vobiscuvi, Sec, have disappeared from our

Liturg-y. The Gloria before the Gospel only exists, and God be

praised that it still exists amongst us, traditionally. A remark-

able omission, to which I shall call attention in the proper place,

has been made in the Sanctus. Larg-e, and not unimportant con-

tractions have been made in the Prayer for Chiiist''s Church,

which will also claim consideration further on in the Essay. The
Anthem, " Christ our Paschal Lamb,^"* after the Canon, and

the Agnus Dei during- the Communion, have been wholly re-

moved. Additions in certain places have also been made, the

benefit of which is not always, or, at first sight, obvious ; though

some of the changes fairly admit an interpretation which is not

generally applied to them. In two points only can our Liturgy

bear comparison with, or be supposed to possess any practical

advantage over, that of the year 1549; and the first of these is only

a matter of taste, which is counter to, rather than in harmony
with, principle. The magnificent Hymn, Gloria in Excelsis, in

its present position, though ritually incorrect, serves as a very

devotional act of adoration; and when sung, forms a beautiful

and grand conclusion of a high Celebration. Whilst the only loss

that can be estimated as positively gainful, is the omission of a

rvibric, which unaccountably (on any ritual grounds) had crept

into the Catholic Liturgy of Edward VL^'s First Book, and was
not less unaccountably expunged from the Protestant Office of

Edward's Second Book, the rubric, I mean, which forbad the

world-wide custom of Elevation after Consecration.

The diffiirent structional arrangements of the two Offices, which
I have endeavoured to point out, and their respective agreement

and divergence in detail, will be seen in a condensed form from

the following tabular statement '. The table will also serve to

show the two great divisions and the five subdivisions which

have ever formed the component parts of the Liturgy of the

Church of Christ.

' This table is taken from the Preface of a work entitled, The Litur-

gies of 1549 and ].662, lately published by Mr. Masters, which presents on
opposite pages the ordinary daily Office of the two Liturgies, so arranged as

to show their points of agreement and difference.
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Gloria in Excelsis Deo.
DoMiNUS Vobiseum.
Collects for Day and King-.

Epistle.

Glory be to Thee^ O Loud.
Holy Gospel.

Nicene Creed.

Sermon or Homilj^
Exhortation and Appeal.

ORDINARY.
fi. Clbe IntrotructioiT.

Lord's Prayer.

Collect for Purity.

LaworTen Commandments and
Kyeie Eleison.

Collects for King and Day.
Epistle.

Holy Gospel.

Nicene Creed.

Sermon or Homily.

OiFertory and Oblation.

DoMiNus Vobiseum.
Sursum Corda.

Daily and Proper Prefaces.

Sanctus.

M. mutton.
Offertory and Oblation.

Prayer for Christ's Church.
Warning- for Celebration.

Appeal and Exhortation.

Invitatory.

Confession.

Absolution.

Comfortable Words.

Sursum Corda.

Daily and Proper Prefaces.

Sanctus.

Pra3^er of Humble Access.
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Hituroi) of 1549.

Mh Cfip Canon.

Prayer for Cheist^s Church.
Consecration.

Oblation of Sacrifice.

Lord's Prayer.

Pax Domini.
Christ our Paschal Lamb.
Invitatory.

Confession.

Absolution.

Comfortable Words.
Prayer of Humble Access.

Reception of Priest.

iW, £5e (dommunton.

Communion of Faithful.

Ao-nus Dei.

Uiturge of 1662.

THE CANON.

iM. Cjbe Canon.

Consecration.

Reception of Priest.

iW. C6e Comtnunfon.

Communion of Faithful.

2F. E|)e JBo^t^Communion.

Post-Communion.
DoMiNUS Vobiseum.

Thanksg'ivinff.

Peace and Blessing.

W. Cjbe 3Pogt*Communion.

Lord's Prayer.

Oblatory Thanksgiving, or

Thanksg-iving".

Gloria in Excelsis Deo.
Peace and Blessino-.

Additional Collects.

dTinfe.

I Additional Collects.

We are now in a fairer position, whilst remembering the order

and arrangement of the Liturgy of 1549, to perceive in detail

some of the points of similarity and divergence which it ofiers to

our present Office. The reader will expect certain salient fea-

tures only in the contrast and comparison to be noticed. Some
of these will suggest questions of Ritual now discussed amongst

us. The chief points of which space will allow the con-
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sideration may be classed under three heads, in the treatment

of which, however, I wish to disavow all originality :

—

I. A comparison between the two respective Canons.

II. An examination of certain rubrics in the Liturgy of 151-9,

and specially of those which bear upon attendance at

Holy Communion. And
III. A consideration of some features in the Edwardian Liturgy

which are wanting in the Book of 1662, or vice versa.

I. Of course, the chief interest in the comparisons between the

Edwardian and Caroline Liturgies centres in the Canon. The
exact contents of this division of the Office of 1549 maybe seen by
a glance at the table given above. We will confine our attention

to the Canon, or the Act of Consecration, of the earlier Book, w^hich

consists of three portions, and, allowing for certain additions, is

identical with, 1st, the Prayer for Christy's Church ; 2nd, the Con-

secration proper ; 3rd, the first Post-Communion Thanksgi\^ng, in

the Liturgy of Charles 11. The consideration of these three parts

will cover a large area of the debateable ground between the two

Liturgies : and will show us, to some extent, what we have

actually lost, and what we may hope at some future time to

regain. We will consider them in order.

1. "When the Clerks have done singing ^^ the Sanctiis, the

rubric of 1549 orders, "Then shall the Priest or Deacon turn

himself to the people and say

—

Let ns i^raij for the icliole state of

Christ's Church." Our present Office contains these w^ords ad-

ditional

—

Militant here on earth. On these words not an essay

only, but a volume might be wi'itten. But here I claim the self-

assigned privilege of taking for granted certain elementary litur-

gical positions. The Catholic doctrine, and the Ritual use of

Prayer for the faithful Departed, is one such position. It is there-

fore assumed, that the only literal interpretation of which certain

words admit in the Caroline "Church Militant" Pra3^er, involves

Prayer for the Dead ; and that such prayer finds its place of litur-

gical right in the English OflRce for Holy Communion. That

this is not the only place in which our present forms of public

worship call to remembrance, and intercede for the holy Dead, is

well known. We pray for them generally, in the first Thanks-

giving in the Post-Communion, when we beseech our Heavenly

Father to grant that we, and all His "whole Church, may obtain

remission of our sins, and all other benefits" of Christ^s Passion.

We pray for them specifically, in the first suffi-age of our Litany,

in the very words in which the ancient English Church was wont

to intercede for her Dead, during untold generations, when such
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prayers were indisputably employed. If this assumption be

allowed^ it is only needful to state that the words, " that with

them [i. e. with God's servants departed this life in His faith

and fear] we may be partakers of Thy Heavenly kingdom/'' are

not invalidated by the expanded title of our present Prayer,

which to some minds appears to be unduly exclusive and abso-

lute. This is capable of proof from analogy, over and above the

proof from grammar and common sense.

For, to take the latter proof first—It is open to demonstration

that the titles of many, if not of the greater part of the prayers

in Divine worship, are not, were not intended to become, and

could not be made, exhaustive. Take a few cases by way of

example :—The general Confession in daily Matins and Even-

song, after the due confession of sins, contains a supplication for

mercy, a prayer for pardon, and an aspiration for amendment of

life. The Absolution, beyond the declarative assertion of its

primary object, concludes with an exhortation to penitential per-

severance. The first Collect for the Queen in the Communion
Office, not only prays for the whole Church before naming her

Majesty, but after the Queen has been mentioned in intercession,

devotions on behalf of her Majesty's lieges form its concluding

petitions. Nor are these the only instances which might be

brought forward of the truth of the above position. Whilst, if

we turn to a proof from analogy, the evidence, if any thing, is

almost more conclusive. For, a pre-Reformation prayer can be

pointed out, and of late has been reprinted in the Directorium

AngUcanum (2nd Ed., pp. 53, 54), which unequivocally prays both

for the Living and the Dead, and is inscribed with a title very

nearly identical with that of the Church Militant Prayer of 1662.

If, therefore, it be admitted that the title of the Prayer is not,

and was not intended to be exhaustive, it simply indicates that

the Church on earth is one of several subjects treated of, that is

one of more than a single portion of Christ's Church on whose

behalf intercession is made to God.

Hence, we are driven from the title of the Prayer to its con-

tents. And here we shall find ourselves placed in a dilemma, which

to a Catholic mind is inexpressibly painful. For, if the words

in question do not contain, as I hold they do contain, a distinct

enunciation of Prayer for the holy Dead, it follows that the

Liturgy of the English Church is the only living Liturgy, the

only known extant Liturgy, which is wanting in remembrance of

its faithful Departed. From which dilemma we may devoutly

say. Good Lord deliver us. If there be one element of Ritual

composition which is only not essential to the vsilidity of the
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Office^ it is this act of remembrance of those who are separated

from us by time and space. Prayers for the Dead are found in

every sing-le Oflice in the manifold forms of Liturg-y in the

Eastern Church. They are present both in the long-disused and

in the now living Offices of the Western. In either case they are

found in Liturgies of all families, of varied locality, of different

ag'es, from Apostolic times downwards. And what is more re-

markable, they are found in the Service Books of schismatic and

heretical Churches, as well as of the orthodox Communions. Nor
may we admit that the English Church is an exception to this

universal practice. Though in somewhat cautious terms, yet by no

means in unwonted language, her voice ascends in unison with the

unbroken pleadings of Christendom. Inspired by supernaturalized

instinct, fortified by Apostolic example, sanctioned by the custom

of every age and every clime, she day by day before God^s Altar

ofters up her intercessions, not only for her own holy Dead,

but in remembrance of the whole Church, for the faithful Departed

of all time.

And here it may be added, that had no polemical prejudice

weakened men^s sense of the grammatical requii-ements of a

literal interpretation, it is impossible but that the force of words

should have exerted its own inherent power, and that prayer for

others, as well as for ourselves, would have been admitted in the

terms approved by Convocation in 1662. The reasons which

weighed with Convocation not to restore the fuller form of the

same petitions from the Book of 1549, it is not our present

purpose to inquire. We have to deal with results, not with

causes. As English Catholics, we are only concerned to show,

that on this point our national Liturgy is not out of harmony

with the other Offices of Christendom ; we are content to assert

that Prayer for the Dead—a feature which is not wanting to any

extant Liturgy—is not lacking to the Order for Holy Communion
of the Church of England of the present day.

It may not be amiss, however, to remind the reader of the

more complete form of intercession which the English Church

deliberately sanctioned and made her own, when she revised her

national Offices, and published her vernacular Liturgy in the

sixteenth century. Acting up to the full teaching of Catholic

consent, the First Book of Edward concluded the Prayer for

Christ^s Church with these words, which it will be at

once admitted, are not less devout and beautiful than they

are without doubt primitive and Scriptural :
—" We commend

unto Thy mercy (O Lord) all other Thy servants, which are

departed hence from us, with the sign of faith, and now do rest
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in the sleep of peace : Grant unto them, we beseech Thee, Thy
mercy, and everlasting- peace, and that, at the day of the general

resurrection, we and all they which be of the mystical Body of Thy
Son, may altogether be set on His right hand, and hear that His

most joj'ful voice

—

' Come unto Me, O ye that be blessed of My
Father, and possess the Kingdom which is prepared for you from

the beginning of the world/ Grant this, O Father, for Jesus

Christy's sake, our only Mediator and Advocate."

The argument for, and example of. Prayer for the Dead has led

me to anticipate a later portion of the Edwardian Prayer for

Christ^s Church. There is one feature in its earlier portion

which demands attention, and which we unhappily do not now
possess. This consists, first, of a fonn of intercession for the

actual worshipper, which in the edition of 1662 has been con-

tracted into the words, " Especially this Congregation here pre-

sent,''^ but which in its more extended form was certainly not less

expressive, and contained these words following :

—

" Especially

we commend unto Thy merciful goodness this Congregation

which is here assembled in Thy Name, to celebrate the comme-
moration of the most glorious Death of Thy SoN.''^ And secondl}^,

it consists of thanksg'i^dng for GoD^s Grace exhibited in His

Saints, with a humble prayer to be enabled to follow their good

example—for the omission of which in the early revise of the

Liturgy it is more easy to imagine a reason, than to account for

its non-restoration in the latest revision at the hands of the

Caroline divines. But it would be difficult to discover any rational,

still more any Christian reason for either. The reader shall

judge for himself. In the sentences which have been sup-

pressed from our English Office, nothing can be more Scriptural

than the cause assigned for the sanctity of the Saints, nor more

reverent and inclusive than the recitation of the names of the

Saints, nor more devout and becoming than the expression of

thankfulness for, and a desire to imitate the example of the Saints

and yet we possess them not :
—" And here we do give unto

Thee most high praise and hearty thanks, for the wonderful

grace and virtue, declared in all Thy Saints, from the beginning

of the world; And chiefly in the glorious and most Blessed

Virgin Mary, ]Mother of Tliy Son Jesu Christ our Lord and

God, and in the holy Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, and Martyrs,

whose examples (O Lord) and stedfastness in Thy faith, and

keeping Tliy holy commandments, grant us to follow."

Apart from a few unimportant verbal variations, these are the

only points of difference, with one exception, between the Ed-

wardian and Caroline Prayer for Christ^s Church. This exception
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is caused by the insertion of an additional clause in the latter

which was rendered needful by the omission of a certain element

of the Consecration—viz., the Invocation of the Holy Ghost.

Our present OfRce, after the Oifertory and Preparation of the

Elements, beseeches Almighty God " to accept our alms and
oblations/^ as well as " to receive our prayers "—a supplication

which, as we shall see, wovdd have been out of place in the Liturgy

of 154-9. But, before we proceed to the next division of the Ed-
wardian Canon, it may be well to call to mind to how great an

extent the Prayer for Christ's Church, as we now use it, has

been tampered with, both to the detriment of the worshipper, and
of the perfection and unity of the Prayer. One pai-t has been

contracted, one has been omitted, and one epitomized. The first

and third have still retained in solution their ancient meaning

;

the second has completely vanished. Yet we may rejoice, how-
ever, when we consider the hostile influences to which the Prayer

has been subjected, and from which it has hardly freed itself, that

no essential has been suj^pressed, and that our loss is only (if we
may so speak of any spiritual deprivation) one of a higher degree

of devotion.

2. The Act of Consecration, or Canon proper, now follows

immediately in the Liturgy of lo^O. This portion of the Office,

the reader will remember, formerly consisted of the Commemo-
ration of the Passion, the Invocation of the Holy Ghost, and the

Recitation of the Words of Institution. Our present Order consists

of the same three-fold elements, of which the first and last, with

the exception of certain verbal differences of small importance,

are identical. But in the middle portion—the Invocation—as

is well known, the differences are neither verbal only, nor only in-

significant. Yet here, again, we may congratulate ourselves that

nothing essential to the validity of the Sacrifice has been

omitted, however grave may be the alteration effected in 1552,

and not restored in the following century. The words of the

Invocation, as they appeared in the Edwardian Liturgy, are

these :
— '' Hear us, O Merciful Father, we beseech Thee, and

with Thy Holy Spirit and Word, vouchsafe to bl+ess and

sane +tify these Thy gifts and creatures of Bread and Wine, that

they may be to us the Body and Blood of Thy most dearly Beloved

Son Jesus Christ." Such is the Invocation of the Holy Ghost
as deliberately set forth for her children's use by the English

Church in the sixteenth century. This Invocation we have

lost, and we can scarcely too deeply deplore the loss, or earnestly

desire that it may be restored to us. But I venture to express my
conviction, that the omission of this Praj'er at the instance of the
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Puritan party in 1552, or rather, its non-replacement by the

Catholic divines of 1662, has been unduly used by way of pole-

mical capital, and arguments heavier than it will legitimately

bear have been laid upon the circumstance. The original omis-

sion presents a fair object for criticism; but the most that can

be proved in the matter of its continuous omission is, that the

Church in the age of Charles II. was of opinion that its re-impo-

sition was neither essential nor expedient. On the latter point,

we may fairly allow the Convocation of 1662 to be a competent

judge : on the former, it is impossible not to hold to the opinion

at which that Assembly arrived.

We will, however, consider this question, in one point of "view,

more closely. The Invocation of the Holy Ghost, either expressed

or implied, is a feature in aU Liturgies. It need hardly be stated,

that in the Eastern Offices this feature has been placed in a far

more prominent position than it ever obtained in the Western

Liturgies—at least, so far as can now be proved, in what may
be termed the historic period of the Latin Rite. If space per-

mitted, forms of prayer for the Descent of the Holy Spirit, from

Eastern sources, of singular beauty and devotion, might be quoted.

But the differences between the Greek and Latin Churches are

not confined, in this case, to the prominent or secondary position

which the Invocation assumes. There is another, and liturgically

far wider, divergence between them in its use ; for whereas the

Western Rite vises a brief form of Invocation at the Oblation of

the Elements, i. e., before the Consecration, the Greek Offices do

not invoke the Holy Ghost until offer the Words of Institution.

This question is too wide an one to enter upon here. But these

acknowledged variations on the part of the two great Churches

of the East and West—for who shall venture to judge between

them?—should make persons very carefiil before they offer

an opinion on the conduct of the English Church in this matter.

Why the more developed form of the Invocation was abandoned,

cannot be said; but the fact that Convocation in 1662 did not

see fit to restore the more primitive form, may make us pause ere

we condemn the condensed form of Invocation which we still

possess. Its value certainly cannot be determined by its length

;

and the Invocation is not the less real, because it is implied

instead of expressed. The careful wording of the sentence

—

" Grant that we, receiving these Thy creatures of Bread and

Wine, according to Thy Son our Saviour Jesus Christ's holy

Institution" must of necessity involve all that is needful for the

validity of Consecration; for they expressly place the earthly

Priest in the verv attitude of Hiin Who was Divine. Whilst the
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position in which we find the Invocation uttered, immcdiiitely before

the actual Words of Institution, has at least the virtue of liturgi-

cal consistency, and cannot be pronounced to be wi-ong until the

variations between Eastern and Western Christendom on this

point are authoritatively decided. Of course, in an action so

transcendental as that of Consecration in the Holy Eucharist, the

element of time, and the question of precedence and succession,

has really, and can have, no place. And on the same ground, be-

cause the action of the Sacrifice is Divine, not human, the argu-

ments of those who hold that the non-restitution of the words of

Edward's Liturgy in the reign of Charles II., quoted above, could

aflfect the sacrificial character of the Oflfice, or was intended to

eliminate all reference to the Sacrifice on behalf of the Sacra-

ment, are too highly improbable to deserve further notice.

Before we consider the last division of the Canon, two Rubrical

points are noticeable. The one is a positive direction expressed

by a sign ; the other an injunction involving a verbal inhibition.

(1) The reader will have observed that the sign of the cross was
printed twice in the middle of the Invocation, in order that the

Priest might make use of it at the words indicated. Hence,

we have here the employment of the sacred symbol of our faith

distinctly authorized in the Order for Holy Communion, by
the Church of the age of Edward, in addition to its use,

which is explicitly commanded by the Church of the present day
in the Office for Holy Baptism. (3) Tlie rubric at the end of the

Words of Institution in the Book of 1549 enjoins that,
'^'^ These

words are to be said turning still to the Altar, without any Eleva-

tion, or showing the Sacrament to the people. *' With this direc-

tion, however, we can now have no possible concern—and for this

reason. This ill-advised rubric disappeared from the Liturgy

under the very influence, or perhaps in spite of the very influence,

w^hich placed it there, at the first revision of the Ofiice, three

years after its publication. Of course, we can only conjecture,

either why it was imposed, or why it was discarded. Protestant

prejudice is suflScient to account for the presence of the inhibition

of so absolutely harmless, and yet so venerable and symbolical a

ceremonial. Catholic custom, which it was impossible for the

celebrant of that day to ignore, or for the people to forget, or for

either to require that it be stated in written characters, is more

than sufficient to account for the absence of the inhibition. The

rubric, in all probability, v.- as never obeyed ; and like wise law-

givers, in this respect, the divines of Edward decreed to sweep

away, once and for ever, that which was neither needed nor

observed. And hence, again, the custom of Elevation, for a short
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while formally disallowed^ and by the withdrawal of the inhibi-

tion as formally restored, once more became, and still continues

to be, in accordance with early English use, the unwritten,

traditional, and authoritative law of the Church of England.

(See T/ie Elevation of the Host. By Dr. Littledale. Palmer,

1865.)

3. The last division of the Canon of 1549 consists of the first

Post-Communion prayer in our Liturgy, with certain verbal alter-

ations and additions. These differences will be at once perceived

if the Prayer be reprinted at length, indicating by brackets those

parts w^hich have been omitted in our version, by italic letters

those wherein verbal variations between the two forms exist,

and by full stops that somewhat has been added to the edition of

1662:—" [Wherefore,] O Lord and Heavenly Father, [according

to the Institution of Thy dearly beloved Son, our Saviour Jesu

Christ,] we Thy humble servants [do celebrate, and make here

before Thy divine Majesty, with these Thy holy gifts, the memo-
rial which Thy Son hath willed us to make : having in remem-
brance His blessed Passion, mighty Kesurrection, and glorious

Ascension, rendering unto Thee most hearty thanks, for the

innumerable benefits procured unto us by the same,] entirely

desiring Thy fatherly goodness, mercifully to accept this our

Sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving : most humbly beseeching

Thee to grant, that by the Merits and Death of Thy Son Jesus

Christ, and through faith in His Blood, we and all Thy whole

Church may obtain remission of our sins, and all other benefits of

His Passion. And here we offer and present unto Thee, O Lord,

ourself, our souls, and bodies, to be a reasonable, holy, and lively

Sacrifice unto Thee : hitmbly beseeching Thee, that whosoever

shall be partakers of this Holy Communion, may [worthily receive

the most precious Body and Blood of Thy Son Jesus Christ,

and] be fulfilled with Thy grace and heavenly benediction, and
made one body with Thy Son Jesus Christ, that He may dwell

in them, and they in Him. And although we be unworthy,

through our manifold sins, to offer unto Thee any Sacrifice :

Yet Ave beseech Thee to accept this our bounden duty and ser-

vice, [and command these our prayers and supplications, by the

ministry of Thy holy Angels, to be brought up into Thy holy

Tabernacle before the sight of Thy divine Majesty ;] not weigh-

ing our merits, but pardoning our offences, through [....]
Christ our Lord ; by Whom, and with Whom, in the Unity

of the Holy Ghost, all honour and glory be unto Thee, O
Father Almighty, world without end. Amen. [Let us pray.

As our Saviour Christ hath commanded and taught us, we are
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bold to say—Ouv Father, &(•. The Answer. Biitdelivor us from
evil. Amen/'']

The variations between this prayer and the form in A\]ii<li we
use it, thoiig'h not unimportant, do not call for any special

notice. The Memorial of the Institution has been transposed,

as the reader will remember, in the Office of 1662 into the

Canon, and therein represents the Invocation of other Liturgies.

The Memorial of the Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension, is a

very ancient feature in this part of the Canon of the early

English Church : and its removal, for no obvious reason, can
only be accounted as a loss. The next sentence within brackets

is required, because in 1549 the Communion of priest and people

was still in the future ; whereas when the Oblation of the Sacri-

fice was made to do duty for a Post-Communion Thanksgiving",

the Communion of Priest and people was in the past. But the

following paragraph, which speaks of a ministry of the holy

Angels at the Sacrifice of the Altar, is more important. It

would seem from a comparison of the Use of Sarum with the Book
of Edward, that the revisers of the former Liturgy have some-
what misapprehended the purport of the prayer which they un-

doubtedly adopted,, as well as adapted in the later Office. The
rationale of this prayer, as it was originally used in the English

and as it is substantially iised at present in the Greek Church,

may be found ably elaborated in the Princijdes of Divine Service

(Vol. ii. pp. 175—177), by Archdeacon Freeman, from whose

deductions, however, from his own " peculiar doctrines,^^ all be-

lievers in the Real Objective Presence mil instinctively shrink.

The dislocation and re-arrang'ement of the various portions of

the Edwardian Canon have been mentioned above. The second

LoRD^'s Prayer, for instance, was relegated to a later part of the

Office, and was used as an introduction, in the Post-Communion,
to that prayer of which it formei'ly formed the conclusion.

It is only needful, further, to state that this portion of the

Canon of 1549 was closed with the reciprocal Blessing between

Priest and people, the Pax Domini, in the form of a Versicle

and Response, and the following Anthem ; both of which were

suppressed at the revision of the First Book of Edward :

—

" Then shall the Priest say : The Peace of the Lord be alway

with you. The Clerks. And with thy spirit. The Priest. Christ

our Paschal Lamb is offered up for us^ once for all, when He
bare our sins on His Body upon the Cross ; for He is the very

Lamb of God, That taketh away the sins of the world : where»

fore let us keep a joyful and holy Feast with the Lord,''^

VOL. I. K k
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II. Let us next consider some of the rubrics in the Liturgy of

Edward VI. which bear upon attendance at the Holy Sacra-

ment, and especially upon that question which will be recalled by
the wordsj " non-communicating attendance."

1. The first rubric of the first English Liturgy was composed

in the following terms :
—" So many as intend to be partakers of

the Holy Communion, shall signify their names to the Curate

over-night, or else in the morning, afore the beginning of Matins,

or immediately afterJ' A reference to our Prayer Book, will

show that the intention of the present first rubric is identical

with that of its original form, although it ends with the words,

" to the Curate at least some time the day before." Without
doubt, the main object of both these rubrics is to furnish an

opportunity to the people to avail themselves of the privilege

which the last paragraph of the " Warning for the Celebration,^'

in our own Office affords them. This privilege is stated in the

form of an invitation in King Edward^s Book :
—" And if there

be any of you, whose conscience is troubled and grieved in any

thing, lacking comfort or counsel, let him come to me, or to

some other discreet and learned Priest, taught in the law of

God, and confess and open his sin and grief secretly, that he

may receive such ghostly counsel, advice, and comfort, that his

conscience may be relieved, and that of us (as of the Ministers of

God and of the Church) he may receive comfort and absolution,

to the satisfaction of his mind, and avoiding of all scruple and

doubtfulness," The general agreement of this direction with the

words of our present Warning is obvious; and those who re-

member the requirements of the English Church at the hands

of her children, before communicating, which were customary

prior to the date of the Edwardian Liturgy, will be at no loss

to understand the principal object which this rubric was intended

to effect, when interpreted by the subsequent Exhortation. The
discipline of the mediaeval Church, which was co-extensive with

Latin Christianity at the date of the issue of the English Office,

as a matter of fact, was hereby relaxed. But so far was the

Church of that day from being disposed to restrict the liberty of

her members, and still less to deny them the spiritual consolation

of her ministry, that, whilst she transformed an obligation into a

privilege, she was careful to afford opportunity for the voluntary

discharge of a stricter system of discipline which she no longer

enforced, and to provide for the self-imposed requirements of the

higher and deeper realities of the Christian life in Confession'.

' As the latest and almost only English work on this subject, the reader will

do well to consult Mr. Carter's valuable treatise. The Doctrine of Confession
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2. That tlicrc wore, however^ other and less important objects

contemphited by the first rubric of 1549, than spiritual inter-

course, of \\rhatever degree of intimacy, may be freely allowed.

Some very practical benefits, if it were generally ol^served in its

spirit as well as its letter, would follow the re-consideration and

adoption of this rubric. I will mention two of them. First, in

small parishes, where a daily Eucharist is contemplated by the

Priest, and desired of the people, a little mutual arrangement

and neighbourly co-operation amongst the congregation, and

conference with the clergyman, would ensure a daily attendance

of two or three gathered together in His Name, at " God^s

Board " ; and would obviate the difficulty which some Priests

feel in celebrating, where there may be a doubt of the actual

number of possible worshippers. Those who express a desire

either for communicating or worshippiiig, or both, on a certain

number of days, weekly, could without difficulty be divided

amongst and allotted to the several days of the week. Secondly,

another practical benefit v/hieli would arise, in some degree, from

an observance of this rubric is this—that the celebrant would

be able, to the same extent, appi'oximately to calculate the

probable number of communicants at the ensuing Service, either

on Sundays or on the week-days. This calculation would tend

to prevent uncertainty to the celebrant, as well as needless delay

in the Clmrcli of Encjland (Masters, 1865), and especially, as bearing on the

text, chapter vi., " The Exhortation of the Eucharistic Office," wherein the

altei'ations which this Exhortation has undergone In the several revisions of

the Praj^er Book are considered and their results summed up in these few

words :
—" The effect of these successive revisions has been to re-affirm

repeatedly the principle of Confession, the invitation always being in

the Office, whether or not put forward prominently ; while the last and
final change stamped it with even greater definitencss than before. The
invitation when first introduced was, be it well observed, an entirely volun-

tary insertion on the part of the framers of the Office. Their successors

not only preserved it, but invested it with inci'cased significance " (page 121).

The concluding words of the Edwardian Exhortation, as exhibiting the

mind of the Church of that age in her authorized Office Book, and as con-

taining " godly and wholesome doctrine " and counsel " necessary for these

times," deserve to be quoted ; for the Church then required " such as shall be

satisfied with a general confession, not to be offended witli them that do use,

to their further satisfying, the auricidar and secret confession to the priest

;

nor those also which think needful or convenient, for the quietness of their

own consciences, particularly to open their sins to the priest, to bo offended

with them that are satisfied with their humble confession to God, and the

general confession to the Church. But in all things to follow and keep the

rule of charity, and every man to be satisfied with his own conscience, not

JT;dging other men's minds or consciences ; whereas Lc hath no wai-rant of

(Jod's word to the same."

K k 2
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to the congregation; and it would also sei've to diminish tlie

probability of other ritual inconveniences, either a second Con-

secration (which is much to be deprecated) necessitated by an

insufficient preparation of the Elements, or more unseemly

results caused, in some places, by their superabundant provision.

3. Two other points in the Edwardian rubric seem to deserve

a passing notice ', and to these attention has been called by the

italic letters in which the words are printed. (1) The concluding

words of the rubric, which allow of a discretionary power to the

intending communicant in giving notice to his clergyman, neces-

sarily imply an interval of time between the end of INIatins and

the beginning of Holy Communion, in the early years of the

reign of Edward VI. This fact appears to have been overlooked

by some who have written rather strongly on the question of our

present Sunday and other Services, and of the need, which is

simply imaginary, to commence the Liturgy with INIorning

Prayer, or at least with the Litany. The rubric incidentally,

and therefore all the more distinctly, shows the mind of the

Edwardian Church and the customary use of the Office which

we have reason to call the standard of English liturgical arrange-

ments; and hence is a very sufficient warrant (if warrant be

needed) for the practice, now again returning intouse, of keeping

separate those Services which are radically distinct, and have no

inherent connexion with each other. (2) The words ''partahers

of the Holy Commvmion," taken in conjunction with the manner
in which other rubrics are framed, clearh' but undesignedly point

to a twofold division of the congregation—those who receive, on

any given occasion, and those who worship without communi-
cating*. This division, happily, is once more becoming acknow-

ledged both in owx public Services and in our books of private

devotion. But it need hardly be said that both classes, in

the eye of the Church, are either actual " communicants,''^ who
receive with regularity, though with greater or less frequency,

or persons under preparation for Holy Communion. The idea

which has obtained credence, partly from the somewhat question-

able phrase, " non-communicating attendance,^^ which it would

be wise to supersede by a more strictly orthodox term, but more
widely from the misrepresentation of enemies, that the Catholic

party desire the presence of those who are positively non-

communicants, in the strict meaning of the words, and not even

future recipients under preparation, at the highest Mysteries of

the Church, cannot be too earnestly disavowed. Such a desire

would be equally opposed to the practice of antiquity, as the

opposite wish may be proved to be—to wit, to confine the wor-
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shippers at a Celebration to the actual reeipieuts at the Service iu

question. But this arg-ument anticipates the next point to be

considered \

4. The third rubric of 1549, which follows the Offertory, is of

great importance. It is as follows :

—

'' Then so many as shall be

partakers of the Holy Communion shall tarry still in the choir,

or in some convenient place nig-h the choir, the men on the one

side, and the women on the other side. All other, that mind not

to receive the said Holy Communion, shall depart out of the

choir, except the minister and clerks.''^ This rubric, so very plain,

if we will but place ourselves in the position of those who framed

it, has been strangely distorted. The presence throughout the

Holy Eucharist of those who are misnamed " non-communicants''''

is one of the points out of many wdiich has been taken for granted

in this Essay, for lack of space to prove. But I am not precluded

thereby from incidentally offering- unlooked-for evidence of my
assumption*, wdiich is this, that the rule which guided English

Churchmen, in their attendance at Holy Communion, up to the

date of the issue of the First Book of Edward VI., g-uided them
after the date of its issue on all points whereon no fresh legislation

was enacted. No one, I believe, has yet been bold enough to

assert that the modern custom of the nineteenth century, by

which a large proportion of a congregation, on Sundays and

Holy-days, deliberately leaves the church in the middle of public

worship, has any ancient authority. Those who first used the

new form of Liturgy in 1549, used it as far as possible, and that

' The case of cliildreu before Confirmation, and their presence at the Holy
Communion, which, under proper supervision, is much to be encoui'aged,

stands on a somewhat different footing. A passage wliich clearly shows the

mind of the Church of the Edwardian and of our own age on this question,

which I have not seen noticed, and which a friend has pointed out, occurs in

the closing Exhortation to the sponsors in the Baptismal OiKce. The Church

therein bids Godfathers and Godmothers to " call upon them (their God-

children) to hear sermons." Now, as the only public teaching which the

Church recognizes in Divine worship finds its place in the OfKce for Holy
Communion, and as those who " hear sei'mons " in the Eucharistic OfJice are

not dismissed by the Church before the final Blessing, the inference is not

difhcult to draw, that the attendance of " non-communicating " children, in

the strict sense of the words, is provided for of the Church of England.
' On this question consult Tracts on Catholic Unity, No. 7 ; The

Presence of Non-Co7nmunicants, &c., by the late Dr. Mill (Darling, 1852)

;

The Anglican Authority for the Presence of Non- Communicants, &c.

(from the Ecclesiologist), by Mr. Perry (Masters, 1858) ; The Presence of
the Whole Congregation, &c., by Mr. J. E. Vaux (Palmer, 1861) ;

Comniu7iion in the Prayers the Right of Communicants, by Mr. J. C.

Chambers (Palmer, 1864) ; and The Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist (oh.

xiii.), by Archdeacon Wilbcrforce (Mozley, 1853).
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was a great deal farther than we give tliem credit for using it, as

they had worshipped under the old form, and as their fathers

had worshipped before them. And it is not too much to say,

that as the people in 1549 were wont to use their Office, so at

least did their children after them, so far as the changes forced

upon them permitted. The exact time and manner of change

from their use to our own, it is impossible to point out. It is not

unlikely that the laxity, based as it is on such unwonted practice,

was of gradual growth ; though there is far more probability

that a custom, at once so novel and so out of harmony Math the

spirit of the Office on which it had become parasitical, could only

have arisen, or have acquired strength, in those ungodly times

when a lawless Puritanism desolated the land.

The rubric quoted above is not ambiguous. As it was pro-

bable that all persons would not avail themselves of the first

rubric in the Edwardian Liturgy, and " signify their names to

the curate" before receiving, and as in some circumstances it

might not be possible to do so, the present rubric requires, that

those who receive shall locate themselves in a certain position

in the church. A twofold advantage was thus secm-ed. First,

the celebrant could more easily calculate the probable number
of communicants, and thus prepare a proportionate supply

of the Elements. And, secondly, at the time of reception, the

inconveniences which arise from an indiscriminate mixture of

recipients with '' non-communicants,^^ and the unorderly and

crowded approach to the Altar, which in some large churches

at the present day is so painful to witness or to suffijr from, are

avoided. The division of the sexes, also, is another element on

the side of decency and order; and the arrangement that the men
are first to approach the Sanctuary, and the women afterwards, is

a matter of detail which requires no rubric to enforce, and which

commends itself to the considei-ation of most congregations.

The words " in the choir, or in some convenient place," appa-

rently refer to the respective cases of cathedrals, or churches with

large chancels, and of parish churches, or those of which the

choir contained only the '"^ clerks and ministers." '^ All other,"

the rubric enjoins, "that mind not to receive the said Holy
Communion, shall depart out of the choir" into the body of the

church, "excejjt the ministers and clerks"—an exception which,

unless it were obligatory for the clerks to receive at each several

Celebration, of which there is not the shadow of evidence, proves

the rule assumed. I will only add that it is hei'e, by implication,

distinctly assumed that certain worshippers, not necessarily on

each occasion recipients, were to remain " in choir" during the
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Celebration

—

i. e., "the (singing) clerks;" and, by positive direc-

tion, that " all other'' who do not receive " shall depart," not out

of the church, but into the nave. The custom which not only-

disregards the ancient English Use with respect to the congrega-

tion, but which also sets it at nought in the case of the choir,

by dismissing in mid-service both choir-men and boys, cannot

be too severely reprobated. It is not only un-Catholic but

illegal.

5. The evidence from the rubrics in support of the position taken

for granted, that the Church of England does not and never did

intend to " discourage and disallow" the presence of " non-com-

municants" is not at all exhausted. It is only possible, however,

in this place briefly to point out further evidence upon a question

which is becoming, almost daily, of greater practical importance

in the wide field of Ritual revival. (1) The rubric preceding the

Invitation, in the Book of 1549, is thus expressed :
—" Here the

Priest shall turn him toward t/iose that' come to the Holy Com-
munion, and shall say—' You that do truly and earnestly repent

you of your sins.' " With this rubric, our own is in substantial

agreement, although, if any thing, it is rather more emjihatic;

for instead of " those that come" it uses this form of expression,

" them that come to receive" the Holy Communion. (2) The rubric

before the Confession is to the same effect in both Books. That

of the Edwardian Office runs thus :
—" Then shall this general

confession be made, in the name of all those that are minded to

receive the Holy Communion, either by one of them, or else by

one of the ministers [the Epistoler or Gospeller] or by the Priest

[the Celebi-ant] himself." What may be the use to which the

words either tjjj one of them refers is doubtful, and does not enter

into this discussion ; though the exact force of the words, and

how they were practically carried out, deserves attention. (3) The

rubric before the Prayer of Humble Access is almost identical in

both Books. In that of 1549 it gives this direction :
—" Then

shall the Priest .... say in the name of all them that shall

receive the Communion."
Now, I am fairly entitled to ask. What may be the meaning

of this threefold, and apparently marked, repetition of a single

idea in the words, those that come to receive, those that are minded

to receive, and them that shall receive the Holy Communion, if the

meaning which they bear upon their fore-front be questioned ?

Up to a certain point, in both the Offices, the Congregation has

systematically been spoken of, in general terms, as the 2'^eople.

That this point is relatively different in the respective Liturgies,

does not affect the argument. Prior to the luvitatory, the faith-
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fill have been referred to, or directed, collectively as the peojde, or

in equivalent terms. But now there is a decided change in the

form of address. In 154-9, as we have seen, a local division had

taken place in the congregation; in 1662, if this visible division

had ceased, the Chureh still contemplated a theoretical one. In

both cases, in the mind of the Church, there were present those

who were about to communicate, and those who worshipped

without communicating. The Church, therefore, now more espe-

cially addresses those who approached the Altar. It is no longer

the people, but those that come to, those that are minded to, and

them that shall receive. Can rubrical directions be more explicit?

I trow not. But if any one be still doubtful of the intention of

the Chureh on this matter, as expressed in these rubrics, I would

beg of him to ^urn to those directions which govern similar

prayers in other Offices of the English Prayer Book. The differ-

ence in language is at once apparent. For instance :—In the

Order for Morning Prayer, before the Confession, the words fol-

lowing are ordered '^ to be said of the whole congregation . . . all

kneeling. ^^ Before the first Lord^s Prayer, the rvibric directs the

minister to kneel, " the peojile also kneeling, and repeating it

with him.^^ Before the first Gloria, the loibric runs as follows :

—

" Here all standing up, &c.^'' After the Creed the rubric has

these words—" all devoutly kneeling." And this difference is

brought out all the more strongly in the respective Books, although

in opposite ways, (f/) in the rubric which precedes the Thanks-

giving after the Communion of the faithful in the Book of 1662,

as if the Church would once more unite the congregation in a

common act of Divine worship in the Prayer of their common
Lord:—"Then shall the Priest say the Lord^s Prayer, the 2ieople

repeating after him every petition;" and [b) in the rubric of

1549, after singing the Post-Communion, which is still more
emphatic :

—" Then shall the Priest give thanks to God in the

name of all them that have communicated, turning him first to the

people, and saying-—' The Lord be with you.^ " AVhilst, of course,

as the Church cannot send away the congregation unblessed,

she pronounces over the j^eojile, all and severally, the concluding

Peace of God and Blessing of God.

6. On the frequency of Celebrations, the rubrics of Edward's
Book are valuable. This Essay undertakes, on certain points, to

contrast as well as to compare, the two Liturgies of 1549 and

1662 ; and it would, therefore, be dishonest not to mention, how-
ever humiliating may be the avowal, that with which it is impos-

sible not to be struck in reading their respective rubrics—the

marked difference, I mean_, in tone" on the question of the fre-
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queucy of administering' the Blessed Sacrament which these

Books display. It mvist be owned with sorrow^ that in this matter

the standard of the Church of Charles II. fell very far below that

of Edward VI. A daily Celebration in cathedral and other

churches is explicitly legislated for in the Book of 154-9 ; and a

Sunday and Holy-day Comnnuiion is supposed to be the minimum
of spiritual privileges granted by the pastor to his flock in the

ordinary parishes of England in the sixteenth century. The first

point is clear from the following rubric :
—" In cathedral churches,

or other places where there is daily Communion, it shall be sufli-

cient to read this Exhortation {Bearly beloved in the Lord) once

in a month. ""^ That the second statement is not less justifiable is

evident from the words which precede the Appeal to the Negli-

gent, which rule that :
—" If upon the Sunday or Holy-day the

people be negligent to come to the Communion, then shall the

Priest earnestly exhort his parishioners to dispose themselves more
diligently, &c."

Now compare these directions, which certainly were not over-

burdensome to the clergy of that day, wdth the following orders

from ovu- own Prayer Book, and the tepidity and laxness of the

later rubrics of the Church of England, on this question, become
painfully evident :

—""When there is a Communion,'^ says the

rubric which commands the Oblation of the Elements—as if such

an event was not the weekly right of every parish and of all con-

gregations. " T\^ien the minister giveth w^arning for the Cele-

bration, which he shall alway do upon the Sunday or some Holy-

day immediately preceding,^^ says the rubric after the Prayer for

Christ\s Church—as if a Sunday Ser^'ice, and the Blessed Sacra-

ment, in a Catholic sense of the former, were separable. Whilst

worse than either case are the words of the first of the rubrics at

the end of the Office for Holy Communion, which runs thus :

—

" Upon the Sundays and other Holy-days, if there be no Com-
munion,^^ &c. j thus gi\nng a distinct sanction to a degenerate

and indefensible abuse of eliminating the central part of the chief

Office of the Church, and of declining to offer to the people the

LoED^s own Bread of Life on the Lord^s own Day. This custom

had never before been intermitted on the Festivals of the Church,

as all, even the opponents of a daily Celebration, are forced to

own, from the first ages—ay, and from the first days of the

Christian Faith. And although the practice of using a portion

only of the Eucharistic Office has been once known in a single

Church (and the singularity of the use disposes of its autho-

rity) for a limited period on certain days, and although the

practice was sanctioned, and' limited to use on ^^'ednesdays and
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Fridays by the First Book of Edward ; it was reserved for its

Puritan revisers in the Second Book to continue the downward
course from the Wednesday and Friday to Holy-days; and,

strange as it may sound to the Catholic restorers of the Book
of 1663, to complete the declension by extending- the mis-

chievous licence from other Holy-days to Sundays. This is a

matter which deserves more consideration than can here be given

to it; and I Avill only add, as a couutei-poise on the other side, that

the Churches innate Catholicity has proved too strong for either

revisers or restorers, for she still possesses rubrics and ritual

variations for a daily Celebration, as well as for a weekly and
Holy-day Communion, not only at the greater Festivals, but

throughout the whole course of the Christian year \

^ Since this Essaj' was written, Archdeacon Freeman has published his

pamphlet, B,ites and Ritual. It is with concern that I find myself on

several points in the text at issue with so learned an author. Still, in

reliance upon authorities not less learned and far more numerous, I venture

to adhere to what I have written ; and I am fortified in my decision by
considering that amongst Churchiijidn the Archdeacon (with one or two

exceptions which add but little to the weighty authority of his own judgment)

stands well-nigh alone. For Archdeacon Freeman's persuasive and solid

arguments in favour of a weekly Celebration, the Church of to-day is his

debtor. It is only to be regretted that he should have stopped so far short

of the truth which is admitted to be plainly Scriptural, and which is generally

allowed to be universal from the times of the Apostles, as to substitute,

argumentatively, a weekly for a daily Celebration. A revival of weekly

Communion would be, of course, a very great advance upon the degenerate

custom of the present day. But v.^e must never cease in our efforts until the
" Daily Sacrifice " be restored to the Church of England. And it is a matter

for much regret that one who is so deeply learned should be can-ied away by
what must be called his prejudices, and permit himself not onty to advocate

the lower course when the higher is within his grasp, but suffer himself

to speak lightly of those who follow the once primitive and now Catholic

custom, as well as disrespectfully of what flows, or is supposed to flow, fi'om

theii" position.

Archdeacon Freeman almost contemptuously dismisses the important

question of a daily Celebration, and the necessary corollary to it, which is

implied in the words " non-communicating attendance," by saj-ing that " a

faint endeavour has been made to disprove " his singular theory that the

Holy Eucharist is " a Sacrifice of that class or kind in which partaking

[i.e. areccption by each worshipper at every Celebration] (is) an essential and

indispensable feature " (p. 41). " The English Church (he contends) has

given no more [and, it may be added, has given no less] countenance than the

Chm'ch of old to this practice. Contenting herself, at first, at the Reforma-

tion, with forbidding non-communicants to remain in the choir* [on which

assertion I venture to refer the readerto the text], she afterwards so effectually

discouraged and disallowed theii" presence at all [though in what manner the

Archdeacon fails to specify], that it became unmeaning to retain the pro-

hibition an}' longer " (/bid). Upon which I will only further remark, that
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III. Lastly, we will consider some of the features in the Liturgy

of 154-9 which are wanting- in that of 1G62, and vice versa.

1. At the conclusion of the Collect for Purity, there followed

in the Edwardian Liturgy a feature, which of all elements of

secondary importance, is of the highest possible beauty—the

Introit. For its use, we have to refer to two rubrics which, when
harmonized, direct that, " then shall the Priest, or the clerks,

sing in English for the Office, or Introit, as they call it, a Psalm

appointed for that day." The term Office in this rubric is a

technical one, and must not be confused with the term which is

indicative of the form which the public worship of Almighty

God may assume. It is the translation of the old English term

Officium, the lutroitus of other parts of the Western Church.

The position of the Introit in this place will be considered to be

unusual. But it is strictly in conformity with the ancient

Sarum Use ; and if we will accept the first Lord's Prayer and

Collect for Purity, as they were intended to be used, as semi-

private and wholly introductory prayers, the position of the

Introit ceases to be anomalous. It then becomes the special

introduction to the Liturgy, variable, as we shall perceive, both

for the Day and for the Season.

The Introit, as we are accustomed to hear it, not only is used

in a position relatively incorrect, but its form has undergone

great modification and change. I think I may venture to assert,

under the authority of one of the first of living Ritualists, that in

its earlier form the Introit was a complete Psalm, in harmony
\\dth the Mystery or Event commemorated. In its later form,

the Psalm as a whole was abandoned ; its place was supplied by
a fraction of it. Eventually, the Offichim assumed the outline

which we see that it possesses in the Sarum L^se ; and it now
consists of one or more specially selected verses of Holy Scripture,

until some proof (as distinct from opinion, and still more fi-om assumption),

is adduced, that the Church contemplates the exodus of nine-tenths of an

ordinary congregation on '' Sacrament Sundays "— (1) in the middle of

Divine service ; (2) at no assigned point in the Office
; (3) without any rubrical

hint or suggestion to this effect, still less any direction ; and (4) with no

form of blessing (and justly so) being provided for those who deliberately and

Sunday after Sunday turn their backs upon the Lord's Table—until proofs

on these four points be provided, I think that the laxity of the practice may

be fairly charged on the clergy who sanction and the congregations which

avail themselves of, rather than on the Church, which is simply and helplessly

patient under this modern and unauthorized innovation ; and that those who

ai-e striving to restore a stricter and more consistent, as wcU as more Catholic,

system of worship, desei-ve a more respectful mention (at least at the bauds of

Archdeacon Freeman) than of merely making a " faint endeavour."
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generally taken from the Book of Psalms,, with a Gloria Patri,

and a single or twofold repetition of its first portion. I have no

wish to depreciate the value and beauty of the selections and

arrangements of the later forms of Introit. The chords which

they strike^ and the line of thought which they suggest^ are of

the chiefest importance ; and of course, having been sanctioned

and employed by the ancient English Office, they come to us

with authority. But, for simplicity at once and grandeur, and

yet more for practical devotional usefulness at the present day,

the still earlier form of Introit, the variable and special Psalm in

its entirety, must commend itself to most minds : whilst the

objection to its adoption, which intrinsically has great weight, that

the great Sarum Use knew not of it, can be more than met and

answered by the existence of an even earlier form from which,

probably, S. Osmund himself compiled his venerable Office.

This feature of Edward^s First Book is one which it is within

our power to restore to the Church of to-day, not perhaps in its

liturgical position after the Collect for Purity, but before the

introductory Lord's Prayer. The Introit, indeed, thus loses its

peculiar beauty, as a burst of praise between the solemn and

subdued Introduction, and the plaintive and penitential Kyries :

but it will have its own value and its own characteristics even as

an Invitatory to the Holy Eucharist. And the devotional effect

of singing the 98th Psalm at Christmas-tide, the 96th at the

Epij)hany, the 16th on Easter Day, and the 47th during the

octave of Ascension ; or again, the 6th Psalm on Ash Wednesday,

and the 32nd and the 130th on the first two Sundays in Lent,

the 22nd on Good Friday, and the 88th on Easter Eve, can

hardly be overstated. In truth, if the Church of England is to

restore to its proper dignity and honour the highest Service that

she is permitted to oflPer to Almighty God, and if she is to

provide for her children an Office around which the minor Services

may revolve, that central Office must contain within itself the

elements of each kind of liturgically devotional worship. And
the Psalter—our Lord's own Prayer Book, as it has been fitly

called—should not be excluded from taking its proper part in the

celebration of the chiefest Mysteries.

2. The singing of the Introit was followed by the threefold

Kyrle Eleison, Christe Eleison, Kyrie Meison, a feature we still

possess in the responsive prayers after each of the Ten Command-
ments. '^ Then the Priest standing at God's Board shall begin "

the Gloria in Excelsis. In King Edward's Book, the intonation

which is now generally restored, and to which reference is made
by-and-by, is clearly marked—'^' Glory be to God on High.
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The Clerks. And on earth peace, g'oodwill towards men." Beyond
the position which this Hymn assumes in our present Office

(which has been spoken of before), there is nothing which calls

for notice except the different divisions of it from those with

which we are familiar, and the repetition of the clause, " Thou
That takest away the sins of the world, have mercy upon us "—

a

reiteration, to whatever cause it may be assigned, which un-

doubtedly enhances the dignity and increases the devotion of the

earlier form of the Gloria in Excelsis.

The variations in the divisions of the Hymn need only a passing

notice : and as a question of criticism, perhaps the new paragraph

in the early part which begins, " We praise Thee " in the

Edwardian edition, and the re-division of the last two sections

in the edition of ] G62, are respectively improvements in the

earlier and later forms. But on the repetition of the clause,

" Thou That takest away," &c., it is exceedingly difficult, from

the lack of evidence, to form any opinion. The question has

often been placed before liturgical students, with no approach to

solution : but, short of absolute proof, the rationale of the matter

which seems to meet most of the requirements of the case, has

been suggested to me by one whose acquaintance with ancient

Liturgies is profound. The explanation is a simple one. It is

thought that the iteration of the clause arose solely from accident.

The repetition first appears in the revised Prayer Book of 1552.

Between that date and the year of the appearance of the First

Book, 1549, the plain-song arrangement of Marbeck had given

place in some cathedrals to certain musical Offices which had
been harmonized. In the execution of one of these harmonized

Glorias, the clause in question was repeated, possibly by the

ti-ebles, whilst the tenor voices kept to the air. Of course, as

the words were to be sung for the use of the cathedral choir, so

were they printed; and it is not beyond the bounds of pro-

bability, that in the preparation, or the printing, of the Second
Book of Edward a cathedral edition of the Liturgy might have
been employed as what printers term " copy " from which to

print ; and thus a reiteration to produce a musical effect has been

perpetuated in the text of a rhythmical prose hymn, even when
it is intended to be said, not sung. Whether or not this be the

true cause of the addition to the Gloria in Exclesis cannot be

decided. We can only rejoice that, either by accident or by
design, so effective and striking an addition has been made to

this ail-but inspired hymn of Eucharistic adoration—for, in its

present position, no less has it become.

3. Between the announcement of the Gospel and its delivery,
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the Edwardian rubric required the clerks and people to make
answer—" Gloiy be to Thee^ O Lord/^ This Gloria, thoug-h ver-

bally removed from our printed Liturg-y, has lingered on in many-

parishes, from the vitality of unwritten tradition, and has, at

length, been very generally restored to our public services. It is

somewhat strange that the Uesponse—"Praise be to Thee, O
Christ,^^ may be looked for in vain in the Book of 15tt9, since

such is the customary response in the Western Church. There

appears to be no reasonable doubt, that the form which has of

late years olotained amongst ourselves, and that somewhat widely,

of saying or singing" after the Holy Gospel, the thanksgiving

—

*^ Thanks be to Thee, O God," is founded on a mistake. These

words are ordered to be said in the pi-esent Latin Rite, imme-
diately after the Epistle. Thence they have been clearly removed,

by common consent with us, to the close of the Holy Gosj)el.

But this is an error. And we cannot too quickly restore the

ancient Western custom of adding- the unwritten Response

—

" Praise be to Thee, O Christ," to the traditional use, which
the Liturgy of Edward once authorized, of sing-ing before the

Holy Gospel the Versicle—" Glory be to Thee, O Lord," either

with or without the addition—" for this Thy g-lorious Gospel."

4. In the Office of 154-9 the Nicene Creed is now reached.
^' After the Gospel ended (says the Edwardian rubric) , the Priest

(j. e., the officiant Priest or Celebrant, as distinguished fi-om the

minister or Epistoler, and the deacon or Gospeller) shall begin

—

"^ I believe in One GoD.'^ These words were said by the Priest

alone, and the clerks and people were ordered to " sing" the rest."

This method of singing or saying* all jirayers, or forms of devo-

tion, in which the people join with or follow the Priest, as has

been said, is only retained traditionally mth ourselves. Its use

has many claims upon those who aim at reverence in public

worship. For not only does this method reach us on authority,

and hence must be the correct use, but it must approve itself to

the devotional taste and requirements of the worshipper. Let any

one compare these two methods, and I venture to say he will

decide in favour of the first. In the one case, the Priest sounds

the note, as it were, in the Confession, " Almighty God," in the

Lord's Prayer, " Our Father," in the Creed, " I believe in One
God," and in the Angelic Hymn, " Glory be to God on high."

The people are thus prepared, and placed on the qui vive to

join with solemnity, devotion, heartiness, or worship, as the

case may be, in the penitential words of the Confiteor, the

universal petitions of the Paler Nosier, the faith-forming clauses

of the Credo, or the soul-stirring strains of the Gloria i)i Kvcelsis.
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These several portions of Divine service are then sung' or said

with energ-y and life, and are uttered with an unanimity which
bespeaks one heart and one mind. But how different is the

other method. It is very possible that the end of the praj'cr is

said in unison ; it is not at all unlikely that the mid-prayer
gained, people and pastor may be at one. But prior to these

periods, there ensues a distressing effort, either on the part of

the people to overtake their leader, or on the part of the Priest

to keep the lead he has secured, or on the part of both to keep

pace with each other. The result is an vmedifying gabble, and
as different from the uniformity and " swing " of the older

system, as harmony is different from discord.

At the end of the second division of the Creed, the Edwardian
Book presents a curious omission which the Caroline Liturgy
supplies. The clause, " Whose Kingdom shall have no end," is

omitted. The omission must, one would think, have been purely

unintentional. For the words, it need hardly be said, appeared in

their equivalents in the old English Use ; and they were replaced

in th.eir wonted position in the Second Book of Edward VI., a. d.

1552. Another omission, which admits of no such easy expla-

nation, is likewise evident in this English form of the Belief

—

an omission which, it is much to be regretted, has not been sup-

plied in any later revisions of the Liturgy. It occurs in the last

division of the Nicene Creed. The old English formula, in the

description of Christ^s Church which claimed the belief of

Christian men, ascribed four essential qualities or "Notes" to the

Spouse of Christ. These were her attributes—Unity, Sanctity,

Universality, Apostolicity : in other words she was termed,

in the Sarum Bite, " Unam, Sanctam, Catholicam, et Apostolicam

Ecclesiam." The note " Holy " has been left out ; but where-

fore, it is simply impossible even to conjecture. Moreover, by

the modern method of printing and punctuation \ we have a fair

chance, popularly, to lose sight of a second Note of the Church,

her essential, and though at present invisible, yet most certain

Unity. For our Prayer Books, by omitting a comma after the

' This is one point ont of many in wlaicli the printing of our Prayer Books

might be improved. In these days of elaborate typographical arrangement

and careful printing, it is um-easonable that the Prayer Book of the Church

and the Holy Bible should be the last to be influenced by these improvements.

The energies of our Societies and of the privileged presses have been directed

almost exclusively to the production of con-ect and cheap copies of both Books.

Perhaps, now this result has been attained, we may hope for a more orna-

mental and varied sj-stem of printing. Should these words meet the eye of

any person with authority over the presses in qucstioxi, they may lead him to

entertain or to reconsider this projjosition.
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title " One," and by printing- the term without a capital letter,

have given to the adjective the api:)earance of a numeral ; and

the unwary reader is led to suppose that this Article of the Creed

is directed against those who hold that there are two or more
Catholic Churches—a position which, in itself however true in

some aspects, falls very far short of the intention of the Niceno-

ConstantinopoHtan Fathers.

5. The Oblation in King* Edward^s Book beg-ins, as with our-

selves, with the Offertory Sentences ; and the selection of the

Sentences from Holy Scripture in both Liturg-ies is identical.

There are slight variations in the rubrics of the two Offices

which, as they bear upon present custom, it may be well to

notice. The Liturgy of 1663 directs "one or more of the Sen-

tences " to be said at the discretion of the Priest. This discre-

tionary power, one would think, is of sufficient authority to

warrant the saying of one Sentence only. Why I claim this

privilege will appear later in the argument. Meanwhile, the

directions of the Edwardian Office sanction two distinct methods

of using these Antiphons, or Anthems as the case may be. The
rubric lays down that " one or more of these Sentences " shall

" be sung while the people do ofier," and permits the alternative

" or else one of them " shall " be said by the minister immediately

afore the Offering." A supplementary rubric of 1549, with the

purport of which a second rubric of our own agrees, further adds,

that " where there be clerks, they shall sing one or many of the

Sentences, according to the length and shortness of time that the

people be offering." These rubrics are not difficult to harmonize.

In the mind of the Church two ways of celebrating holy Mys-
teries presented themselves, a plain Service and a high Celebra-

tion. At the former, the Priest was directed to say one of the

Sentences, by way of Antiphon : at the latter, one or more were
" to be sung whiles the people do offer," and this after the man-
ner of an Anthem. Surely in this case, we may again seek for an

Edwardian interpretation for a Caroline rubric, and exercise

our discretion as to the saying or singing of one or more of the

Offertory Sentences, independent of the length or " shortness of

the time that the people be offering."

And this gives me an opportunity to say what I desire to urg'e

on the consideration of those who are responsible for the conduct

of Divine Service. The privilege which I claim is important on

this ground. If we are at liberty to say but one ofthe Sentences

for the Offertory (which, by the way, should be said as an anti-

phon, i. e. facing East, and not as an exhortation, ?'. e. facing West)

,

we may certainly avail ourselves of the licence accorded on all
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sides for the introduction of Hymns to re-introduce the ancient

Sequence of the English Church. Of course such an introduction,

at such a time, is not strictly in accordance with ancient Anglican

use. But it would seem to be far wiser to secure the principle

whilst it is within our reach, than to wait to obtain the accident

which may never be granted to us. The principle, it appears to

me, consists in this, the singing of some Eucharistic Hymn in

the Office for Holy Communion (variable with the day and
season) to correspond with the Sequence of old, in addition to

those which the Office already contains. This is of the first im-

portance. It is of far less moment at what precise period of the

Liturgy such a Hymn be sung. It would be undoubtedly better

to follow ancient precedent, and to sing the Sequence after the

Epistle ; but as our Office is constituted, there seems to be a not

un-rubrical opening for such congregational singing where I ven-

ture to suggest. The close of the Sermon at a hig^h Celebration,

where the Office, by an exercise of private opinion in opposition

to ritual precedent, is not shortened by its omission, presents

a favourable opportunity for additional exercise of this kind.

The Sermon is not always in absolute harmony with the Office.

And even if it be not discordant, the effect of meditative, dog-

matic, or jubilant Hymns, as the case may be, on the very sub-

ject of the Liturgy, cannot fail to be productive of benefit to the

mind of the worshipper. Moreover, the Collection of the Alms,

needful as it is, and devotional as it may be made, tends to

distraction rather than the reverse. And in such a case, the

singing of an Eucharistic Hymn is a custom much to be en-

couraged. The custom, I am glad to say, is widely gaining

ground ; and as attention has of late years been directed to this

division of Hymnology, there are many Eucharistic Hj^mns, both

from modern and ancient sources, which may be made available

for Liturgical Use.

6. Another rubric, as supplementing the one which we now
possess, may here be noticed, and for clearness^ sake, may be

repeated at length. " Then shall the minister (it saith) take so

much Bread and Wine as shall suffice for the persons appointed

to receive the Holy Communion, laying the Bread upon the

corporal, or else in the paten, or in some other comely thing

prepared for that purpose. And putting the Wine into the

chalice, or else in some fair or convenient cup prepared for that

use, if the chalice will not serve, putting thereto a little clean

I

and pure Water. And setting both the Bread and Wine upon

j
the Altar, then the Priest shall say

—

Bomivvfi VohiscJtm." Our

I

present rubric is more concise than that of L549, but not at all

VOL. I. L 1
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at issue with it. Several explanations may be given for its non-

restoration at the last revision. A dislike of multiplying- rubrical

directions where not absolutely needful^ may have been one reason;

and when the Use of a church is carefully carried out, there is

much force in the hesitation to add over many rubrics to her

public Offices. The absence of a specific rubric, again, may be

caused by its needlessness. If the custom indicated in the pre-

paration and position of the paten and chalice were carried on

up to, or had been restored by the year 1662, there was little

need for the reimposition of the rubric. It may be said that

there is no evidence against this latter supposition. Private

opinion may vary on its merits ; but until positive proof is

brought forward against the customary following of the nibric in

question, I shall venture to assert, that at this point in the Office

the ceremonial above directed still holds good in the Church of

England, by the inherent vitality of traditional custom and the

force of uncondemned rubrical authority. First, it is the duty of

the celebrant, or his assistant, then to set " both the Bread and

Wine upon the Altar, laying the Bread upon the corporal or in

the paten, or in some other comely thing,^^ which few will be

prepared to deny ; and also, which it is much to be feared many
are not disposed to accept, " putting the Wine into a chalice,^'

and adding " thereto a little pure and clean Water.^'' This I hold

to be the traditional custom of the English Church, which has

never been legislated against, and which has the sanction

of the deliberate judgment of the Church, as expressed in the

rubrics of the first English Liturgy. Into the question of

the mystical symbolism of the Mixed Chalice, which is not at all

hard to discover, of its world-wide and continuous use from the

first Celebration to the present hour, and of its institution by
the Divine Founder of the Eucharist, I have not opportunity to

enter. Suffice it to say, that a few generations (and this,

literally, is all that can be virged) of intermitted use by a certain

portion of a national Church, cannot be allowed to weigh in

comparison with a custom which is Catholic from the date of its

use by the Lord Himself, or stand in the way of a revival which

has now a fair chance of again becoming general in the Church

of England. (Consult Dr. Littledale^'s Letter to the Bishop of
Exeter on The Mixed Chalice. 2nd Ed., 1865. Palmer.)

7. In the Liturgyof 1549, the second JDominns Vohiscum followed

the Offertory. The Versicle and Response was apparently used,

as a sort of connecting link between the necessarily mundane
element in the Collection of the Alms, and the less terrestrial

Prefaces which follow. This portion of the Office is perhaps one
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of the weakest features in the First Book of Edward, not in

comparison with that which sprang from it, our own Liturg-y,

but in comparison with that from which it sprang*, namely, the

ancient Sarum Use. In this estimate the Proper Prefaces are

inchided : but I will only enter into explanation so far as to say,

that whereas the old English Office contained Proper Prefaces

for Christmas, Epiphany, Lent, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost,

Trinity, and for the Festivals of the Apostles and the Blessed

Virgin, nine in all, the Edwardian Book, in common mth that

of Charles II,, possesses only five. We are thus deprived of four

beautiful and edifying variations in the Eucharistic Service, not

only at the two entire seasons of Lent and Epiphany, but

extending over the whole course of the Ecclesiastical year, as the

Feasts of the Saints and the Virgin Mother of God come round.

Nor is this all. For, if any one will carefully analyze the

language of our Daily Preface, the early part of which is identical

with that of King- Edward^s Book, he will have his suspicions

aroused that the sequence of the devotional ideas is not absolutely

perfect. Something, it will strike him, is required to justify the

deduction, " Therefore.'^ In the Proper Preface the conclusion is

obvious. In the Daily Preface it is obscure. A glance at the Sarum
Use will confirm the suspicion and suggest the explanation.

From thence we see the course followed by those who edited the

Edwardian Liturgy. They appear to have taken the conclusion

of the Proper Preface, where, after the recitation commemorative
of the Mystery or Event, the use of the preposition was legiti-

mate, and to have made it serve as a termination to the Daily

Preface, where there is no such recitation—a service which it

performs only indifierently well. The original portion of the

Daily Preface, of which the present termination formed a sort of

amplified repetition, has been lost to the Church—at least for a

season—and this is the more to be regretted, as the early English

form contained an ascription of mediation, through Whom alone

the Sacrifice is acceptable—" Through Christ our Lord.^^

One other point may be noticed in the Edwardian Preface.

Tlie Sanctiis, of course, at once follows and concludes the Preface.

In the Book of 1549 we find the Sanctus expanded, before the

last clause, by the addition of the words

—

" Hosannah in the

Highest ; Blessed is He that cometh in the Name of the Lord
;

"

and then follow the words—" Glory be to Thee, O Lord, in the

Highest." This part of our heritage we have ritually lost,

though we may retrieve it ceremonially. I mean, these words

may be, and are, once more sung amongst us, as an antiphon,

immediately l:)efore the Act of Consecration. They then fall

1,1 2
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under the classification of Hymns ; and in the use and manner of

Hymns there appears to be a general licence, of which we, as well

as others, may fairly avail ourselves. If sung at all, they will of

course be sung* kneeling ; and the appropriateness of the Anti-

phon in this place is self-evident. That these words do form a

portion of our inheritance, a reference to the older Offices will

prove. But they have been somewhat misplaced in the Liturgy

of 1549. The ancient Church was wont to add dignity to the

Proper Prefaces, on special Festivals, not only by intei^u^eaving

the teaching of the day into her service, but also by lengthening

the Sanctus which concluded the Preface with the words of the

Children of Jerusalem. On ferial days she restrained her devout

jubilation, and her daily Sanctus agrees with our own. So that,

whilst on the Feasts we lose the grand roll of the ancient Sanctus

in its developed form, jei, on ordinary days, we adhere more
closely to the severer form which was employed by our forefathers,

from at least the age of S. Augustine of Canterbviry.

8. Closely connected with this Antiphon before the Consecra-

tion is an Anthem, which was formerly used after that Act, " in

the Communion time,^^ as the rubric of 1549 orders. This con-

nexion is not only intimate with reference to the subtraction of

the form of the words at the revision of the First Book of Ed-

ward, in 1553, but with respect to its virtual restoration in the

present day, under the sheltering wing of the authority of Hymns.
This Anthem is the Agnus Dei, and may once again be heard at

high Celebrations, softly chaunted by the choir kneeling, as the

faithful approach to receive the sacred Body and Blood of their

Lord. Tlie restoration of the Anthem, both in the spirit and of

the words of the earliest Liturgy in the English language, is at

once loyal and devout; and will doubtless, gradually but generally,

.commend itself to many amongst us. The actual words of the

Agnus Dei are enshrined in our present Litany ; the latter form

-of it being said first, and repeated once, the earlier being said

last, without repetition.

9. A few other points can be noticed only in brief. (1) The
respective titles of the two Offices, which may be seen at full

length at the head of the table, page 487, are worthy of remark.

The Edwardian Church was neither afraid nor ashamed to use

the old English word " Mass " as a suitable, convenient, and in

those days familiar term for the Blessed Sacrament. Tliere

appears to be little reason (apart from prejudice) why we should

not again make use of the same word—where it may be employed

without misapprehension and a breach of charity. The use of the

conjunction mid in 1549, and of the disjunctive or in 1662,
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before the words " Holy Communion/' is apparently intended to

mark some theolog-ical distinction; tlioug-h, if there be any
difference^ their pi-ecise value in the respective cases it is hard to

discover. (3) The first Lord's Prayer is not printed in the Book
of Edward. It is directed to be said by " the Priest standing

humbly afore the midst [the reader will not fail to observe the

position of the Priest at the Altar indicated by the italicised

words] of the Altar/' together with the Collect for Purity

following. This is one further proof from the Liturgy of 1549,

over and above many that can be found in that of 1662, that the
" Amen " at the conclusion of this Lord's Prayer is to be said by
the Priest alone, and not by the people. The latter use, to be

heard in some churches, is attributable to a misapprehension of

the rationale of the Prayer in this position, and to a forgetfulness

of later rubrics, and the implied direction which is contained in

the type (the roman letter) in which the " Amen " is printed in

our present Book. (3) The Edwardian rubric which allows the

Exhoi-tation, " Dearly Beloved in the Lord," to be read ^' once in

a month," and to be omitted if in the Sermon " the people be

exhorted to the worthy receiving of the Holy Sacrament," is a

sufficient liturgical warrant for its omission on week days now, as

well as for its less frequent use at high Celebrations on Sundays.

(4) In the Liturgy of 1549 (as is w^ell known) the Words for the

Administration of the Blessed Sacrament are confined to the first

clause of our present form of words. There can be no doubt that

the retention of the latter clause was the result of compromise.

As a question of expediency it was, perhaps, politic to retain

both. The use of the shorter form more nearly represents the

earlier and primitive mode of Reception : but there is nothing in

the second clause, when added to the first, to which exception can

justly be taken. For the Communion of the Priest, the Edwardian

Words only, \vith a change of person, is of course the proper

form to use. And in cases of necessity

—

e. g. in which a larger

number of persons have to be communicated by a single Priest,

than is possible in a given time—the shorter form alone might

advantageously be employed for the reception of the people.

Probably few Bishops would object to this return to a more early

custom, if the congregation desired the same. (5) It has been

often urged that the Reservation of the Blessed Sacrament in the

Caroline Office is only forbidden by a rubric :
—" Ifany remain of

That which was consecrated . . . the Priest . . . shall, imme-

diately after the Blessing, reverently eat and drink the same."

There is much reason for thinking that this rubric was not in-

tended to forbid Reservation on behalfof the Sick. Into the general
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question of Reservation of the Holy Communion I will not here

enter. But for the purpose of private reception^ and to avoid

consecration elsewhere than in Church (the custom of private

celebrations in houses being unknown in the early ages), it

is much to be wished that this rubric might be interpreted by

the Edwardian Prayer Book. In cases of widespread sickness we
have the highest ecclesiastical authority for the licence to place a

liberal construction on the Caroline rubric. And those who
minister amongst the lowest poor in Missionary work, even apart

from " the time of pestilence/'' can bear witness, how distressing

oftentimes are celebrations in the crowded and sick rooms of a

towai population. They would welcome a modification of the

present rubric, which indeed only requires Episcopal consent to

intei-pret in conformity with the provisions of the Liturgy of

1549 ; and under present circiimstances no Bishop, it is believed,

would refuse to allow a mere rubrical relaxation which would

save the celebration of the Blessed Sacrament from much irre-

verence to wliich it is now (by no immediate fault of those to

whom it is administered) almost necessarily exposed'.

Little need be said in conclusion. Though the Comparison and

Contrast between the two Liturgies has occupied much space, it

is still imperfect. Some points have been omitted ; some have

been treated with brevity. But I rejoice to have been able to

bring forward the claims which the First Liturgy of Edward VI.
possesses upon English Churchmen. These claims are well known;
but, perhaps, not so widely as they deserve to be. And it is in

the hope of attracting to them further attention that this Essay

has been written. That all the positions herein assumed are

impregnable, I will not assert ; let them be fairly and impai-tially

criticised : but of the importance of the subject, as a Question of

the Day, I am convinced. The Church party emphatically depre-

cate, under existing circumstances, any change whatever in the

Prayer Book. But, in the event of revision being determined

upon by authority which they can alone acknowledge, they are

prepared to advance towards that standard to which each succes-

1 Priests in London are specially interested in such relaxation. A case was
lately told me, in which the Holy Communion had to be administered in a

sick chamber to a dying man, who occupied but one corner of the room. The
other corners were tenanted. In one of them was crouched, throughout the

administration, an unfortunate woman of known bad character : and during
the Celebration unclean insects were, literally, to be seen crawling over the
" fair white linen cloth ! " This is one instance amongst man 3- of recent occur-

rence which might be quoted.
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sive restoration has approximated ; and I have it in my power to

say, that a kirg'e body of Churchmen (both lay and clerical), in-

cluding all the foremost leaders of the Catholic school (and

among-st them, I will add, the revered and beloved Teacher so lately

taken from amongst us was one) , in the event of a revision being

forced upon the Church, would demand a restoration in confor-

mity with the First Book of Edward VI. On such a question,

by such petitioners, what is thus demanded must be entei-tained,

and will, in all likelihood, be conceded. At all events, it will

prove to all whom it may concern, that if any change be pro-

posed in our Offices, there are at the least two ways in which
alterations may be carried out ; and that a Catholic restoration,

under the present existing circumstances, to say the least, is

not more improbable than a Protestant revision of the Book of

Common Praj^er.

Orby Shipley.

A friend has kindly forwarded to me a curious and interesting

pamphlet of the last century which treats of some of the questions

in the above Essay. It is apparently the work of a Non-juror,

and is entitled, " Reasons for Restoring some Prayers and Direc-

tions, as they stand in the Communion Service of the First

English Reformed Liturgy, Compiled by the Bishops in the 2d
and 3d Year of the Reign of King Edward VI."'' It bears the

date of 1757, and is anonymous.
" The particulars are as follows, viz., I. The rubric orders the

putting a little pure Water to the Wine in the Chalice. That
this custom of mixing Water with the Sacramental Wine stands

upon unquestionable authority may be proved by the following

testimonies,"—which the author then proceeds to state, pages
1—10.

" 11. In the First Reformed Liturgy above mentioned, the

Priest says. Let us pray for the whole state of Christfs Church,

without the addition of ' Militant here on earth / which latter

words, in the Common Prayer now used, seem inserted to exclude

Prayer for the Dead. Whereas the First Book in the Prayer for

Christ^s Church has these words [which may be seen at page 48
in the present book] . This recommending of the Dead to the

mercy of God is nothing of the remains of Popery, but a constant

usage of the Primitive Church. And for this point we shall pro-

duce unexceptionable authority."—Pages 10—23.
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" III. The third passage to be restored is the Prayer for the

Descent of the Holy Ghost upon the Sacramental Elements.

The words in our First Reformed Liturgy stand thus in our Con-

secration Prayer—Hear us, O Merciful Father, &c. [see page

50.] That this prayer is an ancient usage may be proved by the

following authorities"—which may be found in the pamphlet,

pages ^2—26.

" IV. The fourth thing to be restored is the Oblatory Prayer,

which in the First Reformed Liturgy, at the end of the Conse-

cration Prayer stands thus :— [see page 54.] The Oblatory

Prayer goes upon this ground, that the Holy Eucharist is a proper

Sacrifice [The authorities may be found in the pamphlet,

pages 27—31; and although I do not accept all that the author

urges, yet the following words may be profitably quoted, as giving

briefly and clearly the reason for desiring the restoration in

question.] Thus we see the Holy Eucharist has always been

accounted a Sacrifice by the ancient Church. From whence may
he inferred the Offering It with Prai/er before It is made a Repast.

That the Ofering should be prior to the Hating, regard to the

Deity and Natural Religion will teach ixs."—Page 31.

Such are the four points for which this author contended, and

which he desired, with many at the present day, to see restored

to the Office for Holy Commimion. His concluding words are

deserving of republication and consideration under existing cir-

cumstances :

—

" And now in the close, it may not be amiss to inform the

reader what a high opinion the Civil Legislature had of our First

Common Prayer Book. The Establishing Statute mentions it

in the most honourable manner, and declares ^twas finished hy

the aid of the Holy Ghost. And when Bucer^s animadversions,

Calvin^s magisterial cavils, and Peter Martyr^s active soliciting

had influenced the King and Council, and made an interest

amongst the Clergy, when these foreign Divines, who had little

regard for antiquity, had prevailed for an alteration ; when this

was done, and a Statute of Repeal passed, the First Common
Prayer Book is called a very Godly order, agreeable to the Word of

God and the Primitive Church, very comfortable to all good people

desiring to live in Christian conversation, and most profitable to the

estate of this Realm But if the Book was in this good

condition, why was it brought under a review ? Why are some

parts expunged, some added, and some transposed ? The Statute

accounts for this. There were divers doubts risenfrom thefashion

and manner of the ministration of the same. Then it seems there

A\as no exception touching any part of the matter. But were
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these doubts well founded ? No. The Act says, they proceed

ratherfrom the curiosity/ of the Minister, and viistakes, than of any

other worthy cause. From hence we infer, that the exiilanations,

as they are called in the Second Book, were not made without

compliance with the weakness of some people ; not without con-

descension to those who had more scruples than understanding",

more heat than lig-ht in them. And thus in the judgment of the

Parliament, the First Common Prayer Book was formed by
Divine assistance, and discharg'ed by human infirmity."—Pag-es

33—35.
Mr. Lathbury, in his History of the Non-jurors, assigns the

authorship of the Reasons to Collier. The pamphlet appears to

have played an important part in the controversy respecting- the
" Usages" amongst the Non-jurors. The whole question is dis-

cussed by Mr. Lathbury, pag-es 377—285. An answer to the

Reasons was published, to which Collier replied, and concluded

with these words—"The best service we can do the Church of

England is to recover the main of her first Reformation, and to

retrieve what she has suffered by interested views, by foreign

direction, and Calvinistical alloy. Thus, I humbly conceive, she

will be remarkably decus et tutamen, and have new strength and

lustre upon her. Thus she will better endure the test of antiquity,

be more covered from assault, and stand impregnable." Several

pamphlets followed for or against the Usages. Those of Collier

were collected after his death and " issued with a new title-page

of the date of 1736, with a portrait of the author."

—

History,

p. 285. These pamphlets are deserving of attention at the pre-

sent time.
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OF

Zl)t CJjurcI) anti tljt WBov\&,

PALL MALL GAZETTE.

We do not profess to have studied the Volume throughout, though we have,

so to speak, suuk shafts into various parts of it, in order to test the quality

of the matter of which it is composed. Of the eighteen Ess&yists, only one
... is at all widely known. . . . The result of the explorations which we
have made, so far as they go, leads us to feel no sui-prise as to our ignorance
of most of them. The specimens to which chance, and the tahlo of contents

introduced us, were singularly common-place and second-rate, and all of them
much on a level. . . . There is rather a sensible Essay on Clerical Celibacy

[by Mr. Vaux], which the author defends, as in many cases expedient, though
he would not make it compulsory. Set aside the doctrine that a single life

has something specially holy about it . . . and no doubt there is much to be
said for the opinion that in many walks of life mamage is an incumbrance,

and that to many men there are, and ought to be, higher aims in life than
domestic happiness. . . . Passing over many other Essays, which are not
worth any particular notice, we come to one which appears to us to be very

remarkable in its way. ... It is remarkable as an illustration of the true

character and pernicious effects of the superstition which is spreading widely

and silently among some parts of the population, and especially amongst
ladies. It is called. Thirty Years in the English Church : an Autohiography,

and is an account by a lady of her experience of the extreme High Church
movement. It is a long story, for it contains thii-ty-five octavo pages, and is

written in a perfectly quiet, modest, and every way ladylike tone ; but we
never hajjpened to read a more painful story—painful as shownng what piety,

refinement, and education may bring a person to, whose mind has not been

accustomed from infancy to independence, self-reliance, and tlie liabit of recog-

nizing the moral duty of the honest avowal of doubt on subjects on which you
(.<^/V) have inijicrfcct information.
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FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.

[jTAe Church and the World is a] mauifesto of the Catliolic or Ritualistic

party of the Church of England . . . which has lately come so prominently

into notice. What the public have known of it has been chiefly through its

Ritualism, but now it comes to the front with a combined effort of authorship,

not on doctrinal points onlj'^, but on Questions of the Day, and (we) do not

hesitate to say that it makes a valuable offering to the stock of general thought

and enlightenment. Those who have fancied that this party are chiefly

occupied with the frivolities of ecclesiastical miUinery and church adornment

are entirely wrong. This Volume will undeceive them. They will perceive

in it a depth of pui-pose, a freedom of mind, and an extent of research which

%vill surprise them. They will perceive that this is a partj^ and this a band

of writers which cannot safely be despised. They can meet their enemies in

the gate and not feel ashamed. . . . They have more to say for themselves

than those who know them not would imagine, and assuredly they have far

greater strength. The article on the Missionary Aspect of Ritualism is a

most able one. Those who wish to come to the heart of the Ritualistic move-

ment, and to comprehend it, ought to study this article. They will find that

the case is not so easily disposed of as they might think. The Ritualists have

laid hold of a great and powerful principle, and they find that it draws im-

mensely. That principle is to make worship dramatic, and to teach religion

by object lessons. " Ritualism," said Dr. Littledale, " is the object lesson of

Religion, and how popular it is can only be known by those who have seen its

working amongst a poor population in towns. It affords a common ground

where high and low can meet ; for there are certain cravings for the beautiful

common to both, which are certainly not gratified by the ordinary Sunday

routine." This is quite true. . . . Oui- Church partially succeeds with the

decorous, well-to-do classes, but with none else ; the masses know it not. . . .

This being the case (we) deny that those men who are bent on trjdng a new
principle desei-ve to be either insulted or repressed. If we are ever to have a

Religion and a Church for the masses, we must freely invoke this principle.

Certain it is that all other systems fail. . . . Infanticide is next discussed.

Paley, among the social refoiins effected b}^ Christianity, mentions the aboli-

tion of the practice of the exposure of infants. It has been revived, however,

and Infanticide has now become a British institution. We might naturally

expect the Bishops to take the lead in the warfare agamst this abomination

—

this resuscitation of the rites of Moloch. But neither individually nor col-

lectively do thej' touch it with the tips of their fingers. It is too foul a

subject for such holy hands, and so they leave others to deal with it. . . .

Bishops may be heedless, but others, thank God, are intent on grappling

with this evil. The author of this Essay, the Rev. H. Humble, makes some
valuable suggestions. . . . The Rev. Gregory Smith contributes a paper on

Fositivism. It contains a noble passage (page 266) contrasting the new
religion with the old one. Throughout it there is not one bitter or reproach-

ful word. As might be expected, there is an answer to Professor Tyndall's

views on Prayer, in an article entitled Science and Prayer [by Mr. MacColl].

In it, (we) find a pregnant question, " What is man himself but a supernatural

phenomenon ? His first appearance on earth is a stupendous miracle. It was

an innovation on the previous order of nature, greater than a resurrection

from the dead." . . . For the rest (we) may say, that this Volume does infinite
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credit to the rising CatLolIc or Ritualistic school—to its liberality, activity of

mind, and research. The writers are no crabbed formalists, but take wide
views. . . . They only require a fair field and no favour ; for not only in

active labours, but in the world of thought and literature they are well able

to hold theii' own.

GUAEDIAN.

Mr. Orby Shipley is but following the literary fashion of the time when he

collects in one Volume eighteen contributions, from various hands, on the

topics which seem to their respective authors to be the most important, or

among the most important of the day. Some of them are far from well

written : none of them aspire to the credit of presenting a scientific or sys-

tematic treatment of their subjects ; but they nearlj^all bear the signs of being

put forth by writers who had something to say, and honestly desired to say

it. Nearly all are so executed as to suggest reflection, and to contribute

something towards the formation of opinion ; and a few are really valuable

for the information which they supply. Without any claim to authority,

they may be said fairly to represent contemporary opinion, as it exists among
advanced Churchmen, on many interesting questions of the day. Dr. Little-

dale's Missionary Aspect of Ritualism is, perhaps, the best specimen and
illustration of (the) leading design [of the work]. In vigorous, and often

entertaining paragraphs, he examines the tendencies of popular feeling as

exhibited in its preference of the sesthetic and artistic, to what professes to be

simple, but, in fact, is lifeless and dull. He compares the efforts of Trac-

tarianism to satisfy this craving with the fiiilures of other schools in the

Church, and appeals effectively to the acknowledged zeal and industry of the

Ritualistic clergy in pastoral work, as an answer to the charge that a taste for

ecclesiastical millinery is the sole principle of action which they obey. There

is so much truth in Dr. Littledale's estimate of the influence of '• Broad

Church " Christianity on the popular character, that we are tempted to quote

it at length. . . . The value and completeness ofsuch a collection as this must
depend, in the first place, on the degree in which it corresponds to an existing

desire for i"nformation and guidance on the subjects of which it treats. To
very few literary works is it given to ci'eate such a desire, least of all to a

volume of fragmentary papers, no one of which has any pretensions to extra-

ordinary ability or research. Assuming, however, that there are many persons

moving up and down in the woi'ld who are perplexed at the variety and

incongruity of the opinions advanced in their bearing on subjects of the

day, and who ask, " What have Churchmen to say on these matters ? " this

book may do a real service by the answers it contains. On the whole, we are

glad that such an experiment has been tried. Although the work of the

Church is not to be done, nor her battle with the World to be fought by

occasional or periodical Essays, yet these light troops may take their place in

the list of her resources, and do some service in their limited sphere.

STANDARD.

Under not the happiest of titles, Mr. Shipley here offers us a Volume of

thoughtful Essays on some of the leading topics of the day, having called to
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his aid some well-known, able wi-iters, who are responsible only for the state-

ments contained in their own contributions. . . . Two of the eighteen Essays

are anonymous, one being an Autohiograpliy, entitled. Thirty Years in the

JEnglish Church . . . and the other a profound and masterly treatise, entitled

Revelatioii and Science, to which any one might be proud to put his name as

author. . . . All the other sixteen, with two exceptions, are by clergymen and
High Churchmen, and are all written with great fairness, care, and good sense,

there and there rising into brilliancy and logical power. Two of them, on,

Ritualism, its MissionaryAspect and its Seasonable Limits, by Dr. Littledale

and Mr. Perry, may be said to be completely exhaustive of the whole subject, and
to bring before the unlearned reader every possible information he can desire.

. . . One of the cleverest, and most practically useful among all the papers is

an Essay on Infanticide, by the Eev. PI. Plumble, of Perth. Such, in brief,

are some of the main points touched on in dealing with this grave and difficult

topic ; and though we may not agree with all that it suggests, we are bound
to add that the Essay every where shows traces of the careful and earnest

spirit with which the author has studied his entire subject, and the good sense

and right feeling which he brings to bear on it. . . . Hospital and Work-
house Nursing is the title of a short but capital paper on one of the most
popular and important of modern grievances. . . . Oui' Workhouses, in their

present condition, are the objects of earnest public anxiety, and for them, first,

it is to be hoped, something may be done. There can be no question that the

remedy to which Dr. Meadows points—the employment of a body of associated

nursing sisters—is, beyond all doubt, the best and completest for the present

shamefully cruel rule of guardians, beadles, and pauper nm-ses. . , . The Essay
on Vows, by Mr. Carter, of Clewer ... is marked throughout by a depth and
earnestness of feeling, and fuhiess of research, such as are rarely found united,

but for which the author's name is a sufficient guai'antee. . . . Our readers

will find, besides the topics we have touched on, many others that will please

and instruct them, such as Cathedral Reform, University Extension, The
Conscience Clause, and the study of Foreign Gothic Architecture, by
Mr. G. E. Street—a paper of which all readers will regret the brevity. To all

theological students, the Editor's own Essay, on The Liturgies o/'1549 and
1662 will be most iiseful. It puts into a small space all that need be known
on a matter which is just now attracting the attention of all Chm-chmen.

CHURCH TIMES.

The homoeopathic principle, " like cures like," if a heresy in medicine, has
always been regarded as sound doctrine in the economy of Grace. It is, there-

fore, the most natural and proper thing in the world that we should have a

Volume of Catholic Essays and Reineu^'s, and we must congratulate Mr.
Shipley on the handsome and impoi-tant work which it has been his privileo-e

to usher into this critical world. . . . Mr. Medd sums up in calm and moderate
language, the views which are familiar to our readers [upon the grand centi-al

rite of the Eucharistic Sacrifice^ language which no candid person can
weigh without confessing tliat those views, right or wi-ong, are at least reason-

able, void of all superstitious taint, and supported by a fair show of scriptural

authority. . . . The subject of Mr. Vaux's paper, namely Clerical Celibacy,

is one that would require almost superhuman discretion to treat witliout

giving offence ; and when we state that, though taking the unpopular side,
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he has contrived to extort a compliment even from the Pall Mall Gazette,

our rentiers will conclude that the judiciousness which he lias shown must he

of a very high order indeed. The great success which Mr. Vaux has achieved,

emholdens us to devote an article to the same subject—to a great extent,

however, summarizing his arguments. . . . Mr. Blenkinsopp discusses this

prohlem [JRe-unioii of the Churclt] at some length, and brings together

grounds, with which we hope our o^vn readers are familiar, for concluding that

it is far from being insoluble. ... In fact, as matters stand, what needs to

be done is not much—it is only that individual Anglicans and Romans may
be allowed without question to hold (even as " pious opinions ") the one that the

Pope is a true Christian patriarch, and the other that there are valid Sacraments

in the English Church ; and as a corollary, that either may be allowed at their

pleasure to approach the altars of the other, without, of course, prejudice to

the claims which the respective parties might conceive that they possessed.

Something of this kind is the proposal which Mr. Blenkinsopp suggests ; and

we cannot say that it strikes us as any thing monstrous, or beyond the possi-

bility of attainment.

RECORD.

This Volume proceeds from the most advanced of the extreme Ritualists. . . .

It may be regarded as a sort of manifesto from the party of what they believe,

and what they would make the faith and practice of the Church of England

to be. . . . The Essays are written with great earnestness and much ability,

in a popular and readable style, and the doctrines of their school are asserted

with a boldness at which most High Churchmen would have stood aghast

twenty years ago. It woidd occupy far more space than we care to bestow upon

this Volume were we to combat the various arguments advanced by the

writers in defence of what we conceive to be theii' most untenable position as

ministers of a Protestant Chui'ch. But there is one contribution from the

pen of a lady, whose name is not given, which we have read with special

interest. ... It is an Autohiography, entitled The Last Thirty Years
in the Church of England. In most of the other Essaj^s, the teachers set

before us their principles ; in this, they permit one of their most apt scholars to

illustrate the effect of their teaching, and certainly we never read a better

warning against the dangers of Tractarianism than this remarkable narrative.

There is some excuse for [the author of the Aidohiography~\ but none for

those whom she so blindly follows. They cannot accept the Articles which

they have signed except in a non-natural sense ; they cannot use oiu* liturgy

without feeling its noble Communion Office to be gall and wonnwood to their

souls. . . . Unsettled themselves, they only live to unsettle others, and whilst

dreaming about a imion with Roman and Greek Christendom, which, should

it take place, would be a dire calamity, thej' delude with their Sacramentalism

souls which the Gospel alone can heal, and drive from the true fold the floclc

for which Christ died. . . . We hope that the perusal of the work will help

the Bishops to understand clearly the fuU nature and puii^ose of the present

movement. There remains no longer a shadow of a doubt that the extreme

party are deliberately, and with much bluster, opposing both the Bible and

the Prayer Book, with the intention of fomiing a Romish Church, either

within the pale of the English Church, or, if the law forbids this, without it.

The Volume is replete with insolence and presumption, and bears a thorough

Romish face. . . . And Anglo-Catholicism is to be the remedy for Infidelity,
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sickness, poverty, and infanticide. ... It is now for the Bishops to decide

whether they will sit silent and let this noisy and aggressive party continue to

mislead our young men and young women with impunity. The laity are

looking with earnestness and impatience towards the heads of the Church,

and are prepared to back them up with their influence and their purses, if

they will, without further delay, take the young bull by the horns, and deliver

the Church from further annoyance.

SATURDAY REVIEW.

The reviewer of such a book [as the Church and the WorlcT] is,

for obvious reasons, liable to peculiar difficulties. He must place himself,

in imagination, at a complete external point of view, if he would do justice

to the mere literary merits of the writers ; for he should applaud or con-

demn the blows struck according to the skill and vigour of the combatant,

and not according to his sympathies with the cause attacked or defended.

. . . We think that there can be little doubt in the mind of any impartial

reader as to the merits of the Church and the World. Some of the

eighteen papers which it contains show a great deal of research; and all

of them, with scarcely an exception, show a generous and gentleman-like

spirit, which is refreshing in theological essays. Some, too, directed to

practical matters, are not wanting in humour and common sense ; but it is

undeniable that, considered as pieces of controversial reasoning, they exhibit

quite an abnormal feebleness, and that to all who do not already sympathize

with the Ritualist party, most of the Essays will be also remarkably dull. . . .

The best articles, although we cannot honestly say that even they are, in a

literary point of view, able articles, are those which deal with more practical

questions. . . . Mr. Baring-Gould, in an article upon the Revival of Reli-

gious Confraternities, speaks with some force of certain parochial difficulties.

There are some views in these Essays which will startle the British public,

and some which will startle most practical men : . . . and one of the Essays

would, we should have thought, have startled the party from which it ema-
nates. Mr. Baring-Gould's Essay contains an animated panegyric of Metho-

dism ; he says that the self-denying lives of its preachers, the simplicity of

the services, and the vigour of the preaching, give a great advantage to

Dissenting Ministers over Clergymen of the Establishment. It is true that

he proposes to redress the balance by reviving Religious Confraternities ; but

for the present it would appear that the Methodists might quote his praise

with more effect than Churchmen.

CHURCH REVIEW.

We have hei'e the cream of ever so many quarters of Quarterlies blended into

one volume, with a systematic and avowed purpose. It has a responsible Editor

;

and though the contributors were of course free and independent, all the more
welcome and admirable is their unpremeditated sympathy. The Volume
abounds with the free handling of genuine and innocent candour. . . . Ofcourse
we cannot augur for (this work)—we wish we could—as rapid and profitable

a sale as that obtained by the volume of Essays and Reviews. One reason of

this is to be found in the fact that the Church and the World appeals neither

to the prejudices, nor flatters the conscious Atheism of the age. Yet the sale
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of Mr. Shipley's Volume must be good, for ... we see it stated, on tlie autho-
rity of the Guardian, that he has in contemplation, if he has not bv this

time in the press, a Second Series. . . . One painful dutj' of the critic we
are delivered from. The fact is, the Essays differ from one another more as

to the subject and manner of handling, than in the ability brought to bear

upon them. In a word, the Essays have all the appearance of being picked,

and of being, for the most part, carefully' written throughout. . . . Mr. Baring-

Gould [in the Essay on Religious Confraternities^ says that the only means
of counteracting the spread of infidelity in the uneducated classes, and the

same means he holds to be the only true method of winning back the " cream"
of Dissent, is by the formation of a large body of Religious. . . . There is a

large class of devout persons in the Church who are hungering for spiritual

emplo3-ment. And circumstances are arising which may probably precipitate

the formation of Religious Confraternities. If Parliament ventures to meddle
with the doctrine, if Bishops venture to meddle with the ritual of the Church,

an escape will be found for faithful Catholics to such institutions, from which
they may, safe from Episcopal visitation, unite together for the spiritual

advantage of the Church. Thus these Fraternities would have the blessed

effect of keeping a split from breaking out into a secession.

ATHEN.EUM.

It is six years ago since the thundering charge of the Essayists and Re-
viewers awoke orthodoxy from its disturbed slumbers"; and we have now a

mild invitation on the part of the—what shall we call them ?—Puseyites,

Tractarians, Anglo-Catholics, Ritualists, or—just to make up the half-dozen

—Irrationalists. . . . These names [of the writers] are, no doubt, of influence

within the section, though most of them are not quite so well known as were

the heterodox seven when they first appeared. Their arguments are so evi-

dently intended for their own section, that they will, perhaps, look upon a

review in an exoteric jom-nal much as the Chinese would look on a bar-

bai*ian irruption. . . . Heaven forbid we should suggest that the squadron

before us consists of holy pokers ; but we can imagine them saj'ing among
themselves—If Puseyite nudge Puseyite, what is that to a literary journal P

The whole is a quiet dose of semi-Romanism ; a pot of mild half-and-half.

We have heard of a person who was accused of pouring water into the milk

;

he met the charge by proving that he poured the milk into the water. The old

Tractarians wanted to empty us into Rome : their successors want to empty
Rome into us. We recommend this book to all our readers who would be

satisfied of the real tendency of the Ritualistic School : the dilution of the

old spirit only renders the flavour more perceptible. . . . The simple name of

Ritualists will distinguish them well enough. They are but a sect of the

Tractarians : or at least they have laid by Church thunder, and profess to rest

upon reason. We now leave them to our readers with recommendation. We
have seen nothing better calculated to give a just idea of their system ; and

they will catch a few, and give the rest rational amusement.

JOHN BULL.

The literary world, as well as the Church, is largely indebted to Mr. Orby
Shipley for his persevering efforts to substitute a more solid and exhaustive

A'OL. I. Mm
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method of dealing with great questions than accords with the prevailing and

popular taste for the smart and superficial treatment of the same subjects in

our magazines, and other ephemeral productions. ... In the present goodly

Volume of JEssaj/s on Questions of the Day, there is a well conceived and

very successful attempt to bring together into an almost encyclopsediac form all

that the acknowledged erperts on imminent Church subjects have to say in their

several departments. The result is, of course, a Volume of considerable bulk

and necessary costliness . . . [but] considering the vast amount of infoi-ma-

tion, special knowledge, learning, thought, and pei'sonal experience which

has been brought to bear on the sevei'al subjects by the authors of these

Essays, the result is incalculably better worth the few shillings demanded
for its purchase than all the monthlies and quarterlies on which our loose

cash is often so lavishly expended. The gravity of the subjects has of coui-se

necessitated a due seriousness in their treatment. But that by no means
implies a dryness and dulness in the style of writing. On the contraiy, we
regard it as one of the merits and elements of success belonging to the present

compilation, that, devoid of that offensive flippancy and pretentious flimsiness

so characteristic of ordinary magazine essays, there is a freshness and vigour

in every one of these, which is evidently due to the earnestness of the several

writers. . . . The most important section of the Essays will be probably con-

sidered by the majority of readers to be those which treat of the most pressing

Question of the Day

—

Ritualism under various aspects. Mr. Perry brings all

his legal mind and knowledge to bear on the several points of the law in

Reasonahle Limits of Laxvful Ritualism. . . . Dr. Littledale deals with the

practical and Missionary As2:)ect of the same subject. And the Editor himself

has contributed a very useful and interesting analytical comparison between

the Liturgies o/'1549 and 1662—the latter Office as it exists in our pi'esent

Prayer Book. . . . One Essay, and one only, perhaps in due relative propor-

tion to the other more important and more urgent practical questions, has

been admitted on Ecclesiastical Art : and this is an admirable one on Foreign

Gothic Architecture, by a no less generally recognized expert than Mr. G.

E. Street. The battle, however, for the principle has been long since won,

though, it may be, we still need instruction on the subject.

LITEEARY CHUECHMAN.

Such a Volume as this, treating of such and so many subjects, at such con-

siderable length, and with so conspicuous an amount of knowledge and ability,

must certain!}^ be set down among the " Signs of the Times." Publishers do

not usually issue bulkj'^ octavos without at least some reasonable ground for

expecting a remunerative sale. Messrs. Longman are supposed to be not the

least skilful in their appraisement of the chances of success which belong to

any given publication ; and therefore we are bound to presume that there is

by this time a "reading public" large enough and studious enough, and
sufficiently interested in the class of subjects treated of, to ensure a sufficient

circulation for the Church and the World. We need hardly say that we
most unfeignedly rejoice over its being so. Here are Essays wi'itten for

general readers on subjects which but a few years ago could only have been
discussed among the few even of the more thoughtful and of the keener
minds amongst us. And though these Essays are evidently intended for the

general reader, still there is no case in which there is the least approach to
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any thing like a mere popular handling of the subjects treated of. Every-

thing is grave, tlioughtful, and thorough ; and whether in all points we agree

with them or not, there can be no doubt that such Essays as these must con-

tribute to a soberer and more intelligent way of discussing the subjects in

question, and to a fuller appreciation of the wide range of principles, and

interests, and consequences with which they are interlaced and connected.

. . . Mr. T. W. Perry wi-ites upon the two questions, How much Ritual is

lawful, and How much is reasonable and expedient—in other words on the

Jteasonahle Limits of Lawful Ritual—showing once more that what was

lawful and usable under the Praj'^er Book of 1549, is usable and lawful now in

the absence of express statute to the contrary, specifying what ornaments and

visages this rule covers, and then discussing the limits mthin which Ritual is

reasonable and expedient. . . . We would mention Mr. Carter's article upon
Yoivs as being, in oui* judgment, a most important contribution to a proper

understanding of the subject. It is a subject which is occupying many
people's minds just now, and such a calm, uncontroversial, and exhaustive

paper as this is peculiarly valuable and well-timed. Art is represented by

Mr. Street's Essay on Foreign Gothic, and its Lnfluence in England—a short

but charming paper which will be interesting and intelligible to all ; the Re-

union of Christendom is veiy thoroughly handled by Mr. Blenkinsopp ; and

Canon Humble gives us a very serious paper, which ought to be widely read

and deeply pondered, on that fearfully prevalent sin of Lnfanticide, which

nobody speaks of, but which every body knows to be deluging our towns with

infant blood. Mr. Humble is really doing good service by his manly and

outspoken paper. . . . Last of all we mention, what, perhaps, is the most remark-

able of all the Essays in the Volume—an autobiographical retrospect of the

last thirty years in the Church of England—i. e., of the period which elapsed

since the setting in of the great Chm-ch Revival of 1833. We mention it last,

but in fact we tm*ned to it fii'st in our o-ttii perusal of the Volume, and we
doubt not that many others will do the same. Space will not permit us to

dwell long upon it, but we may say that it is the work of a female mind and

heart, and that it was written by one who was but emerging from childhood

when the Tracts for the Times began. The vividness and warmth of the

style, the intense livingness of the way in which the writer's experience is

made to live itself over again before yoiu* eyes as you read her glowing pai-a-

graphs ; and, more than all, the consciousness that what we have here is but

one example brought to light out of thousands who have been going through

the same, unknown to all but God, together with the intense devoutness and

reality of its tone—all these combine to make it one of the most remarkable and

most fascinating papers we have met with for a long time. . . . Then we would

especially mention the thoughtful papers by Mr. Medd, Mr. Gregory Smith,

and Mr. MacColl, as being particularly worthy of repeated perusal ; and we
would also group together Mr. MacCoU's paper on Science and Prayer,

and the anonymous one on Revelation and Science, as showing a boldness

and a thoroughness altogether beyond the average. . . . Not less important,

too, in a practical sense, with reference to our actual Church work, is Pro-

fessor Rogers' plea for the better education of the clergy of the futui'e ; and
with one very suggestive quotation from his paper on University JExtensiov,

we will close this longr article.

31 m 2
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READER.

The Church and the World is a Volume professing to contain Essays

on Questions of tlie Day, and as all the questions are answered accord-

ing to the views of one great party, the work must be regarded as

an exposition of the A-iews of that party. . . . There is in every one

of the Essays a good deal of interesting, if not of very novel reflection.

Much that has been reduced to writing has been on " discussion's lip " for

some yeai's. . . . The object of [the Essay on the Missionary Aspect of

Ritualism~\ seems to be, to show forth to the world, apart from all " disloyal

intentions," the conviction of the Essayists, that the complete success in

replying to the Questions of the Day will be found in the propositions laid

down in the several Essays contained in the Church and the World. The

central point on which all Ritualism turns, is by no means so much the

"millinery view," as it is called, but to lay firm hold of a motive power which

may not only attract the masses but retain them. The secret of the Wesleyans

in enlisting members is not to be sought, after all, in the worldly means

employed. The real lever is the doctrine of the personal presence of the great

Head of the Church. . . . The Eucharist, then, is the centre of attraction to

the Catholic party ; the Real Presence there is to be the magnet which shall

draw men's hearts and souls. It appears to us that this view of the question

does in great measure relieve the party of the sneers and witticisms made
against them as lovers of millinery . . . and here the subject becomes too deep

for us to venture to touch upon it further. We would recommend a careful

study of what appears to us to be written in a very fair spirit. We have only

been able to put together a slight sketch of the view contained in the Chtirch

and the World. There are many other Essays to which it Avill be sufficient

to draw the attention of the reader. The book is one sure to attract notice,

and wiU afford much interest to those who desii-e to become acquainted with

the views of different parties on Questions of the Day.

CHURCHMAJ^^.

The title of this collection of pamphlets is cleverly chosen. Just as a skilful

orator keeps the attention of his audience alive by a perpetual motion of his

hand or his head—no matter how ungraceful if there is but motion—so, as

the reader strives through these pages, he is perpetually asking himself

—

Which is the Chiu-ch and which is the World ? Does this Essay represent

one, and this the other ?—or are both systematically contrasted throughout ?

oris it a mere catch title without any very definite object? We will not

pretend to answer a question upon which it is for the advantage of the reader

that he should exercise his own acumen. We will only say we are no nearer a

solution at the end of the book than we were at the beginning, and if any thing,

we incline to the last view. . . . We have said that there is no definite con-

nexion between the papers ; but there is one good and solid, if indefinite link

—a devout and reverent spirit, which shows itself in a hearty love of the

Church, a fearless exposure of error, a zeal for reform, an assertion of great

principles. . . . These characteristics are to be found of course in very different

degrees, but they may be traced in all the papers, even in cases where we are

obliged to differ toto ccelo from the writers. . . Three of the Essays deal with
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the modern developments of Infidelity. . . . The paper on the first of these,
[Positivism'] by the Rev. I. Gregory Smith, is perhaps the most solid contri-
bution in the Volume, and indeed is the best philosophic reply to that parti-
cular eiTor, much more prevalent in different forms than is sometimes supposed,
which we have seen from any one who combines a general belief in Chris-
tianity with a hearty Churchmanship. , . . More distinctly practical subjects
are treated by Dr. Meadows, whose able paper on Nursing ought to extend
the practice of employing Sisterhoods in Hospitals and Workhouses ; by Mr.
Mackenzie Walcott, who writes on the subject of which he is a greater master
than any in England

—

Cathedral Reform .• . . . and (one of) three very able
papers ... by Mr. Blenkinsopp on Be-union of the Church. ... In Mr.
Blenkinsopp's paper there is very much to approve. It is a valuable contri-

bution to the subject ; but, like some of the other writers in this Volume, he is

open to the charge of placing an exaggerated reliance on the revival of
" Catholic Ritual." ... It will be worth any one's while to read Mr. Baring-
Gould's paper on Religious Confraternities, if only to see towards what the
minds of many earnest men are tending. . . . Canon Trevor's article on The
Conscience Clause is admirable from beginning to end. The argument has
often been adduced before, but never with so much cogency and happy effect.

Mr. Carter gives us one of his thoughtful, pious, and learned papers on Votes,

and their relation to Religious Communities. . . . We have reserved to

the last the most interesting paper of all. . . . The Autohiography is the

exceedingly clever account of the inner life of a devout woman during the

period of our great Church revival. Its clearness and brilliancy of style, its

frank avowals, its perfect honesty, the subtlety of the arguments by which the

writer's mind has been led, the perilous walking on the edge of a razor which
the reader is invited to witness, the fearless following of conscience—all remind
one of a female Newman. . . . Nor are love, marriage, and children excluded

from the picture, though only introduced in subordination to the great

features of the mental picture which the photographic light of the gi-eat thirty

years' war has traced. Few papers, it will be seen, could be more attractive.

CLERICAL JOURNAL.

While this Volume is very diverse in its portions, embracing such contrasted

subjects as Infanticide and Cathedral Reform, we think its great aim is to aid

the Ritual party in the Church. . . . We may say here that we look on the

Volume as highly creditable to the Editor and the cont)-ibutors, that its lite-

rary claims are considerable, and its topics most important ; and that it is our

intention at an early day to present its merits fully before our readers. Our

design at present is a special one, suggested by the Essay on the Missionary

Asjject of Ritualism. According to this (Essay) nothing can draw the

common people to Church but appeals to the eye and ear, such as Rome pre-

sents, and extreme Ritualism desires to mimic. This statement is made with all

assurance, as if the writer lived out of the world, except those portions of it

ruled over by Rome and his own imitative party. How a man, acquainted

with England at large during the last hundred j^ears, could make such an

assertion, we are at a loss to know, unless it were done under the influence of

bio-otrj^ or ignorance. Bigotry, we know, leads those who labour for the

Union of Christendom—a subject on which this Volume supplies an Essay

—
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to ignore tlie existence of Dissent, and so perhaps Dr. Littledale does not think

it worth while to consider how Dissenting movements clash with his hypothesis.

... As we predicted, the Essa3's on the Church and the World are exciting

notice, partly by their avowed repugnance to the teaching of the Church

unless supplemented by Koman doctrine, but chiefly on account of the volume

having been unhappily patronized by the bishops in Convocation. We hope

that hasty and unwise step will be counteracted before long, for it will be far

better for the confession to be made that the book was praised before it was

read, than for the opinion to gain strength that its teaching is approved of.

How the book is regarded in a literary point of view, may be seen from the

notice we have quoted from the AthencBum. Prom veiy many similar criti-

cisms we select the following from a contemporary :
—

" In all great crises

there are always men who, either from want of sagacity or sheer defect of

moral courage, cannot or will not see the danger beforehand. This is evi-

dently the case with no small number of our Bishops, if we may judge by the

miserable exhibition in the Upper House relative to the recent work of the

Kev. Orby Shipley. . . . We have pointed out the extreme character

of this book, and its open defiance of all legitimate authority. Yet a copy

of it was presented to Convocation, and accepted by the members of the

Upper House, with such terms of complimentary courtesy as if the book

had been as wise as it is foolish, as dutiful as it is defiant, as temperate

as it is extravagant and extreme. We are told that their lordships had not

read the book. But there are times when carelessness is criminal. At such

a time no man, whatever be his dignity or station, has a right to praise a

book which he has not yet read. Indeed the higher his dignity and station

the more melancholy it is that their weight should be so lightly and rashly

used. But so it has been throughout. Ritualism and ritualists have been

petted and caressed and complimented, treated with such weak and amiable

indulgence, regarded as such models of correct Churchmanship, that the

movement has acquired a character likely to shake the Church of England to

her foundations."

UNION REVIEW.

Few intelligent men would dispute the abstract correctness of a statement

made the other day by no less an aiithority than the Times newspaper, that

" strictly and philosophically, the peculiar views of the Church of Rome are

a merely infinitesimal addition to the stupendous doctrines which the Church

of England holds in common with it," though they might perhaps choose

a difierent form of words for expressing the same fact. But practically, it has

been the custom equally among Anglicans and Roman Catholics to forget it.

Of the many hopeful indications of the gi'owth of a different spirit in our own
day, the Volume before us is not one of the least remarkable. And though

we shall illustrate our meaning chiefly by reference to one j^articular Essay in

it—the Antohiography—there is abundant evidence to the same efl"ect in

others also. Indeed, nothing would probably strike a casual reader so pro-

minently on the very surface of the book as its outspokenness. A not un-

friendl}' critic has complained that it is wanting in graces of style. Perhaps

so ; though there is very much effective writing in it, as for instance in Dr.

Littledale's Essay, where the Broad Church party is rather photographed than

described. . . . But if we miss the polish of Addison, or the prettincss of

the Idler, we also miss their unreality. These Essayists are not writing
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vacui sub umbra for ii literary exercise, or an oratorical display, but with a
serious purpose and under the pressure of strong convictions. They do not

say something because they have to write, but they write because they have
something to say. And on the whole they say it forcibly, and always clearly.

There is nothing of the " reserve " some excellent men cai-ricd to such extra-

vagant lengths in the earlier Tractarian movement, no blinking ugly facts, nor

slurring over unpopular doctrines. . . . This is a time for bold writing

and plain speaking—which here, no one can doubt, we get. The day f(jr

wrapping up good thoughts and wise proposals in hazy language and misty

sentences is gone by. . . . The ill-concealed bitterness of the Athenceum, as

well as the ponderous warnings of the Record, the shallow comments of the

Pall 3Iall Gazette, and the slip-shod platitudes of the Clerical Journal, are

sufficient indications of the importance of this very able collection of Essays.

Attacks upon it indicate its power of receiving them, and should be regarded

as so many acceptable compliments by its energetic Editor. As gratuitous

advertisements they are valuable, as literary criticisms they arc worthless. To
enable a writer to criticize a book with judgment and justice, some knowledge

of its contents should be sought for. How far this has been done in the cases

in point, a study of the various carping remarks in question would soon make
evident. Sceptics and Protestants, however, reasonably find it difficult to

understand the Catholic question.

CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY MAGAZINE.

The notorious Essays and Reviews has set the literaiy fashion, of veiy

doubtful advantage, of collections of little books on great subjects, concentrated

in a lai'ge volume. . . . The papers [in the Church and the IVorld^ extend

over a great variety of subjects, though of somewhat unequal value, some of

them being very fair and complete descriptions of the subject, while others can

hardly be regarded in that light. . . . The work may be considered as a kind of

manifesto on the part of the Ritualistic and most advanced section of the

Chui'ch. . . . The introductory paper is by Professor Rogers, one admirably

fitted to speak with authority on the subject of University/ Extension, with

especial reference to the real and increasing dearth of clergymen from the

Universities, [it] is eminently desei-ving of attention on account of its extreme

practical value. Mr. Walcott, writing on the subject of Cathedrals [and

their Reform] which he has made his speciality, and on which, perhaps, he is

the greatest living authority, is also eminently deserving of attention. . . .

These Essayists are very severe on the Broad Church, and also on the so-called

Evangelical system, and while admitting that a measui-e of substantial truth is

to be found in these strictures, we still think they are lacking in charity,

that they show a want of appreciation of the truth and earnestness which may
underlie error, and thus they are defective in real insight and true catholicity.

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE AND REVIEW.

The people who make the most disturbance in the world are by no means

of the greatest importance ; and we must not suppose that because the Ultra-

Ritualists are talking in very loud voices, they form a considerable party in the

Church. They are a small but energetic and aggressive party, drawing fresh

accessions to their ranks from very young men and women ; and their principles
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are almost as much dreaded and disliked by the High Church as by the Low.

They are by no means completely united ; and even in the book before us,

which is intended to be a manifesto of theii- principles and purjjoses, differences

of opinion on very impoi-tant subjects may be traced. . . . After all, the whole

thing is only a natural production of the Tracts for the Times, and it will

have its day, and will in some measure wear itself out. Rome Avill appropriate

a portion of the body ; the law will frighten another portion into moderation
;

and common sense will persuade others to adopt a form of religion more in

accordance with the Bible. Indeed, when we turn from Ultra-Ritualism to the

religion of the Bible, we seem to enter an utterly different atmosphere ; we
breathe freely, and our spirit begins to work healthily, and the only wonder is,

how any Ultra-Ritualist can endure to read the Bible at all.

ERASER'S MAGAZINE.

Among the books of the past season there appeared a Volume of some pre-

tensions entitled the Church and the World. Many subjects claimed to be

discussed there which have most occupied our modern thought ... all of

which excited hope, and tempted perusal. As we tasted paper after paper,

however, we found our curiosity abated—we encountered familiar land-

mai-ks which led us to believe, far too hastily, that we were on well-known

roads, and that the contents of the book could be foreseen without the

trouble of detailed study. We laid it aside and had forgotten its existence,

when ovir attention was revived by an intimation in the Times that the Essays

had been presented in Convocation to the Archbishop of Canterbury ; and that

Dr. Longley—unless he was misrepresented by the reporter—had accepted

them as an important contribution to English Ecclesiastical literature . . .

It became worth while to examine more closely what had called out so marked

an expression of Ecclesiastical approval. . . , We returned, accordingly,

to the Volume in question. . . . We opened by accident on a disquisition

on the Re-union of the Church, and began to read carefully. We found

ourselves at once informed very summarily that we were not Protestants, and

had no connexion with Protestants. Re-union did not mean reconciliation

with our own Dissenters, Avith the Kirk, or with the Lutheran Churches. All

these bodies were outcasts from the mystical communion ; they were without

the Apostolical succession, without a priesthood, without the Sacraments : our

spiritual affinity was not with them, but with the Romanists, from whom we
had parted at the Reformation, and with the Greeks, from whom we were

divided only by a speculative difference. The worship of images, the worship

of the Virgin, the belief in transubstantiation, and the adoration of a piece of

bread appeared to some of them as things of no moment ; and others as pre-

cious possessions, in which, by di-awing nearer to Rome and Russia, we might

secure a larger share. . . . We may be thought to treat these matters

more gi-avely than they deserve. The intelligence of the nineteenth century

is not about to give way before a handful of effeminate fanatics, whether

the Bishops approve of them or not. Ritualists admit themselves that

"adult males" may refuse to be influenced by their teaching, and they consider

theii- especial field to be among women and children. We believe that even

among the stronger sex they may look for more success than they anticipate.

... It is true, however, that grown men, even the most foolish of them,

do not generally show much favour to the pretensions of the clergy. The
" adult lay males," and especially the educated part of them, are more and more
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withdrawing from an active share in the rolis^ious services. In this country

the motliers, for the most part, manage the religious education of tlieir chil-

dren ; the wives conduct the family devotions, or arrange for their husbands

what those devotions shall be. The so-called Catholic revival means merely

that intelligent men have withdrawn from active participation in the whole

matter, and enthusiasts, dreamers, knaves, and fools have now the field to

themselves. . . . The infection is spreading in the dark, and no public

steps will yet be taken to check it. It will be well if we are are brought to

move before the poor Establishment is sick to death between this and its other

diseases. There are some among lis who would have no objection to see it

die, who watch with secret pleasure the process of self-poisoning. . . . We
cannot enter in a short article upon great questions of Ecclesiastical reform.

We will mention, however, one little thing which might be done, of which the

effect for good would be very considerable. We should not propose to meddle,

at least at present, with liturgy or articles, with subscription or courts of

appeal. ... In the consecration [of Bishops] as at present performed, there

is supposed to reside a mystery, and it is pretended that the powers bestowed

by our Lord when He breathed on the Apostles, is thus transmitted to their

descendants. . . . We should therefore propose that for the futui'e ... in

the consecration [of Bishops] the imposition of hands should be omitted,

the rest of the service being left as it stands. . . . The measure which we
recommend would pass like a knife through the stem of the parasite which is

choking us. A way would be opened for the Church of England to become
again the Church of the nation ; and the Presbyterians and the Dissenters, no
longer afii'onted with unrealities, would be willing, at no distant time, to accept

a share in the advantages of the Establishment, which, in many respects they

envy and admire.

JOURNAL OF SACRED LITERATURE.

Of the book in general, we may say that it is very creditable to the learning

and talent, the piety and energy, of the section of the Church which it repre-

sents. And we may also say, that although not an official and authorized

exposition of High Church doctrines, it is perhaps no error to regard it as a

sort of manifesto, and it is certainly connect to say of it that it is full of in-

formation on topics with which few can now afford to be unacquainted.

LONDON REVIEW.

There is no book which a reviewer takes up with more hopeful interest, or

lays down with greater chagrin if it shovild prove a failure, than a volume of

Essays. The standard of Essay writing is necessarily a high one, being

associated with the names of some of our most gifted men of letters, while no

other form of literary composition contributes so much to stimulate and

develope the intellect, and impart that knowledge which is the very aliment

of thought. . . . Judged from a literary point of view, these Essays certainly

attain a high standard of merit ; they bear upon them the stamp of intellect,

and are the ofispring of thoughtful and inquiring minds. Many of them
strike at once at the root of the difficulty with which they grapple, and pro-

pound what seems to be the only common-sense solution of it. We might

instance the first in the series on TlniversUy Extension. . . . The remaining

Essays we may dismiss in a few words. They are special pleadings in favour
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of Ritualism in the Church, and one of their main objects is to show that

the best means of attaching the bulk of the people to the Church of England
are the impressions produced upon the senses by the pomp and cii-cumstances

of an elaborate ceremonial. Experience shows that there may be an element

of truth in this ; but when we are brought face to face with adoration of the

Eucharist, auricular Confession, and the like ... it is time to remind these

gentlemen that they are playing with fire, and the misfortune is, that in the

event of a conflagration, they will not only burn themselves, but the whole

house about them. The destinies of the Church of England are not safe in

such hands.

BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

The chaotic state which for the last quarter of a century has characterized

the Church of England, is somewhat subsiding. There has been a great

upheaval of its veiy artificial crust ; explosive elements had gathered, various

convictions and feelings had simultaneously grown to strength, and the first

effect of their irruption was a wild confusion, in which very heterogeneous

elements were mingled, impossible to classify, almost to recognize. After a

while, it became possible roughly to indicate " Church parties." . . . Besides

becoming more clearly defined, great changes have passed over these parties

during the last twenty-five years. The Low Church, or Evangelical party, has

rapidly lost the high position which it had, and which, with its strong hold on

tlie sympathies of religious people, it might easily have retained. It has, with

some honourable exceptions, abjured learning, denounced intellect, and enshrined

itseK within a narrow dogmatism of ignorant idea, that, sublimely regardless

of fact, does little but anathematize those who presume to differ from it.

The Broad Church party has become cold and unspiritual ; it starves religious

life by its cold intellectuality, and has been largely discredited by the open

infidelity of some, and by the portentous latitudinarianism of others of its

leaders. The High Church party has, on the whole, made the most progress
;

it has consolidated its power, formulated its position and aims, and by the

undoubted piety and devotedness of many of its supporters, conciliated the

religious sympathies of some who differ the most widely from its theories.

For ourselves, we have scarcely an ecclesiastical notion in common with it

;

from the Broad Church party we have theological differences, some of which

are almost fundamental. Our sympathies are with the theology which the

Evangelical party has represented, but which we fear, by a process of narrow-

ing dogmatism, it is beginning to misrepresent. Over this, in the interests

of Evangelical truth, we very greatly grieve ; but we are constrained to say

that, in spite of its priestly assumption, its ritual frippery, and its ecclesiastical

exclusiveness, our religious feeling is strongly appealed to by the spirituality

and moral goodness, and by the ministerial devotedness of the Anglican party.

. . . We are reluctant to indulge in characterizations which space prevents

us from justifying by quotation and argument. We may, however, say that,

as a whole, the spirit of the Volume is unexceptionable ; conceding the stand-

point of the writers, there is but little intolerance, and no abuse. Some of

the papers are very beautiful in style, very admirable in feeling, and very able

in execution ; there is, however, a great deal of bad argument and untenable

assumption ; and we must express our amazement at the puerilities for which

grown-up and able men here contend.
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WESTMINSTER EEVIEW.

Every tiling tends to show that the challenge to make good the claims of

Christianity as a supernatural or miraculous Kevelation from God to man is

taken up, as it can only be effectually taken up, by those Churchmen who
believe in the continuance of a supernatural or miraculous power in some
portions of the Universal Church at the present day. The liberal theologians

and the men of science form one camp, Roman Catholics and High Churchmen
of various grades form another—the Evangelical School have no heart, no

respect, no influence ; they never had any learning, they affected to despise

intellectual attainment, and they find they are not in possession of the

weapons which are necessary in the present conflict. They are conscious

they have no future ; and in the next generation their name will be clean

gone. On the other hand, the party attached to the so-called Catholic Revival,

is a rapidly growing one, by the absorption into itself of otlier sections of

Christians, with whom the idea of a Revelation necessarily implies the mira-

culous. In the interest of this priestly party we have a Volume entitled the

Church and the World, that is to saj^ in Apostolic language—We are of

God, and the whole world lieth in wickedness. . . . The key-note which

runs thi-ough the whole of these compositions is, that the Church is not only

supernatural in its origin, but supernatural in its working and constitution, and

especially in its ministry and sacraments. The world, on the other hand, is

natural. The world has a dominion over things material ; tlie Church ad-

ministers divine gifts supernatural. To the world may be given Science, to

the Church belongs Revelation ; to the world is permitted the development of

various forces, and the application of Arts, to the Church the efficacy of

Prayer and Intercession, and the communication of spiritual life through the

Eucharist. Wherever the true ministry is, there is the Eucharist, there is

life, there is the Church. ... It would be impossible to analyze in our

space here, or to indicate even in the most summary way, the contents

of the eighteen Essays, which in a literaiy point of view may be characterized

generally as carefully done. The Volume is far more readable than the pon-

derous Aids to Faith, and is more valuable as the manifesto of a party which
appears prepared to advance itself as the power destined to re-unite Christ-

endom, or, as they prefer to say, " the Church ;" to thoroughly ecclesiasticize

England, and to put down Infidelity. ... It is this [Euchaiistic] doctrine

which is the central one in the scheme of these new Catholics, and which gives

life to all their Ritualism. These are not men of mere ribbons and millinery.

The Ritual with them is valuable in two ways : it is significant of doctrine

to the initiated, an expression of their devotion and faith ; and it is suggestive

of doctrine to the uninformed—Ritualism, according to the title of our Essa3\s,

has a Missionary Aspect. ... It is a round system, and complete in many
respects, and one from which a great gi'owth of priestci-aft and fetishism niiglit

grow up "while men sleep;" the organizations ecclesiastical to which it would

lend life might even be useful for a while in dealing with some evils with

which our civilization is affected. But organizations by means of Vows,
Celibacy, and Confraternities, will prove unworkable in the long run.

ECCLESIASTIC.

This goodly Voliune reached us at that precise jieriod of the month when we
had to make our choice between reserving it for that fuller notice which
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intrinsically it so well deserves, but when all the weekly periodicals will have
had their say about its contents, or just to give to it at once so much of space

as the present state of our pages will admit. And various reasons combine to

make us choose the latter of the two alternatives. Firstly, we wish to lose no
time in commending the Volume to the perusal of our readers. Secondly, there

is so little in it that we do not agree entirely with, that, after all, we have no
occasion for making a lengthened review of the book. And thirdly, the most
ajDpropriate notice that we can take of it is t6 advise our readers to buy it or

order it for their book clubs, as may be most convenient. Our first acknow-
ledgments, however, are due to the Editor. Mr. Shipley has made an excellent

selection, both of subjects and writers. Of all we can say that they are real

" Questions of the Day," so that no one can take up the volume without
finding something to interest himself in it ; and there is not one subject that

is not well treated—but oddly enough, the two best are the two which alone

do not bear the names of the authors.

CHUECH AND STATE REVIEW.

[The Volume of Essays entitled the Church and the World'] ... is a very

important and valuable contribution to a class of literature which needs, and
is daily receiving, greater enlargement. There is no very good reason for its

title, except that it is sufficiently comprehensive, and there is no very good

ground for objecting to it. A series of Essays treating of the various ways
in which Evangelical and Ecclesiastical action may be stimulated and directed,

do undoubtedly refer both to the Church and to the world ; although it is of

the former that we are principally led to think as we peruse these pages. . . .

With respect to the general character and merits of this Volume, we can have

no hesitation in thanking Mr. Shipley most wannly for the care and judg-

ment with which he has brought together so large an amount of sound and

useful thought and experience on subjects of the very highest importance.

Treating as it does of questions which concern the inner life of the Church

and her work in the world, and handling those questions with unusual ability,

earnestness, and thoughtfulness, it deserves to be carefully read and pondered

by every clergyman, and by those excellent laymen, who are now so greatly

increased in number, who are ever ready both to speak and to act in behalf

of the Church, and in support of her institutions. . . . The selection of

the subjects is, on the whole, admirable. We may wonder sometimes how
it is that certain themes are excluded and certain others admitted ; but

this is no more than might be expected when we consider the great extent

of the field from which the selection is made. Why, for instance, we should

have an Essay on the Eucharistic Sacrifice and not one on the Real

Presence, we do not very well understand, inasmuch as the latter is of at

least as great importance, and is quite as much a " Question of the Day." So,

too, in a Volume whose heading is the Church and the World, we might

have looked for an Essay or two on Foreign Missions ; but the subject is

treated only incidentally. We do not know either, whether Mr. Shipley

meant to arrange the Essays according to any logical sequence. In some

cases, we think the order might have been changed with benefit to the reader.

With respect to the questions which are here left unconsidered, it may not be

too much to hope that Mr. Shipley will receive sufficient encouragement to

bring out a second volume. There is plenty of room for it, and there are
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still left Avriters not a few who arc well qualified to teach and guide their

fellow Churchmen.

DUBLIN REVIEW.

This Volume has been sent us for notice ; . . . and we see plainly, that

there are many extreme Anglicans, who are deluded indeed by the dream of
Corporate Union, but who write and (no doubt) think in a truly Christian

and temperate spirit. As to the Volume before us, we do not profess to have
looked at it very carefully. The subjects treated are of very varying import-
ance ; the most momentous of all being that which the Rev. M. MacColl has
chosen, Science and Prayer. "We are, of course, in most hearty agreement
with the author in his conclusions, and he writes most unaffectedly and
straightforwardly ; but he seems to us more successful in stating candidly the

infidel objection, than in elaborating a solid and satisfactory reply. Yet he
will have done a really inappreciable service, if he lead the way to a more
profound examination than his own of the theological and philosoi^hical diffi-

culties which his theme suggests.

CHRISTIAN OBSERVER.

The book which now lies before us is a palpable imitation of Pi-ofessor

Jowett's volume, the Essai/s and Revieios. But in one respect it difters, and
that ditference is a censurable feature in the case. The Seven Essayists and
Reviewers went straight to the mark. They used no disguise ; they were
guilty of no sham ; they resorted to no " ingenious device." But Mr. Orby
Shiple}', who has concocted the present Volume, as Mr. Jowett did the

volume of 1860, stoops to a trick. The drift and object of the Volume is to

inculcate and recommend Popery, as the Essat/s and Revieios inculcated

Scepticism ; but Mr. Jowett offered his poison pure and unmixed, while Mr.
Shipley attempts a disguise, and tries to hide his real purpose and meaning.

The book is made up on the sandwich principle. Mr. Shipley is aware that,

as thick slices of ham, alone, would turn men's stomachs ; so mere naked
Popery would only disgust and repel. He has therefore inclosed his unclean

flesh between slices of bread ; in the hope of thus getting the whole swallowed

without nausea or complaint. His slices of bread, too, are obtained from
writers untainted with Popish tendencies. Thus he begins with a paper by
Mr. Thorold Rogers, the Professor of Political Economy at Oxford ....
(who) discusses University Extension Without giving our assent to

all his opinions, we are bound to say we find nothing very objectionable in

his paper ; and that we have failed to discover either open or concealed

Romanism in it. We cannot regard it, placed as it is at the opening of the

volume in any other light than as a blind— a device intended by Mr.
Shipley to conceal the real object of the whole collection. . . . But doubtless

we shall be told that these things are " evil surmisings," and that we have
forgotten that " charity hopeth all things." We wish we could think so ; Ave

wish we could doubt our own conclusions ; but it is impossible. We know
Mr. Orby Shipley's other works, and we find in them all a very distinct and
positive aim. To regard the present Volume as destitute of purpose ; to

look upon it as a mere fortuitous concourse of atoms—a bundle of papers by
all sorts of people, upon all sorts of subjects—is more than we are able to do.
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We find in one-half of the Essays a clear and distinct purpose, " to bring in all

Roman doctrine ;" and when we see, mixed up with them a few harmless

discussions on University JExten^ion, &c. <tc., we cannot be made to suppose

that the Editor had no other object than a vague desii-e to publish a book;

we must believe that the real pui-pose of this strange admixture is merely to

throw dust in the eyes of the public. . . . Let us, then, try to blow aside

the dust, the chaff, and to come to the real object of this dishonest and dan-

gerous Volume. Some six or eight clergymen, whose character and tendencies

are perfectly well known, have united together to produce a volume on the

model of Mr. Jowett's Essays and Seviews, the whole tendency of which is,

to persuade the Church of England to undo all that was done in the days of

the Refonnation, and to go back substantially to Popery ; with the single

exception, perhaps, of the Supremacy of the Pope. . . . These eight papers

[of the clergy named], we repeat, constitute, in fact, the substance, the real

contents of the Volume; the remaining papers being merely bread-slices,

intended to prevent the disgust which inevitably would have been excited by

too sti'ong a dose of "Popery, pure and simple."

PATRIOT.

This lai'ge Voliune consists of a series of eighteen Essays, which set forth

the doctrines and aims of that section of the Anglican Church which has

lately come so much before the public eye, and which undertakes to extirpate

every thing Protestant in that Church, and to restore what is styled Catholic

faith and practice. By Catholic faith and practice is meant whatsoever was
in vogue in media?val time?, and had the imprimatur of the Council of Trent.

Some popular opinions held in the Romish Chui-ch, especially with regard to

the Vii'gin Mary, are repudiated ; but all foinnal and authoritative docb-ine

and usage of that Church are accepted, with the single exception of the recent

Papal dogma of the Immaculate Conception. How precise, articulate, and
complete the Catholic system is, thus inaugurated and a-dvocated with

enthusiastic zeal by the large party who have issued this book as their

manifesto, will be seen [fi-om certain] quotations. As we shall have to

criticise fully and in detail the main positions of thLs neo-Catholicism which

threatens this country so ominously, we leave these quotations to sjjeak for

themselves. We only further add that, with the exception of the usual

insolences to Dissent, which is felt to be the backbone of English Pro-

testantism, the whole book is written in a gentlemanly, earnest spirit, and is

pei-vaded with much warmth of devotional feeling It is with the

gi-avest sense of the evil of rationalism, which is slowly fretting and con-oding

the religious beliefs and attachments of multitudes, especially of our young
and educated men, that we denounce the evil of the so-called Ritualism as

inconceivably more portentous and hateful The clergy who wi'ote

these Essays, who indignantly repudiate the name and the doctiines of Pro-

testantism, who style themselves Catholic, who avow the dogma of transub-

stantiation, who accept the Tridentine Creed, who pronounce the Sacraments

the only and the certain vehicles of saving gi-ace, who call the clergy a

sacrificing priesthood, who worship the Host, and regard the ornaments of the

priest and the Church as the fitting ceremonial (sic) to celebrate the Divinity

which, along with the real Body and Blood of Jesus Chiist, is present in the

Bread and Wine they consecrate—these clergy who adopt and publish the

rank supei-stitions of Papal Rome are ministers of the State Church, accredited
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teachers of the State religion, whose influence is magnified a hundredfold by
their national status. Since, accoi-dingly, the masses of the pcoitle have
been infected with the superstitious notions of sacramentalism, wliich is but
undeveloped Catholicism ; since the indolent and frivolous " rich " are
allured by the ajsthetics, the antiquity, and the authority of the Catholic
Church ; and since numbers of the Anglican clergy-, who are authorized by
State credentials and upheld by State favour, are openly and zealously pro-
claiming Catholic dogmas, and advocating Catholic rites and practices, we
cannot but acknowledge that England is in jeopardy of witnessing what is

styled a Catholic revival. A Catholic revival means, an advent of ceremonial
and priestly superstition, which kills the morality, intelligence, and inde-

pendence of true religion, and breeds instead mawkish sentiment and servile

credulity.

MONTH.

The portly and handsome Volume lately put forth by Mr. Oi-by Shipley is

an offspring of the Eirenicon, which is repeatedly referred to in its pages as

an encouragement and starting-point. The interest excited by Dr. Pusey's

Olive-branch, and the favourable reception with which it met, secured before-

hand an amount of attention to this further manifesto which, in these days of

light reading, 548 large and closely-printed pages of disquisition could not

otherwise have obtained. . . . We are bound, in spite of [cei-tain] drawbacks,

to testify not only to a large amount of interesting matter in the Essays, but
also to the generally fair and courteous spirit which pervades them, and to

the absence both of studied misrepresentation of our doctrine, and of those

personal attacks on venerated names which have added needless bitterness to

many publications of the same party. This party, as our readers w411 be

already aware, is the Eitualistic division of the English Protestant Establish-

ment, or as it is here described, " the Catholic School " in " the English

branch of the Catholic Church." For this branch, among other notes of

life, maintains a goodly variety of antagonistic schools; and it is one of the

main objects of the Volume before us to show the failure of all these schooLs

but one, and to claim a fair trial for that one. . . . The Volume before us,

then, is an exposition of the views of a sub-section of the Tractarian party.

. . . They present us with eighteen Essays on Questions of the Daj', by as

many different disciples of the school ; and the Editor, in introducing his

class to our notice, assures us that they have been all " left free to express

their individual convictions ;" and bids us remark, what it was probably

another main object of the publication to show, how " this freedom from
editorial interference brings into high relief the evidence of essential harmony
amongst the contributors in matters of faith and principle." That eighteen

different Anglican Essajnsts, and all but three of them clergymen, could

manage to write independently of each other on Questions of the Day, with-

out flatly contradicting each other's statements, seems no doubt something

of an achievement. It is a much less considerable one, however, in fact, as

we find when we read the table of contents, and still more when we have

perused the Volume, than the title-page and preface would have led us to

suppose. . . . We are not going to show again the utter baselessness of the

theories advocated more pleasingly and plausibly than usual in this Volume.

So much has been written on the subject lately, that we may spare our

readers a repetition of it. And, indeed, our purpose was rather to acquaint
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them with some of the newest varieties of Anglican teaching, than to guard

them against its fascinations. . . . With real admiration of the zeal and
energy of the Essayists, and sympathizing with them in many particulars,

we are obliged to confess that a Tractarian even of the latest phase shows the

essential Protestant through his Catholic varnish.

TIMES.

This Volume may be considered as a sort of manifesto by the Ritualist

party. Following the examples set by other schools in the Essays and
Reviews, and in the i-eplles elicited by that work, one of the leading Ritualists

has collected a number of Essays by members of his party, and has published

them in one volume with a common purpose. . . . The avowed object of the

work is, to treat of the Questions of the Day from a Ritualist point of view.

Under these circumstances, the Volume possesses an interest which its intrinsic

merits would never have assigned to it. If any one wishes to understand

the meaning and object of Ritualism, and to learn what is the defence which

the Ritualists have to offer, he must be referred to this book ; but M-e could

not recommend it for any more permanent reason. As a mere contribution

to " Questions of the Da}^" it would be extremely insignificant. Indeed it

often produces the impression, that the writers must have been living out of

the world. Thej' are suflBciently enthusiastic about their own system, and

perhaps, know pretty well what they themselves mean ; but the majority of

the Essays are full of misapprehensions of other schools of thought. . . .

These writers appear to know nothing about facts, and to be wholly absorbed

in their own perfections. They judge of every science, every school of phi-

losophy, and every religious party by the way it is spoken of among their

own set. In any future manifesto they may choose to put forth—and we
observe that a Second Series of these Essays is announced—it would be well

to confine themselves more to an exposition of their own views, and to abstain

from sneering at persons of whom they appear entii-ely ignorant. . . . Our
readers are now in a position to form a pretty accurate idea of the system

which this party have openly advocated in the Volume before us. The claim

set up is definite and unmistakable. The whole sj'stem is concisely explained

in the Essay on the He-union of the Church. Christian grace, with all the

consequences, temporal and eternal, which are attached to it, is communicated
to men by the mysterious and—we must be allowed to add, to make matters

plain—the mechanical aid of the Sacraments. These can only be administered

bj'' a body of men who have received a supernatural commission by direct

succession from the Apostles ; and " without this commission no acts are

valid, and no acts have any grace attached to them." Consequently, the

salvation, for time {sic) and for eternity, of every man and woman in

England, must be obtained, at least as a general rule, through the priesthood.

. . . Such, be it understood, from the Ritualists themselves, is the claim

which they put forward. Such is the real meaning of the banners, the gew-
gaws, the incense, and the lights with which they decoy the sentimental and
dazzle the foolish. It is for the Bishops to determine whether it be consistent

with their duty to abstain from exerting all the means in their power to

repi-ess -such a gross perversion of the spirit of the English Church ; but it

is for the people of England to decide whether thej- will submit to these

usurpations. . . . With this book as their manifesto, the Ritualists have the
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audacity to claim the approval of the English nation. What vnW be the

answer we need not say ; the only anxiety which thoughtful persons must feel,

is, lest the apathy or countenance of the Bishops should involve the Church of

England herself in the inevitable condemnation.

SUNDAY GAZETTE.

Messrs. Longmans and Co. have published a new edition of T/ie Church
and the World, the text-book of the controversialist on Ritualism. To
[this Book] the advocates of antique millinery point as containing incon-

trovertible authority for its use ; and from the same collection of Essays

the denouncer of the Ritualistic tendencies of the age learns of the enormities

which he loves to condemn.

LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW.

The plot for Romanizing the Church of England, which was laid in

Oxford thirty years ago, has brought forth abundant fruit, and has indeed

been successful far beyond what could have been thought possible at the time

when the voice of authority stayed the pen of the author of Tract IKC, and

the hand of discipline was laid weightily on Dr. Pusey, because of his doc-

trine of the Eucharist. The volume of Essays eutitled The Church and the

World has come already to a second edition ; and a second series of essays, a

supplementary volume, in which the views of Anglican Romanism are to be

still more fully and variously developed, is announced by Messrs. Longmans

;

that great house having been selected as the publishers of this ill-omened

combination, for consummating the ruin and disgrace of the Church, of

England, and for Romanizing this once Protestant realm. The reception

given to the volume already published has been so favourable on the part

of High Anglicans, while the opposition which it has called forth has been so

moderate, so little vehement in its tone, and so far from universal or over-

whelming, that it is little wonder if the party are encouraged to publish a

supplementary manifesto, and to proceed to even greater lengths. And yet,

strange to say, the views even thus far developed in The Church and the

World are very far in advance of any thing which Newman ever ventured to

broach in the Tracts for the Times. All England, five-and-twenty years

ago, was at a white heat of indignation, was in a long-sustained tempest of

Protestant wrath and terror, because of the discovery at Oxford of a conspiracy

for de-Protestantising the National Church and its formularies. Now the

sappers and miners, trained by the pioneers ofthe Romeward movement, have

made their way up to daylight, and are openly at work breaching the defences

of our Protestantism, and tampering with the defenders. And yet no shout

is raised against them ; scarcely a shot is fired from the garrison ; the chief

opposition to the party in the trenches being from certain irregular auxiliai-ies

of the besieged outside the walls. Nay, from the manner in which the leaders

of the enemy go coolly in and out, it would seem that some of the sentinels

have been corrupted, and probably also that some of the superior officers

VOL. I. N n
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of the gan-ison are in understanding with the besiegers. "We had hoped it

might not have been necessary to notice this volume of Essays. But now that

the supplementary volume is announced, and that a second edition ofthis book

has appeared, we find we must have something to say respecting it, and had

better get it said before the supplement comes out.

METHODIST MAGAZINE.

There is no need for us to lay bare all the fallacies contained in [certain]

passages. Our readers will not be deluded by them ; nor, at the same time,

will the pervasive presence throughout these extracts of fallacious principles

of judgment prevent well-instructed readers fi-om recognizing the line of

truth which mingles with all the errors. That the liturgical service of the

Church of England is, by aud of itself, altogether unsuited for the office of

winning the uncultivated—as it is also unsuited for the awakening of the

hardened or careless—is a truth which only the deeply prejudiced can deny,

and which is set forth by another, and one of the most able, of the writers

in this volume with extraordinary vividness and force in paragraphs which

we may find occasion to quote ; but for the Essayist to suppose that mere
Ritualism—that what, with an unconscious felicity [sic'] of satire, he describes

as " histrionic worship," will supply what is lacking, only serves to show
how miserably degraded and perverted are his ideas of spiritual service and
acceptable worship. Whilst, with the history of Methodism full in view, for

any man to maintain, as this writer does throughout, that preaching and a
" subjective " religion are inoperative upon the lower classes, is simply to defy

all fact and experience. That the poor and ignorant never can be taught the

supposed or pretended meaning of the rites they ai'e di-illed to perform is

certain ; the points presumed to be illustrated are often obscure and mystical,

often superstitious and absurd. To explain them to the ignorant votaries

would require sermons—dry and wearisome sermons, quasi-doctrinal disser-

tations, often puerile, not seldom repulsive, and utterly unredeemed by any
glow of Divine truth, by an}' true pathos, by any beauty or sublimity. Be-

fore the people of England will consent to be enslaved by Ritualism, to become
the puppets of ecclesiastical posture-masters and man-milliners, they must be
degraded to such a condition of infantile helplessness and of feeble barbarism
as their forefathei's never knew, at their worst and lowest. Men whom the

languor of hereditary luxury has unmanned, and who, if they were not High-
Church devotees, would be lisping exquisites ; women of a half-educated over-

refinement, to whose feeble and ill-ti'ained characters a clerical petit-maitre

seems to be a necessity, and who are well pleased to amalgamate the concert

and the theatrical entertainment with their religious duties ; such abortions

of our modern civilization as these may become the pupils of ritualizing

priests ; but there is no more likelihood of the English nation at large sub-

mitting to such a subjection than of their being reduced to the condition of

Neapolitan lazzaroni.

BULWARK.

TJie Church and the World is exciting considerable interest at present,

and well it may. Its publication may be regarded as a " sign of the times."
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It is intended to accomplish on a large scale what the Tracts for the Times
accomplished on a small one. The Eitualist party in England have here put
forth their literary power ; and the leading peculiarities of the llomish
system, including " clerical celibacy," are boldly advocated, and with some
considerable measure of ability, and even of unction.

What strikes one most forcibly, in connexion with the Eitualist party,

is the thoroughly practical object at which they aim, and the very consider,

able power of combination with which they unweariedly prosecute their plans

of mischief. These two elements are greatly and most unfortunately awant-
in(j in most of their opponents, and yet how it should be so it is very diiEcult

to imagine. That men occupying an unfair position, aiming at a bad object,

and working in the face both of past and present experience of success at least

in recent times, should be bold, systematic, and untiring, whilst the friends

of truth are divided, hesitating, aimless, and credulous, when all is at stake,

is unaccountable, and one of the very worst signs of the times. We are sorry

to recommend the perusal of such a book as this, and yet if men really Avish

to know what they must face in the way of argument, and of sj-stematic

planning for evil as well as probable result, the sooner they read it the better.

It is the work of eighteen different authors, and it hears to be only the first

of a series of volumes dedicated to the same unholy purpose.

NATION. (New Yokk.)

The appearance of this book is a portent not to be neglected by those who
feel an interest in the Anglican Church. It is the confession of earnest-

minded men that the Establishment has been weighed and found wanting,

and it records their gropings for a remedy that shall enable their Ecclesiasti-

cal system to do some reasonable share of the duty allotted to it, and to give

some not totally inadequate return for the vast power and wealth with which
it has been entrusted. While awarding to the authors full measure of recog-

nition for the zeal which prompts their efibrts, it is impossible for a dis-

interested obsen^er not to feel some wonder at the direction of those efforts,

and no little misgiving as to their probable result. The questions of vest-

ments and candles are of small importance, and if these only were involved,

the enthusiasts who seek by such instrumentalities to overcome the fatal

indifferentism of the age might safely be left to amuse themselves with what-

ever toys they might select to gratify their festhetic ecclesiology ; but these

ritualistic observances are otAj au efflorescence of which the roots lie in strata

that the world had supposed to be prett}- effectually covered by modern pro-

gress. The gentlemen who have contributed to this volume unite in depre-

cating the accusation that they are on the high road to Eome. It is true

that they admit one of the great objects of the movement to be the Eeunion
of the Church of England with those of Eome and Greece (p. 28), and they

fail to show how they expect those great bodies, petrified in the moulds of

centuries, to adapt themselves to the exigencies of the insular fragment ; but

the}' are careful to assume to themselves the exclusive title of Catholics, while

the elder branch is distinguished as the Eoman Church. At the same time,

the differences between the Churches are rapidly narrowing under their reve-

rential zeal for antiquity and tradition, and this without any concessions from

the other side. Eucharistic adoration, of which they have been accused, they

indignantly deny ; but if symbolism have the vital force which they attribute

N n 2
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to it, the esoteric meaning of candles and incense and genuflexions can hardly

be long in overcoming a doctrinal repugnance which soon will be scarcely

more than nominal. When the power of dispensation is admitted to be

lodged somewhere in the Church, the reverence for tradition ali'eady dis-

plaj'ed will soon be willing to acknowledge that it can only be exercised by
the representative of him to whom the symbolical keys were entrusted.

When the Lutheran doctrine of justification—the great awakener of the

human mind from centuries of torpor—is stigmatized as "the most anti-

missionai'y and anti-Christian of dogmas "
(p. 49), the door is at once opened

to all the abuses of the Thomist theology, which, as the most profitable part

of her power over the consciences of men, the Latin Church can never

abandon, and the rejection of which is one of the insuperable obstacles to her

Reunion with the reformers. When the reformers and the Reformation,

indeed, are never alluded to save in terms of dislike and contempt, the

unity of feeling with the old Mother of Churches becomes sympathetic, and

little is left of concession reqiiisite to reconciliation except the question of

clerical celibacy. On that point, too, they are already nearly at one with

Rome.

TABLET.

The Essays published under the above title are, without doubt, more remark-

able and outspoken than any previous productions of the Tractarian party.

That such a publication should pass through two editions in the short space

of six months is indeed a sign of the times, and fully justifies the remark as

to the change in public sentiment since the period of the issue of the Tracts

for the Times. Opinions, then guardedly expressed, aroused fierce indigna-

tion ; whereas Tractarian wi-iters of the present day, who use bolder language,

are more readily listened to and meet with more impartial criticism

Taking the Essaj's in the order in which they appear, the first is devoted to

University Extension, the subject having, at least to Anglicans, some in-

terest in connexion with the discussion which has arisen in reference to the

proposed Keble College. The writer (Professor Thorold Rogers) has resided

twenty-five years in Oxford, diu-ing which time he has, of course, seen many
great and important changes in the constitution and working of the Univer-

sity, and his opinions, founded upon his public and private duties there, are

consequently entitled to much consideration. He naturally dreads the possi-

bility of the bulk of the Established Clergy being hereafter destitute of

academical training. Whatever their existing deficiencies may be, they

would be more strongly marked if the mass of this body are to be taken from

what is called the literate class. The existence of such colleges as Lampeter,

S. Aidan's, and S. Bees, can only be defended on the ground of necessity.

Strictly Theological Colleges he holds to be only valuable as supplying

special theological instructions supplementary to a previous academical

course. Besides it is to be taken for granted that the majority of those who
enter into Holy Orders in the Establishment expect to " live of the Gospel."

Earnest men who have no thought for material consequences are compara-

tively rare, and for personal sacrifices would demand greater " freedom in

theii' acts and relations to the Established Church than the custom and rules

of the Establishment allow." The social position of the Established Clergy

Mr. Rogers considers to have been depreciated, and their material prospects

lessened within the last twenty or thirty years, but his confident assertion
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that the EugHsh nation are more exacting in their demands upon the

Established Clergy than are the people of other countries, requires some
qualification. The cases are indeed rare in which a Protestant congregation

would seek to induce their pastor to increase his public ministrations or ex-

pect him to undertake as a matter of duty a round of parochial visits of a

purely spiritual character. As a matter of fact, in their character of gentle-

men, beneficed clergymen and intelligent curates are welcome guests at the

hospitable dinner-table of the squii'e or the peer. The clergyman's visit to

the poor cottager is welcome at such periods of the year as he can distribute

gifts of coals and blankets. To the middle class, as a body, the parson is

quite a stranger, except as a patron to those shopkeepers with whom, as a

matter of necessitj'', he must have dealings Professor Rogers

considers that there are sufficient causes to account for the diminution in the

number of graduate candidates for Orders in the Protestant Establishment.

After discussing the various proposals for counteracting this result (among

others, new and cheap colleges, and greater expansion of existing ones), he

observes :

—
"Whatever be the means adopted, all persons .... are

agreed that unless some speedy means are adopted, the social and intellectual

reputation of the Christian Ministry in England is likely to be seriously en-

dangered Mr. Rogers approves warmly the proposed residence

of students in lodgings apart from the expenses of collegiate life, and the

affiliation of such societies as can convince the University that they are bona

fide engaged in the work of a liberal education to adults. Whether the

ground that has been lost will be retrieved and the position of the Establish-

ment strengthened, remains to be seen, but the author of this Essay writes far

from hopefully as to the future.

DAILY NEWS.

The title of this book, difficult as it is to explain distinctly, and easy as it

is to criticize unfavourably, sufficiently indicates that it has a double

character, which entitles It to notice In a journal that is ordinarily closed

against purely' theological publications. The fact is, that such a precaution,

the motives of which ai'e the obvious ones of reverence and regard for the

tastes of readers. Is rapidly becoming both superfluous and impossible. The
points of contact between religion and life, between faith and duty, between

the civil and the religious power, between Chiu'ch and State, or, as these

essaj'Ists prefer to put it, between " the Church and the world," are daily

foimd more numerous, more closely related, more deserving of attention, and
more imperatively demanding it. The daily news of England and of Europe

is as a matter of fact more and more occupied with Ecclesiastical aff"alrs and

religious opinions. The question of the day In continental politics is the

Roman question. The question of home policy, which almost vies with that

of parliamentary reform in Its hold on the public mind, is the internal and

external relations of the Established Church. Nevertheless, the volume at

the head of this review has reached a second edition before we have found

time to notice It.

We have already referred to Its title. Mr. Shipley's selection of it was a

genuine Inspiration. It hits off to a nicety the calm confusion between the

provinces of religious and secular concerns, and the bland assumption of

Ecclesiastical, ?'. e., clerical superiority to civil obligations, which characterize
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the party it represents, which have characterized it and its analogues in all

ages, which characterize them in all countries now. Starting with a perver-

sion of the principle that the Divine kingdom is not and cannot be a mundane
dominion, and is therefore a superior influence to the kingdoms of the Avorld,

it makes assumptions of superiority and independence for its organization in

the relations of this world which land it by a logical necessity in the prepos-

terous claim of temporal authority, and the grotesque parody of kingship

which is making its final, or perhaps only its penultimate, struggle for life

in Rome at this moment. Here, of course, this spirit only reaches the

dimensions of a theory of the subordination of all human concerns—not to

Christ, not to truth, not to faith, but—to the caste which claims to have

possession of Him, or to be the embodiment of His mind and will. It

claims, for instance, the control of education for the clergy, not on the

ground of their pre-eminent sympathy, for Christ's sake, with the race which

He heads and represents, but on the ground of the right of priests to teach

mankind. And in this claim it is always possible to find a section of the

laity

—

-fins fretre que les pretres, of course—ready to support the clergj^

;

to make, in fact, an indolent surrender of individual responsibilities and

rights to these self-constituted custodians of human nature—to recognize the

right of " the Church " to rule " the world." This theory the book before us,

taken as a whole—mainly written, as it is, by clergymen, but with a mino-

rity of lay contributors, including a lady, who of course outdoes them all

—

embodies in its strongest form. It is needless to say that no attempt is

made to define either " the Church " or " the world." JN^o definition ever has

been, ever can be given, that will stand the strain of practical application,

even by its own inventor, as he always wants to apply it. But in this case

the mind of every writer, lay or clerical, seems possessed with a vague

impression that the indefinite body of human beings, apparently composed of

those who do not agree with them in opinion, which they call " the world,"

lieth in wickedness as deep as that which S. John imputed to the heathen

system of his day ; and that the occult society, composed apparently of the

clergy of that way of thinking, and of the laity who accept their leadership,

and are vouched for by them, is the " holy mother " of mankind, the Divinely

appointed mistress of " the world," and the infallible guide of human
conduct.

QUAETERLY REVIEW.

The Ritual movement, which began in the English Churcb soon after the

publication of the Tractsfor the Times, and has been already twice discussed

in the pages of this review, has lately entered on a new phase, which at

the date of our earlier articles could hardly have been imagined as possible.

It is no longer a question of surplice against gown as the dress of the

preachers in parish churches, of a weekly offertory, or of reading or omitting

the prayer for the Church Militant ; but vestures and ornaments are revived,

ceremonies are practised, which no one had ventured on in 1843, or even in

1851, and the novelties of external worship are justified by the assertion of

principles which in those days had not been discovered, or at least found no

champion bold enough to maintain them. The Ritualists (as they delight to

style themselves) while they acknowledge a connexion with the " Tracta-

rians " and " Ecdesiologists " of an older time, look back on those fellow
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labourers in the great " Catholic Revival " as mere babes in knowledije.

. . IMoreover we are told tliat, whereas " Tractarianism " in its earlier phases

was only a " relii^'ion for gentlemen," it has now taken a shape which will

enable it to wrest the middle classes from dissent, to civilize and Christianize

those poorer classes which have hitherto been either neglected altogether

or approached in a manner which had no effect on them ; that, whereas its

earlier time was a " Tory stage," it has " now practically assumed a demo-
cratic aspect, of which the vigorous anti-pew movement is an exponent."
And as another token of progress, we find that the epithet " histrionic " by
which (even though qualified by the word " almost,") the late Bishop of Lon-
don gave deadly offence to the ceremonialists of 1850, is now boldly appro-

priated by the more advanced and more outspoken Ritualists of the present day,

who do not scruple to avow themselves histrionic, both almost and altogether.

. . . . It is, indeed, matter of great satisfaction that the temper of our
people is now calm ; that there has been nothing like a repetition of those

violent disturbances which a quarter of a century ago were excited by so

trifling a change as that of introducing into the pulpits of parish churches the

di-ess which was worn at all other ministrations in those churches, and which
had always been used in the pulpits of cathedrals. We trust, therefore, that

whatever may be done will be done by the way of reason and Christian mo-
deration. And while we deal with the danger from this new party, we must
take good heed to another danger, of which many symptoms have been

already manifested—the danger that the extravagances of the Ritualists may
be used as a pretext for altering in an opposite direction the formularies and

the principles of the Church of England.

CHRISTIAN REMEMBRANCER.

It seems to be pretty well understood among litterateurs now that a

"movement," whether ecclesiastical or secular, theological or scientific,

must receive an impetus from a bundle of Essays in order to insure its

progress. The original Oxford Essays and Cambridge Essays had no
connexion except that which they derived from the binder : but the gentle-

men who were bound up in that faggot of Neologian sticks called Essays
and Reviews did the rough work of pioneers in a novel style of associated

literary partnership. Alpine climbing has been stimulated in the same man-
ner. The Irish Church—that crux of Establishmentarians—has had its

volume of essayists. The Ultramontanists, under the presidency of Dr.

Manning, cheered up their drooping spirits, and made a little figure by the

like expedient. But all these eflorts must give place to the present magnifi-

cent enterprize, for the bulk of matter, variety of subject, and number of

contributors. This volume contains eighteen essaj^s by as many different

writers. The questions treated in its pages range over a wide field ; and

the list of contents looks like the commingling of papers read at a Social

Science meeting or Church Congress. Infanticide and Clerical Celibacy

;

Architecture and the Conscience Clause ; Hospital Nursing and Ritualism ;

—

these headings give a fair notion of the scope of the book, and justify what

we have remarked upon it. The editor introduces his goodly company of

essayists with a preface, in which he informs us that " the several authors

are responsible only for the statements contained in their own contributions."

This is the stereotyped formula with which such volumes as the present are
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labelled. It corresponds to that sinister word " limited " which Joint-stock

Companies add to the titles of their schemes. We for our part, confess that

we are unable to appreciate the value of this saving clause. It did not protect

the notorious " Essayists" from being held, each and every of them, a par-

ticeps criminis, as regarded the general drift of the book ; and why should it

do more for our friends now lying before us ? Any number of men clubbed

together under one editor to produce a book setting forth certain opinions,

besides the part each plays as an individual, conjointly creates an atmosphere
which we may call the tone, views, or tendency of the volume. This is in-

evitable ; and this is something, over and above their separate responsibilities,

for which all are responsible. In the second paragraph of his preface, Mr.
Shipley, though without appearing to be aware of it, repeats the first para-

graph somewhat more elaborately. We can see no use in this anxiety to

disclaim the natural consequences of association.

MORNING POST.

One of the chief indications of advancing artistic taste in England exhibits

itself in the improved architecture of our churches, and in the increasing

popular appreciation of the noble religious music of our cathedrals. There

can be no doubt that the cultivation of architectural improvement in

ecclesiastical buildings is well calculated to add to the dignity of the national

religion ; and few are so insensible as not to feel the effect of the organ's

solemn peal in impressing the soul with religious awe, and disposing it to

serious meditation on the mj'steries of faith. Hence the extension of taste

in those directions should be regarded as an important accessory in the moral

amelioration of the people. Church music and architectural ornament may
be made subsidiary adjuncts in the framework of religious instruction ; and,

in particular, the study of medireval models in both arts may be commended
as having a useful tendency in the consolidation of our established religious

system. But a modern school has arisen in the Church, who, in their

admiration for mediaeval art and embellishment have extended their zeal

for its restoration not only to all the disused varieties of interior church

ornament, but to the personal decoration of the clergy. By an easy bvit

surreptitious transition they have passed from the embellishment of the

church itself to the restoration of ancient altar furniture, incense-burning,

candle-lighting, and bell-tinkling ; to symbolic changes of the minister's vest-

ments, positions, postures, and movements ; and to other antiquated cei'e-

monies which in the middle ages excited the wonder, if they did not improve
the souls, of a rude and superstitious period. Having thus conceived a weak
admiration of practices which bear no essential relation to the religion of the

heart, or the substance and virtue of Christian rites ; and which the lapse of

time, and the intellectual advancement of the English people have rendered

obsolete, if not ludicrous ; the Ritualistic school have finally glided from the

forms of the Romish religion to its reality. Not only would they revive in

the Reformed Church of England trivial and puerile ceremonies which, in the

present state of public enlightenment, are more likely to excite the derision

than awaken the consciences of a congregation ; but they are actively

attempting to resuscitate the whole body of those distinctive Romish doctrines

which the English Church and laity repudiated at the Reformation, and still

almost unanimously reject. To accomplish the re-establishment of monastic
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institutions, of the celibacy of the priesthood, of auricular confession, and of

the recognition of the Eeal Presence in the Eucharist—in fact, to constitute

a virtual Re-union with the Church of Rome by an almost complete conformity

with her doctrines, is the undisguised object of the school of Ritualists

Judging from the rapid advances Romeward which the Ritualists have made

in their progress from form to doctrine, it may not be unreasonable to expect,

as a sequel, that the announced Second Series of The Clmrcli and the World will

contain proposals for restoring the doctrine of Pm-gatory, the cultus of the

" Mother of God," and Papal infallibility and supremacy. Be this as it may,

it is certain that the organ of Ritualism, The Church and the World will

not leave a shade of doubt on the mind of any reader that the object of the

movement is to Romanize the Church of England. Although Rubric and

Ritual are the watchwords of the sect, their real design is far from being

merely the gratuitous and futile restoration of trifling ceremonies and

elaborate ecclesiastical finery. Their ultimate aim is no less than the utter

subjugation of Protestant princijjles by a union of the Church of England

with the Roman, to be accomplished by the sacrifice of eveiy distinctive

doctrine of the Reformation.

EDINBURGH REVIEW.

We have seen that the Ritualists as a body are what they have been truly

called. Nonconformists within the Church of England. They introduce

practices into its worship which confessedly have not been in use since the

time of Elizabeth. They desire to substitute for it as far as outward forms,

gestures, dresses, teaching, suppressions, interpolations, will allow, the

worship of another Church. They speak with the utmost disparagement of

the Thirty-nine Articles. They explain away the meaning of many of them
to such a point as to reduce them to an absolute nu.llity. They set the

authority of Bishops as entirely at nought, as if they were Presbyterians or

Independents. Tliey abhor the union of Church and State, on which the

whole of the existing constitution of the Anglican Church is founded. They
belong to a party which has, in late years at least, always attempted to claim

the Church for itself. They present, therefore, the extremest case which
can arise to test the comprehensiveness of the National Church. To that

comprehension we have already said that we think they are entitled, when
they do not violate the wishes and rights of their congregations. Alien as

manj' of their tenets are to the general spirit of the Church and nation in

which they have sprung uji, they have still enough in common with the

double-sided composite aspect of the formularies of the Church, and the

character of the nation, to give them a standing-place in the eye at once of

law and charity. They supply, in some aspects, a useful counterpoise to the

nan-owness or perverseness of other elements in the ecclesiastical world.

In the earlier days of the Movement, they counted amongst their ranks lofty

characters, and noble deeds, and persuasive works, which the English

Church will not willingly let die. They now contain within "their members
(as the Bishop of London has testified) men of ardent, self-denying activity,

worthy of better principles than those which they profess, and placing them
thus far on a level with the equally ardent and moi-e success-

ful leaders of the Wesleyan movement in former times, and of

those numerous clergy in our own time who need no stimulant from

VOL. I.
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party spirit or from sectarian zeal to devote themselves to the unobtrusive

performance of their Master's work. And we must remember that these

High Church dissenters are more amenable to the control of English law,

to the softening effects of social and Christian intercourse inside the National

Church than if they were cast out from it. By expelling them from it we
should not divest ourselves of our responsibility in regard to them. We
cannot burn them, as in the days of Mary ; we cannot hang them, as in the

days of Elizabeth ; we cannot banish them, as in the days of Charles I. or

Cromwell. By driving them to extremities we might perpetuate the evil

for generations. If they became a separate sect, they would remain like other

Nonconformists, with the additional extravagance which every isolated and
exasperated sect is sure to take to itself. If they became Roman Catholics,

they and theu- children would be parted from the national interests and

national sympathies perhaps for centuries. On the other hand, if they are

allowed to retain their position within the Church, the fashion would pro-

bably pass away with the present generation, and their childi'en and grand-

children would be the staunch Puiitans or Liberals of the coming age.
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